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‘Every great age is an age of translations’
Ezra Pound
A translator dyes an Author, like an old stuff, into a new colour
Samuel Butler
Summary
It is well known that Syriac translations from the Greek changed a great deal between 
the fourth and seventh centuries AD. Many Syriac versions of the scriptures, the 
Greek Fathers and the philosophers were subjected to revision and improvement. This 
study looks at the Syriac translations of Cyril of Alexandria’s Christological works 
and seeks to place them in the wider context just mentioned. It aims to illuminate their 
date and background on the basis of a comparative typology of translation technique 
and method. This also includes the use of biblical citations and parallel citations in 
other texts as important evidence.
It is shown that the texts come from dates ranging from the middle of the fifth to the 
middle of the sixth century and can be fittingly compared with other contemporary 
documents. The findings highlight the importance of the few decades either side of 
the turn of the sixth century as the key moment when the Syriac translators developed 
a new vision of their language and its capabilities. This was the time of the most rapid 
change and pivots around the person of Philoxenus. It is also suggested that 
Philoxenus’ own role resulted from his reading of some of these very translations and 
the new techniques found therein.
In the first section, it is suggested that these technical developments are related to 
parallel developments in the church concerning matters of textual authority and 
systematisation, the rise of patristic exegesis and florilegia. In a final chapter, the 
study goes on to place this development in a still wider context within late antiquity 
and argues that this new vision of language use which we see in the Syrian church can 
be paralleled in a number of other walks of life and, in fact, represents a typical Tate 
antique’ frame of mind.
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Part 1 
Introductory 
l.i 
An Introduction and a Way Forward
“Every new exuberance, every new heave is stimulated by translations, every 
allegedly great age is an age of translations”
Ezra Pound, Literary Essays
The importance of translation
The project here undertaken takes as its most fundamental premise the organic 
interconnection between processes of and approaches to literary translation on the one 
hand, and on the other the cultural and political trends which form their historical 
background. It follows that when such translational exercises are themselves part of a 
large-scale and widely observed cultural and political phenomenon or development, 
then that interconnection will be all the more pronounced. Further, wherever such a 
literary process itself forms the launch pad for the emergence of a new cultural 
identification over against a parent culture, with whom the relationship of the new 
may involve a mixture both of respect and distancing, the importance of the exercise, 
as a self-expression of the emerging culture, assumes such proportions that the 
translator can be said to be no longer a mere ‘mediator’ between cultures, but to be 
him/herself in a position of power, a force for change, a ‘power-broker’.
This will probably be true at any time and in any place, but all these factors come 
together particularly well in the emergence in late antiquity of the Syriac-speaking 
community as a self-assured and self-sufficient literary and artistic culture. Its 
relationship to the Greek world, most especially in matters religious (for the Syriac 
culture may be considered to be almost, but not quite, co-terminous with the Syriac 
church), but in other areas also, is a fluctuating one which involves outwardly 
contradictory moves towards greater independence in the political and cultural
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spheres alongside an increasing devotion to, even mimesis of, Greek literature, both 
secular and religious.1
From the point of view of an historical analysis, this subject has the added advantage 
of being very much a closed one. The processes of, and approaches to, literary 
translation which we will be discussing did not persist beyond the slide of Syriac 
culture beneath the wave of Arabism in the middle ages, and there was little direct 
relationship between Greek and Syriac after the eighth century. At the same time, the 
beginnings of the relationship and of the processes and phenomena that we will
thanalyse lie back in the 4 century at the latest, and thus over a period of almost four 
centuries we have the advantage of observing not only changing approaches and 
attitudes, but also the long-term consequences of the decisions and directions that 
were taken.
These factors together make this particular historical context a worthy one for study in 
its own right and also, and most especially, as an example of the more general 
hypothesis mentioned above. We therefore propose to study Syriac translation-texts in 
their relationship to the emergence and definition of Syriac Christianity from 
approximately the fifth to the eighth centuries. Although we can analyse here only a 
restricted number of texts, both in terms of genre and date, they are presented as being 
illustrative of more general conclusions.
In Part 1 we shall explore, as prolegomena, certain (largely historical) phenomena 
which will form the basis for our textual analyses to come and then for any 
conclusions that we hope to build upon those analyses.
Forays into an historical context
On what grounds, then, can we say that the numerous literary translations made from 
Greek into Syriac during our time period are indeed closely intertwined with wider 
developments in the Syriac world?
1 For a general overview and interpretation, Brock, Antagonism to Assimilation.
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Since it was religion that was the predominant means of expression for a distinctively 
‘Syriac’ culture, it is here that we find the connection most obviously expressed. Let 
us then begin by making three very general observations on the history of Christianity 
in the Mediterranean world in the fifth to the seventh centuries. The importance of 
these observations will hopefully soon become apparent and will form the basis for 
our approach to the Greek/Syriac translation literature.
The first of these is that the divide between the Antiochene and the Alexandrian 
approaches to the exegesis of Scripture and the understanding of the person of Christ 
was increasingly a divide not merely along dogmatic lines, but along lines of culture, 
of geography, of ethnicity, and of language, such that after Chalcedon there is not so 
much a motivation to rapprochement between the opposing sides as towards 
defensiveness, self-definition and self-identification. The incorporation (partly 
through literary translation) of the Antiochene/Alexandrian divide into the Syriac 
church at the very time of its development as a self-conscious institution (S^-b11 
centuries) is therefore of great significance.
The second observation concerns the growing independence of the Syriac speaking 
churches, the growth of something approaching a Syrian ethnic awareness, of an 
indigenous literature and a distinctive form of religion based especially around 
ascetical practices. From the political point of view, the loss of Nisibis to Persia after 
the death of Julian alienated or marginalised many Syriac cities from the Byzantine 
centre and, in the West Syrian lands, the adoption of Severan monophysitism from the 
early sixth century encouraged this process yet further as a new self-sufficient church 
hierarchy was put in place through the efforts of Jacob BiuxTana and his colleagues. 
This is not to say that nationalist aspirations necessarily underlie Christological 
disputes (which were real enough in themselves) but that over time, there is, as we 
shall see, an inner logic between theological distancing and cultural/political 
distancing.1
1 For the dangers inherent in making theological positions covers for national movements, see A.H.M. 
Jones, ‘Were ancient heresies national or social movements in disguise?’ JThS n.s.10 (1959), 280-98; 
on ‘cultural distancing’, see especially Brock, Antagonism to Assimilation , 13 n.34, and Greek and  
Syriac in Late Antique Syria, which distinguish carefully between increasing literary dependence and 
submissiveness on die one hand and the increasing cultural and political self-sufficiency o f  the Syrians 
on the other.
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The third and final observation is that in the period after 451 there was a sea-change 
in the form and method of theological argument, especially in Christological matters, 
a move which may be described as being away from Biblical exegesis towards 
patristic exegesis. This move is perhaps best exemplified by the rise of both the 
florilegium as a genre of theological literature at the expense of Biblical 
commentaries and theological treatises, and the concomitant importance attached to 
the accuracy of the texts of the Fathers themselves.1 It was on the back of this 
development above all that Cyril of Alexandria became the Tight and eye of Christ’s 
heavenly body,’ and was extensively studied, excerpted, and (in the Syriac church) 
translated. For this reason, Cyril has been chosen as the subject of this study.
While the first and second of these observations have been adequately described and 
discussed elsewhere, the third may need a little more elaboration before we can show 
more conclusively why these three strands should together point us towards the 
organic link between historical/cultural change and the literary phenomenon of the 
Syriac translation-texts of the fifth to the seventh centuries.
We shall now, therefore, explore further the matter of the exegesis of the Fathers, 
firstly through the rise and use of the florilegia; secondly through the development of 
a translation ‘programme’ within the Syriac church.
1 See, for instance, Gray, Through the Tunnel with Leontius o f  Jerusalem.
2 The description o f Cyril as x w a  K'i.tm was accorded him by his correspondent
Tiberius the Deacon - Ebied and Wickham, Tiberius Deacon, 444.
3 For the first, see e.g. Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, or the brief but perceptive comment in Ebied and 
Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Against Chalcedon, 116 and note; for the second see Brock, Antagonism to 
Assimilation, or general histories o f Syriac literature such as Duval, Litterature Syriaque, and 
Baumstark, Geschichte.
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The exegesis of the Fathers
‘Who controls the past controls the future’
George Orwell, 1984
The debate over Chalcedon, a question o f form
The period between the council of 451 and the era of Severus of Antioch and the neo- 
Chalcedonians saw a significant departure from the norms of theological debate to 
which we are accustomed when reading the conflicts of an earlier age. There are few, 
if any, fresh attempts at grappling with the issues that concerned men like Cyril and 
John of Antioch, and an increasing shift towards a scene dominated by battles over 
the ownership of traditions and the acceptance or rejection of the council itself. New 
forms of debate and argument opened up in this period as a result of this re­
orientation of aims.
What we see in the sources is thus a seismic shift in the form of theological 
(particularly of Christological) discourse, from one based largely on the citation and 
exegesis of scriptural texts to one based rather on the citation and ‘ownership’ of what 
may now be called patristic texts. The beginnings of this shift can be perceived 
already in Cyril of Alexandria, the motivating force behind the famous Ephesine 
decree of 431, by which only the faith of the 318 Fathers of Nicaea was to be accepted 
henceforth as the basis of church dogma. In his letter to Acacius of Melitene, written 
in 433, Cyril writes that his aim is to ‘set down dogma’ by ‘raising up the Fathers.’1 
The Ephesine decree remained the driving force of the form of theological argument 
for a long time to come, hence Philoxenus’ pronouncement, “anyone who shall 
produce a definition of faith other than the august and holy [one] coming from the 
Fathers of Nicaea, let him be anathema.” We must say form ’ advisedly, since 
theology proper certainly developed post-Chalcedon; but the important point here is 
that it was not perceived to have done so, and the Ephesine decree had its greatest 
impact on the form rather than on the content of theological discourse.
1 £^£0£to xcc 7i£pi xfjq jh/avOpamqoEGoq, auvucpavaq f|piv Kai rriv Tiarpwav 7iapa5ociv (ACO 
1,1,4,30,21-2). The words were originally written by John o f Harran in reference to Cyril, but are 
quoted by the latter with approbation in his Ep40; in the Syriac version it reads
rc'iftcuaAxso ^  yuo aa {he has established our Lord’s incarnation by setting up again for  
us the tradition o f  our fathers), Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters, 38,17-8.
2 .reimiv-) i<'k\cn=>n!' rC'coM rCV.toQ octj r^iiurC' K'cuxisn Aa
k'oooj (OaiM De Halleux, Moines de Senoun, 47,22-5.
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To illustrate further the general trend, when Basil of Seleucia replied to the encyclical 
of the Emperor Leo to explain his support for the Chalcedonian definition, he did so 
on the basis of Cyril’s second letter to Nestorius as being an accurate interpretation of 
the doctrines of Nicaea.1 We can take his method of focusing on patristic rather than 
Biblical authority as typical of his fellow-bishops in the decades following Chalcedon.
The point about the importance of texts is well encapsulated in the story of the 
belligerence of the Sleepless Monks (the Akoimetai) of Constantinople which “drove 
them to procure and gather copies of all the documents that were important for 
ecclesiastical politics, so that their library became nothing short of an arsenal of 
propaganda, the most important weapon for which at that time was the publication of 
documents.”2 We may summarise with Lebon that ‘chez les theologiens monophysites 
aussi bien que chez leurs adversaires.. .Targument d’autorite joue un role capitale.”3
There are two aspects of post-Chalcedonian literary productivity which arose from 
these new concerns and aims. The first is the appearance and growth of the patristic 
florilegium as a genre in its own right and as a weapon in theological debate; the 
second is the importance in that same debate of the translation of the Fathers, 
generally in the direction Greek-Latin and Greek-Syriac (occasionally Latin-Greek 
and Greek-Coptic).
Florilegium
Can we outline the development and growth of this literary genre such that it will 
shed light on our wider historical context and on the phenomenon of the Syriac 
translation-texts?
The idea of collecting together proof-texts for use in argument is hardly new with our 
period.4 Of course, it was quite natural for the church to excerpt scriptural texts, but it 
could happen elsewhere too. There is plenty of evidence for collections of poetical
1 Basil’s reply constitutes chapter 28 o f the Encyclical, ACO II,5,47ff.
2 Grillmeier, Christ 2:2, 13, n.34.
3 Lebon, Christologie, 578.
4 On the earlier history o f  the genre see principally Chadwick, Florilegium. Richard, Les Florileges, 
follows the rise o f  the diphysite florilegia after Chalcedon. For monophysite examples, the best 
overview is Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 51-77, while a more exhaustive discussion o f sources will be found 
in Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, and Schwartz, Publizistische Sammlungen.
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and philosophical texts being made for school purposes for centuries before our 
period; there is also clear evidence for a Platonic florilegium in use among the 
middle-Platonist writers which provided the common stock for Albinus and Celsus as 
well as for Justin and Clement. It seems that specifically Christian versions of these 
were also developed. Whether pagan or Christian they were, of course, never just 
collections of the sayings of the master, but carefully picked-out texts, often grouped 
thematically, and designed to facilitate argumentation and debate. Seneca once 
suggested that anthologies of ‘proof-texts’ were sufficient for the common man over 
and above evidential proof.1 They would work especially well, it might be added, 
where one particular strand of the master’s thought had become the foundation of a 
new tradition, as was the case in Middle-Platonism, and would be also with the 
Christological controversies over Chalcedon. A most telling example of the (ab)use of 
the florilegium is found in Irenaeus, Adv Haer 1,9,4, in which the writer quotes and 
refutes an Homeric florilegium used by the Valentinians -  the problem with this 
anthology, Irenaeus points out, is that it consists of a string of unconnected, out-of- 
context citations which do violence to any meaning the texts might actually hold. 
Anthologies of texts held in special reverence, in an environment in which meaning is 
held to reside in individual words, could easily have such an effect as Irenaeus 
suggests, and much the same might be said of the Florilegium Cyrillianum, as we will 
see later on.
Although compiling lists of scriptural citations was fairly commonplace amongst the 
church writers of the first three centuries, there is nothing in the way of a patristic 
florilegium before the latter part of the fourth century. Basil’s Philocalia consists of a 
set of quotes from Origen, designed not as authoritative theology but to illustrate his 
exegetical method, and his De Spiritu Sancto includes a florilegium of quotes from 3rd 
century authors. However, there is still at this time some resistance to accepting 
patristic witnesses as evidence in theological argument.3 It is only really with the 
Council of Ephesus in 431 that we begin to see a different sort of theological 
discourse. Because the creed, always tellingly referred to as ‘the opinions of the 318 
Fathers’, was seen as the summary of the opinions of all preceding Fathers of the
1 Chadwick, Florilegium, 1139.
2 ibid., 1141.
3 Thus, for example, Gregory o f Nyssa rejects Eunomius’ appeal to the ‘Fathers’.
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Church, the idea of quoting not just the creed but also the works of the Fathers 
themselves naturally presented itself to Cyril as the most obvious way to proceed 
during the Nestorian controversy. He evidently felt strongly that this method could be 
used to advantage “because the creed of Nicaea stresses more strongly than its ancient 
predecessors the consubstantiality of the Son with the Father and his Godhead, and 
then goes on to predicate the Incarnation and the whole oikonomia of just this Son.”1 
This new perspective on authority is neatly summed up by Cyril himself when he 
writes: “enough for us are the inspired scriptures, the sober vigilance of the Holy 
Fathers, and the Creed carved out to meet absolutely every detail of orthodoxy.” In 
his letter to Succensus he commends the reading of the Fathers as the means “to 
introduce no innovation into orthodoxy.” The enshrining, in the seventh canon of the 
Acts of the Council, of the principle by which no other faith than that of Nicaea was 
ever to be promulgated set the seal on the form of theological argument to be used 
henceforth and secured the future of the patristic florilegium.
At the same time as excerpting the Fathers’ support for his interpretation of the creed, 
Cyril also needed to refute the sayings of an opponent, Nestorius, of whom few 
people had heard and whose works even fewer had read. The need, therefore, to 
compile a set of quotations from the works of one’s opponents also arose quite 
naturally from within the situation. Thus Cyril’s Contra Nestorium contains a 
florilegium of citations from Nestorius as well as one of Biblical citations - this does 
not really amount to a florilegium itself, but is a sort of prototype. There is also a 
short florilegium in the De Recta Fide ad Augustas and another in the Contra 
Orientates.4 These are both closely related, in terms of their content, to the citations 
found in the so-called Excerpta Ephesena, a collection attached to the Acts of that 
council and which was probably the work of Cyril himself.5 It was via these early 
collections, it seems, that the Apollinarian loci entered the Christological arena 
legitimated under orthodox pseudonyms. However, the patristic collection in the ad 
Augustas is followed by a vastly larger scriptural florilegium, an indication that the
1 Grillmeier, Christ 1,363.
2 Ep40, Wickham, Letters, 42,20-2.
3 Ep45, ibid., 71.
4 These will be found respectively at ACO 1,1,5, 66-68 and ACO 1,1,7,37,11.45,48-9,60,64-5.
5 Slightly differing versions to be found at ACO 1,1,2,39-45 and ACO 1,1,7,89-95.
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former type was as yet still far from displacing the latter as a source of proof-texts for 
Christian dogma.
At about the same time that Cyril and his followers (most notably Theodotus of 
Ancyra1) were making good use of the new idea post-Ephesus, Theodoret began to do 
the same for the Antiochian side.2 This may have begun as early as 431 specifically in 
response to events at Ephesus.3 Just such a document was used, for instance, at the 
small council at Chalcedon in late 431, called by the Emperor to sort out the dispute 
between the Cyrillians and the Orientals, at which Theodoret was present. As a result, 
Theodoret’s florilegium was incorporated, c.432, into his Pentalogus and later into the 
Eranistes, c.447/8. The latter treatise aimed to show the Nicene orthodoxy of the two 
natures doctrine, but as a pacifying measure contained no citations from the 
Antiochian Fathers, Diodore or Theodore, but rather included quotes from Cyril’s 
Scholia (a very early instance of Cyril being himself quoted). This original Antiochian 
florilegium seems also to have influenced the various texts used by the Roman 
delegation at Chalcedon.4 John the Grammarian probably used a later version of the 
same document, judging by the fragments of his work found in Severus, though by 
this time it had been much merged with Leo’s. Thus, for instance, all four of 
Theodoret’s citations from Cyril’s correspondence which are included in the Eranistes 
are found also in the Florilegium Cyrillianum, which must have been closely 
connected to John the Grammarian.
Leo’s Tome (450) contained another well-known florilegium,5 designed as proof that 
the Tome itself contained nothing new but was in fact simply the correct ‘patristic’ 
interpretation of the Nicene creed. Although this florilegium was never actually read 
at Chalcedon, an expanded version was appended to the 2nd edition of the Tome 
(Leo’s EpA65, dated 458) which included elements from Theodoret’s work such as
1 See Van Roey, Florilege Nestorien dam  le Traite contre Nestorius.
2 See especially Richard, Les Florileges.
3 Sellers, Chalcedon, 14, n.2; evidence for this comes specifically from a letter o f John o f Antioch to 
Acacius o f Beroea (Synodicon 19) and Theodoret Ep 170. A reconstruction o f  the florilegium has been 
attempted, RHE 6,513 ff. Ettlinger, History o f  the Citatiom, provides a detailed analysis into the content 
of the florilegia o f  the Eranistes.
4 ACO 11,1,3,114,4-116,2 contains the version o f the Eramites ’ Florilegium used at Chalcedon.
5 ACO 11,1,1,20,7-25,6.
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the quotes from Cyril’s Scholia. 1 This florilegium was much used by the neo- 
Chalcedonians in later times, especially by Ephraem of Antioch and Leontius of 
Byzantium; its distinctive Western citations ended up as the stock-in-trade of the 
Chalcedonians even in the days of the Three Chapters dispute, a full century after its 
original compilation. In the Syriac world, it entered the tradition of the East Syrian 
Church and much of the same material is to be found in a well-known collection in a 
Cambridge manuscript.2
The Florilegium CyriUianum provides another instance of a pro-Chalcedonian 
collection. A collection of testimonia to prove that Cyril would have backed the two- 
nature Christology of Chalcedon, this document went to Rome in c.482 with John 
Talaia, the Chalcedonian candidate for the see of Alexandria after the death of 
Timothy Salophaciolus in 481. It then returned to Constantinople, to a patrician 
named Appio, who seems to have shown it to the Emperor who in turn, concerned at 
Cyril’s apparent two-nature Christology, turned to Severus for help. The latter 
composed his Philalethes in response. We shall deal with this florilegium later, but 
for now we note only that it was unusual in being a collection made from a single 
author. This gives us a foretaste of the importance of Cyril to the post-Chalcedonian 
debate.3
The anti-Chalcedonians, of course, were just as keen on producing their own 
florilegia, beginning with Timothy Ailuros’ collections of loci made for his 
refutations of Chalcedon.4 The result of the ongoing expansion and conflation of these 
florilegia is perhaps best exemplified by Vat.Gr.1431, a collection published by 
Schwartz,5 and a closely related Syriac text, to which we shall have recourse again.6 
This particular tradition of florilegia formed the basis for the patristic exegesis of 
Severus of Antioch and Philoxenus of Mabbug. The latter’s collection of citations
1 This can be found at both ACO 11,4,119,15-131,17 and in Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, 71.4-85.22. See 
the discussion o f these citations in Richard, Le pape saint Leon.
2 Cam. Or. 1319, published and discussed by Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection.
3 For more on the florilegium see Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 54, Sellers, Chalcedon, 288-91; the 
florilegium itself was edited by Hespel, Florilege cyrillien, and the Philalethes similarly will be found 
in Hespel, Philalethe.
4 Most o f this material has been published in Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Letters and 
Timothy Aelurus against Chalcedon.
5 Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431.
6 BM Add 12156, the subject o f a special study, Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe.
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appended to his treatise against Habbib has many points of contact with the Excerpta 
Ephesena composed by Cyril for the council of 4311 and his citations attached to the 
much later Letter to the monks o f Senoun are closely related to the Vat.Gr.1431 
collection, via the Florilegium Edessenum. Perhaps from this background also comes 
one of the most enduring pieces of Christian literature, namely the ‘Sayings of the 
Desert Fathers’, a series of collections which may well owe their origin to the zeal of 
the anti-Chalcedonian monasteries. If so, they constitute a vital part of the 
florilegium-genre and, better than any other example, illustrate how its influence and 
power in theological debate paralleled the personal power and influence of the holy 
men of the desert to whom the sayings were attributed.3
The continuing significance of the florilegium in the age of Justinian can be illustrated 
from the example of the Florilegium Edessenum, originally a Greek collection, the 
contents of which closely relate to those patristic citations found in the acts of the fifth 
council (553). In order to condemn the likes of Theodore and Ibas, the council needed 
evidence of Cyril’s disapproval of these men, and this they found in the letters quoted 
in this florilegium.4 The genre continued its rise, through such comprehensive 
collections as the Doctrina Patrum, to reach its ultimate expression in a work such as 
De fide orthodoxa of John Damascene, which could be described as both a florilegium 
and a full theological treatise in one.
The rise of the florilegium illustrates the growing importance of patristic citation in 
theological argument, as illustrated in the work of Timothy Ailouros, for whom “the 
florilegium is the argument.”5 Its importance grew in parallel with the matter of the 
‘correct and accurate’ citing of both scripture and the texts of the Fathers. This matter 
of textual accuracy is well illustrated both by Leontius of Byzantium’s uncovering of
1 This florilegium was appended to his Decem Dissertationes contra Habbib, about which see De 
Halleux, Philoxene, 225-38; and for the florilegium in particular, Graffin, Floriege Patristique. The 
text can be found in Bri£re and Graffin, Dissertationes Decem V.
2 For which see further below, Part 3.iv.c.
3 For the suggestion, see Derwas Chitty, The Desert City. Crestwood, NY, 1995, 74. The Enaton 
monastery near Alexandria, later to have a number o f close connections with Syria, was a key place for 
the organisation o f opposition to Chalcedon and probably also for the organisation o f collections o f the 
apophthegmata.
4 The Syriac form o f the florilegium is published in Rucker, Florilegium Edessenum and discussed in 
Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe, 28. Its use at the fifth ecumenical council can be seen in ACO 
IV, 1. Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, 13Iff. also describes the same collection on account o f its close 
relationship to Vat.Gr. 1431.
5 Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Against Chalcedon, 117.
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the monophysite Apollinarist loci and by Severus’ numerous complaints in the 
Philalethes that the compiler of the Florilegium Cyrillianum uses the scissors a little 
too neatly in his plundering of Cyril’s works for references to two natures and thereby 
does violence to Cyril’s meaning.1 Here the writings of the Fathers find their true 
purpose in theological method. It has even been said that “patristic theology may be 
said to aspire to the condition of the florilegium.”2
All this explains the very numerous and extensive florilegia found in Syriac 
manuscripts. These collections have yet to be thoroughly explored and their contexts 
explained, a task which cannot be accomplished here, although the importance of 
existing Syriac florilegia will become apparent in some of the arguments (e.g. Part 
2.ii). This lengthy discussion upon florilegia also forms a vital backdrop to 
understanding the issue of translation. Given this background, it is obvious why 
translations took on such significance, and also why there was a need for continual 
improvement and revision of existing translation practice. To transmit texts correctly 
and accurately became one of the key themes of Syriac theological concern. This 
would involve both a concern for textual accuracy and for translational accuracy. The 
latter evidently played on the minds of a good number of Syriac leaders and scribes. 
We shall now proceed, therefore, to assess the importance of translation in particular 
within the developments traced out in brief above, and most especially how the 
leaders of the Syriac community themselves perceived and reacted to the changing 
situation.
1 See Bardy, Severe.
2Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Against Chalcedon, 117, with reference to the development 
towards the purely anthologistic work o f John Damascene.
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Translation
“The vanity of Celestine was flattered by the appeal [of Cyril]; and the partial version 
[i.e. translation] of a monk decided the faith of the pope, who with his Latin clergy 
was ignorant of the language, the arts, and the theology of the Greeks.”
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol.4
We can now analyse the sources relating to theological translation in late antiquity 
under three heads. Firstly, what various sources tell us about the importance of 
translation in these theological debates; secondly, how Syriac writers and church 
leaders may have perceived and thought about translation as a concept, both in terms 
of its importance generally and in terms of the different approaches that might be 
taken towards its execution; thirdly, what we can learn about these different 
approaches and techniques of translation from Greek into Syriac from analysis of the 
translation-texts themselves, especially from those that can be dated securely on 
external grounds.
i. Its significance in the ancient churches
“A translator travailleth not to his own private commodity, but to the benefit and 
public use of his country”
Nicholas Udall, 1549
Occasionally, our sources show us clearly the importance attached to issues of 
translation within the ecclesiastical (even political) debates of the day.
Thus when Nestorius sent a letter to Pope Celestine in 428 seeking support in his 
dispute, the Pope did not reply for about two years seemingly due to a lack of good 
translators in Rome at this time.1 Celestine therefore asked Cyril to provide him with 
more information.2 Cyril not only did so but he even sent a deputation to Rome under 
a deacon Posidonius with a letter which itself refers to another batch of the writings of
1 See ACO 1,2,7,21-8,4.
2 Cyril Ep 19, the first letter to Nestorius, ACO 1,1,1,23-5.
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Nestorius which Cyril has already had translated into Latin for the Pope’s use.1 The 
papal support that Cyril enjoyed during the Nestorian dispute shows how valuable 
was this little translation exercise, though we need not interpret it in quite such harsh 
terms as did Gibbon (quoted above).
In 497, Pope Anastasius II tried to heal the Acacian schism on terms which even the 
Alexandrians were prepared to accept; in writing to Rome, they excused their stance 
during the schism in the following way:
[the letters of Leo to the council at Chalcedon] “afforded not a few opportunities for 
those who approved of the blasphemies of the most wicked Nestorius, such that they 
liberally construed that that same Nestorius believed things that are barely erroneous. 
On account of this, therefore, our God-loving people took offence and thought that the 
sense of what was contained in the Greek translation must be similar to that in the 
Latin words and so cut themselves off from the unity of the Roman church.”2 In other 
words, a bad translation was to blame for theological misunderstanding. The example 
shows how aware churchmen were of the need of good translation for good 
communication.
The importance of the translation exercise to the development of Biblical exegesis in 
the West hardly needs repeating in any detail here. We only need acknowledge it as a 
key part of the overall theological discourse that developed in the post-Constantinian 
worldwide church. The work of Jerome and Rufinus brought Western thought not 
only closer to the Bible but closer to the traditions of Greek theology, while Marius 
Victorinus brought the Greek philosophers to bear on the developments of Latin 
theology. Jerome’s debates over how exactly one ought to translate both the 
Scriptures and the Fathers only serve to highlight the significance that these 
translations were perceived already to have.
1 Letter at ACO 1,1,5,10-12. The translated collection appears to be the same as that found in ACO 
1,5,55-60.
2 O.Gtinther (ed.), Epistulae imperatorum pontificum aliorum inde ab a. CCCLXVII usque ad a. DLIII 
datae Avellana quae dicitur collectio, CSEL XXXV, Vienna, 1895-8, no. 102. The document in 
question is entitled ‘Libellus quern dederunt apocrisarii Alexandrinae ecclesiae legatis ab urbe Roma 
Constantinopolim destinatis There is a summary o f the issues and result o f this exchange in Frend, 
Monophysite Movement, 198.
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On the Syriac side also, the translations of the Fathers were very numerous, covering 
most of the principal Greek authors.1 Can we see in the sources any sign of the 
beginnings of this process and thereby try to understand its inner workings and 
motivations? The various evidence and historical data concerning the rise and course 
of the so-called ‘School of the Persians’ at Edessa and Nisibis have been assimilated 
and sifted by Arthur Voobus. He has shown especially the close relationship between 
the central goal of the school, namely the accurate (exegesis) of the Bible,
and the translation projects which seem to have grown up there from c.430 onwards. 
The momentum for such a project came from the reforms of Qiiore, who perceived 
that the exegesis of Diodore of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia was to be 
preferred to that of Ephrem, and should become the basis of the future school 
curriculum. This fundamental shift towards the Antiochene traditions entailed a large 
scale work of Greek-Syriac translation, which seems to have involved a number of the 
great scholars of the day. Qiiore’s ideas were put into substantial effect by Narsai, 
who may have taken over the school c.437. Scholars and translators such as Ma’na, 
Kumi, and later Probus, were all products of this new drive, which involved also the 
earliest of many future Syriac versions of Aristotle, whose logic was thought to be 
fundamental to exegesis of the Antiochene type. Jacob of Serug is witness that by
c.470 all the works of Diodore were already available in translation in Edessa.
Although this is the first concerted translation ‘programme’ that we can perceive in 
the Syriac world, there evidently had been earlier translations, given that BL Add 
12150, a manuscript which contains translations from Basil, Eusebius and Titus of 
Bostra, is dated to 411 and comes from Edessa. Although very little, perhaps none, of 
this massive ‘Antiochene’ programme remains intact, the evidence makes it clear that 
the task was indeed a huge one and must have had extensive support from the 
authorities, as we know it certainly did at one time in the form of Bishop Ibas. Ibas’ 
role in the propagation of this movement is attested by the historical comment
1 A good summary list is to be found in Brock, Syriac Background; the material is treated more 
thoroughly in Baumstark, Geschichte.
2 See Voobus, Nisibis, 10-20, for his discussion o f the School’s work in translation.
3 Much of the evidence for this period comes from the later East Syrian historical sources, 
Barhadbesabba o f Arbaia and Barhadbesabba o f  Holwan, as well as from the catalogues o f works 
described by Abd‘isho. All this evidence is carefully sifted and weighed by Voobus, although the fifth 
century dating o f Probus has been convincingly called into question in Brock, Towards a History, 12 
n.22, and Brock, The Syriac Commentary Tradition, 7, and the identification o f the extant Syriac 
Aristotle texts with those made at this time can also not be upheld..
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appended by a scribe to the Syriac version of Proclus’ Tomus ad Armenios, “after 
Hiba [i.e. Ibas] the heretic had translated the heretical writings of Theodore and had 
sent them to the Armenians.”1 This, of course, means that Ibas translated only in the 
same sense that Constantine built the church of the Holy Sepulchre, but his 
importance to the project as a whole is certain.
When Rabbula, Ibas’ predecessor in the episcopate at Edessa, ran up his flag for the 
Cyrillines in the near schism which followed the council of Ephesus, he requested 
from Cyril some of his writings, to be translated into Syriac.2 For the most part, the 
clerics and monks of Edessa readily fell behind John of Antioch and the ‘Easterns’, 
against Cyril’s anathemas. Rabbula was therefore naturally concerned to persuade his 
countrymen of his own convictions. Although the bishop’s biography makes it clear 
that a number of Cyril’s works were translated at this time, none remain to us with the 
possible exception of Cyril’s De Recta Fide ad Theodosium (see Part l.ii for the 
question of the identity of this translator). Rabbula was doubtless well aware that a 
number of the works of the Antiochene Fathers had already been through a similar 
process of translation and assimilation into the Syriac churches. Through Rabbula, a 
new work of translation can thus be seen to have begun on the opposing side of the 
Christological divide.
After Rabbula, and until the activity of Philoxenus, which begins about 480 but 
reaches its point of greatest influence early in the sixth century, there is little direct 
evidence for what work may have been going on in this area. Philoxenus himself, 
however, was strongly influenced by the Cyrilline party in Edessa while he was at the 
school (perhaps in the 450s/60s) and he describes the relationships between the 
groups. Cyril’s ideas and arguments pervade Philoxenus’ thought, even at a fairly 
early stage in his writing career, and so we must assume that already in the 480s he 
had reasonable access to Cyril’s works.4 Given Philoxenus’ limited knowledge of 
Greek, these were most likely in translation. As we shall see, there is even some direct
1 From Add 12156, f.67r, cited in Van Rompay, Proclus, 433.
2 The exchange will be found among Cyril’s correspondence, Ep 13,14.
3 Evidence comes especially from Philoxenus’ first letter to the monks o f  Beit Gaugal, and from 
Simeon o f Beth-Arsham’s Letter on Nestorianism -  De Halleux, Philoxene, 25-6, 30.
4 On the Cyril/Philoxenus relationship, see further below, Part 3.iv.e.
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evidence for this proposition now available, which may give us a glimpse into the 
work of Rabbula’s ‘Cyrilline’successors in Edessa.
With Philoxenus we enter also into the issue of translational accuracy and revision, 
and especially the self-reflection of the Syriac world on the issues raised by the 
translations. This phenomenon constitutes our next layer of evidence, some of which 
we can now survey.
ii. The evidence o f translation practices as known from Syriac sources
Occasionally, the issue of translation technique is itself discussed by translators, either 
in the form of prefaces to their own work or else in connection with some other issue 
under discussion. The best known of these is Philoxenus’ own comment on the New 
Testament revision which he undertook. It focuses on the unreliability of older 
versions which, either through the ignorance of translators or their Nestorian leanings, 
produced not only inaccurate but even heretical renderings. Those who adapt their 
wording, he argues, to the exigencies of the receptor language are not only misguided 
but even impious.1 Thus
When those of old undertook to translate these passages of scripture they 
made mistakes in many things, whether intentionally or through 
ignorance; these mistakes concerned not only what is taught concerning 
the economy in the flesh, but various other things concerning different 
matters. It was for this reason that we have now taken the trouble to have 
the Holy Scriptures translated anew from Greek into Syriac.2
The earlier versions, he argues, accepted words which were in current Syriac usage at 
the time but which should then have been updated as the Syriac language progressed. 
He discusses certain NT passages which need revision in this sense.
Another important passage, from the Letter to the Monks o f Senoun, concerns 
Ephrem’s language of ‘mixture’. His principle argument here appears to be that
1 CPJ 51,30-52,27.
2 CPJ 53,11-16; translated in Brock, Resolution, 328. On the Philoxenian see Part 3.iii.c.
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Nestorianism resulted from a misunderstanding of the traditional language of the 
Fathers -  but that in Syriac it was impossible to translate accurately all these Greek 
terms. Ephrem’s language may appear to be that of confusing the natures, while it is, 
in fact, quite orthodox. Thus he comments:
But since in our Syriac language it has not been customary to employ 
those precise expressions that are used among the Greeks concerning the 
divine incarnation and the inexpressible union, instead of ‘the natures 
were united’ [:u»W] -  which was not known in Syriac -  the blessed 
Ephrem wrote that they were ‘mixed’ [a ^uwW ].1
It is on this basis of the inadequacy of the Syriac language, coupled with his belief in 
the perfection of the Greek language of the Fathers, that he goes on to be even more 
explicit about the neologisms that he has introduced to try to rectify the deficiency, 
words such as V&s&xK', y\r rt'incunu and He
does not go into theological details on the distinctions of the first four but simply 
shows us their etymologies. Like Cicero and Horace before him, Philoxenus 
understood well that neologisms, while jarring at first, soon gain credence in their 
new settings if they are well-chosen.2 It was this sort of opinion which led to 
Philoxenus’ concern for up-dating not just the Biblical text, but also that of the 
creeds.3
Philoxenus was certainly not the only one to consider these issues. Paul of Callinicum 
prefaced his translation of Severus’ anti-Julianist writings, published around 528, with 
a variety of comments on content and arrangement and speaks also of his own 
approach to the task of translation, emphasising that the overall meaning is of greater 
import than getting things in the right order. Although he is really applying this to the 
arrangement of his material, he is making a plea for the rights of the translator to work
1 De Halleux, Moines de Senoun, 51/42; cf. also De Halleux, Philoxene, 387, and the recent discussion 
by Van Rompay, Mallpana dilan Suryaya.
2 As did Horace, Ars Poetica, 60-72 (following Varro, L.L.ixAl and Cicero’s frequent comments on 
the same point; the thought was applied to language by the Stoics, Diog.Laert. vii.59, and goes back to 
the truly classical thought about vop6<;, Plat.Gorg.484b). Philoxenus’s comment forms a neat parallel to 
this: ‘if  these other expressions had been translated with the term adopted into Syriac, they 
would have come into current usage for all,’ De Halleux, Moines de Senoun, 54,27-55,1.
3 De Halleux, Prologue Johannique, 53-4; and especially the extensive discussion in De Halleux, La 
Philoxenienne du symbole.
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with his material in order to bring its argument to the reader and not to receive 
criticism from the reader for so doing.1 When we examine Paul’s technique, however, 
we find it to be very similar to that of the Philoxenian revisions. Paul’s discussion of 
the issues in the preface should be considered alongside the comments of Philoxenus 
as a sign of the new concern in the sixth century with the difficulties and choices 
faced by any translator.
Further self-reflection of this type is to be found in Moses of Aggel’s well-known 
comments in his letter prefatory to his own translation of Cyril’s Glaphyra. The 
important point for now is simply that here again we see a translator grappling with 
the potential criticisms of his audience, who may be confused at the apparent 
discontinuity between the Biblical citations found in the coming text and those to 
which they are accustomed from their Syriac Bibles.2 Another preface with similar 
concerns is that found in the Syriac version of Gregory of Nyssa’s Song o f Songs 
Commentary.3
Finally, another comment of the same type is found accompanying the Syriac version 
of Theodosius of Alexandria’s Theological Discourse, translated late in the 6th 
century. The text appears in both recensions of the work and reads as follows:
This treatise is rendered and translated [aia] from the Greek into 
Syriac, so far as it was possible, word cf. below] for word without
any difference [rc*°A v . o t ] ,  in order that it may show the Greek expressions 
[r ed o  *u=>] not only in [their general] meaning [rc^^i], but in the [Syriac] 
expressions themselves. As a rule no word [k'W , or perhaps ‘sign’ 
meaning morpheme rather than word] has been added or subtracted, if the 
necessities [r<'WgAr<'] of the (Syriac) language did not oppose (such 
translation).4
1 Hespel, La polemique antijulianiste, 1-5.
2 For the text and further discussion, see below Part 3.iii.c.
3 Edited by Van Den Eynde, Gregoire de Nysse; cf. Brock, Towards a History, 9.
4 For the two recensions o f this text, see Chabot, Documenta, 40,4-8, and Van Roey and Allen, 
Monophysite Texts, 108.
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This is a classic description of the new translation techniques that appear to have 
grown up in the wake of Philoxenus’ reforms of the language of creed and Bible. The 
development of the Syriac translation techniques in this literalist direction led through 
the Harklean and Syro-Hexapla and on to the seventh century revisions in which this 
Hellenised form of Syriac reached its zenith. We can now begin to assess and describe 
this development with reference to the evidence of the texts themselves.
Hi. The evidence o f translation practices as known from translation-texts
When placed against the background of translation techniques in antiquity in general, 
the Greek-Syriac translation program appears as a typical example of a situation in 
which the source language has higher prestige than the target language and in which 
the texts themselves have a ‘scriptural’ status which demands the work not of an 
expositor but that of a fidus interpres.1 This position, however, developed only slowly 
between the fourth and the seventh centuries. The development has been sketched out, 
largely with reference to the New Testament revisions, and our purpose is to 
illuminate the process as far as we can in greater detail.
Brock has brought together data covering all the datable translation texts that are 
extant. A brief overview of what has been found in these texts, where they have been 
the subject of studies, will help to illumine the development of the translation process 
itself.3 Others that are not mentioned in Brock’s list, such as Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical 
History, can also be dated approximately enough on external grounds to be of use in 
developing a typology. A comparison of the Old Syriac and Peshitta gospels, and later 
of the Peshitta and Harklean New Testaments and the Peshitta Old Testament with the 
Syro-Hexapla will also, of course, prove vital to any typology of translation styles, 
even though the Old Syriac and Peshitta cannot be dated with great accuracy.
1 See especially Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique.
2 Most importantly is Brock, Towards a History, with other important discussion in his earlier work, 
such as Pseudo-Nonnos and Resolution; see also others such as Grotzfeld, Beiordnern oder 
Unterordnern, Wickham, Translation Techniques, Lyon, Syriac Gospel Translations, Lash, 
Techniques, Joosten, Language o f  the Peshitta.
3 Brock, Towards a History.
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Discussion of the relative styles of these latter works has been amply covered 
elsewhere and will not delay us here.1
We can begin our survey with Basil’s De Spiritu Sancto, the first Syriac version of 
which David Taylor has dated to the late fourth century. He describes it as “free and 
paraphrastic...more interested in the subject matter of Basil’s argument...than in the 
form and expression,” and comments that “the translator was not interested in simply 
producing a caique of the Greek text but in creating a living, vital, work of theology 
which would mix the best of St Basil’s treatise with the insights of his own religious 
tradition.” Regarding the specific techniques used, he adds that “the unit of 
translation is usually a sentence or part of a paragraph rather than a phrase, or word.... 
He has not been inhibited...from making his own expositional additions to the text, 
and in places this has led to considerable expansion.” Scriptural citations always 
follow the canonical text rather than producing new renderings, Peshitta in the Old 
Testament, Old Syriac for the New. Certain indications of a primitive Syriac theology 
are present, such as the concept of ‘putting on a man’. This is an unusual variation on 
the better-known Syriac clothing metaphor, which more usually refers to the ‘flesh’ or 
the ‘body’.4 References to a putting on of the man are to be found in Andrew of 
Samosata’s correspondence with Rabbula, and the clothing metaphor in a more 
general sense is to be found in certain translations of Cyril, as we shall see later. 
When the same idea was still being used in Philoxenus’ day, it caused an anti- 
Antiochene reaction in language usage, and its appearance in any text is likely for that 
reason to be pre-Philoxenian, in spirit if not also in date. Other theological indications 
of an early dating (here in the De Spiritu Sancto) include the use of the language of 
‘mixture’ on a much freer level than anything we are likely to see in the sixth century.
Basil’s text is unusual in its freedom of expression. Slightly less so, but still very early 
in date, is the version of Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History. Selections from this have 
been carefully analysed by Lyon.5 Only occasionally do we see significant editing of
1 For instance Lyon, Syriac Gospel Translations, Joosten, Language o f  the Peshitta, Wilson, Old Syriac 
Gospels, Williams, Translation Technique", for the later versions, little can beat the analysis o f Rordam, 
Dissertatio.
2 Taylor, De Spiritu Sancto, Textus vol., p.xxi; Versio vol., p.xxxi.
3 ibid., Textus vol., p.xxii.
4 Brock, Clothing Metaphor.
5 Lyon, Syriac Gospel Translations.
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the text in the form of omissions and paraphrasing -  mostly where the content is not 
so crucial to the overall understanding of the work. This itself is indication of an 
awareness of the larger units of discourse, from the paragraph and upwards, which we 
will come across again in Cyril’s De Recta Fide and his Letter to Acacius. For the 
most part, however, what is most distinctive about this text is its restructuring of 
Greek hypotaxis -  frequently we see participles changed into main verbs, genitive 
absolutes turned into circumstantial clauses and in general the whole structure greatly 
simplified. The basic principle of Greek prose style, by which the number of changes 
of main verb subject is kept to a minimum is overturned in favour of making every 
significant verb into a main verb, even if this requires frequent changes of subject in a 
more paratactic discourse unit.
This early period also witnesses the translation of Titus of Bostra’s Contra 
Manichaeos. Noting some of the characteristics of this version (made between c.365 
and 411) will make for useful comparison with Cyril’s De Recta Fide, which has 
usually been dated to 433/4. Poirier and Sensal, who have studied the version, 
illustrate the translator’s tendencies, such as to edit his text where he considered 
phrases either unimportant or insufficiently clear.1 Frequently he would use Syriac 
doublets for explaining difficult Greek terms and in general kept a low level of lexical 
equivalence. On the other hand, we already see in this version certain methods that 
would become standardised, such as  ^ ,m for the Greek article + infinitive, as well as 
a number of other formal correspondences at the syntactical level, and we see a 
number of cases of clear word-order influence. They are thus loath to call it a sensus 
de sensu version, and to this extent it points in a new direction, being quite different 
from the style of other works of comparable date, such as those already mentioned, to 
which we can add Basil’s Homilies. To this period also perhaps belong the versions of 
ps-Justin’s Cohortatio ad Graecos and the Apology o f Aristides, both of which exhibit 
some degree of expansion, and probably also some texts, whose translation 
techniques have not been studied as yet, such as the Syro-Roman Lawbook,3 the
1 Poirier and Sensal, Titus o f  Bostra.
2 Brock, Antagonism to Assimilation, 19.
3 Edition in Selb and Kaufhold, Das syrisch-rdmische Rechtsbuch, for dating, see Baumstark, 
Geschichte, 83.
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1 9Sententiae Syriacae, and the Syriac version of the Life of Anthony. Further 
investigation will probably add more to this list.
From the middle of the fifth century (most likely) we have the earlier of the two 
independent versions of Proclus’ Tome to the Armenians. These have been surveyed 
by Van Rompay.3 He shows how the two differ, especially in their treatment of the 
restructuring of Greek clauses. The earlier version (SI) is comparable in style with 
that of the Eusebius translation, while the later text (S2) tends to stick to the original’s 
structure and word order far more closely. However, even S2 is not to be categorised 
along with those re-translations of texts done in the seventh century which take 
literalism to a new level -  these will be discussed shortly. We can be sure of this both 
from the last possible date of the version (562) and from certain aspects of the style, 
which still betray the influences of the earlier days of freedom of word-choice.4 S2 
still uses for aapKOoGqvcxi, rather than the that later versions will use,
following Philoxenus’ revision of the creed, but it does already regularly use 
which was part of the same revision. This sort of pattern will again match with some 
of the texts we shall be analysing later.5 S2 shows the sort of tendency towards 
equivalence in syntactical form (e.g. adverbs for adverbs) and in lexis (e.g. keeping 
for ocopa and K'iam for aap^, rather than mixing them up) which we shall again 
see more of later. These tendencies are typical of the stage in the early sixth century 
when Philoxenus was revising the New Testament and the creed, as well as possibly 
the Acts and Canons of the Councils.6
Long before that period in the seventh century when techniques moved on to another 
plane altogether, there is extant a large corpus of approximately datable texts, the 
analysis of which will be important for comparison with our own texts. These include 
the works by Severus of Antioch that were translated by Paul of Callinicum 
(published c.530); the translations of Sergius of Resh‘aina, which include the ps-
1 Selb, Sententiae Syriacae
2 Discussed by Takeda, The Syriac Version o f  the Life o f  Anthony.
3 Van Rompay, Proclus.
4 The terminus ante quem is a date (562) mentioned in the ms, Add 12156. The same limitation will 
apply to two o f our texts, taken from the same ms, the Contra Orientates and the Contra Theodoretum.
5 Under the discussion o f  occp^-related words in Part 3.i.
6 For which, see De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symhole.
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Dionysiac corpus and Galen;1 the anonymous Syriac version of Gregory of Nyssa’s 
Commentary on the Song o f Songs;2 perhaps the Syriac version of Hippolytus’ 
Commentary on Daniel; and finally Moses of Aggel’s versions of Joseph and 
Asenath and of Cyril’s Glaphyra. The very fact that such a non-key Cyrilline work 
was being translated in its (very considerable) entirety in the middle of the sixth 
century suggests that Cyril’s other works had for the most part been translated 
already.
This latter work is of interest especially for its well-known discussion of the ‘hot 
potato’ issue of Biblical citations.4 A similar discussion, which makes essentially the 
same point, is found also in the Song of Songs commentary. In the preface to this 
work, the anonymous translator explains to his patron (and the reader) that because 
the text of the Song of Songs as found in Gregory’s commentary differs considerably 
from that in the Syriac Old Testament (i.e. Peshitta), he must revert to translating the 
citations in the commentary directly from the Greek. He then provides the Biblical 
text in Syriac as well, before the start of the commentary. Given this wariness, as well 
as his tendency to conform some of his citations to the Peshitta anyway, Van den 
Eynde suggested a much earlier date for this work than did Assemani, who had 
assumed Jacob of Edessa to be the translator. It is unlikely that by Jacob’s day there 
would have been any question about the use of citations straight from the Greek. On 
the other hand, we can see in this version already certain monophysitic tendencies, 
such as the reference to the ‘holy body’ and the omission of usages of the ‘clothing 
metaphor’ as a means of describing the incarnation.5 Van den Eynde neatly sums up 
the technique adopted for this type of translation as “claire et lisible, tout en 
respectant, dans la mesure du possible, le lettre de 1’original -  c’est pourquoi il s’est 
efforce de donner a ses phrases une toumure bien syriaque, dut-il a cet effet scinder
1 Perhaps some fragments o f his Aristotle translations also remain, although most o f those formerly 
thought to be his should be assigned to a later date and to an anonymous translator. See H. Hugonnard- 
Roche, ‘Sur les versions syriaques des Cat^goires d’Aristote.’ JAs 275 (1987), 205-22.
2 According to the dating o f  Van Den Eynde, Gregoire de Nysse, 61-4.
3 De Halleux, Hippolyte.
4 That this issue had already been mentioned in a similar way in Moses o f A ggel’s preface to his 
Glaphyra has already been pointed out by Brock, Towards a History, 9, who also makes mention of  
Paul of Callinicum’s introduction to his translation o f Severus, which involves a similar wariness about 
Biblical citations. The issue is discussed further under Part 3.iii.a and 3.iii.c below.
5 A few examples given in Van Den Eynde, Gregoire de Nysse, 32
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les propositions trop longues ou les construire autrement.” 1 He goes on to warn, 
however, that the non-polemical/non-dogmatical genre of the work may dispose the 
translator towards a different style than might be used for other works. This issue of 
different styles being used simultaneously will concern us again.
The developing techniques of the seventh century found their locus classicus in the 
twin revisions of the Old and New Testaments carried out respectively by Paul of 
Telia and Thomas of Harkel in 615-617 in the academic and text-critical atmosphere 
of Alexandria. Their work and style have been described adequately elsewhere, and 
are well enough known. The work of Rordam in studying the technique of the Syro- 
Hexapla was especially thorough and will come in useful as we progress, as an 
external control for the Cyril texts.2 It may be added here for emphasis that the Syro- 
Hexapla, being based on Origen’s work, and including his ‘apparatus’, should actually 
be considered as much a work of textual criticism as one of literary translation, and 
this observation will be of some importance for our interpretation of the translation 
programme itself.
The period 620-690 saw a glut of revisions of earlier translations of key works. This 
‘project’ (if we may use such a term) began with the revision of the Syriac versions of 
Gregory Nazianzen by Paula of Edessa in 623/4, which included the ps-Nonnos 
mythological scholia which accompanied the Greek texts of the Homilies, and of the 
Dionysian corpus by a certain Phocas c.685. Aristotle also came in for this sort of 
treatment, with Bishop George of the Arabs re-translating parts of the Organon in the 
680s, following Athanasius of Balad’s earlier revision of Porphyry’s Eisagoge. There 
were also some new texts, such as those parts of the Severan corpus translated by 
Athanasius of Nisibis in 668/9.4 The extent of the difference between the techniques 
of the seventh century and those of the sixth will be one of the subjects to be 
discussed later.
1 ibid., 31; this study produces the text only o f the prefatory letters and a few other connected texts, and 
not o f the Commentary itself. Van den Eynde’s comments have therefore been adopted without 
independent investigation into the text itself.
2 Rordam, Dissertatio.
3 Brock, Pseudo-Nonnos.
4 Although it is possible that these were revisions o f earlier versions since lost.
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Jacob of Edessa naturally forms the apex of this process in his multi-faceted work, 
which included a revision of Severus’ Homilies, usefully published in Patrologia 
Orientalis. Lash has produced a useful study comparing this with Paul of 
Callinicum’s original for a few selected homilies.1 We note many of the same 
tendencies as are common in the Syro-Hexapla and the Harklean Bibles, including a 
much higher level of lexical equivalency and a desire to include those parts of Greek 
syntax previously left unrendered even by the translators of the Philoxenian era.
To illustrate the first of these points, Jacob makes a consistent distinction between 
rt*am for yeveoic;, and k'sL for yevvqaK;, a distinction rarely made consistently before, 
even by Greek writers. To illustrate the second, we can see that Jacob often tries to 
render the Greek article with forms of the demonstrative in various combinations 
depending on the precise function of the article in the Greek. This is directly 
comparable to a technique used in the Syro-Hexapla and analysed by Rordam. The 
self-conscious systematisation of Jacob’s work is evident from his interest not only in 
simply translating, but in philological analysis also.
The study of Syriac grammar may have begun under Ahoudemmeh, who appears to 
have written the first Syriac grammar, based on Dionysius Thrax’s Greek handbook,3 
but it was Jacob who wrote the definitive works in this area, writing extensively on 
grammar, orthography, and the Syriac lexicon, in which he fixed the Greek/Syriac 
equivalencies for a large number of technical terms.4 However, developments in this 
direction are not always unilinear. Jacob’s own version of the Old Testament to some 
extent repudiated the work of Paul of Telia and shows a surprising degree of respect 
for the Peshitta, and contrasts with his style of translation in the Severan Homilies.5 
Nonetheless, Jacob’s work sums up the development that we can see in the texts over 
the preceding centuries and forms a watershed between the clear development of
1 Lash, Techniques.
2 R0rdam, Dissertatio; Lash’s study is largely carried out for the purposes o f text criticism (although he 
realises that this text is a mine for Syriac lexicographers, p.383) and is therefore less exhaustive on 
matters o f technique than is Rordam whose excellent work, despite its age, is unsurpassed in its 
attention to detail.
3 See Merx, Historia artis grammaticae apud Syr os, 33, and Baumstark, Geschichte, 178.
4 In his work, (Enchiridion), published by G.Furlani, “L’ ErXEIPIAION di Giacomo d’Edessa 
nel testo siriaco.” In Rendiconti della R. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei Ser.6, Vol.4, Rome, 1928, 
222-49.
5 Salvesen, Alison, "Jacob o f Edessa's version o f Exodus 1 and 28." Hugoye 8 (2005).
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Syriac translation technique to date and the beginning of the issue of the Arabic 
translations. The high-point of the development which his own approach evidences, 
with its deferential attitude to the ‘original’, is best expressed in his own words, “let 
no one alter this syntax as the ancients have altered it, for I have examined three 
Greek manuscripts and found that it is thus expressed.”1
It may at first seem surprising that Cyril seems to find no place in the catalogue of 
seventh-century revisions. It cannot be argued that the versions in existence were 
good enough by Jacob of Edessa’s standards, since they are certainly no further 
developed (and in most cases less developed) than Paul of Callinicum’s original 
version of the Severan Homilies, which the seventh century scholars evidently 
considered inadequate to their needs. It may well be that monophysite doctrine in the 
later seventh century, no longer needing to defend itself with the same zeal as in 
previous ages, was largely read through Severus, while Cyril was gradually reduced 
to being the subject of citations in florilegia. Thus the older polemical translations of 
Cyril lay already dormant in the monasteries during an age of philological, rather 
than theological, extremes. We shall see some further evidence for this fragmentation 
of the Cyrilline material later, as we also shall see that there was indeed some attempt 
at revising Cyril’s works to a higher standard.
The preceding provides some evidence for the development of Syriac attitudes
tlitowards the task of translation between the 4 and 8 centuries. Although only 
scattered examples have been provided as illustrations, this will serve for a framework 
for the analysis of the Cyrilline texts in the next section. More specific details about 
translational style at known dates will be entered into at the appropriate time, the 
better to let them throw light on the background of the Cyrilline texts themselves.
Summary
We have briefly looked over two areas, the rise of the citation-based theological 
argument and the rise of translation as the principal input mechanism for Syriac 
theology and for the inner development of Syriac religion and culture. The organic
1 Cited in Lash, Techniques, 372.
2 See below, Part 3.iv.a.
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interconnection between the two is clear. As the need for accurate and exhaustive 
citation and knowledge of the beliefs of the Fathers increased hand-in-hand with the 
need to defend that monophysitism which had become the hallmark of this distinctive 
and increasingly separatist culture, so the approaches to translation tended firstly 
towards doing more of it, and secondly to doing it more accurately, whatever that 
may mean in different contexts. The importance of translated texts for a full 
appreciation of the literature of a culture has been thus aptly pointed out in reference 
to the oldest dated Syriac manuscript, “les monuments d’une litterature et d’une 
culture ne sont pas seulement les oeuvres qu’elles ont produites, ce sont aussi les 
livres qui les ont transmises.”1
Some light is therefore thrown upon how the issue of translation relates also to the 
widening cultural divide between Christological positions and the increasing auto­
motivation of the Syrian church.
It is hoped that in the current study, by analysing the Syriac versions of the 
Christological corpus of Cyril of Alexandria, we may be able to put more flesh onto 
this picture as well as to illustrate some of its inner workings.
A more specific aim, and a layout
In desiring to ‘put some flesh’ on the above description, we shall deal hereafter with 
the extant Syriac versions of the Christological works of Cyril of Alexandria. We 
shall attempt to analyse the variety of techniques used in these texts and to describe 
them as fully as possible. From this, we then hope to be able to relate them to each 
other on a typological scale. It may further be possible to calibrate this scale, or 
spectrum, against the historical background, largely by means of bringing in for 
comparison other texts of known date and provenance, both other translations from 
the Greek, and indigenous Syriac writings. The first of these two tasks must be 
thoroughly completed before the second can be brought in as an external calibration, 
and it will therefore constitute the bulk of the material presented here.
1 Poirier and Sensal, Titus ofBostra, 318.
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Firstly, therefore, before we take leave of Part 1, we shall review the situation with 
regard to Cyril’s works in Syriac, reviewing work already done (Part l.ii).
Having isolated certain texts upon which we can work more closely, we shall deal 
firstly with the external evidence that we can glean relating to their provenance and 
contexts as items of Syriac literary production; firstly the manuscript evidence for the 
texts (2.i), secondly the evidence of external citations (2.ii).
Following this we can progress to the internal evidence (Part 3), as full as possible a 
description of the style and techniques actually used in the texts. For this purpose we 
will devise a typology by which they may be judged and a number of criteria across 
which we can compare these different texts and thereby place them in relation to one 
another on a spectrum (3.i). In addition to this, the use of parallel material in other, 
datable texts, will be found to throw a great deal of light on the relative position on 
the spectrum of our own texts (3.ii).
A further vital stratum of evidence will be located in the Biblical citations. By 
analysing these, it is hoped again that we may illuminate how our texts relate to other 
known fixed points in the history of Syriac literature (3.iii).
The last section of Part 3 will concern other approaches and other parallel texts, which 
will hopefully assist in bringing out the background to our own still more (3.iv).
Having worked up some results from all the foregoing material (Summary to Parts 2- 
3) and placed our texts firmly against their background, Part 4 will attempt to look 
into the whole Syriac translation phenomenon more closely, analysing the motivations 
inherent in its development, and the models upon which the techniques were based. 
This enquiry will be largely historical in character and will draw on issues relating to 
translation, bilingualism and approaches to language from all over the ancient and 
mediaeval world.
The first appendix is an attempt to suggest and experiment with a method that could 
be used to put the analysis of translation style on a firmer footing than was possible in 
Part 3, using statistics to compare different styles.
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The second appendix contains the data accumulated from an analysis of Biblical 
citations, used for the arguments found in Part 3.iii.
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l.ii
The Syriac Versions of Cyril: the State of the Question
“[Cyril] extended round his cell the cobwebs of scholastic theology, and mediated the 
works of allegory and metaphysics, whose remains, in seven verbose folios, now 
peaceably slumber by the side of their rivals.”
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol.4
The Syriac translators evidently felt rather differently than Gibbon about those 
verbose folios; the following attempts to give some overview of how these 
translations have been dealt with in the past, dates that have been ascribed to them, 
etc.
The Syriac of the De Recta Fide ad Theodosium1 (also often known in the florilegia 
as the ‘Prosphoneticon’) was edited from BL Add 14557, the only exemplar for this 
text, by both Bedjan and in Pusey’s edition of the Cyrilline corpus.2 Its attribution to 
Rabbula of Edessa goes back to the earliest scholarship on the question and has 
generally been assumed ever since.3 Thus it became the basis for Voobus’ argument 
that the Peshitta was not authored by Rabbula who appears to use Old Syriac text 
forms in his work.4 Although the argument was contested by Matthew Black, the 
attribution was not. Only recently has Barbara Aland questioned it on a very 
reasonable basis.5 The attribution has always been based on the rubric at the head of 
the text in Add 14557, f.97r. However, in this manuscript, the De Recta Fide is 
preceded by the letter sent from Cyril to Rabbula (Cyril’s Ep. 74)6 which contains the 
crucial information that Cyril sent this treatise to Rabbula, probably soon after the 
latter’s ‘conversion’ to his cause, to be read to the brethren at Edessa. No mention of 
translation is made and can only be assumed. Aland points out that the attribution of 
the following text to Rabbula is probably a reasoned guess by the scribe of the
1CPG 5218.
2 Bedjan, Acta, 5, 628-96; Pusey, De recta fide... 1-153.
3 Duval, Litterature Syriaque, 340; Wright, Syriac Literature, 48; Baumstark, Geschichte, 71, 
attributing Rabbula’s desire to translate the De Recta Fide to his equal capacity in Greek and Syriac; 
Brock, Towards a History, 2.
4 VOobus, Rabbula.
5 Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 98.
6 CPG 5374; Syriac published in Overbeck, Opera Selecta, 226-9; English in McEnemey, Letters.
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manuscript (or its prototype) who has himself brought about the juxtaposition of letter 
and text.
On the other hand, the translation is undoubtedly early. For one thing, the rubric 
describes how Rabbula translated the text (‘into Aramaic’), an expression
which typically means ‘pagan’ rather than ‘Syriac’ except in the oldest literature.1 In 
addition, the style of the translation is itself certainly early, as we shall see in the 
ensuing analysis. Finally, it would make sense anyway that Rabbula should have 
made some sort of translation of it if, according to Cyril’s request, he shared it with 
the clergy in Edessa. The loose, discursive style of the translation might well suggest 
a context in which the bishop produced a quick copy for public reading in which 
sometimes only the gist of the original was retained. Therefore, although we cannot 
be so sure about this attribution as Voobus was, we can at least be fairly certain that 
this text must date from a very early stage in the history of the Syriac versions of 
Cyril’s works. At the very least, Aland has suggested that “vielmehr wird die zeitliche 
Bestimmung dieser Schriftzitate sich nur vorsichtig an einem Vergleich mit der 
Peschitta und deren Ubersetzungsstil orientieren konnen.”
The above-mentioned letter (Ep. 74) also states that Cyril sent to Rabbula the work 
‘against the blasphemies of Nestorius’, which can only really be the work we now 
know as the Tomes against Nestorius. These are extensively quoted in the later 
florilegia but no discrete Syriac version is known. An analysis of these citations may 
help to confirm whether or not any such version ever existed.
We can next turn to Cyril’s Pentateuch Commentary, his Glaphyra.4 The attribution 
of this work to Moses of Aggel is a little firmer than the last. The Syriac text of the 
first part of the Glaphyra, Vat.Syr. 107, f.67-72, is preceded by an exchange of letters 
between Moses and a certain Paphnutius (f.65v-67r), the patron who is requesting 
Moses to make the translation. Moses is known also from his version of the Joseph 
and Asenath legend, which was incorporated into the ps-Zacharias Rhetor 
compilation, probably in the 560s, a text which is again preceded by a similar
1 Noldeke, Die Namen, 117-8.
2 Brock, Towards a History, 6,11.
3 Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 98.
4 CPG 5201.
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exchange of letters. Moses’ reference to Polycarp and the Philoxenian Bible revision 
in the letter to Paphnutius allows us to date his work between 508 and c.560. It is this 
importance of Moses to the question of the Philoxenian which has attracted interest in 
the Syriac Glaphyra. Guidi published the text of the letters together with what 
fragments remained of the Glaphyra from the same Vatican manuscript.1 A great deal 
more of the Glaphyra is extant in BL Add 14555, but this ms has barely been noted. 
A century ago Gwynn claimed that the Isaiah citations in the Syriac Glaphyra of the 
London ms showed signs of the Philoxenian text of the Old Tesament, but this result 
has been seriously and properly contested.2 Beside this question of the citations, 
however, the style of the translation itself has not been analysed. Baumstark wondered 
whether it may be possible to attribute other texts to Moses on a stylistic basis. He 
suggested, rather as Aland does for the De Recta Fide, that ‘ob und welche weitere 
Werke des Kyrillos gleichfalls durch ihn ubersetzt wurden, entzieht sich selbst einer 
Vermutung, bevor die in Betracht kommenden Texte eine nahere Untersuchung nach 
Sprachgebrauch und Ubersetzungstechnik erfahren haben.’
Considerably less has been said about the remaining Cyrilline works. The synopses of 
Syriac literature generally go no further than mentioning their existence. Baumstark 
notes that one of the manuscripts of the treatise De Cultu in Spiritu et Veritate4 is 
dated to before 553 and guesses that perhaps other non-Christological works were 
being translated around this time -  not only Glaphyra and De Cultu, but also such 
others as exist in Syriac mss, the Thesaurus de trinitate and the Contra Iulianum.5 
Turning to the other, Christological, texts, it has been noted that Bedjan published the 
Syriac of De Recta Fide in Acta Sanctorum. He also later edited a number of other 
texts from the same manuscript, namely the Explanatio duodecim capitulorum6, 
Epistula ad Ioannem Antiochenum1 (Ep39), and Epistula ad Valerianum Iconii8
1 Guidi, Mose di Aggel. This publication includes also a fragment from Vat Syr 96, f. 164.
2 Gwynn, Polycarpus\ refutation in Jenkins, Old Testament Quotations, 186-99.
3 Baumstark, Geschichte, 161.
4 CPG 5200 -  the translation o f this work preceded that o f the Glaphyra, as Paphnutius’ letter to 
Moses, which precedes the latter text, mentions the existence o f the De Cultu in Spiritu et Veritate -  
Guidi, Mose di Aggel, 401.
5 CPG 5215 & 5233; Baumstark, Geschichte, 161.
6 CPG 5223.
7 CPG 5339.
8 CPG 5350.
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(Ep50), together with Paul of Emesa’s Libellus ad Cyrilium1 (Ep36 in Cyril’s corpus) 
and John of Antioch’s Epistula ad Cyrillum2 (Cyril’s Ep38), together with some non- 
Cyrilline texts from the same ms, Athanasius’ Epistula ad Epictetum, the Libellus of 
the Armenians to Proclus of Constantinople, and Proclus’ reply, the Tomus ad 
Armenios. All these were printed, largely without comment, as the Appendix to his 
edition of the Liber Heraclidis.
Another text from this ms, the Quod unus sit Christus4 was collated for Durand’s 
edition of the Greek text and its variant readings are noted in his apparatus.5 This 
Syriac text, together with that of the Scholia de incarnatione unigeniti6 were named 
by Baumstark amongst the earliest translations of Cyril.7 But otherwise neither has 
received any critical attention.
There are also in this ms two letters of Cyril unknown in any Greek version. The first 
of these, to Rabbula of Edessa (Ep74), has been mentioned already for its relevance to 
the question of the provenance of the De Recta Fide. It was included in Overbeck’s
o
collection of materials relating to Rabbula. The other, an unknown letter to some 
monks, was published by Ebied and Wickham, who also give in this article a full 
description of the contents of this important manuscript.9
They followed this up with a full edition of the other Cyrilline letters in the ms, those 
ad Acacium Melitenum (Ep40), ad Succensum Diocaesareae (Ep45/46), 
commonitorium ad Eulogium (Ep44) and ad monachos varios Orientates /or De 
Symbolo] (Ep55).10 They had earlier also published the Responsiones ad Tiberium 
Diaconum from BL Add 14531 (s.vii/viii),11 which Pusey had made use of in his 
edition for those portions of this work not extant in Greek.
1 CPG 5336/6368.
2 CPG 5338/6310.
3 Bedjan, Nestorius: Le livre d'Heraclide de Damas.
4 CPG 5228.
5 Durand, Dialogues.
6 CPG 5225.
7 Baumstark, Geschichte, 72.
8 Overbeck, Opera Selecta, 226-9.
9 CPG 5400. Ebied and Wickham, Unknown Letter
10 CPG 5340,5345,5346,5344,5355. All published in Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters.
11 CPG 5232, in Ebied and Wickham, Tiberius Deacon
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Finally in this connection we should mention another letter (numbered as EplOl by 
McEnemey) to Rabbula, found only in Syriac and printed by Guidi in connection with 
one of the Glaphyra fragments found in the same Vatican ms.1 It does not seem to be 
connected with the other, better known, letter to Rabbula (Ep74), which precedes the 
De Recta Fide and was edited by Overbeck. Unfortunately for the history of Cyril’s 
oeuvre, this letter has been hopelessly mixed up with the just-mentioned Glaphyra 
fragment in McEnemey’s English translation, the editor having failed to note the 
distinction between Guidi’s main text and his footnote -  no wonder he comments that 
‘the first two paragraphs [according to his version of the letter]...have nothing to do 
with the rest’! These first two paragraphs are taken from the Glaphyra while the rest 
of the letter from paragraph 3 onwards contains the middle portion of the Syriac text 
that Guidi edited. The un-translated parts of the letter make some interesting 
references to Theodore, which can be compared to the comments found in Ep74?
Ebied and Wickham are the first to make any serious comment on the character and 
provenance of some of these texts. These still do not go very far, however. On Ep55, 
they comment on the style that it “is fairly, but not intolerably, close. Such deviations 
as there are designed to provide a fluent and comprehensible version.” They note the 
much freer rendering of Ep40, which simplifies the original and may even be the 
work of ‘an incompetent translator’. A similar description is given of Epp 45/46, in 
relation to which they also raise the possibility that the translator has made alterations
1 Vat.Syr.107, f.64-65. Syriac text published in Guidi, Mose di Aggel, 545-7.
2 The un-translated part reads as follows: “ ...[the natures?] are placed undivided with the humanity, 
according to what is written in the gospel that ‘no man has ascended to heaven, except the one who has 
come down from heaven, the son o f man, who was in heaven.’ Thus also the things o f his humanity are 
to be placed with his divinity because o f his commingling....[from here as McEnemey, 11,161- 
3]... since we are contending for the true faith for which the blood o f the holy fathers was shed, who all 
suffer to endure on its behalf. For we remember the word of the blessed apostle who said in the letter of 
the Galatians, ‘even if  we or an angel from heaven should preach other than what we preached to you, 
let them be anathema.’[Gal 1.8] It is right that your holiness should know that Theodore brought forth 
all this error. But we have gone over all the writings o f Theodore concerning the son o f God; I 
anathematised them in the church upon the Episcopal throne, just as the holy synod also anathematised 
them. But our Lord who has reconciled by his cross things above with things below [cf. Col 1.20], and 
brought an end by his cross to the restricting deception that is upon the sides o f the gentiles and joined 
the service o f his gospel to the nether creation, he in his grace has shed his peace upon his church and 
nullified the darkness o f error from all its doors and returned [it] to the court o f his worship, to those 
who by their own wills walk in the service o f his mercy for ever, Amen. The end o f the letter o f the 
holy Cyril to bishop Rabbula o f Edessa.” Assemani (Cat. Vat. 111.52) had already noted the importance 
of this letter and promised to bring it to light, yet failed to do so.
3 Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters, xi.
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of a quasi-Eutychian character,1 but this has since been rejected by De Halleux, who 
explains the style on quite other grounds.2 On Ep44, they note that the translator may 
be identical with that of the previously mentioned pair.3 On the Ad Tiberium, other 
than being somewhat condescending of the language both of the original and the 
version, they describe the translation as ‘extremely literal’.4 There is no attempt to 
give an absolute date for any of these texts.
Two final texts require more than a passing mention. These are Cyril’s two lengthy 
defences of his anathemas, one the Apologia xii capitulorum contra Orientates (also 
known as the work against Andrew of Samosata), the other the Apologia xii 
anathematismorum contra Theodoretum.5 These two texts are found in a single Syriac 
exemplar, towards the end of the well-known BL Add 12156 which, for the most part, 
contains a number of anti-Chalcedonian florilegia and works by Timothy Ailuros, and
6 7includes the important Florilegium Edessenum. It can be dated securely before 562. 
Luise Abramowski, while concluding that the set of florilegia was collected already in 
Greek before their translation as a whole unit, cannot be sure whether contra 
Orientates and contra Theodoretum were part of this whole work of translation or if 
they existed independently in Syriac beforehand.
There is one other important Cyrilline work whose existence in Syriac has never been 
properly acknowledged. This is the correspondence with Nestorius which constituted 
the beginning of the controversy that led to Ephesus. We might anyway expect that 
such texts would have been among the earliest to be translated, and it is certain that
o
Philoxenus had read them in some form. However, there appears to be no Syriac 
version known. In their catalogue of the Vatican collection, however, the Assemanis
1 ibid., xiv.
2 De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole, 313-4.
3 Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters, xviii.
4 Ebied and Wickham, Tiberius Deacon, 434.
5 CPG 5221 and 5222.
6 For a description and careful analysis, see Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe (although the edition 
never appeared), the descriptions o f the florilegia in Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 63-5, and above all the 
careful discussion in Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, who compares this ms in its relationship to the Greek 
collection. The florilegium was fully edited by Rucker, Florilegium Edessenum. Some o f the other 
material from the ms has been published in Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Letters, and Timothy 
Aelurus against Chalcedon.
7 Wright, Catalogue, II, 640.
8 See the various references in his letter to all the monks o f the Orient, Lebon, Textes inedits de 
Philoxene de Mabboug.
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note that Vat Syr 107 contains (f.65) a letter of Cyril of which they quote the incipit. 
This incipit matches with words taken from the middle of Cyril’s third letter to 
Nestorius (Epl 7).1 The ms itself would need to be consulted in order to ascertain 
more precisely the contents of this folio, but it seems that it must contain more than 
just a fragment taken from a florilegium, especially as it is sandwiched between 
Epl01 and the lengthy Glaphyra extract already mentioned above.
Despite the lack of careful research into these texts, the situation today is such that 
one can say “it is well known that Cyril’s works started being translated into Syriac 
during, or in the aftermath of, the Nestorian controversy,” an observation which can 
rest reasonably only upon the attribution of the De Recta Fide to Rabbula, and which 
expresses a generalisation that goes back to Baumstark’s, admittedly highly 
competent, guesswork on the other texts. As we will see in the coming chapters, there 
is good evidence for a solid dating for at least some of these texts.
1 ‘Vide igitur, quoniam, dum accedimus nunc ad illam sanctificantium sacramentorum, benedictionem, 
et santificamur, et participes sumus sacri corporis, et pretiosi sanguinis Christi salvatoris nostri.’ The 
Greek (ACO 1,1,1,37,25-6) equivalent is ‘npoaipev xe outgo xaic; pucxiKaic; eukoyiau; Kai ayia^opeGa 
peroxoi yivopevoi tfjq xe ayia<; aapKoc; Kai xou xipiou aipaxoc; xou tkxvtgov ripcov acoxrjpoc; XpiaxoO.’
2 Van Rompay, Mallpana dilan Suryaya, §2.
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Part 2
Cyril of Alexandria’s Christological Texts in Syriac:
The External Evidence for their History
2.i
The Evidence of the Manuscripts 
The texts: An overview
The writings which have been taken as the object of this study constitute the complete 
Christological works of Cyril of Alexandria which are extant in both Greek and 
Syriac. They will be dealt with in this order throughout the study.
De Recta Fide ad Theodosium (RF)
Quod unus sit Christus (QUX)
Scholia de Incamatione Unigeniti (SDI)
Explanatio duodecim capitulorum (EDC)
Ep39 ad Ioannem Antiochenum
Ep40 ad Acacium Melitenum1
Ep44 ad Eulogium
Ep45 ad Succensum
Ep46 ad Succensum
Ep50 ad Valerianum
Ep55 ad monachos de fide
Apologia duodecim capitulorum contra Theodoretum (CT)
Apologia duodecim capitulorum contra Orientales (CO)
Responsiones Ad Tiberium Diaconum (AT)
1 This text is mistakenly referred to as Ep41 in the Contents o f Wickham, Letters, but correctly in the 
edition o f the Syriac version, Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters.
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There are a few other texts which are extant only in fragments (e.g. the Hebrews 
Commentary) and for which the overlap between Greek and Syriac is either zero or 
else too minimal for useful analysis. The well-known Luke Commentary affords a 
special case -  it has been well edited in Syriac due to its loss in the original, yet the 
large collection of fragments made by J.Reuss has provided the material for the 
analysis of this text as well.1 There is insufficient space in this study, however, to 
include this difficult text, although we will come across it to some extent in our 
analysis of Biblical citations, since the Luke Commentary has formed an important 
part of Barbara Aland’s thesis concerning the reconstruction of the Philoxenian New 
Testament.2
The aims of our analysis of these above-mentioned texts have been described already. 
In Parts 2 and 3 we shall be carrying out this analysis of the texts, beginning here in 
Part 2 with an examination of the external evidence for the history of these texts. Part 
2.i deals with the ms evidence, 2.ii with the evidence from external citations.
The textual witnesses
Greek
The Greek critical texts are all, with one exception, published with excellent apparatus 
in the first volume of Schwartz’s Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum (ACO), mostly 
from the Collectio Vaticana. For the details of the textual basis for this collection, the 
reader is referred to Schwartz’s introductions. In general, Schwartz’s text will be 
taken as our basis, with alternative readings sometimes coming into play where they 
may be found to underlie our Syriac. Schwartz only notes the Syriac readings where 
they clearly support one or other of the otherwise attested Greek readings; oddities of 
the Syriac, which do not reflect Greek readings, are not noted by him. The one extra 
text not present in Schwartz is the Responsiones Ad Tiberium, which has been 
published both by Pusey and Wickham. We take the latter for our text, based on two 
mediaeval Greek mss, neither of which is complete, the lacunae being filled in 
Wickham’s edition from the Syriac (for which see below). In the same volume 
Wickham has reproduced Schwartz’s text of some of the letters.
1 Reuss, Lukas-Kommentare.
2 See Aland, Philoxenianisch, and our discussion below in Part 3.iii.c.
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Syriac
The main witnesses for our Syriac texts are two mss from the Nitrian collection in the 
British Library, Add 12156 and Add 14557 (described as category A mss below). 
Some of our texts are also extant (partially or fully) in a few other witnesses, which 
will also be examined here briefly (category B mss), as well as in citations in 
florilegia (category C mss).
Category A mss:
Add 12156 [Wright dccxxix]
Dated by a note in the colophon to some time before 562, this ms has been the subject 
of much study and a number of partial editions.1 Initially the collection of anti- 
Chalcedonian texts contained in the codex consisted of a selection of the writings of 
Timothy Aelouros, both treatises and letters. To this have been added various 
collections of citations (florilegia), including the well-known Florilegium 
Edessenum? This section ends with a colophon referring the foregoing to Aelouros 
and seems, therefore, to have constituted the collection as formed by the first redactor. 
This part was already collected together before being translated into Syriac, as 
Schwartz suggested by the fact that the version of Andrew of Samosata’s letter to 
Rabbula in this ms is different from the stand-alone Syriac version of that document 
found in Overbeck’s collection.4 The whole was then further extended by Cyril’s two 
Apologiae, one to Theodoret, one to Andrew of Samosata, (the latter known as the 
Contra Orientales) and finally by the Ad Theopompum, attributed to Gregory 
Thaumaturgus, and Epiphanius’ Anacephalaiosis. Abramowski’s suggestion that 
these last texts were added from separate Syriac pre-existing versions at the same time 
that the earlier part was rendered into Syriac, thus makes greater sense. The relevance 
of the added texts decreases as the ms proceeds; thus although Cyril’s works are 
indirectly relevant to the anti-Chalcedonian tone of the earlier part, the works of ps-
1 See especially Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe.
2 For critical editions see Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Against Chalcedon and Timothy 
Aelurus Letters.
3 Rticker, Florilegium Edessenum.
4 Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, 131; the other version in Overbeck, Opera Selecta and discussed in Blum, 
Rabbula, 155, n l 5
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Gregory or Epiphanius, the latter of whom at least is surely just being added “as a 
general exclamation mark against heresy!,” indicate a different provenance.1
Although the only certain date we can give to this work of translation is that it was 
done before 562, its seeming relevance for the Three Chapters controversy around the 
time of the fifth ecumenical council in 553 may provide the right context for its 
genesis. This ms provides the only complete witness to the Syriac version of Cyril’s 
two apologiae.
Add 14557 [Wright dcclviii]
Dated by Wright to the seventh century, this is a collection of mainly Cyrilline works 
and is the sole witness to many of our texts. A full description can be found in both 
Ebied and Wickham, Unknown Letter, and Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters. 
Besides Cyril’s own works (including letters to Cyril from Paul of Emesa and John of 
Antioch), the ms also contains Athanasius’ Ad Epictetum, Proclus of Constantinople’s 
Tomus ad Armenios (together with the Armenians’ original libellus to Proclus) and a 
short Apollinarian extract attributed to Felix of Rome.2 Cyril’s letter to Rabbula of 
Edessa (f.95v-97r), otherwise unknown, was initially published by Overbeck. The De 
Recta Fide (f.97r-126r) was used by Pusey in his edition of the Greek text and appears 
as a complete facsimile beneath his edition of the Greek, the same text being later 
published again in the Acta Martyrorum. Some others were then published in 1909 
by Bedjan as an appendix to his edition of Nestorius’ Liber Hercalidis (Cyril’s EDC, 
Ep50, Ep36, Ep38, Ep39; and all the non-Cyrilline texts just mentioned).4 Another 
previously unknown text, a letter of Cyril To the Monks on the Faith o f the Church 
was produced by Ebied and Wickham5 before their edition of the rest of the Cyrilline 
correspondence contained in this ms (namely Ep55, Ep40, Ep45, Ep46, Ep44, all of 
which were already known from the Greek versions in ACO).6 This leaves only the 
Scholia (SDI) and Quod Unus sit Christus (QUX) as yet unstudied from this 
important manuscript.
1 For a more thorough discussion, see Abramowski, A d Theopompum, 279, and Zur geplanten 
Ausgabe; also Schwartz, C od Vat 1431, 13 Iff.
2 Published in Flemming and Lietzmann, Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 56.
3 Pusey, De recta fide... 1-153; Bedjan, Acta, 5, 628-96.
4 Bedjan, Nestorius: Le livre d'Heraclide de Damas.
5 Ebied and Wickham, Unknown Letter.
6 Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters.
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Category B mss:
Add 14531 [Wright dcclxix]
(s.7/8) A selection of complete works of various Greek writers: Cyril’s QUX, 
followed by a number of homilies (Basil, Chrysostom, Erechtheus of Tarsus); various 
letters (of Athansius, Severus and Jacob of Serug); The Doctrine of the Apostles (an 
original Syriac document, as published by Cureton); Cyril’s Ad Tiberium; Athanasius, 
On the Trinity and Incarnation.
Add 14604 [Wright dcclxi]
(s.7), containing Discourses (Chysostom, Jacob of Serug); Cyril’s Scholia; two sets of 
chapters of Philoxenus against Nestorians, monastic writing of Philoxenus; two of the 
funeral sermons of Gregory Nazianzen; the same’s second letter to Cledonius; ps- 
Dionysius’ letter to Gaius; Julius of Rome, On the Incarnation and the Union; 
Rabbula’s letter to Andrew of Samosata (printed in Overbeck, Opera Selecta); 
another sermon of Gregory; more chapters of Philoxenus.
Add 14663 [Wright dccli]
(s.6/7) Although many folios have been ‘much stained and tom’, this ms begins with 
Cyril’s Explanatio (EDC), from the 7th anathema onwards; following this are various 
anti-Chalcedonian and monophysite extracts, including a tract against Julian of 
Halicarnassus, a selection from the Discourses of Philoxenus; a piece against the 
writings of Theodoret and Ibas (which latter may suggest a time of composition 
around the Three Chapter controversy, hence giving also a possible terminus post 
quern for the collection as a whole).
Add 17149 [Wright dccxxxix]
(dated c.550-600), containing three works from Cyril (Ep55 with lacunae, SDI, QUX 
with lacunae); Severus, letters to the people of Emesa, and to John of Bostra.
Add 17150 [Wright dcxxii]
(s.7/8), containing the latter portion of QUX, followed by EDC as far as the 6th 
anathema.
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Oxford Marsh 101 [Payne-Smith’s Catalogue no. 142, item 17]
This contains another text of the EDC, identical to that in Add 14557, which was used 
in the apparatus of Pusey’s edition of the Greek.1
An index of the main witnesses from Categories A and B to each of our texts is given 
below:
RF
Add 14557, f.97r-126r 
EDC
Add 17150 (s.7/8), f.l7rff.
Add 14663 (s.6/7), f.lr-2v 
Add 14557(s.7), f.l4r-21r 
Oxford Marsh 101, f.62r-69v.
QUX
Add 17150, f.l-17r 
Add 17149, f.39r-64r 
Add 14557, f.50r-95v 
Add 14531, f.l-60r
CO
Add 12156, f.91r-107v
CT
Add 12156, f.l07v-122v
AT
Add 14531, f.l23v-141r 
Ep39
1 Pusey, Epistolae tres....
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Add 14557, f.l49v-152v
Ep40
Add 14557, f.l27r-134r 
Ep44
Add 14557, f.l52v-154r 
Ep45
Add 14557, f.l34r-137v
Or 2321, f.58v is a letter to Succensus in Karshuni, which may well be Ep45 
Ep46
Add 14557, f.l37v-140v 
Ep50
Add 14557, f.l40v-147v 
Ep55
Add 17149, f.lv -llv  
Add 14557, f.lv-13v
Category C mss:
As well as being extant in their full versions, our texts are also widely cited in the 
monophysite florilegia. Only those in the British Library collection have been 
consulted, with the following mss being of significance for our investigation. It will 
be of some importance to us whether these florilegia were composed by Syriac 
collectors from pre-existing Syriac texts or were already florilegia in Greek before 
being translated. If the former could ever be shown to be the case, lost Syriac texts 
could be posited.
Add 14529 [Wright dccclvi]
(s.7/8) containing, inter alia, The Synodicon of Damasus of Rome; a florilegium 
entitled ‘Judgments of the Council of Ephesus’ (only Greek authors); another
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florilegium directed against Julian of Halicarnassus, this time including citations from 
Ephrem, Jacob of Serug, Philoxenus (Cyril is quoted from Ep40, de Recta Fide ad 
Reginas, de Incarnatione, QUX, Comm, in Cor., Epl 7; 12 anathemas); chapters of 
Julian with refutations from the Fathers, this time with no Syriac writers (Cyril is 
cited from Contra Diodorum; Comm, in Jn; Thesaurus de Trinitate; AT; Letter to 
Acacius o f Scythopolis); a set of canons of the councils; some writings of Philoxenus 
(Letter to Abu Naflr; a tract on heresies; 7 chapters in favour o f the Henoticon and 
the 12 anathemas o f Cyril; a confession o f faith against Chalcedon; three chapters 
against heresies; a reply for someone when questioned as to his belief).
Add 14535 [Wright dcclxxi]
(early s.9) This ms begins with a monophysite anti-Nestorian treatise incorporating 
numerous patristic citations. Of these, Ephrem and Jacob of Serug represent Syrian 
theology, the rest are Greek and include Cyril (quotes from RF, CT, Comm, in 1 Cor; 
Contra Theodorum, Contra Nestorium); followed by a series of discourses and 
homilies (especially from Chrysostom).
Add 14536 [Wright dcclxxi]
(s. 8) f.lr-27r contains a florilegium with Ephrem and Jacob of Serug being again 
cited, as well as many Gk writers (Cyril from ad Iulianum; solutiones dogmaticae; 
Mail rdkrSfcJi.i rcdrc'o*.; RF); a Lives o f the Prophets ascribed to Epiphanius; a glossary 
of Hebrew terms from the OT explained with the use of both Greek and Syriac 
vocabulary.
Add 14613 [Wright dcccvi]
(s.9/10), starting with copious extracts from the Liber Graduum; a monastic work of 
Gregory the monk; some OT citations according to the Peshitta; extracts from 
Ephrem; and from Cyril (12 anathemas, Comm, in Heb, de Adoratione in Spiritus et 
Veritatis); from Philoxenus (Letter to the Recluses; On the Tonsure); Discourses (of 
Marcianus, Isaac of Antioch, Jacob of Serug); Gregory Nazianzen’s Oration On love 
o f the poor; many further extracts from homilies and commentaries (including Cyril’s 
Comm, in Lucam), much of which is ascetical in character; works of Nilus.
Add 17201, f .1-15 [Wright dccxlix]
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(s.6/7), the 16th-26th chapters of Didymus against the Arians; Cyril’s 12 anathemas; a 
‘confession of faith’ of Cyril; a ‘confession of faith’ of Philoxenus; an anonymous 
‘philosophico-theological’ treatise; the 12 chapters of Philoxenus.
Add 12155 [Wright dccclvii]
(s.8), a huge monophysite florilegium (268 leaves) with very various extracts from 
many sources, organised under various heads (I, Chapters on Theology; II On the 
Incarnation; III no title; IV no title; V against the Phantasiasts/Julianists; VI no title; 
etc. Some of the sections contain many extracts from Syriac sources (including even 
Rabbula as well as the usual Ephrem, Jacob of Serug and Philoxenus), although Greek 
writers predominate massively throughout.
Addl4532 [Wright dccclviii]
(s.8), another florilegium related to the foregoing.
Add 14533 [Wright dccclvix]
(s.8/9), another florilegium related to the foregoing.
Add 12154 [Wright dccclvx]
(s.8/9), another florilegium related to the foregoing.
The mss Add 12155,14532,14533 are closely related in their contents according to 
Wright (e.g. Add 12155, section IV is identical to Add 14533, f.39v ff.), but he does 
not include Add 12154 in this group, although many of our citations are indeed shared 
by this ms along with the other three. Add 14538 (s.10) is considered by Wright to be 
also related to the former three, although this latter contains fewer citations from 
Cyril, and none at all from our texts.
Initial conclusions from the evidence of the manuscripts
A few termini ante quem can be laid down immediately from the dates of the earliest 
mss. Thus CO and CT precede 562 (Add 12156), while Ep55, QUX and SDI all 
precede 600 (Add 17149). The EDC is present in a collection which may precede the 
ecumenical council of 553, though we cannot be certain of this. However, this version
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of the EDC is different from the others and will be considered further shortly.1 On the 
ms evidence, the remaining texts can only be said to come from the 7th century at the 
latest. Without investigating the texts internally, we can also not conclude anything 
from the citations in the florilegia as these are all of somewhat later dates.
1 See under 3.iv.a, ‘The Two Versions o f the EDC’.
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2.ii
The Evidence of the Citations
Having looked at the limitations of the manuscript evidence for the history of these 
translations, we can proceed to look at other items of external data which have a 
bearing upon their dating.
The letters to Acacius, Succensus and Eulogius (Ep40,45,46,44) were evidently in 
some sort of circulation amongst the Syrians before 532, the date of their use in the 
discussions between some Syrian and some Chalcedonian bishops in the presence of 
the Emperor. The disputants debated these texts extensively, especially that of Ep44 
(ad Eulogium)} We cannot be sure that they knew the texts in the same form in which 
they appear in our mss, but it would seem likely. However, we do have evidence 
which takes us somewhat further back still.
Citations in Philoxenus
Philoxenus himself quotes texts from Cyril in two works; firstly in the florilegium 
appended to the Dissertationes Decern contra Habbib, a work produced c.484 near the 
beginning of his writing career; and secondly, in another florilegium incorporated into 
the letter to the monks of Senoun, written from exile in 528. Both works also involve
'y
quotations from other Greek fathers, as well as from Ephrem.
How do we account for the presence of Syriac citations of these fathers in the 
florilegium of 484? There are broadly two options: either Philoxenus (or the original 
compiler of the florilegium, if different from him) made use of existing Syriac 
versions of the writers cited, or else the florilegium as a whole (or at least the portions 
which quote Greek works) was translated from a Greek florilegium, before its use by 
Philoxenus (such a translation might of course have been ordered specifically by him,
1 For text and commentary, see Brock, Conversations with the Syrian Orthodox.
2 On the Dissertationes see De Halleux, Philoxene, 225-38, esp. 237-8 for the dating o f the work before 
Philoxenus’ episcopacy (485), but after the promulgation o f the Henoticon (482); on the date o f the 
Letter to the monks o f Senoun, see De Halleux, Philoxene, 223, as well as in the introduction o f his 
edition, Moines de Senoun.
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but the principle remains the same).1 The problem, a priori, with the latter view is that 
Ephrem (the only non-Greek writer cited) is not consistently placed either before or 
after the others within each section of the florilegium -  i.e. its structure would imply 
that it always existed in something like its present form which must mean that it was 
compiled in Syriac (either by Philoxenus himself or by some precursor whose work 
he used). There is a third possibility, that some writer (probably not Philoxenus, given 
his supposed lack of Greek) compiled the florilegium, translating from the Greek 
works as he went along.
However, the second and third options would be quite precluded if it could be shown 
that the texts used for the Greek fathers in the florilegium were identical with 
otherwise extant, independent Syriac versions of these works. In fact, this has already 
been shown for the citations of Athanasius’ Ad Epictetum. The following examples 
will show that the same is true also for at least some of the Cyrilline works quoted. 
The positing of Syriac versions of many of Cyril’s works before 484 would also 
account for the presence of Cyrilline Christological thought in Philoxenus without 
having to assume intermediaries such as Severus. Does this imply, then, that all the 
fathers quoted in the florilegium had already been independently translated into 
Syriac by 484? This would include less likely subjects for translation such as 
Theophilus of Alexandria and Atticus of Constantinople, and even Eusebius of Emesa 
(although Grillmeier’s suggestion that he was Diodore’s teacher, if known by the 
master of the school of Edessa, may have given them cause to study him as much as 
his pupils). We shall be dealing later (Part 3.iv.c) with the sources of some of these 
citations, which are likely to have formed part of the mainstream of anti-Chalcedonian 
florilegia originally based on the Excerpta Ephesena. But in general it seems unlikely 
that these authors could have been independently translated in the fifth century (if 
ever).
1 De Halleux’s point that Philoxenus probably found the florilegium already in existence does not 
fundamentally alter the question, which concerns whether the florilegium was composed originally in 
Syriac (from works already translated, except in Ephrem’s case) or in Greek (with Ephrem then added 
after translation).
2 Van Rompay, Mallpana dilan Surydya, §13. This is probably also the point being made by Aland and 
Juckel, Die Paulinischen Briefe 1, 61, n. 5, although this appears only to say that Athanasius must have 
already existed in Syriac before 484 simply because he is cited in the florilegium, while failing to point 
out that he is quoted in the same words as we find in the Syriac text published by R.W.Thomson, as 
Van Rompay did  clearly point out.
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That the translation of Cyril into Syriac was already underway in the fifth century has 
often been stated, but in fact can rely only on the sort of evidence produced here. 
Usually, one feels, the only evidence put forward for this claim is Rabbula’s 
authorship of the Syriac of the de recta fide, an attribution which itself is somewhat 
shaky.1
The following examples are proffered as evidence, then, that Cyril was already being 
translated into Syriac before 484, and that these translations constituted an important 
basis for Philoxenus’ Christology (the latter issue discussed further in Part 3.iv.e 
below).
The citations in the Florilegium, appended to the Dissertationes Decent (aka the 
Memre contra Habbib)
There are 17 citations in the florilegium which overlap with our texts (plus a further 3 
in the letter to the monks of Senoun, dealt with further below). Of these 17 useful 
citations, 1 is from Ep40 (ad Acacium Melitenae), 3 from Ep45 (ad Succensum 
prima), 4 from Ep46 (ad Succensum altera), and 9 from Ep50 (ad Valerianum).3 
Since Epp 40, 45 and 46 were all already published in Ebied and Wickham, Syriac 
Letters, Graffin’s edition of the florilegium notes the variant readings between the 
published texts and the citations in his apparatus under siglum ‘S’ (although he has 
sometimes used the ‘Z’ siglum, which ordinarily refers to the CSCO edition of the 
Athanasian corpus, by mistake). It is odd, therefore, that he nowhere makes explicit 
the identification of Philoxenus’ source and Ebied and Wickham’s published text, an 
identification which is implicit in his use of the siglum in the apparatus to show the 
minor variants between them.
1 This attribution was based on the colophon to the text in Add 14557 and the letter to Rabbula from 
Cyril which precedes it in the same ms (Ep74); however, the attribution to Rabbula may, in fact, have 
been the deduction o f  a scribe, given the contents o f that same letter, i.e. he (the scribe), interpreting 
the letter to mean that Rabbula must have translated the de recta fide, he naturally attributed the Syriac 
version in his hands also to Rabbula. This would imply that modem scholars have been arguing about it 
in circles. See the suggestion concerning this in Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, p.97f.
2 Edition by Graffin in Brtere and Graffin, Dissertationes Decem V.
3 These figures differ slightly from the attributions in Graffin’s edition, as one citation from Ep45 was 
wrongly attributed to Ep50, although the PG reference is correct.
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The main text of Graffin’s edition is taken from BM Add 12164 (L, s.vi), backed up 
by VatSyr. 135 (B, s.vii/viii), 136 (C, s.vi), and 138 (V, date 581). The ms evidence 
is thus early and fairly diverse. In fact, the ms containing the Syriac version of these 
works of Cyril (Add 14557) is probably later than most of these, thereby making these 
the earliest ms witnesses to these texts of Cyril in Syriac.
In each case, references are given, for Cyril, to Ebied/Wickham (= Ebied and 
Wickham, Syriac Letters), for the Florilegium, to Graffin (= Briere and Graffin, 
Dissertationes Decem V), and for the Greek original to Schwartz’s ACO.
The variants noted in apparatus do not include differences in punctuation or in 
orthography (e.g. r&urt \=> and are considered as identical).
Section 1: Citations from Cyril. Ep40
NO. 1: Florilegium item 72
Ep40 Ebied/Wickham 32,19-24
jixa  ocn 7^3 v y r tf ' . K'irvcvjWi A&tno .rtf'&xcuAuA oiftrtf'A , j J A=ortf' yv>r>
r^aurtf' An rtf'ocnA }oAn ■. ama v y K *  rtf'AaA > (n o iu r< 'j y^A ccn rtf'ii-N ; yH&\ ^^oocmA 
•. rtf'iftEn rtf'ctA k ' ^ O ^ r t f *  A^ : rtf'rirtf' A3  rtf'ocno }asL ^i\rtf 'A  A23rtf'fc\33 Aj_!^ *^rtf' AClQ-i^ Nrtf'O
,c73aSrurtf'A v y r t f ' Ai-is^ rtf'^Vwcvae. ,cncv\^. rdiAJ r^ X
Fig Graffin 80,30-82,3
AfiA&A }oA2n ocn ocn Alq^-A v y rtf ' . rtf'irvcuAw a&vsq . rtf,^cv»AuA oJftrtf'A y^ASnrtf' y i i^ .  yA&\ 
r tfu r tf  Aa rtf'ocnA >>A=j .AmA v y rtf ' . rtf'An , cnoiv.rtf'A y j j  yACCa r £ u ^  Aw yHift ^oocniA  
•. rtf'^Alm rtf' cnArtf' ,cno&urtf' Ao. rtf'Tirtf' An rtf' ocno ^ut^iA rtf'A  ATnrtf'ircn yA «^rtf' .^u t^S (\rtf 'o
>cna&urtf'A v y r tf ' A»-\^ x& .rdaL ucuL  >cnal_v. rdiAi rdX
ACO 26,7-11
5uo psv cpuaEtt; rjvcoaOai cpapsv, psta 5s ye trjv svaiaiv, ax; dvppppevric; fj5r] tfjc; eiq 
5uo Siatoprjc;, piav sivai mateuopev rrjv tou uiou (puaiv, ax; svoq, TrApv 
EvavOpumpaavtoq Kai asaapKCopevou. si 5s 5rj Asyoito aapKcoOrjvai ts  Kai 
svavOpumrjaai Osoc; cov o Xoyoc;, Stsppupu) nou paKpav tpoirfjc; u7ioi|na (pspsvpKS yap 
ojisp rjv).
Differences between Ep40 and Fig noted in Graffin’s apparatus:
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1. ocn] add. Fig pr.*>»9 (1.1)
2. JICOa] JlCW°t Fig (1.1)
3.  ^om.Flg pr.re'ia (1.2)
4. VU=>i(\r<'] Fig (1.3)
To these we should add:
5. ^  Fig (for Gk: 5e) (1.3)
It is quite clear that the compiler of the florilegium (which may have been Philoxenus 
himself) is using the existing text of Ep40 here. Variants 1-3 are probably due to 
accidental changes of one sort or another. Variant 5 shows Fig closer to the Greek, but 
may be purely stylistic and need not be explained by a revision towards the Vorlage. 
Variant 4 is the noteworthy one -  it shows the use of the term, which
Philoxenus introduced into the creed sometime after 500.1 Thus it is not found in the 
text of Philoxenus (from c.484) but once in the text of Ep40, mixed in with the older 
terms and k'ocd (for evccvOpamqaai). De Halleux suggested that such
mixture was evidence of sporadic post-500 revision, very sporadic in this case since 
is retained in the very next clause. However, given that the Syriac 
translation of Ep40 must pre-date the writing of the florilegium (c.484), we have to 
interpret this in one of two ways: either we do indeed have, in vaaW , a lexical 
revision from a later date, but one that has been carried through very incompletely; or 
else the use of by Philoxenus was actually not as new as De Halleux
suggested. This latter suggestion, however, would have to answer the objection that 
the compiler seems to have changed the of Ep40 into the of Fig. If
the compiler were Philoxenus or someone close to him, this is actually not at all 
improbable. Before his decision to revise Christological language, Philoxenus seems 
to have been very conservative in his choice of words and the use of va=-related terms 
in reference to Christ was considered dangerously Eutychian by some anti- 
Chalcedonians, hence the frequent use instead of in our earlier texts (see much 
more on this below, Part 3.i). We can perhaps then conceive of an avant-garde 
translator before 484 using as an experiment in one of the two places in this
1 As shown by De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole.
2 De Halleux (ibid., 314) notes this very line but in reference to for odpxcoau;, rather than to
so presumably the reference is an error.
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sentence, as certainly appears to have happened here, being ‘corrected’ by Philoxenus 
to We need not necessarily posit a later revision which has only altered one
of two instances of the word in the same sentence.
It might, finally, be suggested that a distinction is being made between the 
middle/passive aorist form asaapKcopevoc; and the passive perfect form aapKOoGrjvai -  
it is the latter which is found in the creed, and the former usually in the \xia (puaic; 
formula (which we have here). However, given that the object of Philoxenus’ revision 
policy was the wording of the creed, it is the passive form that we would most expect 
to see revised after 500, rather than the \xia cpuaiq formula. This again suggests that 
we are not here looking at a post-500 revision of the Philoxenian type, but rather an 
earlier translator using for the middle/passive aorist form of the Cyrilline
catchphrase, but not for the more traditional and conservative language of the creed.
Section 2: Citations from Cyril. Ep45
NO.l: Florilegium item 75 (incorrectly identified by Philoxenus as coming from 
Ep50, an error not noticed by Graffin who, although he gives the correct PG 
reference, does not collate this citation against the Ebied/Wickham text, presumably 
falsely believing it to have been taken from Ep50, which was not edited by 
Ebied/Wickham).
Ep45 Ebied/Wickham 44,16-24 
Fig Graffin 82,11-16 
ACO 155,18-24
r d x j l a  r ^ o c m  .iswr<' O f t* f i r m  v y K *  crA .-icm  rd a tiin  r^ o c n  r^A o r d t i i n  r^ocrs
. r ^ a c n l  .Q a-^ o ^cm  isa rC 'l vyr^ . ~-»rm K'om rdXo rfam
ysyovev avGpcoiroc;, ouk avGpumov aveAaftev, ax; Nsaropia) SoksT, Kai iva matsuGrj 
yeyovax; avGpamoc;
^ 3  ,rd lo  r^icnu rC'aArt' ,(n o L r^ ]  v y r t ' la
. r ^ j j ia rC 'l  r tA caa . ,r^ X o  ^& al W r f i c s  . c m i^ s  r t 'tn \ r< ' ,cnG^ur<'n v y r ^  l a
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Kavroi |i£ji£vriK(I)(; 07i£p rjv, 5rjAov 5e on 6eoq Kara cpuaiv, mvzr\ roi Kai Tisivrjaai 
A£y£tai Kai Kapdv e£, oSouiopfac;,
.r^ iru jjo^  ^iVa i rC'ir» ^ \m o  n.v \\%r> %^^fc\Jtio v*^n:m .lnno
.K ^ u j j O <■* ^ i \° n  r ^ \ : i  . rc' r v>:\ r ^ \ s .  o iv  X\\r\ %_^^Snjuo v ^ n :u :\  A n n o
avaa^aGat 5e Kai uttvou Kai rapaxrjc; Kai AuTiiqc; Kai xcav aAAoov avGpoaTiivcjv Kai 
aSiaPAptajv itaGajv.
ocn K'cnArC'o r d iu in  jcn o iru K 's  »cn •.cn\ «^cuotA i ^ i v i T n  ^aob
. ^ » n n  &ur<’'t»ix. ocn r ^ c n l r ^  .A rt' r^ u rC ' i n s  »ch >no&\o
iva 5£ TtaAiv TiAppocpoprj tou<; opajvtaq autov on  p£ta tou £ivai avGpamoq Kai 0£ oq 
£anv aApGivoc;,
r < '^ !C n s ^ o . . . t< '^ 6 ^ r< ' K 'ocn  is^xb 
K 'ocn
dpY(x?£TO taq 0£oari|i£{aq.. .Kai TiapaSo^a.
The main variant to note is Kai tcov aAAa)v...7iaG(I)V where Ep45 seems to be 
marginally closer to the meaning of the Greek than Fig. If this is so, we can see some 
evidence in Ep45 of a process of revision to a Greek exemplar. The other option, that 
Fig is simplifying Ep45, is hard to justify in this case.
Elsewhere the changes are deliberate, either clarifications or simplifications and 
cannot be taken as witnesses to the original Syriac version.
NO. 2.Florilegium item 76
Ep45 Ebied/Wickham 41,14-15,17-20, 27-8 
Fig Graffin 82,18-22 
ACO 153,1-2, 3-5, 8-9
The two versions are identical apart from the following differences in Fig:
1. ocn] cocn Fig
2. vnr&A rc\o oLs.W*A bA] cA^ StuninXo isar&A bA Fig (for Gk: arapivoptox; xe Kai 
(be; OUK £(JTIV eiftElv)
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3. Auisa to. <\1] to cAo Fig (for Gk: ou p£Ta|3oAfj)
4. rC^ cutotoo] cn*\cvito>to« Fig (for  Gk: oiKOVOpiKfl)
5. ^ctorc'] add. Fig post avQpojnoq y£V£<j0ai
Towards the end of the citation, the sentence parts are integrated differently, but this 
is merely a function of the citation method. Variant 2 shows Ep45 as closer to the 
Greek word order (Fig’s reading may simply be a scribal error); the same superiority 
of Ep45 is found in the active form of the verb in variant 3 and the lack of suffix in 
variant 4; variant 5 is also Fig’s unwarranted addition. In all these cases Ep45 is closer 
to the Greek.
NO. 3:Florilegium item 11
Ep45 Ebied/Wickham 42,4-9 
Fig Graffin 82,24-6 
ACO 153,12-16
The two versions are identical apart from the following differences in Fig:
1. add. Fig
2. A] * Fig (for Gk: on)
3. Fig (for Gk: Kai £aapKa>0ri)
4. r^ L*to octA . r^»nr. cntoa cA to] aA rc\»i-ir. <-r>\»-s cA to
re^ aat.o-5^  Fig (for Gk: OUK £K Tfft 0£ia<; £aUTOU <pua£0)(; TO kpov £K£lVO 
7i£7iAaaToupyr]K£ aajpa)
5. r^acn rdto**' rcArC'o] K'acm toanC'Jfti* ^3  Fig (for Gk: £ 7 td  Tldjq y£yOV£V)
Despite the divergence in variants 4 & 5, the two texts quite clearly represent the 
same version, even in quite free renderings such as is the case in the final clause of 
this citation, in which the two are identical. In variant 2, we should probably assume 
error in Ep45, since the reading of Fig is not only truer to the Greek, but is the more 
obvious original reading. The appearance of in variant 5 may simply be
attributed to the compiler clarifying the meaning. Variant 4, however, does raise 
issues. The editors mention the matter of the translator adding the terms ‘glorious and
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miraculous’ as predicates of Christ’s body elsewhere in this text (see E/W p.xiii). 
Here the opposite tendency is found. Cyril himself wrote to iepov adjpot, but Fig has 
omitted the reference to ‘holy’. Given their usual close proximity, it may be possible 
to attribute this omission to a careful avoidance of Eutychianism on the part of the 
compiler of Fig.
NO. 4:Florilegium item 103
Ep45 Ebied/Wickham 40,25-6 
Fig Graffin 90,24-5 
ACO 152,17-18
1. Fig (for Gk: ovopd^opsv)
The only variant shows Fig actually closer to the Greek term than Ep45 
usually being for opoAoyoOpsv].
Otherwise, we note only that again, as in the previous case, and k'om
are retained in the florilegium.
NO. 5:Florilegium item 146 
Cyril Ebied/Wickham 42,16-20 
Fig Graffin 102,11-14 
ACO 153,21-3
(This is incorrectly cited by Philoxenus as being from Ep50, and incorrectly 
referenced by Graffin’s footnote, which should read PG 77,232. The citation is from 
Ep45 but, not realising this, Graffin adds no apparatus)
1. y* Kkisa] om. Fig
2. vyK'o] vyr^ Fig
Variant 1 is linked with a change in the sentence structure and meaning. The words in 
Ep45 (correctly rendering the Greek phrasing) are ^  y** [rrtacuawA]
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^  rdl r^curu. Jrvocn rc^ , whereas in Fig this becomes
.r&ii^  rd\o c^curu* \^octj ,^h*\ .^a. It would appear that the sentence
restructuring occurred after the words had dropped out. This would suggest that there 
was an extra textual stage between Ep45 and Fig and that the latter was not done with 
an eye on the original, since the structure is quite unmistakeable in the Greek.
The closeness of the two, however, is made more striking by a comparison with Paul 
of Callinicum’s translation of the 40th chapter of the Florilegium Cyrillianum (which 
quotes the same words), made in the 520s, which renders many parts quite differently, 
e.g. using rc  ^ rather than .yl&froa for apepicrcov (see Part 3.ii for
further examples).
Summary
The evidence from this analysis is fairly clear. Fig is based on a text very similar to 
Ep45, indeed almost identical. Most of the differences can be put down to alterations 
made by the compiler to fit the citation better into its new context. There is some 
indication also of theological alteration, as well as the merely stylistic. The 
restructuring of the last citation implies a double stage transmission.
Section 3: Citations from Cvril. Ep46
NO. 1:Florilegium item 147
Ep46 Ebied/Wickham 50,14-16, 20-1 
Fig Graffin 102,15-18 
ACO 160,19-20, 23-4
1. 6i7iovT£<;: (Ep46); .mwwK' (Fig)
2. A add. Fig for acc in oratio obliqua.
3. olKKol : om Fig
4. asaapKCjpevqv : (Ep46); (Fig)
5. TiauaaaOcaacxv KaXapfvqv pajSSov sautoiq UTioatqaavtsc; 
k'm’w W rdtin Aik. cva£a&va>T<':i ^ cvV.t,i (Ep46)
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The explanation for variant 4 seems to lie in the fact that Ep46 has interpreted the 
reference as being to the ‘mia fusis’ formula (as is being discussed in this text) and 
thus has used the accustomed the Fig, however, has taken it as being part of
the credal formula (as is usually the case when the perfect passive is used) and has 
accordingly translated using the credal
Variant 5, however, requires further comment. The allusion is to Isa 36.6. Cyril quotes 
only the words KocAapivqv pa[35ov from the phrase nenoiGcoc; el STti tqv pa(35ov iqv 
KaAocjiivqv Tqv teGAaapevqv (you are trusting in a staff made o f broken reed). The 
Syriac Ep46 has adjusted this in the direction of the Peshitta, firstly by using the verb 
v>paa> for Cyril’s UTroarqaavTSc; (this is the verb used in Peshitta to translate *qpO' in 
the succeeding clause and is also the basis of the noun r£&a>, which is used for 
paP5ov), and then secondly by adding the phrase rc^.s \rt rdun (upon a broken 
reed) directly from the Peshitta text, even though Cyril did not include the term 
broken (LXX teGAaapsvqv) in his sentence.1 Oddly, Fig alters this dramatically. On 
the one hand, the phrase ^octA ccmxjr*' is a much closer caique for Cyril’s sautou; 
UTtoatqaavTEc;, implying that Fig has indeed experienced revision towards a Greek 
original, yet on the other hand Fig has the singular reading rcs^*\ (broken things 
made o f reeds) which has no obvious provenance.
NO. 2.Florilegium item 224
Ep46 Ebied/Wickham 47,19-21 
Fig Graffin 122,10-13 
ACO 158,8-10
1. rt'&xcurui (Ep46); (Fig)
2. acre's vyre’ add. Fig post evoooiv
3. add. Fig post autov
1 Isa 36.6 in the Peshitta version reads -  * rsiioa rtm.
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Variant 3 is clearly for explanatory purposes. Variant 2 is strange, but probably ought 
to be put down to a similar cause, as no such reading is known in the Greek tradition. 
Otherwise, the texts are identical and share the typical translation of the
Cyrilline aeaapKeopsvr].
NO. 3: Florilegium item 226
Ep46 Ebied/Wickham 51,5 
Fig Graffin 122,18-20 
ACO 161,6-8
1. to) £vi Kai Kaxa aArjOeiav uiu): ,cnofcu*' a* o<hX (Ep46); K'is ^  ocn\
,030^*  ^ rt'AVLBS (Fig)
2. to prj itaaxeiv : rs> reds (Ep46); ^  reds (Fig)
3. rj autou yap tisjiovGs aap£ : %* mLs (Ep46); ,th=3 cum
(Fig)
Variant 3 is a result of the compiler glossing the previous statement in his own way. 
In variant 2, the use of the imperfect (Fig) for the infinitive after the article is normal 
practice for later translation-styles, and Ep46 uses the imperfect for the parallel 
infinitive in the next clause; thus either an alteration in Fig has come about as a 
correction, or else Ep46 originally read the imperfect as well. A close grammatical 
mirror-version of this citation can be found in Paul of Callinicum’s translation of the 
Florilegium Cyrillianum, as part of his version of Severus’ Philalethes.1
Summary
The conclusions from this section are nor substantially different from those discerned 
from Section 2. Only the Isaiah reference brings about a significant question mark 
over the original reading of the Syriac text.
Section 4: Citations from Cyril. Ep50
1 Hespel, Philalethe, 31,24-32,2.
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NO. 1 : Florilegium item 73
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l41ra-b 
Fig Graffin 82,4-6 
ACO 91,19-21
. v y K'  rC'ctA k '  v y rC ' ^ a & u r C ' r^vso i rC'crArC' K 'iAcz) Vl^
.. - i . )r\-s.n v y r ^  . rC'crArC' ArC* ,(n o ^ u r< ' r^!\>cn rC'AArw rC 'o A rt' v>»:\
cpapev yap on o povoyevrn; tou 0£ou Aoyoc;, 7iv£upa &v (In; Gsoq Kara Taq ypacpocc;,
rdauiza r^ o o o o  r^ u a ic A  A^y?ao
r £ u v a  K'OCT3G y\r r^ ix n c A  A\^*?»o
sin acotrjpioc twv oAxov £aapKd)0ri te Kai £vr|v0pdmriG£V 
Differences:
1. Transposition of rc'^ Ar* rc'crArc' (Fig) (both versions are equally free in not rendering 
the genitive of tou Geou)
2. Fig Arc', Ep50 vyrc' (for Gk cbc;)
In variant 1, Fig may be the original reading as this order is a normal formula found 
throughout this corpus of letters.
NO.2: Florilegium item 74
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l42vb 
Fig Graffin 82,7-10 
ACO 93,32-94,2
.rCtirC i a  K'Om r^ArC' .rd^iw A  }cujA rdla^rC' rC'i^cvzjJ rC'-gar. 
A ^ p aa  r< '\j'\x . ^ rC ' . rC .n  \=» rC 'ocm  r d » a m i \  r^ lrC ' .^ajjA ^*A  rC '^C A S  r ^ u e .
to 5e y£ TipcjTOTOKOc; ovopa rrooq av appoaai pr) EvavGpamqoavn tu> povoyEva; ei 
yap £anv aXq0£(; <*><; £v
•^AvcAs >C73 K'SftCVwr^A 2r\_vxi ^*X*cn re'rr'. v^no rdjjrC'
>cn rcA \cv jjr£ \ ocn K'ia.cvra .i^ru iroa K 'r£ \\cp  rd iiK '
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itoAAou; &5eAcpoi<; vostxai TipcatotoKoc;, to te  Katef^ Tipoq aSsAcpotrira, SiqAovoTi xr|v 
Ttpoc; r|pd<;,
i^PP pwsXvrt'a . rdtifV \=> K'om ^i(\c\^r<' V^  
ii^tw X^ ^tlXvr^a .rdti\3  r^ocn Vi.
oie Ka0’ r)|iocq ysyovsv avGpamoc;, opoiojGsic; Kara tkxvtqc 5ixa povpc; djiapnac;. 
Differences:
1- Fig x ^ ,E P50 ^  [1.1]
2. Fig r£u vs rc'ocns rd,xoxA rsiXr^  .^ aijA ^a\ (to whom can one apply [it] other than 
to the only-begotten who was made man?)
Ep50 rCiirC' x= K'ocn rdXrtf' .rd,VmA >i»X rciv^ K' (/*0W 0H2 apply [it] tO the Only-
begotten unless he was made man?) [1.1]
3. F ig* acn  , Ep50 yX»cn [1.2]
Variant no.2 is obviously worth comment, since there is actually a difference of 
meaning. Ep50 is clearly closer to the Greek in meaning, using rdv^ .rc' and bringing
rd,vaxA forwards to make clear its close connection with >*A. Fig, however, has a text
very close to the Greek in terms of word order, but the result, with using *^A, is a 
divergent meaning. If, as we have generally suggested, Ep50 was the basis for Fig, 
then again we must postulate an earlier edition of Ep50, an Ur-Ep50, which has, at 
some stage, been revised to the Vorlage to produce Ep50 as it appears in the 6th 
century Add 14557, a revision which has left the text of the florilegium untouched.
NO. 3: Florilegium item 144
Ejr50 Add 14557, f.l41va 
Fig Graffin 102,1-6 
ACO 92, 9-14
EKQCtepou : x*» xw* (Fig); x*» xm (Ep50) 
koc0<x cpaafv : om (Fig); * vyre' (Ep50)
.=o*\ add Fig pro TcapcnrAriaiioc;
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rc'acn add Fig post iva
Fig thus adds a couple of explanatory particles, simply to ease the flow of meaning, as 
well as omitting a couple of unnecessary superfluities. Substantially, the texts are 
identical.
The citation of Heb 2.14 contained here also is taken from the text in Ep50, where the 
Syriac order ‘flesh and blood’ has been kept in defiance of Cyril’s ‘blood and flesh’. 
In their edition of the Syriac citations, Aland and Juckel omitted to include this 
citation, either from Cyril’s Ep50 or from the florilegium (see in.loc. in Appendix 2).
NO. 4: Florilegium item 145
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l44rb 
Fig Graffrn 102,7-10 
ACO 96,5-7
auto): rda*'* (Fig); om (Ep50) 
evotKov : (Fig); 0(73 (Ep50)
Kai povoc;, xai ore yeyovev dvOpooTroq : rc^ru^ (Fig); ,(730^ CuA=J0
K'0(73 (Ep50)
The ending has clearly been shortened and simplified for the florilegium. The more 
noticeable difference lies in Ep50’s omission of an equivalent for autco; we probably 
have to assume an original rape's or <tA here in order to account for the reading in Fig, 
given how unlikely it is that Fig has been revised against the Greek for the purposes 
of the florilegium. If that had been the case, we would expect to see more differences.
NO. 5: Florilegium item 148
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l46rb 
Fig Graffrn 102,19-23 
ACO 99,6-7, 98,35, 99,2-3
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yap : ^  (Fig); (Ep50) [cf. Section 1, NO.l]
Including the two brief Johannine citations, the versions are identical
NO. 6: Florilegium item 222
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l43va 
Fig Graffrn 122,1-5 
ACO 94,33-95,4
<XK(xAA£<; K a i  dvdcppOGTOV : rdAo rdrda rdA (Fig); rd»rda rdAo rd^ uiA rdA (Ep50)
a u r c o  : rdmlrcd (Fig); aA (Ep50)
rr|v yevvpaiv : :iL*vn ,ch (Fig); iiLWs ,cn (Ep50)
y a p  : (Fig); (Ep50) [cf. no.5 above]
s a r i  r d ) v  o c t i s o i k o t g o v  a u r a )  t o  c a p K i  A s y s a G a i  n a G s T v  : oA  r d . r d a  r d A  ^cw —i —» %sx^  ^ ,(73 
(Fig); ,(73Cv\^ _ isard&x&un crA r^ »rda rdA (Ep50)
The variants given omit those alterations the compiler has made both at the start and 
at the end of the citation in order to adapt it to its new context.
The main variation between Fig and Ep50 (eori.. .naOeiv) shows that Fig has 
somewhat simplified the meaning, as well as altering to vn=, which, seeing as Fig 
has used for the suffering that is Kara adpxa already in this citation, can hardly 
be attributed to a significant level of lexical tightening on the part of the compiler. It 
is, on the other hand, possible that Aam= was the original reading of Ep50 (given its 
inconsistency in places), later harmonised to itself during its transmission.
NO. 7: Florilegium item 2231
Ep50 Add 14557, f.l43vb
1 Again, Graffrn has misprinted the reference, claiming Ep50 as the letter to Succensus, and then 
referencing a parallel passage in Ep46 (to Succensus), which is not the one being quoted.
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Fig Graffrn 122,6-9 
ACO 95,14-18
,tnoJiuK's (Fig); jcnoJtur^  (Ep50)
There are no significant differences between Fig and Ep50.
Summary
In conclusion, the Florilegium’s use of a pre-existing Syriac version, this time for 
Ep50, is securely shown. The Florilegium’s text can also act as an effective witness to 
the original text of Ep50 (as it did also in No.l), and Fig can sometimes act as a more 
exact witness to the original than Ep50 (see No.4), despite the fact that most of the 
time the compiler is probably responsible for small changes in style or wording.
However, there is also now some evidence that Ep50 may have undergone sporadic 
revision to some extent (see No.2), although the significance of this can hardly be 
ascertained given the small number of texts preserved for us here in Fig (as is clear 
from the difficulty in interpreting the of No.6). If Ep50 has indeed undergone 
revision, we will need to be especially careful when analysing its translation style and 
its Biblical citations, which may witness to a period after 484, even if the original 
must come from some time before that date.
Excursus: the use of the same method to date Athanasian and Apollinarian 
works
It has been mentioned above that the Athanasian citations in the florilegium have been 
shown to coincide with those in the Syriac versions edited by R.W.Thomson. This 
confirms that the date of the translations of at least the Ad Epictetum (which is found 
in the same ms, Add 14557, as most of our texts) and the De Incarnatione Verbi is 
also prior to 484. One of these citations is also to be found in Cyril’s Contra 
Orientates. The wording in the Syriac version of that document (Add 12156) is, 
however, not the same as that found in the florilegium. A comparison of the wording 
of these versions will therefore be included in the appropriate place (3.iv.c).
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Also of significance is a comparison between the Apollinarian citations (given under 
the name of Athanasius) in Philoxenus’ Letter to the Monks o f Senoun (dated by De 
Halleux to 5211) with the same texts in their fuller forms as they are found in various 
Syriac collections (and edited together in Flemming and Lietzmann, Apollinaristische 
Schriften syrisch). A study of these citations shows again that Philoxenus is making 
use of already-existing Syriac versions rather than newly translating a Greek one for 
himself. We can now set out the evidence for this assertion:
There are ten ‘Apollinarian’ citations to be found in the letter (though it must be 
remembered that as these are attributed to different people, Philoxenus himself did not 
treat them as a unit, as we do). The ten are as follows, with textus/versio references 
from De Halleux’s edition of the Letter to the Monks o f Senoun (abbrev. EpS) and to 
Flemming and Lietzmann’s edition of Apollinarius in Syriac where relevant (abbrev. 
F/L).
Citations attributed to Athanasius, Ad Iovianum:
1) 29,7-11/24,5-8 = F/L 33,13-5 (from Add 12156)
2) 39,3-19/32,6-21 = F/L 33,3&5-14 (from Add 12156)
3) 56,23-5/46,26-8 = PG28.232A (not in F/L)
4) 39,23-40,11/32,24-33,9 = PG28.532A-B (not in F/L)
[Thus only nos. 1 & 2 were included as Apollinarian writings by Lietzmann, even 
though Philoxenus attributes all to the ‘Athanasian’ ad Iovianum].
Citations attributed to Gregory Thaumaturgus
5) 36,19-28/30,3-11 = F/L 10,11-6; 15,6-9&10-15 (fromBL Add 14597,12156) 
Citations attributed to Julius o f Rome
6) 37,1-8/30,13-20 = from de fide et incarnatione (not in F/L, but the Greek is in 
Lietzmann, Apollinaris 198,23-199,19)
7) 37,8-20/30,30-32 = from Ep thaumazo (again only the Greek, found in Lietzmann, 
Apollinaris 257,13-6; 258,4-7; 258,15-259,2)
1 De Halleux, Philoxene, 223.
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8) 37,21-6/31,1-14 = from Ep thaumazo, F/L p.28,8-29,4; 28,22-29,16 (from Add 
14604,18813)
9) 38,7-8/31,14-6 = from ad Dionysium, F/L p.36,4-5 (from Add 12156)
10) 38,8-26/31,16-32,2 = from ad Dionysium, F/L p.37,5-16 (from Add 12156)
The texts of EpS and F/L at all these places are essentially the same (where they 
overlap), bar the following variants in each case:
No.l
29,10 .cTjoiu*' EpS; om. F/L 
10, r^jjoia EpS; F/L
11 cuocn E p S ;  0(73 x^ a  CO F /L
No. 2
4  K'ctAk'^ m \= 3 E p S ;  rC'aArt's K 'ia  ocn X  ^ ocn jcooirur*'o F /L  
4 -5  fVxoaao...rd»ox= E p S ;  tifti-i F /L
5 i t ' t a  X u \ r 6 i ^  E p S ;  Xu F /L
7 xauaSM EpS; F/L [Gk asaapKcopevpv]
8 r^iin EpS; F/L 
8 xw EpS; rcflXwK' F/L
[Note: the use of in Philoxenus’ version here counts as another excellent witness 
to De Halleux’s theory that the term was a Philoxenian revision of the more 
traditional Christological terminology, such as he evidently found in this text.]
No. 3 & 4 not in F/L
No. 5
20 c^ ion-v*) red EpS, F/L (pt); xm= «xA F/L (pt) [for aoapKOc;]
The version ccA is found in the complete text of the Kata meros pistis as given in 
BL Add 14597, dated 569, but as red in BM Add 12156 (as in Philoxenus)
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No. 6 & 7 not in F/L
No. 9
No differences 
No. 10
There are a few differences here, the main ones being that the F/L version tends to 
give the fuller forms, e.g. <nW, (forrc -^u^a), and prefers the emphatic
to the absolute, e.g. r&x* vs v.u-* (cf. no 2 above)
In summary, we can therefore say that, in addition to certain of Cyril’s letters and 
certain works of Athanasius being extant in Syriac before 484, some also of the 
Apollinarian corpus existed in Syriac before 521, the date of writing of EpS. These 
firm dates mean that these texts can be added to the list of datable translations give by 
Brock in his seminal article on Syriac translation technique.1
General Conclusions from these results
A Cyrilline corpus, as also an Athanasian one, must have been circulating, therefore, 
in monophysite circles, prior to 484, having been translated sometime between the 
controversy itself in the 430s and that later date. The corpus must have included not 
only the texts discussed above but also, at least, the second and third letters to 
Nestorius, which are present in the florilegium, although unknown in any Syriac 
version. This would confirm what we would anyway presume a priori to be the case, 
given the significance of these documents in the Nestorian controversy itself and in 
the acts of the councils at Ephesus and Chalcedon. It is interesting also that the 
florilegium only quotes these few documents (a total of only 6 letters) and knows 
nothing of Cyril’s other treatises or letters. Of course, this may be coincidence, but it 
may also indicate some limit to the number of texts circulating in Philoxenus’ early 
years and points especially to these texts as the ones which brought about the strong 
Alexandrian influence on Philoxenus’ Christology and exegesis.
1 Brock, Towards a History, 2-3.
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Part 3
Cyril of Alexandria’s Christological Texts in Syriac: 
The Internal Evidence for their History
3.i
Description of Translation Techniques
Levels of analysis
The spectrum TiteraT to ‘free’ which is often applied to translation technique is going 
to be largely inadequate for our task. Degrees of literalism need to be identified at 
different levels and in different spheres. In his well-known article on the development 
of translation techniques, Brock has outlined a number of criteria that could be used to 
build a typology, namely a) the size of text-units taken as a working base by the 
translator; b) the balance of focus between the signifiant and the signifie, which 
includes also noting the distinctions between what Brock calls modulation and 
transposition as forms of dynamic rendering1; c) the concern for reproducing 
syntactical structures.
In another context, James Barr has also laid out a useful typology of techniques 
discernible in the Greek versions of the Hebrew scriptures. He even hopes that, based 
upon his system, it might be possible to devise a statistical way of describing the level 
of literalism of a given text, working sentence by sentence, giving each some sort of 
percentage mark, or different marks under different headings. Barr identifies the 
following levels of literalism:
1. The division into elements or segments, and the sequence in which these 
elements are represented. We will refer to this as ‘clause structuring’ and will 
discuss it quite extensively.
2. The quantitative addition or subtraction o f elements, named here ‘editing’. 
This may happen at a very low level of discourse, but involves conscious
1 Transposition being a change only in the grammatical category o f a word or phrase while modulation 
denotes the use o f one culturally-relevant expression wholly in place o f another to which it is 
considered parallel.
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choices on the part of the translator and so is vital in understanding his wider 
approach to his task.
3. Consistency or non-consistency in the rendering o f words,; i.e. what I call 
lexical equivalency
4. Accuracy and level o f semantic information, especially in cases o f metaphor 
and idiom. We will deal with this issue under the general heading of lexical 
equivalence -  however, we have adopted Brock’s terminology of contrasting a 
transposition, the attempt to ‘transpose’ an idiom as it stands into the target 
language by the alteration only of grammatical categories, with a modulation, 
namely the substitution of one cultural idiom for another.
5. Coded ‘etymological’ indication o f formal relationships obtaining in the 
original language. This is what we call ‘formal equivalence’ properly 
speaking; we will be discussing this area largely in terms of how verbal forms 
are translated.
6. Level of text and level of analysis. This refers to the way the original is read 
and largely refers only to canonical texts, and largely only to consonantal ones 
at that, and will therefore not be of relevance for our purposes.
The following is the typology and structure that will be used in the analysis of our 
texts, developed out of these two sets of criteria, those of Brock and of Barr. Neither 
is, however, used precisely as given but has been reorganised better to suit our 
particular subject-matter.
The structure of the analysis:
1. Editing techniques
This refers to those places where the translator has decided that his Vorlage is either 
insufficiently clear or unnecessarily otiose, and as a result has deliberately omitted or 
added, or simply altered in some direction, the wording. This can happen at any level; 
sometimes translators will just add a simple word to clarify a perceived obscurity; 
sometimes it means omitting whole sentences which are seen to be superfluous to the 
needs of the Syriac audience. Although this category does not include those areas 
discussed in the following sections, there is unavoidably some overlap.
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2. Larger Translation Units
The larger translation unit consists of the sentence and upwards
i. The treatment o f larger translation units
This section will deal with the extent to which each translator takes note of these 
longer units and has attempted to understand the whole sentence or paragraph before 
making his choices in translation. It deals with ‘awareness’ in general rather than 
‘alterations’ in particular. There are many different types of evidence that may appear 
under this heading, but they are brought together to show that a translator does have a 
concern for the wider-scale shape of the discourse.1
ii. The restructuring o f larger translation units
This will deal mostly with the alterations made to the larger units in terms of their 
structure of main and subordinate clauses of different sorts. Translators who have 
analysed the larger section in general (as described under the previous head) and who 
are concerned with writing natural Syriac at this higher semantic level, often choose 
to rephrase the whole sentence, perhaps less hypotactically. This phenomenon in the 
Peshitta has been carefully analysed by Grotzfeld to show that there the decision often 
rests on the interpretation of the semantic relationship between the parts of the Greek 
sentence. 2 However, as the mirror-technique developed in later versions, this 
interpretive criterion gave way to a more mechanical one, as we shall see in the texts 
below.3
3. Smaller Translation Units
This refers to units below the level of the sentence, and usually refers to clauses and 
phrases, leaving individual lexical units to the next section.
i. Word Order
Sometimes, within the sentence, the translator has made a concerted effort to follow 
the word order of the original even when a more natural style might push him in 
another direction. Syriac style allows for a larger degree of freedom of word order 
than is found in most Semitic languages, and so less emphasis can be placed on this 
area as a means of assessing overall technique, but it will occasionally be of use.
1 Roughly corresponding to Brock’s ‘a’ criterion above, which deals with the level o f unit analysis 
adopted by a translator.
2 Grotzfeld, Beiordnem oder Unterordnern?
3 This point was Brock’s ‘c ’ criterion discussed above and was developed also in Brock, Limitations.
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ii. Formal equivalence o f verbal constructions
‘Formal equivalence’ here refers to an equivalence between one morphological or 
morphosyntactic factor in the source language corresponding consistently (and 
usually exclusively) with another factor in the target language. This section will deal 
with the equivalences encountered in all verbal forms.1
iii. Formal equivalence o f other syntactical constructions
As for the previous, but for all non-verbal forms at the level of clause or below.
4. The Lexical Unit
Essentially, this refers to the word alone, including compound words, but may also 
include such rhetorical figures as the hendiadys.
i. Lexical equivalence
This will be a significant section, discussing the extent to which any translator is 
consistent in using a unique Syriac term for a unique Greek one, and how and why the 
chosen equivalences may vary between translators.
ii. Loan-words
This has been identified before as a key area for the dating of anonymous Syriac texts, 
and the number and nature of these loans will be discussed systematically here, 
although in many ways overlapping with the issue of lexical equivalence.
iii. Neologisms
As with loans, the use of new terminology has been identified before as a key area for 
dating. Again there may be some overlap.
The order of the texts to be dealt with
The De Recta Fide ad Theodosium is generally thought to have been translated by 
Rabbula of Edessa between his conversion to the Cyrilline party in 432 and his death 
a few years later. Although this is ‘received knowledge’, the only basis for it remains 
the suggestion of the scribal superscription of Add 14557 (to which may be added the 
circumstantial evidence of Rabbula’s interest in translation, testified to in his
1 This roughly corresponds to Brock’s criterion ‘b’ and must take into account the difference between 
modulation and transposition.
2 This is suggested directly by the superscription o f Add 14557 and is assumed also by the evidence of 
Cyril’s letter (Ep74) which mentions the work. On this question, however, see further the brief 
discussion in Part 3.iii.b.
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biography). This superscription states Rabbula to be the translator. However, this may 
be the scribe’s guess based on the information given in Cyril’s letter to Rabbula which 
immediately precedes this superscription in the ms, in which Cyril says he has sent 
the work to Rabbula to be read to the church in Edessa.1 The scribe has assumed, 
therefore, that the version of this work which follows was made by Rabbula himself. 
His argument is not entirely unlikely, but ought to be treated with caution. A brief 
analysis of the style of the work will, however, confirm its very early date in 
comparison with our other texts, as will become clearer shortly. For this reason, in the 
earlier sections of this analysis, the discussion mainly focuses around this text, 
assessing others by their relationship to the technique of the RF rather than in 
isolation. The other texts will then be dealt with in turn, with the AT, clearly of a later 
style, usually dealt with last. CO and CT can be treated together, as it will be seen that 
they clearly function as a pair of texts from the same hand.
1. Editing Techniques
De Recta Fide
The RF, as being the most free among our texts in terms of techniques, unsurprisingly 
shows the most freedom within this category. A few examples will show the nature of 
the editing that he sometimes carries out on his original:
Sometimes, whole clauses, sentences, or even sections are omitted:
The whole sentence 44,30-3, from cpafr] 5’ av oipai xu;...r6v eiti Xpicrru) Xoyov, which 
refers to the difficulty of the task being undertaken, is omitted. Is there any possibility 
that the translator might be keen to leave out any suggestion that this work is a 
difficult one? There is another omitted section covering 49,11-17. These missing parts 
consist of Cyril’s polemic against the idiocy of his opponents’ ideas, so the translator 
is not missing out on any exegesis or theological argument.3 Elsewhere, he omits the 
reference to Hebrews 2:16-17, for which there appears no obvious motive.4
1 This letter is printed in Overbeck, Opera Selecta, 226-9 and is translated in the corpus of Cyril’s 
works, McEnemey, Letters, as Ep74 (equivalent to CPG 5374).
2 As has been pointed out in the introduction o f Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 97-8.
3 The omissions would be located in the Syriac at 10,7 and 34,1 respectively.
4 47,1 [22,4].
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To give an example of simplification, Cyril’s paraphrastic “is scarcely to be thought 
of as existing at the time when he assumed the power of begottenness according to 
flesh” is reduced to the much simpler “that he came into being when he was bom in 
the flesh.” This is an instance of this editing at work in a technical Christological 
passage, whereas we usually come across them in less cmcial, and more rhetorical 
passages. However, this sort of editing merges into being just a form of dynamic 
equivalence within a larger discourse unit, an area that will be dealt with shortly 
below.1
As well as omissions there are plentiful examples of amplifications and elaborations, 
of very small changes where the translator evidently felt the meaning insufficiently 
clear, e.g. when he explains the referent of nap’ auxoic; by amplifying it to ‘of the 
Jews’; or again, he adds to and ctmcum to riLW. Elsewhere he
completes Cyril’s thought by adding the protasis, ‘if we worship him as a man’ to the 
expressed apodosis, ‘we would be no different’.2
Sometimes these expansions can be rhetorical, e.g. K£KpdcTT|K£ trjc; uti’ oupavov being 
expanded to ixfixXo rf&c&»rSa JlA, which seems to be purely an
opportunity for increasing the rhetorical force of the expression,3 or the substantial 
addition of the words ‘after meditating upon these things we cross over far away from 
them, toiling after glory in ideas which are beyond what belongs to them, and 
thenceforth we hesitate and hold back in wonder as if shocked’ onto the front of 
Cyril’s straightforward assertion ‘we do not at any point worship two sons, neither do 
we speak of two Christs’.4 Other times, they can seem to be a bit more theological, 
thus Cyril had ‘not sacrilegiously to dishonour him by applying tests to him’, and RE 
has ‘not to find fault rashly in whatever things are straightforwardly said by him for 
our aid’ -  the latter version trying to be a bit more positive about what we do know 
from God. We can define this as editing rather than dynamic equivalence on the 
grounds that something extra appears to be being said by the translator who feels that 
his source text is insufficiently clear as it stands.5
1 45,13-4 [13,8].
2 43,11 [4,8]; 58,3&4 [77,7&10]; 62,18 [99,2].
3 42,27 [3,3-4].
4 Added before 53,20 [55,5-7].
5 42,27 [3,3-4]; 53,15-6 [54,6-55,1].
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Other expansions can be much larger in scale, such as a whole section which does not 
exist in the Greek text at all -  it seems to be designed to make Cyril’s warning from 
the history of the Kings of Judah a little more transparent.1
The most interesting of all are those expansions which are designed to buttress Cyril’s 
Christological arguments, and of these there are a few scattered through the text. For 
instance, RF adds the words “and the life of whomever has been instructed in this 
expectation would be broken” seemingly to ram home the significance of the docetic 
error for human salvation. Again, where Cyril explains Jesus’ statement that ‘the 
Father is greater than I’ as a concession to the manhood, RF adds “not as being less by 
nature, but revealing the virtue of his grace perfectly in a humiliation of which he was 
not in need.” A final example sums up the whole tendency -  Cyril concludes “in no 
way does it [the scripture] err in this matter because o f the conjunction o f both o f them 
into a unity f  but the translator feels he must be more specific about why the 
scriptures speak interchangeably of the humanity and the divinity; he adds “because 
o f the union o f both the natures, in that it is a hypostasis.”
Safe to say there are many further examples we could give, but it is more valuable to 
compare this style of editing with what we find in some of our other texts. None of the 
other texts show editing on anything like the scale we see with the RF. Largely, they 
follow their Vorlagen carefully and try to include all the elements without adding any 
further. However, where we do note any such editing, it will be noteworthy, and some 
have more examples than others. The most notable examples from each text are set 
out below.
Quod Unus sit Christus
At times, the level of editorial meddling in this text comes near to that of the RF, 
although we do not see whole sentences left out or added as in that text. However, 
Cyril’s rhetoric is sharply dealt with and not verbally respected by the translator.
To give a simple example:
1 It should be inserted, as it were, after Opovouq at 43,11 [Syriac at 4,8-11].
2 After eAmq 47,13 [24,2-3]; after dv0pcoTiivov 60,25 [90,7-9]; 60,28 [91,3-5].
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uAq p£v noir\zaiq to  i|;£u5o(;, pu0poi(; Kai pErpoic; eic; to  ETiixapi re Kai eppeAec; 
£Kt£top£UO|i£VOV (the material o f the poets is falsehood, fashioned with rhythms and 
metres into something gracious and harmonious) becomes voouj rdX^asA K'rc'cds* 
^ocnilrw _s^ ** .cmiurt' (the material o f the poets
among them is offalsehood; they fashion and adorn their words with metres)}
Much o f the time, this type o f editing involves the simplification o f Cyril’s verbal 
gymnastics. Such is oure pr)v (puaixfj Kai aTiapaAAaKrq) raurorriTi atecpavouv 
£0£Aovt£(; (not wishing to crown [him] with a natural and unequalled sameness) 
becoming cnticd* recvz.^  -°A »r». r ^ V v r v ^  rdX (not wishing to
crown him with an equality that is unchanging and equal with his Begotten)', and 
again erepoi 5e roiq covopaapevoiq rqv aurr|v (bonep epyopevoi rpi'Pov (but others, as 
i f  travelling the same path as the aforementioned,...) becoming «^ ocnX\coo:i=> ^  r&\»re 
vom lnrn  am vyK' :^ cucns (but others are like them, as it were traveling 
on their path)', avapopcpwv eiq to  ev apxaix; rqv av0pumou cpuaiv becomes only ^
Straightforward abbreviation also abounds, thus 'they became sick with a dearth o f 
right and useful thought about the one who is by nature and truly existent God’ 
becomes 'they became sick, far from the true knowledge, that is the knowledge about 
God who is by nature God. ’ Again, 'and God appeared to us as Lord, and this, I  
deem, the inspired David taught, saying... ’ becomes ‘and God appeared to us as 
David says. ’ This is especially the case with formulaic introductions, hence ‘just as 
the most saintly Paul says’ becomes 'just as Paul says’; 'God said concerning them 
through the voice o f Isaiah ’ becomes ‘God said through Isaiah ’ and 'PauV is often 
reduced to alone; 0£O7iv£uaro<; ypacpfj is often rd*,:u> - this is dynamic
modulation; in a more extreme example the whole phrase rov cpua£i t£ Kai aAri0d)<; 
uiov Kai £K trjq tou 0£ou Kai iratpoc; ouaiaq avaAap^avra Aoyov is reduced to 
alone.4 Hendiadys, too, very frequently is reduced, e.g. Xuk'XuXu* for iaxvqj t£ Kai
1 714,15-6 [f.51ra].
2 715,26-7 [f.51va]; 715,27-8 [f.51va]; 764,6-7 [f.84ra].
3 714,17-19 [f.51ra]; 761,35-6 [f.82va].
4 714,19-20 [f.51ra]; 714,25 [f.51ra]; 717,32 [f.52vb]; 731,30-31 [f.61vb].
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dcKpiPei and n?&\*msx> alone for aenxr\v Kai aTroppqtov.1 The phrase o trjq oucnac; 
XapaKtrjp is once omitted, most likely through error, but possibly also the translator’s 
reaction against a needless repetition of to aTtauyaapa trjc; So^ rjc; tfjq ujioataagax;.2 
On another occasion the second half of a citation (Ps 104.15) is missing, possibly 
through homoioteleuton, but equally likely as a result of the deliberate abbreviation 
which is reasonably common throughout the text.
Clarification can also involve supplementations. Thus ellipses are often supplied, e.g.
for ta  eKswcav; ,cncvLjx> for ta  autou; and vyK's for tcov
toioutcjv.4 Sometimes this can require a good deal of unpacking of the author’s 
meaning, e.g. taxa Ttou Kai ev tote; insKStva (perhaps even beyond what is theirs), 
which becomes rdaiw* ocn ^  (perhaps even their
blameworthiness is more than that o f the heathen); and i=ux» (he endured) is supplied 
before the phrase ‘the limits of the self-emptying’. Sometimes it is just a matter of 
clearing up an allusion, thus rtam ,cn= for cpiAoGsoc;.5 One of the most
significant is the addition of after the expression ‘being by nature
and truly God’.6 This is an entirely voluntary and wilful use of the clothing metaphor 
for the incarnation and tells strongly against considering this translator coming from 
any time after Philoxenus, or at least not from any literary circles close to that bishop.
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
In EDC, the translator will occasionally omit or expand, but this is usually at a much 
lower unit-level than we saw with RF. For example, for o Ttpwtoq r)ptv 
ava0£|iatiap6<; he has an extended translation, ^  in order to try
to express the possessive dative more fully; this sort of thing is unusual for this 
translator, but it shows that he is unafraid to do it when required.7 Occasionally we
1 716,2-3 [f.51vb]; 716,4 [f.51vb].
2 758,42 [f.80ra].
3 726,31-2 [f.58va], cf. also under OT citations.
4 715,3 [f.51ra]; 715,16 [f.51rb]; 715,22 [f.51va].
5 715,8 [f.51rb]; 715,38 [f.51va]; 756,9 [f.78rb].
6 759,17-8 [f.80va].
7 17,22 [f.l5va].
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see a more significant ‘expansion’, e.g. oi rd autou cppovouvteq becoming 
rdit7JAo^ => (r/zase w/zo fall into the sickness o f his thinking)}
In the version of the 9th anathema, the translator explains by the addition of re*»o™ 
where Gk has just i5iov autou (in the variant which must be the Vorlage here), i.e. the 
translator has clarified an ambiguity. Elsewhere, we also see natural Syriac formulae 
being used, such as rc'ia for uioq, but in general there is very little of the
type of editing that we saw so pervasively in the RF.2 Editorial alterations are mostly 
to be found in the form of omissions of parenthetical or otiose single words, e.g. 
povov ouxt, xoiydpTOi or apsAsi, or the irarpoq in the phrase ek  t o u  0e o u  Tiaipoq.3 
The number of the nouns is altered surprisingly often: 5oypara becoming singular 
rdi°Acu, Trpotpptou the plural and vaoq the plural redden.4
Scholia De Incarnatione
Editing of any sort is noticeably absent from the SDI. One notable exception is the 
alteration of “David sings from the persona of God” to “as if from the persona of 
God,” which appears to be an attempt to correct a slightly rash statement on Cyril’s 
part.5
For Tiaoa ttcjc; avdyKr] auvucpEatavai te Kai auvujtapxeiv aiSicoq aurqj (it is 
altogether necessary that he should both co-subsist and co-exist eternally with him) 
We have: jmaJrurC' jGqg^ v.k'so ^  (of
necessity he is known to exist hypostatically and with him to exist eternally). Here, 
has been added in order to make up the sense.6
We also see the occasional simple explanatory rendering, e.g. ev  Tipoxeipi^eaGai 
explained as *\ocn rentes; there is also occasional abbreviation, e.g. icdvroov 
rjpcov becoming just A**. But in all, even these minor changes are rare.7
1 20,26f. [f.l8ra].
2 23,18 [f.l9va]; 22,27 [f.l9rb].
3 16,14 [f.l4va]; 15,27 [f.l4rb]; 18,27 [f.l6va]; 19,9 [f.l6vb],
4 15,29 [f.l4rb]; 16,9 [f.l4va]; 21,8 [f.l8rb] in citation o f 1 Cor 3.16.
5 219,14 [f.21va].
6 224,1-3 [f.40rb-va].
7 219,19 [f.21va], 219,17 [f.21va].
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Ep39
An unusual sentence that is taken more freely than is customary in this text:1 
Kar’oimoociv oiKovopiKqv eic; sautov, obc; £(pqv, ta  trjc; iSiac; aapKoc; avacpepsi n&Qr\ 
According to the economic indwelling, he lifted up to himself as I  said, the sufferings 
o f his own flesh.
. ^ o a A  j i c b ^ o  v y K '  c n i f t o A o  r C ' u a a l  r x ' r  v A  ^ © < n l  c n l u i i
According to the economy he made the sufferings o f the flesh his own and, as I  said, 
he lifted them up to himself
The translator has clearly made the one verb into two; but he has also understood 
oiKovopiKqv as if it were oiKovopiKdx; or Kar’oiKovopiKriv, and treated trjc; iSiac; as 
if it had some function similar to that of etc; sautov. The explanation may be textual, 
but there is no hint in the Greek tradition to suggest such a thing. The only other 
explanation is that the translator did not find the Greek quite clear enough or wanted 
to omit the idea of ‘indwelling’ in favour of ‘appropriation’, which would indicate a 
monophysitic caution.
Ep40
Here we see examples of the translator filling in ellipses in the Greek in order to 
convey meaning more clearly; for example an understood relative clause such as tov 
ek 0£ou itarpoc; Aoyov is made clearer by the addition of the omitted verb, 
representing y£vvr]0£vta, hence [r^^dm] :iLW rd=>rc' K'cnW This is done three 
times within a single section, the last of which, being a quote from the Formula of 
Reunion, is also quoted in Ep39, where the ellipsis is left unexpressed.2
We see in this text also the tendency to replace formulae such as £K 0£oO mxrpoc; 
Aoyoc;, as if it read £K Tiarpoc; 0£o<; Aoyoc;, with the stand-alone phrase K'cnW
being common throughout the texts in Add 14557. Other similar variations can also 
occur, such as K'cnW for £K 0£ou Aoyov.3 Where Ep40 quotes the fourth
anathema, we can make a direct comparison with EDC. The Syriac of the former text
1 19,11-12 [f. 151 vb].
2 25,2 [31,5]; 25,3 [31,5]; 25,7 [31,1 l];cf E p39,17,12 [f.l50vb].
3 28,28 [36,12]; 29,7 [36,25].
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has K'&dra rc'oArc' for rov £K 0£oO Aoyov, while EDC has the more accurate ^  K'Jrdr* 
rc'oArc', which neatly illustrates the much greater freedom we find generally in Ep40, 
itself mirrored in the East Syrian versions of the anathemas which have rc'cnW rc'irOc*, 
an order not often found in the West Syrian Add 14557.1
There are also, as the editors noted, a number of more significant omissions. To take 
one example, where Cyril explains what he means by a ‘difference in the expressions’ 
of Christ, the Syriac omits the explanation -  thus this sentence (29,23-6 [37,18-20]) is 
considerably shorter.
However, surely the most significant aspect of this work’s editorial technique is its 
tendency to severely alter and abbreviate certain passages. It is important here to 
make a certain distinction. For although Ebied and Wickham, in their introduction to 
this text, generally accuse the translator of incompetence in these passages, and not 
without justification, yet they fail to recognise that wherever Cyril is dealing with key 
pieces of Christological argument, the translation becomes far more accurate in the 
word-for-word sense, than in those passages that we might term purely rhetorical or 
polemical. We noted precisely the same distinction in relation to RF’s technique -  
although there the degree of overall freedom, even in such rhetorical passages, is 
considerably greater than in Ep40; nevertheless the difference between the two 
techniques within Ep40 is far more marked than in the RE. As this matter should 
properly be treated as evidence for this translator’s awareness of the larger units of 
discourse, we will deal with it in further detail below. As far as editing technique is 
concerned, it is quite evident from a perusal of the closing sections that he is content 
to abbreviate substantially where it suits his purpose, or to add explanatory phrases 
such as ‘in the city of Nicaea’ when Cyril is referring to that council more obliquely.3
Ep44
Here we see again some of the techniques seen already, such as the editing of 
formulae, with re'&dco *'cnW rather than the more correct K'tnW ^  rth&zo (there is,
1 26,17 [33,6] for Ep40, and EDC, 19,19 [f.l7rb]; for the East Syrian (Nestorian) version o f the 
anathemas (which will be referred to from time to time) see Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian 
Collection, nos. I, VI, and XI; and further below, Part 3.iv.b.
2 e.g. 28,20-31,3.
3 24,2-4 [29,25].
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however, only one instance of the term in the letter, so we cannot tell whether he 
would always have done this). Elsewhere, this translator will be content to use 
for uio(; although this may simply be an error, or to omit an otiose to ocutov (the 
same) which serves only a rhetorical purpose.1 He can amplify too, and so ou to 
dSsvai tpv Siacpopav 5iat£pv£iv eoriv (to recognise the difference is not to divide) 
becomes jacuom re^=  ^ ;cn rc'atn rc ,^ (to recognise the difference
does not compel us to divide) where the Greek syntax has been perceived as too subtle
'y
for an exact equivalent and words have had to be added.
Ep45
The translator of this text has a tendency to edit his original in a manner sometimes 
reminiscent of the RF, quite frequently adding words to make the meaning clearer and 
even more frequently omitting the ‘unnecessary’, although the scale of the editing is 
never on the same level as that in the RF. Especially reminiscent of the RF is the 
tendency to omit ouv5popq (a concourse, coming together) and its related terms. 
Perhaps it is from a doctrinal perspective that he does not like this word being 
confessed or used.3
Sometimes the editing involves explicatory additions; thus he has to explain 
K£KOtvo5vr]K£ tf) £KKAqai(X (he made communion with the church) by the addition of 
rdia, (and he was converted) and he has the specific instead of the referential
£V auTfl.4 There are plenty of other small additions, such as ^  added to ‘she bore Him’ 
etc.,5 but more often it is a matter of the omission of rhetorical ‘accretions’ to the text 
which are considered dispensable, e.g. an almost parenthetical apqx<wov yap, a 
superfluous povoy£vouc; uiou, or a 5id touto which serves to specify when the causal 
clause has ended and main clause begun, but may be considered syntactically 
unnecessary.6 Sometimes these can verge on the doctrinal, as the omission of ‘holy’ in 
reference to the ‘flesh’ of Christ.7
1 36,18 [56,9]; 36,7[55,20] (even Ebied/Wickham’s translation o f the Syrac has an error here, reading 
‘Son’ for ‘Christ’, CSCO 360 (Versio), 47,5); 35,18 [54,19].
2 64, 3-4 [54,24-25].
3 153,21 [42,16].
4 151,15-6 [39,16]; 155,10 [44,3].
5 152,17 [40,25].
6 156,10; 154,15; 152,17.
7 153,7.
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The editing can also, again, be a matter of simplification of formulae: even with some 
that seem like errors such as K'cnW ^  re'cnW for xov e k  0 so u  raxtpoq Aoyov.
The name IlauAoq is also twice reduced to just rt^.W..1
Ep46
This text is very similar to Ep45. Again, we can detect a number of omissions of 
terms and even whole phrases considered unnecessary -  not perhaps to the same 
extent as in Ep40, but still to an extent not found in Ep39 or EDC. Often these 
omissions concern rhetorical features but sometimes they are part of important 
formulae, such as the voeitai of pia cpuou; voeTtcxi t o o  Aoyou aeaapKcapevp, or the 
phrase ou k  dijfoxou paAAov which is also omitted.2 We also see additions for 
explication, such as the understood ouvpypevot; being represented by and ia id  
also added in place of a perceived ellipsis.3 We noted earlier4 a place where one of 
Cyril’s OT allusions is expanded on the basis of the Peshitta text of that verse, viz.
rduLa for mxucdc0a)oav KocAapfvriv pa|35ov Eautou;
vnoaxr\o(XVTE(;, where ^  .v w  has been added from the Peshitta (for notional Gk 
T£0Aotop£vr]v) while pa|35ov becomes reflected only in the translator’s choice of 
for UTiooTpoavtEc;.5
Ep50
This is perhaps the closest of all the letters to the RF in its editing practices and in its 
restructuring of sentences (for which see below). The whole text is foil of examples of 
omissions and abbreviations, sometimes just a single word, occasionally a longer 
clause. These latter are usually subordinate and circumstantial clauses considered 
unnecessary; for instance, in the following sentence the words in italics are omitted in 
the Syriac:
1 153,8 [41,23]; 154,15 [43,11] and 156,7 [45,10], but other times the name is retained, e.g. 155,12 
[44,6].
2 158,8-9; 159,13.
3 160,3 [49,25]; 159,10 [49,2].
4 Part 2.ii, Section 3, N o .l.
5 160,23 [50,21].
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eoiKaai 5i  ncoq roiq tajv avdpomvcov awpctTGOv (XKearaTc; rfyouv iazpoiq,
01 rote; toov cpapjidcKoov oux p5£ai to yAuxu TtpoaicXeKouai jisAi, rfj rov 
xprjerrov jtowrrjri rov 7T£<pvK6ro<;XvnEvv tr)v aToGqaiv utcokXetitovtec;
They are somewhat like the men who are healers of human bodies, or 
doctors, those who mix in sweet honey with the bitternesses of the 
medicines, taking away the sense of disgust by the quality o f what is 
naturally pleasant.
[further simplifications are also made with being used for oux n5£oi and simply 
for the whole phrase Aunetv tr)v aicGqatv].1
Polemical statements are sometimes turned around to produce some more idiomatic 
polemic, e.g. ‘they are clearly vomiting out words smelling of idiocy of the very worst 
kind’ becomes instead ‘they are vomiting out injury and a foul smell to us in these 
words.’ This shows an RF-like freedom of rhetoric.
He can also reduce over-wordy formulae such as ouk atpuxou pocAAov dcAA’ 
e\|;uxoi)|i£vri<; vo£pdjc; to a single word r&r<\», and trjq ougigoSclx; EvuTtapxouapc; 
U7T£poxtj<; to oc i^copa to a far simpler The omission of individual
words falling into this category is very common, more especially so in the rhetorical 
passages, but discernible everywhere. Most commonly these words are adverbs and 
particles, the omission of which does not require syntactical adjustments, but they can 
also be terms of theological significance, such as vodrcxi, where this is meant to be 
distinct from £oti -  Cyril is making a distinction between what is ‘in reality’ and what 
merely ‘in perception’.4 Hendiadys is frequently reduced to one word [although there 
are occasions on which it is created from a single adjective, e.g. TtAqpEq being 
expanded to rdA^ >]5, even groups of four being reduced to one member, and
1 91,8-11 [f.l41ra].
2 97,31 [f.l45va].
3 92,1 [f.l41va]; 95,20 [f.l43vb].
4 95,10 and 95,17 [f.l43vb]; also e.g. an\6>c„ 94,29 [f.l43vb].
5 The expansion o f a single term into a pair o f synonyms is typical also o f the translator o f Titus of 
Bostra’s Contra Manichaeos -  see Pedersen, Demonstrative p ro o f in defence o f God, 458.
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two verbs covering separate clauses might also be reduced to one if thought 
sufficiently synonymous 1
It is not just a matter of omission, however, as the translator is quite prepared to add 
explanatory words as well, as in the repeated additions of the word ‘man’ where it is 
being assumed throughout most of a sentence, or in the supplying of r£L» where the 
Greek has only the pronoun or, as frequently, having c. Ac  ^ ^  r&a. for
to unep ttccv ovopa.2 This tendency once or twice drifts into a major addition for the 
purpose of clarification; thus the completely alien phrase, r&<\\ aA .^1=^0
re'i^aX (they make him the place o f the soul in the body) is inserted after ev peioaiv 
elvai (paaiv ouaiwSdjc; tou raxtpoc; 21s if to explain more closely than is immediately 
apparent from Cyril the link between Arian subordinationism and Arian Christology. 
In fact, the outcoc; at the start of the sentence makes it quite apparent that Cyril does 
realise the connection, but the translator wants to be more explicit.3
Changing terms such as dyfaq 7rap0£vou to rc'fcAo^ may just be error but is 
perhaps more likely an editing for stylistic variation. However, he seems to have 
allowed his editing tendency to produce an error in one place where the omission of 
ou k  makes a sentence somewhat meaningless.4 Similarly, the clause to 5e 5rj Kai 
dc7Tot£0£d)a0ai X£y£tv tov £axpKota trjv £VOiKr]aiv (to say that the one who obtained 
the indwelling also became God), by becoming ocn AcA^ K'cnW r&i\=> rfam^ ^  ,cn 
cna is rendered rather ambiguous, as r£ti\=> i^om as a unit generally refers rather 
to God becoming man.5
By way of contrast, however, it is to be noted that even highly polemical passages are 
sometimes very closely translated, in a way that the more haphazard RF, would 
probably not have done.6
1 93,22 [f.l42va]; 94,13 [f.l43ra]; 94,7-8 [f.l43ra] -  this latter point being closely related to the issue 
o f restructuring (see further below).
2 93,25 [f.l42va]; 94,27 [f,143rb]; e.g. 98,16 [f.l45vb].
3 96,30-1 [f.l44vb].
4 94,14 [f.l43ra]; 99,7-10 [f.l46rb].
5 93,3-4 [f.l42rb].
6 e.g. the sentence 95,29-96,1 [f.l44rb].
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Plenty more examples could be provided of all these different techniques and it can be 
seen that the translator’s approach is one of trying to make Cyril’s meaning as clear as 
possible to a reader who may not grasp obscure points and for whom terms can be 
omitted for brevity’s sake, and who does not require the same level of Greek 
rhetorical flourish to appreciate the arguments.
Ep55
Again, although less frequently than in most of the other letters, there are plenty of 
additions to make life easier for the reader here. Some of these are simply factual, 
almost glosses to assist the reader who may not already be acquainted with the 
background and language of Cyril, such as the opGoSo^oiq Ttatpaat povaxtov being 
described as from the East, and specifying the puaTayooyof as ‘our glorious
Fathers’; and again, the slightly obscure xal SianpsTtfj Aaxovrat; [sc.ripaq] rrjv So^av 
aiiocpawEi (it endows us with more than ordinary glory) is expanded by the addition 
of the ‘we’ both in the participle and in the added <A.! There are a few simplifications 
of circumlocutary phrases, e.g. id  ioa cppovouvxsc; autuj (believing the same things as 
him) becomes cnuxA (agreeing to his opinion).
Moreover, interjections such as tcoAAou ye Kai 5sT are easily passed over, repetitions 
avoided, as also a series of repetitions of ekGeqic;, and figures of speech reduced, such 
as r\ (3oAq rwv oppdttov with r tw v 3 The latter type of editing tends to occur in more 
rhetorical passages, such that, e.g., raiq emeiKdaic; rov eaurcav Kataaepvuvovtsc; 
pfov (who exalt their lives with virtues) becomes 
(in humility they desire to adorn their lifestyle).4
Again, the phrase ta  taa...Kal sircetv fj auyypdi^at toAprjaavteq is meant to refer to an 
indefinite possibility (i.e. it means the same [opinions], whether they dare/have dared 
to say [them] or to write [them]) but the translator has taken it as a past reference 
arc* . tniix.A (his opinion, which they have dared to say or to
1 49,4 [1,5]; 53,6 [8,7]; 49,14 [1,21].
2 51,2 [4,12].
3 53,13; avoidance of the repetition of 8K0ecn<; 51,11-13 [4,28]; 49,22-3 [2,7].
4 49,21 [2,5-6], if the translator read tou (hou, this might better explain the translation.
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write)} The translator’s understanding of what Cyril says about the ‘opinions of the 
Fathers’ which he put in the acta of the council seems to be a little astray. Cyril 
placed these citations of the Fathers in the acta in order to make sure the creed was 
understood aright, thus making a strong distinction between the creed and these 
citations; the translator’s edited version of the sentence blurs the distinction between 
the ‘citations’ of the Fathers and their aup|36Aov.2
This type of editing is infrequent, but it also spills over into small instances of 
restructuring or non-formal equivalence, and more details will be found in those 
places. The examples given above are relatively few, and one can go through whole 
paragraphs without any suggestion of anything that might fall under this category of 
‘editing’.
Contra Orientales /  Contra Theodoretum
Editorial interference is again strongly in evidence in this text, though rarely affecting 
units longer than a short phrase. It is notable, in contrast to the previously discussed 
texts, that here the translator is especially keen on additions for clarification; such 
clarifications could take the form of simply replacing a pronoun with its referent, such 
as for 8K£wo<; or ^afcurc' \^=nx> for the impersonal vopi^srai autou;.3
There may be one occasion, though, when this has resulted in an error, making the 
participles Suatdvtec; and tiGevtat; refer to 1st pers.pl whereas it surely refers rather 
to those who ‘may do these things’ (3rd pers.pl.).4
Very often we see expansionist renderings evidently designed to facilitate 
understanding, such as tout; 5i’£vavtia<; being rtdaaiA™ voooui ci=3 ^  the 
brevity o f the Greek Ttpocmoioup£VOi 7iapait£ia0ai trjv opoSo^iav (those who feign to 
reject their shared opinion, sc. with Nestorius) the translator prefers to expand to 
u*g&\ _lE> ^ocn.^K'rv v oui^is rdafits .-inraa (in feigning to reject that they
1 51,2-3 [4,12-13].
2 51,9-11 [4,23-6]. The addition o f rc3L:w rs&mare's (4,23-4) is actually quite a major alteration in the 
Syriac and does not, as Ebied/Wickham’s apparatus implies, simply reflect the Greek variant in P 
(Schwartz), tcc<; rcov ayioov narepoov; for Schwartz should have placed this variant under 1.11 (not 1.10 
as he has) for surely it is P’s alternative for the Ticrcepwv ayi'oov 5o2;a<; o f 1.11. P is thus not very far 
from Schwartz’s text and it is the Syriac which has made a significant change.
3 35 16 [f.92rc]; 35,12f. [f.92rc].
4 38,30 [f.94ra].
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seem to be sons o f his belief); or again simply adding ‘two’ to ‘natures’.1 However 
this only seems to apply to single words or short phrases, rarely anything longer than 
phrases such as AsyETO) TiapEAGdrv (let him go on and say) becoming rco**' rc r^co 
M o  isnr? (let anyone who speaks thus come out publicly and
say...); sometimes, the Greek is evidently considered too hard as it stands and needs a 
little explanation, so dvdyKOtu; dxoAouGi'at; 5ouAeuou<jiv (enslaved to the constraints 
o f following) is explained as vom ik r^i.\,n\ (as tied, being
enslaved to the order o f what is obligatory to them).
Often we see simple additions not at all required by the Greek, which could be 
attributable to the textual transmission (in either language) but may well originate 
with the translator himself. Of this type are, for example, after uioq, the
addition of to explain ourco or of to explain the pronoun td touxSe;3
into this category may also fall parenthetical additions such as vyK', or vnvt
r&rt which possibly represent such Cyrilline phrases as ox; cpatE or ax; oi'opai 
respectively.4 On a couple of occasions, Cyril’s brief introductory remarks to a 
citation are significantly expanded; such, for example pdprupaq 5e tcov eiprjpEVCov 
roue; auxwv tioiqaopai Aoyouc; (I shall put down their own words, testimonies o f what 
has been said) becoming ^octJl.s Tsarc'Ws Cure's rc'XxcncnoA reOr^  K'in
r&L,ia (I call upon the very own words o f the holy fathers as a witness o f
those things that have been said); or again when he quotes from his own letter with 
the simple formula e'xei 5e outox;, the Syriac insists on much more specificity with 
XxcvXs k'XOltw reopen A±acn cmXuK'.5 Finally, where Cyril refers to
the anathemas we often find in the Syriac the addition of (which were
set down by us) or just oo<n (which were from us), a characteristic observable in 
both CO and CT which confirms the identity of authorship between the versions, a 
fact which could otherwise probably be assumed on the basis of style alone.6
1 34,5 [f.91vb]; 33,29 [f.91va]; 39,5 [f.94rb].
2 39,32 [f.94va]; 38,9f. [f.93vc].
3 37,8 [f.93rc]; 36,12 [f.92vc]; 39,20 [f.94rc].
4 36,18 [f.93ra]; 40,27 [f.95rb].
5 36,31 [f.93rb]; 39,29 [f.94va].
6 Thus cf. CO 34,1 [f.91vb] with CT 110,21 and 110,25 [f.l07vc].
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Particularly characteristic, however, is this translator’s method o f using a pair o f  
Syriac synonyms or near-synonyms for a single Greek word, presumably in an 
attempt to capture the meaning more closely -  his readiness to use this method 
testifying to his expansionist approach in general. A few example will illustrate the 
technique: TCoAEpicordtouc; = r&aaaKn; KOcrocKijSSriAeusi = rcdn»o s^xn;
anonr\bG>aiv = aacpcjq = ..^ure^L^; irapaAuco = k'v..1
Unlike in some o f  the other texts, omissions are quite rare here; ayioov is twice 
omitted as an epithet for angels, the reason for which is not obvious. Sometimes the 
reason is for greater clarity, for example in the sentence KSXWpqKapev avayKaiax; tni 
to xpfyvai auvaGAeiv toiq Soypaaiv {we necessarily made way to the point o f having 
to compete for the dogmas), the ini to  xpfjvat is considered excessive and is omitted.2 
But these sort o f omissions are not common.
Other types o f  editorial alterations which are not really expansions or omissions 
include positive for double negative, tcwc; ou Ticxvri tw aacpsc; wq {how is it not clear to 
all that...) = ...s tAA ^  **, and again sativ ouSsvi aoup<pav£<; = ,cn
^ oojLA Sture'i-cm; sometimes the reduction o f  hendiadys as in tgov K(X0’ qpac; Kai 
koivov = ^cva.rc's r^nua.; the avoidance o f  finding equivalents for tricky words, thus 
aAqGeuei Aeywv {he speaks the truth, saying) becomes |(hs 0(73 iaiz. {he is
truthful in saying); and often just a simplification o f an over-wordy clause, such as 
£|i£ roiq £paurou pdx£a0oci Aoyotq {that I  battle against my own arguments), which 
becomes just rcirc' ArmcvX rcirc'i {that I  speak against myself)?
As with the other texts, a common place for editing is the standard formulae o f  
Christological discourse, most especially the titles describing the Logos in relation to 
the Father. As we will see later in discussing the lexical equivalences, this text is not 
at all consistent in its renderings at this level o f  the discourse. Thus tov £K 0£ o u  
Troctpoq (puvtoc Aoyov often becomes sL W  K'mW k'^ A ,  as though the
Greek were tov 0£ov £K TtaTpoq cpuvTcx Aoyov; k'ctArt for o ek 0£ o u  Aoyoc; is
1 33,33 [f.91vb]; 35,6 [f.92rb]; 35 9 [f.92rb]; 35,13 [f.92rc]; 38,30 [f.94ra].
2 om. ayicov twice 36,4 [f.92vb]; 38,21 [f.94ra]; om. erri to  xptjvai 33,23 [f.91va]; ouch also is the 
omission o f a parenthetical tuxov at 40,8 [f.94vc].
3 35,37 [f.92vb.]; 40,5 [f.94vb]; 36,24 [f.93ra]; 36,33 [f.93rb]; 39,24 [f.94va].
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frequent, but this is not at all always the case, as we also see re'cnW ^  K'iOc* 
quite often.1 There is a great deal of flexibility in the formulaic introductions to 
citations -  for example, where Cyril introduces a quote in an unusual fashion, with the 
phrase ’Iaxxvvr]<; Siarpavot yeypacpax; the Syriac must add * vok's ,<h=; similarly 
Kara taq ypacpat; is ordinarily rtah-L vyre’ but can suddenly be oaW* vyrc'
and to ypappa iepov is not distinguished from r\ ypacpq 0eTa, being always the 
formulaic rd=> .^2 As is common elsewhere, even in the Peshitta, we frequently
see ‘our’ added to ‘Lord’ and ‘Saviour’, and sometimes such changes as for 
7rap0evo<;.3
One significant piece o f editing which may have arisen from a textual error in the 
Vorlage is as follows: ditocpoitchaac; pev aAAqAoov siq to i5ia re eivai Kai ava pepoc; 
(going away from each other into their own existences separately) is drastically 
altered to &ur£o*jjia K'ooii Xv> Acv^ a r^aii
(going far from each other that each one o f them may be separate and known as 
distant) -  this may be the result o f  a misreading o f eiq as eiq, followed by a confusion 
over the rest. is evidently meant to be for ava pepoc;, though it is not a well-
known form. The description o f  Apollinarius as a teacher o f ra pu0co5q rrjq 
XiAiovraerripiboq (the fables o f the millennium) is expanded to become xnr?* 
r&\r<r ^  ([the one who] says that the very same things
occur after the millennium) -  the translator apparently having no wish to find a 
precise Syriac equivalent and wanting to make the allusive Greek clearer to his 
ordinary readers.4
Responsiones ad Tiberium
Here there is very little real ‘editing’ to be found, although we will comment on a few 
instances. In general, however, most apparent deviations can only realistically be 
explained by the presence of an alternative reading in the Vorlage, even where no
1 For examples o f the three Syriac formulae, see respectively 34,33 [f.92ra]; 35,18f. [f.92rc]; 36,30 
[f.93rb].
2 34,31 [f.92ra]; 35,21 [f.92va] and 44,13 [f.97ra]; 35,37 [f.92vb]
3 33,19f. [f.91rc] or 33,30 [f.91va]; 40,14 [f.94vc].
4 40,18f. [f.95ra]; 38,11 [f.93vc].
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known variant is mentioned in Schwartz’s apparatus. These will be dealt with 
separately as they do not impinge directly on the issue of technique.
However, there remain some editorial additions which may be due rather to the 
translator, although it is hard to be sure. These tend to be small, such as the addition 
of Aoyov after uiov (perhaps to make the denotation of the latter clearer) and the 
substitution of Xpiatou for uiou, perhaps for the same reason. The repetition of a 
direct object, ,A, after the verb as well as at the start of the sentence (where it 
corresponds in position to its Greek equivalent) is more likely to be a true editorial 
addition; in another place the omission of any equivalent for the words dq to can 
render the indirect object of the preceding dvocpopcpujv meaningless; but these are 
isolated examples.1
There is one further such example which may be due to the choice of the translator: 
Cyril twice denies that the Logos united himself to a deified man (GsotiosTv) and on 
both occasions the Syriac says only that the Logos did not come into (r^W) a man, 
who was united to him. It may be that this is again a textual issue but it seems less 
likely given that the same rendering is found twice. It may be that the translator was 
not aware of some of the issues against which Cyril was fighting and thinks instead in 
the starker terms of battling against a ‘Nestorian’ Christology of indwelling, but this 
is hard to prove on this evidence alone.
2. Larger Translation Units
Closely linked with the issue of the editing of the text in order to make the meaning 
clearer or to avoid needless over-wordiness, is the issue of the size of translation-unit. 
This can be defined as the segment of text which is taken, analysed and re-rendered 
by the translator -  it may be any size from paragraphs down to individual morphemes
1 150,24 [462,12]; 152,5 [463,3]; 166,14 [473,17-18]; 160,14 [469,8-9].
2 158,24 [468,12] and 162,9 [470,13].
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within lexical items. Brock has made the general observation that the size of
th  tfitranslation unit decreased over time between the 5 and the 8 centuries, from a 
situation where the sentence was the normal unit to one where the word was the 
normal unit and even sometimes subsections of the word.1 It must be noted that there 
is always some ambiguity of definition here. For where a translator largely re-writes 
or even omits a whole sentence, one could simply categorise this as being part of his 
re-rendering of a larger unit, such as the paragraph, whereas we have generally 
included such items under the category of ‘editing’ (above). In addition, a translator is 
by no means required to adhere rigidly to one policy throughout his work. He may 
translate one sentence in a way that appears to take the word as the basic unit and then 
the next turns out to be a fairly free re-writing of the meaning of a whole sentence. 
Sometimes both seem to be going on even within the same sentence. Indeed this is 
wholly unsurprising as soon as we recognise that the translator has a grasp of his 
source language and reads in sentences and paragraphs, as he must, rather than word- 
by-word. Nevertheless, the analysis can be a useful one and shows us different 
techniques at work, not just between one translator and another, but also within a 
single text.
2. i The general treatment o f larger translation units
Often where larger discourse units are being taken as the translation unit, we can say 
that dynamic equivalence is being exercised. But this is certainly not always a useful 
term -  for the structure of the clauses within a long periodic sentence may be 
significantly altered by the translator without much change in the exact representation 
of each individual clause, and this can hardly be usefully defined as dynamic 
equivalence. We will not, therefore, use the latter term except where particularly 
appropriate, and instead here focus on any places where the larger discourse unit 
seems to be treated as the basic unit for translation in some sense.
De Recta Fide
In the RF, the whole sentence (by which we mean a set of clauses dependent upon a 
single main verb or a series of co-ordinating main verbs with a single subject) is by
1 Brock, Towards a History.
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far the most common unit for translation. The translator has read and understood the 
meaning of the sentence in his own mind and re-casts it in his own way. In each case 
he seems to make a definite choice about how closely or freely he will render it. Thus 
the result is a series of ‘blocks’, to each of which is applied a particular technique: for 
instance a polemical paragraph might consist of a few sentences all treated quite 
freely, but followed by another set of sentences dealing with a fine point of 
Christology, for which is chosen a method in which the individual clauses, phrases 
and words become the translation units. However, even when the whole sentence is 
the unit, a number of close lexical equivalences can also be found, so that different 
techniques seem to be applied at once. Examples abound of all these approaches, and 
a few illustrative ones can be given, moving from what might loosely be described as 
‘more free’ towards the ‘less free’:
The Greek of 53,10-16 is as follows:
sItcx zi to u to k ; dvTSpoupsv ripsic;; npcjtov psv, o n  trjc; mozscoq nqv outux; 
dpxaiO Tatriv kou s2; autcov tw v ayicuv diroatoAocjv SirjKouaav sic; ripcxc; TrapaSoaiv, 
ou rate; UTisppstpoic; dKpt|teicxic; koctocAusiv a^iov, o u ts  prjv talc; sic; dxpov spsuvaic; 
UTiocpspstv id  wisp vouv, aAA’ ou5s rjKSiv sic; psaov oiausp nvdc; opiatac; 
pu|;oKiv5uva)c; Asyovtocc;, ax; t o  5sTva psv opOwc;, t o  Ssiva 5s au STspcaq sysiv, xpfjv 
Sqjrou xai fjv apsivov dAqGcuc;, diiovspsiv 5s paAAov zQ> Jiavaocpcu 0sco toov iSicov 
SiaaKsipscuv Tqv o5ov, koli pf) Toiq su s'xetv mxp’ auTch SsSoxipaapsvoic; dvoaicoc; 
STimpav.
Then what do we reply to these people? First, that it is not right, by quibbles beyond 
measure, to get rid o f the tradition o f the faith, being so ancient and passed down to 
us from the holy apostles themselves, nor, in searching to the very end, to undertake 
that which is beyond the mind, nor to go into the midst o f certain people who set up 
boundaries, speaking rashly about what wonders are [to be considered] right and 
which are otherwise. Rather it is necessary, and altogether better, to assign to the all­
wise God the path o f his own designs and not to dishonour him sacrilegiously by 
applying tests to him.
In Syriac this is [53,10-55,1]:
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1 rdxiLilx. rt'XNU'lx. K'Xvcusum:; .,X XurC' A^ro Ax. >-icva r^ l.rC'
r ^ Xv t^--* X u j j X \ r ^ X a  . r i x j  r ^ X  r d u x < C C a  r d X : \  r t ^ i n A v - i  ■ X x X rx sX x K ' * ^ X \ c A  . r ^ i ^ z j i i o
ooi QocvajXud . r^Qocuru >i?iiJaoo rtA \^ T^ n v y t f  K'ocm rdXa .^ xH:iX\2a r^X  ^ ^Am TxlQu rC'XxuXu 
oo> i»a\ Vwr^ Xxrtf' u.az. r^X ^Aoo .^car** uaz. ^Acm rdizo rd*.i=3 pa.CW730 ^-^s.
: A : u _ X u  X u r & : c a c v ^ : i  r ^ X o  . c n X v z L x v l  r ^ V ^ c x o o  x>c\-iti r C 'a A r d X *  . X u r t f ' u v e .  r d u n a  J & K '
. AV’wX\K> XurdinXx ^mcuA cms*n A^-»r^ s
IfTztf/ response then is there for us to give to these people? The true faith, which has 
been handed down as far as us from the holy and elder apostles, one should not harm 
with analyses beyond measure, and not, through over-investigation, set down things 
which are incomprehensible, and not become like those who have authority and lay 
down the law; for it is dangerous and is laying down a harsh censure to blame the 
things that are well said and the things that are not well spoken; for it is right and 
also truly apt to leave to God the thought o f his wisdom and not to find fault rashly in 
whatever things are straightforwardly said by him for our aid.
It can be seen immediately that there is a good deal o f syntactical freedom employed 
here; the first clause is turned into a nominal clause with Xuk% and so forth. It will be 
noticed that almost all the elements are present, but they are differently ordered and 
sometimes differently related. Even the final clause, where there is the least degree o f  
formal or lexical equivalence, can hardly be said to be edited -  the meaning is simply 
being recast in a new fashion.
In those passages which might be defined purely as polemical or designed for 
rhetorical effect, we see quite a lot o f freedom being expressed everywhere where the 
sentence is the translation unit. Thus 56,30-57,2:
oixeaGo) 5r) ouv Arjpoq psv cbiac;, pOGoc; rs aSpavfjc; Kai ip8u6o5o^ia Kai 
K8K0|iiJ;£upsvG)v pppatfcov (psvaKiapoc;. TtpoatspsGa yap outi ttou to KaraaivsaGai 
TiscpuKoc;, kocv si tou; ayav s^qaxppsvoic; Kai prjv Kai TiiKpotq qpac; KataKpoxotsv 
Aoyoic; oi 5T svavxiat;.
Let them be gone, all such madness, weak stories, false opinions and the delusion o f 
subtle words; let us put aside all that has a tendency to harm, even if  those opposing 
us applaud us with practised and bitter arguments.
1 sic; leg. re^ i-un. [? scribal error or misprint in Pusey].
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Syriac [71,10-72,3]:
ooo r£»Xp cum ) ^»<ns .«^cucbn r^XvnjHto •^oenXvi .^oje. Ai^cn VaaJ
rdJtioa ^aX uK ’a A-mn X^ qom .K'XuiaA rt'os^o  .rt'V
.rd X sc v n X s ^ o c m X u r C 's  *SsCUcn .^X »^o \X i ^»cn=j K 'v s d ^  jjls^ cA ^  r ^ X \o i . i a > s  . K 'XAicU B
Let us, then, remove from ourselves these empty fables o f theirs, since there is no use
in them, for such thinking is clear folly and the trickery o f nonsensical words; may we
never accept anything that is harmful, even if  polished words, which have in them the
bitterness o f headlong error, are troubling us from those people who are in
opposition.
We see this sort of approach repeated many times; the idiom and language as well as 
the structure and syntax is clearly RF’s own, especially in the central clause, but the 
verbal parallels are still frequent, thus iciKpoic; gives rise to even though the
adjective explaining Aoyoic; has been turned into a noun governing a^cA ^.
Again is inspired by to KOcraavveaGai but the syntax is again quite different.
But taking each of the two sentences as wholes, one could not say that anything in 
Cyril’s meaning had really been lost.
At 56,4 [67,11-12], RF similarly varies a piece of rhetoric from Cyril, although it 
concerns theology directly and is not polemic, and makes it very much his own:
avtspo) yap tottou kcxI Tiepiopiapou Kai psysGouc; petpqrou to Geiov 
For the Godhead is above all limitation, place, and measurable vastness.
K'X\jjlx.cc*I3  jjlz^X uo r ^ o \ a  ?ujX\Xuq K'ocrm ^>9 rtf'cnXrC' acn
For God is transcendent above what exists in space and what is limited in place and 
is measured in measurements.
In contrast, the following passage is more theological, technical rather than rhetorical; 
he keeps, therefore, somewhat closer to the original than in the above passage, but 
still, within the clause as translation unit, he continues to vary his idioms a little:
Gk [54,33-55,3]
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cbonep ouv £7i£i5r) y£yov£ aap^ tou fyooTioiouvtoc; ta  Ttavta Aoyou, to  Gavatou Kai 
cpGopaq UTt£p(p£p£tai Kpatoc;* Kara tov autov oipai tpoitov, £7t£i tot yeyove  i|wxr| tou  
TtArui|i£A.£Tv ouk dSotoc;, £prip£iap£vriv £X£t Aouiov tr|v £cp’ anaai tou; ayaGou; 
djiEtaTroiritov ataaiv, Kai tfjq iraAai Ka0’ ripoov tuppavouariq apapnac; dauyKpitcoq 
£ua0£V£at£pav.
Just as the power o f death and corruption was overcome when the flesh o f the Word 
who gives life to all things came into being, so in the same way, I  reckon, since the 
soul o f him who knew no fault came into being also, so he then possessed a firmly- 
rooted, unchangeable stability in all his virtues, incomparably stronger than the sin 
which has long since held power over us.
Syriac [62,6-63,4]:
r^ \ni>a rdi^ Acvx. jAaAxr*' 'rt'Adcw r^ oArC'a rt'ocns A\>’?a otm
rd iocua r^A  rtf'ocn r^A:\ 6<na re?yr<\\ )s\am'* rd i^cn
.^A )s\am ,<73 K 'iru ^ x i  ^ a  rdiiflajjo ^»cnAc^a^ rC'iaix.
For just as the flesh/body, because it became that o f God the Word, escaped from the 
power o f corruption and was set free, so also, because the soul o f him who knew no 
sin came into being, it is not shaken from its true position, which is virtuous in 
everything, and is far stronger than sin, which has long since enslaved us.
It is clear that the translator knows how to retain meaning while using his own idiom 
and rhetoric -  the translation unit being used is the clause, and in places he is keeping 
very close even to the word order, certainly to the clause order, of the original, but in 
places within each clause he uses his own idioms: for instance, he omits tou 
^cjOTtoiouvtoq ta  Tiavta; instead of the hendiadys Gavatou Kai cpGopac;, he simply 
uses and adds a second verb, ‘was set free to make up the deficiency; he omits 
oipai; he makes ‘us’ the direct object of the enslaving. On the other hand, he uses 
for atomic; {stability), which shows a close interest in the root meanings of the 
Greek words and a desire, at some level, to reproduce them, a tendency which we see 
in its maturest form only much later.
Finally under this heading, we give an example of another theological passage, in 
which the closeness is even more evident.
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Greek [61,29-32]:
o autoq apa Kai povoyevqc; eati Kai TcpajtoroKoc;. o yap xoi povoysvric; coq 0eo<;, 
TipcoToroKoc; £v r||iiv Ka0’ irvaxnv oiKovopiKriv Kai £v noXXoiq aSsAcpoic; ax; 
av0pa)7io<;' iva Kai r\\i£i<; ax; tv  autqj zs Kai Si’autou mol 0£ou cpuaiKdjc; zs Kai Kara 
Xapiv, (puaiKdx; p£v ax; tv  aura) re koci povco, pe08Ktd)(; 5s Kai Kara yapiv ripeiq 5T 
autou tv  Tivsupari.
The same then is both Only-Begotten and First-Born. He is Only-Begotten insofar as 
he is God, andfirst-born among us according to the economic union and among many 
brothers insofar as he is man; so that we too, as both in him and through him, [might 
be] sons o f God by nature and by grace; by nature as being in him and him alone; by 
participation and grace we [are] through him in the Spirit.
Syriac [95,10-96,6]:
K'am  . rCriK ' r fcrA r^ v y r ^  . r^ » ^ tv n  . A K ' .Artf' jOoo&V-.K' A i-tco am
c n s  \^v> .a r t 's  . r t 'n r t '  \=3 v y i t  ■it'rC'i r^ iir t ' &vuaa .r t '^ c u v a S ^ S  rt'iscusw  rt'i^ cv a
.,OTOSCuAna <n=)S r £ y »  v y r t '  .rt 'a cm  rt '^ x c v ru ^ io  rt'cralrt's K '»\n .
. jjoira jfr>ox»r^ =j rt' c^va^xazs
He is, then, both Only-Begotten and Firstborn -  Only-Begotten in that he is God from 
the Father, and Firstborn by means o f the union o f the economy and among many 
brothers in that he is man. We also in him and through him have become sons o f God 
by nature and by grace; by nature as we are in him and him alone, by participation 
and grace we are through him in the Spirit.
The deliberate alterations are very few, e.g. RF adds an expressed verb of becoming 
in the purpose clause which is left unexpressed by Cyril. He adds the formula 
rctjrt' to ‘God’ in the first clause and omits tv  qpiv after TrpajroroKoq. But in general 
we see a very close adherence to the original. The approach seen in this passage is 
fairly typical of some of our other texts discussed below.
In these passages, it is fairly clear that the translation unit is the whole sentence, i.e. 
that is the level upon which the translator always seems to be thinking. Sometimes, 
however, even the smallest parts of it are carefully considered and rendered as closely 
as possible. Yet all his language is good Syriac and we see none of the translation-ese 
language of some later texts. Yet the fact that RF is quite content to translate using the
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technique of the last passage gives some indication of just how deliberate is his 
decision to use other techniques in other places.
Ep40
We have already mentioned above the distinction that Ep40 seems to make, a 
distinction between Cyril the theologian and Cyril the polemicist. When Cyril is 
discussing Christology proper, due care and attention is given to the text, and when he 
begins to be more rhetorical, the text can be treated very freely, although sometimes 
even within such sections the translator seems to make some careless slips.1 To 
illustrate the difference between the two styles, compare this key passage, a citation 
from Nestorius:
axwpiotoc; tou cpaivopevou Geoq* 5ia t o u t o  to u  \ir\ x^P^opevou tqv nppv ou 
Xajpi^ O)* xwpf^u) taq cpuasiq a AX’ svco tqv TipooKUvqoiv.
God is not divided from what is manifest. Therefore I  do not divide the honour o f him 
who is undivided; I  divide the natures but unite the adoration.
: r&re 9 rdX s o c m  K'Scn om rf c tA k '
. r^!ir<' :\» yt.'yi r^Xri' rdir?
God is not separated from the one who is seen; therefore I  do not separate the honour 
o f him who is undivided; I  separate the natures but I  unite the worship.
with the following:
ou yap av sic; t o u t o  npofjA.Gov ocTiOTtAq^ iac;, coq 7tapa[3dT(x<; sauTouc; auviaTaveiv, a 
koctsAuckxv opGcoq, oiKoSopouvTsq aPouAax;.
They could not have reached such a pitch o f madness as to render themselves 
renegades, recklessly building up what they rightly destroyed.
1 For an instructive parallel to this phenomenon, see the Greek version o f Eutropius’ Breviarium 
(discussed in Fisher, Elizabeth, "Greek Translations o f Latin Literature in the fourth century AD." In 
John J. Winkler and Gordon Williams, eds., Later Greek Literature. Yale Classical Studies XXVII. 
Cambridge, 1982, 189-93), where the translator renders the ‘scriptural’ Vergilian quotation absolutely 
rigidly word-for-word but the rest o f the text is treated in a ‘free’ manner.
2 27,10-11 [34,4-7].
3 29,3-4 [36,18-9].
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.ccaioa «^c\Jch oocn r^^cviAi. rt'soA  cv\
For they have not reached such a pitch o f madness with respect to what they had 
affirmed.
Even within a single passage, the distinction is still made, such as can be observed in 
the text of 25,21-26,3, in which the mixture of rhetorical questions and Christological 
statements are very unevenly translated, the latter very strictly, the former quite freely 
and with whole phrases omitted. Whenever Cyril corrects himself or adds some 
specific qualifier to something he has just said, the translator, instead of re-creating 
this discursive style will incorporate the correction or qualification into the main part 
of the sentence -  thus kf iSiocc; cpuaeooc;, roureati tfjq GsiKfjq is just cn*\ocnW:i
Ep44
In connection with the foregoing discussion on Ep40, it is worth making a comparison 
between the opening of that text and the quotation from the same passage here in 
Ep44. The following is the Greek and the two Syriac versions, Ep40 and then Ep44:*
Xpfjpa psv &5sA(poT<; r\ upoapqau; yAuku re Kai a^iayaarov.
Dialogue between brothers is a thing both sweet and admirable.
.ou^^o '•-V* .r^ sAr. pci&n rdlscui
The reward o f answered greetings is a thing useful to brothers; for it is sweet and 
admirable.
. rdiLvi ,cna&ur<' r^ i\^ .c\XD r^ Liir^ A r.
Greeting with brothers is a thing that is sweet and admirable
It was noted that in Ep40, in passages such as these, larger translation units were 
rendered all at once, in this case the whole sentence. This contrasts with the likes of 
Ep44, where there is everywhere a significantly greater level of care below sentence 
level, such as we see in this example.
Ep45/Ep46/Ep50
1 Ep40,20,19 [25,7-8]; Ep44, 37,3-4 [57,2-3].
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We will provide here a couple of examples which could have been placed above 
under the heading of editing technique. However, they show that the translator of this 
text is thinking in sentences and sometimes, when he feels it appropriate, is recasting 
them in quite a different mould.
The string of three adverbial phrases ev \piAaiq £WOI<xk;...£V ioxvaic; 0£a)7uaic;...vou 
cpavtaaiau; are together reduced to K'fcura acuA= which is probably to be taken as 
equivalent to £v povp 0£O)p{q, although acuj1= itself may be inspired by ipiAaiq. Again, 
the rather complex out£ 5iapna£ Siatoprjq Suvapiv £(pi£|i£v autaiq (with its 
alliteration!) becomes the far simpler and almost formulaic rt\
^oo
These two sentences show a technique that is reminiscent of RF’s and certainly shows 
how this translator is capable of re-writing whole sentences when he feels that this is 
necessary. In the same way as we saw in Ep40, though to a different degree and in 
different ways, this translator too is an exegete who, desiring to bring Cyril’s 
Christology to his audience, does not see that aim as being furthered by slavishly 
reproducing every rhetorical and polemical thrust found in the source text, nor by the 
mirroring of lexemes or morphemes. We will see much more of this from these 
particular texts as we proceed.
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum/Ep39/Ep55
In these texts the translation unit can generally be said to be at clause or word level 
and there is little evidence for the freer renderings of wider sections such as we saw 
above. On occasion, we do, however, see the rearrangement of the verbal structures, 
and this aspect of the analysis of the larger translation units will be dealt with shortly.
We do also find occasional clear evidence that the translator is thinking in sections 
and translating in a cohesive way. Thus in Ep39, ,cu»*\ (token, proof, argument) is used 
for xpnaic; (19,18) apparently under the influence of Prov. 22:28 where, following the 
Peshitta texts, he has used rs^aoji^ for opia (19,24), in its original context meaning 
‘boundary marker’ but being used here by Cyril as if it meant ‘a definition of the
1 162,6-7 [52,11-12]; 162,7-8 [52,13-14].
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faith’. By using the same root for the preceding the translator strengthens the
point that the citations of the Fathers, which Cyril intended to include in his 
arguments, are effectively the same thing as a credal affirmations.1
Responsiones ad Tiberium
There is really very little evidence that this translator considered units any larger than 
a sentence. It is, of course, quite impossible to think in units less than a sentence even 
if the resultant translation works at a sub-sentence level, and there is clear enough 
evidence that the former had indeed frequently informed the latter in the case of this 
text, despite its apparent concern for the word and sub-lexical levels, wherever he has 
altered the word order to make a more meaningful Syriac sentence; examples can be 
found below, under ‘3.1 Word Order’.
2. ii The restructuring o f larger translation units
The following examples from our texts show in more detail exactly how the larger 
translation units, usually the sentence, could be rendered. The issue concerns how the 
verbal structure, especially the hypotaxis, of the Greek is represented.
De Recta Fide
Cyril’s Greek tends to be very Atticistic and he is keen on neat, and sometimes 
lengthy, periodic sentences. Such an approach is quite alien to Semitic style (although 
Syriac is perhaps better at this than other Semitic languages) and we often see RF 
simplifying Cyril at this level. A couple of examples follow:
Cyril has a periodic sentence as follows:
£7iei5r| yap toovto 0£ov p£V...5£...[t£]...£7ioiouvro tiv£<;... U7roT£pvop£vo(;... avatiGdq
... 7tpOOV£|iU)V, £(p<XGK£V.3
This consists of a causal clause, containing two main verbs in the imperfect (the first 
of which is really to be understood twice as it governs a contrasting p£v...5£ pairing), 
followed by three co-ordinating present participles preceding the main verb itself with
1 19,18 [f.l51ra]; 19,24 [f.l51rb].
2 A point made by Barr, Typology, 296-7.
3 64,12-16 [108,1-7].
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its object clause after it. This is evidently far too much for the translator, who makes 
the whole thing much more straightforward for his readers. He introduces the causal 
clause with a and then follows with three ptc.+K'ocn combinations (effectively 
reflecting the imperfects) for each of the three sub-parts of the subordinate causal 
clause (thereby also filling in the ellipsis by means of a synonym for the missed 
repetition of the first verb, as well as repeating * again before the third). The 
main clause follows, but with the first of the preceding participles turned into the 
main verb (another ptc.+r^otn combination) and the second made subordinate to it by 
i*, the third being wholly omitted. The sentence then comes to a close, and 
then starts a new sentence to represent the main verb of the whole Greek sentence, the 
thereby being necessarily added to make clear the organic link between the two 
new sentences.
There is another, and much simpler example, of how he restructures unnecessarily 
tricky constructions. Cyril starts with a datival phrase before giving us a main verb: 
NiKo5ppo) pev yap ou auvievu t o  puatppiov, avocKSKpayoti 5s a p a 0 d)(;...(priGiv [sc. 
’Ipaouq].1
RF simply turns the whole into two separate sentences with different subjects:
a a \  [ ^ .c v x » ] . . . . r< '0 (n  A rd ii* > .. . rC 'U r^ z i K 'o m  JL^Srvm^n ^*3 Q o c o a in u .
Thus he does what a good Greek stylist would never choose to do if possible, and 
restarts his sentence with a new subject, even with no conjunction between them; thus 
he creates a narrative series in place of the balanced hypotactic construction of 
contrasts.
These examples are typical of this translator’s approach to larger discourse units and 
show that his unit of analysis can be the whole discourse paragraph as well the 
smaller units that we saw being rendered so carefully earlier.
Quod Unus sit Christus
This text also shows a great deal of this sort of alteration. In fact, the majority of 
complex sentences are altered in some way; or, in other words, the whole idiom of 
expression is altered to fit the target language.1
168,9-10 [128,1-3].
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For example, the rather rhetorical and convoluted sentence rcov oil paAicnra 
KaTsaTTOuSaapevcjv Ttap’ auToix; eati t o  eupyopsTv, Kai ipiAaic; pripatcjv eTiauxouai 
Kopi|;£iai(;, Kai t o  Trjc; Ae^eax; £va($puvovTai Kopiiq) (that which is o f especially great 
importance among them is speaking well, and they boast in the simple refinements o f 
words and they are vain in the praise o f diction) becomes rc'fcva^
rVi^ xcvviLno .rdlnxsa &urt',ucns*> ,rn K'scn .^ o^cniftaX
ctx.^ uk' ^ooo»»L^S\as (an important matter o f diligence among them is that 
o f speaking skilfully, and they boast in exalted speech, and their glory is in the 
magnificence o f their wording).
The sort of change where a sentence consisting of two circumstantial ptcs followed by 
two main co-ordinating verbs becomes a single subordinate clause followed by three 
co-ordinating main verbs, is also very common. Even on a somewhat smaller scale, 
the translator has no regard for the structure or idiom of the Greek, often re-phrasing 
even where copying the structure would not be unduly difficult, thus t o v  Trap’ 
EKEivoic; Aoyov abpavrj Kai aaucpriAov aTiocpaivouaa (demonstrating the argument o f 
theirs [to be] weak and insolent) becomes tn^o^cuo •sacn=n*.:t r<r*\cvLjj« re'cucw 
(demonstrating the weakness o f their argument and its strangeness).4
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
The amount of such restructuring is vastly decreased in this text. Yet even here there 
are some examples of restructuring. In one sentence, for example, there are three main 
verbs, with a second subject, Aoyoq, mentioned between the first and second; but in 
EDC the first is made into a subordinate verb, with ^  + pf. This is understandable 
given that this first verb is functionally just part of the sequence of descriptions of 
Christ which form the subject of the latter two verbs, which are co-ordinate, both of 
which are present tense verbs expressed by the usual participle. The clause XpiaToq
1 We can compare the Ethiopic o f this same text, which has very similar characteristics in its treatment 
of Greek parataxis, cf.Lossl, One and the Same.
2 714,12-14 [f.51ra].
3 715,27-32 [f.51va].
4 715,44-715,1 [f.51vb].
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Kai rrjv 0ed) npenovaav 5uvaatdav i5fav exwv sipyd^eto ta  TiapaSo^a = A^o rc'wiT'a 
rc'^ tni&aix w» .cno^rc' cnLs rc'cnlrdX re'rc^ A rcdxw -  there is no equivalent for 8XC0V, 
unless we posit that the translator (or scribe) has omitted a a& after the .cno^r^ in 
error. Otherwise, we have to say that he has turned 5uvaat£ia into the subject of the 
subordinate clause while Xpiatoq remains the subject of the main verb dpya^to. If 
the issue is textual, it can only really be within the EDC tradition.
In another sentence, the addition o f o seems to create two subordinate clauses of 
oratio obliqua out o f one, with the verb ellipsed in the first, the o perhaps inspired by 
the first o f the double KaL.Kai immediately following.1
These examples are almost the limit of what can be found, however. Other apparent 
examples may well be down to textual issues (e.g. variants in the Vorlage). For 
example, the whole sentence at 23,24-6 [f.l9vb-20ra], in which we note the following 
points, is structured very differently, perhaps due to textual error, but possibly due to 
translator misunderstanding:
• EDC has cum for Gk rj youv, but may have read routeaiiv, reading it as 
“like one of us, that is, as one of the saints” rather than “like one of us or like 
one of the saints”. But Schwartz’s apparatus claims EDC’s testimony for the 
reading fj youv.
• EDC may have omitted £va td>v from the same sentence since EDC just has 
^xo^rc'A for the succeding Ka0’ qpac;, which is the norm for that expression.
• EDC almost certainly omits Kai, along with Schwartz’s S,D,B, although 
Schwartz’s apparatus does not reckon it thus -  the result being that the whole 
phrase from autov to xpd>p£VOV is really just subordinated to the foregoing 
5s5o^da0ai rather than a separate clause within the oratio obliqua. This 
actually seems to make better sense of the Gk and may well be the original 
reading.
• For the phrase tfj 5ia tou m/eupatoc; evepyda oux wq i5ia paAAov 
aAAa...KtA. the translator must have read something like tfj 5ia tou
1 21,21 [f.l8va]; 22,16 [f.l9ra]; 24,15-6 [f.20rb].
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nvev\iaTO<; evepyeiac; oux wc; i5ia [Suvapa ?] &AAa...KrA. since he translated it 
as . rears' cnLa red ujl=3A vyf^ r?om r^So r^ ucn:i .
• The first Kat also seems to be omitted since the phrase ox; dcAAorpia Kai
GeonpensT xp^pevov is translated as rc'crAnd rcvda* r^cu=:i vyK',
with the first adjective modifiying the previous ?5uvap£i and the second being 
a (relative) modification of the first, as if he perhaps read tfj for Kai.
Scholia de Incarnatione
Again, restructuring is pretty scarce. In one place a genitive absolute is transformed 
into a new sentence co-ordinate with the main verb but with a different subject: ‘the 
son was anointed...human nature having been enlightened’ becoming ‘the son was 
anointed and human nature enlightened’, but this is exceptional. Again d  pf] £cp’ £voc; 
tcxttoito tou Kara auv0£oiv (unless he be arranged as one in regard to con-joining) 
is a verb in the infinitive replacing the prepositional
phrase. But these are relatively exceptional.1
Ep39
Generally the degree of equivalence of the verbal structures in this text is very high, 
as can be seen from the comments on formal equivalence below. There are one or two 
places, however, where the structure of the original is altered to create a new 
structure: thus the co-ordinate iva £xu)aiv...Kai anocprivcaai is made into a main verb 
and a sub. a^+ptc., as if the second part were indeed a ptc. Then, in the opposite 
direction, a subordinate ptc followed by a main verb, 7iap£tAq(p6T£<; £axqKap£V, is 
made into two main verb active ptcs., v^ -Ao vAnn.
Ep40
Much of what is valid here has already been said with regard to how this text treats of 
the more rhetorical passages of the letter. Its treatment of those passages, however, 
usually falls into the category of editing (omission etc.) rather than of restructuring. In 
analysing his technique even in those passages where he remains a good deal closer to 
his source, however, we see various attempts to simplify syntax by restructuring.
1 220,5-7 [f.22ra]; 225,21 [f.47va].
2 16,2-3 (f.l49vb); 17,4 (f.l50va).
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A short passage will serve as an example of the kind of alterations of structure that are 
used here:
e'xouoi yap ev tccutco to GeorcpETisq Kai to avGpumivov.1
rt'irviJUK'o •^aaAur*'
Here the abstract neuter adjectives are turned into plural adjectives acting as attributes 
of the subject of the sentence (i.e. the words of Christ), making the whole a nominal 
instead of a verbal sentence.
Again, in the very next sentence:
£T£pov...TO 5iaip£tv tocc; <pi5a£ic;...£T£pov to  cpcovujv d 5£vai 5ia(popav.2
In this case the impersonal article + infinitive construction is bypassed by using ^  + 
imperfects, thus greatly simplifying the difficulties present in dealing with Greek 
syntax.
These sorts of re-structuring are relatively common in this text by comparison with 
others such as EDC or Ep39, even in the passages in which there is no editing as such, 
as here where the meaning is in no way impaired.
Ep44
For a few examples that might come under this head, see below under formal 
equivalence of verbs; strictly speaking, however, there are no examples that fall into 
this category, rather the translator sticks closely to his word-by-word approach.
Ep45
Similar practices to those of Ep40 occur in this text, though perhaps even more 
frequently. The following example is typical: a Greek periodic sentence involves two 
contrasting main verbs each with a subordinate participle giving further details to the 
main assertions, and the whole preceded by a circumstantial participial phrase; in the
1 28,18 [35,27]
2 28,19-21 [35,28-36,2]
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Syriac, the same construction is maintained for the first half of the sentence, but this is 
then brought to a close and the second part is introduced with a (despite the 
absence of 5i at this point) and both main verb and ptc are turned into main verbs; the 
simile clause tacked on to the end of the sentence, which in the Greek is introduced by 
Coonep and is linked by another participle also becomes a new sentence.1 The whole 
sentence is thus fundamentally restructured in tune with more traditional, or idiomatic 
Syriac norms.
Genitive absolutes create some problems for this translator’s natural Syriac, and he 
tends to restructure rather than mirror. Sometimes he keeps them in place but uses e.g. 
relative clauses instead (see below under Formal equivalence for verbs) but elsewhere 
he will restructure the whole sentence to avoid anything too unwieldy. Thus where 
Cyril has a cpapev on  followed by a gen.abs. before the main object clause following 
the on, the Syriac instead makes the gen.abs. into the object of the verb of speaking 
and makes the original object clause into a new sentence entirely.2
Ep46
Given that the translator is clearly (as we saw earlier) reading and understanding 
whole sentences and rendering them as wholes not as compositions of smaller units, 
we see here some major restructuring of the periodic sentence along dynamic lines.
The following conditional sentence provides a good case study of syntactical 
technique in one of the generally ‘freer’ versions. The Greek structure is (the nos. 
correspond to their lexical equivalents in the Syriac below: ei...
l)circumstantial.aor.ptc... 2)main protasis verb in pf ... 3)sub.aor.ptc.... 
4)sub.aor.ptc.... 5)main apodosis verb impf.... 6)obj.inf. introducing two indirect 
questions, together governed by 7)sub.aor. ind.; the Syriac deals with this as follows: 
aW... l)main protasis pf verb... 2)coordinating o + 2nd pf verb... 3 )^  + pf... 4 )^  + 
ptc + ream.... 5)main apodosis verb impf....6)s + sub.ptc. ... 7)s + sub.ptc. [as part of 
indir.question]. We can therefore see that there is little formal equivalence of the 
syntactical variety, and this is the rule throughout the text.3
1 151,19-152,3 [39,23-40,5]; there are further examples, e.g. 153,7-10 [41,23-28].
2 155,5-8 [43,25-9].
3 160,19-22 [50,14-19].
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Looking at further examples, we can see the ‘RF-like’ technique by which sentences 
sometimes undergo significant restructuring while the number of verbal equivalences 
and echoes within the smaller units remains surprisingly high. Thus a sentence, in 
which the subject of an indirect statement is described at length before its predicate 
gets a look in, is naturally turned into separate main clauses. Again, the clause 
K(XT(XG£l£l 5£  TO OUTO) CppOV£lV aTtOCVTOC oiKOVO|il(X<; b e c o m e s  rcd^cvnt) ^  r&m
rc' \^cuto»A i.e. the article + inf., taken as a self-contained substantive, has
been rendered accordingly, the direct object of the verb has been changed into an 
adverb and its dependent genitive left as the grammatical direct object of the main 
verb -  this represents sensible simplicity, in fact bringing closer to the surface what 
was in any case the deep grammar of the clause and making the thought actually more 
transparent.1
Ep50
We have seen already how this text treats its larger sentences sometimes quite freely, 
and it is no surprise that here too, verbal structures are frequently altered (although by 
no means is this always so), and examples do not need to be multiplied. In an early 
section, the translator has omitted the semantically tricky i^uxpoAoyouat (they speak 
nonsense) and, to compensate for the loss of the main verb, turns all its following 
participles into co-ordinating main verbs. There are also interesting examples of 
substantival phrases being explained using verbal constructions, such as SoKqau; £iq 
touto pOTtfjq (an appearance o f an inclination towards that) becoming *\cAs ^  vyre'o 
r^ ncn, and similarly he will take a phrase such as tpojrr|v r] aAAofoxnv unopavaq 
and restructures it by omitting the participle and turning the verbal nouns into passive 
verbs rcAo ns.re' rcA -  this essentially brings the deep grammar to the
surface.3
Ep55
1 161,15-18 [51,17-23]; 161,13-14 [51,15-16].
2 91,2-5 [f.l40vb]; ipuxpoAoyeiv is a very rare word, used in Atticistic writing by the likes of Lucian 
and Julian. Our translator quite understandably can find no idiomatic or functional equivalent and so 
omits it.
3 91,6-7 [f.l41ra]; 91,22 [f.l41rb].
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The sort of major restructuring of which we have seen plenty of examples is lacking 
in this text. The translator, as we have already seen, is working at the level of the 
phrase and the word and, for the most part, he mirrors the forms that he finds.
However, despite the lack of larger-scale alterations in this text, we do see that the 
grammatical categories can be altered quite freely at times when such is required, in 
the translator’s opinion, for better communication of meaning. Thus, for instance, the 
prepositional phrase Kara npoaKAiaiv xf]v Tipoc; ye xivaq ouk opGonoSouvxac; rcepi tpv 
Ttiativ becomes the relative clause *\cA ^ocmno*' r<>hc\u\\LgsD
K'^ cu^ ucn, a good example of the victory of signifie over signifiantl1 The rendering of 
to (XKpaicpvec; rrjc; opGfjq Tiiatewq aup(3oAov as rc'Wu r£ma> (the
clear and orthodox symbol o f the faith) shows a clear instance of the larger phrase as 
translation unit, the inner relations of the parts not being accurately mirrored.2
Sometimes, the translator simply feels that a different grammatical category would 
better suit his purpose: thus yeypacpoxa oi5a tov IIsxpov being rc^
(I know what was written by Peter), or ta  sv tw aup(3oAu), tcov ev auxu) 
pripaxcjv xr)V 5uvapiv...ou auvisvxsq (the things in the creed, not understanding the 
force o f the words in it) being contracted to rcdios rcduA
(not understanding the force o f the words that are in the creed), with the inner 
relationships again modified for simplification.3
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
Just as we saw that editing hard pieces of text was commonplace with this translator, 
so he also restructures the Greek sentences every now and then, though it is important 
to stress that this remains the exception and not the rule, for on the whole each type of 
Greek construction has its Syriac equivalent which is followed consistently (see 
below under formal equivalence of verbs). As an example of the sorts of changes he 
makes, we note a sentence with three co-ordinating infinitives, the first two treated, as 
usual, with a + imperfect, but then the third is treated as a separate main verb.4 We see
1 50,6-7 [2,23-5].
2 51,13 [4,28-5,1].
3 51,16-7 [5,6]; 50,29 [3,30].
4 34,4f. [f.91vb].
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another instance o f  a periodic sentence, consisting o f two participles (one aorist, one 
present), an imperfect main verb, and a final present participle, the whole turned into 
a series o f main verbs, Syriac perfects for both the first two participles, connected 
with o, a participle conjugated with rtom for the main verb, and then a further o + ptc 
(probably + rtam understood) for the final participle.1
The opposite trend can also be seen, with Greek main verbs reduced to subordinating 
participles.2 Sometimes, the Greek syntax just seems too much for the Syriac and a 
little restructuring is in order: for example, TtpoasTroiaco ta  5t* d)v av yevoiro 
i(;8u5o|iu0eTv fipppevouq anocpfjvai {I shall add those things by which it may happen 
that those who choose to speak falsely are revealed) is restructured as re ^  k'Smt* 
rcd^* ^o<n\ rc^ cuoaa urt (I am bringing in that which reveals
those who prepare the word o f falsehood); and more often on a smaller scale, so 
instead of ouSsu; ppiv o Aoyo<; {there is not for us an argument) the Syriac has 
^uure' rc  ^ cn&uxa*\l {we do not draw near to his argument).
In general, however, it must be remembered that these sorts o f restructuring are 
unusual in this text, and its freedom and inconsistency lies to a greater extent in its 
renderings o f smaller units.
Responsiones ad Tiberium
Given the extremely small translation units with which this version deals, most o f the 
data concerning this text will be found in the next section. However, even this text is 
not without examples o f restructuring. Thus o n  5s jipsnoi av outgo vosigOoci paAAov 
to  k<xt’ skovot 0sou ysvsa0at tov  dv0pco7rov is simply rendered as ,<h r&ihh r^cm  
rcitsK' \=3 r?am rc'trArc's thereby by-passing the Gk idiom o f the optative +
infinitive.4
W can provide here also brief examples o f how the translator will never restructure 
his clauses even when such an action might seem necessary, and thereby produces 
strange Syriac or even errors o f  meaning. In this category may fall the strange
1 34,2If. [f.91v, 3.39-43]; see also 33,19-23 [f.91rc-f.91va].
2 35,6f. [f.92rb]
3 39,28f. [f.94va]; 40,28f. [f.95rb].
4 164,24-5 [473,1-2].
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translation of yeyove pev yap koct’ rixova xx\v Tipoc; autov o avGpamoc; ev apxaiq 
(man was originally made in the image that was His [sc. God’s]) as ^  rfam
rd»ic\x= r&irt \^cAa, which Ebied and Wickham rightly translated as “he was made 
in the image which was man’s initially” as if tr|v Tipoc; aurov o avGpamoc; had been 
r]v Tipoc; [cxutov] tov avGpamov.1
Perhaps also we could note the sentence: cpaol toivuv xaxa touc; avcoGev eti Kaipouq 
rjtoi xpovouc; 5ippfjaGai, touc; t£ octio tou Katv yeyovotaq (pqpi Kai touc; &tio tou 
'Evcuq, which should properly mean “they say then that during the still earlier epochs 
or periods, Cain’s descendents (I say) and those of Enosh were distinguished” [i.e. 
from each other, because the latter were righteous and the former were not], which is 
how Wickham translates the Greek (although he omits cpppi entirely); but the Syriac 
has it as uthey then say that Cain’s descendents were distinguished by higher times or 
periods [i.e. by longevity], but I  say that Enosh’s descendents also were [sc. 
distinguished in the same way]”, which requires a reading of cpqpi which takes it as 
the introduction of a new clause, whereas its use in Attic idiom is more like a 
parenthetical ‘i.e.’. As far as technique is concerned the main point is that by 
following his original on a word-by-word basis, and failing to look at the idiom on a 
higher level, the translator has (seemingly) misunderstood the Greek, the result being 
a clear contrast between ...s ^ w ^ a n d .. .^  rew vn*.2
3.Syntactical variations within the smaller translation unit
Having dealt with the overall approach to the larger translation unit, in terms of how 
close or how free a translator chooses to be, we can now turn to some more specific 
techniques that he may use for certain Greek constructions. The Greek verbal system, 
for example, does not easily transfer into a Semitic one, and so the different 
approaches adopted to the verbal forms of the Greek sentence may be expected to 
reveal certain distinctive characteristics in each translator. This is obviously closely 
related to the foregoing section, but we are here dealing with formal equivalence 
properly speaking (i.e. how each morphological category of the Greek verb finds its
1 160,7-8 [469,2-3]; or perhaps the Syriac is corrupt and originally read o^cAi.
2 176,8-10 [480,14-16].
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equivalent in a Syriac translation). We will start with a look at the issue of word order, 
where this may seem to have an effect upon the translator and then with the formal 
equivalence of the verbs. We can then deal with other syntactical constructions, such 
as genitival relationships and prepositional usages.
3. i Word Order
This is a particularly difficult matter to deal with. Naturally, it is very hard to decide 
whether a coincidence of word order between the versions is deliberate or not, Syriac 
word-order being hardly less flexible than Greek. All our versions (with the possible 
exceptions of RF and QUX) do seem to try to follow the order of the component parts 
of the sentence to a greater or lesser degree. Texts such as Ep50 and AT do so more 
consistently, but even they will not violate their idiom for the sake of word-order. 
Thus, for instance, the Greek possessive construction o tou 0eou Xoyoc; will only ever 
be k ' t o W s  K 'fcvlsa in Syriac and never k 'J tA s o  am.
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
There is an intriguing example of the effect of EDC’s close following of Greek word 
order: where Cyril adds a parenthetical d)q £<pr|v between a verb and its object, EDC 
feels the need to add a pleonastic object marker before the parenthesis, to make the 
secure link with the expressed object after the parenthesis, thus resulting in 
r&naxtA vyK' ^otrA. This use of the object marker A is often a way of
allowing the translator to follow word order: the clause eva tuoteuopev uiov elvai 
Xpiarov ’Iqaouv, the slvai separates predicate from the theme and the meaning is 
clear, while in the Syriac, the infinitive is omitted as unnecessary but the predicate 
still precedes the theme; the latter is therefore preceded by the object marker A as a 
way of making the meaning more transparent.1
Scholia de Incarnatione
There is quite clearly an attempt to replicate word order as much as possible, but it is 
not at all binding, thus Ksxptarai rofvuv avGpamfvux; Ka0’ qpdc; o uioq becomes 
.K'in fcurtiir*' The translator tries in this way to keep the
1 19,13 [f.l7ra]; 20,2 [f.l7rb], and see Noldeke §324 for the basic shape o f the Syriac idiom.
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elements in their correct places and deviates only in individual instances such as this; 
on the other hand, there is no slavish imitation of word order at the expense of the 
possibilities of the Syriac.1
Note the careful adherence to word order in the following sentence, despite the 
addition of an explanatory
^cavroc; 5s asi hoc! undpyovtoc; tou roxtpoq, naoa ttox; avayKX] auvucpeatdvai is  xai 
auvimapysiv diSfax; autq) tov 5i’ ov son  roxtqp
Since the Father always lives and exists, it is altogether necessary that the one on 
whose account he is a Father should also co-subsist and co-exist eternally with him.
)(noLr^ <n2*Ut.:ia irur^ zicvin ,o,3oJrur<'^ o .ii^n o :Xx.rt'w-nr*' A. to
2.rdaK' ,c7Joirtjr^ acn om  fcurdraofcxm .
Ep40
In general, despite the asserted ‘freeness’ of this version, it is worth noting that 
wherever possible, the translator does attempt to keep the idiomatic ordering of the 
Greek words; thus e.g. on yap ouk stspov sivaf cpaaiv uiov is closely rendered as cAs 
K'in ,030^^5 .^barc' rdibjK' where concessions are made to Syriac idiom 
whenever necessary, but the order of the words in the Vorlage is the basic guide.3 In 
fact, when a phrase is significantly transposed in its position, as has happened to the 
tov autov later in the same paragraph, it stands out all the more as an oddity.4
Ep44/55
Just to give one example of the very close word order correspondence that is the norm 
for the translators of these texts, despite other sometimes surprising equivalents:5
otqcv 5£ eAGp eiq tqv  oiKovopfcxv, raxAiv ax; stspov Kupiov tov  ex yuvaixoq i5ia 
ctvGpamov (ppaw auva(p0£vta tfj afya r\ tfj iootipfa.
1 220,5 [f.22ra].
2 224,1-3 [f.40rb-va].
3 25,2 [31,3-4].
4 25,7 [31,10].
5 Ep44,36,18-20 [56,9-12].
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ir\-.r<'nc\jjA rt'ixSM K' o c n l rd » ^ a  v y K ' jaa& \ •.rt'SfteviValCfc fc\cv\ y S  r£yi
.rtSa^rt &\<\»cvx\a rdiN^XcvxX x^aiKrC'A tsorC' r^iiK' \=i
Other than the transposition of EtEpov xupiov each word follows its correspondent
precisely in order. In places where Syriac idiom is not thereby compromised, this is a 
standard technique for this and similar texts such as Ep55 and even in Ep40 or Ep45 
in certain types of passage.
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
Again, it is very hard to see where the word order is specifically trying to follow the 
Greek. Certainly, natural syntax is not violated in order to achieve it. Clauses such as 
oi {iocKapioi TiatEpeq oi Kara Kaipouq ev tfj Nikoceoov auvEiAqypEvoi autov ecpaaav 
are often rendered with careful attention to the word order, becoming
aisnr? cnl r^uuis yaUal yEr*' ; the reversal of paired items is also found on
occasion, but not commonly, as to osnxov xai psya = rc'ru^jo rctsr1
Responsiones ad Tiberium
In general, this version, far more than any of the others, will follow the order of the 
Greek words as much as it can, subject to certain rules of syntax which the translator 
evidently feels ought to be maintained. Throughout, therefore, adjectives always 
follow their nouns, and generally Syriac idiom is not violated.2
This is to be found everywhere. Frequently the variation is only very small and 
virtually proves the general rule by the very noticeableness of the variation. To 
illustrate:
evoefteoiepov yap oi Trap’ 'TAAqai 56£a£ouai aocpoi to Geiov acrooparov xai avdSeov, 
cbroaov te xai ap£p£<;, xai daxqpdTiaxov Eivai 5ia|tepaioup£voi, xai Travtaxfj psv 
unapxeiv, aTtoAipjrdveaGai 5s ou5evo<;.3
1 34,32f. [f.92ra]; 33,20 [f.91va], see Williams, Translation Technique, 204ff.
2 Examples o f adjectives sometimes preceding their noun in conformity to Greek word order in later 
translations can be found in Brock, Diachronic Features.
3 140,25-8 [454,7-11] -  note that the order given here S o ^ o u a i aocpoi is not that o f Schwartz’s text or 
his main ms, G, but rather than o f C, which the Syriac follows very frequently and which must surely 
represent the underlying text here too, although Schwartz would not commit himself on matters o f  
word order or use it as evidence within the Greek text.
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^ o c u L ^  r ^ \ : i  0 ^  r t 'cn X r^ 'a  , c h \  r c ^ i n  & \ci\:i ^ m i T ’a  rC 'cnXrdX ^ A x»3
JLxbAO crx.^v.rt'^ .^iiaCTS 'px^sx> r?  rd is o  rC'fcus) r^ ls o  »^:i rtf'Jacvoa^ rd \so  rtf'ovu rd \a a
,)]£q r^\o r^ n . cTXiJrur^  i^o v\o:i
The only alterations involve the moving of oi Trap’ "EAAiqai to a position after its 
governing noun aocpoi and the transposition of eivai 5ia(k(3aioupevoi in order to get 
ptc and object in the right order. The adhesion to word order does not prevent the 
rather unusual positioning of the last redo after the adjective which it really negates. 
The most common motive, it would appear, for any change in the word order is the 
correct positioning of the subject before any other nouns or adjectives which logically 
succeed it. Such ‘rules’ are frequently, but by no means universally, applied. Thus our 
translator does not like retaining the order of nAqpeic; 5e rjaav Kai ouroo rrjc; GsotpToq 
autou oi oupavoi, and so moves the subject, with the result being ^ocruJiure' ^  rddso 
cnSftGtnlrC' rx'\-\m oom. 1 This type of minor variation could be multiplied
by examples many times from all over this text. The general pattern that we see in a 
text like this conforms closely with what we see in the Syro-Hexaplar, and with other 
7th century texts that have been described in a similar way.2
3. ii. Formal equivalence o f verbs
De Recta Fide
As we have seen, the translator of the De Recta Fide treats the whole verbal structure 
with as much freedom as he feels he can, and there is rarely any precise 
correspondence, say between the tense-form of the Greek and a particular tense-form 
in his Syriac.
A single example will show the gulf between versions done perhaps a century apart: 
the phrase tivsc; 5’ av slsv oi nap’ EKaarq) GpuAoi Kai ta  aspva puGapia, SiemeTv 
avayKaiov (it is necessary to speak o f what are the mutterings o f each o f them, and 
the[ir] august stories), is ^Lrt'o
1 148,30-1 [480,20-481,1].
2 For a discussion o f word order in the Syro-Hexapla, see Rordam, Dissertatio, 4-5; for other texts 
described as being similar, see e.g. Brock, Pseudo-Nonnos, 34.
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. fVgArC' rC'irtiLl «^ acnXuiLcuE». However, in the translation of the same words by
Paul of Callinicum (quoted in Severus’ Philalethes) the rendering is: cu=*>
.T^»rd2>al r^Arc' rc'iturda rf&xs-ojL.x -.yA^  X\cAa -.r^ nc^ S^  . It can be seen that Paul is 
set on reproducing the eiev, whereas RF allows nominal sentences to exist as such in 
the natural idiom. Similar concern for equivalence at this level can be seen in the two 
renderings of Trap’ £K(Xgtu), the non-repetition of the indefinite pronoun and so on. 
Paul nevertheless, like RF, does not like Cyril’s ironic oepva and makes it more 
prosaic with the addition of rdX.1
We will explore the contrasts between these two versions further at a later stage. The 
greater formal equivalence that is indicative of Paul’s style of the 530s, especially in 
the rendering of verbs, is, however, more evident in our other texts. Let us, therefore, 
describe the most common techniques adopted by each translator and the consistency 
with which he uses them, and thereby attempt to classify the differences between the 
translators in their approach to this issue of verbal forms.
Quod Unus sit Christus
The constant restructuring of the syntax of the sentence in this text means that we 
cannot meaningfully describe any consistent technique under this head, i.e. there is no 
formal correspondence that is carried out systematically, although tense values are 
obviously roughly retained.
Inconsistency is to be found also in the ways of representing eivai. Sometimes its 
omission in the Greek can be supplied with jmoXurc'/c^k.rc'; sometimes a full participle 
wv/6vta can be reduced to the simple ocn idiom, but in some places is used
for eati in a straightforward manner, or otherwise even for rjv.2
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
In this text what we may call ‘tense equivalency’ is respected quite carefully. The 
types of formal equivalency described below are typical of a number of our texts, as 
we shall see as we proceed.
1 RF 45,3-4 [10,14-15] = F C 135, in Severus’ Philalethes, Hespel, Philalethe, 79.
2 714,7 [f.50vb]; 715,17 [f.51rb]; 715,40 [f.51va]; 716,33 [f.52ra]; 735,40 [f.64rb].
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In general, finite verbs are rendered with a high degree of consistency and simplicity. 
Greek present indicatives are rendered with verbal participles (cf. Noldeke §269), 
usually with the enclitic pronoun following to specify person; imperfects with the 
participle + rtam for a past continuative sense (cf. Noldeke §277), and futures with the 
imperfects.1 Greek aorists and perfects are consistently translated with the perfect, 
making no distinction between the two in past time reference. However, where the Gk 
perfect has a clearly present time reference, the Syriac will usually try to reflect this 
by the use of the participle instead, as if they were grammatically present -  thus o 
dvaGspatiapoc; KaraKSKpaye... opoAoyET, in which the verbs should be taken 
coordinately, is rendered as r^ scv»...xu^ cn...r£»i*>, and |3£|3ajtnap£0a is treated as both 
present and passive in meaning and rendered The translation of Kara
yeypajtTai a s ^ ^  should be considered in the same category (see below, under 
participles).
The following passage provides examples of the main equivalencies of this type, 
along with an approach to existential and nominal clauses, typical among our texts, 
which can properly be called formal equivalence: the main verbs omopEpEvriKEv and 
Eipya^ ETO are respectively ^  and rtam xlsx>; the subordinate circumstantial present 
ptcs ysyovdx;, umxpxwv and e'xwv are rendered with k'ooj ^  and ^
cn\ respectively; the impf enAqpou within the subordinate result clause is rc'ocn 
while the perfect pEpsvpKe and ptc. yeyovcaq, being repeated within this subordinate 
clause, are again and rc'ocn ^  respectively, as we would expect.2
The translation of Greek participles offers a wider range of options for our translator, 
usually depending on their wider syntactical function, of which he is always acutely 
aware. Where the translator estimates that the participle has a subordinate time 
function, or acts as a concessive subordinate clause, he will use ^  to introduce the 
clause, but where he reckons it as merely circumstantial he will often omit this. Where 
the main verb is present, ^  will be used to ensure that the distinction between the 
subordinate and principal verbs is maintained. To give an example of how distinctions
1 17,22 [f.l5va]; 22,28[f.l9rb].
2 23,20-4 [f,19vb].
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of meaning can be made: in the following sentence, Cyril refers to the Fathers oL.ev 
rfj xcov Nikocscov tioAei auvayriY£p|iEvoi kccL.tov rrjq tucjteooc; opov £Kxi0£p£voi 
7iiai£U£iv £<paaav... [who gathered at Nicaea and, laying down the boundary o f the 
faith, said that they believed...]. The first participle is perfect while the second is 
present, broadly indicating that the former precedes while the latter is contemporary 
with the main verb (in fact, it is effectively synonymous with it). The translator’s 
solution is to create a relative clause with a perfect, ...a, for the first partciple,
^  + ptc for £Kti0£|i£VOi and another perfect for the main verb. In this way, the 
meaning is made quite plain.1
Infinitival objects of verbs are most often expressed with * followed by an impf verb 
where the infinitive is present, a pf where it is aorist, e.g. xoApujvxEc; Xiyeiv =
and K£Xpio0ai Aeyetqci = ►jjjewWn respectively.2 On just six
occasions the Syriac infinitive with A is used, e.g. mx0£iv ouk &V£X£toci = A-na-sA 
Aao^ a or after 0£pi<; or 5ei.3 With the article + infinitive construction, a number of 
variations are used; most commonly * ,cn + pf for aorist infinitives (p£xa xou |i£ivai = 
,cn jxJ) and + impf for present infinitives ( to  ouxoo cppovEiv q X i^eiv  = 
ore on occasion, however, the ,cf» can be omitted or some other syntax
used, such as where xou irAqppEAEiv becomes (sic, in the plural).4 The
infinitives of indirect speech are treated slightly differently from those which are 
direct objects.  ^ introduces the indirect speech and the infinitives are then treated as 
finite indicatives, i.e. presents become verbal participles, perfects and aorists become 
perfects etc.5
Initially, the method for dealing with Eivai seems straightforward. The future is 
rendered with the simple imperfect rc'ocm, the present with the composite construction 
of k.rc' + suffix, and the imperfect with fcur*' + suffix + rc'ocn.6 This leaves the 
opportunity for using the perfect form rc'ocn for past-referencing forms of verbs of 
‘becoming’, usually the aorist and perfect of yiyvopai, with its perfect participle
1 17,1-2 [f.l5ra].
2 21,14 [f.l8rb]; 22,13 [f.l9ra].
3 17,13 [f.l5rb];20,8 [f.l7va]; 16,I lf. [f.l4va].
4 20,29 [f.l8ra]; 21,27f. [f.l8vb]; 22,8 [f.l8vb]; 24,21 [f.20va].
5 Examples o f each respectively: 17,3 [f.l5ra]; 19,1 [f,16va] and 18, 15 [f.l6rb].
6 15,24 [f.l4ra]; 15,27 [f.l4ra] etpassim; 17,11 [f.l5rb] etpassim.
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turned into ^  + K'ocn.1 However, no distinction is made between ei\ii and undpxco, 
one of Cyril’s favourite verbs, the latter being treated in like manner to the former on 
all occasions.
As with other verbs, the translator fails to make a consistent distinction between 
circumstantial participles and main finite verbs, since fcurc' + suffix is used in both 
cases, as well as for both cav and uraxpxoov. On occasion, the translator can be bold 
enough to use older Syriac idiom and omit any sort of expressed copula in a nominal 
sentence where the Greek will tend to prefer one, thus egtiv tcjv dctOTicotdTcav = ^  
rc'u**., and again once in indirect speech.2 The infinitive eivai is most often rendered 
with and to eivai with ^o&ur^i tm, which successfully maintains the
distinction from yiyveaGat and yeveaGai, although deviating from the usual pattern of 
* + finite verbs for present infinitives. Again, however, we can find the occasional 
inconsistency, for within a single passage the genitive phrase tou eivai Geoc; appears 
twice and yet is rendered by,<noiur<'s once and then by rc'ocm. The use of
the perfect of cpaivco is also used by Cyril to express real existence (especially of the 
incarnation), and this is again treated as if it were the present of dpi, i.e. .cnofcuK' and 
the same is true again of eprcecpuKoq, the perfect participle from cpuco.4 Thus we can 
see that while the distinction between ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ is maintained, the 
translator does not make any attempt to differentiate different ways of predicating 
existence. The reduction of forms of unapxeiv to forms of occurs frequently in 
our other texts also.
Moving onto modal forms: purpose clauses with iva + subjunctive or optative are 
consistently rendered with * + impf, though once with * + impf.5 Once, we have
a purpose clause with eic, + article and infinitive, but this is translated as a normal 
article + inf. 6 Subjunctives in conditionals are rendered as though they were 
indicatives; thus present subjunctives become verbal participles, in contrast to the 
preceding type of construction in which they would be rendered as imperfect verbs.
1 16,3 [f.l4rb] et passim; 17,21 [f.l5va]
2 21,27[f.l8vb]; 20,2 [f.l7rb],
3 17,10 [f.l5rb] and 17,21 [f.l5va].
4 23,9 [f.l9va]; 23,22 [f.l9vb].
5 17,21 [f.l5va] for the subj.; 16,13 [f.l4va] for the opt.; 21,2 [f.l8ra].
6 19,28 [f.l7rb].
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The same is true of the apodoses of result clauses.1 The av of the conditional is never 
imitated. Genitive absolutes are treated much as if they were subordinating participial 
clauses of any other type, merely with a different subject from that of the main finite 
verb, a syntactical device which fits neatly in the Syriac syntax just as it is stylistically 
unacceptable to the relatively Atticistic Greek of Cyril -  thus we almost always see 
the usual ^  + ptc (see 24,10-12 [f.20rb] for an example of both types, a genitive 
absolute and a subordinate participial clause, of which the subject is identical with the 
subject of the main verb, placed side-by-side with exactly the same Syriac syntax). On 
two occasions, the translator chooses the use s vyrc' as an alternative, as also is
'y
used occasionally for normal participles (see above).
Scholia de Incarnatione
This text shows just the same set of equivalents as those just described as being 
standard for EDC. Tenses are treated carefully, with impfs distinguished from
'y
aorists/pfs and ^  is used consistently for the ptcs. In the result clause, n r£?» vyk' + 
impf is found for ware + infinitive,4 but there is some degree of variation in the use of 
the Syriac infinitive for its Greek equivalent, it being most commonly used where the 
Greek infinitive is simply the object of a verb, and not usually in places such as the 
wars clause.
The translator always uses ,cnoK.re' to express the copula in all its forms, adding k'goj 
for the impf, s ,cb for the infinitive.5 Where this produces a difficulty, periphrasis is 
the solution, rather than an over-rigid adherence to signiflant, thus oiisp rjv Kai sari 
Kai ECJTai has to become ,cno&ur<' yA.\Ao jcnoiruK'o r^om ima)s\*re^  r&n oth.^
Ep39
Similar rules are, on the whole, observed in this text as we saw under EDC. These 
should be considered as the standard equivalencies among translators for whom 
formal equivalence is the ideal.
1 18,14 [f.l6ra].
2 16,15f. [f.l4va]; 22,17f. [f.l9ra].
3 220,2-3 [f.22ra].
4 219,13 [f.21va].
5 For assorted examples o f the different forms, see 219,10 [f.21rb]; 220,18 [f.25va]; 219,12 [f.21va]; 
221,24 [f.26vb]; 221,25 [f.26vb].
6 222,31 [f.30vb].
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Normal present tense indicatives generally become participles, aorists become 
perfects, and imperfects become the compound ptc + rtam (cf. Noldeke §277).
For subordinate participles (i.e. those that give circumstances or time references etc. 
to the main verb), ^+pf is used for aorist ptcs and ^+ptc for present ptcs; where the 
Gk participle is simply an attributive adjective, the Syriac will have  ^or ^  + ptc. or 
pf. (depending on the tense of the Greek ptc.) or a corresponding adjective of some 
other sort -  for example, sLW  ^  for yevvqGsvta.1 There are, however, occasional 
violations of tense equivalency within these methods, such as when present ptcs may 
be turned into a relative clause with perfect tense verbs.
Infinitives are usually rendered with their counterparts where this fits with the Syriac 
idiom -  thus cpiXoipoyetv eicoGotsc; becomes but where infinitives are
used as objects of verbs of speaking, thinking etc. we see the normal Syriac a+ptc./pf. 
(depending on the tense of the Greek infinitive3), or perhaps an imperfect where the 
sense is modal, e.g. rdX...s for [ou] cpgpsaGai mxpavcoupevoi;4
sometimes a simple adjective may be used -  so 5sTv (pqGqv is Xuu»X\k\5 Into
the same category falls the Greek article + inf. also rendered with a preposition + 
ptc/pf, e.g. 5ia to aapKO)0f)vai Kai evavGpanrrjaai as *i\=>Wo Jl^ . 6 These
patterns for the infinitive are a little less rigid than those found in the 7th century Syro-
n
Hexapla.
Syriac imperfects can be used for a variety of purposes, which include 3rd person 
imperatives of the Tet us...’ variety -  so for yeAdaGuiaav and ons^ XxXx for
Kata^iwadTO)8 -  as well as for futures and subjunctives in subordinate clauses. We 
noted above that imperfects can be used for infinitives in oratio obliqua when the
1 17,11 [f.l50va]; the sentence 17,21-25 [f.l50vb-f.l51ra] provides an excellent example incorporating 
almost all o f these elements, both finite verbs and participles, in a short space.
2 As happens, for example, at 17,18-20 [f.l50vb].
3 Note that Syriac does not distinguish perfects from aorists, thus irecpAuaprjKOTEt; is o»s ^Lre' just the 
same as if  it were cpAuaprjaavrec; (18,8 [f. 15 Ira]).
4 19,17 [f.l52ra].
5 18,1 [f.l51ra].
6 17,16 [f.l50vb].
7 See Rordam, Dissertation 42-8.
8 18,7 [f. 15Ira]; 19,2 [f.l51va].
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translator considers the sense modal (e.g. in the previous examples where [ou] 
cpspecrGai napaixoupevoi may be taken as ‘praying that we might not be brought’) and 
the same frequently happens in unfulfilled conditions; however, where the conditional 
si pfj + impf (protasis)...pf.+av (apodosis) is rendered as cvW + ptc. + rc'om 
(protasis)...ptc. + rtam (apodosis), he has correctly understood the unfulfilled past 
time conditional with ocv and translated this modal nuance by using aW  with its 
idiomatic ptc + rtacn construction.1 These sorts of approaches allow for a significant 
influence of natural idiom over against a precise formal equivalence -  i.e. the real 
force of the Greek is the major concern for the translator. Thus they do not show the 
sorts of caiques used by 7th century versions (starting with Harklean and Syro- 
Hexapla) to express subjunctives and forms of e'xoo etc. Even here in Ep39, the form 
oocns is used for iva s'xwaiv,2 a good idiomatic compound tense in a subordinate 
clause of purpose, where the Harklean would have rendered ^octA J t u *^ 00(7313.^  
Elsewhere, however, iva + subj. is rendered with + impf.4 However, the past 
copula rjv is usually translated with the caique rtom - it is essentially devised
as a way of giving a declinable past conjugation to The use of this method is 
standard in this text and frequently elsewhere also.5
This text (Ep39) has a policy o f  using 3^+pf for genitive absolutes, even where the 
genitive participle is present tense. There is some inconsistency, however, for in the 
construction nauAou...npoKopiaavi:o<;...Kai 5ia(k|3aioup£vou, instead o f 3a. + ptc., he 
uses the construction 3 >0X3 + pf . . .  3a + ptc., but with the second element governed by 
a preceding inserted rfom izore as a way o f  making the interconnections more 
apparent.6
Ep40
In those passages (and this includes at least the first eight of twenty-one chapters) 
where the editing is fairly free (as described earlier) there is too little concern with the
1 Cf. NOldeke §375A; the unreal conditional in past time is expressed with a pluperfect in protasis and 
aorist in apodosis (cf. Smyth, Greek Grammar, §231 Of.), but the Syriac does not press the tense 
equivalence here.
2 16.2-3 [f.l49vb].
3 E.g. Jn 17.14.
4 16.2-3 [f.l49vb] and see NOldeke §261 for the idiom; 16 9-10 [f.l50ra].
5 E.g. 18,23 [f.l51va]. The construction is discussed in Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 83.
6 15,26-7 [f.l49vb]; 16,23-4 [f.l50ra].
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smaller translation units to make a useful analysis of verbal forms -  although these 
formal correspondences are not wholly absent, hence, e.g., he aims to reproduce the 
imperfect ppcjicov with its equivalent ptc + rc'ocn, despite the fact that throughout most 
of the chapter the clauses are so re-structured and re-presented that there can be no 
sort of consistent formal equivalence.1
Even in the passages which stay much closer to the source text, Ep40 will tend to use 
a greater variety of idioms, although following in the main the principles described 
above for Ep39. So we see, for example, circumstantial participles rendered with ,cha 
.3 + ptc. as well as to + ptc., whereas among the stricter translators the former seems 
to be retained for representing genitive absolutes only.2
However, there is a concern to use .tnofcure' for forms of eivai rather than simply using 
the Syriac idiom of enclitics, thus aijwxov eivai cpiqpii to aujpa becomes rdi™
>cno2tur<'n rdirC'
Ep44
This translator tends to keep very close to the ‘rules’ which we have laid out already; 
there are very occasional alterations -  thus, for example, the aorist ptc followed by 
present tense main verb, r||i£lc; yap Evwaavteq.-.opoXoyoupev is rendered as
to. as if the ptc had been present, and yet exactly the same aorist 
ptc. is rendered in another place ‘correctly’ as rd^ >.4 Elsewhere, we have a
present ptc, for a (possibly ‘gnomic’) perfect Ksxpqvrai. There is a little
uncertainty over perfect participles, such that ra eipqpsva, are but xa
nETrpaypeva are ^Lrc'.5
The translator does try to develop the use of infinitives for infinitives, but is 
somewhat inconsistent in applying this, thus XPH + inf. is rendered with + impf.
once and then + inf. in the very same sentence.6 The article with infinitive is
122,8 [27,9].
2 28,26 [36,9].
3 29,21 [37,14].
4 35,13 [54,19] and 35,16 [54,24].
5 36,25 [56,21] and 37,7 [57,8-9].
6 35,7-8 [54,9-11].
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regularly s [,m]om + impf, although the demonstrative is sometimes omitted.1 
However, there is no real attempt to distinguish moods, with orav sAGp rendered the 
same as otav Epxetai would have been.
Also this text uses rc'om ,cnoK.rc' for r|v (as we have seen already) much more 
consistently than does Ep45 or Ep46 (below), which do so only occasionally,
• • • • • • 3although again he may use the phrase even where there is an ellipsis in the original. 
For the infinitive he tends to use the impf alone without adding .otg&uk' as some later 
translators would.
Ep45
The translator of this text is somewhat freer with his verbal forms than the previous 
texts; for instance we see much less distinction between present and aorist participles, 
the latter being frequently rendered with ^  + ptc. as if they were present ptcs.; 
genitive absolutes are turned into relative clauses to try to avoid any difficult formal 
equivalence; and there is an example where, within a series of Syriac imperfects being 
used for the subjunctives in a purpose clause, he will translate a circumstantial present 
participle with ^  + impf., presumably in order to communicate the unreal modal 
nuance of the whole clause.4
The article + inf. construction is rendered with the ‘more developed’ * on 3 out of 
7 instances, with simple * being used also 3 times (in the other a noun is substituted).
We also see a great deal more freedom with the existential sentences. He does not feel 
bound to represent sativ with any equivalent (such as .ctdo^ k'), as his language 
renders it superfluous; thus in 25 studied instances of the copula 13 did not use any 
form of Sturc', with 11 making use of the form W  + suffix. Elsewhere he may add 
.tnoiturc' where there is rjv rather than soriv.5
1 e.g. 37,1-2 [56,25].
2 36,1 [55,9]; 36,6 [55,17] and again 1.18.
3 Such as in gi 5e oux opoouaiov, where rjv should be supplied 36,6 [55,18].
4 e.g. 155,12 [44,6]; 152,21-2 [41,1-4]; 155,25-7 [44,25-29].
5 e.g. 151,18 and 152,18; 152,19 [40,28].
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Ep46
In general, the same level of flexibility of form is true for this text as for the previous. 
The attitude to rjv and eativ is similar. There are instances of onep rjv rendered as 
,<no*uf<% as if the original were onep eon; but elsewhere *\o«n oo^k' is used as well. 
Simply r^ ocm can also be used for Eivai.1 Again, we see the tense of circumstantial 
participles being ignored with x* + pf sometimes used for pres ptcs and x* + ptc 
sometimes used for aorists.2 In the former case, the verbs do actually refer to a 
perfective aspect (given that the main verb is aorist) and hence it makes for quite 
natural reading that they should be in the perfective in the Syriac too. Elsewhere we 
can see an awareness of tense still being maintained -  where the apodoses of two 
neighbouring conditionals differ in tense, one being subjunctive, the other perfect, the 
translation has an imperfect and a present participle respectively.
Ep50
Again, there is quite a degree of flexibility in verbal forms - rtam for the aorist 
epsive, rc'ocn for e'So^ev, and rc'ocm rtcuta for an aorist infinitive ri i^chaGai.4
There is a general reluctance to over-use the infinitive, and abstracts such as to 
AoyfijEoGai koci voeiv ordinarily become rcixn.5 This text also tends to use
even in its quotations from opponents, instead of finding a more precise equivalent to 
the various forms of cpqpi which are used by Cyril.
In the use of and cc'ocn, there is some inconsistency. On the one hand we find
re'ocn ifure' for f|v and .mo^rc' rt'ocm for to Eivai, whereas sometimes he has simple 
K'otn. In another place, finding o rjv te Kai egtiv, he renders the verb only once, as 
k'oot .cnoifurc'x. It seems that the method adopted for the past copula does not really 
allow for a distinctive expression for an emphasised present copula (as we have here) 
without the Syriac idiom being too much violated, and this translator has taken the 
easier route.6
1 158,18 [48,7]; 160,20 [50,16-17] and 160,25 [48,23]; 158,19 4 [48, 8].
2 e.g. 159,2-3 [48,24-5]; 158,8 [47,19].
3 161,20-5 [51,26-52,2].
4 93,18 [f.l42va]; 91,14 [f.l41ra]; 95,24 [f.l44ra].
5 94,3 [f.l42vb2].
6 91,12 [f.l41rb]; 98,12 [f.l45vb]; 92,8 [f.l41va]; 98,17 [f.l46rb].
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Ep55
In general we see a higher consistency of equivalency in this text than in the previous 
few. For instance, a very high proportion of simple infinitives, especially when used 
as objects of previous verbs, are mirrored with a Syriac infinitive, though there is the 
sort of inconsistency seen in xpp £xeiv Kai 5iapepvrja0ai = vum K*am^
(non-parallel constructions).1 When we come to the article + infinitive construction 
there is a little more variety still: there is a roughly equal split before those times he 
will use the demonstrative,  ^ >&> + impf., and those when the impf. with * will be used 
alone, such as •» for to 5uvao0ai, with the inconsistency sometimes being quite 
plain: to <X7roA.£o0£iv...T6 wrvouv = ,cb.^
When we consider the special case of eivai, again we can see the translator moving 
forwards towards a mirror technique while still remaining conservative at other times. 
Thus rtTom .cnafcu*' is fairly common for fjv and fcur*' in general well-used for 
representing the copula. But sometimes the old Syriac idiom recurs, thus tioXAouc; 
U7roT07iqoavT£(; £tvat Touq 0£ou<; (imagining the gods to be many) becomes simply 
rt'aArii' >^cv>^ ovaJtor^ . 3 Of 12 instances of the use of the infinitive £ivai, the
Syriac uses some form of caique on 8 occasions, but even these are uneven, thus 
&7r07r£(p0lTr|K£ Ou5apU)<; TOU £Wai 0£O(; = rC'mW rs'ocnw )(7) but OUK
(X7roPaX.U)V aUTOt; TO dvai = rdoi .osoiurC' rfam^ >(73 0(73 ) rd\ a*,4 the latter
being the more advanced form of caique, which would become standard for the 
Harklean.
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
Alterations from the basic tense equivalencies set out above are not common, but crop 
up from time to time. In the apodoses of conditionals, aorists become past habitual 
constructions more than once; present habitual is used for future indicative, 
r&rt for 7rpoo£7toiou) and ^  for £Gop£0a; as also for the impf. riyiaoTai.5 Only 
rarely will the translator attempt to reflect modal forms in the Syriac, using a number
1 49,25-6 [2,11-2].
2 49,27-8 [2,14]; 50,3-5 [2,21-2].
3 51,34-52,1 [6,2-3].
4 58,29-30 [18,20]; 59,4 [19,14-5], which has a parallel at 61,2 [23,10-11],
5 e.g. 33,34 [f.91vb] and 37,22 [f.93va]; 39,28 [f.94va]; 40,24 [f.95ra]; 39,30 [f.94va].
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of different methods, e.g. rt'omfcu (lit. is able that it should be) for eir\ dv;
elsewhere, he uses an extra verb to try to catch the nuance, so ou (pair] riq becomes rt\ 
cn.^tea wk* (no-one would be persuaded to say...); but more often the 
subjunctives/optatives are ignored and treated as indicative.1
Just as such paraphrastic methods are used for certain modal tenses, so sometimes 
participial forms find their equivalents in non-equivalent grammatical categories. So a 
circumstantial participle, cpaivopEVoq, can become a noun phrase, or even an 
adverbial phrase can be substituted: ta^avtoq 0sou = frurc'cn-Oy/* rc'mW. 2 As 
everywhere, the use of ^  for circumstantial participial clauses, including genitive 
absolutes, is most common. However, there are occasional variations, such as the use 
of » for a genitive absolute, and ...» ,<h=> (a form more commonly used for the 
infinitive) used, for example, for a circumstantial participial clause following a 
genitive absolute -  the translator evidently wants to distinguish the two with different 
Syriac constructions;3 in general it is true that the translator often makes subjective 
judgments on the meaning of such a subordinate clause and moulds his Syriac 
accordingly, thus, for example, choosing » rd» instead of ^  where he feels that the 
clause is really time-based.4
Substantive participles receive a variety of alternative renderings, usually signified by 
some sort of preceding demonstrative -  such as 6m for vooupsvoq; to
Aeyopevov = r* ; to  dprjpsvov = Javwk'W* (as if for added
emphasis of the direct object); and such as os^m^ for tout; matEUOVtac; where 
the tense has changed.5
The translator prefers not to use Syriac infinitives, and renders instead Greek 
infinitive constructions with »constructions -  a straightforward s + impf for infinitives 
that are direct objects of verbs and  ^ ,m + pf/impf for the article + infinitive.6 It is not 
uncommon, however, for some more dynamic equivalent to be found, such that, for
1 39,19 [f.94rc27]; 40,22 [f.95ra]; and for the more usual treatment 40,7 [f.94vc].
2 34,19 [f.91vc]; 38,9 [f.93vc6].
3 40,20f. [f.95ra]; 38,7 [f.93vb] and 40,18 [f.95ra]; 33,21f. [f.91va].
4 33,17 [f.91rc].
5 34,20 [f.91vc]; 35,13 [f.92rc]; 38,19 [f.93vc]; 36,16 [f.93ra].
6 E.g. 33,23 [f.91va], but passim; 34,27 [f.92ra] or 34,36 [f.92rb]
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example, the concept of to aval is simply the noun rd.om, while nouns phrases are 
used elsewhere, e.g. aiyav = rsfofcv*., pepftjeiv = re*=s^ . We even have
TiapaAueiv ouk a^rjpiov (it is not harmless to loosen) becoming re\...re*x* tik's
r£\  ^ crA (That anyone should loosen, it is not without harm to him)}
As in most other texts, the different existential verbs are generally treated 
indifferently. Thus tma)t^re and its forms may be used not just for parts of dpi but also 
for the verbs UTrdpyo), yivopai, and even for ucpeatavai.2 But as so often, there is 
inconsistency, thus the phrase Geoc; wv (being God) is am rc'cnW in one place, then 
immediately followed by tcp ovn 0euj as re<rAre ,moors'* a&A, using the fuller 
expression. These equivalencies will be further noted in their proper place, below.
Responsiones ad Tiberium
Unsurprisingly the equivalence here is very high, and deviations are mostly to be put 
down to textual variation or error. The equivalences themselves are largely the same 
as we have seen already in the other texts and the greatest lack of formal equivalency, 
as in the others also, is to be found in object verbal clauses (e.g. purpose, result) 
where the Syriac uses a a clause and has to use finite verb forms rather than the 
infinitives and participles used in the Greek.
The translation of forms of eivai is noticeably even more consistent than we have 
generally found elsewhere. k*re + enclitics is always used for the present indicative 
and the same + ream for the impf. In addition the form ,mak*re reams* -,m is used for 
the phrase to eivai, instead of just reams* ,m as we might expect elsewhere.4
3. iii. Formal equivalence o f other constructions 
Quod Unus sit Christus
1 37,5 [f.93rc]; 33,21 [f.91va7]; 40,10 [f.94vc]; 40,17f. [f.94vc-f.95ra].
2 For eipi, .cnoJrure' is found passim; for the others see e.g. 35,3 [f.92rb]; 40,23 [f.95ra].
3 35,29f. [f.92va].
4 e.g. 172,7 [477,14], and 148,12 [459,20] for an example in the negative.
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There is no particular consistency with regard to such matters as the resumptive 
particle. Thus there is no am for the resumptive article in the phrase o Aoyoq o Tiapa 
0£ou, but sometimes something similar is provided, e.g. for tou; Ttoipvioic; unep J)v 
Xpiatoq dcTreGave (to the sheep on behalf o f who Christ died) becomes ^curn rc'Vi^ A
yOOTl^lvi baZXi r^VVlT'TH. ^
As with native writers, so this translator uses proleptic suffixes plentifully, regardless 
of the Greek wording, thus having for 'EAXrjvoov oi oocpoi.2 There
are also plenty of examples of alterations of number, and there is no need to represent 
categories such as participle and adjectival phrase with their formal equivalents, hence 
e.g. toe 5i£Gtpa|4 i£va is reborn*. and tfj (piAav0pcoircp xapiti = mbaxxx»va* rtbazi\=>? 
Adjectival and adverbial phrases can readily undergo a change of category, e.g. 
rtbc^ =i\=> for tfj (plAavOpGOTKp xapvtb or for oiKOVOpiKCdq.4
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
As in customary Syriac usage, A as an accusative marker is used only sporadically, 
usually only where there may be some ambiguity in identifying the object, for 
example where the direct object is to be distinguished from its predicate, thus i5fav 
TioiqadpEVoq oapKa becomes r^cn-A cnL* m^ =^ ., or note the similar situation in an 
indirect statement, in which 7iiat£Uop£V uiov Eivai Xpicrrov becomes «
rdMoaX; though there are other occasions where there appears to be no special reason 
for its use.5 The A marker can also be used for indirect objects, of course, and can 
even appear for both within a single clause (ot£ yevvqaiv £uriyy£Ai^ £TO tfj raxp0£vq> o 
TaPpiqA = r^ SrAoi^ rA r?am vaao9 rt'AA ^ . 6 Sometimes in indirect speech
the accusative subject can be left unwritten because Syriac uses a finite verb with s 
which thereby provides its own subject (thus auvfjcp0a{ cpocaiv autov ‘they say that he 
was united’ = aojWx). Accusatives that might be considered adverbial can
1 714,7-8 [f.50vb]; 715,15-16 [f.51rb].
2 714,11 [f.51ra].
3 714,11-12 [f.51ra]; 715,6 [f.51rb]; 715,36-7 [f.51va].
4 715,36-7 [f.51va]; 719,32 [f.54ra].
5 18,4 [f.l5vb]; 20,2 [f.l7rb]; e.g. 16,8 [f.l4va].
6 [22,5f. [f.l8vb].
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even be rendered with adverbs (e.g. op0a cppovav = another
instance of the grammatical flexibility occasionally on show in this text.1
The translator is similarly sensitive to the variety of meanings attaching to the use of 
the genitive. Thus partitive genitives are usually with ^  while for a phrase such as 
xfjc; rivcjv aGupoaxopfaq rjxxcopevov (in thrall to the garrulity o f certain men), he 
finds a better expression, and where the genitive simply
stands for the object of a verb such as KaxacpAuapouaiv the usual A marker is used. As 
usual, there are flashes of idiom, which go down as inconsistencies only from the 
point of view of strict equivalence of grammatical forms, thus the unit scrav rcov 
(Xtotkutoctgjv (it is o f things o f great stupidity, or just, it is very stupid) becomes just
The treatment of the dative shows a similar range, with most datives becoming simply 
.=, those that might be thought of as locative having A or *\cA (e.g. xaTq eauxcov 
eiaoiKi^ouaiv i^ uxcxic; Again on rare occasions, the delicate
balance of Greek cases has to be slightly altered for Syriac - exepocpuoc xto aoopaxi xqv 
(that the soul is ° f a different nature from the body) becomes rc^  
reksus (that the nature o f the body is different from that o f the soul)?
While normal possessive pronouns are consistently rendered with possessive suffixes 
in the Syriac, some of the other syntax of possession is dealt with significantly more 
freely. The reflexive sauxoq, when simply emphasising possession is treated as if it 
were auxoO/auxwv, and this can happen even in instances where the possession seems 
emphatic and significant, such as in reference to the unchangeability of the nature 
which truly belongs to the godhead of the Logos. However, where the word is used as 
a substantive constituent part of the sentence is often found, although this is not 
common, e.g. K(X0fjK£v eauxov =cnxsu In contrast to the reduction of emphasis 
just mentioned, we often also see an increase in emphasis by the use of the Syriac A** 
+ suffix where there is only auxou, often when linked with crucial terms such as
1 19,1 [f.l6va]; 19,14 [f.l7ra].
2 15,23 [f.l4ra]; 15,29 [f.l4rb]; 21,27 [f.l8vb],
3 15,22 [f.l4ra]; 18,28 [f.l6va].
4 15,22 [f.l4ra]; 18,3 [f.l5vb]; 24,10 [f.20rb].
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ouaia; there is an instance of a quite unemphatic avGpamotqq aurou followed by a 
highly marked aurou avGpdmivov in which both are rendered with Jl.s, which looks 
like an attempt at formal consistency were it not that aurou is more usually translated 
with the suffix alone.1 may also be the method of choice where the governing 
noun, by being compound in Syriac, would have difficulty in taking a suffix (e.g.
rc'vnc^).2 JLa is most usually reserved, unsurprisingly, for iSfoq. Only very 
occasionally is this rule broken, with a single instance of the reduction of iSioq to a 
simple suffix and one instance of its complete omission -  the latter can be more easily 
put down to oversight, the former is inexplicable given the importance of the term in 
question (rdu^) and the consistency elsewhere, although a similar treatment is given to 
the parallel oIkeioc; on two occasions.3 These variations on normality are rare enough 
to ‘prove the rule’ and yet frequent enough to be evidence that the work of translation 
is not yet entirely dogmatically conceived.
The variety of methods used for relative and assumed relative clauses again shows 
how formal equivalence prevails while still being subject to the need to convey 
meaning as accurately as possible. Thus compare how EDC and the Peshitta deal with 
the difficult oblique relative of Jn 10.35, irpoc; ouq o Aoyoq rou 0eou eyevExo: EDC 
has rt'oArC's JftGcm ^cucb *\cd, which tries to follow each word as it comes, but
the Peshitta has r?cn\r?^  *\om which is more periphrastic.4
Ellipsed relative pronouns are very frequently supplied with s, hence the common tqj 
£K 0EOU (puvtl Aoy(p = rC'cnW r^ Jrd^ A.
Where there is a resumptive article, the rules of formal equivalence require also a 
demonstrative before the a, thus auvacpsiav ...tr|v Kara ye povqv rr|v a^fav is made 
quite explicit as acwAn vyrcr* 5 This practise is even more
evident in the recapitulation of prepositions, thus eiq dv0pcoTrov...r6v ek rrjq ayiac; 
7iap0£vou becomes rt'fcAo&va acha.r j^ur*' a=i=.6 While this is very common
1 17,14 [f.l5rb];20,4f. [f.l7rb].
2 24,11 [f.20rb].
3 20,22 [f.l7vb]; 25,4 [f.20vb]; 15,30 [f.l4rb], where governed by vouq, and 18,18 [f.l6rb], where 
governed by 56£a r) cpuaiq.
4 21,10 [f.l8rb].
5 24,9 [f.20ra]; 19,6 [f.l6vb].
6 20,29-21,1 [f.l8ra] and again 23,23 [f.l9vb]
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there is an instance o f apparent omission o f the relative particle: tou (cooyovouvroc; 
Aoyou = K'fcvb* not such also may be the construction o f  aapKcx
tr)V TOU GaVCCTOU SsKtlKpV = ^ €095 rrtV-iigg K'ima.1
Finally, an example o f  signiflant over signifle: eanv o auxoq is rendered as 6m ,ma)sun? 
,c7ioi(ut<'s rc^ a {he is what he is), the true meaning being 'he is the same\ which in more 
idiomatic language (as elsewhere in this text and always in the ‘early’ groups) should 
be 0(73 to. 6m .CTsofcuc*'. The translator o f EDC has made a clear choice based on form 
rather than meaning.
Scholia de Incarnatione
As with the verbs, so throughout the grammar o f this text, formal equivalence is the 
norm. There are exceptions, however, and where necessary the categories will be 
changed. Thus an adjective for an adverb, *ura*\rcda for auppoAiKrjv, or an adjective 
rendered with a prepositional phrase, for TipocpqiiKfj, and the singular to a
plural, sv tuxvti kockco to ^mU-i.3 When we see that is used both for
tou; £7il yrjq and for yqfvou, we can see that strict categorisation is not always possible 
for this translator -  he is not sufficiently concerned about the distinction between the 
terms to force a categorical differentiation upon them.4
The resumptive pronoun is almost always included and wherever the article needs to 
be expressed, such as jjjsaW s >m for 5ioc to  K£xpia0ai. In general, however, the 
Peshitta’s term rather than Harklean’s v cum is used for the indefinite pronoun.5
Again, the phrase aauyxuTOuq dcAAqAau; TqpouvTsq ocutocc; is translated as ^aoA 
K'ntoca v.V.-d-  ^ red to, where other translators might easily have just written red* 
rsdrdcva. This translator has a care for grammatical categories.6
If we look at the whole sentence,
1 25,4f. [f.20vb]; 25,20 [f.21ra].
2 21,7 [f.l8rb]; 17,13 [f.l5rb].
3 219,18 [f.21va]; 219,18 [f.21va]; 219,27 [f.21vb].
4 219,28-9 [f.21vb] and 219,29 [f.21vb].
5 220,2 [f.22ra]; 220,10 [f.22rb]; 219,23 [f.21vb].
6 222,33 [f.3Ira].
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evouaGai 5s <pap£v Kai ta  aAAqAou; KoAA.a>|isva r\ youv auvEvqvEypEva Ka0’ stspouq 
tpoTiouc; r] Kara 7tapd0£oiv r\ jiT i^v i\ Kpaaiv.
rslij'vrj i^L.r<' or^ .rC'aiiuA ^L.rt'o ^xy ir fb ca
r^Lv^\coia o i f  rdi^XcuxB a r^  r ^ a v i , ^  vyrtf1 OK' . r^siijK '
we can see the overall attempt at formal and word-for-word correspondence, even 
where Cyril is being formulaic and repetitive [note the use of r^iuA for explanation of 
the compound].1
Ep39
In general the level of formal equivalence is very high in this text, and elements such 
as A for marking the direct object are reasonably common. There are some places 
where the idiom is treated a little more freely. Thus the contrastive pair aocpaAq and 
s^aipExov are understood as adverbs rather than adjectives for tuotiv, although still 
contrasted with their ^  and
Later, we have an example of the translator’s felt need to communicate sense and 
meaning overcoming his desire for equivalence of forms. There is in the text 5ia +
• • 'Xaccusative twice in one clause followed by twice more in the next sentence. 
However, the first pair are teleological or purposive and therefore translated with 
J^a», while the latter two are the grounds of the belief being expressed and thus are 
rendered with lx.. This shows an awareness of nuances within the Greek that can only 
be derived from context and a desire to encode these nuances in the wording of the 
new version.
There are other instances of this sense of meaning and a desire to convey it where the 
Greek is not as clear as it might be. Thus 5ia(3s|3aiou|i£VOi(; (for those who affirm) is 
translated as Ax. (because we say), the preposition being used to show the
1 220,15-16 [f.25va].
2 16,1-2 [f.l49vb].
3 17,12 twice [f.l51va] and 17,14-16 twice [f.l51vb].
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datival relationship more clearly and the agent of the action, we, also being made 
apparent, even though the preceding rjpiv has already been rendered with X^.1
Ep40/Ep45/Ep46
Here we may make reference back to a sentence referred to previously, in which we 
saw how, in the context of restructuring a clause, the translator turned a direct object 
into an adverb and a substantival clause constructed out of article + inf. into a 
straightforward noun phrase. These are the sorts of changes made when the semantic 
content of each word is retained but the grammatical interrelationships between them 
can often be altered quite significantly. In these texts, this sort of transformation is 
reasonably common, and differentiates these texts fundamentally from such as EDC, 
where a set of carefully worked-out rules are applied and only a potential ambiguity 
or lack of clarity in meaning would persuade the translator to alter the grammatical 
forms.
To give some examples from Ep45: in a substantial portion analysed, all 3 instances 
of the reflexive pronoun were wholly omitted, the conjunctions iva and loaze were 
always (6 instances) translated with simple a rather than the * or 5 that we 
find later; the preposition Kara was rendered with ^  mostly (9 out of 13) but could 
equally well be with rears' or altered altogether; and psta + gen. could be either or
Small periphrases which result in changes of grammatical form are extremely 
common, such as for xauta ypai|m.3 This can even involve nouns
being turned into their cognate verbal forms, such that Aeyexai.-.avaoxeaGai 5e Kai 
u t tv o u  Kai xapayfjq Kai AuTrqq is  .n ^ X u o  > ^ ^ 0
Ep50
We have already noted how this translator has made such transformations as noun 
phrases into verb phrases and vice versa and this naturally prevents any consistency of
1 18,4 [f. 15Ira].
2 E p46,161,13-14 [51,15-16], see above under Sentence Restructuring, Ep46.
3 Ep45, 151,10 [39,8].
4 Ep45,155,21-2 [44,19-20].
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formal equivalence. He has little concern for keeping the forms of the Greek 
constructions if they do not easily move into Syriac (although where they do, there is 
little problem). Thus a double negative such as o u k  di|wxo(; is quite naturally turned 
into a positive statement, although this might be said to detract somewhat from the 
force of Cyril’s argument, which involves the denial of a soul-less Christ. However, 
this would be tricky in the Syriac since both the o u k  and the negatory a would have to 
become red.1 Overall, the technique is comparable to Ep40/45/46 just described.
Ep55
Only occasionally here will meaning overcome form to the extent that verbal phrases 
will become nominal ones, TOi(;...dGKOUOi becoming rc^V^n ‘those in the
labour’ rather than ‘those who labour’, and instead of the apodosis i[>£u5o£7if|a£i£V av 
ouSapcoc; the version has the noun phrase oA<\^  Ac\^  ^  rd\o kA 2
On occasion the translator’s grammatical simplifications can produce a misunderstood 
rendering, such as for 5i’ uiou £V 7TV£U|i(m, where the different prepositions are 
ignored and the phrase rendered as rt»a\a rt\=> :u=, even though the semantic weight 
of Cyril’s statement really relies on the two prepositions having quite different 
meanings.3
Sometimes the translator gets himself into difficulty, such as when he uses rdW for 
dcAAcc to introduce an apodosis -  this can be put down to the odd reading of £ui£p ou at 
the beginning of the sentence which the translator must have read in his text.4 He will 
sometimes change singulars to plurals, and sometimes vice versa.5
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
We have noted previously regarding this text that, while it generally maintains careful 
equivalents for the different syntactical constructions, there can still be found a more 
flexible approach from time to time. Thus, while a Greek noun will almost always be 
a Syriac noun, we do find exceptions -  where Cyril writes dp’ ouv dq £va tdiv Ka0’
1 92,1 [f. 14 lva].
2 49,3 [1,6]; 53,4-5 [8,6].
3 53,15 [8,22].
4 This reading is from PR (Schwartz), 52,11 [6,18-19].
5 For the former, ‘holy doctrine’ 50,4 [2,21]; for the latter ‘confessions and opinions’ 50,33 [4,6] and 
‘pious teachings’ 51,6 [4,18].
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r|p<x<; koivov dv0po)7iov r| nioxiq; (is the faith [i.e. ‘do we believe ]  in one man like 
and in common with us?), the translator ignores the unusual use of the noun and treats 
it as though it read the expected mareuopev. Elsewhere phrases such as op0d cppovetv 
can be rendered as
In general, our translator is consistent in using A to mark direct objects with are 
definite in the Greek and omitting it where they are indefinite; proleptic pronouns 
before direct objects are common but by no means universal, thus we have from time 
to time forms such as <m\\,-»n for iva Kaxapyrjap xpv apapxiav, where the
object suffix of course stands for no direct equivalent; further, Syriac idiom is used 
where direct objects would not be appropriate -  thus where vooeo) can take pavia as 
direct object, in Syriac must, and does, take .=.
Proleptic possessive pronouns before genitive constructions with * are, of course, 
found everywhere. A whole variety of Syriac prepositions may be used for Greek 
genitival relationships depending on the interpretation of our translator, including 
where the sense is one of opposition, or where it is partitive etc.3 Again, 
sometimes, an adjectival phrase may the best way of rendering the Greek genitive 
idiom, thus for xfj<; dyditpc; to yvpaiov we have rdacu*, where the Syriac
adjective replaces the head noun, and again for oxpaxial xcav Tiveupaxcjv we have 
rdtucn, where the adjective replaces the genitive noun.4 We find a similar 
range with the Greek datives; especially where they follow compound verbs that 
naturally take dative objects, we find various Syriac prepositions, e.g. AmcA following 
compound verbs with dvxf or Ttapd, .=> being used frequently in this situation.5
Possessive pronouns are dealt with without much consistency. Frequently forms of the 
reflexive eautoc; are reduced to simple suffixes; occasionally he will render the sense 
of it by using re***, and a number of times in the same way even by using rescue, the 
use of which is quite at variance with our other texts, which never use the word except
1 36,24 [f.93ra]; 40,5 [f.94vb].
2 36,14f. [f.92vc]; 40,24 [f.95ra].
3 e.g. 33,19 [f.91rc]; 33,17 [f.91rc].
4 33,32 [f.91vb]; 36,5 [f.92vb] -  the syame on region, supplied from [erroneous] ms omission .
5 33,18 [f.91rc]; 34,1 [f.91vb].
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as an equivalent for vnoozaaic; -  the one exception being RF, who does use it in this 
sense (see below, under lexical equivalence for UTroaxaaic;).1 Sometimes, possessive 
suffixes can appear without any Greek equivalent, e.g. for KapSiac; or cpuascoq, even 
JLs can be used where there is no Greek possessive as well as for simple aurou, and 
conversely the Greek iSioq can become either .L* or just a suffixed pronoun.2 There 
are plenty of examples of all these types of renderings, showing little consistency or 
leaning towards any particular method.
Relative and demonstrative pronouns are usually simple enough. He likes to use of 
feminine for the neuter plural xauxa. There is an interesting idiom in k'm  vyr^s 
which is used for xoiabe, and again, in the plural, xa xoiabe is A^cn vyx's; this 
construction is also used for the expression ouxu) xfi Ae^ei (a word such as this) which 
is considered as synonymous with xfj xoiq5s Another such expression, namely 
vyre' is used for oaoc; as well -  the nuances of these terms are obviously of 
concern to the translator who does not want to reduce them simply to mere personal 
or demonstrative pronouns.3
Responsiones ad Tiberium
We have pointed out already how some of AT’s literalist renderings leave the Syriac 
ambiguous or may even be signs of an erroneous understanding of the Greek. His 
constant use of the preposition .=> to render Kaxa is sometimes involved in this sort of 
error. Thus 5e oiovxai...f|yvor]Kevai xi Xpiaxov Ka0’ o vostxai 0so<; becomes, by 
means of formally rendering each part according to his own principles,
. k'ctAk' A^&uat£a:i ,chn rc'niT’w which Ebied and Wickham understandably
translate as “they suppose that Christ was ignorant of a fact about God” (treating 
as Ethpael) although the Greek equivalent must really mean “they suppose 
Christ to have been ignorant of something insofar as he is thought of as God.”4 The 
Syriac could still be taken this way (if were taken as Ethp’al), but, perhaps
ironically, the translator’s attitude to formal equivalence of the syntax actually leads 
to greater, and not to lesser, ambiguity.
1 33,14 [f.91rc] and 34,2 [f.91vb]; 38,15 [f.93vc]; 37 5 [f.93rc]and 38,21 [f.94ra].
2 33,16 [f.91rc] or 35,35 [f.92vb]; 34,6 [f.91vb]; 38,2 [f.93vb]; 36,27 [f.93rb].
3 34,32 [f.92ra]; 35,6 [f.92rb]; 39,20 [f.94rc]; 40,21 [f.95ra]; 38,3 [f.93vb] and again 39,30 [f.94va].
4 150,12-13 [461,14-15].
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4.i Lexical equivalence
We will deal first with a range of key (mostly Christological) terms, noting in each 
case how each of our translators deals with them, whether with consistent equivalence 
or with variation. We will then describe more generally levels of lexical equivalence 
in each text.
4.i (a) Organised by terminology 
oap£ acojua and their derivatives
The significance of these terms lies both in the level of consistent equivalence which 
we may find, which itself tells us about translation styles, but also in the calibration 
that we can make with the changing terminology for the credal term aapKO)0rjvai. De 
Halleux has analysed the evidence for the changing terms.1 He shows that the older 
Syriac Christology preferred *=A. This phrase, the famous ‘clothing metaphor’
of Syriac literature, we come across in various early translations such as those of 
Basil’s De spiritu sancto and Proclus’ Tomus as well as, more famously, in the 
wording of the Eastern creed of 410.2 The clothing metaphor is a typically Antiochene 
expression and was used freely by Theodore. By contrast, in the revised portions of 
Proclus’ Tomus, as found in ps-Zechariah Rhetor’s Historia Ecclesiastica, this sort of 
language is clearly avoided, and the same is true of the 7 century revisions of both 
these translations. It was developed originally due to a repugnance to the term re\m=>, 
but it too came under severe pressure well before Philoxenus’ day, for it seems to 
have been replaced by sometime in the fifth century, probably in response to
Christological issues. As it is found in Narsai, it cannot be considered a usage of the 
Cyrillian party only.
1 De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole. See also De Halleux, Philoxene, 371. The work o f  
Gribomont, La catechese, somewhat anticipated and, though unacknowledged, lay the ground for the 
De Halleux thesis.
2 See Taylor, De Spiritu Sancto, and Van Rompay, Proclus, for details o f these texts. For the creed of  
410, Voobus, Symbol, 295 and De Halleux, Seleucie-Ctesiphon, 163. In general, see Brock, Clothing 
Metaphor.
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Philoxenus started his career, therefore, using the term which he states to
have been the standard formula of his day,1 and which we find in his early work 
{Contra Habbib). De Halleux has further sifted the evidence from the western 
collections of canons (Add 14528, Add 14525, Vat.Syr.82) and concluded that the 
subsequent alteration of this term to vnaW  occurred under Philoxenus’ own 
patronage in c.500, on the grounds that such neologisms were clearer and did justice 
to the Greek philosophical genius.2 He uses the new term in his later works {Letter to 
Monks o f Senoun, Commentary on the Johannine Prologue). It seems then that 
Philoxenus ordered not just a new version of the New Testament to make up for the 
deficiencies of the ‘Nestorianising’ language of the older translators, but also one of 
the creed. The influence was immediately felt, as the new terms are found in Paul of 
Callinicum, especially when translating the credal formulae in Severus’ Cathedral 
Homilies.
On this basis, De Halleux believes we can better elucidate the histories behind 
otherwise obscure text traditions. He uses his new criteria on the Apollinarian and 
Athanasian texts and also, albeit briefly, on some of the Cyrilline texts here studied 
(Ep40,45,46,55).
In the RF, aap^ is most usually Even without further qualification, this is
worthy of note, because r i s  the term most commonly found in the Peshitta. 
Indeed, within the Biblical citations, where re'ima is used, RF tends to keep the 
Peshitta’s wording.4 However, K'ma is used in the main text as well on occasion. As 
far as technique is concerned, the most significant fact is that he feels he can use the 
two as synonyms and mix them up, apparently for stylistic variation alone. Thus 
and K'via are used almost alongside each other in one place.5 To make the 
point even clearer, in one passage he will use re\aa for odp£, for acopa, then
1 De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole, 303. See, for instance, its common usage in one of 
Philoxenus’ early dogmatical letters, De Halleux, La Deuxieme Lettre de Philoxene aux Monasteres du 
Beit Gaugal, §21.
2 We can, of course, compare the well known ‘deficiencies’ o f the Syriac language deplored by 
Philoxenus in his discussion o f ‘mixture’ in Ephrem (De Halleux, Moines de Senoun, 51). It is here 
also that he mentions the issue o f the language o f ‘becoming man’.
3 Gribomont, La catechese, 153.
4 See further below on Rabbula’s relationship to the Peshitta text, as well as the discussion in Voobus, 
Rabbula and Black, Rabbula.
5 57,7&9 [73,2&5] and again 70,9 [138,4].
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immediately followed by for actp  ^ (!), and then in another he uses both
and for aap£, followed by the use of the latter again but this time for aojpa.1
We also see both rc^cuv^a and rrtya=> for EvavGpooTtfjaic; as well as rc^i^a for 
aojpariKOc;.2 rcrvya is also used consistently for vaoc; in reference to the ‘body’ of 
Christ in preference to the more literal equivalent r<d^aj which we find in the other 
versions.3 The translator has no fear of the so-called ‘clothing metaphor’ and will 
even use it to translate solid Cyrilline formulae such as 5ia to qvujoGai rfj aapKi4
QUX has a fairly consistent oap^/rc'i^a equivalency (although on occasion the term is 
omitted entirely) but rc'vna tends to be found in citations and allusions of Jn 1.14;5 
Kara aapxa is thus fcurdivya or jy v i most of the time, but can also be
n
aapKCJQiq is undistinguished from this, also as Nor is any distinction made
o
for awpa which is also generally When it comes to the language of
‘incarnation’ however, there is a different picture. On occasion, the translator is quite 
content to use the clothing metaphor n'vya *=A, both for the common yeyovsv ocxp^ , 
and even where the Greek imagery is quite different, e.g. for avaoysaGai aapKoq (the 
taking hold o f the flesh), or it can be omitted altogether, as when the phrase iv  Kaipotc; 
KaG’ ouq saapKCjGq is dynamically rendered as rcScn=.9 Even the credal
asoapKCjpsvoq can be translated with <>va %=A, and furthermore, after the expression 
ovta peta cpvosi ze Kai aApGeia Gsov the words rc'i^a xrA* ^  are added as an 
explanatory gloss (see under editing above). 10 However, the straight verb 
aeaapKcapevoq is also found a few times as the ‘neologism’ as well as in the
Aphel form im-v*.11
1 65,2-5 [112,3-7]; 70,27-8 [141,6-8].
2 54,5 [58,3] and 44,26 [9,14]; 64,5 [107,4]; and see below for more on evavOpcjOTttfau;.
3 53,5 [53,3], 53,21 [56,3] etc.
4 62,2 [97,1]; 70,27-8 [141,6], and in several other places.
5 K'iyA 717,16 [f.52va]; 720,19 [f.54va]; 720,40 [f.54vb]; rc'var, 719,21 [f.54ra]; 720,13 [f.54rb].
6 716,37 [f.52ra]; 773,5 [f.91rb].
7 719,31 [f.54ra]; also 720,30 [f.54va]; 721,40 [f.55rb].
8 723,7 [f.56ra]; 777,39 [f.95ra].
9 767,37 [f.87ra]; 715,38 [f.51va]; 719,29 [f.54ra].
10 759,13-4 [f.80va].
11 E.g. 737,3 [f.65rb] and 758,16 [f.79vb]; 715,32&35 [f.51va].
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In the EDC, K'vta is used exclusively for aap^ and for aobpa (and for
evacojidtoc;) showing a strong sense of consistent equivalence.1 However, the verbal 
notion aapK(o0rjvai is rendered rather with and not the ‘newer’ form
(and no distinction between aapKcoGefq and aeaapKwqevoq is made), and the abstract 
noun is found alongside.
In SDI, again nc'vna is used exclusively for aap^, also in the expressions Kara aapxa 
(fViamn) and aapm (re'iamX); also almost exclusively for aoopa, though there are 
some exceptions to the latter equivalent.3 rciuima is also found for aapKixoq and 
similarly for acopariKoq.4 Some little inconsistency means that while
8vau)|i(XTOV is translated as ndjv^a, aacopocrov can be >cv*^ rdl in one place, but rdX 
in another.5 The translator shows his careful distinguishing faculties where he 
uses and iamn respectively for aapKiKcjq and Kara aapxa when the two are
being used in close proximity.6 For the verbal form, however, we find for
£aapKU)0q, as in EDC, along with its noun n^cusax^c*.7 This latter is an interesting 
form, typical of EDC and SDI in particular. While it signifies a movement towards 
creating a tight and precise terminology, it seems unaware of the Philoxenian option 
SDI also carefully excludes the ‘clothing metaphor’ by using 
rc'cnXrdX as a translation of the Gk 0£ocpopo<;, where Cyril is repudiating the term as a
o
description for the incarnate Christ.
Ep39 uses K'vna and consistently in the same way, save for one place where 
is used for atip£. 9 ^ x ^ W  is again used in the credal citation for 
ocxpKooGfjvai.10
1 E.g. 18,4 [f.l5vb] and 18,26 [f.l6rb]; the Nestorian versions of the anathemas also tend to have rfu a , 
but in one crucial place insist (even in the revised versions) on (see Part 3.iv.b on the anathemas 
for this significant point); for evocopaxoq 18,6 [f.l5vb].
2 20,3 [f.l7rb] et passim; for the noun 20,27 [f.l8ra].
3 220,11 [f.22rb]; 221,3 [f.26rb]; * ^ 2 1 9 , 2 9  [f.21vb]; for oujpa at 221,33 [f.27ra].
4 224,10 [f.40va]; 223,27 [f.31vb].
5 222,8 [f.27ra]; 222,3 [f.27ra] and 224,35 [f.41rb].
6 Extant in Latin only, but the underlying Greek behind carnaliter... secundum carnem is obvious 
enough, 205,35 [f.41vb].
7 222,15 [f.30va] and 225,7 [f.41va] etc; the noun at 197,7 [f.33vb].
8 199,4 [f.35va].
9 18,24 [f.l51va].
10 17,16 [f.l50v].
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In Ep40 rc'vto is most commonly used for cdp2;, rt'i^a appearing a few times, with 
r^cui^a also for odpKGOOic;.1 However, in one place the translator uses \a a W  for 
aeaapKO)pevo<; followed almost immediately by for oapKO)0fjvai -  the first
being the term Philoxenus substituted for the second. It may be that the translator is 
distinguishing middle and passive senses of the verb, but that would hardly fit with 
his techniques elsewhere. If we accept De Halleux’s proposition that is clearly
a post-Philoxenian term, then we could conclude that this version is post c.500. We 
have already seen on other grounds, however, that this is not the case, for we can date 
the text before 484, and this earlier date matches well with the high degree of freedom 
with which the translator in general treats his text (see under ‘editing’ above). The use 
of icnaW here may force us soon to revise some of our understandings of Philoxenus’ 
role in the development of translation techniques.
There is a middle/passive distinction also in Ep44 where oapKU)0eu; is rendered as 
while the middle oeoapKCopevot; is translated with the Pael the latter
being used in the Cyrilline pia cpuaic; formula. As we have seen, the distinction seems 
to have been taken into some consideration also in Ep40.3
In Ep45, we see another complex situation: although K'v^a is generally used for odp£;, 
there is an interesting exception, where rtvxa is used in a citation of 2 Cor 5.16 even 
though rc'is^ is actually found (contrary to common usage) in the Peshitta at this 
point.4 In total, re'i^a is found in 13/15 instances of simple odp£ For the phrase Kara 
aapKa, however, is used; oapKCOOic; is r^eu i^a and acjpa is always rc^w.o^ 
15/17 times (rt'i^a for the other two).
The verbal forms show similar patterns to those mentioned before, the passive 
oocpKooGrjvai is in the credal phrase Gsov svavGpamrjoavTa xori aapKcoGsvta,
but the GSoapKCopsvq of the Cyrilline formula is the Pael however, the same
middle form is rendered as in the very next section, even though this comes
‘ 26,1 [32,10]; 27,1 [33,22].
2 26,9 [32,22].
3 36,12 [55,28] for the passive; 35,14 [54,20] for the middle.
4 156,7 [45,11].
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in another credal ‘quote’ where Cyril uses EvavGpcoTrrjaavra Kori asaapKtapevov.1 The 
translator’s distinction between the perfect middle and the aorist passive forms is 
therefore not carried through consistently; rather, it would appear that the Syriac form 
used depends on whether the creed or the Cyrilline formula is being quoted rather 
than on the form actually present in the Greek text.
Ep46 shows some variation from the norms that Ep45 seemed to set itself. Thus there 
are a couple of instances of for oocp^  as well as being normally for acopa;
Kara odpKa is in contrast to the normal of Ep45.2 These sort of
exceptions are much more common in this text than in Ep45; for example, rc'vna is 
used where the Greek has acopa in one place, and can be used as well as the 
normal rd^cv^ .3 We then note that the less common term adpKCoaic; is rendered as 
and iaiaW  is then also found for asoapKOjpevoc; although, in line with 
Ep45, is more frequently used for this participle in the Cyrilline formula.4 The 
use of harks back to the unexpected use of the same term in Ep40 above. Just
to indicate finally the uneven nature of these terms in this text, we can note that toe 
acopocta is rendered as rdvnas A^cn while xf\ xoiKf] cpuaei in the very same sentence in 
rdixM despite the fact that the two are meant to be synonymous in the 
argument.5 In general, the renderings in Ep46 are a good deal more varied and 
unexpected than in Ep45, which may count against Ebied and Wickham’s assumption 
that they were translated by the same individual.
Ep50 shows a similar variety, although with fewer exceptions to the general rules, 
such as using for adp£ where we do find rdiai=, it is usually under the influence 
of the Peshitta. We do, however, get rdsue.c\^ for adp^ on at least two occasions.6 For 
Kara odpKa we saw above in Ep45/46 the use of both and
interchangeably, and both appear in close proximity also here, as well as adjpa
1 152,17 [40,25]; 153,23 [42,20]; 154,3 [42,25]. It is also possible, o f course, that the Vorlage o f the 
Syriac had been amended and the second formula had aapKcoOevta as the result o f assimilation to the 
first, but this cannot be assumed.
2 159,4 [48,27] and 161,8 [51,7]; 161,17 [51,24]; 158,19 [48,8].
3 161,6 [51,4]; 162,5-6 [52,11].
4 160,24 [50,22]; 162,17 [52,27]; 160,24 [50,22] and 162,17 [52,27].
5 161,6 [51,4-5].
6 91,16 [f.l41rb]; 94,30 [f.l43rb] and 99,30 [f.l46vb].
7 91,27 [f.l41rb] and 91,30 [f.l41rb]; 95,3 [f.l43va].
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can be both rsf»*.co^ (even in defiance of Peshitta 2 Pe 2.24) and rP iv ^ ^ ax ^ W  is 
again predictably used for the passive aapKO)0rjvai.
In general, Ep55 shows a greater level of one-to-one equivalence of terms, and 
therefore here we far more commonly have ne'vna for aocp^  and for aoopa,
although there are instances of for actpJ; as well.3 In this latter instance,
is used for the ‘clothing’ metaphor ripTteayEto aapKoc, which indicates that, 
although this translator uses at times Philoxenian terms such as xiinW, he 
nevertheless does not shy away from this metaphor as Philoxenus had urged. 
aapKCoGeiq in the credal allusions is again ;nx^W  (but twinned with the more novel 
and the active for aeaapKcnpevoc; and r^ c u ra x ^ ^  for aapKCoaic;.4 In 
one quotation of the credal statement, however, it is omitted -  perhaps best explained 
as an error or textual variant rather than a conscious choice.5 Oddly, on one occasion 
vaaa is used as an equivalent for avpatoq.6
In CO/CT, we find a set of terms reminiscent of the more flexible texts, Ep40 and 
45/46. There is no absolute consistency, but odcp^  is almost all the time. The 
exceptions tend to come in the set phrases actpKOt ysyovcocj/YeveaGai, though even here 
K'iva is found.7 Even in citation, is sometimes preferred to Peshitta’s k'wu,
such as in John 3.6, but not in John 1.14, the most crucial text of all.8 In other set 
phrases, is also used, such that is equivalent for both peta aapKoq and for 
Katdc aapKOt, while the commonly used aapKiKobc; is always ^.rdiv^a.9 For both the 
aorist middle/passive aeaapKcapsvoc; (in the Apollinarian formula) and for the pf 
passive aapKCoGrjvai we have the now common formulaic ^ox^W  and for the derived 
aapKCoaic; we have coaxes (sic, not p^cu^x^a),10 and that despite oapKiKCjq
1 95,8 [f.l43vb]; 92,1 [f.l41vb].
2 91,20 [f.l41rb].
3 54,8 [10,4].
4 y w 56,38 [15,12]; 56,37 [15,10]
5 53,29-30 [9,12]; 54,14 [10,13].
6 53,1 [8,1], possibly under the influence o f Peshitta 1 Cor 10.18.
7 35,21 [f.92va] and 35,29 [f.92va], but 37,4 [f.93rc].
8 35,28 [f.92va]; 35,21 [f.92va].
9 34,30 [f.92ra]; 35,22 [f.92va]; passim, e.g. 34,15 [f.91vc].
10 38,20 [f.94ra] bis and 45,27 [f.97vc].
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being adjpoc is not distinguished from aap^, being also rendered
while aaioparot; is -1
AT has rfiaia consistently for actp  ^ but changes its policy for acopa apparently after 
question number 3 [146,14]; before this the term used is consistently rc^n.co!<, but 
afterwards it becomes This may be evidence for a change of translator part
way through this text. Even here, though, there are strange instances, such as when 
GGopaioeiSrj is rendered as k'ou., even though the synonymous expression
aoopatoc; si'Sei is r^ou. just a few lines later!2 In chi5 he uses reA for
daojpdtoq while still rendering acopa with re'i^a.3 It is unfortunate that the verbal
forms aapKCoOrjvai etc. are not used at all in this work. One would expect to find
vaaW  consistently, but we cannot be sure.
These patterns can also be neatly summed up in the variety of equivalents used for the 
common formula pexd aapKoc; oiKOVopia. We get the following results:
De Recta Fide 67,6 [122,5] re&cu\=>xn 
Quod Unus sit Christus 715,30 [f.51va]
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum 16,1 [f.l4rb] etc. k'vbq
Scholia de Incarnatione 222,13 [f.3Orb] K'vna
Ep40 29,12 [37,2-3] r<A\cui=:e* [the other instance, 29,26 omitted]
Ep45 153,12-3 [42,10] CT>&\cui=:c*>
Ep46 159,1 [48,22-3] K'&xcuvalUso
Responsiones ad Tiberium 154,10 [464,10]
Contra Orientales 34,30 [f.92ra] 59,34 [f.l05rb] m)*c*\=>xn
Contra Theodoretum 123,20 [f.ll3va] c7j*\cui=j»o; 129,2 [f.ll5vc] m&c*\=>xz>
The significant point is not so much the r<'\^a/r<'va= divide between RF/CO/CT and 
the others, but in the gradation from the periphrasis of QUX to the use of the simpler
preposition ^  in RF/Ep40/Ep46/CO/CT, and thence to EDC, SDI, and AT’s use of ^
1 44,12 [f.97ra]; 35,36 [f.92vb] and 37,13 [f.93rc]; 35,37 [f.92vb].
2 164,16 [472,9-10]; 166,10-11 [473,14].
3 178,5 [482,1].
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as a more precise equivalent for pstcx. If we look at instances of the simple phrase 
peta aapKoc; in other contexts, the point becomes clearer. For at CO 61,24 [f.l06ra] 
Cyril argues that oocpKi and peta aapKoc; have the same meaning. In general, the 
translator of CO would use ^  for both, but as the translation of the sentence would 
then become meaningless he recognises the need to be more precise and uses 7^  
for peta aapKoc; in this context. CO’s lack of consistency is thus evident even 
to himself. It is no surprise in addition that the phrase when used alone is always ^  
ri'vaa in Ep55, while in Ep50 it turns up as
avdpcjmva, ocvOpconorrjq, evavOpcjnrjoiq
Here we have some further significant variation. Just as for aapKO)0fjvai, so 
Philoxenus, according to De Halleux, introduced the term xiiaW into the text of the 
creed as the best rendering for evavGpumeiv, in place of the long-used k'oot. 
Here too the Syriac ‘clothing metaphor’ comes into play, for, as we shall see,
could be used for evavGpomeiv as much as for aapKCoGfjvai. However, there 
can be no doubt that xiiaW  precedes Philoxenus, for the term is found in those of our 
texts which we know to pre-date his earliest work, and Philoxenus himself goes 
through a stage in his writings where he uses W  along with 2
In the RE we see a similar picture to that described for the earlier translations of Basil 
and Proclus. Thus in the RF the ‘clothing m e t a p h o r i s  used for 
8vav0pu)7i£Tv, even though the term dvaAap(3dveiv, which is used twice in the former 
section and might be considered more suited to an equivalent such as is omitted 
both times.3 The clothing metaphor for the incarnation is used with other verbs as 
well, such as evoo) and epnAsKCO.4 The very fact that RF will use this sort of language 
for such important Alexandrian concepts as evavGpcoTreiv and yiyveoGai avGpoomx; 
indicates his lack of a real awareness of the marked differences between Antiochene 
and Alexandrian Christology which only perhaps became better understood among 
the Syrians in the time of Philoxenus.
1 Ep55, 53,33 [9,16]; 57,33 [16,29]; Ep50, 96,5 [f.l44rb].
2 E.g. in the Letter to the Monks o f  Palestine (De Halleux, Nouveaux textes /, 37,115 etc.).
3 45,17 [14,4], 63,23 [105,4] etc.
4 53,21 [56,3]; 66,4-5 [117,6].
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A very different approach marks our other texts. For instance in Ep45 \ir\ acbpa 
7l8(pOpriK£ TOV dv0pO)7ClVOV is cnX rfam rd u u rc ' rd r* ix .c\_^ , which Seems
deliberately to avoid the suggested clothing metaphor of TcecpoppKe,1 and in the same 
letter, as well as in Ep50, we find an ambiguity between ‘man’ and ‘flesh’ which is 
highly likely to be pre-Severan, at least in theology if not in date -  evavGpomqaic; 
being rendered with the expression cn^cu\3»9, exactly as if it were again the 
psxd aocpKoq oixovopiac; of the previous sentence.2 Ep 46 uses for both
evavGpumfloic; and for Kara aapxa, (instead of the usual ^iama or even for
the latter), again showing no distinction between two key Christological terms, and 
Ep50 again does a similar thing. QUX even omits the term when used in conjunction 
with oapKOXJK;, the two being covered with One might say that these
translators show almost no awareness of what the Christological issues really were 
after Chalcedon.
The most common rendering for evavGpomsiv in these letters (i.e. in Epp 45,46,50) is 
simply the traditional k'ocw and not the neologism that Philoxenus
introduced, despite the anomaly, mentioned above, that Ep46 occasionally has 
for aeaapKCjpevoq.5 The texts that show the more developed passive form are
QUX (rarely), Ep39, Ep55, EDC, SDI, CO, CT and AT;6 they also all make use of its 
derivative, These show the clear influence of the Philoxenian revisions,
which was lacking at least in the translators of other letters as well as, of course, in the 
RF. However, at least for Ep39, Ep55 and EDC and not the Philoxenian
viiaW was used for aapKCoGfjvai (see previous heading). Either we can say that one 
of the revised terms found faster and more universal acceptance than the other, or that
tVia 6 century revision has been carried out on these texts without being carried through 
at all completely, or, finally, that this use of tivjW  pre-dates Philoxenus’ revision
1 153,16 [42,9].
2 Ep45, 153,17 [42,10]; Ep50, 95,4 [f.l43va].
3 158,20-1 [48,10]; 91,3 [f.l40rb].
4 721,40-41 [f.55rb].
5 e.g. E p45,152,17 [40,25]; Ep46, 158,13 [47,25]; Ep50, 91,20 [f.l41rb].
6 QUX 737,3 [f.65rb]; Ep39, 17,16 [f.l50vb]; Ep55, 54,14 [10,13]; EDC 20,2 [f.l7rb]; SDI 221,21 
[f.26va]; CO 34,34 [f.92ra]; CT 126,26 [f.ll5ra]; AT 158,3 [467,6]; 162,8 [470,11] etpassim ; for the 
influence o f Philoxenus here, see further above, under occp% and o&pa and their derivatives, and 
especially De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole.
7 QUX 737,15 [f.65va]; Ep39, 17,2 [f.l50rb]; Ep55, 53,22 [9,2]; EDC 18,5 [f.l5vb]; SDI 222,23 
[f.30va]; CO 3 3 ,21[f.91va]; AT 162,21 [471,9].
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and actually influenced his thought rather than vice versa. The use of xiiaW  clearly 
shows a desire for one-to-one equivalency, for the result of using r&*\=> rc'om for 
£vav0po)TC£iv is that it becomes indistinguishable from yeyovev avGpoomx;, as 
happens in Ep45 and QUX, which despite the occasional use of in credal
statements, usually have rdni=» r^om.1 For the abstract £vav0po)7tqai<;, the more 
advanced texts will use but older ones a mixture of terms, Ep45 having
and re'i\cui=jx» once each.
In general, however, there is a tendency always to use rdurc' or rtx*\=> for ‘man’ 
even where other translators may have opted for - witness the way Ep40 deals 
with Jn 8.39-40 where he follows the Peshitta exactly except that he uses rears' is 
instead of for otv0pu)7roq.2 This lexical commitment extends into the abstract,
though in slightly different ways: thus EDC shows a careful distinction between the 
abstract f| dv0pdmorr]<; and the adj. <xv0pu)7tivo<;, the first being re and the 
second the adjective r e tir e .3 Later, however, while id dvGpumiva is, as expected, 
the plural the singular form in the next clause, tov dvOpdmivov is rendered
with the abstract noun k'^cvxik' as if it were f| dvGpdmorqc;, for which is one
of the most consistent equivalents, not just in this text but everywhere.4
ovcria and derivatives
Cyril seems to have used oucnoc in the same sense as (puau;, just as the terms were 
never distinguished in Trinitarian theology. The distinction between these words 
became an issue later on in the debates leading up to the ecumenical council of 553.5 
There is thus a development over time in its significance for Christology, but the 
precise timing of these developments is hard to gauge.
De Halleux’s study on the Philoxenian creed touched also on the translation of 
opoouaioq, especially the move from to r^ofcurc' \=> which he brought about,
at least within the official version of the creeds, although it does appear earlier, for
1 In Ep45 compare 153,16 [42,8] with 153,14 [42,6]; in QUX 716,38 [f.52ra] with 715,39 [f.51va].
2 27,30 [35,4].
3 18,17 [f.l6rb] for both terms.
4 20,l[f.l7rb]; 20,5 [f.l7rb]; for «'*\cuur<' elsewhere see e.g. CO 44,5 [f.96vc].
5 See Lebon, Christologie, 454-67.
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instance in the Acts of Sharbil and in Isaac of Antioch late in the fifth century. 
Although its invention cannot be attributed to Philoxenus, its widespread use begins 
only from him, and even later writers, e.g. Jacob of Serug, are often very attached to 
the older forms.1 The loan report' and the concomitant rc^or^ and r^aoif k'cv*. 
are not found in Philoxenus, but are used soon afterwards by Paul of Callinicum in his 
translation of Severus’ Cathedral Homilies, not as his normal rendering (which 
remains or r c ^  re'o*.) but as an occasional experiment.
In the RF, r c ^  is almost always used for ouafa, confirming that for both this text and 
Cyril, the word was essentially synonymous with cpuaic;, which is always in all 
our texts. RF even uses rtn*. twice within the same sentence, once for cpuaic;, once for 
ouafa.3 However, in RF, r c ^  is not such a technical term that it cannot also be used in 
other situations, such as for k<x0’ eautov and for ixpocypa, where its use is unexpected 
because Cyril seems to be deliberately avoiding using cpuaic; at this point.4 RF’s use of 
for ouafa evidences a less advanced stage than the translation of Titus of Bostra’s 
Contra Manichaeos, made not after 411, in which is found. This marks it out
as primitive.5
We continue to find in this context throughout most of our texts as the standard 
rendering for ouafa, along with for opoouaioc;.6 In addition, the use of is
generally restricted to ouafa and cpuaic; alone. In Ep45, the translator evidently 
considered them as synonymous because he reduces the hendiadys ouafav r\roi cpuaiv 
to just a single rc^ . In Ep46 the introductory question includes a number of instances
1 De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole, esp 301-2. For the Acts o f Sharbil, see Cureton, Ancient 
Syriac Documents, 43, a text which de Halleux seems to ignore in his survey. It is unusual in that the 
‘new’ r^o&uct' \s  is found here alongside for the ‘incarnate’ o f the creed, also
seems to appear in the text o f the Eastern creed o f 410 (Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, 22) but the 
original text was probably cdu* (Vobbus, Symbol, 295, line 13, and De Halleux, Seleucie-Ctesiphon, 
163, line 13).
2 Gribomont, La catechese, 146-7.
3 53,27-8 [57,1].
4 71,34 [147,6]; 72,22 [151,2].
5 See Pedersen, Demonstrative p ro o f in defence o f  God, 429. This underlines the point that changes in 
translation methods are not chronologically even, since Titus o f Bostra was translated well before the 
De Recta Fide (only written c.430), and yet the latter known nothing of
6 Generally passim, but even also in more ‘advanced’ texts, e.g. in SDI opoouaioq as \=> at 
[223,40/f.40rb] and in Ep44 at 36,6 [55,18].
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of both opoouaioc; and of cpuaic;, in Syriac *=> and re^. respectively.1 This 
approach shows us both why the translator does not distinguish between them 
(because to Cyril they are synonyms) and also the difference between his technique of 
signifie as opposed to the signifiant approach of later translators who, coming across a 
passage such as this, would draw from Cyril’s statement precisely the opposite 
conclusion from the same data, viz. that they ought to make a distinction between 
cpuaic; and ouaicx (because Cyril uses both words instead of only one) so that they can 
accurately represent what Cyril is saying.
QUX’s loose method sometimes has r c f o r  opoouaioc; in reference to 
the Trinity.2 In EDC ouaicoSwc; is Stuped, showing none of the more advanced 
methods we otherwise see in this text.3 Ep50 shows its freedom of treatment, using 
in quite an idiomatic fashion, such as in the phrase cpuaei touto ujrcxpxcav, where 
we would normally expect it to be used only for opoouaioc;.4
Although the term does crop up from time to time, such as in QUX where it
renders umxp i^c;,5 none of the texts mentioned so far in this connection ever uses 
Philoxenus’ preferred i=. Ep55, however, does have r^ofcurc' \=> for
opoouaioc; and also for ouaicx on occasion, although this is more commonly
rdu*.6 We may explain the inconsistency in that the translator’s use of 
comes in a citation from the creed, whereas in the rest of the letter the wording 
remains more conservative. This particular fact would seem to place the translation 
firmly after Philoxenus’ creedal revision in c.500. rc'^ ofcurc' is also used regularly for 
ouaicx in CO, although opoouaioc; remains rci** i=>. Strangely, however, a phrase so 
apparently theological as rc'^o^K' can also be used as an equivalent to
rautotqc; in close proximity to a place where r^ofcu*' renders the technical ouaicx. It 
is characteristic of this translator to use some very precise and careful equivalents, 
both in syntax and lexicon, interspersed with idiomatic terminology and turns of
1 156,14 [45,21]; 160,14-17 [50,8-12].
2 Twice, at 732,28 [f.62rb] and 773,19 [f.92ra].
3 23,22 [f,19vb] and 25,19 [f.21ra].
4 96,8-9 [f.l44rb].
5 717,12 [f.52va].
6 opoouaioq 51,22 [5,15] and ouoia 51,21 [5,13] are both in a credal citation, also rs'^ ofcure' elsewhere 
52,24 [7,8]; normally just rCu*. 53,14&21 [8,20&29].
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phrase.1 SDI also uses rc'^ ofcuc*' for ouaia, while having the older r c ^  for 
opoouaioc; (see above).2
Only in AT do we find the loan-word, rduajoK', typical of later versions, and opoouaioc; 
therefore as rtx&art rtc^. This would suggest a considerably later translation style for 
this text. However, this is not the only way in which the term can be rendered, for in a 
single sentence opoouaioc; can be both rt*sx>ar? k'm. and r c ^  \=> -  so there is 
evidently room for flexibility, perhaps for stylistic reasons. It is the loan word, 
however, that is by far the more common, and even compounds like auvouafcuaic; 
have to be calqued as report's ^ n a B . 4 That Ep55 uses for
cuvoucicoaic; indicates the difference between these texts, both in their approach to the 
term ouafa and also to the use of constructs to represent compounds.5 Brock has 
suggested that the calquing of compounds in this fashion is a 7 century trait, also 
found in the Armenian Hellenising school.6
We can say, with reference to AT, only a later translation style, and not a later date, 
because the loan-word r^ a>ok' is, in fact, already found in the version of Eusebius’ 
Theophania found in Add 12150, the earliest dated Syriac manuscript, written in 411, 
clearly long before any of our texts can have been made.7 This is a warning against 
creating a typology which is closely associated with absolute dating, except in the 
very broadest terms. We can only create a spectrum which describes different 
approaches and methods as being more, or less, developed on a linear basis, but not 
then conclude that that linear basis is necessarily co-terminous with a chronological 
one -  unless we have clear evidence on other grounds for absolute dating. It seems 
clear that translation style was, at all times, at least as much a matter of context, 
audience, perhaps geographical location, and personal taste etc. as of date. We can 
perhaps sometimes say that a particular method is unlikely to be used before a
1 37,8 [f.93rc] and 44,2 [f.96vc]; 40,13 [f.94vc]; forrauroTr|(;at44,l [f.96vc].
2 187,38 [f.24vb]. It may be that rdu* is sometimes used in SDI for ouaia, but the Latin substantia 
could stand for either in the lost parts o f the original, and we cannot therefore be sure o f this -  e.g. see
186,23 [f.23vb].
3 150,15& 17 [462,3&5].
4 156,29 [467,4]
5 Ep55, 54,27 [11,4].
6 Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 85.
7 De Halleux, however, finds his first example only in Narsai: De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du 
symbole, 302.
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particular date, but not the opposite, that because that method is not used, the date is 
necessarily earlier. This warning will have to be borne constantly in mind.
ipvxrj XoyiKrjand ipvxi) voepoc
For these key Apollinarian terms, we observe some unusual patterns, which do not 
always correspond as expected with those we saw in the last two sections:
is the word of choice for XoyiKoq in RF, QUX, SDI, EDC, Ep39, CO, AT.1 
rc'&OLdi* is also used for voEpoc; by QUX, Ep40, Ep45, Ep46, Ep 50.2
used for voepoq in, Ep44, Ep45, Ep46, Ep55, AT;3 and then also as a 
second term for XoyiKoq in CO.4
Note also that in Ep50 vo£pd is expanded into a hendiadys using both and
r<'&\cu&w.a:u.^
It is a significant observation, however, that of those texts in which Cyril uses both 
terms, namely Ep45, Ep46, Ep50, AT, only the last one maintains the distinction, i.e. 
follows a consistent lexical equivalence.
The longer Apollinarian formulae, based around the verb ipuxouv, produce further 
variation. RF and QUX use periphrastic expressions to avoid a verbal equivalent for 
e\|;uxoOv (e.g. in QUX we have <n=» fcunc' ^  for kolv £\|wxoop£vov
vooTto ipuxfi voEpa)6 while the others use formulae of varying precision and 
succinctness. Thus in Ep46 the phrase eiJjuxojto rpuxfl voEpoc is simply rc'om
rd*£a=. Ep 45 deals with this in a rather unwieldy way; for £i|;ux(j0|i£vov ipuxfl 
voEpa we have i*&ui&u.o:u reitsu=», with the similarly wordy phrase rdxsim
being used later but there representing i|;uxriv sxouap. Ep55 is the most
1 RF 52,15 [49,8]; SDI 221,4 [f.26rb]; QUX 731,28 [f.61vb]; EDC 17,15 [f.l5rb]; Ep39, 17,10 
[f.l50va]; CO, 34,35 [f.92ra]; AT, 174,20 [480,1].
2 QUX 777,40 [f.95ra]; Ep40, 25,1 [31,3]; Ep45, 153,7 [41,6]; Ep46, 158,14 [48,1]; Ep50, 91 23 
[f.l41rb].
3 Ep44, 36,10 [55,24]; Ep45, 153,3 [41,17]; Ep46, 161,21 [51,27]; Ep55, 54,11-12 [10,10]; AT, 154,29 
[465,13]. Cf.also for ew ouv in SDI 228,5 [f.38va].
4 44,7 [f.97ra].
5 98, 9 [f.l45va].
6 777,40 [f.95ra].
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concerned to keep its equivalence both accurate and simple, having ei^uxwpevqv 
ijjuxfl voepoc rendered as rdtso= and CO has a virtually identical
expression, except that, in accordance with his expansionist technique, he uses both 
rc'iAAso and for AoyiKOc;.1
By way of contrast to these verbose renderings, Ep50 reduces the phrase peta aapKoq 
ouk <xi|wxou... &AA’ e^ux^E^v1!^ voepooq to the single phrase 
.tno^ft'.2 This shows considerable simplification of Cyril’s wordiness and willingness 
to chop off even the vital anti-Apollinarian voepooc;, largely because it has been said 
already and here we have simply (as he explicitly says) a summary.
CO also deals with it very simply, having the possessive construction <n\ Cure's 
rc'JdJbw rdtiki for aap2; ipuxqv £XOuaa tf|v AoyiKrjv (flesh having a rational soul)?
The language o f  ‘con-joining
<jvva7TT£iv; ovpfaweiv, auvrpexeiv; ovvnOeoOai etc.
RF has a very wary attitude to this sort of terminology, almost always avoiding giving 
any precise equivalent. To illustrate this distinctive approach, we see that auyKSiaGai 
(papev ek re  tfft dv0pa)Tt6Tqto<;...Kai ex xo0...uio0 becomes ^  jcncAu*'* 
rc'ia acn and 5ta|3£paioup£0a 5e auvoSov p£v uva Kai...tf)v auvSpoprjv
dc; £va)aiv...Tt:£7rpcxx0ai cpvo£0)v becomes am* ^A
j»i.4 We see the same again frequently in this text with auyxdaGai, auvSpopq, 
dvdrct£iv, and oupPaaic;.5 Ep45 too has the habit of omitting the idea of ouvoSoc; or 
auv5popo<;.6
The general equivalents in this category are usually adhered too through all the other 
texts, namely for auvccirrEiv, including the common for auvacp£ia (these
are found passim in all of our texts); for auvri0£vai with rd=^oi for the important
1 RF, e.g. 45,18 [14,6-7]; Ep46, 158,14 [47,27-48,1]; Ep45, 153,2-3 [41,16-17] and 153,7 [41,24-5]; 
Ep55, 54,11-12 [10,9-10]; CO 44,7 [f.97ra].
2 92,1 [f.l41va],
3 34,35 [f.92ra].
4 52,20-3 [50,5-6].
5 57,17 [75,3] and 69,23 [135,6-7]; 58,3 [77,6]; 58,19 [79,10]; 62,1 [96,7].
6 E.g. 153,21 [42,16].
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auvGeou;;1 most commonly for ouvTpsxeiv, which yields such important terms as 
rc^x.cu* for auvoSoq, which can also be used for auvocyeiv.2 The locus classicus of Am 
for Syriac writers is most likely Gen 2.24, encouraged to think of the union of the 
natures in Christ as united in a way similar to that in marriage.
However, there are some notable exceptions to these general patterns, such as in the 
text of the 11th anathema in EDC where auvdmTEiv is translated with *, contrasting 
strongly with the text of the 3rd anathema which has the normal A m .3 The East Syrian 
versions have Am in the 3rd anathema but .\,Yu in the 11th, which seems to make Cyril 
anathematise Eutychians rather than Nestorians.4 RE uses Am  in another place for 
aupcpepeiv, where its meaning in the Greek does not qualify for such a strong sense of 
bonding as Am probably conveys.5 The translator of AT also uses it in the phrase 
&koAou0£1 toc £i5r] toT<; aoopaaiv (shapes belong to bodies).6 Ep44 has a tendency to 
be more minimalist and uses just for ocKoAouGav as well as aupcp£p£iv.7
Similarly, Ep40 has r^cu iu*  for aup(3aaic;, while always still using n 'W u m  for 
auvoccpaa.8 Ep39 has some very different words, using both ^\n  (Pael) and k 'W  
(Aphel) in close proximity for auv(X7iT£iv.9
The language o f ‘mixture 
[ovyJx&v, [cvy]KEppdvvpt piyvvpi, cpvpeiv
Cyril does not concern himself much with the issue of mixture and confusion in the 
RF; where he does so the translator does not pick up on its significance. Thus for 
dcKAovqroc; he uses rdX (unchanging, rather than unconfused); and he can
wholly omit the vital qualifier dauyKUtax;.10 He is thus not yet apparently aware of the 
importance of avoiding Eutychianism.
1 E.g. EDC 18,28 [f.l6va]; Ep46, 160,3 [49,24]; CO 39,15 [f.94rc]; SDI 223,9 [f.31rb].
2 E.g. SDI 223,20 [f.31rb]; QUX 736,6 [f.64va]; EDC 18,22 [f.l6rb]; Ep46, 160,3 [49,24].
3 24,26 [f.20va] as against the earlier 18,21 [f.l6rb].
4 EDC 24,26 [f.20va] and 18,21 [f.l6rb]; for the texts o f the Nestorian version, see Abramowski and 
Goodman, Nestorian Collection.
5 60,20 [89,13].
6 164,19 [472,12-13].
7 36,16 [56,6].
*26,2 [32,10].
9 E p 39 ,16,10 and 15 [f.ISOra*2].
10 63,7 [102,5]; 66,4 [117,6].
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There are essentially four Syriac roots used in this connection in the other texts: \3u>, 
and - but these are used with varying degrees of consistency of 
equivalence with the various Greek terms that Cyril uses.
These terms often appear in Cyril in groups of two or three and the renderings are 
always formulaic rather than maintaining a precise equivalence: thus the sequence 
Kpaaic;, auyxuaic;, cpuppoc; is rendered as rc^ cv=*» rd-Aoj rd^tccw; and then 
elsewhere rc^xcc* and red=\cv= are for auyKpaaic; and auyxuaic;.1 The order and 
particular words chosen in these sorts of formulae are rarely consistent, although in 
Ep44 Cyril uses the same pairing of terms twice in close proximity but in the opposite 
order and the translator considers equivalence important enough to follow suit.
We can see this attitude shown clearly from some examples of these words being used 
singly. Thus Ep40 can use both r?\\a»  red and rdLAcv= red for aauyxuroc;.2 By 
contrast EDC has r c f o r  dvaxuaic; and re^xcoa for auyKpaaic;, while in Ep46 we 
see rd^xcooo for (puppoq.-.auyxuaic; and then shortly afterwards re^xcos
for cpuppoc; Kal auyKpaaic; which shows how interchangeable these terms 
are.3 Ep50 uses a slightly different form, re'V-A-ite* red for aauyxuioc;, similar to 
SDI’s red for the same.4 Similar mixes of equivalents are found in QUX, such
that even a pair of different terms dauyxuTtoc; Kai dtpSTitcoc; can be rendered once 
correctly and once in the wrong order.5
Again, CO shows similar patterns: ouyxeco appears as but then as .1=1-3 
immediately preceding another use of for avacpupcj.6 One anomaly is found 
with the rendering of aauyxutax; as r^i^cv*. rcd^  (without change), as if the translator 
has taken this as synonymous with the preceding dtpEirccuc;, a rendering found twice.7
1 Ep40, 56,23 [37,15]; Ep44, 35,19-20 [55,4].
2 25,18 [31,25-6]; 26,11 [32,25].
3 EDC 17,14 [f.l5rb]; Ep46, 159,16 [49,12-13] and 160,8 [50,1].
4 Ep55 91,24 [f.l41rb]; SDI 222,23 [f.31ra].
5 QUX 736,7 [f.64va] and 737,2 [f.65ra] respectively.
6 38,6 [f.93vb]; 40,25f. [f.95ra].
7 34,36 [f.92rb]; 36,30 [f.93rb].
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In AT the translator uses record* ^ qm3» for auvouaicoaic;, as though this were a 
reference to some sort of ‘mixture’ also,1 though elsewhere he uses reform for 
auyxuau;, along with rdLnXaa for cpuppoc;, and also the verb for auyK£pavvu|ii.2
Thus in all these texts there is a degree of variety and interchangeability between a 
number of synonymous alternatives, although not even AT is so fixed on a precise 
lexical equivalence as to keep each Syriac term for an individual Greek one.
The language o f  ‘change 
vpeneivand aAAoiovv
As we noted with the ‘mixture’ language, there are some fairly standard equivalences 
here which we need only note briefly, but some texts stick more closely and 
exclusively to these than others.
EDC provides a good example of keeping one Syriac word for each Greek term, thus 
tpoirrj is rd&3u»ax., aAAoioooic; is rdn^cue. and petaaraaic; is r^a*..3 SDI similarly, with 
(XTpETrrOX; KOCl OCVaAAoid)ta)(; as r d i i ^ c u e .  rdXc* rd a L u c v * . r d l ,  followed by pSTCCGTQCOK; rj 
tpOTrrj as rdaL»cv*. ord rdtAv^ cvx,, thereby carefully maintaining the root for tpoTirj- 
related terms.4 Ep39 shows the same distinctions, while Ep40 is typically a little 
looser, using rdsAwcut. for p£xa|3oAq and Siacpopd -  in the absence of synonyms, 
rdaLjcv*. is usually the word of choice, just as the verb tends to be used as the 
default for any verbs of change.5 Ep45/46 show a similar degree of freedom when a 
pair of ‘change’ words are found together -  once we see rd°A  » o a .  rd X  and r d n ^ a * .  r d \  
used for dTpEHtcaq and p£ta($Ar]Tdj(;, and then p*. and used for |i£ta(3ai'v£tv
and rp£Ti£iv.6 Ep45 recognises the slight difference of nuance of the term p£taxcop£iv, 
and chooses the less usual Syriac root for it.7 In Ep50, we see, unusually, the 
passives ^ iw ^rd and >x^ *v*.rd for rpOTtfj and aAAoiooGic;. QUX, as with most others,
1 156,29 [467,4].
2 162,17 [471,4]; 156,3 [465,16].
3 Examples can be found at 17,12 [f.l5rb], 18,3 [f.l5vb], and 20,22 [f.f.l7vb]. rduo*., for peraoTaaic; is 
also found at 18,3 [f.l5vb] where it contrasts directly with rpoTtrj.
4 222,21 [f.30va]; 228,11-12 [f.38vb].
5 Ep39, 18,23 [f.l51va] where diperrcoq = rdl and dvaAAoiooxoc; = rduLv^^i rdl; Ep40,
29,22 [37,16] and 29,25 [37,19].
6 E p45,153,8 [41,26]; Ep44, 35,20-21 [55,5-6].
7 154,13-14 [43,10].
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prefers the .aJu* root above all, using it for both x£xpdcp0oci and psTOCXOOpfjaai in short 
succession.1
RF tends to use the same set of words but is not at all strict in its distribution of them; 
indeed he once makes the single word xpontj into a hendiadys, rdaL»M.a rdaaU^a, as 
if he were undecided which form to use.
We occasionally see an altogether freer usage of this root, thus in Ep39 7tap(X(p0£ip£iv 
(to ruin, corrupt) is twice rendered with the Shaphel of which is quite a dynamic 
rendering.3 In some of these freer texts, there is a policy of reducing the multiplicity 
of Greek synonyms to a small number of Syriac alternatives. This example seems at 
the extremist edge of that policy, perhaps just falling instead into the category of 
dynamic modulation.
In the other direction is Ep55 where some more developed neologisms are used in the 
anti-Arian anathema appended to the creed, r d i and being found
respectively for xpEiixoq and dAAoicoxoq. However, popular as these may be to the 
translator of Ep55, they were already in use in 433 since RF also uses rdi°Av>lucx) rd l  
for dvocAAoiwxoq and, without the negative, also for rpenroq.4
Again, CO is fairly set on the .al*» root for all these terms; thus we see rd°A » o i .  r d l  for 
drp£7rTa)<;; rdaUio*. for }i£T<x|$oAq, rdiaL»lv*» for dvaAAofcjxoc;, and even the lengthy 
for xpojtq.5 However, as always, the latter can also be the simpler 
and dvaAAoicoxoc; can as easily be rd L u ^ lv * » >  r d l . 6
When faced with dxp£7txo)c; kou dvaAAoicoxcoc;, AT does not want to use different 
forms taken from the same root, and so instead regularly uses for the
first term, using a root not found much for this purpose in the other texts.7
1 91,22 [f.l41rb]; 735,39-40 [f.64rb].
2 48,16 [29,7].
3 Ep39,20,7& 10[f.l52va].
4 Ep55, 51,28 [5,22-3]; RF 57,8 [73,3]; 48,32 [31,10].
5 34,36 [f.92rb]; 35,35 [f.92vb]; 38,27 [f.94ra]; 36,7 [f.92vc].
6 38,28 [f.94ra]; 35,1 [f.92rb].
7 154,27 [465,10-11].
The language o f ‘Division and Distribution 
Siaipeiv, Siavsjueiv, Siat£juv£iv etc.
Again, there are some fairly standard equivalencies here with a few notable variations 
used in some texts, in the P’al, tends to be used of less harsh notions of
separation, distribution, attribution and distinction, e.g. for Tipoovspeiv, 5iaip£iv, 
Suatavai, Siacpspeiv.1 is then used for stronger notions of dividing or splitting,
usually used by Cyril in a pejorative sense and attributed to the thinking of his 
opponents -  it usually represents terms such as Stopi^eiv, Siaxepvsiv, avapspftjsiv.2 
These are the only two useful Syriac words within this semantic range and, despite 
there being more than two Greek synonyms to represent them, our translators do not 
go fishing for others just because the Greek word is different.
However, there are many exceptions to the above guidelines, and there is a distinction 
to be maintained also between the P’al and the Pael forms of these verbs. There is also 
a distinction between when Christ himself is the object of the dividing, or it is just his 
words being ‘divided’ between two separate ‘natures’.
RF uses both terms together in the Pael, as mutual synonyms, in rendering the 
hendiadys dvd pepoc; tiGeigi nod Siopftjouai, and the Pael generally is used for 
5iopi£av.3
Similarly, CO prefers the Pael *.sk for Siaipsco, while keeping the P’al for x^pftjoo, 
with xuia rcA for dxcopiaxoq.4
EDC, in fact, only uses a P’al form of either verb on one occasion, where the meaning 
is quite weak, [Xpiaruj] Tipoavepoupev ta  dvGpamiva. Where Cyril uses a hendiadys 
of synonymous ‘dividing’ words in relation to the dividing of the natures, EDC will 
usually use both verbs together in the Pael,5 but where there is only one such term ^ \k  
is perhaps preferred, although is also found (both times for Siaipouv) when the
1 Ep55, 52,19 [7,2]; EDC 20, 11 [f.l7va].
2 EDC 18,10; Ep40, 29,2 [36,18]; CO 39,6 [f.94rb].
3 RF 58,24 [80,6-7]; 57,28 [76,5], citing Jude 19, a key verse in Alexandrian polemic.
4 35,34 [f.92vb]; 38,29 [f.94ra]; 39,11 [f.94rc]; 39,11 [f.94rb].
5 18,10 [f.l6ra]; 20,13 [f.l7vb].
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soul and body of man is what is in view.1 The same appears to be the case in SDI 
where (Pael) is used even for Siopi^siv as in RF.2 Meanwhile is often used
for the distinction of the ‘sayings of Christ’.
Ep40 has a greater liking for the Pael which is used for most terms referring to 
Christ, even where different Greek terms, pepftjeiv and 5iaipouv, are used in close 
proximity.3 When the object is the cpcovoci, the words of Christ, either can be used, the 
P’al of jtia and the Pael both being found for SiocipeTv.4 Ep44 shows a similar 
sort of distribution but none of the texts is entirely consistent -  this text also in one 
place using for 5i(XT£|iV£iv!5 Epp 39,45,46,55 do not have these terms so 
frequently but where they do largely follow the patterns mentioned earlier.
i5ioq, iSicojuava, iSin&q
Cyril uses forms of iSioc; in a number of crucial and different ways -  most importantly 
for later Christology, it is used to refer to the body of the incarnate Christ as being the 
‘own’ of the Logos, and not just attached to him by way of an equality of honour. 
Similarly, he will distinguish between the nature which is originally ‘our own’ and 
that which is the ‘own’ of the Godhead. In Severus, the technical importance of the 
term grows further still, and a large part of Severus’ discussion with the grammarian 
Sergius revolves around its meaning. The growing awareness of this word and the 
increasingly careful renderings of it in the Syriac versions are therefore not merely a 
matter of lexical equivalence, but of theological accuracy.6
Nevertheless, RF does not generally make use of the Syriac Jl,s root, as became 
common at a later stage. Instead, he tends to use more periphrastic but idiomatic 
Syriac syntax, often reducing iSioq to a possessive pronoun, and thus for ISicopdra 
avGpdmiva he will have simply ^ \m , although the Jl.a root is certainly used
on occasion for ibioc;.7
1 18,21 [f. 16rb]; 20,8 [f.l7va].
2 222,31 [f.30vb].
3 24,26 [30,24]; 25,9 [31,14].
4 30,7 [37,29]; 26,13 [32,28].
5 35,17 [54,25].
6 For its importance in Severus, see especially Torrance, Christology after Chalcedort, 27-35.
7 58,30 [81,9].
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At the other end of the equivalence spectrum, AT renders the term as fully as possible 
by using the fuller adjectival form k'JmLs for vSioq.1
The other texts show a variety of approaches with more concern for meaning and 
idiom than for the consistent representation of the root form. Thus a single text, such 
as Ep46, can have a variety of solutions - Jl.* is used where it would seem more 
appropriate, such as where its governing noun is to be understood from the previous 
sentence, where it functions as a predicate adjective, or where the doctrinal emphasis 
on the word is perceived as important.2 Elsewhere it can then be omitted as having no 
function significantly beyond that of the normal possessive pronoun.3 Sometimes, 
both techniques are used within the same paragraph, such as in Ep 45, where it is once 
translated as oA and once omitted entirely.4 Ep50 has the same variation, where within 
the space of a few lines i5iO(; is twice reduced to a possessive and once rendered fully 
as cnLa although all three are simply attributive adjectives.5 EDC,Epp39,44,45,55 all 
show similar patterns. Ep55 tends to be slightly more careful, and thus when there is 
no i5ioq he will avoid l»s, as can be seen in his rendering of the simple tou Aoyou of 
Lk 1.2, which the Peshitta renders as ns'SAsos cnLs, but Ep55 simply as Being
more equivalency-minded, this text will typically even have <nL^  for
iSiOTtpOGumcoc;.6 In SDI too, the root is well-used but by no means consistently -  
in general the fuller translation is unavoidable where T5ioq is being used predicatively, 
and only a suffix is used when it is attributive, although on occasion I.* can be used 
when it is attributive as well.7 QUX has a similar variety, omitting even longer terms 
such as iStorpra where otiose while yet translating iSiKcaq with
1 E.g. 144,20 [457,6].
2 159,15 (in ref to cuipa) [49,11]; 159,6 (acopa) [48,29]; 161,17 (acopa) [51,23].
3 159,4 (cpuaiq)[48,27]; 161,12 (aipa)[51,13].
4 155,13 and 15 (both in ref to oapQ [44,7 and 9].
5 91,21,29,32 [f.l41rb-141va] (of cpuaiq, raxtfjp, and oap^  respectively).
6 50,10 [3,2]; 53,9 [8,12].
7 e.g. predicate at 220,3l[f.26ra]; Jus as attribute at 221,5 [f.26rb], and suffix only, 220,11 [f.22rb];
220,23 [f.25vb] etc.
8 723,9 [f.56ra]; 731,35 [f.61vb]; see also 777,35 [f.95ra], 777,36 [f.95ra], 773,9 [f.91rb], 735,32 
[f.64rb] for a variety o f solutions.
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We see more consistent patterns when dealing with the adverbial forms, ibiKCoq and 
kqct’ i5iav. In most of our texts, including RF, the idiom aA <m=*> is usually reserved 
especially for Cyril’s frequently used ava pepoq. RF’s translator can vary his terms 
and will use it for ISikcoc; instead, and Ep40 goes down the same road with the 
adverbial i5ux.1 Ep50 is similarly not attached to a one-for-one equivalence and has 
kuK'iojL, for both ocva pspoc; and iSiKidjc; even when together as a hendiadys. This is a 
text with a much less consistent lexical equivalence, and ocva pepoq can rendered a 
number of different ways, sometimes being incorporated into other phrases.2 EDC has 
the more orthodox equivalency of for iSiKOoq while leaving aA cm=* for ava
pepoq, and this is the more usual equivalent throughout our texts. Ep45 has xat’ i'5tav 
and i5iKicoq both as
As we have noted in the section above on syntactical equivalence, CO tends to have a 
variety of methods as well, and we find instances both of Jus where there is no Greek 
equivalent as well as Greek i5ioc; being rendered only with a possessive suffix, and 
even the use of rd^cun for i5io<;. However, when it comes to the adverbial forms, there 
are some peculiar results. The phrase crAo seems unknown to the translator of 
CO; yet we find new terms such as and being used apparently as
equivalents for ava pepoc;.4 iSiKchc; tends to be Jrurdiu^, or some similar form, 
although the translator is generally content to repeat set formulas in Syriac regardless 
of exactly how the Greek looks, for instance retaining the order of the Syriac formula 
when the Greek terms are transposed.5 There are, in addition, some peculiar uses of 
words derived from the a»:u root for i5io<;-related terminology. Thus we find both 
rd .^:u and for iSioq.6 It is possible that there is a scribal error going on here,
as before this point, where Cyril has iSiKOjq, the Syriac is {clearly) which
looks like an error for iturdau^rd {uniquely), which is the more normal rendering, even 
in this text; a little later, however, we find rdu  ^ for i5ia cpuaic;, which may not 
be an error as the Syriac could be understood as ‘private/special nature’, and as it is
1 RF 53,23 [56,6] as against 57,22 [75,10]; Ep40, 27,7 [34,2].
2 92,3 [f.l41val]; 100,2 [f.l47ra].
3 EDC 18,29 [f,16va]; Ep45,151,18&19 [39,20&22].
4 38,30f. [f.94ra-b]; 39,19 [f.94rc].
5 As we see, for instance, when comparing 38,30f. [f.94ra-b] with 39,35 [f.94vb].
6 40,9 [f.94vc]; 40,8 [f.94vc].
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hard to imagine that k'ioil. was ever the correct reading.1 It may be that the translator 
did make use of both roots and a scribe made a confusion only with regard to the 
tSiKdx; mentioned above.
v n o o z c c o iq l v n a p x s iv
rc^ ncun is, of course, the well known Syriac equivalent for utcootocgk; and this holds 
true for all our texts. RF is the occasional dissenter from this norm where he uses 
K'^ ofcurc' for UTiOGTaatc; in citing Heb 1.3 (after Peshitta). He can also use rd=*>cun 
where there is no utiootoccjk; in the Gk, but just i'Sioc; or kcx0’ sauto -  he obviously 
feels the word has general uses and is not to be reserved for the technical usage, 
unless by its use he implies some deeper meaning. CO is the only text to follow this 
lead and use rd^cuo in such a way (see refs above under syntactical equivalences).
Other texts stick closer to a precise equivalence for this term which, from Chalcedon 
onwards, became so crucial a part of the debate. Thus when EDC quotes Heb 1.3 the 
translator quite naturally chooses rd^cuo instead of RF’s rd^okrd, and regularly uses 
expressions like *urd»cun for kcx0’ UTrootaoiv.3
In the RF, Cyril uses two words for ‘existing in reality’, namely UTidpxcu and its 
derivatives and forms of the verb ucpfotavai, among which comes the above- 
mentioned utiogtocgkj. The first tends to be translated with forms of *urd and the 
second with rd=»cun, usually with a ^  prefix. Thus, for example, the adjective 
dcvuraxpKTOt; can become rd*\o*urdn rd\. Much the same thing is seen at the other end 
of the spectrum where in AT the existential notion raq uitapxouoac; is rendered 
simply with ^Am4 Thus is thus no distinction made between utrapxeiv and
sivai.5 In fact, this seems to be a very standardised technique and is found throughout 
our texts. CO also makes no distinction between ujrdpxsiv/sivai and ucpfotavai.6
1 in fact twice close together, 39,34&5 [f.94vb]; rduo. 40,9 [f.94vc],
2 RF 59,26 [85,8]; 48,17 [29,9] and 53,3 [52,7].
3 17,18 [f,15va]; 17,26 [f.l5va].
4 RF 51,2 [42,4]; AT 140,13, [453,13] etc.
5 e.g. 91,28 [f.l41rb]; and even in a confession o f faith, 100,11 [f.l47rb].
6 40,23 [f.95ra] for uqnaravai.
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AT provides the exception, although not consistently. For although we find the 
existential notion taq vnapxovaaq rendered simply with which is a
natural rendering that we have in other texts, evuTcapysw is also found as 
which is perfectly reasonable semantically but indicates a desire to render substantial 
verbs with equally substantial ones instead of just existential predicates such as bun'.1 
Only in AT, in addition, do we find the noun nfbu as an abstract notion of existence, 
for uirocp^ tq, the sort of equivalent which really sets this text apart from the others.2
(pcovai, Aoyoi
Many of our texts use the idiomatic phrase rcda *u= for (pcovai where this term refers 
to the sayings of Christ in the Gospels, usually in the context of Cyril’s discussions on 
the single subject and the communicatio idiomatum. What is interesting for an 
analysis of equivalency is that in some texts there is an awareness of where the term is 
being used in this technical sense and where not, and to use different Syriac terms 
accordingly. This is true, for example, in EDC3 and in Ep39 where redo is used for the 
words of Christ and reds* for the words of other people.4
It is an indication of a greater degree of equivalence when a translator uses simple 
red* all the way through for cpcovdi, as does Ep44, and of a lesser degree of 
equivalence when rcdjj can be used for the words of one person, reds* for the words of 
Jesus (cf. Ep39 above), and elsewhere as well, as in Ep50.5
XapaKTtjp, sixcov
Here we have some unexpected renderings. For dxcov the Syriac translator always 
has the option of the loan word rtmcu, but this term seems to have become so 
naturalised by our period that it can be used for other Greek words of a similar 
meaning.
1 140,13 [453,13]; 144,14 [457,1].
2 146,1 [457,19].
3 e.g. 20,27 [f.l8ra] as against 22,9 [f.l8vb].
4 compare 17,18 with 17,21 [f.l50vb].
5 Ep44,36,23 [56,17] and 37,1 [56,25]; Ep50, 97,10 [f.l45ra]; 96,28 [f.l44vb]; 94,28 [f.l43va].
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There is not a great deal of difference between our texts in this matter, but the patterns 
themselves are instructive. RF has a whole series of variations. Thus eixcov kou 
XapaKtrjp is rendered as rdiocuo which would seem to imply that the loan
word from dxoov is actually being used for x«p«Ktrjp! It at first appears to be keeping 
separate Syriac words for each Greek, but then in the latter part of the same section 
uses rcfmcL. definitely to represent xapotKtrjp, and then rdiocv, is used twice more at the 
end of the section, the first of these for x«p«Ktpp and the second for eIkcjv. In a later 
chapter RF engages in a word-play with these terms: where Cyril’s statement o GeToc; 
svoripai'vsToci xapaKtrjp* avapop(poup£0a yap coc; dq dxova tr)v Gdav is turned by 
the translator into a chiasm with rdmcu being used for both: re.oArc' rc^o
Elsewhere he will use quite different terms for dxoov, 
such as in citing 1 Cor 15.49 where, although RF follows the Peshitta for most of the 
verse, for dxcav he substitutes for the Peshitta’s k^ ccws.1
CO uses the pair rc^A^o for dKO)v Kai x ^ p a ^ p , avoiding the loan-word
altogether and similarly in SDI we have dxcbv Kai arrauyaapa Kai xapaKtqp as
rc'v ~\JCt r^ n ^ l gO .
AT shows just the same pattern as RF, using the loan-word for xapaKtqp and rs^ A** 
for eIkwv.3 This pattern we see also in Ep55 and probably in EDC.4
juaAAov
This word produces some interesting variation. Cyril uses it quite a lot in his stark 
contrasts between what is and what is not acceptable doctrine. It is the sort of word 
that RF and QUX quite naturally omit totally most of the time.5 Texts with more 
concern for equivalence such as EDC, SDI, and Ep55 tend to use although
1 For concentrations o f these terms, see 51,12-18 [43,9-44,7] and 66,25-39 [120,7-121,5] (for the word­
plays especially), and 55,8-10 [63,11-12] for the 1 Cor citation .
2 CO 44,2 [f.96vc]; SDI 222,24 [f.30va].
3 Even within a single section; 164,17 [472,10] (xapaKtijp); 164,11 [472,4] (eikcov).
4 e.g. Ep55,49,22 [2,6] (xapaKcrjp) and 51,32 (eikcov) [5,28]. Scwhartz suggests that the rd^*g o f EDC
17,18 [f.l5va] represents xapcncrrjp as a variant to the djiauycxopa o f his text. However, EDC generally 
follows the Peshitta and this is a reference to Heb. 1.3 where the Peshitta has rc^ aVg.; in addition re^og 
is found for anauYaapa in both in AT (144,10 [456,15]) and twice in RF (59,26 [85,8]; 60,3 [87,5]). It 
is thus difficult to believe that the EDC would ever use anything other than rc^Ag or r&na* for 
XapaKxqp.
5 RF 51,5 [42,6]; QUX 714,19 [f.51ra].
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occasionally will simply have some other contrastive conjunction, rdW or Ep45 
has the same variation but omission is the norm rather than the exception.1 Ep39, 
Ep40, Ep46 all omit the term consistently.2 Of our texts, only AT uses the loan-word 
^ qE».3 However, this loan word is used throughout one of the translations of the 
anathemas found in the Nestorian collection Cam.Or.1319. Surprisingly perhaps, the 
other version in this collection, which the editors reckon as a revision of the former 
one, reverts to for pocAAov on every occasion (the word is used frequently
throughout the anathemas) just as we find in the EDC.4 If the editors’ judgment that 
this is indeed a revision is accurate, then we can no longer be sure that is 
necessarily a later equivalent than however much this may seem common
sense in the light of the pattern of usage in our own texts and the general tendency 
toward an increase in the use of loan words. The pattern of usage of rdmcu discussed 
above has also warned us against too easy an interpretation of the use of these loan­
words.
Jd£V
The use of the loan-word ^  for pev in pev...5s clauses is a key sign of close 
equivalence, and we see quite a bit of variety within our texts.
We see the use of this loan-word on 80% of instances in AT5, and less consistently in 
certain others. For example, EDC and Ep39 ordinarily have the word only when it is 
in instances of contrast with a be.6 The same is approximately true of SDI, where the 
loan appears to be used about 20-25% of the time, while in Ep55 the usage is exactly 
50% (seven out of fourteen instances). Ep44 also, perhaps unexpectedly, has a high 
count for this word.7 QUX, Ep50, and CT each have a single, unexpected, instance.8 
There are no instances of its use in Ep40, Ep45, Ep46, CO, CT or RF. Its non-use,
1 W v i u  at Ep55, 51,5 [4,15]; EDC 18,22 [f.l6rb]; SDI 219,25 [f.21vb] etc.; Ep45, 152,22 [41,3]; 
omitted, for example, at EDC 18,4 and 21,27; Ep45, 152,12.
2 E p39,16,12, 18,16; E p40,25,14; Ep46, 159,13; Ep50, 90,26, Ep50, 91,19.
3 142,32 [456,4], 144,21 [457,7].
4 Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection; the two versions appear as items VI and I/XI 
respectively, the latter two being identical and together forming a revision o f the version in item VI.
5 e.g. 140,7 [453,6].
6 EDC 18,5 [f,15vb] and 20,27 [f.l8ra]; in Ep39 rather more commonly, e.g. at 16,1 and 5 [f,149vb],
and at 17,19 but, in contrast, not at 17,18 [f.l50vb].
7 7 times out o f 9 instances, e.g. 35,16 [54,23]; 36,1 [55,9]; 36,16 [56,7].
8 In QUX, at the very beginning o f the work 714,3 [f.50vb]; Ep50, 92,7 [f. 141va]; CT 145,2 [f. 121 va].
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however, can hardly be a sign of early technique, since the word is already found in 
the translation of Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History, which seems to have been made 
late in the fourth century.1 It does, however, mark a distinct change in usage and 
technique among some of our texts.
jrveujda ayiov
The distinction to be noted here is between the analytic phrase remans rc^ai and the 
adjectival one ret.on retos; the former is comfortably the more common in our texts 
and in most the adjectival phrase is never found. Only AT regularly uses the 
adjectival form. In EDC, however, both are to be found, even in close proximity, 
although the construct phrase predominates. There are occasional uses in other texts, 
e.g. in CT where we have the feminine adjectival form rc'^nn retai, and once, rather 
surprisingly, in Ep40. This may be a scribal alteration from a later date, but we have 
already seen that this text uses a number of other very advanced forms, such as 
despite its early date.3
4. i. (b) Other unusual equivalents used in individual texts
De Recta Fide
Plenty of examples have been given in the foregoing categories to illustrate the 
variety of lexical equivalents found in RF, which does not generally maintain any 
particular consistency even with regard to technical terms, even less so with non­
technical vocabulary. Thus we are just as likely to see an unexpected rendering for a 
standard word, such as rc^cu^cm for Euaejkioc, as also to see novel word- 
formations where something similar would have sufficed, thus the abstract nouns to 
|iovoy£V£<; and to 7tpa)t6tOKO<; (here the unbegottenness and the flrst-bornness) 
become respectively k'&xcuiujjl, and both of which are used in ways slightly
different from their standard meanings in the lexica.4
Quod Unus sit Christus
1 See Brock, Some Aspects o f  Greek Words in Syriac, 89, n.55a.
2 Adjectival phrase at 23,22 [f.l9vb]; construct phrase at 23,26 [f.20ra].
3 CT 113,13-4 [f.l09va]; Ep40 24,4 [29,25].
4 43,15 [5,1]; 61,33 [96,6] & 62,1[96,8].
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Much the same can be said of this text as of the RF. While it can show a special 
concern for rendering compounds such as dpticppooi with
there is also an obvious lack of consistent equivalents, with, for example, sic; vouv 
rendered as vOOUOOU and then vou as r^xa^ within the same passage. Some 
individual words are dealt with more paraphrastically, e.g. f°r
5i£pspiaavTO. Unusual is also such dynamic modulation as jsrt for avGpumoc;
koivoc; (commonly for K a0’ qpaq).1 Using rc'v^r. for tv  roiq peAeai is almost an 
editorial simplification.
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
Lexical equivalence is here the norm as we have already seen. However, we see 
similar approaches taken to some words, so that, for instance, there is often just a 
single word for a pair of Greek synonyms: both ovopdfeoGcxi and K£xpia0ai are 
translated with in the same sentence;3 does work for both 5o^a and
So^oAoyia, which are thereby not distinguished.4 On the other side, ataupoq can be 
and then rc^.m in the very next sentence! This must surely be deliberate, 
perhaps even a sign of indecision as to which was better.5
He tends to simplify formulaic epithets where possible, being especially keen on 
both where the Gk is pocKCXpioc; and where it is Geaneaioc;. Thus where Cyril, 
taking his cue from Rom 15.16, describes Paul as o rwv Geicov puarqpicav tepoupyoc;, 
the Syriac translator perhaps feels this a bit too pagan-sounding and renders with the 
safer pdm*as>.6 This tendency towards standardised epithets is found in the Peshitta 
Old Testament also where they are often added, e.g. Ezra, the scribe,7 and this 
tendency lies behind the pervasive of Syriac literature generally.
As before, however, we also see a good deal of very close equivalence such that the 
etymology of the Greek words governs their translation. Such are K'cnW* for
1 714,4 [f.50vb]; 714,5 and 7 [f.50vb]; 715,13 [f.51rb]; 723,5 [f.56ra].
2 722,3 [f.55va].
3 22,8 [f.l8vb].
4 21,24 [f.l7vb] (though in citation o f Phil 2.11 where P has and 22,25 [f.l9rb].
5 25,24 [f.21ra]; 25,27 [f.21vb].
6 22,28 [f.l9rb] and 20,21 [f.l7vb]; 17,30 [f.l5vb].
7 Ezr 7.25; this is commented on by Weitzman, Syriac Version, 24.
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0£oari|i£ia, even where a more normal Syriac word for ‘miracles’ such as 
would convey no difference of meaning, and is indeed used shortly afterwards for 
GaujiQCTQC.1 Again, ^o\ (here in the Aphel) is an odd translation for dcvaipav, clearly an 
etymological translation, since the roots seem to have meant the same thing, but the 
Syriac can hardly mean ‘to deny’ as the Greek must be here.2
When this translator comes across hendiadys he generally feels compelled to 
reproduce both elements.3 He will sometimes attempt to translate the component parts 
of compounds -  such are thus aup7ipoaK U V £ia0av =  and the frequent
UTiocp£popai + dat. = xawteo, as well as the more extravagant 7rp0K£i|i£V0c; as 
IsA and 0£O(popO(; as K'cnW cn= boxs;4 but not where, for example,
U7rovo£G) is \=xa> (Aphel), or etuvoeo) is (Aphel of A^), ‘to bring in [a doctrine]’.5
There are also a number of dynamic modulations or cultural equivalents, most 
especially when the language is furthest from being technical. Thus ocGupoaropfa = 
r«^*\ rto>cva, (<double-mouth rather than doorless-mouth); aKaiotqc; = ^ 0**=; 
Xopqyoq = rd=»ocm; tepoupyoc; = KonracpAuapEO) ‘to prate foolishly’ = \b&>, ‘to
speak against’; ^ojottoioc; =  rdo* (ptc), i.e salvific, the sort of equivalent we might 
expect from a much looser text.6
Scholia de Incarnatione
We note that for a version which generally puts a high premium on word-for-word 
equivalence, SDI is fairly free with its particles, using for terms other than be, such 
as y£, prjv etc., and also using where the Greek has 5£.7
Translations such as r&a for £yei alert us to his preparedness to use explanatory 
equivalents, and this surfaces also in dealing with harder expressions, e.g. 
£i5a)AoAdTpq(; umxpxcov avrjp as A*™ r^ ocn and ocvapaptriaia as
1 23,17 [f.l9va] & 23,24 [f.l9va].
2 17,19 [f.l5va].
3 E.g. 17,13-14 [f.l5rb]; 19,28 [f.l7rb].
4 23,10 [f.l9va]; 23,12 [f.l9va]; 19,14 [f.l7ra]; 21,14 [f.l8rb].
5 18,29 [f.l6va]; 19,13 [f.l7ra].
6 15,23 [f.l4ra]; 15,30 [f.l4rb]; 22,11 [f.l8vb]; 17,30 [f.l5vb]; 15,29 [f.l4rb]; 25,2 [f.20va].
7 E.g. 220,29 [f.26ra]; 220,32 [f.26ra].
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^  ,^va=*> (foreign from sin)} Compounds receive similar treatment, with 
epcpiAoxoopsa) appearing as rc^ cux= (dwelling in love). can be used for
both xdcpic; and sXeoq.2
E p 3 9
Lexical equivalence is not so clear a mark of technique in this work as is the formal 
equivalence described above, especially the equivalence of verbal forms, which is 
maintained to a high degree throughout this text. The use of vocabulary here shows a 
reasonable degree of idiomatic and flexible usage, at least for non-Christological 
vocabulary. The following provides some illustrations of the various approaches this 
text adopts.
One of the distinctive marks of Ep39’s treatment of vocabulary is his tendency to use 
a fairly limited range, eschewing rarer terms where simple ones will do despite the 
multiplicity of (to him, at least) synonyms found in his original. Thus is used 
within the text to represent ppotjteuo), xopqyeu) and TipoaKopi^co. The three all mean 
roughly the same thing in their contexts, although the first has more the sense of 
governing or controlling, x°pi1Y^ ministering or furnishing, and HpoaKopi^oa of 
simply conveying. When we move more definitely into a sense of causing 
movement, this term changes to W , but his can be used for both KataKopifeiv and 
for KatacpoiTOCV, and rd*,:u> can be used both for GeToc; and for ayioc; in the same 
sentence.4 By contrast, he will occasionally use different words for the same Greek 
one, such as and rsfux. for eiprjvq, or and k'W  for auvcbrtsiv.5
Into the same category fall those terms for which complex equivalents could have 
been found, but this was thought unnecessary, e.g. for suasjteardxoi,
for the adjective TipoyoviKoq, for iniazeXkEiv, and also simplified 
formulae such as rd»<nW rdate, for GeoirveuaroK; ypacpaic;.6
1 219,9 [f.21rb] and 222,14 [f.30va]; 219,23 [f.21vb]; 220,5 [f.22ra].
2 220,8 [f.22ra]; 219,18 [f.21va] and 219,27 [f.21vb].
3 15,26 [f.l49vb]; 16,21 [f.l50rb]; 16,23 [f.l50rb].
4 17.26 [f. 15Ira]; 18,21 [f.l51va]; 17,3[f.l50va].
5 16,13 and 16,15 [f.l50ra] for both pairs.
6 15.27 [f.l49vb]; 15,27 [f.l49vb]; 19,29 [f.l52rb]; 17,23 [f.l51ra].
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We sometimes, however, see very close lexical equivalents, etymological caiques 
such as rc'fcucnW for rouq GeoAoyouc; ctvSpaq, expanded translations to avoid 
ellipsis, such as for oAiya, and Syriac words with a more forceful
connotation than the original, such as for eyco.1
In addition, we occasionally see what can only be described as dynamic modulation, 
in which an idiomatic equivalent is being chosen instead of a more direct one that 
might be available. Especially noticeable is the use of an idiomatic phrase such as omk' 
for aTTOKAeiovxec; toTq and then again for nspi2 for srspoSo^oc; is 
again not the most obvious choice -  the word is usually contrasted with and
not with rau&atarf -  but is a good local idiom.
Ep40
The translator of this version tends to have less concern for close equivalence than we 
have seen in Ep39 and EDC. Although we have seen examples of where those two 
deviated from more normal patterns, this text mixes up its terms somewhat more 
freely. Thus phrases such as ocva pspoq are omitted where they are in hendiadys with a 
perceived synonym, here iSiKWt;, and where ocva pepoc; is translated, in common with 
all the texts as, oA <m»>, the same can then be used also for further synonyms such as 
i5fq, even within the same clause; and particles like raxAiv can be omitted easily 
enough, which would be very unusual in some other texts.3 In line with the 
insignificance given to rhetorical aspects of the text, 5ia(k(3aiouv can be translated 
with .sok', or vnrt at different places.4 More idiomatic Syriac is normal and the 
text has a higher incidence of true construct phrases, such as k'&vcutsuoj for
KaKo5o£fa, as against most of the others.5
In other places he does some slightly surprising things which makes one feel that he is 
not being too careful about his choices of words and treating the text, therefore, with 
quite a bit of freedom. For example, for aupPaaiq he uses a Syriac term that
1 17,18 [f.l50vb]; 18,1 [f.l51ra]; 17,4 [f.l50va].
2 17,8 [f.l50va]; 19,5 [f.l51vb].
3 24,27-8 [30,27]; 27,7-8 [34,2-3]; 25,2 [31,5].
4 For 5i<x[te(}aiouv 26,6 [32,16]; 28,28 [36,11]; 27,23 [34,29].
5 27,5 [33,28].
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would normally be reserved for the technical evcogk; in other versions; his dilemma 
over this becomes a little more apparent further on when he has to translate sic; evcooiv 
and is forced to use a periphrasis by adding an extra verb, \mA .W* - he could surely 
have been spared this had he used a different word for aup|3aai<; in the first place.1 He 
will speak of evuxjk; either as a ‘coming together’ or as a ‘being one’, according to 
whim. Again a simple phrase such as Tioiotriq cpuoiKq can be rendered with tmcd»at 
and then, apparently unhappy with the vagueness of the phrase, he will use 
rfca-\ next time around.
Ep44
Another minimalist translator, who, for example, uses the same term, A^, for both 
ejtiXapPdcveiv and for pepcpsiv within a few lines of each other and uses A ^  for 
(xkoXouQeTv as well as aupcpspeiv.3
Elsewhere, he can seek very close equivalences, such as r^ u . for Gscopfa, which is 
more etymologically accurate than idiomatic (compare Ep46’s rf&uiisa), but is not yet 
tied to using the loan word which we see even in native Syriac writing from the 
middle of the sixth century.4 Again k'cuj^ o for iaxupi^stai, shows us a
translator who is keen to represent the etymology of the Greek words, which is not a 
trait particularly noticeable in many of the others, e.g. Ep55, Ep45, Ep46.5
As we saw with others, this translator too can very his terminology. For
was used for the first instance of oi ek trjq AvatoAfjq while 
is used for oi AvatoAiKOt -  the latter is then used for the fuller oi ek tfjq 
’AvatoArjq on its two following occurrences.6 Where the phrase syei ouvcccpEiav comes
1 26,2-3 [32,10-12]
2 26,26 [33,19] and 27,14 [34,10].
3 35,4 [54,5] and 35,7 [54,9]; 35,19 [55,3]and 36,16 [56,6].
4 35,16 [54,23]; the loan word rcMoc*  ^was first used perhaps by Philoxenus under Evagrian influence -  
see Brock, Hunanyn's Translation Techniques, 161, to which could be added an interesting instance 
found in the correspondence between Moses o f Aggel and his petitioner on the subject o f the text o f  
Joseph and Asenath, quoted in ps-Zechariah Rhetor: Brooks, Historia Ecclesiastica, 1,18,7 and 21,8.
5 36,5 [55,16].
6 35,18 [55,1-2]; 35,4 [54,5]; 36,12 [56,l]and 36,22 [56,16].
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twice close together, he renders once with the more ‘accurate’ crA fcurc' and once with 
the more idiomatic rdm.1
Ep45
We can note all sorts of further instances in this sort of text where consistent 
equivalence is not observed very closely, and dynamic modulations (i.e. cultural or 
idiomatic equivalents even where the root is not especially cognate) are more 
common. This includes using, for example, .norc' for a range of different Greek terms, 
5o^a^£iv, opoAoyeiv, svouv etc., and sometimes using different Syriac words in close 
proximity for a repeated Greek one, e.g. both rcM and ,u» for opav, which shows an 
awareness of semantic shifts, as the meaning in the first instance is clearly one of 
‘mental understanding’ rather than ‘viewing’, an awareness which is also indicated 
by the use of ,*0*' for 56^a^eiv rather than the (later) more normal
In contrast to such texts as the EDC, this translator feels no compunction about 
reproducing both elements of an hendiadys, so that pairs such as dTpeircoc; and 
dcvaAAoicatoq, or oiKSicoaapevoq Kai (XTiocpqvaq can be reduced to a single term, and 
rhetorical groups of three reduced to two, as r^»ut=o 0*= for tfj
opodvupfa, xfj iaoTipux, trj a^ia. This also produces a precise identity of ouaia and 
cpuaiq.3
He shows the occasional truly expansive rendering, most notably perhaps his trebled 
r£»cn\f<'a rc 'm n r. for simple 08ioc;, where elsewhere the term is usually just
or n'.cnW, itself evidence of the variety of equivalents employed.4 Ebied and 
Wickham have suggested a Julianist doctrinal tendency in this forceful rendering but 
do not find any such tendency to be applied consistently.5
Ep46
1 36,20&22 [56,13&16].
2 152,2 [40,4], 153,9 [41,27] and 153,7 [41,23]; 153,13 [42,5] and 153,17 [42,10].
3 156,13-4 [45,19]; 155,14-5 [44,9]; 152,6 [40,9-10]; 156,14-5 [45,21].
4 156,5 [45,7] andcf. e.g. 156,16 [45,22] and 153,14 [42,7].
5 Ebied and Wickham, Syriac Letters, xii-xv (Textus volume).
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There is not much to add for the lexical equivalents found here, other than what has 
been said above. Note the very unusual idiomatic :u» ** for ocva pspoq, which is 
unique here for this common Cyrilline expression, and is otherwise always 0A0 mia - 
it is reminiscent of a rendering in Ep44 where dvoo Kai Karoo is rendered as L  ^  
vi-i There is another parallel with Ep44 in the use of for cpiXoveiKeiv.1
The tendency is towards simplicity, choosing fewer different Syriac words even 
where a number of Greek ones exist, thus we see in the first few lines alone the 
root used for both oKapPoq and bisatpappevoq, and \xs^ for both suGsirjc; and 
aacpaAqc;.2 There is certainly no desire to find more different words than is strictly 
necessary for the general sense.
Words such as einevv and opoAoyav seem to be able to be and k'jcoi almost 
indiscriminately, while a complex word such as GeonaGaa is paraphrastically 
explained as r^ocnW n'fcvcu.cvz» (we should probably understand the last two
words to be in parenthesis).3
Ep50
We have noted already the very idiomatic nature of some of the formal and lexical 
choices of this translator, and here we shall limit ourselves to mentioning a few others 
of note. Where an exact equivalent would just be too complex, a much simpler word 
is easily found, e.g. (foolishly) for the rather unusual ypaojipSTiooc;, and
probably ^rdiLu. for paAa vsaviaKUjg sometimes this involves a certain amount of 
periphrasis, hence for ocKEataic;; and in yet other places we see that
kind of simplification of rhetorical synonyms that is common to many of our texts, 
such as isort' for both Siatefvsiv and for 5uaxupf?£iv.4
There are other significant tendencies which indicate how this translator thinks about 
his meanings: he uses cultural modulations for many words, e.g. for
opoAoyoupsvcoq (where was found elsewhere), rt'iAcoaa for
1 162,3 [52,13]; parallels in Ep44, 36,5 [55,16]; 162,1 [52,5]; and again in Ep44, 36,4 [55,14].
2 158,2 [47,11&12]; 158,3&6 [47,14&17].
3 e.g. 158,15 [48,2] and 158,16 [48,4]; 161,9 [51,9].
4 91,2 [f.l40vb]; 91,1 [f.l40vb]; 91,9 [f.l41ra]; 93,4 [f.l42rb] and 96,25 [f.l44vb].
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ccttote^ iv oimoujievoc;, rdoocO  ^for auKOcpavnoci etc., and we also see formulae being 
simplified, such as u^»cu for 0£O7i£aio<; Paimotrjc;.1 It is typical of him also to
use for (pcovrj when referring to a ‘saying’ of scripture, where other texts
would doubtless use redo *u=» or K'fcdcw. But we also see some significant signifie 
renderings, where the real meaning behind a simple word has been grasped and 
rendered - 1ab being used for £X£iv where the meaning is to ‘take up/receive’ with 
apxqv uroxp^ EOx; as object.3
Ep55
A glance at the results of the analysis of the translations of Apollinarian language 
(above, under AoyiKoq and vo£poc; etc.) confirms that with this letter we have 
something a little more literal, at the level of lexical equivalence, than in the previous 
text, and Ebied and Wickham describe it as “fairly, but not intolerably, close.” 
Without presuming to define what ‘intolerably close’ might really look like in 
practice, we can note that in general the level of equivalency here is high and 
somewhat closer to what we saw in Ep39 and EDC, as we might note from 
equivalences such as paAAov which is consistently rendered with where
other translators might have translated it only sporadically or simply incorporated its 
semantic weight into a »^.i or rdW. There is a telling comparison with Ep40 in their 
respective allusions to Rom 9.4 -  for vopo0£oia Ep55 has the foil term rea»cc*u yn& 
rather than the shorter r&occm which was sufficiently precise for the translator of 
Ep40.4
Despite this we can of course point to numerous places, especially with the less 
important items, where he does not keep any strict equivalency -  so to take examples 
at random, we have for Soypata as well as for Tiianq, cd»<nW for tepoq and
0£O7rv£uaToq, Asf* red for both dcKataaKCOTttoc; and &5ia(3Aqroc;.5 We also find some 
thoughtful idiomatic modulations such as for Tcpo^voc;, and using rt=>\x* for
Aoyoi where the term refers to a ‘discourse’ and rdoAon where it means ‘praise,
1 94,11 [f.l43ra] (95,6 [f.l43va] for 95,15 [f.l43vb]; 94,7 [f.l43ra]; 98,30 [f.l46rb].
2 94,28 [f.l43rb].
3 91,13 [f.Mlra].
4 58,20 [18,6]; Ep40,28,12 [35,20].
5 49,8 [1,12] and 49,5 [1,7]; 49,26 [2,12] and 50,5 [2,23]; 49,13 [2,19] and 49,15 [2,23].
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commendation’, in both of which cases rc'irdc* is best avoided.1 There is similar 
variation for aacpcoc;, where we find both and (others might have
used K»rdan^vi).2 The platonic formula o tuiv oXcov yevsaioupyoc; Kai Seanotric; 
becomes the simpler, and quite Semitic, r^cv^o rtxa. The formula is based on 
Timaeus 28c and Cyril is placing himself within the tradition of Alexandrian 
(platonic) monotheism, but the translator has no interest in making such allusions 
evident (if he understood them at all). Along the same lines, the translator does not 
succumb to using r&x=>c*. for 56£a when it means ‘opinion’ and he will sometimes use 
a pair of words for one, e.g. nAqGuq = rc^cu^ oA*, or toic; empeAqtaTc; (those who 
have a care) = rdiAy (those who have a burden o f care)? as well as
sometimes using fuller verbs in place of existential ones, thus for roue; ourep av 
ysvoivro Ttspi 0£ou Aoyoue; (the words, whichever they may be, concerning God), kAc* 
K'mW (the words which are spoken concerning God).5 Finally, in this 
connection a comment on the usage of the term puataywyoi. Here in Ep55, the 
translator seeks out a number of expressions for it: *icna^ », re\re\=> (the
verb rc'cv^ also being used for puaraycjyeco; the same is found in Ep39),6 and ^l.k' 
re\rti cdlsoa.7 We may compare this with even more ‘dynamic’ equivalents in RF, 
where we find rc'i-i*. rcMrdi ,<notW*':i kwVt. (the apostles who proclaimed the true 
mystery) and CO, where puaraywypKaaiv is rendered rdmrc'H (they
Q
instructed in the mysterious doctrines). Thus within Ep55 we see a variety of terms 
used depending on context and meaning, but none like in RF or CO, both of which 
have quite dynamic equivalents.
Sometimes he can come up with quite different words for similar things, which show 
his ‘mixed’ approach to equivalency and ‘literalness’. We have seen already how both 
rc'^ afcurc' and are used for ouaia in this text; on a less significant level we can find 
for ocTropprycoc; the quite idiomatic rdua ,^ yet the more neologistic for the
1 49,9 [1,14]; 50,31 [4, 4]; 49,7 [1,8].
2 50,31 [4,4]; 51,16 [5,6]. AT, 170,14 [476,13] and Ep39, 18,3 [f. 15Ira] both have the closer .
3 52,5 [6,8]; for the use o f the formula in Christian theological writing, see J. Danielou, Gospel 
message and Hellenistic culture, London 1973, 108-110.
4 51,8 [4,21]; 50,8-9 [2,27]
5 49,28-9 [2,15].
6 19,27 [f.l52rb].
7 50,22 [3,19]; 53,6 [8,8] (57,4 [15,20] for puaTaycoYeo)); 58,2 [23,10-11].
8 RF, 46,21 [20,1]; CO, 36,28 [f.93rb].
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synonymous term acppaatoq. The same practice is evident again where Cyril speaks 
of God ‘calling into existence’ and sic; to eivai becomes rd,o<nl whereas elsewhere the 
article with infinitive is done with verbal phrases.1
It is evident that we have to do here with a translator who is finding his way through 
the problems and difficulties raised by the developments in technique that we witness 
in the period of the Philoxenian. He often seems more at ease in the older, more 
liberal, style, not being too careful about lexical consistency or about mirroring Greek 
syntax; yet we also see a plentiful use of those sorts of simple caiques which are 
typical of the Philoxenian, which do not injure the native idiom but yet do attempt to 
reflect the original carefully. The word order of the text follows the original wherever 
it can, but by no means slavishly. His quite varied usage places him in a period of 
change and uncertainty.
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
This is characterised both by inconsistency and, by comparison with the texts just 
dealt with, some unexpected renderings. As an example, we note the terms Skxvokx 
and evvoia; the former is found as rda*.cu*, and as rdl*osx>, with the latter also
as rsf=«.cu». It is unusual thus to have a number of Syriac synonyms employed for a 
single Greek term within a single text. Frequently we see that contextual meaning is 
more important to the translator than consistency; thus 5o^a as ‘opinion’ is never 
r&jL=>ax., as in some texts, but can vary between and *\, the latter being
the more common, and which can also be used for Aoyoq where the sense is 
appropriate;3 Aoyoq itself has a variety of equivalents, including both and
rcdJoa»> where appropriate, as well as the obvious rs' v^b*;4 rc'wrd^ is also used 
regularly for Soypa, although rcdlsa»» can be used just as well.5
Further examples could easily be multiplied; to pick a few, taaaca is rendered both as 
cn-\ and as within the same sentence; tpojioc; is found as both rsfru and as
1 52,31 [7,19-20]; 53,15[8,22] and also e.g. 53,10 [8,15].
2 33,14 [f.91rc]; 34,2 [f.91vb]; 40,6 [f.94vb]; 33,17 [f.91rc].
3 35,6 [f.92rb]; 35,19 [f.92rc]; 40,29 [f.95rb].
4 40,10 [f.94vc]; 39,22 [f.94rc].
5 40,28 [f.95rb]; 39,22 [f.94rc].
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for xpimattiju) and ovojid^co we have, without any consistency, or
c7i= n ^ K ';1 Koivoq is found as both r ^ c o ^  and as and an important term like
popcprj, while usually being is also found as k'^vm, not an equivalent found
elsewhere.2 The term a^ioopa is ^ \ \ m . and then shortly afterwards is r w h e r e a s  
d^ia is in the very same sentence, while auGevtia becomes 5d)pov
is re'ADL.rc' consistently but then later appears as r<^cvn.3
On the other side of the coin, we see still plenty of examples of single Syriac terms 
doing double duty; thus there are no real alternatives to using for both
STEpoc;...£T£po<; and dAAoq.-.ocAAoc;; is used for both ETtopoci and (pEpopoci in close 
succession; the Aphel form jK.*' is used for both TtapocKopt^ a) and JipooTtoiEO).4
We see variety especially when it comes to epithets and standard formulas. We have 
already noted how introductory formulas for citations were standardised or expanded 
in this text (see above, under ‘editing’), and the same holds at the level of individual 
words. Thus the scripture that is Geottveuotxn; can be described equally as rcSowc^, 
or rd .c n W .5 Again pocKapioi is to be found as cd*i:u> as well as the expected 
r d i which is found in the same expression. Gegtcegioc; is usually rd ,c n W  and is not 
distinguished therefore from GeToc;, and ispoc; is often the same as well.6 There are 
various other unusual renderings which merit attention, such as the use ofrdcnaa> (vain, 
empty) for iJnAoq, which would elsewhere always be rd^ u*xx.. The commonly used 
term avayKatoc; is never found as the loan word, as is reasonably common in the other 
texts, but is usually but once The technical Greek SoxpGic; even in
RF’s text is the neologism r ^ c u i but here is simply rcM.7
The flexibility of approach characteristic of this translator is evident again when we 
see how he deals with compound terms that cannot easily be expressed in Syriac in
1 38,9 [f.93vc]; 36,20 [f.93ra] vs 36,31 [f.93rb]; see all o f 38,25 [f.94ra], 36,15 [f.92vc], 36,17 [f.93ra], 
39,5 [f.94rb] for examples.
2 35,32 [f.92vb]; at 36,25 [f.93ra] etc, but k'Sm*., at 36,24 [f.93ra] and 36 27 [f.93rb].
3 39,14 [f.94rc]; 39,16 [f.94rc]; 39,16 [f.94rc]; 39,17 [f.94rc]; 34,20 [f.91vc] et passim, but 36,3 
[f.92vb].
4 37,13-15 [f.93rc-93va]; 37,16f. [f.93va]; 37,16f. [f.93va]; 39,24/28 [f.94va];
5 33,16 [f.91rc]; 38,20 [f.93vc]; 40,20 [f.95ra].
6 34,32 [f.92ra]; 35,3 [f.92rb]; 38,14 [f.93vc]; 38,23 [f.94ra].
7 36,20 [f.93ra]; 36,8 [f.92vc]; 36,19 [f.93ra].
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their entirety. Sometimes this simply involves bringing out the compounded 
preposition as a separate word, as A^ ncA for dvTaviaravtai. But in more 
complex compounds we see other, and more periphrastic, methods used; for example, 
iaoyvcopoveq = acnv. ^a*., EtepoSiSaoKO) = a L  exepocpuqq = ,^cu
5ua|3ouAia = rtn*\a> rciaa.cu», and Gsriyopoi (those who discourse o f God) = >11=0* 
K'ki-cnW.1 Sometimes, he uses more ingenious periphrases, such as rc^u csii 
for puaxayttyeo); and for otvopoioi, which in this type of discourse
might seem closer to something like Staipopevoi (separated), whereas the term 
ocvopoKx; comes from another type of discourse, another set of technical terms. We 
even have the longer periphrases ^  a>cui*\ for opoGpovoc; and both k 'W
rd^ aLA and rt^ aVxn ,u>W for iipoepxopai, where this refers to the incarnation of the 
Logos -  this latter counting almost as editing for clarification.2 On occasion he 
evidently feels the need to express the subtlety of the Greek with a pair of synonyms, 
e.g. ^ncoo for Ttpora^avtet; or c c (those who are censorious and 
worthless) for cpiAoaKioppovat; (those who are fond o f scoffing), which is really a 
surrender to untranslatability (see under ‘editing’ above for further discussion of
-j
expansionism of this type in this text). Finally, we note those very idiomatic phrases 
that he sometimes uses for especially difficult compound terms -  under this we would 
include >jo for opocppovsq and similarly for 6po5o£ia, and also
such as the idiom for otTtooxpscpo).4
Responsiones ad Tiberium
Perhaps the most important aspect of the vocabulary of this text concerns its manner 
of dealing with long, difficult or obscure Greek words. The level of consistent 
equivalency is high, but this does not greatly distinguish this text from the others. 
Even here we can have the same Syriac word being used for different Greek terms, 
such as Ana for both eneoQai and for auvairxeiv. Words for what is and is not possible 
are many in Greek, but in this text tends to be used whether negatively for
1 33,18 [f.91rc]; 33,29 [f.91va]; 33,3If. [f.91vb]; 40,16 [f.94vc]; 36,28 [f.93rb]; 38,20 [f.94ra] -  this 
last is an unusual word which turns up e.g. in Heliodorus’ Aethiopica, and in the Orphic text, 
Argonautica -  but our translator seems to have got the gist o f it.
2 36,28 [f.93rb]; 40,27 [f.95rb]; 39,32 [f.94va]; 35,29 [f.92va] and 40,14 [f.94vc].
3 34,6 [f.91vb]; 34,5 [f.91vb].
4 33,28 [f.91va] and again 40,24 [f.95ra]; 33,29 [f.91va]; 40,30 [f.95rb].
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apqxavov or positively for the impersonal evSsxetai.1 This can be done to a 
surprising degree at times, as when is used within the same sentence for both 
(broAAuEiv and aitoPaXeiv and rc^o*' for both 656c; and rpoyia similarly.2 The 
opposite also happens on occasion -  in the discussion of the ascension, Cyril uses 
dvaXapPdveiv and its derivative forms frequently, but the Syriac uses forms of both 
>k.W and When the same word turns up again later, this time referring rather to 
the moral ‘acquisition’ of good works, the translator uses ^am n n , which indicates 
also that he is thinking not just about etymological form, but about semantic variation 
as well, just as we saw in the previous texts.
As we can tell from this last example, there is no doubt that often this translator uses 
modulated renderings as a result of a thoughtful awareness of the signifie. Such a 
rendering is r&sava for ttpo^evoq, a technical term in Greek culture, the root of which 
is hardly closely related to ‘to summon, call’ (a Persian loan); yet in context both 
Greek and Syriac here gain the accurate sense of ‘someone who conveys/guides/calls 
[us] to a new place’.
However, the most pervasive observation that can be made about the approach of this 
text to vocabulary is the etymological closeness of much of it, as the translator seeks 
to find what he thinks of as ‘more accurate’ equivalences. The equivalency of rc^ax. 
with 5o^a even when it refers to an ‘opinion’ is well known from other late 
translations and is consistently used here, but not generally in our other texts, where 
we find rdu^i or similar instead, even in generally literal texts such as SDI. 
Sometimes these very close renderings happily coincide in meaning as well -  thus the 
Gk eo0’ ore goes well as fcu*'. However, when r e ' i n * . r t s a n ^  is used to 
render to |ieaoAa|3ouv (simply a middle-being), we can begin to see how his mind 
works. Similarly, a simple formulaic epithet such as Gsottvsuotoc;, which is always 
rc^ criW or something similar in our other texts, here becomes r^cnW ^  a..<m 4
1 140,20 [454,2] and 140,12 [453,12]; 144,7 [456,12] and 144,11-12 [456,16].
2 166 ,12&13 [473,16x2]; 160,17&19 [469,11&13].
3 156,13&1 etc. [466 6&465,14 etc.]; 160,9 [469,4],
4 148,18 [460,8] as against 148,23 [460,12]; 158,12 [468,1]; 150,11 [461,13]; 158,11 [467,15].
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Compound Greek words naturally fall most easily into this type of approach, and we 
even see such forms as fcurdnoj for (piApSovcoq, a construct phrase with an
adverb instead of the second element. This form is a common caique from the Syro- 
Hexapla and Harklean, though even there the first element is usually a participle 
rather than a pure noun, as here.1 Sometimes this can become virtually unintelligible, 
as when \ir\ (XTroSiopi^etojaav obq 5u|wxoi Qet them not divide, as waverers -  the 
reference is to James 1.8,) becomes rt>«M vyrc' rdX. Ebied and
Wickham render this as let them not divide him into two souls, the error coming about 
due to the etymological translation of a single idiomatic word, biipuyoi -  the error is 
purely one of signifle, and not of signifiant?
The last point to add indicates how equivalency for this translator extends even to the
tfimatter of particles. As was common in 7 century translations such as Paul of 
Edessa’s revision of Gregory Nazianzus, so in AT rjyouv and qroi are rendered as ok' 
Kai youv as and (ocnep as rdn vytf. toivuv can even become
*urc^ a*i*\».3 These sort of equivalents are wholly absent from our other texts.
4. ii Loan Words
‘The use of foreign words is dignified’
Aristotle Poetica 1458a20
The following is a selection of the Greek loan words used in each text, split into two 
separate categories: A, all those loan words used to translate their precise equivalents 
in the Greek text; and B, those loan words used where the original term is different. 
This distinction is important and is not reflected in the indices of Greek loan words in 
the CSCO volumes which may give, for example, a listing of the instances of rdoaAy 
without noting whether the original is ra^iq or some other word. Occasionally, a third 
section, C, is added containing instances where the loan word might have been 
expected but is not used.
1 164,4 [471,18], see the discussion o f  this form in Noldeke §207.
2 154,15 [464,15].
3 150,17 [462,5]; 172,19 [478,10]; 154,15 [464,15].
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The selection is broadly representative, rather than exhaustive, and does not include 
the extremely common loans, such as and v cvA '^ ok', but rather
focuses on those which might assist in understanding the place of the text in the 
development of Syriac literature. It must also be borne in mind that some texts are 
simply far greater in length than others and this may sometimes be the principal 
reason for a greater bulk of loans. Nevertheless, a good idea of the increasingly 
common use of certain loan-words can be derived from these lists.
Note that the loan for pev has been discussed already above and is not listed here. The 
use of ^ .3 and as standard equivalents for 5s and yap is consistent (except at times 
in the RF) and, since they are not true loans, will not be discussed here either.
De Recta Fide
A
apa (54,25); apxn (42,16); p<hpo<; (44,13);* skcov (51,14);2 pupoKivSuvwq (53,13);3 
opyavov (55,17); axppot (56,18); atoixeva (62,33).
B
(5ia0rjKq) for ypacpq (44,35), in reference to the Old/New Testaments; 
rt\c*£D\m (aipsriKoq), a plus in relation to the Greek text; (^ fjrrjpaTCx), filling
in an ellipsis (46,13); (atpanwrriq)4 for Sopucpopoi (47,9); rsa»cv»u (vopoq)
for tivaq opiGtdct; (53,13); rtai±c\ (tutioc;), filling in an ellipsis (54,8); the phrase 3^  
^0 (rc6 po<;) for Ktxt’ouSsva tpoirov (57,29); r^ cv ii^ o  (Karqyopia) for 
[irspitiGsvai] tr|v ypacprjv (62,28).
Quod Unus sit Christus
A
avaneiaai (749,7); 5ta0qKti (765,37, in cit. Heb 10.29); ax^i^ (719,2); tunoq (774,6). 
B
1 This is an unusual example in that the word is Semitic in origin and yet by homophony with pcopoq 
comes to function as a loan word, with a fairly exclusive correspondence to the Greek pcopoq and its 
cognates; it is fairly common throughout our corpus.
2 r&ocu is also used for xocpaKtrjp; for details see above under the discussion o f specific lexical items.
3 Simply QDOA,Min. The compound is not transliterated.
4 This loan-word may have been chosen in order to produce alliteration with the preceding It is 
also surprising that it is not spelled (Brockelmann; Payne-Smith), but this may be a scribal
error caused by imitation o f more regular noun endings.
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K'^cuij^Q, partly to express Kcraxcpcupdo) (715,6); a>iaL* for tidvTOOc; (718,2) and also 
for naoa rrcoc; (736,41); rcinac^ is also used to render UTUoSeiypa (762,33), even in 
close proximity to where it is used properly for tutioc;.
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
A
dpcopproc; (>icv»> red) (18,12); dvdyKp (19,2s).1 
B
(Tiopoq with compounded A )^ for TidvTGOc; (19,6). Although Brock states that the 
direct loan-word for iidvTCOc; was used even from the late fifth century,2 it is found 
nowhere in any o f our texts, which use either or, more commonly, t»ote A^
Scholia de Incarnatione
A
dpcx (223,2)3; TiapdKAqTOc; (195,24 in cit. 1 Jn 2.1); auvo5oc; (222,17); Ta^ ic; (222,38); 
tutioc; (221,15).
B
<x>a\s\* for rah/tax; (225,21).
EP39
A
aycov (16,14; 18,4); dvaTieiGcuv (16,15);4 xapui (16,23).5 
B
(tutioc;) used for KaTa^iouv (19,2) -  this is quite a dynamic choice; the Greek 
means something like ‘to be worthy’ in the sense o f ‘to be seen to be doing 
(something)’.
EP40
1 But this loan-word is not used for the same Greek term shortly afterwards (21,15).
2 Brock, Greek Words in Syriac, 259.
3 Used sometimes, but not at all consistently.
4 The verb here is the Aphel form not a direct loan but a derivative o f the noun form from 
iteToai.
5 However, the word rdcaApV* more accurately reflects the form xap'O'l- The Greek is itself, o f course, a 
loan from Latin.
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Adpa (23,29); toc^ k; (27,23); aipetiKOi (26,3); 5ia0r|Kri (28,12);* knioKonoc; (20,17 et 
passim)',2 KaOaipeaiq (30,25); Kaxayopsueiv (23,14); avocTrsiOeiv (21,29); ouvoSoc; 
(22,1; 24,2; 30,26); Topoq (21,23); tpiPouvoq (21,16); xaptn (22,20).
B
r& *z\ (tcc^k;) for Tporccx; (22,10), for Tioiotriq (27,14); r<s»cv=*u for vopo0£Gi(x (28,12);3
is used in a dynamically rendered passage (equivalent o f 21,27-8), and again 
for a itia  (23,26) but again the passage is simplified and the equivalences not precise -  
moreover, this is not a true loan-word (see above under loan-words in De Recta Fide)', 
onar*' with the meaning o f  ‘being accustomed’, dynamically for rou; ei5oai (22,27), 
and again for opoAoyoupEvox; (26,21); ^  for TTpoaqKapqv (22,11); ctn°\,W  for 
£iK£iv, with the meaning o f  ‘to yield’ (22,16).
EP44
A
aip£tiKO<; (35,8); yAcoaaoKopov (37,5)4; itpaiTCoavroq (37,6); n&nac; (36,4; 37,12); 
ETuaKOTroq (35,3; 37,9); opOoSo^oq (35,19); auvoScx; (37,7).
B
ooate la . for TcdcVTU)(; (36,6)
EP45
A
otipEoic; (151,17); aipEtiKoq (156,24);5 etuokotcoc; (151,7); op0q 5o^a (154,10); toc^k;
(152,1); UTiopqvariKOc; (154,12).
B
1 In citation o f Rom 9.4, where the Peshitta does not use the loan.
2 On one occasion the fuller form K'^aaomaK' is used (38,12).
3 As with 5ia0riKr| in Ep40 (above), this one is from a citation o f Rom 9.4, where the Peshitta also has
4 Cf. Jn 12.6 (Peshitta).
5 On both these instances the loan-word is actually rt\c*a>\m (aipeaicoTqq) but the Greek is aipetiKoc;, 
in the first instance as an attributive adjective, in the second oi aiperiKoi as a substantive; compare this 
with the reference to aipexiKoq in Ep44 above, and in Ep55, in which the loan-word is the more proper
c im ^ v n .
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oiuArc' for TTporpeTieiv (151,9); <»oia I*  for Tidvrox; (155,17); t»^ \ ,  for 
Katapu0pi^£iv (151,12) -  the loan-word is used also for its true equivalent at 152,1 
(see above).
EP46
A
suayyeXiaTiiq (158,16); dtnOocvcx; (160,20).1 
B
for eyKaAeiaGai (160,25); a>oiaL* ^  for Ttdvtux; (160,8).
EP50
A
dpa (93,20); 7tpooa)7t£tov (91,7) (as well as Ttpoaomov);2 apcopcx; (94,16);3 aocpiatqq
(98 ,31);4 xpiatiavoc; (95,4).
B
rcfao^ia is also used where there is no clear equivalent in the original, in a 
dynamically rendered passage, as part o f the expression fcxLum 
rtaArt (94,10 [f.l43ra]).
EP55
A
apcopqtoq (50,17);5 aip£Gt<; (50,25); aip£tiKO<; (54,11); dpa (59,35);6 5ia0qKq (58,2); 
£7iiaK07roq (60,13); kqcOoAiki) (51,29); opOoSo^oq (49,4); aroixeiov (51,34); auvoSoc; 
(50,34); ax% « (54,10); td£i(; (53 ,l);7 zvnoq  (56,10); UTiopvqpa (51,11).
B
opo^ a for tuxvtox; (61,8); r&x>cc*u for vopo0£ata (58,20);* rcfmcu for xapaKrqp
(49,22);2 (tdypa) for x°P°<; (56,8); (K<mvyopETv) for Karaypdtpu)
1 rc>cw.°., not a direct loan, but derived from the loaned root from 7iei0eiv.
2 The former used in a quite non-Christological sense. See also under section B.
3 This is in citation from Heb 9.14 and follows the Peshitta use o f this semi-loan word; see under De 
Recta Fide.
4 The form is
5 Ebied and Wickham omit this from their index. See note on this as a loan word under RF and Ep40 
(above).
6 Again omitted from the index.
7 The same phrase ev x«ptro<; ta^ei is rendered just as in Ep45 (152,1).
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(51,7); resales for Aoyoq (49,7), where the latter means something like a ‘good report’ 
- rctoAcus is a derived noun from the verbal form aAn, itself possibly derived from 
KOtAdjq (although it may be native Semitic), so the loan is at one remove, but is 
nevertheless placed in this category.
C
rtWx. for dpcupptoc; (49,18) rather than reA as we find elsewhere; eIkcov as rc^A^
(51,32) [but see also the discussion of this term above under Lexical Equivalence].
Contra Orientates, Contra Theodoretum
A
odp£TiKoi (33,16); aidvSuvoc; (33,21); dpa (54,9); (6po)0povo<; (39,32); pwpoc; (40,8); 
opyavov (60,20); tieiGopsvoi (33,25); ta^cov (38,9).
B
Tpojroq = (33,30); dKoAou0fa = both and then close together
(38,9f.); Ttdvtr) = a>oia Acu* (40,24), but this is rare; ev Koopu) = r£a*sx>r£=> (112,3).
No use of rdaure’ or Jiurcfaurt' etc for avayKafcoc;.
Responsiones ad Tiberium
A
aipetiKoq (168,13); dprnpot; (172,21); amOavoq (166,7);3 atiAoc; (174,10); ekfj 
(140,5);4 yiyavteq (176,26); KaOoAiKoq (166,24); KatpyopsTv (172,14); opOoSo^oc;
(168,l);5 ouata (140,9 e tpassim); axppa (140,26); ta^tc; (150,10); tutioc; (164,20).
In addition we have for e^ eiKOViapoc; (174,12), a word derived from the loan
rein cl., not found in the lexicons but roughly equal to the found in Bar
1 Ebied and Wickham omit this from their index; see above under Lexical Equivalence for discussion 
o f the use o f this loan-word in Ep40 and Ep55.
2 Again, see above under this specialist term in Lexical Equivalence, although here, its only appearance 
in Ep55, it is being used in a non-Christological context.
3 As usual the Syriac is a derived form from
4 This is said to be found quite rarely, Brock, Greek Words in Syriac, 259.
5 The plene spelling oxoao^ \ ort; in previous texts we generally have the shorter spelling asn*a*&\r<f.
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Hebraeus (see Brockelmann sub.voc.); even though rsficcu is usually found for 
XapocKT^ p in this text rather than for eiKU)V.
is found for TtapeyypoKptl (178,12) but seems more likely to represent the 
variant TKxpaypacptj found in the mediaeval florilegium Paris Gr.1115 which is a 
reasonable witness to some of the text of this work. The Syriac loan-word is an
thunusual one -  it is found in a section title in a 9 century ms of Gregory Nazianzen 
(Wright, Catalogue, p.425,c.l) and Brockelmann mentions its appearance in Bar 
Bahlul. It is likely a sign of the lateness of this text.
B
ajote Jb. (iiopoq) for tiocvtclx; as often before (140,19 etpassim).
C
~ tbeita (e.g. 164,12) is not rendered with its loan-word as in some texts from the late 6 
century.1
4. Hi Neologisms
’Tis a license that has been granted, and ever will be, to put forth a new word stamped 
with the current die. At each year’s fall the forests change their leaves, those green in 
spring then fall; even so the old race of words passes away, while new-born words, 
like youths, flourish in vigorous life....Many names now in disuse shall appear again, 
many now in good repute shall be forgotten, if custom will it so; custom, the lord and 
arbiter and rightful legislator of language.”
Horace, Ars Poetica, 58-72
The following is a list, by text, of words that may be considered to be neologisms of
2 • •various types, as defined by Brock. As with the list of loans, this list is not exhaustive 
but, subject to the same reservations, may be taken as being approximately 
representative of the overall development that we have traced so far (see for instance 
the long list under AT).
1 According to Brock, Greek Words in Syriac, 258.
2 See the various typologies in Brock, Diachronic Aspects and Diachronic Features.
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For the issue of the neologisms va=W, and their derivatives, see further
above, under odp%, acojuaand their derivatives.
References are made to the location of the Syriac word given, not its Greek 
equivalent.
De Recta Fide
[21,13], frequently for SoKqau;; K’&tcutaea [13,5 et passim] and derivations, 
a universal term for oiKovopia; [31,10] and [64,5]; rCiA^k^i
[31,10] and rc^cusls»k^> [32,3 etc.];1 r«^c*> [33,3], a standard epithet for David; 
r^ Xxrvw.\>rv)[\^  [33,9]; [64,1]; [67,9]; k'&\cux»>&vz2q [83,9],
following the Peshitta of Heb 5.8; rcA^rtkw [125,4]; rdxujco [129,3]; rdmtai [129,10].
Quod Unus sit Christus
rdujLM»» [f.51rb]; r ^ c u x , ^  [f.51rb]; rc&r&en [f.51rb et passim]; [f.51va];
T<'i^ cui=j»a [f.51vb et passim]; r^ fr\cvv*>VTsq [f.52ra]; [f.53ra] and k'&xcu&Ilm&vz^
[f.53ra]; rdizsusa [f.53rb]; [f.53rb]; [f.53va]; k^r&k^a\* [f.53vb];
r e [f.92ra] and rcA^kzo [f.55va], k'^ <m3l=wS(oo [f.90va]; rd*\cu^ oew [f.55va]; 
V\ [f.56rb]; ««*%*«»»-i"a» [f.56va] and rc'&xcuiaaca [f.56va]; rdiiwoi [f.57rb];
[f.57vb]; rdioaz. [f.57vb]; K'fc\cuza^ =ji\» [f.59ra; f.70rb]; r&zn*mktt [f.61rb]; K' c^uAmsa 
[f.62va]; [f.72vb]; rdonjasa [f.74vb]; rd&\cu^ a&\z2a [f.75va]; r^ SftCui^ ijjaas*)
[f.77rb]; &v»rdicao£*> [f.77vb]; [f.78vb]; rd'&xcuainJftSa [f.90vb];
[f.95ra].
Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
red [f.l5rb, 16vb], fairly common throughout for dcnoppqtdjq; r e k ^ ^ n k ^  
[f.l6vb]; K'^ vcuzivaitcw [f.l5vb]; rek\<MSs^n [f.l6ra etc.]; r^ u»&\=*> [f.l6vb] = opatoq; 
rd^zzx.^30 [f.l6vb]; f<'i\cu»zx.^ [f. 18ra] for aapKO)0qvai; kurtA ^kvaa  [f.l9ra];
[f.l9ra]; [f.l9ra] = Suvaarsia'the first instance of this word
1 A neologism like this is, however, used inconsistently, e.g. for both dxperuroq [41.3] and ocKiAiveq 
[41.4], but then with rdal*.az fcvA also being used for arpenroq [41.2].
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is rendered with rcdu*, even though the denotation and sense is identical]; k^ cuv-i^  
[f.l9ra, 19vb]; rcWsa [f.20va]; r^A-w* [f.21ra].
Scholia de Incarnatione
[f.21vb]; [f.22rb]; rdu2aSL*»> [f.23vb], bv»r?\'yj\r'73 [f.38va];
rdialuj2(\jcx) [f.24rb]; [f.24rb]; -»"•«> [f.24rb]; r^ Jacxyuaioa [f.24ra]; rdixsaitxxsi
[f.24va]; r^ &xcxaa^ &x^ a [f.25vb]; rV^ xcvivax^ a [f.26va]; Srur^ iMso^ vzi [f.27ra] and r£o\l»>&x=*> 
[f.44vb]; rdiLxx.^ [f.27va], rc'^cuL^kw [f.29ra]; [f.28vb] (for
auyKOCtaPdaK;); rc'^cuxava^ [f.30va]; [f.33vb]; n^ xcu^ fcxxso [f.39vb];
rc'^cu^noa [f.40ra]; [f.41rb]; [f.44ra]; [f.48ra].
Ep39
rt'&xcxis&x^ &x^  [f.l50rb]; [f.l50rb]; rC'frxcxrailr’w [f.l50va];
[f.l50va]; rCxaL*»&x*=» [f.l51va]; rcftny^xasa [f.l51va]; [f.l51va];
[f.l51va]; rc'^cui=»a3 [f.l51va].
Ep40
r&x&xxi [31,2] and the twin forms c^cxdcsue* [37,21] and K'fcxcxAsas^  [37,12];
[37,13].
Ep44
none
Ep45
[39,9]; r^cxdoi**) [39,13], cf.Ep40 above for this form; rdilzu»*x2*> [45,24] 
and rt'&xcxAsjdrai [44,15]; r^ &ljj&xsea [45,19]; r^ &xcxim^ a [46,6].
Ep46
rdisal*33 [50,8] and rt'SrvcxJCnix^  [50,11]; rt’&xcuioua&x^ a [50,22]; r^ JacxitoXsa [50,22]; 
r<'&xii&.:icxx=a [52,29].
Ep50
rc'iacxiianasa [f.l40vb]; [f. 141vb]; r^ 'ixcxa'ujxa [f.l43va].
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Ep55
[ 4 , 2 ] ;  ^v» rc* \i\\7 [ 4 , 7 ] ;  rc>\^ \° > k \r? 3  [ 4 , 1 9 ] ;  r t 'V n  [ 5 , 1 0 ] ;
[5,22]; rxfuA^ ivaew [5,23]; rsiiLuji^ [5,28], in cit. Rom 1.23 (Peshitta has rcda*»*\=a);
[7,9]; r^ inT°v^ \so [7,20]; K’&vcuxaia&ca [9,2]; K'iftcuiaica [9,2]; rC'&ui&^ -ai*
[10,10].
Contra Orientales/Contra Theodoretum
t<'^ \cuziia^ cQ [f.91va]; r^ A-iM^vsg [f.91vb]; rdux^Sftaea [f.92rb]; [f.92vc];
\^ *> [f.94ra]; K'i^cuia^a [f.94ra]; r<*i°A nfrvzsg [f.94ra]; r^ c^uooz^ a [leg. for K'&vax&^a] 
[f. 94va]; rc^cuxiiafcca [f. 122rb].
Responsiones ad Tiberium
rc'i-mv.’^  [457,9]; rc'^ cv4j,u»f<' [457,14]; r?^ \o.xa.u-\^ o^a [458,14]; r^ xjjLzrQ^ q [459,6]; 
r&zti:i&\=a [456,7]; r<*i-\T°>frca [461,13]; K'fcxcuiaica [463,6]; r^ iacvatoxsa [464,17];
[465,10]; [465,11]; [465,13]; r^uut i^rvsa [466,10]
and [479,10]; r^ &udJba&xsa [466,14]; rdu^ca [468,17]; K'iacuTi&uca [469,1];
r^ &uiA&vcca [469,2]; [469,8]; r^kucai0^ ^09 [473,10]; re’^ cmoDuia) [476,4];
rdi3*ajca [478,6]; r<'^ \cu^ a^ \zsQ [478,13]; K'^ vij&Xki^ Q [478,18]; r^ cvAajacEa [478,13]; 
r^ fcveumsa [479,12]; r^ ivAi^ gia&Ea [479,19]; r^u^iua [481,11]; r^ iAxaa>.fe\ra [481,16]; 
rdinxOEa [481,16]; rdiluj&xra [481,19].
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3.ii
Comparison of Translation Techniques in other texts
Having described in as much detail as space allows the various techniques used by our 
texts across a range of criteria, we are now in a position to develop the observations 
made in the last section (3.i) by introducing a new method. Cyril is plentifully quoted 
by subsequent authors, both Syriac and Greek. Where such authors quote from our 
texts, therefore, we have extant two Syriac versions of the same passage, one of which 
will often be datable. By comparing these passages, we hope to shed further light on 
the observations made thus far with regard to the techniques of our texts.
The most important author in this connection is Severus of Antioch, whose works are 
extant only in their Syriac versions. Others will also be mentioned as we proceed, 
such as the author of the life of John of Telia, Theodosius of Alexandria, and Peter of 
Callinicum. These are all (reasonably) datable texts.
The Syriac versions of the majority of the works of Severus have traditionally been 
ascribed to the deposed monophysite bishop Paul of Callinicum.1 The basis for this 
attribution rests on the colophon of Vat. Syr. 140, the ms which contains the dossier of 
works written by Severus and Julian of Halicarnassus (the Anti-Julianist Polemic). 
This colophon (f.l45v) attributes the translation to Paul and dates his work to 528.
tV»The ms itself is of 6 century date and there is no reason to doubt its testimony in this 
matter. Can any of the other Syriac versions of Severus be ascribed to Paul? When 
Lebon first published the Liber Contra Impium Grammaticum (CG) in 1929, he 
ascribed the work again “ad eundem interpretem [sc. the translator of the Anti- 
Julianist works] probabiliter, haud tamen certo, libri quoque contra impium 
grammaticum syriacam versionem auctores hodiemi communiter referunt,” though he 
does not tell us who these ‘auctores hodiemi’ are.2
The ascription also of the translation of the Sergius correspondence to Paul of 
Callinicum rested with Baumstark and was similarly adopted by Lebon.3 The
1 Thus Duval, Litterature Syriaque, 316.
2 Lebon, Contra Impium Grammaticum, versio, p.ii.
3 Baumstark, Geschichte, 160; Lebon, Orationes acEpistulae, v (versio).
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Cathedral Homilies exist in two versions, one known to be by Jacob of Edessa, the 
other, older version, ascribed again to Paul -  thus says Briere, that this deduction was 
made “de la parente qui existe entre les traductions precitees [i.e. the three texts 
mentioned so far] et une version syriaque des 125 homelies cathedrales de Severe 
d’Antioche.” He recognises that only the anti-Julianist corpus is actually explicit on 
this matter and that the others are deductions from this based on similarity (of style) .1 
Although we have no reason to doubt these judgments, it is worth keeping in mind 
that the attribution of this large corpus to Paul of Callinicum in the late 520s rests on 
only one colophon to one of the works involved.
One other vital work, however, can safely be attributed to Paul, namely the 
Philalethes. For if we compare a long citation which Severus makes from the 
Philalethes in one of his defences against Julian with the parallel text in the 
Philalethes itself, we can observe that the two are identical for a full 51 lines of text.2 
From this one observation we are able to conclude that the translator of the anti- 
Julianist work (i.e. Paul of Callinicum) was making use of an already extant 
translation of the Philalethes. Given the short time available for this, together with all 
the other considerations mentioned, it seems extremely likely that this translator was 
himself. We can thus firmly attribute the translation of the Philalethes to Paul, despite 
the editor’s own reticence in this matter, and thus expand the corpus of works clearly 
attributable to this translator.
Severus’ other work, the Orationes ad Nephalium has come down to us in a single ms 
(Mausiliensis 30), the colophon of which gives the translator as Athanasius of Nisibis, 
who was also the translator of some of Severus’ correspondence, which he published 
in 668/9. We can assume that his version of the Ad Nephalium comes from a similar 
date. His work thus belongs to the ‘highest’ period of Syriac translations, more or less 
contemporary with those of Jacob of Edessa. The use of the credal term k'o*.
1 Brfere, Introduction generate aux homelies de Severe d'Antioche, 17; the same ascription was made 
already by previous scholars, see Wright 94f., Duval 316f., Baumstark, 160.
2 Texts: Hespel, Philalethe (Textus) 348,9-350,3, and Hespel, Severe: La polemique antijulianiste 
(Textus) 111,115,22-117,10.
3 This Athanasius is not to be confused with his contemporary namesake o f Balad, the translator o f and 
commentator upon Aristotle; see Baumstark, Geschichte, 259.
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rc^ a>ortf3 by this translator confirms this late date -  Jacob of Edessa being especially 
noted for its use.1
Basing ourselves on these reasonably well-fixed points, we are now able to look at the 
texts where they overlap. The method of comparing parallel texts in patristic citations 
was used by Van Roey and Allen in their study of the various Syriac versions of the 
works of Theodosius of Alexandria, although in their case the main purpose of the 
comparison was rather to ascertain the identity of the translators. The method used 
there did not extend beyond comparison of vocabulary. Beyond establishing that the 
various extant versions were all by different translators and that they were in turn all 
different from the full Syriac versions of the same works (in this case, Paul of 
Callinicum’s Severus and Paul of Edessa’s Gregory Nazianzen), the analysis did not 
go much further. In this chapter, by contrast, we shall be looking at translation 
technique across roughly the same range of criteria that we used in the foregoing 
chapter. For each text a small selection of examples will be given out of the usually 
very large number available both in Paul’s translation work and in the large Syriac 
florilegia, the mss of which were decribed in 2.i. Only the shorter passages will be 
cited in full, in order to provide the proper evidence without overburdening the length; 
but the relevant parts of all the example passages will be fully discussed.
The abbreviations for the various texts will frequently be used in the following 
discussions. The reader is referred back to the key on p. 1-3.
Citations of the De Recta Fide
Example 1 
[Greek: 45,8-12]
xr)v octco yfjq cdpKa tocic; ava)T(XTa) 5o^ai<; atecpavouv Tiapairoupevoi koli ek tfjc; ayav 
dpa0ia<; vo0qv n va  koci 7rapecp0app£vqv voooOvtec; EuAdjteiav Tcapat£Tpdcp0ai cpaai
TOV EK 0EOU TKXTpOq (pUVTOt A6yOV Eiq OOTECOV T£ Kai VEUpGOV K(xi adpKOC; CpUQlV, tf]V EK
1 Gribomont, La catechese, 153, n.67, although Gribomont here seems unaware o f the external 
attribution to Athanasius.
2 Van Roey and Allen, Monophysite Texts, 119-22.
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7icxp0£vou y£vvqaiv rou ’EppavoufjA ttAoctu yeAwvtsc; oi zaXaveq koli t o  anpsTteq 
KocraypctcpovTec; trjq ourax; dpiatriq kocI 0£O7ip£7iouq oiKovopfaq..
[Syriac: 12,6-13,6]
»^A K'otuA  ^ .^ cvV\?ki r<'^ \aaAr<'A r -^Ar  ^ ^»a o^ -A^AK'©
r^ oAr*' -°A vt^ T-rc^  .rt'oArC' &\AmAA ix*\ ^  rdLsi^ Xtir^ n yOm^cvA^
Aa- .r£»QA J^LMVaya A^ . K'AtttsAO rt 'A i^A G  fd2*>\^A  rC/\»-\\ .rd aK ' ^  aA.&vK'a ocn K 'JA ^j 
.K'^ucrArC'o r<'itv»tn\ ctj&acvaazjA^A ch \ ^I’atiCPO .K'&Aq&vs ^ A  JL*r<,cvi2n^-n mA cc»
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 79,16-24]
A ^  :rt'^ \rda-^ k> r C ' ^ c v ^ A - .  r^l ^ q o  .^Ak'^vjc^j A A =t& V 2a rdA&- rdxxibar-i r^.W  ^ a  rt'ioo^ A 
K'aArC' iu m  am  rt'bA^z) x^ 'Cor<' ^IlmSme.K's -.^ »ctx»A^  K 'SA tujl^o K 'itvL^n r^aA r^  A\AuA=j 
- . r t ’ f e A o i f t s  ^ Q A  A j K*CVi » x ^ - A  r ^ A c o a  A v -  A=* - .r ^ 'A D a n A  r d u ^ A o  i V A i L ^ A o  r d ^ A - ^ A  - . r d s r ^  
r d A x ^ T i  r^i^craA r^iACUVaA^ A s . .  . r^»r^& t^Aa g o to  :r£»GA %^cucn ^ i s »  \ q q
.r^ oArdA r^ >r^ &o
In contrast to those many passages where the translator of De Recta Fide treated his 
text very lightly, adding his own editorial adjustments and transposing only the 
general idea of the sentences, this example comes from a passage in which he has 
used a more exact technique, thus providing a more useful comparison with the 
contrasting technique used by Paul of Callinicum.
While De Recta Fide uses two words for roxpaitoupsvot and puts them at the 
beginning of the clause, Paul of Callinicum tries to imitate the Greek word order by 
putting ^ A a t  the end. The K 'v ^ r< 'A fla=  distinction is shown clearly, as well as 
De Recta Fide’s inconsistency in using r^Ana= for the second instance of aap^. The 
phrase xaiq dcvwraro) So^aiq is more accurately expressed with an adjectival phrase in 
Paul of Callinicum than the dynamic modulation ‘name of the Godhead’ in De Recta 
Fide. While there are a number of agreements in vocabulary, e.g. for vo0qq and 
jiapatpscpo), as well as for ooteoov T£ Kai VEupoov, Paul of Callinicum’s greater 
rigidity can also lead to misleading results, thus the latter’s use of for 
KaTOcypdcpcj where De Recta Fidels y*isx> actually brings the reader much closer to the 
true signifie of the verb.
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Again, it is not quite obvious why Paul of Callinicum should turn the first clause into 
a passive when the verb otecpavouv is clearly active; the same can be said of Paul of 
Callinicum’s choice of *xn for cpuo) (probably on the basis of an etymology) where De 
Recta Fide has more naturally used a form of sL.
Example 2
[Greek: 48,12-25] [Syriac: 10,13-13,6] [Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 80,15- 
81,7]
As for KQcraypdtpsiv above, so now for xaOopf^eiv, we see Paul of Callinicum using 
an etymological equivalent, in this case and De Recta Fide the signifie
equivalent, Where Karaypdcpeiv re-appears later in this citation and the meaning
is ‘to ascribe’, De Recta Fide simply uses while Paul of Callinicum of course 
retains his consistency with .=»^ again. Paul of Callinicum is more prepared to use 
new forms, words such as for &K<XT(xaeiGTOV, where De Recta Fide has
only changing the part-of-speech as well as the root.
De Recta Fide's freedom with regard to syntactical relationships is again in evidence, 
as trft outo) TrayKdAqq K<xi apioTqc; (3ouArj(; (of the so all-perfect and wonderful plan) 
becomes Aa^= (the wisdom o f the dispensaton that is all-
wonderful) in De Recta Fide, but accurately A^ = in
Paul of Callinicum -  thus hendiadys generally is respected in Paul of Callinicum but 
rarely so in De Recta Fide.
Again, however, we note that De Recta Fide is quite capable of coming up with some 
better and more accurate renderings of its own. Thus for the tricky yqysvsc; Paul of 
Callinicum has retire' :uL, while De Recta Fide has the adjectival rdii^w; for 
UTrap^ iq, De Recta Fide has rtf’&va&uit’, Paul of Callinicum rc^. Paul of Callinicum has 
no advance on De Recta Fide when it comes to expressing modality (optatives, dv 
etc.) and finding different equivalents for the verbs of existence (urnxpxo), KEtpai etc.).
Example 3
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i L
A part of one of the extracts used in PHL is also quoted in a tractate of the mid-6 
century monophysite patriarch Theodosius of Alexandria [Oratio theologica, Geerard 
7137, Syriac only extant], written in 556/7.
This Tractate exists in 3 different, though seemingly related, Syriac translations, 
designtaed as H, B2 and F (according to the sigla used by Van Roey and Allen, 
Monophysite Texts). The editors do not come to any firm conclusions about the 
relationships between the versions other than noting their general independence from 
one another
All three versions have been edited, with our citation located as follows:
H = Chabot, Documenta 74,11-19 [versio, 51,24-32] (from BL Add 14602, s.v/vi).
B2 = Van Roey and Allen, 180,25-32 [versio, 248] (from BL Add 12155, s.viii).
F = Van Roey and Allen, p.210,25-32. [versio, 248] (from BL Add 14541, s.viii/ix).
Below is printed the Greek of the De Recta Fide (52,19-25), followed by the Syriac
version (50,2-8). Beneath this is Paul of Callinicum’s version (PHL 82,18-26),
followed by version H of Theodosius’ Tractate. Beneath these is an apparatus 
containing the variants found in the alternative versions of the Tractate, viz. B2 and F.
tov 0£ou psaiTpv xai avOpumwv Kara tocc; ypacpdq auyKEiaOai cpapev
y j j  yVsr*':* v y r ^  >A*bo rC'cnlr^'s rc'iv. ©chi
JbkJruaan r&a* rda in ii v y r t '  retire >Aib:io rC'cnXK'n och \
y is a r* ' v y K ' r ^ t u i 5 j© K 'ctA k 'a re».v
quod ponunt post y  w k ' B2,F 
*^\a\n] B2,F
ek T£ Trjq kcx0’ qpaq avOpcjTtotqroc; teAeiwc; Eyouaqc; Kara tov i'5iov Aoyov
rt'fcxcvjurt' ^
•.chLjl rt'Jftlsa vyrt* rtf'JtxcvjtaK'
:(faLn v y r ^  cnX 2^0
<nl ifurC'] ( n i L r ^  B2
KOCl £K TOU 7l£CpqVOTOC; £K 0£OU KQCTa (puaiv uloU, TOUT£OTl tou povoy£vouq,
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r d iU u j  iroaXurt’s rt'cnXrC's rdixa Sri rt'Va o m  Jx±. 
r ^ U u u  a m  ^»S cus» rdaK ' ^>a axis Xv»f<*it-M orb ^ a o
. r^ .t . » .  ^,3 cucti i r t 'ia  rdix^a ctAk' ^  ,u»X\r<'s a m  ^ n a
>\jjX\c<'] axis B2 
pe'oiW] rdbrtf' B2 K'tnW, Sed pOIl. post rdixas, F
r^liAa] ^u r^ iiA  B2
0(73 add. ante rc^ sx*^  B2,F
rc'sra pon. pOSt ^»o B2,F
5iaPePaioup£0a 5s auvo5ov psv n v a  Kai triv urcsp Aoyov auvSpoprjv
.r^xisXoj r^Xs r^XvcuiAi K'Sm r^ GCTi... Ax^cn •^SSfcrt'
r^XA^a AaAs r^silA* 71A.S ^ rd ^ c n s o  ■ .'p x n  r£xx.cu=kS -.^»S ^ixi ^»sixs> 
:X\ocn r t’XAsa ^ 9  AaAs K'Xvcusa* X\cAs r^L^ooSO }aS»> r^» r .c u ^ s  ^»s ^»ssx»>
^»SSsC»] ^»Sx2a B2
rdxiLCVia.] rt'Xxojcxi^  B2,F
rd^tnl] rd^tns X\g_»c\je. B2,F
X\cA] A B2; X\cA sed pon. post k'XvL* F
X\ccti] om. B2,F
sic; svcoaiv aviacnv ts  Kai avopoicov TtsirpaxOai cpuasoov-
. ^ cvr. r^Xo ^oas rdX SaxX SaiS x^Xcn r^x&x *^oaa»sX\ ^ws 
. rC'sixiA ^£qs rdXso KjOjc. r^A rdli-^S K'X\cl*Sax=> iA.Xutort' 
.rt'sSAxi ^aTtss r^Ao ^»ojl r^As r&£xS
r^ Xs] r^ A a^Acti B2 
^i2qs] rddbs B2 
)s\\±.ks»rt add. F pro
re'ssxA om. F
s v a  5’ o u v  opax; X p ia to v  Kai KUpiov Kai u io v  STtiyivcoaKopsv,
.^AA.x* t f l a o  r^*s^ 9 0  ^»s Sa»
^ia» ^xx.soXu0 9  •.ri 'sao  r^ iV ao  rdixxaoa 701=3 ^»s Sai 
. ^ 1a> ^AA-Sjt rd tV io  r t ' t a o  rd ix u o s  731=1 ^»s Sa>
x^x.Sa] x^x.SoX\X2*> B2,F
1 leg. Hespel.
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£V xavxQ Kai UTidpxovta Kai vooujievov 0sov xe opou Kai av0pa)7iov.
. rt'oA rt' ycna&urt' ocn ocns
. rdtirC' ^aa  r^crArC' ,cnofcur<' K'xsjL^rtf's
r^TliraO r^ Xvj vyK' f<'cn\c<' ycnoiftjK' cns la> ch=:i
.^ .riAcaa yoso^r^] .l^ &Yfla^ no ,cookv.r<'^ o F 
K'Xm vyf^] K' j^jart' B2,F
The differences between De Recta Fide and Paul of Callinicum are as we would 
expect. In particular, note the way GuyK£ia0ai is reduced to a copula in De Recta Fide 
but given the status of an indicative in the others; Kara tov i'Siov Aoyov is virtually 
ignored in De Recta Fide; De Recta Fide's loose use of rc ^  \=> for a term other than 
opoouaioq, and its avoidance of the term auvSpoprjv where possible. Many of these 
traits have been noted previously but are highlighted by the contrasting techniques of 
the other translators.
All three versions of Theodosius’ citation represent a style totally alien to that of De 
Recta Fide, but the comparison with Paul of Callinicum is intriguing. The latter 
predates the writing of Theodosius’ tractate by a generation, yet there is no marked 
difference between them. In places, in fact, Paul of Callinicum has the edge on H as 
an exact representation of the original.
B2 and F are a marginal improvement on H (e.g. Wo*, for auvSpoppv and
some alterations in word order), but then dA fcurt' for dA L k- for teAeigx;
EXOuaqq is less idiomatic than B2’s ,o>o& ur^ Paul of Callinicum appears to
be slightly closer to B2 than to any other version, showing some common 
idiosyncrasies which must be related, such as rt=>re j j j m  ocn ^na.
Overall, B2 and Paul of Callinicum can easily be seen as the products of very similar 
translators, brought up in the same schools and using much the same techniques.
We move on now to three examples of citations in the florilegia.
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Example 4 
[Greek: 55,8-13]
Kai touto d5ux; o Geairsaioq ypatpsi IlauAoq* & o n e p  yap ecpopeaajisv tqv dKova tou  
Xoikou, cpop£aa)]i£v Kai tqv dKova rou dioupaviou. £iKova p£V yap tou xoikou to  
£UoAia0ov £cpq Tipoc; apaptiav Kai tov £Vtd50£V qpiv £7tippicp£vra Gavatov, dKova 
5k au tou dioupaviou, tout£ati Xpiatou to  £5paTov dq ayiaapov Kai tqv £k Gavatou 
Kai cpGopaq avaKopiSqv t£ Kai avaKamaiv dq acpGapaiav Kai (Joaqv.
[Syriac: 63,10-64,5]
a m *  m^rvio^ x n li  a m *  m ) n \ a ^  ^t->\a vryK's vsord X  ^ QocAcvB rd r »X3 rdom
K '^coao  fcxcA* r e ) s \ a \ t \ \ j ^ ^ n  r d ^ r d  a m *  crAx'to^ . r ^ i 'x ir .  ^ n *
,030^ur<' .T^»iT*a^ a i m  :(^cax . a m *  jnoJtx rdixAa^
r d l A  r d l i a j j  ^ q o  . r d j A  r ^ n *  K '^ x ^ c v j j O  r d - i c x a o  r ^ X x r i T  . i n - n  k ' x . V l .  r d s a c u j
. rdirxoAajjirx^ j
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 14536, f.l5a]
rd?A ^  AK* %zAl .rd'te .^n rd»A^ vyr^J -=3^tv^ oocAcxa rd=cA^  ,x.X» x^  ^m o
rdiftrd r?*m ^n* rdfcxcx^ Ao irvcAn viord K'Stxcv^ i^ ml rd\^»-:\ ^  rdr>Aj-
rdixcx^a r^ kxnPfl^ Ao rdc*:icxii=>:\ rd^cxaA r^mya ^»s a i m  rdcax.] ^»:i rd?A  ^
. rd&xcxAsM&x^a rdA:\ rdiixnA K'&xrvcxjAo rdArujo
The obvious differences abound: De Recta Fide alters the structure of even the simple 
first clause, making ^:u the main verb and xmrt the subordinate; he uses r&**n loosely 
for 0£a7t£Gio<;; it uses the analytical phrase r d ^  am...r^*s .^ ^>* am where the 
citation uses an adjectival formal equivalent; it varies the terms for xoikoc;, using am 
on the second occasion; it omits any reference to dpq; the relationships of 
the list of nouns in the last clause are severely rearranged in De Recta Fide (perhaps 
to make greater sense to the translator) but carefully mirrored in the citation.
Example 5 
[Greek: 55,34-56,5]
ou yap ttou tqv t£ dAqntov Travt£Ac6(; Kai avaAootov taj Gavatq) cpuatv, tout£ativ  
tfjv 0£otqta tou povoy£vouq tcav uxro xGova pux&v avaK£Kopia0ai cpqaop£v. ou yap 
av q£;iu)0q to  xp% a Gaupatoq, d  pq p£pd/qK£v dq tov ai'5qv o £K 0£ou Aoyoq, trj 
trjc; 0£otqtoc; £V£pyda t£ Kai cpvoei TiapaSo^ax; Kai U7i£p Aoyov TiAqpdW p£v ta  Ttavta
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Kai tou; naaiv £7u5qpa)v. avo)T£pa) yap totiou Kai 7t£piopiapou Kai p£y£0ou<; 
|i£TT|pTOU TO 0£VOV.
[Syriac: 67,5-68,1]
VwK' r^Axo^n v n ^ A  vy=A&ca r^Ao . W>A\A\m rdAs ocn . m i± *  As- rt'ocn r^A
ocmK' .rC'llcn Axocn K 'im oas \i_ ^ c A  AxtAco r^Axcx^s , m a \ . n \  ^ n  t^'AxocnArt' ,cn:i vyrS* . rxiiK' 
r^2a^o .AuK'ijcnAx o iu a a o  cnAxocnAr^ rC’Axcxjruas^asn ocn . K'cnArC' rtf'Axlin Acuxn >cvo rdAn 
K'ocnM ^ n  r^cnAr*' u \ ^  ocn >As-^ 9 >cnoA\-»r<' v^oA isso  cm^9 r^iso Ajs r^A r&ocm
. K'AvvxiLcxina .vi.fTaAuo o^jjAxAxio .rC'iAxr^ n
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12155,f.55v]
cnAxocnAr^ cxicn .rtf'AxcxsnA r£i:u>A\Ax2 a r^Ao v y »  rdi^aAAvre r^A ocn rt'h-^ u \ ^  cvA 
r^Axcxa^ k'Ocn r£»OJE. r^A .r^s.^rC'a r£»AxiiAx rc\.rix ^ n  AxAs-Axr^j ^LkVnrC' r^ *OujL*A
rdiijxao iVAxoaizixZnn :Vs .rtf'cnAr*' ocn rC'AxA  ^ ocn Acxitj ,cvo r^A oAr^ .K'vnAA 
r^Av^ox ^ n  A v\ A-\V ^ j j io  A^ ^ n  rd lio  K'Axlm ^ n  AsAo Aurt'cmrnAx . cn AxoctA k ' ix
.r<'cnAr<' )cnoAur<' K"AuAuxsnAxm K'Axaaio r^nojjAxo
Many of the same sort of differences as we saw in the previous examples are simply 
repeated. Thus De Recta Fide will change some aspects outright, e.g. ‘caves of death’ 
for ‘caves beneath the earth’, A& for avaK£Kopio0ai, where the citation uses the 
passive more accurately; again we see the difference between analytical and adjectival 
equivalents for Greek adjectives; the typical formulaic rc'cnArc' k'AxAw where the 
citation has correctly rc'cnAct' om rc'AxAw; the word order throughout is as closely as 
possible mirrored in the citation, and even |i£v receives its loan equivalent; the final 
clause is quite reformed in De Recta Fide and mirrored in the citation.
Example 6 
[Greek: 71,34-72,6]
T£0vaiq yap av oun tiou Ka0’ dauTOV o Aoyoq. cpap£v ouv o n  T£0v£ooori<; auTou zf\c; 
aapKoq auToq touto A£y£Tai 7ia0£iv. oukouv ou 5ixa aapKoq, £v auTrj 5£ paAAov Kai 
|I£t’ auTrjc; Trjv Trjq KupiOTqTOc; av£5qaaT0 5o£;av o vopq) aapKoq Kai cpua£i Trj Ka0’ 
ppac; T£0v£ax; Kai £y£yqpp£vo(;, av0pa>Tnvov p£v to  T£0vavai 7ia0o<;, £V£pyqpa 5£ 
0£ikov to avapiajvai 5£ikvuc;, iva 5i’ apcpoiv yvcopt^qTai Ka0’ qpaq T£ apa Kai uit£p 
ppac; ax; 0£oc; Kai tcov oAaiv y£yovd)c; opqrro KUpio<; o Kai Tipo aapKO<; |3aaiA£Uuyv 
p£Ta tou i5iou raxTpoc;.
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[Syriac: 147,6-148,4]
.Ts*'\ om  .cnV^A A o ^ z n  .&\rdr*> rd \ cri\i^-> rt'&Ar*) rt'oArt'
. Aim r^jjmcvx. .r<,X^^ <"> rtf\\o>.-% r^ \r?  ^  ;\ , cn rt'oos r^A ^>£Q rt'rios
rdjuK' rt'ocn rt'rti rt'om k\az>uj .jaaa 2^  l^»:i r«*%.-v-»rt rt'vj;^^ rdoazA^aa om
.j^vcv^r^ ,o3a&ur<':i >x.:u&u ^»ax»JftHift J u ]  .oAvoaArt's &\ocn r^o i^  .cn&oxm rt'cxAxn
}n:in Art's om  . Aa A*. K'v^j rt'aoss K'tuituo .n?aArt' vyrt* xJCn >\s*?a:\ mofc\a
.»CT3CU3r<' n^s. rt'ooo
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 14532, f.50v] 
ct'soAs VsortAoa om  .aslus rt'soorD »^S ^-.s^arf .rt'JnAsa om  oA o cm^a cA &uc*>
. .°^\j\..)r\rf rtAussrt'ssa rt'^vaja-ir.^A m£a±.o &\j»rt's*&u ^»s am  . rt'iam ^3 i^flo cA ^ »:c*> . A^xd
.^ccai^ >ai rC^ TM ,030&i»r<' r^uurt' . "pjao )su^n aA»s f^ u m o  rt'sams r^ooarzms ocn
AsAct k ' u j  v y r ^  »^ it\c\j^ r</ StraS .>c\j j  rCjuui ,am  rt'JftjaArt' ^»s
73s.. rt'om  v^czara rt'iom  ^n\o Art's a<n .rt'uAu A^s i t 'w  rt'aoosa .rt'aArt' vyrt'
.>a3cmr<'
Note the obvious word order accuracy with the very first word, as well as De Recta 
Fide's modulation cm m = for K a 0 ’ eavrov; obvious omissions in De Recta Fide, such 
as for paAAov, as well as ellipses supplied such as r t ' i^ a  for Kai per’ autrjc;; 
also, the proper use of loans in the citation, redeem rather than rdooAy, and ^  for pev, 
as always in Paul of Callinicum as well. Especially also the mirror rendering of 
avGpdmivov psv to t£0vavai tkxGoc;, evepyppa 5e Geikov to  avapunvai Seikvuc; as
>cu» rt'i \>\ ,(7n  rt'&VicrArt' ^»s r t'^ cu ta a ^  ,ir\cvi*m >cb rtfxjj joao^Virt' *^> Kjjuk' ( s h o w in g
[the fact of] dying to be a human suffering, but [the fact of] living [to be] a divine 
working) rather than De Recta Fide's non-mirror but s/gwi/ze-oriented rtam i\«wm
m^auLQ »^s rt'cvjjiJS . r^utirf rt'oos r t 'r  v>
Example 7 
[Greek: 56,30-57,4]
oixeaGo) 5rj ouv Arjpoq p£v ajiaq puGoq te aSpavrjc; Kai ipeuSoSo^ia Kai 
K£Kopi[)£up£VCOV pripdtaiv cpsvaKiapoc;. egti yap to Geiov r)pd>v puatrjpiov ouk ev 
tieiGoi aocpiac; avGpaniivpq Aoyou;, aAA’ ev a7io5£i^£i m/Eupatoc;.
[Syriac: 71,10-72,6]
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r r t i v  TA o c n  r£*x? . c u m i  ,_.cti=> iru X n  . « ^ c u c n : \  n^& V njiC D  ^c tcn X v ijk -C V z. A j- ^ c n  i r i x j
r d l s o s  re 'm > c \->  k ' o c n  r ^ X : i  . > c n o J ru r< ' r ^ t n X r * '  . . . . i V i t v i m a  r d A i o s  K ' o s ^ o  . r ^ \ _ ^ : i
iVirvxXuoH r^ LuoiXo .r^ x/icvo!! r^ jjQVl r^ V^jCVjjJivn rdXrt' .f^ nrC' >A=>A
[Citation in Peter of Callinicum: Contra Damianum III,XLIX,220-5]
rr^V rv .v \^ r>  ..r tf 'X N c A ^ jG  r d l u j ^  ^»s r^ X X o a o  . tn A ^  ^ n  r t ' i f t o v ^ z .  A x ^ cn  ^»:\ A lr^ X \ 
rc^V^ - s v i t  rd V so a  r^ CY3i°>-i c\X rd»tnX r< ' jC tdo& uk ' ....rC 'X xX xib^*) K 'X v itb c A ^ n
. r^ jjOAA r<'Xl»CU>X\3 r^ XrC' . K'^ rvuUK'
tflThis citation in the early 7 century translation of Peter of Callinicum shows many of 
the same traits as in the foregoing examples. Thus De Recta Fide shows rhetorical 
flexibility especially in the initial, polemical, sentence, whereas the citation makes 
every effort to render the grammar with great precision and every word is present. 
dvGpomivric; is retained as a proper adjective in the citation but becomes analytical in 
De Recta Fide. The latter also adds ‘holy’ to ‘spirit’ (in the interests of formulaic 
accuracy?) and then adds a phrase, expressing spiritual things to spiritual people, 
from 2 Cor 2.13 to the citation of 2 Cor 2.4. This is typical of De Recta Fide’s 
expansionism.
Citations of Quod Unus Sit Christus
Example 1
[Greek: 735,36-736,2]
dp’ ouv ouyK£xuvtai Kai pia yeyovaaiv apcpa> cpuasic;.
d ta  tic; outax; £p(3povtr|t6c; t£ Kai apaGpc; dr\ av ax; r\ trjv Gdav ofeaGai tou Aoyou 
t£tpacpGai cpuaiv dc; 07i£p ouk rjv, r] p£taxd)ppa6ai trjv aapKa, Kata ye tov trjc; 
aAAoid)a£ax; tpoitov, dc; trjv autou tou Aoyou; appxavov yap. £va y£ prjv ulov Kai 
piav autou cpuaiv dval cpap£v, Kav £i ev 7ipoaArji|;£i vooito y£V£aGai aapKoc;, 4>uxpv 
dxouapc; trjv vo£pav. autou yap, ax; Ecppv, y£yov£ to avGpamivov, vodtai be xpoc; 
r)pajv oux £t£pwc; icArjv oti Kata toutov autov tov tpoxcov Geoc; opou t£ Kai 
avGpamoc;.
[Syriac: f.64rb-va]
^oooiHXx *^o<nX ooqoo :rd u ^  ^ocnX cArAnXxrt'
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■ oA K'AAm rc'mArC's cm»-> ocns ore's sm r^is r£i&Acu ^ n  u A \^ o  rdiz>.cnS cumo
S\j ,r£»gm  rdAs rV^cvri^ . re'AvomAre's rdvizA a I h t . ^  rC 's.^a om s o n ?  ,icnoAv»r<' rdAs }osmA
ocnS >cnn .r^ u v s  r<*omJ ^usmr<' ^ r< ' .rd ii^  om  sjjSQ >moA\-»rC's ^»v»K' rC'iza Ai-sm
.rdaure' Szao re'cnArC' imoAure' om  ^  o m l K'sm A ^m  ^im ^m»cnAvmo ..iT w ^ a i mA»s rC 's.^a
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 172,2-12]
. *^om.»sA\ oom  SajO . rdiL^ *^omA cv\ -A - i^ r^  Ai->m K'srC' 
omA -°A n \\y.re* rC'AAms c n k i  ore's SziflaiS rdiz^K ' . rdSuL. rdA jmoAure'o >_ii. rdizxm^ c u a o  
.rC'AAms cnL»s ocnA rdziAnX vyrt* r<'sca=> om  >si.s oK' ire'om ^ o A u r^  rdAs rdm
>^.:uA\m :cnA»S r^ ii^  \wO ■.,cnoAure's ^L»smK' K'sza Au^m Wj r^ooscva \«_\^ chA AuA
A\om Axsmre's vyK* mA»S . rtf'Aus Au -OSj  ,m  cnA Av.rC' rdz&ss jrC'sflanS mA\a-nPm-> K 'omJ
■too K'Sjjz^K' re'cnAre' :rdrxl r^icnza }oSzj rdAre' :Aurdui»»r<' oA ^\m ^»s •^SjA\m-..r<'A\OJEir<'
. rdaurV
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: CG 111,2,250,2-121 ]
. ^ ^cnLiHAx oom  lu o  : rCfa'rt ^^gctjusAn *^omA cAzAsitXiV Ajz.cn re'sre'
.oA \%)n*.r^ rC'AAms r^jmAre' cn\»~\ ore's .-vafliua (Vai\ % r^A ymoAur^o > it. r-eiz.cn S cum re*mo
AuA . rC'Adms m L s ochA r i^Vza rViflaza >jx .s OK' .re'ocn jcnoAure’ r^As r£m  omA
rC'oml z^ .S_»A\m ^arC' .)( n o ^ K ']  y i i a i r ^  m L s rdlizx SjjO rc'\za A t~-.cn Sjj . r^DD^oa 
,m  A\ocn AvsmrC's vyaK' enLs . rt'AuiAu^.oS* cnA Aure' rdatais .re'SflaaS r^V n-n fn '-i
.r^ u iz io  rC'Su^re' rC'cnAre' .-rtfil r ^ io r :  r^ArC' . Av.r^u'Ujre' cvA ^sm ^»s zwX»A\m . re'Axcuure'
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 57,6-16]
.^oooaHAx oom  2rd ira  Xv>o .-^omA cAzAzairvrC' At-.cn re'sre' 
cnuz. ore' vy&mAxre's Szanus re'\-.»re' . rdaA* rdAo re'mv sm re'ocm r^Lams cum rd^r»re' 
cnAaS OmA rdaAjjCUE.3 om  rdiVza rC'iooza ocn >ax.S ore' .re'ocn ,moiruAs rxlm omA K'AAms 
. m\.-s ocn I mo ,m o i r e 's  mA ^ia\mr<' rC'va s*» ^oia >m rC'AujUgmAvm rdA .re'AAms
rdlz^.re' i» cnAaS .rC'AusAu^oOa r ? r ° \ \  cnA Aura's re'soazaS re'A\o-aiCni-i re'oms Aza.A\mm ^are* 
.■ r^l\ r^lcnza enza »^r<' r^ArC' irur^usjjre ' cvA ^im ^1S A^Avoom .r^utlre' ocn re'ocn Axsmre's
. r^auizao K'sajz^re' re'cnArC'
The citation indicates quite clearly the technical gulf between the original version and 
the later attempts. The original Syriac text even descends to extreme paraphrase 
towards the end, but even where the translator is at least trying to render Cyril’s exact
1 Also cited at CG 1,25-6 and CG 111,1,155.
2 Sic, probably reprenting an underlying (puaiq.
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words, his technique is very far from the stage of development witnessed by the other 
three together, as the following examples indicate:
• the loan used in the citations.
• a rears' for ox; in the citations.
• There is no attempt to render sir] in the earlier version.
• rdsuL rd\ rather than the idiom rdisAcv, (Sy)
• oieaGai becomes just ‘to say’ in the earlier version, but is properly rendered in 
the citations.
• The earlier version has ‘nature of God the Word’ rather than ‘divine nature of 
the Word’ (0£iav was probably missing from Vorlagen of AN and PHL).
• Note how difficult syntax such as eiq OTisp ouk rjv is rendered idiomatically in 
Sy as icnofcurc' ndn but in all the citations as K'ooa rc^ o gctA.
• Again Sy uses the same term for t£tpd(p0ai and peraxwpqa0ai, the citations all 
using and r&x. respectively.
•  Sy omits Kara ye tov trjq aAAoicoosax; rponov entirely, but the citations all use 
roughly the same formula.
• eiq rpv ocutou tou Aoyou is rendered in Sy as ^ocnW n r^.-A, but the citations
all have cnLs ocn\.
This list is given primarily not to show how idiomatic the older translation can be, but 
rather to illustrate how far technique had advanced already in Paul of Callinicum. It 
can be seen that most of the techniques for mirroring used by Athanasius have already 
been developed in Paul’s work. The following extra points might be noted about these 
two versions:
• The loan is used only by Athanasius.
• The subjunctive exx\ is ,<na*ur<' in Paul but re'ocm for Athanasius.
• Paul’s tch for Trjv vospdv shows his awareness of the resumptive
article, and a willingness to mirror it. Athanasius, however, omits the extra 
pronoun.
• Athanasius has, more correctly, re'fcuxare' ,ch, rather than re'^ oxarc', for to 
av0pd)Ttivov.
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Example 2
[Greek: 775,41-776,21] [Syriac: f.93va-94ra] [Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP I, 
144,20-145,14] [Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 43,27-44,7]
As in the previous citation, in a whole host of areas, the older version (Sy) is far 
outstripped in precision by Paul and Athanasius:
• for cxxpJ; in Sy, always re'vna in Paul and Athanasius.
• Various idioms are used instead of literal mirroring, e.g. rdsuA <n\-m, and
re'*™ ,«n whereas the citations mirror correctly -  in the latter case 
they are almost identical.
• The citations are always careful to use ^  before all participial clauses, whereas 
Sy turns them into principal verbs by omitting
• For a difficult Greek idiom such as Kata t o io v 5 e  tiva tpoirov, Sy uses a simple 
Syriac idiom, rd c » o :i= > ; Paul and Athanasius, however, make similar 
attempts at mirroring the Greek, the one with r&m r & \ = ,  the other with
r£ltn rdila.
• The citations use conistenty for psv, and the loan is also found in
them only (Sy uses an adverb * u r ^ o < n = > ) .
• The citations use neologistic formations such as nA where Sy uses a
native idiom, paraphrasing r&am irul.
Comparing Paul with Athanasius, we see again that Athanasius tends to be slightly 
more consistent in his mirror-techniques. For example, roiq sic; opGotqta AoyiapoTc; in 
Sy was just k'&xcu^ ctA, in Paul it becomes but is most
perfectly mirrored by Athanasius as ^cA. ix^ cjjA. Sometimes, however,
Paul is more careful, for example when using different terms for UTrspqppsvoc; and 
UTrsprocTOc;, whilst Athanasius uses rdA^ *> for both.
However, the most intriguing aspect of this whole citation is contained in the 
following passage:
:K 'ic v i^  r^ & rd j j  J(\cA  -.rflm  v y i t ' j  r^ X o c n  art r d \ u £ : i  r d f c i jK '
3^3 .AhAxa vK* : rt'inxaoAx. r^ Ws. rds*>:u_G rrC'icvA oA rdlansa
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ocn )3W ia  . ° v \^ X\rYi-*) r d \  K 'V M J ^»:i r^ lx ^  :rC*n-vl\ r ^ lo c n  »cn ^2*> cnX red  - in ’ya ■ ,'p tt 
rsi red  cpiftoenXr^ a ^  . im-i-i rC'ia %m"\ isnK'Xoa \^o A^JtvodK' r^ i^ cn
For here the original version and Paul’s citation, despite differing very considerably 
elsewhere, coincide almost verbatim (the only variations are that Paul has for 
•ptt* and A^ X\au for A^ ua>ne'). This is true even in the very paraphrastic rendering of 
taiq tou itupoq opiAqaaaa rrpoapoAau;, siaSsxetai p£v auto Kai KatcoSivsi ti)v 
cpAoya (when [the iron] has been introduced into the r agings o f the fire, it receives it 
and is in pain [on account of] the flame) as <tA rcd-nvw *\cd r£=>\alc&» ^
re'^ uacnl*. rcdU mcv^ X re^ni^o ^icuX (when [the iron] is brought close to the 
ragings o f the fire, it receives the fire and brings the flame right inside), which 
Athanasius instead mirrors very carefully as <nX red=unz» .-rrtcua >XcnK'
K,S^o(n\r\ chX r</\-ii>o crxa - with re^.W  and Am being especially carefully chosen 
equivalents. It is difficult to believe that Paul is not here copying the earlier 
translator’s interpretation of the passage, so close are they to each other and so far 
from the exact wording of Cyril (or any known variants of the Greek text). We should 
probably have to say that Paul had the earlier version before him (despite the fact that 
it is Severus that he is translating),perhaps in the form of a florilegium taken from 
already-translated Syriac texts.
Example 3
[Greek: 719,31-720,3]
GUV£ia<pepETai toivuv tou; rrjc; aapKooaECoq Aoyou;, Kai ta  5t* aurf|v oiKovopiKcoc; 
£7i£vr]V£yp£va tqj Tqv ekougiov TiaOovti kevoogiv, Ka0a7t£p ap£Aa Kai to  m vrjv Kai 
to  Koiriav. WG7i£p yap ouk av KEKomaKEV auToq J) q naoa Suvapu;, ou5’ av EipqTO 
TTEivrjaai, Tpocpf) Kai £a)q tcjv oAcjv umxpxwv auToq, pq ouyi TrpooiKEicoaapEvoc; 
auipa to 7i£ivr|v T£ Kai Korciav TiEcpuKoc;, outux; ouk av ev avopoic; KaT£Aoyia0q 
7id)7ioT£ -  y£V£G0ai yap outcj cpap£v apapnav auTOV -  ouk av yeyove  KaTapa, 
GTaupov UTtopdvaq tov 5i’ qpac;, ei pi) yeyove  aap£, toutegtiv £aapKO)0q te Kai 
£vqv0pumqaaT£, Tqv Ka0’ qpac; <5i’ qpa<;> uiropEivaq y£vvqaiv av0pa)7ro7ip£7id)(;, 
Tqv 5ia ye  cpqpt Tfjc; ayfac; 7iap0£vou.
[Syriac: f.54ra-b]
<mji3  Gena >cncA v. >:iaL »r<* .3  re' .cnXxcuv^^S r^=>ix.:i ^»ns>
redo  : Acv^ A i j y '7 3  0 _»0 cm : re'ocn rt'rdX r^Xj .>rdXo r^il^re' .<71x33 x>V»
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.art* rdi^cn .K'r^X^aXo nv*a>n r*?\ \ * s .  yaXs r^X cxXrt' :JL* r&DX&xm C b o m  K'ocn
aoirv rdXo . K 'K i^vj k 'o o t r^x^cnX . K'ocn .->t.v» ^ ? 3  7 1 0 ^ 0 9  rd e ia  }o^_ rdX
i a  r^ocno r V i^ a  *=A rdX cvXrt' v ^ X ^ r a  r^ftmx r^ocn inCW7 3 Q .rt'ocn K'ocn K'SnX^oX 
^ns r^aXc09 ocn .rdtiVaX r^ocn K'r^ax vyrC' Ju i^ rt'o  .^^fcxX^ps *^jx\cxm ,cnc\A^- A iw o .r^rir*'
. K ^ xxjIo rt'iftXo^ xs
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJPII 268,25-269,7]
ocn Iv .  :kjr^JX3 XS) rnX\ \ \ ^ ^  Taxro&xK'x yAcno : K,^\cu\Q2air\S)A r^Xin 7 1  s.. Ai.-acn ^XrdiL 
ocn re'ocn rt'r^X r^Xn x t \ ^  .tO^Xmo »cmo rC^x-uK’ :r^bxcuao A->tt> ^XjrC'xm^n
r d u o  r&a>xo&x jcnoirur^ ocn ^  ocn itxocn r^Xo :cnXu* cnX^ ,cnoin^r<'
r^ocn r t e n h z a  j i a k z a  r^X r£i^cn trC'r^XinXo ^a^nX rc 'x ^ a  Xuj 7 1 :10 :1  cxlX cxXrt'
r ^ a u t  \-\mcn va r^Sn^cxX r?ocn K'ocn r^Xo .r^&xA^&t K'ocns y t n K ' K'Xcno .r^Xo^-zj
A-1C0  ^^xojaK 'o ^^^fcxXo^nn ocn :TU'Ui&\r<'o vnnJftr^x yX cucn r^VJar) K'ocna r^X cxXk' :^±aXjj 
. r^kxjcjln r^iftXo&xn ocn yS  rtir* ' is o r ?  irt'iftcvxirdX r^r^&s v y K ' r^»ocn
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: SG 139,18-28]
This is largely as the foregoing. The two most notable variants being:
\i_vi 71:10:1] rdsn*.cx^  ^ cn^ ax. cnXjX 
r^ &jjox] rdruX ^
We see in this passage a number of the usual differences which signify the gulf in 
technique that lies between the older translator and Paul of Callinicum.
•  KOcGdrcsp dcpeAsi Kai to  irsivrjv Kai to  Komav is reduced simply to rc^u^
,rdXo in Sy, but the infinitives are mirrored as rc 'rcduo  ,cn:\o in
Paul’s version.
• Cyril rhetorically varies his expressions, thus : ojcmep yap ouk av K£K07iiaK£v 
autoq q) q rcdaa Suvapiq, ou5’ av e’lpqto usivfjaai, tpocpq Kai a^)r] tcov oAcov 
UTtdpxwv autoq, but Sy has quite altered this into a Syriac parallism, r e a r s '
:Ao r^ Qoxirxin cx^ocnX ocn rdXo :Aoa Aiioa o_.ocnX ^ocn rt'rdX rdXx, while
Paul is far more accurate.
• ^ n  is a much closer equivalent than \^n for necpUKoq, as is r^cxurdX r?r& than 
rciir*' i=A K'rd* for aV0pWKO7Ip£7ldj<;.
• There are various syntactical differences: Paul uses ^  to show the 
subordinations (e.g.rd&mi vi»n> where Sy makes two clauses ( r^ ocn x-»c»^ ao
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rdaim); for unopsivaq yEWiqaiv Sy has the verb riLw, Paul’s rt*om lpa> 
probably reflecting a variant yevsoiv.
However, the most interesting point to emerge from this passage is the older 
translator’s use of the phrase - a usage already mentioned ad.loc. in Part
3.i. He uses the clothing metaphor here for both TipooiKeiojadpevoc; acopa and as 
shorthand for yeyovE adp£, xouxeaxiv eaapKCdGq. It is interesting that Paul has not 
found it easy to deal with the first of these either, coming up with in AJP
and cnLs in SG, both typically monophysite phrases which do not
quite match the Greek words, but evidently say what Paul thought Severus wanted 
Cyril to mean. In another place where the Quod Unus Sit Christus is cited in Severus, 
the phrase oeoapKoopevou xe Kai evryvGpamriKOxoc; is rendered in the older version as 
Tiia&re'o vnaJKr*’, and the noun evavOpoornjaic; as At that place,
Athanasius of Nisibis represents the former phrase with T-i^ -VTao inr?-V73 and the latter 
with as also does Paul once, though on another occasion as vnakn
tjvdJtooo.1 The implications of all this will be discussed in the conclusions that follow 
in the next section.
Citations of Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
Example 1
We have just a single citation in the Severan corpus, which is found in AJP, in 
addition to some citations in the florilegia.
[Greek: 25,17-28]
dmxGfic; pev Kai aGavaxoc; o ek Geou Tiaxpoq eon \oyo<;' avcarspa) yap tou naoyew f| 
Gda xe Kai aTroppptoc; eaxi cpuou; Kai autrj xa rcavxa ^aioyovei Kai cpGopaq apeivcov 
eaxlv Kai navxoc; xou Aimeiv eioaGoxoc;.
[Syriac: f.21ra-b]
1 737,3/15 = Sy: f.65rb-va = (in Paul) AJP 1 143,15/144,2; PHL 172,16/29; AN 57,19-20/58,3.
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r^ t.-v taxIA ,2 *> om >li233 K'ctAk' *^>:i rt'AAia ,cnoirtjr<' rtf'itNCUin rdXo r t^cvrjj rd\
0^733 " p x n  Ajx ^>30 .r£l=uk> om >i=C73 r6 i5o  }oV33 Aa ocno .rdA\^s2r03 rdAo rCjcnXr^
rtr»^ -»A
[Citation in Paul o f Callinicum: AJP 11,213,21-214,9]
r *  ^  ocn »Xxzn rtfaK' K'crAr^ ^n s och ct'SnAm ,cno&i»r^ rC'i^OjCn rsiAo ^ n  r£x.cvx*> rdA 
^330 .rdlruu ^33 ocn >1^2730 :AaA r& 03 ocno .rd^Uc73 \^2n rd lo  rdacrAK' r&±=>. ocn :TaoA:\
. XLL^An XV273A ^o^sA^
Paul o f Callinicum’s is the more developed version in its use o f the loan ^», in its 
greater use o f the demonstrative for the article where needed, and in the representation 
of Greek infinitives with Syriac ones (irdoxeiv) (also contrast the use o f infinitives for 
other parts o f speech in the Syriac Explanatio, e.g. dcoGotoq). Apart from these minor 
improvements in Paul o f Callinicum’s style, however, the similarity o f the versions is 
quite evident. The only other noteworthy difference in this citation is the rendering of 
ougiooSooc; [25,19] as A u r c iu ^  in Explanatio but as r^oor^ in Paul o f Callinicum. This 
contrasts with the citation o f Ad Tiberium (also found in Paul o f  Callinicum, see 
below), where the same term is rendered by the loan-word in the Syriac version o f Ad 
Tiberium but not in Paul o f Callinicum, where is found. Overall, we see here a
confirmation o f our earlier conclusion regarding the relatively late date o f the 
Explanatio.
Example 2 
[Greek: 19,4-6]
oi Siaipouvtsc; toivuv taq vkooxolosk; p£ta trjv svcaaiv Kai ava pspoc; uGevtsq 
eKaxepav, touteotiv avGpooTrov Kai 0£ov, £tuvoouvt£(; 5t auvacp£iav autoiq tqv Kata 
y£ povqv tqv a^fav, 5uo tiou Tiavtax; iatcoaiv uiouc;.
[Syriac: f.l6va-b]
\m  A -A  ^\«Sn«cv> c rA o  c n M O  r < ' i \ c u u j  ifcus r^ 3 3 c a n X  ^ ^ o c tA  y j j  A.-\m r t 'o c n  r^A
v y r ^ S  >cn . K ' ^ a a i a l  ,C73cOl^ _ y»» ^ i \ n.*73Q .r^ c n A r^ A o  r ^ u i A  y A  cvico .»^Gcms>3
r ^ l i =  1*331 n*73 o o o is A ^  ^33 yHirv j<\JjA=)
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12154, f.24r]
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:«ksocn£a Om  y - w . r m  iturt'ncujAo : i k v r s  r^d^ acunl y  \ \  L^cn v W m
y»  rdiXn yA^\ rC'icurdaA »cn ACUiL s K'&NCV^ ixu y j  •^ooA ^vv\Ta rrC'cnXrtf'o y 3  cuctj
QPOA^-V
The two versions show different techniques for certain details, and yet one could not 
say for sure that either was more ‘developed’ in terms of technique. Explanatio is 
sometimes better at word order (e.g. the last phrase) and he includes v y K *  for Kata, 
while the other version’s ^ o c tA  is better than , c n c \ L .  for autou;, and , ^ p c m = * >  :u »  : u x L  is 
probably a more accurate (according to these rules) technique than for
eKoixspav, though one cannot be sure; one also cannot help feeling that Explanations 
plain for pstd (after) is a deliberate rejection of \^ => y* in order to achieve a one- 
word-for-one-word equivalency.
Example 3 
[Greek: 19,12-15]
roue; 5e \ir\ outgo 7iiat£Uovtaq, 5iiatavta(; 5e, coc; ecpqv, ta<; UTtoaraaac; psta xr\v 
svcoaiv Kai i i^Aqv autaic; auvacpeiav smvoouvtac; Kara povqv tf|v a^iav rj youv 
auGevtiav, aAAotpioi twv op0a cppovav £iu)0ota)v o 7ip0K£ip£V0(; ava0£patiapo(;.
[Syriac: f. 16vb-17ra]
\ ) [ u d  r ^ D C V i x A  v y r ^  * v o o A  y f i a s j  r d i r t '  r d i ^ m  K ' o m  y j  y L r c A
r<f\-\'7 3  .rdl^XcyjLO 3CVjjL) v y K *  :^ o c n ,i\  v  y \ s *?9 r^)n -n . . ..r  r^X \rv<\.rnn  : r<'Jt\0_»Xvj
. L A  y »  ^ n » C P ^  r € i m  r £ r w u »  . c v e k - i k v ^ A  y : u ^ a  y L r V  y * )  . ^ o c n X
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12154, f.24r]
: i f c v a  y »  r d y a c u r A  S t a r t ' s  v y r ^  y  r^ ArC' y o a j c n ^ a  r d i ^ c n  rdL y A  ^ c v i o A
rsfVLVTi . or*' :r<'\CL»r<'^  m :rf\\J\c^ x,^  ,m -.^ ocrA yjjL^ joa K'irCTiAjjJC. TVitxcxAml
L A  y*> jixSX>* ocn rdswi*»5 o tL m  y ^ m n  y \ c n  y*> * ^ao A
Again we see Explanatio concerned to mirror the article with its r c ^ o n A .. . ^ o o A ,  as 
also in the previous example; it also keeps a Syriac infinitive for a Greek one 
(cppov£iv). On the other side, ^ c u o t for y L r e '  is a revision well known from the
? leg. cum syame.
2 ? leg.
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Harklean and is certainly the more ‘developed’ form, found here in the citation; the 
citation also correctly has a plural noun for op0d (although the adverb is far better 
from the idiomatic point of view). The difference in the renderings for Kara povqv 
trjv a^iav q youv auGsvriav is quite acute and can only be put down to a difference in 
Vorlage, thus having no bearing on the question of translation technique.
Citations of Scholia De Incarnatione
Example 1
[Greek: 226,40-229,8]
Eyqysprai Kara (3ouXqaiv Geou Kara rqv Epqpov q ayia GKqvq Kai rjv ev  aurrj 
TioXurpOTiax; popcpoupsvoc; o ’EppavouqX. Ecpq roivuv o rcav oXcav Gsoq rqj Gegttegio) 
Mcouafl' Kai TroiqGEic; KiPcorov paprupiou  ek  £uXu)v aaqTircav, 5uo 
Tiqxewv Kai qpiGOUt; ro pfjKoq Kai Trqxewc;1 Kai qpioouc; ro TiXaroq Kai 
rcqx^ot; Kai qpioout; ro uijjoc; Kai KaraxpuacooEit; au rq v  xpuaiq) KaGapur 
e^ooGev Kai egcuGev xp^acoaEic; aurqv .  aXXa ro p£v aaqircov £uXov Eiq av Eiq 
ruTiov rou acpGaprou aooparoq (aaqjrroc; yap q KESpoq), ro 5e ye  xpuaiov ax; uXq rd>v 
aXXcov UTispqpEvq rrjq 0£iac; qpiv ouaiaq KaraaqpqvsiEV av rqv unEpoxqv.
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.27rb-va]
A-.rt'cuaii. cna ocn Aurf’c  K 'cnAr^ rC\»-> ^  v y r t ' K 'otn }on
^  rC'^OStnDOA r^Xxrv-io .r£*.CCw r^liacv^A JLas r^cnAr^ A .-\m tw rt' A ^ -» «p»\\^
K 'A ^r^ 'a . r^ jAva ctx^A&o m v ^ \ ^ » A \ H A \  .^A ara  r^As r&nm
Ax^oo r^QQm .rtfacnto cm^aoio iaA r^ a tn te  c m ^ o io o  .rd^QOA cti^ A&g
rdacm  ,r^ \W  rdA .rdiVrujAxsa f<A ^ ^ ^ - 1  rt'ocni --»»■»»
. ,A a v u  rtjtnA r^ r ^ ^ c v i lc a l  ^*Acn rd iia
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP II 81,24-82,7]
tn a  re'ocn b  r t 'ia :c a a  ^axoAvr^
rdoaln ^33 K'Axojchim K'Axcvar^o :\-is..A\o .rd tcoo  r^t»:uiA A-\  ^ k'ctiAk' A.%m v a r t ' . AlbK'cu^o^. 
rC'AvsaK' ooosoio .<h\\°>o »^A\HA\ ox»A\j&g .cto^A&o ^sAuAx chador*' ~tyn f^A*
1 Part of a citation o f Ex 25.10. The dual form is Cyril’s own (LXX has cpuaic;), which Paul of 
Callinicum follows in his citation.
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reA^\ -»«■« r^ X j^o r^ Q2±n rdXrt' . ^no V*3 rdacns cmroioX\a .crx^ X&o
rdaoJS .K 'u rt'a  r^nna *« ocn c^ I ^ t w  rdX .rd i l rx u i^  r^X rdoaBa^X rt'oo tt
. ^  v n^>«M i i^(n\r  ^ rtHia^ a cnXxcva^  JL. .t i^uiHjir  ^ i^lcn f i^ocn vyrt'
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 63,5-16]
\ (ha i*^ X\X\2a:i r^ ocn jOJoitur^ S iK'toieaa r&^ JCa rC'CTiXr^A rd\»-T^ 3 jia
r^irvcncnflcn re'Vn-m  m v  )c\n .r^.cnXrC' r^se.ccnX r<'cnXr<' Li^cn rd rii X\orC*i
r^Xcnrt'o -.ct3l»Xy& c h ^ l^ a  r '^Xunrtf’o ■.cn^Aor*' cn\V°vo rcf^Xiaso r^X rdaaio
ri'cn t n r^Xrt' .r^acna rr>.->rmX\ n-i\ ^qq  c\^X rdi^^ r^hcnto chi2ainX\a .ch»oi oxiyXao
.rC'urt' ocn rdX ^arn  rdX . r^Ara.wXoa rdX r^Qa&o^X jK'ocm r ^ ^ n n i  rdX
.K'XxoAxsa .^.ncuu r^XucnXc*' r d iu o r^ l  :rdiX^2n r^kuJTw ^Acn ^ n s rdXocn v y K ' r^acns
All three versions have a fairly high degree of precision and consistency here. 
However, there are a few points where the citations are more ‘advanced’. For 
example, Paul of Callinicum uses ^  for Kara consistently, whereas Scholia uses 
different prepositions; for aAAa...pev both citations carefully have ^ .. .r d X * ',  and both 
use the loan rdom for uAq as well. The omission of rc^ :in  from the citations is so 
unexpected that the word must have been absent from Severus’ citation on both 
occasions.
However, the three ways of rendering Kai rjv ev aurfj TioAutpoTtooc; popcpoupevoq o 
’EppavourjA are all quite different, and none are especially good mirrors of the 
original (all omitting the Kai, for example). All three also use different formulaic 
epithets for Geaneaioc;, respectively r ^ c \ ,  r t^ a n ,  and r^a&rt.
What is perhaps most intriguing are the significant differences between PHL and AJP, 
supposedly written by the same translator. For instance, AJP puts the measurements 
after the dimension being measured (against all scriptural versions); PHL has the 
positions of UTtEprjpevq and ujrspoxqv more exactly than AJP (or Scholia); PHL also 
tellingly uses the important loan ctx&ar?, where Scholia and AJP have r d i^ ;  AJP has 
the rather poor equivalent rc'X\o=>i for ujrspoxf). On AJP’s side, PHL has instead of 
^  for 5s, and eypyEptai is treated as passive only in AJP.
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Example 2 
[Greek: 222,31-3]
ou Siopiateov ouv apa tov eva Kupiov ’Iqaouv Xpiatov eic; av0pa)7tov i5iKd)c; Kai eiq 
0eov iSixajq, a AX’ eva Kai tov autov ’Iqaouv Xpiatov eivai cpapev, tqv tajv cpuaecov 
eiSotec; 5iacpopav Kai aauyxutouc; aAAqAaiq tqpouvteq autac;.
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.30vb-31ra]
.AiirC'tlcuiA  r t 'c n lr ^ A o  ^ u r ^ c v j A  xjjA  ^ iiT .A asn A i'scn
^ octtA  .rd iiix n  rda ls»c\J t. ^ _ x »  X^ .^x»'fcnr<' o c n  X^ o m o  xm rcfAr^
. rt’xiu ica y i \  ~> V ~V? 3  r^A
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 23,10-14]
K 'cnA r^A o A ur& \-»:\ r ^ n x = A  ><*»..»•« ^.CULa r£»Xin Xm  ochA Q-^V V n A  rC'irC' A »-\cn  i(uA  
.^ f \n r»oa\ n ftT . ^>.v i :  xaa jcn o A u K 'x  ^ u is n K ' cnA xa> cnAo Xsj r^A rt' .&un£iA»:i
. K'^ Xujs rfA-iA-n r^A ^ o c n \  ^x.'OS^io
Athanasius shows a whole series of obviously more ‘advanced’ renderings, which 
reflect a more carefully formulated set of rules. Some of these are lexical, e.g the loan 
r tf 'W  for the particle apa (this is quite unusual, as even in seventh century versions, it 
tends to be used for the interrogative dpa only -  see Appendix 1), the etymologically 
correct A u rcfiL n  for ISiKwq; some are syntactical, for instance note Athanasius’ 
inclusions of o c n  for the article before eva and his correct interpretation of aauyyutouc; 
as an adjective rather than a participle. On the other hand, even his mirroring is not 
perfect -  he could easily have made the word order more accurate had he wanted to, 
for example in the last clause, but instead chooses the more natural order. Scholia has 
some idiomatic leanings as against Athanasius, e.g. the typical idiom for klw . 
His omission of the second ’Iqaouv Xpiatov is more likely to be a scribal error (either 
before or after translation) than a deliberate abbreviation.
Example 3 
[Greek: 228,20-4]
voeTtai yap tkxvtooc; cbq etepov ev etepcp to KatoiKoOv, touteativ q 0eia cpuaiq ev 
av0pu)Trotqti Kai ou 7ia0ouaa <puppov rj avaxuaiv tiva  Kai petaataaiv tqv eiq onep 
ouk rjv. to  yap evoiKeiv etepq) Aeyopevov ouk auto yeyove tou0’ onep eatlv to  ev <J) 
KatoiKei, voeitai 5e paAAov etepov ev etepco.
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[Syriac: Add 14557, f.39ra]
o=k . K'^\c\jur^=> r^crArtf' r^im. cum om  "pxn=i }o:e*> vyrC' cpoi^L^
003 . K ' o m  , m a h a r ^  r£\^ r&a a m  b \ a \ l  i ^ u a z .0 jzxzi K'&xcu^muj © r t f '  r^l=Acv= A i m  r d X  
. b i i .  o x d S  } o : e »  o o d  l O s o i t u r t ' a  r d 2 o  a m  . f t ' a o s  r t fa m  a m  cA . T ^ » \ w r d = 3  i a i - j
. r ^ 3 \ 3 j r ^ b  r ^ i ' U i r t '  ^ v . r C 'A j i r L .  ^-\*)rcn
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 67,21-27]
•. K'^OJtlrda r^oA f*' r^ja cam  Om r^ iw rt' vyrC' QOC\^ \°t yS ^_:u^V2a
jOsoSiurC' r&n ach\x am  r^ii\^C \i. or^ :>aT33 rdlaXcva OK' r^mcvruj An:CP ^  cAo
: t « i .  cnaS 003 jOJO^ Vjr^ A ,03 -.rtam  ,cn cA . am  .r ta m
. r«fl,U>f<^3 rsliivirc' yS r£nJK=*>
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 23,15-21]
. rC'fcvcuur n^ rd»oAr^ r&m yS  cam am  rdi\wr^=j am r^i\xir<f^ Qpcn0A-->-) K'HjTSj
,03oi[Uf<' r&o am  JrvcA^  .r ^ i^ c u t  or*' K'Jtxoxut.r  ^ artf .yaxn rdl=Aa=i T-m ^  cA
K'oqs 030 am  am  ,ma2^L r^^  ^ r&n am  cA . r£j\jjr<f=> isa^-s am . r<fam
. r^i\jjr^3 r j^iwrC' «^cAm A^ r^vflozxi .rdim
On the one hand, the citations show some advance on Scholia, e.g. in the latter’s use 
of >3»3 for Etepov, A=m for 7r<x0£iv, but in general there is no great difference between 
them. There is certainly no fiddling with the text in Scholia and there is throughout an 
attempt to bring the translation into very close harmony with the original, although the 
precise rules for this are not yet sufficient to create the sort of mirror that we can see 
in the Paul of Callinicum citation.
Athanasius, however, shows a number of odd renderings which are less precise than 
Paul’s, e.g. QPoi°A-ir3 rather than the exact loan the lack of vyrc for cbq, the
omission of kccI before ou itaGouoa, of Tiva after dvdxuaiv, the word order of to  yap 
£V01K£IV £T£pCp A.£y6p£V0V OUK OCUTO y£yOV£ TOU0’ 07l£p £aTW  TO £V (L K(XTOlK£l, which 
in Athanasius is all altered to an idiomatic order, whereas in Paul each word follows 
precisely its equivalent in the Vorlage. This whole series of differences in which Paul 
is a better mirror than Athanasius, despite being made 150 years earlier, again points 
to that early development of technique which we have seen in other places already.
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Citations of Ep39
Example 1
One typical sentence should illustrate the closeness of these two texts:
[Greek: 17,18-20]
lopsv rouq GeoAoyouq av5paq taq pev KOivoTunouvraq cbq ecp’ evoq Tipoodmou, Taq 5e 
Siaipouvtaq obq ini 5uo cpucscov, Kai raq p£v GsonpsTteiq Kara tf|v OsoTpta tou 
Xpiatou, taq 5s taTisivocq Kara tf|v avGpamotriTa TiapaSiSovxaq.
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.l50vb]
XjjAa vyK' K'Jnj'cnXK' Alfaro r£urd\
^  t^\m crA\o<nlr  ^ K'cnXr^ A *^r^ ai A^ooo .r i^ia vyri' cvtts
.ccali.r*' cairvcjurdX
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 14,9-13]
rdao^^a Wi s. t vyrt* ^a »^cm£a\:i . r^ itUcnirt' AA^ tea
caiftoenXrdX ■.K'oAr^ A ^a ,-AorAo r^ lia. »^Kfc\ A*_:i wyrt' ■. \  \ °rio ^3 »^cm2a\
. cairvcvjtlrdX rdiAr^a »^3 ^Acnl -.^ iralx^ a rf/» «
We find here a much greater similarity of style between the full version and Paul of 
Callinicum’s version, quite different from the contrasts that we saw for the De Recta 
Fide. Both versions make a strong attempt the render the etymology of GsoAoyouq and 
KoivoTtoiouvraq, both use the loan for pev, and for long stretches the two versions 
can be almost verbatim.
Paul of Callinicum remains slightly the more formally precise -  note, for instance, its 
participles \ ia ^  where the other has cu=uJa*,ia. Ep39 has more variations of
word order, a few more idiomatic phrases in amongst the mirror renderings, and is a 
little less concerned with the minutiae of the Greek syntax and particles.
Example 2 
[Greek: 19,8-9]
kccv d  TiavGOcpcaq auxoq oiKovopuw to puoxrjpiov eauxcp Tipocvepcov optoxo xa xf] 
i5fa Gapxi GupPsPqKora roxGq.
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[Syriac: Add 14557, f,151vb]
cnx&iXll ^ u v i*  rV ia m X  c u e .x ^ 5  r^ x i iA  r ^ t v i  o o J rv c u v j^ i r s  K 'frxiV^So r^ircn.-\\yn am
»^OC7l\
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 15,14-6]
fV im n X a  >r<f K 'ifvi crA Gena r ^ U j i r e n  K ' t d  rtf'ooo am  711m  A m  a ^ a
We get a glimpse here, perhaps, of the difference between a more independent 
worker, seeking his own way of expressing his Vorlage with precision, but sometimes 
struggling against the desire to keep expressing things in a natural manner (Ep39), and 
on the other hand an assured and well-practiced hand trained in a school of 
translation, who has worked out his techniques, and applies them to his text as rules to 
a mathematical equation.
The following lists some of the more typical differences found between the versions 
of Ep39 in Add 14557 and in the citations in Paul of Callinicum, other than as found 
in the above examples:
a) Syntax
Ep39 prefers anticipatory suffixes and indeed suffixes generally, in conformity with 
Syriac idiom (e.g. cn*\acnW and cn^ cuuK' for tpv Geotptcx and tpv dcvGpcoTtOTqta 
where Paul simply uses the un-suffixed emphatic form). In the same vein, Paul will 
take care fully to render qpetepav [17,12] with ^ L a  where Ep39 is content with the 
suffix alone.
Ep39 will sometimes have a shot at retaining a proper adjective for an adjective, e.g. 
teAeiov [17,10] as (in Paul as well); but often prefers the analytical
construction, e.g. dauyxutou [17,15] as redact red* (r^l=A^*> red in Paul) and 
aTtoatoAiKdc; [17,17] as (tOtoSxA*. in Paul).
b) Word Order
Even where both have come up with the same rendering, the word order can differ, 
with Paul following the Greek accurately, thus:
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[Greek: 17,14] 5uo yap cpuaecov evoook; ysyovev 
[Syriac: f. 15Ovb] ham re'Xxcuiu*
[Paul: PHL 14,2-3] X\ocn r£ il^
Sometimes concern for word order is about the only thing differentiating the texts. 
Thus this clause:
[Greek: 19,7-8] amxGfj 5£ Tipoq toutco tov tou Geou Aoyov uiuapxeiv opoAoyoupEV
CtTIOCVTECJ
[Syriac: f.l51vb] K'crAr^ A cn&vlra jCdg&v.K' r€x..gjuj r^ Ano cC'actj
[Paul: PHL 15,13-4] ,0)0^ ^  l^.scv» ft'crArc's cnXO^aX K'scn rdx.C\jtA> r^ A
c) Lexicon
Ep39’s avoidance of the loan for euayyeAiKocc; [17,17] is unexpected (rdiiam^n is 
used) and shows his independence to some extent. While Paul is more pedantic about 
compounds (thus Geotcveugtok; [17,23] r&cnW Ep39, rts*a\=> Paul), the use of 
K'fcucnW for GEoAoyouq [17,18] in both is perhaps more typical of their joint 
outlook.
5ioc with the accusative, typically s in Paul of Callinicum, and later in H, remains 
as the older s A  ^in Ep39 [17,14]
We occasionally find places where Paul’s choice of word is more accurate, thus 
cppovouvtaq [17,22] is in Ep39 but accurately in Paul; again, syouai
[17,24], with the sense of possessing, is thus in Ep39 but the expected A fcuK' 
in Paul.
Sometimes Ep39 can simply paraphrase an unneccesarily tricky term, thus upTv o 
dcycbv auyKSKporriTai [18,2] (the contest has been waged by us) is reduced to r^a^K ' 
r ^ o i n  Ep39, while being v>^AW racers' in Paul.
aapKU)0fjvai kcxi svavGpcoTtrjaai [17,16] is rendered generally as r*\=>hrta in
Ep39 and as viaW o imaXxre in Paul. Here we see Ep39 in its half-way role in using 
the Philoxenian credal revisions, which Paul has taken on fully. When we compare
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this to the singular appearance of r^cuioubs in Ep45, we can see how varied and 
gradual was the process of such revisions.
Ep39’s use of ream where Paul has :»LW for ysysvvrjaGai [18,5] may reflect a 
preference for the language of ‘becoming’ in the former text, or simply a misreading 
of the text.
Citations of Ep40
Example 1
According to Elijah, the biographer of the monophysite bishop John of Telia, in the 
dicussions that took place between the hero and the interrogator Rufinus (which 
appear to have been conducted in Greek and form part of the series of discussions 
between monophysites and Chalcedonians in 532 under the sponsorship of Justinian), 
John quoted Cyril three times, once each from Quod Unus, Ep40 and Ep45. The first 
example of parallel texts given here includes one of these texts from Elijah’s Vita.
[Greek: 26,6-9]
tau tr\ to i ta  e£ (hv eativ o £i<; koli povoq uioq xai xupioq ’Iqaouc; Xpiatoq, ax; Evvofatc; 
5£xo|i£voi, 5 uo  p£v (pua£i<; qvcjaGai cpap£v, p£ta 5e ye tf|v evoogiv, ax; avppripEvriq 
rj5ri tfft £iq 5uo Siatopfjq, piav £ivai Ttiat£uop£v tf]v tou ulou cpuaiv cbc; evoc;, nXr]v 
£vavGpa)Trfjaavto<; xai a£aapKU)p£vou.
[Syriac: 32,17-22]
v y r 6 u £ n  r^V a >a)oncvjA no octd ijcnofcurt' yXoo r^ricna
vyK" r<'ir\Oj\ijA ogre's ytaK' r l^l^
i=» K'.OOJS }oir3 v y l t '  rt'VaS jCTSQ&Ur*'* r ^ \ f \  vOOOOH r»tYi<\1 003
.VXLs&Nrt'a rdtirV
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 23,12-15, up to cpapEv]
^.OJL* r£ » V 3 a  r<'\=> ,0 3 0 ^ 0 j j Jl=30 o cn  jCtoO^v. k '  y c n i s w  y l c r A  JUzxcn K 'Scn
aaoAvr^ 'a r^ li'x yK&\ r^ iocru^  vyr^ .r^mr’w
[Citation in Florilegium, Add 12155, f.34r-v]
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: r i u i i i s j  A.cvr> r£»Va K 'ia  jcncncvwA-aa w> acb joooirurtf' ^»cni2>a:i ^jAoA ^  . Aj^oo K>^ cn \ ^ >*?3
v y K 1 K'JftCUMJ Mpca ,^L»V»r^ Cttuj&xr*' rd l i^  ^*> ^liV-in’3» rd=ix.CVxiJ3l v y K '
0m5 vyK* K'i^ lV cnu  ^ ycaofcurtf's u^» yiAiO^ Q \u .^ *K&A:\ rdhflaa oi^ 2^0 aA A^tiS
. TiVa27DO imrazna
[Citation in Elijah’s Life o f John o f Telia: Brooks, Vitae Virorum, 82,17-23]
^col* rd*v»o ycnoacvjAso a&* »cn ,<noiui<' ^*cn^a A^cnX . A-i^ ro rf^m A^9i
*^a \ih=3 a^w ^xyinf oxuijitxr^ rcV»-> s^o a^H&U ^Aans# k'-it.cujl^ vyK* r^ »»r?3
m 'i- \ ^\vi \~r\ ycno^ urt' :u»:i r^ am& oa^  cnX A^na vyrt' K'i^cv.aw
. rivnsoo ampsaa 301= aw a vyr^ K'aaa
Firstly, we note that the latter two versions are so close to being identical that they 
must be considered to represent the same basic translation. It is hard to see either the 
compiler of the florilegium or Elijah using the other as his source for such a citation. 
However, if we assume a common source for them, it must have differed considerably 
from our text in Add 14557.We may here add that in his New Testament citations, 
Elijah is resolutely attached to the Peshitta.1 His use of more ‘developed’ techniques 
for the patristic citation here therefore stands in contrast to this. In this text we are 
seeing the juxtaposition of respect for the Biblical text, which is understandably more 
common in native Syriac authors than in translations, with a somewhat later mode of 
translation technique more typical of the mid-6th century.
By comparison with Elijah’s version, the more primitive form of the Syriac Ep40 is 
quite evident. In the citation the difficult ta  ££ cov eativ is more exactly rendered, the 
Greek pev is rendered by the Syriac loan and the passive form qvcoaGai is formally 
rendered, whereas Ep40 used a periphrasis. Similar again is the latter’s expansion of 
the verbal concept elq 5uo Siatopfft into vOOmM ja.oa& (while the citation has 
simply r«wa). Elijah keeps to its proper place in the word-order.
The word-order is scrupulously followed especially in the last few clauses, over 
against the natural idiom shown in Ep40, in which also are found such loose 
equivalents as for Ttiatsuopev. There are, however, also similarities in style
which show that both texts have advanced beyond a certain stage of development, 
notably the way both insist on yoiaiv.rc' for representing eoriv.
1 See the numerous citations in the Miinster edition, which can be located in the Index Patristicus.
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One of Ep40’s most intriguing traits is its use of to represent the perfect
passive forms of aapKOO), retaining the older for the aorist passive forms (the
very next clause in Ep40 contains one of the latter forms for comparison). We have 
already commented on the implications of this usage for the dating of the revision of 
credal language. The contrast with the citations, however, is peculiar. The latter uses 
the Pael forms which are very unusual, although they find a parallel in
the frequent use in our texts of for the aeaapKiopevoo of the Cyrilline formula. 
It is perhaps instructive to note that imaa is used for the Cyrilline formula also in the 
independent Syriac account of the dialogue between the Syrian and the Chalcedonian 
bishops in 532, an account perhaps written up by John of Beth Aphtonia. The term 
was already perhaps being commonly used in native Syriac writing by the middle 
decades of the 6th century.1
Example 2 
[Greek: 26,27-27,4]
ou Y^ptoi raurov d>q ev TroioTiyri cpuaiKfj Georqc; re Kai dvGpamorric;. eiiei ttcoc; 
kekevcorat Geoq wv o Aoyoc;, KaGeiq eaurov ev peioat, roureariv tv  rou; xaG’ qpaq; 
orav rotvuv o rrjq aocpKcoaecoc; TroAuTtpaypovfjrai tpoiroc;, 5uo roc aAArjAoic; 
dcTropppxax; re Kai dauyxurax; auvevpveypeva xaG’ evaxjiv opa 5q Ttavrax; o 
avGpumivoc; vouq, evcoGevta ye pqv 5uarqaiv ouSapcoq, aAA’ eva rov e  ^apcpoiv Kai 
Geov Kai uiov Kai Xpiatov Kai Kupiov eivat re iriareuei Kai apaporax; eiaSexetat.
[Syriac: 33,18-27]
rdXrC'o rt'ti.iK 'o rd .cn lrt' rdixan joooinua ^acrsca *^ocn= k ' ooo r^A
,^L»a ^Ac703 ojctj crut&i K 'iA a  K'cnlr*' xii^\oor<'
rdArAcva rdAja rdaXjjcut. rd ln  irC'silii &\oA:\ ^Acn ->r>v Vv-w K'^xcviv^ax r^ m  Ai^cn 
rdA ,0 cm r^ n iK ' r^iooa K 'uj , 'te n r^ A  inAn K'^cv.Xxxr)
jtnoSiur^a K*vnr'yao .r^ 'Vao vfa& rt -.^ »craA\H&\ r^lr^ vaa_\A
A-in.r*>o
1 See Brock, Conversations with the Syrian Orthodox, 107,7 (H29); but then note that is used
a little later in the same piece, 111,27 (H46).
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[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP 1 1 ,2 8 6 ,1 2 -2 0 ,  with apparatus from further citation 
at AJP 1 1 ,3 2 2 ,1 2 -5 , up to kcc0 ’ ppac;]
. r t'A xcu u rt'o  K'AxocnArC' r^^\»\»-> r<’A\cvx.:icvj£a=3:i w y K '  o i i i u r < '  ,qo :i^ ,cn  ° A
y j  cvioo : K^Anot* mTClt » ^ - b  crA r^  ,cnoA \jr<':\ K 'A d cn  xnA vcoK ' : rsfA
r^A K 'aiU jA^  y A r n  yA\HA\ : r^'A xcuiflaaA oan o i i \  .- ln s -A c a n  A x ^ cn  jAxirtHC' . yA crxa
rdArtf' y c n A  ^oaAx^a r^A ty X  IUmAxK'* r£^n .rCjJtir*' r & o c n  K 'U j ilUjjAxr^ A u r d A L a A c o
AxjrC'Aiscao :>cnoA\_»r<':x ^ z u < h »  r ^ » t a o  rt>m r ’» o  r t ' i a o  r^'cnArtf'o rycnAxSAx octiA
\
rC'Axxii^  rt'Axcxx.ncxx^ asA] rdiJLux r^ x-ixocxstan 
r^Avo^j  i^ '~ >~'1 . r^A xica] .fV A xaX a^ n A  <71*^1 >AvmA\ o c a  K 'cnAr^ .r^ A xL a
^Aois] yAcnA
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 24,15-21, up to ouSoqaujc; and omitting sirs! to 
Ka0’ r|paq]
emu Ai-\ca Acarf... r<'A\c\xir<'o r^AxocnAr  ^ r^iii-\ r^»soojt=s vyr^  ctxiAu K' ,cp ,cn c\A
r^niiij Tax. CXii^ AxrC' Av»rX/ \ -i\ ->~a rdAo AurdlW^Aoa rdAll yHAx .=mx-Aca Aurx'i \  n> r^ AxcVjUj^
. «^ ocnA jLASca a^oA\ rdA yi\ aruuAxrt's ^9  rduur*' rdsam ri'isi ooc\^\°t r^Acu^u^
We continue to see the same sort of differences between Ep40 and Paul of 
Callinicum. Thus the direct object xov eva, in Ep40 being just in AJP is xw ocnA. 
However, both texts do have <n*ai for eaurov , where we might expect aA am in the 
later text, and both translate Ka0’ ppaq with yAcn=> (^Ls yAcnA in AJP2). Some of 
the more significant variations between AJP and PHL may be due to textual 
differences in Severus’ texts -  perhaps explaining PHL’s k'Avx. ^ ,  by reading evcoaeooc; 
rather than aapKcboscoc;, and AJP’s omission of anything for aauyxutcoq. Disregarding 
these, there are still some noticeable differences between the two Severan texts, such 
as PHL’s oocAyua. Its rendering of the tioAu- compound with ^Ax** Aurc^x» (Ep40, 
PHL) also seems to be a more careful rendering for aupcpspco than no.Axr*' (AJP). In the 
earlier part of the citation, however, the two Severan texts are very close.
Example 3 
[Greek: 26,19-22]
cpcovwv 5s 5iacpopav xax’ ou5sva xpoirov avpppxapev, si Kai anoPApTov itsnoiripsGa 
to pspftjsiv auxaq ebe; uiaj Kaxa povac; sk Ttaxpoq Aoya) Kai ebe; avGpdmco TiaXiv xaxa
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jiovac; uup voou jieva) raj £K yuvaiK oq. ytia yap  oiioAoyoupevcoc; r| to u  A oyou (puaic;, 
i'a|i£v 5e o n  aeaapK cotai re Kai £vr]v0pd)7ir|G£, K aG ctep fjSrj jtp od jtov .
[Syriac: 33,8-13]
v y r ^  . y i r i '  y A & K ' X^ -.y»Xn^- r^X y a  Xjjl=j rd lia  yX rcfsAjjCVx.
r^XxXur^ y*> jCTDoXv-.K 'x Xur^XujL* .s q X\ rd«X=Ax v y r i 'o  .■ ^b rf y*>x Och XurC'xujL* K'xraXx 
r^ x i ia  K'oooo XQaaXvK' .a r^x  y«cw*«»> K'Xxlsa r^cnXr^x cn u ^  a m  xm .r^ x a  r d s ib t t a
. X\Xihr<' Xuaxhx vyK *
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 24,4-9, up to zco sk yuvaiKoq]
,chX m »-»y r^XvAaa^) ■.y^x»xr<' y i t  y »  xmo nciXo r ^ lo  Xuhx yX rdaV iaxX
.=oX\ rtfjaK ' x=Ax v y rC 'o  :cnXo tn ia i risrC ' ywx ach rt'XAsaX :>cnGXC\jjA r^XaXx vyK * y i r ^
.r^ 'XxXui*' y*>X OchX r^ Xra _^X*X\T*> cnXo cmisn
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 27,7-13, up to £vr]v0pu)7riqa£]
\ \ o y n  ,chX y*x=iv. rt'XuXaarQ r^ la rc ' .y sx .X rt' y j \  y »  xml=j r^Xo rf-Xo icvxibx yX rdaXucvxX 
>aaX\ r^xxx=Ax v y t ^ o  . r ^ r i 'o  K'cnXrt' yax  och r^XxX^X Xuk'xcujA r^'toXx v y r ^  y i r ^  
y i ^ x ;  .k 'x sx  <-r>\.-s Xx»rdL»xoX\Xcn x o ^  ocp xx» .rt'XxXuK' y»x  och .•K 'xo A^.Xura>x Xx.K'xcujA
y\b-»^n
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.34v, from pia yap]
y^ax o  o x ^  y ^ x  t u a t i ^ o  x o a n ^ a  yX  ^>»s.Xj .rtf'XA^ax m\%-\ Xv»r<'x»xx. ocp xm
yxssK '
When we then compare these citations in turn with Ep40 itself, we find that the 
differences are really not as great as might be expected. A phrase such as Kat’ ou5£va 
tpOTiov becomes ...reA yi*bt y» xm ^ in Ep40 and y «  y*> ^  rdX in Paul of Callinicum 
and Athanasius, whereas the Peshitta would probabably translate the meaning more 
idiomatically, just as we find in the Peshitta Apocrypha both cv=^ (2 Mac
11.31) and >x» rdX (Ep Jer 68). Again, Ep40 will often use ,cnoXuc<' to translate forms 
of dvai.
The comparison between Paul and Athanasius is also informative. In places, the two 
texts are identical, in others the variations are only very small or are more likely
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attributable to slight changes in the text by Severus (such as Athanasius’ apparent 
omission of an equivalent for Kara povaq).
The lexical issue surrounding Ep40’s has been discussed already, and we note
that Athanasius and the florilegium both use the Pael forms and vn=ch
(asadpKWtai Kai svrivOpumiqas), which we encountered earlier also in Elijah the 
biographer and a florilegium citation (above, Example 1). However, in the next 
sentence, Cyril uses the pair EoapKtoGiq Kai svrp/Gpamqae (i.e. using the aorist passive 
of crapKOO) instead of the perfect mid/pass) and the translator of the citation in the 
florilegium translates \ainW, now using passives for both terms. We might
assume with regard to the first term that he is treating the perfect form as middle and 
the aorist as passive, but his different treatments of EvrjvGpcJTcqae rather suggest that 
he is being more formulaic than morphologically accuarate. Paul of Callinicum uses 
o ioiaW  consistently for this credal form, but it is not clear whether he would 
use a different form for the perfect mid/pass (which is used in the monophysite 
formula) since this term does not crop up in the right parts of the texts. A little further 
on, we have a citation from the same florilegium also using for aapxcoaic;,
where Ep40 has rc^cui^, more typical of the difference of the two styles.
Example 4 
[Greek: 24,1-4]
rj p ev  yap  a y fa  Kai oiKoupeviKr] auvoSoq r\ Kara rcav ’Ecpeafcov ttoAiv auveiA eypevq  
7ipo£vor|G£V avayK afax; tou pf| SeTv rate; EKKAqafaic; tou Geou tuoteox; ekGeqiv 
£t£p av  £iaKpfv£aGai n a p a  ye rf]v o u a a v , fjv o i rp iapaK apio i Tiat£p£(; £v ayicp 
TivEupan A aA ouvt£q cb p iaavto .
[Syriac: 29,23-5]
Srvnxjj^ xK' ir\JCA^ir\K' K'XuLato Qscncnicvno
.^ a&Qt>X\X\ rC'mi'-i r^L ila  >ch
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 14529, f. 18b]
r^k\o \  »\y~i X\:i=u>- . rt'Xujiea Qc>c\fla&rd=>:\ ,ch rVirvA^K'^o A. oo,\miGSD
r^UK' \=A r i^'Uir*' r^ 2n±So .rta& re*  cn&UaAl i>:i\ Xur^ArC'
.ccaij&\ r^x.^cum ^  rdiibcx^ r<'Jr\crxhr<':\ och
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The example simply serves to highlight how much Ep40 sometimes abbreviates his 
material, a feature already discussed, and sometimes adds, e.g. the name of Nicaea. 
However, note that the writer of Ep40 already uses the adjectival phrase rdwcn 
whereas the much more accurate version in the citation has the older rducn.
Further examples
The following are some further examples of the differences found in the Paul of 
Callinicum citations which tend to be carried through the texts consistently. In each 
example, the text of the Syriac Ep40 is followed by Paul of Callinicum’s version.
a) Syntactical structural alterations
ou iE, i5iac; AaPovta (puaeoac; KataaKsudaai to aoopa tov Aoyov ujrovopaopsv [26,3-5]
^A-.T-im*73 rdidcw rdi«x.c\^^ A pt, rd u ^  rdA
VaOU rd iA »  rd i^ ^ A  cnla&\ -tenx o d u j rdii-> C\A
b) Alterations of morphological forms
0£Otr](; Kai dvGpCOTlOtriC; [26,25] rdixardo rd.aArd / rdJacuurdo nd*\oaArd 
0£O7ip£Trd)(; t£ apa Kai dvGpamivux; 5iaA£yop£vov [30,5]
^Virdurdo irurdcnXrd A.V^ rc?3  /  Alrosa Sturdrirdo . rd:uji^rd rdcn lrd l rdrd&s v y rd
c) Word for word equivalence
r)|id)G0ai (pap£V [26,7] rd&\c^ :uA o*\rds ^rord / oauAxrds
OpoAoyiaV TTOlOUpEVOl [26,13] ^:icco / rd*u:ia}* 
aitoppptcaq [27,2] \^ >rdr*A &ul:i rdi->»rd / &urdAlra&\ra rdl 
£VU)0£Vta [27,3] :u» , oi Sf trs / o^ jLM^rdn 
to 0£O7tp£TC£(j Kai to avGpamivov [28,18]
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K 'itvuur^o K'&XjcrArC' /  K'^vuur^' ,ch o K'oor^A r^ ir^ as »cn
liETOcpovcqaic; [29,23] omitted as otiose in Ep40 / r<^cvt
ElVOCl 0 60TIV [29,23] >050^^ vyrt' }o:c*> / jtno&ur*':! rCza otn jtnoiturtf' K'ocm
TO ’ApElOU [30,1] qpcu^ K's vyr^ / QJOjirt's ,-Aoo
d) Adjectives translated as adjectives 
oiKOVopiKrjv Kai aTtoppqTOV [26,2]
r<\\«3r>V*g> K'ivcvi'toXSM /  rC'iajAEwio# kAo r<'iuj'\=>:c*>
dSidanaatov [26,3] red* / rc'ituiomai^ r«A
e) Reflexives
£aut(p [26,4] cn\ / cn\ atn
f) Infinitive for infinitive 
Siavqieiv [26,15] .^lsA\/ o^ V°c*A
g) Resumptive articles with demonstratives
ui(p t(p £K yUVaiKOCJ [26,21] *'\=>...r<'}rAur<' >cno*uK's / ot*A .K'vd
h) Copula
f|V [29,19] iaocn/ ^om cm&urt'
i) Word Order
For the most part, Ep40 is quite careful about word order; while observing good 
Syriac, the translator nevertheless does appear to be taking note of the order of the 
words in his Vorlage. Yet in Paul’s work we naturally see a much stricter adherence 
in this area, often in quite small matters, such as:
£7l0p£V0l §£ TiaVTOXfi [26,5] vi°>m n ^n\ ^
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TiEpiepyd^ oiTO tic; [26,23] .=m  ^ ^
j) Compound words
0£O7rV£UGTOl(; [26,5] rd.crAr*' / rcfwova f c a r f  
0£iqy6pO)V [26,13] rC'fcucnW/ K'&ucnW 
0£O7ip£7l£lC; [26,18] rC'crArd^  vyc^ / rC'crArdX
TtoXUTlpaypOVflTai [27,1] .nnvto / *urcii^ £»
k) Other key terms
GO)pa [26,4] [29,21] rC'V^
ovopaaac; [28,14] is«W cn=*«.
K£(paAaioic; [26,16] rd*.5* / K'rdlao
TrpoadcTiTca [26,18] ^  / .aeons'
£aapKO)0r] [26,23] / imraW
£VaV0pd)Tiria£V [26,23] rciuva rC'orn /
aap^ [30,1] / K'vto
1) Particles/prepositions 
£7tl TCp KUpiCp [28,17f.]
p£V [26,16] omitted /
youv [26,15] [26,25] [29,22] omitted /
OTOCV [27,1] rS^ a / ,*\=»r
Tiavtooq [27,2] omitted / 
paXXov [28,19] omitted / fcurt f^cu 
toiourdjv [29,26] yA cd / yAcD vyrt'ss
There are also, however, some notable similarities which show that the style of Ep40 
was already sufficiently advanced that Paul of Callinicum could come up, quite 
independently, with exactly the same result.
OlOV [27,22] rdirt' Xhrf vyrC' / ssJort' vyrt*
Kpaatq r] auyxuoiq r] cpuppoq r] pstapoXrj [29,21-2]
rt'oA unr.n rdju^CV^viO r</\ -AcidO r^ v^ \CCD
rc'°i\. vicvx. ort' r^ i^ cvruj OK* rC/\-i\cvp ort' r^ v^ \cUD
cbpGqaav 5s rtpoq toutco Kai taiq Apsiou ps aupcpspsaGai Suacpqpiaiq [29,24]
rdirt' t. qqjTK'a ,cdc\A:\c\^X AK'j rt'scn yS osanort'
riirt' >Ai. oacuirt's ,<nc\A:ic\.^ A Art's rt'stD pax. yS oiaflort'
Citations of Ep44
Example 1 
[Greek: 35,18-36,2]
£7T£i5 r| 5s rtavtsq oi sk  trjq AvatoXrjq vopi^ouaiv qpaq touq opGo5o£;ouq taiq 
AitoXXivapiou 5o£;aiq ockoXouGsiv  Kai cppovsiv o il auyKpaaiq sysvsto r\ auyxuaiq 
(toiautaiq yap autoi Ksxpqvtai cpoovaiq, doc; tou Gsou Xoyou psta(kpr|K6 toq siq 
cpuaiv aapKoq Kai tfjq aapKoq tpam aqq siq (puaiv Gaotqtoq), auyKsxcoprjKapsv 
autoTq ou SisXsiv 5uo tov eva uiov, pif] ysvoito, aXX’ opoXoyfjaai povov o n  outs 
auyxuaiq sysvsto outs Kpaaiq, aXX’ r\ psv yap aap£ aap^ rjv cbq sk  yuvaiKoq
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AiqcpOeTaa, o 5e Xoyoq ax; £K Tiatpoc; yevvGrieic; Aoyoc; rjv* nXf\v sic; o Xpiaroc; Kai uioq 
Kai Kupioq Kara trjv ’Iaxxvvou (pcovfjv.
[Syriac: 55,1-12]
•.rdoo^ a:\A\Hr<' Av «^\v .n-icw«a> *vocrx»S(ur<'s yLrt' ^ocrAa^s
yAcn v y K ' t o  r^JtiXcuD o K ' rtam r ^ sJ^ccn  ^ \^x±.\)r£n-\ o k '  .y A trC ' aa_.iAc\°ir<' cm x^-i 
o>\»V » V  r^ V to o  •.K'xflaon rdu^X >ix. K'AAro t^ trA r^ j ocn v y K ' ^ m r v i k a  yAcn rd lo  
Acvxxlra rC'scvM rdAr*' Oojj rC'io x»A yHAA ^ c ^ a i J  cA -,%vcur<' yn-n,*. r^^OcrAr^A rduoA 
^ 3 3 5  v y r t ' r f a m  jcnoiuK ' r^ m - i  rdAr^ -.rd^xcvss rdAo K'ocn r^V-Acxo »<Aa
o a 3 x*> y j  ^n\=s .rC'acn rC'AA^) sLAvr** rdor** v y K 1 y j  re'AxLw .noaiAvrC' K'AxAuK'
yjjc\_»:\ crAn vyK ' t<»T2oG rf\z30 r<fm r a
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 12,24-13,12]
rt'VTn mX\.v kV\ : rtfnaa.osAxHr*' : yi=i£» «s>cucn «^ooA<x=k^  X\^n
rf\n  A\iib .^\m vyft'to ■ r<d-i\ry-> OrC' K'OOJ r^ i^ \C03^  ■.^ ll\ aAc?30 Qx.TuAci^ K'^
.<\\v»X\T.rc< rViooao jK'xflaoS r i^nA >\t. r^ AAia r^ 'crAr*' otm got vyK* .^ cuch ywrwio 
c\»:\coA r^ Art* -.oast K'in Xv> ooA  yHAA cv\V°k^A cA y m r .  •.K'AxoaAre'll r£uoA
vyit* •.>OToA\jrtf' iV ittti r^ icw-i ^ja acn:i r^ Ar** .rd^K C o  rdAo r f a m  rdlrAcva r^A:i - IQ h I i 
r^ AAio AjAxK' rtfor^ r^ x»f<' vyr t  r^ AAro g o t i.ntmAxK* rt'AxAur^  r^ Jjr^
w^.rv .1 ctAjq A\Va vyr^ r^ Vao rC'vnr'Ti \m }oVd jOToAuK'
These two versions are not so very far apart as appeared to be the case with Ep40. Yet 
there are a series of differences which still place Ep44 well prior to Paul of 
Callinicum in terms of style. Thus in the first line (above) we have the strictly 
unnecessary additions of .^ocmAunc' and V.U ., and the yL rc'/^cum  distinction which we 
have come across before. Further on, Paul twice uses an infinitive for an infinitive 
where Ep44 is content with the impf. (5ieAsTv and opoAoyrjaai).
On the other hand, Paul fails to show the tense of rjv by adding r t a m  and uses the 
more idiomatic redo A\x= for cpcovp where Ep44 achieves a word-for-word 
consistency.
We note in addition from the next passage of PHL (not cited here) further points: for 
napaoKeuafe [rcapaaK£udaap£v] autouc; 7ipoa£X£iv [36,3] Paul has v cuk’ 
y X u j  ^ g g o t j s  but Ep44 the closer v a n e '  For the idiom avoa Kai Kara)
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[36,5] Paul has the accurate A±\ while Ep44 has the dynamic A*
and similarly for tkxvtox; [36,6] Paul has the direct loan cbcO^ a, Ep44 the idiom 
(though also involving a loan)
Example 2 
[Greek: 36,7-9]
otiou yap svwaic; ovopafctai, ouy svoc; Ttpayparoc; aripaivetai auvoSoq, aAA’ r\ 5uo rj 
Kai TiA.£i6 va)v Kai 5iacpopa)v aAAi)Aoic; Kara xr]v cpuaiv.
[Syriac: 55,20-3]
o rd  yHirvs rdArd rdut-cuzx rds’U-CUB nws cvX : rdcnsaJMtlo rdAvcusus rd^»rd
. r t 'w ^ - i  r d s s i i  y«°i\ » r * a i o
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 16,22-17,4]
rdArd rdsiu j Ta^-S rg'.y.rw-s rdsi^-cu» sms c\A - . r d a a c a J w \ i _ i ^  rda^rd
r d u ^ a  r d s s i i  ^«°A m t*73SO -.rd \iS n j:i o r d  y H isS
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 27,21-8]
,rd& \Lasa ox»^\-»rd &urdi&\^.a:u vAiras rd sa m sS  rdir\c\_»:i\j y jV a rd  A t-\m  *^rd
Note the almost verbatim nature of the versions, though Paul of Callinicum is 
marginally more precise with his circumlocution rdviw  ^ s .  Paul and Ep44 are thus 
very close in terms of style.
Example 3 
[Greek: 35,7-18]
ou Tiavra oaa Aeyouaiv oi aipsxiKoi, (psuysiv Kai TtapaiteiaOai xptf TioAAa yap 
opoAoyouaiv (Lv Kai ripietc; opoAoyoupev. oiov ’Apeiavoi otav Aeycoai tov Tiatepa on 
Sripioupyoc; eaxi x a>v oAcav Kai Kupioq.
[Syriac: 54,10-55,1]
\ jl^  rdSsnd».^» .oArdisaeaAa xiW aA  ^  j m  cvxu^Hcn y w r d s  ycnA^ ^  rdacn rdA
,tnoSnjrd rd»GS=jS rdsrdA  y V a rd s  ,Js2a rd  CVi»Hrd y u r d  v y r d s  y-»scvrz> y j j  A rd s  yAcn ySCCa
. r d . ' t e a o  L a S
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP 11,72,7-22]
yACCa .cAr<'Swe*Ao .pA^^al ijAt o m ^ lm  yW K'A yL.rt' ycnLk y a  cv\
jC D oirtjK ' (V lC V n^- r ^ a r t 'A  . CUj A K ' y A S a r^ A  jA c arC ' rd l^ -» K ' v y K 'A  y w  y A C C a y M  .arC 'A  y A o o
. rd»ATao J l^A
Again we can see that the two Syriac versions are remarkably similar. The only major 
difference is the use of vn=*> in Paul’s version where Ep44 has a matter
already extensively discussed.
Example 4 
[Greek: 36,10-12]
xfjc; evoxjeux; opoAoyoupsvric; ouketi 5uoxavxai aAApAoov xa evu)0evxcx, aAA’ ei<; 
Aomov uioq, pia cpuaic; auxou, ox; aapKO)0£vxoc; xou Aoyou.
[Syriac: 55,26-8]
K'Aa Am r€\nf ■.QA&M&Ar^A yLr*' r^ AAM ^a yx.te&ca Ai-va> rt\ K'&XCUAm r^£»AoA\2a A^
rt'AO^a a^st^ Jkr^ A ya vyr^ -.am
[Syriac citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.34v / Add 12154, f.20r]
r^ Aa Am rdArt' OAujAnK'a yAcn rt'AAM ya y-\A&Aua rciX .rt'AxcuAM r£»AoA\Ao9 Aa
K'Avlsa ACn-i^ r^ A ya vyr^ am tmi^o
[Syriac citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 17,2-4 (until evu)0evx(x)]
. OAjlmAxK'a yAca K'aam ya ycLxiiirVZ) r^ A •. r£»AO&\Aua rt'AxcuAM Aa
The extract is short but the two are clearly in harmony as far as overall method is 
concerned, the principle difference being only that between ^rv^w  and aq^w . yAm 
may also be considered an advance on yL*' (a revision typical of the Harklean), while 
and y l^ K 1 are synonymous alternatives.
Example 5 
[Greek: 35,10-14]
1 The other ms has r£.sakte*.
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oika) Kai 8 7ii Neatopiou, Kav Xeyi] 5uo cpuaeic; trjv 5iacpopav aqpafvcuv rfjc; aapKoq 
Kai tou 0eou Aoyou' eiepa yap r| tou Aoyou cpuaiq Kai erepa rj rrjq aapKoq. aAA’ 
ouketi tr]v Evcooiv ojioAoysT p£0’ rjpoov. rijieic; yap evcaaavteq rauta Eva Xpiatov, eva 
uiov, tov aurov eva Kupiov opoAoyoupEV Kai Aomov piav rr)v tou uiou <puaiv 
aeaapKW i^evriv.
[Syriac: 54,15-20]
.K'itOoa rC'cnArC'jo rdal»cvjE. to  rdxto toart' QsuiN^oai Ari* rdtocn
rC'jctoo rc^OjtoA rt\ r€\r? rditort'o ,craoi(Ur^  retort'
to Ax^ ioo ,-^ uaccq r^ »toD to r^to to it'tnr^ to -.^ Acti ^ t o  »^:iuij£a t o  3^lM
?->* rC'toS r^ .U^
[Syriac citation in Florilegium: Add 12154, f.lOv]
K'crArC'^ o rt'toonn rdalujcvx. to :i<ito »^K&\ ^art'o .mcu'tcO^ mi A^ pao rdtocn
rt'irvcuto r^A r^ArC' .rt'V toS  ocn re itoK 'o  K'Avliax ^ 1% goo r^ itoK ' .^.aojetq
.^Junccn to  ocn to  ocn rC'to t o  .rC'wir’a  to  .^Acn ^ ilu C Q  to  K'acvi*)
. imams r^ias rdli-^  to JuaSao
Again, the versions show a very similar style, with the citation showing just a few 
more ‘developed’ features. Ep44 occasionally shirks the original, as in omitting any 
real equivalent for etu - it is, after all, unnecessary to the meaning. The translation of 
the phrase beginning Kav A£yp is almost identical in terms of wording, but the citation 
has made a more conscious effort to represent the word order of the original, though 
neither feels the need of using a caique to represent the subjunctive as might have 
occurred in later 7 century versions. Again, we note the difference of equivalents for 
a£aapKO)p£vqv, though it is perhaps even more significant that both translators use an 
active form for this middle perfect (cf. the passive in the previous example), a 
distinction which is found sporadically in some of the other texts too. In places the 
two versions are so similar that we might even take the citation as a revision of the 
other, but it is just as likely that the simple formulaic nature of the text led similarly- 
minded translators to equally similar renderings.
Citations of Ep45/46
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Example 1 
[Greek: 153,20-4]
oxav ouv evvoa)|i£v xouxo, ouSev a5ucoup£v rrjv dq ivoxr\xa  auvSpoppv ek  5 u o  
(puascov yeyEvfjaGai A£yovx£q' p£xa p£vxoi xpv £vcaaiv ou 5iaipoup£v taq cpuaaq air’ 
aAApAoov o v 5e dq 5uo t£pvo|i£v ulouq xov £v a Kai a|i£pioxov, aAA’ £va cpapd/ uiov 
Kai d)q oi 7iat£p£q dprjKaoiv, piav (puaiv tou Aoyou a£aapKoopsvriv.
[Syriac: 42,15-20]
r^ SrN c\_»xuA thX r^X ^ \ . \ K' joan Tu^co r& n
^ «\ \  v»\-> ^»xX\X rCAo -.r^xXM r<Vi-\ ,a jj  r<X r^XNCUXw ^»x xfcva &\ocp v?\i-\
xm o irw rt ' ^»cnibr<' v y r ^ o  .^u» Xvj rdXr^ ■ r^\^  Xv> o o i l
. -pr
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.34v (= Add 12154, f. 19v)]
. rt'XuxiOijAx K'xxm 71^ -X rdX^cnxX u^» »^<\^ cn~73 yjxn r^ Xo .K'xctj x^uxXcax .\ .-\m jitosK' 
r-^Xo .rC'xxw rdiisA *^ocnX r^X K'Xncuxm ^»x iX\= .Sxocm r^\k-s
rt'Sxtnir^X r d l^ - i r V O  ^ L » t n K '  K ' i s  Xsj r^Xr^ . r</\ ^ \°\^\^3 r^Xo Xw ocnX .^unflaB r^ixio »^HX\X
tcv? - i-?3A K 'Jrx lr* ) ctiXk ' x r d i * ^  Xw . o i s ^ K '
Note that Ep45 abbreviates xpv £iq tvoxx\xa auvSpoprjv to ‘union’ only; other such 
variants include Ep45’s \ \ * Xy»»» r^ Xx (which is not to be divided) where the citation 
correctly has rdL^ laX\=*> rdXo (and is not to be divided), and, as so often, we see the use 
of the analytical form in the earlier text, the adjectival in the later. The difference 
between \ea=cn and has been discussed at length already -  we have noted how 
even the early translators such as Ep45 sometimes distinguish, as here, between the 
passive EaapKCuOp of the creed and the middle o£aapKoo|i£Voq of the monophysite 
slogan.
Example 2 
[Greek: 161,19-23]
o yapxoi AEycov aapm naGdv yupvfj tov Kupiov aAoyov Kai o ck o u q io v  Ttoid t o  TtaOoq* 
£av 5£ tiq einr\ p£ra ipuxpq vo£paq ruaOdv auxov, iva f| to  TtaOoq £Kouaiov, ou5£v 
ko)A u £ 1  A£y£iv TfS cpuaa xfjq avOpcoTioxpxoq auxov TiaOdv. d  5e t o u t o  aAr|0£q, Tiooq ou 
xaq 5uo cpuaaq u<p£axavai 5d)aop£v p£xa xf|v £va)oiv aSiaipdcaq;
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[Syriac: 51,25-30]
rf'w >«\ (jrjX inC r^ Axo n\ r*a 1 ^ 3  T-wX wr^S om
VTard^A rdA^. rdA rdiua^A r^T.n K'ocmx tjj r^Au-iAv^ox. refill }o*>x X»)rcli tjk'  yX
x A v s  %Ka c 7 i» A v * r< ' r f t i s .  y K A \X  y a J X  r d A  r d i ^ - . K '  K 'X j X x .  r ^ x c n x  o t r n r ^ o  t j j  r < 'A \ c \ J U K 'x  r d u ^ i z i x
. je.xcv£ r^Ax k'Axcuxu
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12154, f .l88r]
r^AujAw-OX* n'*< \\ ^ . n  \^ 3 r&  T ir t ' yX ^ K ' .rC*Tn\ ctA Xnx. r ^ i i3 ^  re^ n^ri-T-iT tn K 's  a m  
yX ^rtf'o  t-m rt'Avojtxrt'x rdii^aX .\»rdi>aA rd l^x  "p xy i AuA . r^xjj K'ocna r€x.l r s ^ x  t j j
A u rd ^ S e o  r^A rt'Avcuxw xix=> AAyi y\i-> yKA\ cvA rd l^ rV  r^Xait. K'xctj
Where these two can be directly compared, we can note such details as the adjectival 
forms rdjAi^ and rdi^ AaAvzi in the citation, where the analytical x is preferred in Ep46; 
rcd^ x -pxm AuA is more accurate than rtA± r«iA for ou5ev kcuAuei. Perhaps most 
noticeable is Ep46’s abbreviation of node; ou ucpEaxdvai Scoaopsv to yux (how are we 
not supposing rather than how will we not concede to exist) while the citation has tried 
to mirror the original -  the first rendering is an instance of dynamic modulation, the 
second of true lexical equivalence.
Example 3 
[Greek: 153,7-10]
evouvxec; x o iv u v  qpEic; xrj a y ia  a a p x i ipuxqv Eyouap xrjv v o sp a v  aTtopprjxax; xe Kai 
uitsp v o u v  x o v  ek Oeou iraxpoq A oyov aauyxuxux; dxpETrrax; apExaPArjxax;, s'va u io v  
x a i X piaxov Kai Kupiov op o A o y o u p sv , to v  au xov  Oeov Kai avG pam ov, ou x  Exspov Kai 
EXEpov, aAA’ Eva Kai x o v  a u x o v  xouxo kockeivo u n ap xovxa  Kai voou p E vov .
[Syriac: 41,23-9]
vSusax rt,» Bt w  xLAvrC'x :f<'crArC' ^»x rtf'AAiw rC'cnArdA y*xcca Xm A i -sctj y j j
rdaAwa*. rdAxc* r^lrA cva rdAxo rxixAco rdAo Al^aAca r^Ax }oX» v y r ^  -.K'AOuA^q Kfr^v-i 
cvA r^auK' Tao K'ctiAk' tnA xa ctjA y*xccq r£»ra>o rdu 4L*2 oa K 'xs Xsj . r^i l ^ c u l  r^Axo 
.^.X*A\2 a a  ttnoAurt' rt'xcno K'Xcd x^ octj X  ^ 0 0 7 0  xm kLAk' r^JXwK'o rdJXurC'
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 27,4-10]
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r d \  . K'&Vjairto.ax* ,cr> crA r^t£as . rC'r.to och K 'iamA y*> A-i-^m j^u j^lvj^ j to
rdaluiCUE. rdAsc* re/ \ - i \ rv-i rdAs -.r^iocn -\v\r> rdar^  r^'cnArt' ^Vjrx/\\\.173^ V7J
Kfitor*' c\A -.r^juiao rt'tnAr*' ocn to  com %^i»sccn rd»vno r^»iT*ao r t 'to  to  -.r^!»ac\acn rdAjo
. ^ .\* )r£ 7 i icnoituK' ,cho r^Scm ocn to  ocno to  rdArt' .r^ ito r^ o
[Citation in Florilegium: Mingana 69, f.l2r]
5x*rdhlVinix3» rdA : K'iruiito.ox* cnA Aur^ r^r°na rdjt-.to och re'vamA i^v> Juacn ^utou^n to  
r^Aci Sx*rdaljJLX2» r^Ao S xerd lalain  r^A .rdar^  K'cnArt' xZn‘\  och r^AdcnA : r^iOcn ^ n  A^Ao 
rt'cnAr*' cnA to  cnA .^to y ^ cc a  r£»to9G r<\v»g^>30 r t 'to  to  . irur^i^LjjAvjtn r^Ao ^  .r^v^\ <\^ r. 
. ^ -X»&£ao ,cno^uK' ,cho K'scns .ocn to  ocno to  rdArC' .rd itoK 'o  rditor*' rdAo .rdz itoo
In the full version of the text, the syntactical structure is quite altered, with 
subordinate clauses becoming main clauses; the eyco clause is avoided by 
circumlocution; other idioms, such as px* vyre', are added to smooth the demarche; 
the awkward r^cno r^ ncn for touto kocksivo suggests a translator struggling to find 
accurate ways of translating out of a more synonym-rich language than his own.
When we compare the Paul of Callinicum’s version with the florilegium citation, we 
note that the latter is actually more ‘advanced’ as a mirror of the original. It correctly 
places rciocn ^  IaA before, rather than after, tov ex 0£ou tratpoc; Aoyov, which 
phrase is itself more carefully rendered as rdaK' rc'cnAr^  ^*n am K'iA^ A; the adjectives 
are treated as such and not (unusually for Paul of Callinicum) analytically. 1 The 
florilegium text, however, translates tov autov differently on each occasion whereas 
Paul of Callinicum was consistent in his renderings.
Example 4
[Greek: 155,27-156,5]
p£ta be ye tf)v avaataatv rjv pev auto to aoopa to tuetiovG oc;, n\r\v ouK£ti taq 
avOpumivac; aa0£V£taq £'xov ev £aut&. ou yap £ti mvpc; f\ k o t i o u  rj £t£pou ttvoq tajv 
toioutcov 5£Ktix6v £ivai ti  cpap£v auto, aAAa Aomov acp0aptov Kai ouxi touto 
povov, aAAa yap Kai ^ c jo t io io v *  c^orjc; yap aajpa £atf, tout£ati tou povoy£Vouq, 
Kat£AapTipuv0q be Kai 56£rj tfj 0£O7rp£atatp.
1 The addition of a fourth adjective in the florilgium citation should probably be put down to a textual 
variant in the Vorlage or to an overzealous scribe within the Syriac transmission. It is unlikely to be a 
function of translation technique.
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[Syriac: 44,30-45,6]
rC'XvcAojii*) 013 ^  cA 30^3 •. ot£*ix.c\_v^ och rt'ocn ,cr)0 ^v»r<' K'X ctijlq yA i r^\3
A30203 yjj ^tisarf :rdi2xcn vyit's "pxa OK' rC^ -v or  ^ rC'Xvor^ X .soXv cA .rC'XvjLUr*'
a m  c n ia a ta -^  .ocn K 'lm ^ a  ArC' rdXrt* :icvjjAs rt'scn 0 X0 ocn rt'Xxojin r^X A»~s*73 r^Xrt'
.rd*cnXr<' rtjjL3CV*3 A r t '  y S  _ i^ X u h  . r ^ U w j l  y ! \  cvicn : rt'i.viA
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 29,23-30,3]
Xurt' .soXv cA "p\a -.r^MS och ^ h  rt'ocn >cnoXurt' . r ^ k a m  iJf\3 *a
ort* •.rt'X\or^Xs o r^  r^iA^tn y j j  >3oX\ f^X .r t 'ir ir t ' rdamHcv^ cna cnX rt'ocn
.W»li rt'ocn cAo .rdAsAiXcn rdX A«-\*n rdXrt' .rt'A hnm  ,cno^urt' ,-^Acn v y r t 'w  r^iTwrt' 
rdjA3C\Z30 vicnXvr*' .r d » A « v > y S  cvacn ■,>cnoXurt' r^kjj^ r t 'v ^ A  .rdm icn A rt' rtlXrt'
. r t 'cnXr^X rt'r^!a och
[Citation in Florilegium: Mingana 69, 3 lr]
o i 3  cnX X u r t ' ^  oX  ~p\z3 ,%m:i r t ' i . ^ A  o c h  o cn  ^ h  r t 'o c n  ,o c n X u r t ' . r ^ V ^ . n  ^  \)s\=3 
o r t '  . r t 'X \o re A s  G r t ' r t 'A h n ’w  ,c n o X u r t 's  ^ u i m r t '  A j l^ t i  *^X .r t 'X u a u r t '  rC 'X vcA uj^a
V u A O  r ^ A r t ' . I f l u l a  r t 's c n  0X0 ,rt'i\-> »> X cn  r^ X  A i-s*n r ^ A r t ' .y i c n  v y r t ' s  y ^ w r t '  
.K 'X u o A r t ' rt'XvajCV3iZ.X\30 y a  . c ^ i ^ »  y S  cvacn . rC'inA >c n o X u r t ' i«  r t ' i ^ A  r ^ i j j
The two citations again show a much more developed technique than is evident in the 
earlier attempt. Both use r t '^ a  for odjpa (avoiding rc^n*.cv )^, as well as the particle 
^h for pev. While all three translators have attempted a caique for e'xov, they have 
done so to varying degrees, the first using merely 013 Xurt' for eyov ev eauxuj, the 
florilegium citation including the o A  which is typical of the fuller caique, but only 
Paul of Callinicum also providing a tense marker with rc 'o c n . Both the citations use 
another caique for tdiv roioutcov, a common marker of this type of technique. Where 
the full version will easily modulate even occpGaprov to ri'Xvcum rdX, the others make 
careful attempts at the vocabulary, though with differing results, e.g. rc£*» /
rdujjiin for C^OOTtOlOV, and rC'XuoaXni' / K'cnXrC' rC'rcA for 0£O7lp8Tl8aT(XTp.
Further illustrations o f the difference between the original translator o f Ep45/46 and 
Paul o f Callinicum
The above examples have illustrated some of the differences in technique between the 
original translators of Ep45/46 and Paul of Callinicum. Since these letters are
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copiously quoted by Severus (because they were so by his opponents), there is an 
abundance of material for comparison. Here follow, therefore, further general
illustrations of the differences, in various categories. In each case, the text of Ep45/46
in its full Syriac version is given first, Paul of Callinicum second.
a) Major structural alterations
Kav tou; rrjq auv0£G£ax; Aoyou; Evuiuxpxfl to  Siacpopov Kata cpuaiv tcav dc; rvotqa  
auyK£Kopiop£VO)V [160,5-7] (even i f  the difference by nature o f  the things that have  
been brought together into a unity is still p resen t in the concepts o f  the compound)
oiftrC' c^ucnn vOcnu  ^ wyK' r^sA-uevx. ituK* ^Gcna^ois Art'
.aainiftr*' *^cucn:i re°A»>c\r. ocn v> i ~n t .  cnlus r^-AQCvr-)
£Vouvt£(; ripeu; tfj aapd tov Aoyov [153,7-8]
71X. Xm A^A K'ictt-A w'yj x*
avayKaiov y£yov£v to  £vav0pa)Tifjaai tov Aoyov [155,7-8]
rC'rir^  is K'ocm K'irvicn K'cArC'A ri'v»r m ocn 
r^ cnXr^ s cnAcn ,ch \^ocn fV^ ArV
vva clause [155,8] o (treated in apposition with foregoing clause) / 
iva clause [155,22] ^
b) Alterations of morphological forms 
p£taPoAq [152,28] / rdsAucvx.
p£taPoAq <pUG£0)(; [153,4] cm** . A m t * *  s*. / rcii*** ^ \» a i3
c) Periphrastic used or avoided 
tov ek 0£ou mxtpoc; Aoyov [153,8]
r<'cAf<' r^cArA / rdnK' K'cArt' r i^AsA
U7l£pVOUV [153,8] rcMiftin rcA / rdiocn 1A
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si pf| a&pa TtetpopqKe to  ocvGpamivov [153,16]
cn\ rt'ocn r^A rduurV cvAr  ^ /  ^r^utir*' ocn *aA aA ^ K '
tqv Ka0’ rjpaq auxout; auvGsaiv kqc0’ tjv eapev avGpamoi [154,4]
r^ u K ' >Jia J^lw r ^ l ijK ' /  r ^ u r ^  yia cna:\ ^L»:\ a m  rd a ^ o i
xrjq avGpcoTnvriq tpuoeax; [155,5-6] ^  /  r t i x i r ?  a m  re '\t- \
E Xov ev eauxco [156,1-2] cna AurC' /  cna cnA K'Ocn Aur^
d) Formal equivalence of adjectives 
apepiaxov [153,22] \USoa red* / rcii^ YjaAoj r«d
aAqGtvoq [155,23] Aure i^*. /
SsKXlKOV [1 5 6 ,2 ]  A a n s w / rd il
OCTTOppqiU) [ 1 5 6 ,1 6 ]  JJcnircw /  rdiUcnAoa red
Sometimes Ep45/46 anticipates Paul of Callinicum: 
acpGapxov [156,17] rdA aa^ red in both texts
e) Formal equivalence of infinitives 
opoAoyeiv [152,14] r^cu/ aL^ c^cn\
f) The resumptive article with demonstratives 
etc xfjq TrapaPdeosox; trjc; ev ’A5<xp [155,5]
cm ioaA \ a x a  /  ^oSrdaJ ocn r i^MaCvB
This is usual, but not always:
1 It appears here that Ep45 is deliberately avoiding the clothing metaphor, showing the sort of 
theological considerations associated with Philoxenus, while Paul o f Callinicum’s concern is more 
philological, and he simply chooses the closest lexical equivalent for Cyril’s words.
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rcov 7iaT8 pa)v ti<; t(Z>v ayitav [155,17-18]
r^ xi'Xa »^cnibr<' tlK* / r^ xjiXo rt'Jftonor*' Tir^
g) Caique on the copula (even when unexpressed)
£Tl£l5q7t£p EOliv (corj [155,9-10] am r&s,* Mjn/r&s* ,0 3 0 * ^  AcA^
d  pia cpuau; to  oAov [154,10] cnL* rc^  ocn Ivi / ctjAs. >a3oi(v»r<' rdii  ^ xm ^K'
f|V [155,11] &\aa3 / Sftooo cm&uK'
(sometimes the results are mixed)
p£toc tou a v a l avOpamoc; Kai 0£o<; £ativ aAqOivos; [155,23]
Jrv.rC'ijix. am K'ctAk'o r^uia >cnoinjf<'s ,cb 
r^ XjVE. ,C73oit\jr<' rt'oArt' .Art' r^uia jcnoiurtf’s ,m
h) Word order
ftaaavi^ovtEc; £ut£xvd)<; [153,12] ^
7i£pia0 pouvt£c; iaxvcoc; to  puotqpiov [153,13]
K'ttrs oan frur^ u-^ n Xa. / rt'tr^ 'irs u^urC’ yimSfta
OaAaaaaic; antipd)v, VEKpouq Eydpoav [155,24]
K'JtvC*) yunzna r&a*^  I r^ v^j^ A -.r^ r^ k i^ a n
i) Compound words
7i£7rAaatoupyqK£ [153,15] 1 = ^  / fcurc'saa  ^ A
ouvSpopqv [153,20] omitted / rc'sx* t-iv i r^ v^cVjXw
0£O7Tp£7r£atatq [156,4] r£.<nW/ K'cnWA K'rda 
j) Key technical terms
tov [£k] tou 0£ou Aoyov [155,8 etc.] r^ iiAso k'oA *'/ re'mWs [^»s] k'JtA^
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aajjioc [152,28] [153,15] (but occasionally, e.g. 154,5) /
eaapxwGri [152,26] [153,14]
evavOpumqasv [152,26] [153,14] r&ux=> k'ocd / W
adp  ^[153,13] / rtf'vna
acorripiav [155,7] rd*»/ 1rc^ Mcva 
k) Particles
pcxAAov [153,4] [153,15] omitted in Ep45/ 
pev [154,5 etc.] omitted / 
fjlOl [155,7] of ^  ©rtf'
Having decribed the differences between the techniques of Ep45/46 and Paul of 
Callinicum, we can now move on to some further examples which illustrate the 
differences and similarities between the styles of Paul of Callinicum and Athansius of 
Nisibis, as before.
Example 5
In this case, the various versions are set out in parallel in the following order:
[Greek: 153,17-154,2]
[Syriac: 42,10-23]
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 27,22-28,6]
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: CG Eli,87,29-88,10 & 121,12-17]
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 30,8-31,3]1
1 This is a distinction also found between the Peshitta and Philoxenian, and in some o f our texts, such 
as the Explanatio.
opdj|i£v on  5uo cpuasic; ouvfjAGov aAA^Aaiq, Ka0’ svooaiv dSidaTiaaxov aauyxuTOoc;
Kai axpenxioq'
rc'aV mojl. rd\^\C 09 r^X:i oXvK' r^ tia X c o  k '^O j Tvj iV xmA rd ii^  ^.tXu  ^\>n
r^ Xo Xur^ l -A -»-** r^ X K*X\.\r»Ofi<\)lVat r^ X K'^ CUlUS K'TilAJ r^»v CXXA^kXvrV
. XurdiaXwXvx^D
rdX^O r t 'la X a a  rdXj r^XuAnflaaXvso rdX rC'X\OjTvv=3 . rC'nxii X\cvX oxx^JKk' r<Xi^ ^-»tXu
.r^ ii^ c u L
rdXo Xv»r<,\  i\- i rdXo XvirdinlXvoo^ rdX rt'XvcuxwA K'ru* 7 s^. cvzi^X\r<' r&la. >u>
. Xurdia^cnXxro
rj yap aap^ aap£ ioxiv Kai ou George;, ei Kai ysyovsv Gsou aap^
r^ttsXk's cot \^ a  r^ooo ^ar^o  r^XxoaaXr^ r^Xa ,cooXv.r<' r*<\ K 'i ^ ^
K'cnXrt's C73TPQ-) K'ocn T^o .art* -.K'XxooaXr^ r^Xo >CT3oX\-»r<' rC'iom i t  rViaan
. K 'ooXk ' t ooTOQ-i r^ocp ^SiK' rt'XNOcnXr '^ r-dXa jtnoXurt' K'tco^ j t» r^ iro-i
. rC'cnXr^T icon r^ocno ^art' K'X\ocnXr<' rdXo jOoaXurt' K'vsao rViafln
opioicjc; 5e Kai o Aoyoq Gsoc; eativ Kai ou aap^, ei Kai iSiav enoir\aaxo tr]v aapKa
oiKovojiiKoaq.
Xur^iVDT^) m v ^ a X  c73Tn .s.. ctAj T ^arC 'a K '\v^;a  r^ o tn  r^Xo ooo r^oaXr^ K'XrXro a k 1 ^aoX\o 
fVioanX cnVpv. ctoXj T .a r ^  . rViocm r^Xo yaooXuK' K'ooXr^ . rt'Xrlro ocn K 'iftccato  cna
Xurdii=i:c*>
r^im -iX  ooVn.%.. coXjT ^ a r^  . r<*\ca-n 0X0 >C73oXv»r<' r?cnXr^ K 'Xdio oooo rt'Xxcoato oo=>
. Xur^iT=>X?3
rVioarA co ita l. ooXj TO ^ a r^  . K 'ictt-) rdXo >c73oXv»r<' K'crAr^ r^Xdj^D K'XNorato crxa
.Xur^ii=a»o
otav ouv evvod)|iev touto, ou5ev aStKoujiEv xr]v dq evoxrira auvSpojiriv ek 5uo
cpuoscov ysyEvvfjaGai Asyovteq*
^»HX\ K 'X\O j TjjA  cnX ^u »  ^ i a \ t W 9 3  -p x ^ i  rdX  v \i\->Xvcn^o K 'tost Juuxcn r ^ >
Xroco r d i i ^
ocn 3ns.T rdL^cniX ^«a\cw*?a >aTio rdXo . K'too ^aA^Xvoqzot A .-M-n jXv^aK'
r^ ooos rt'w-^  ,^HX\ 3^T •. K'XxOjXsjAt
^ o t .n^X\OjXM \i^.T r<'xw^r<'T rd X ^co iX  ^ ia^cw ?3  p x ? 3  rdXo K'Tcn ^xA^XviasaT An^cn jXcor^
.rC 'oqoT L^»Vnr<' rC/\»~> ^»HX\
1 AN is quoted with the editor’s emendations to the textual corruptions which are reasonably common 
in the unique ms o f this text.
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»^.iX\ A^  K'Xvcuam X\cAa rd ^ m i  XncucuA ^uvw >a»s rdX k'aoo ^ajasXx^h Ju^m  tb^nr^
XvocpA ^JUViorC' rxOi^
\iexa jievxoi trjv svcoaiv ou 5iaipouy£v tac; cpuaac; an’ aAArjAoov ou5£ dq 5uo
T£|iVOp.£V uiouq tOV £Va Kai aji£plGTOV,
r^X :i Am achX  \  ^.V-i ^ .aXA r ^ X o  -. A Am r€iXsk a^m ^ur.Aar*> rdX r^Xvo^AM  ,-»A aX\=
J^ \°\)r£73
OoA ^.ocv»<\ r^ ii= j ^aX A  rdX .SSK'o .K'aAm ^  rd ii^X  \\a * 7 3  rcA • .r t '^ C b Jjj ^»A \b=t
txf \ s^ \ Qt\\~r» rdXo Am
Am OoA ctA  ^.r»fw<\ rr^.V-. ^ .aXA rdX o ir^AAii ^ 9  rdlLaX ^ I  \ \  a*73 rdX iK'XxCUAM ^»A iXva ^73
r^ \ \  \ QiVv*^ rcAa
nc'*'<-> ^ .aXA r d \  ja K ' ...r^AAM ^ 3  rdli=A  «^OoA ^\i \ \a - 7 3  rdX r<'X\C\-»AM aXys -p\=>
. r^ \ \ \a X \r? a  r^X o Am ooA tnX ^lO ^X a^j
aAV £va cpa|i£v uiov Kai ax; oi naxepeo, dpiiKaaiv, jiiav cpuaiv tou Aoyou
G£GapKO)|i£VriV.
}ax^^3A  K'XAi^A rdiAAx o t s K '  ^»cniar<' A r t 's  v y r t 'o  . ,Am K 'v a  am rdX rt'
X
.A O u ^ A  K 'X v l^ A  r t ' s ^  Am  :O W t< ' r ^ X u n r j r^ A  v y r t ' o  .^ l iA S a r^  r^ A a  Am  r^AnC'
 K 'X O ba r t 'o A r t 'A  r^A fln -vw  r^ V i-t Am . O W r ^  rt'X \ch=if< 'A  rd lsu .rt 'O . ^ .A ^ s r ^  K 'A ri Am rd X r* '
oukouv ogov |i£v rjK£v dc; £vvoiav Kai dc; yovov to opav toTq trjq i|/uxf|<; omiaaiv
. K 'vmXctj rC V an  rc*i»\.r> s o » \-> s  ^ o x a s o  . rdax-cVM Aa-  j A  tttA }oASa= ^»A^3
X
.•rC/r cnA r d i iX s  acvmlJA lc n s  AOjjAsq kI-tjt.O-mA t^ o m A a  
.-r^xSUA rcT\iv~i rt'lMAA SQu l a  ,cf)0 r^Li.CVQA rd.Xsre'A Xjx ^»A=a
tiva tpoTrov £vr]v0pa)7triG£v o jiovoyEViic;, 5uo td(; cpuG£i(; d va i cpajid/ tac; £va)0£iGa(;,
^LiATwrC' r?\\-\ ^»HX\ r^ iS iv m rt' r^xAAn am r 6 \  r&-^rd=3^
X
.o^lLubr<'^ jcnaXurC'A ^ Ju 'tb K ' rcOl^ ^»aX\ r ^ S u u  o m xi'toX sK ' rd i \  rd u rd aA
A^j ASoK ' OAujXsrC'A »^C\Am r ^ l i ^  y C U rf  ^>aX\A .rd»AJLML» %lA=X\r<' rd l \  r^ i.rd= A
d/a be XpiGtov Kai uiov Kai Kupiov, tov tou 0£ou Aoyov £vav0pa)TirjGavta Kai
G£GapKO)|i£VOV
. ^ q x l^ X v K 'o  rd t irV  a=s rC 'ocnA  r^ X A ^  K 'crAr^A Amo K 'A a  Amo » > ia  ^»A Am
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X.imr£730 TlVaSnS rdaArd:\ rdiAr?A rdi=jG rd»ir*>G r t 'u i r ’?) \M
X
Sometimes Paul of Callinicum is actually a closer ‘mirror’ than Athanasius, e.g.
• His rendering kqc0’ s v g o o iv  as where Athanasius has r^cuxul
• In the phrase 5uo rocc; cpuaeic; slvai cpapev xac; evcoGsiaaq, Paul adheres 
more closely to the word order than Athanasius.
There are some areas where Athanasius has certainly achieved a more mirror-like 
version than Paul, for example:
• Athanasius tends to like to show the direct objects more clearly, e.g. by 
prefacing oA or ^ octA.
• Paul is sometimes inconsistent, using in CG rcA*, but in PHL rcA
• Athanasius is so careful to render every particle such as the kou in opoicoc; 
5s Kai and si Kai iSiav, where Paul is more content to be idiomatic.
• Athanasius adds ^  before the participial phrase s k  5uo (puascjv 
Ysysvvfja0ai Xsyovtsc;, where even Paul uses only s.
• Although Paul and Athanasius both use im-ra for asaapKOopsvoc;, Paul is
still treating such terms as analytical expressions *) whereas
Athanasius has moved on to treating them as proper adjectives
Both translators can be seen to be struggling with the difficult expression tr|v eic; 
8vorr|ra auv5popf]v, Paul rendering it once as o&> rdsiu. rsi^cnA, once
as K'^ rvcvjTjj rd\jjL^ rd:\ rd^cn A, Athanasius having *\cA:\ &\cucuA.
The older translator found the challenge too much and abbreviated to rd^curuA alone.
We should probably take Athanasius’ use of * u r d i r c A  as representing a 
corruption of a5idcmaGTOV to d5iaa7idatcac;, rather than as a failure in his formal 
equivalence.
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Example 6  
[Greek: 162,8-9]
ware tote; 5uo \\x \k z x \ pev elvai 5uo, 5i* djacpotv 5s to  ev anoTeAetoGai ^ajov.
[Syriac: 52,15-6]
. irvocio rC ^cujj K'wj r^Art' KlAo
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: CG 1/11,98,16-8]
K '^ cud rt'jui vOmlSft •>»-' *^ooo»A\jr<' ^^oocm A »v?3 rdA ^c\Jrn:\
.rdtlra&u£a
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: SG 94,15-7]
»^HA\ Ajltj ^^cm kur* ' «^oocni A iVw r^A rx^ux.K'
. J^As jSwe.K'
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis AN 31,13-5]
k 'Wj *^ocn»HA\ :u= *vaoo»i(ur<' ^oocrai A» vw  rdA *^c\Jcn:\ rdi^.K '
. r£lca&VX.&\ K'^O jlSJ
Note the different approaches to anoTeAeiaGai. The older version simply paraphrases; 
Paul uses once the participle, and once the perfect, Athanasius uses the imperfect. As 
both Paul and Athanasius had used n rs^rc' + impf for looxe + inf. in the first clause 
(as was usual in the Harklean, e.g. Mk 2.2), only Athanasius has been consistent to his 
rules.
Example 7 
[Greek: 162,18-22]
to 5e &5iaip8TU)q npocrreGev 5oksT pev tccoc; nap’ rjpiv opGrjq eivai So^ rjc; aripavnKov, 
auToi 5e oux outox; voouaiv. to yap a5iaip8Tov nap’ auToiq Kara Taq NeaTopiou 
Kevocpamac; naG’ eTepov Aap(3av8Tai Tponov* (paai yap o n  Tfj iaoTipia, xf\ 
TauTofouXia, Tfj auGevna a5ia{p8TOc; eon tou Aoyou o ev (L KaTtpKpKsv, avGpconoq, 
(uaT8 oux anAdx; Taq Ae^eiq npocpepouaiv, aAAa peTa tivoc; SoXou Kai KaKOupyiaq.
1 in margine notatur.
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[Syriac:52,27-58,6]
rdiaAcus ,co r^ )^ . w irvT^ a J^kcA r^ 'Uakvaas*) ^^ ocnasa rc^ £»ok\k\i*n r£z.tcvA r^ A:n ,cn 
vyr^ o^aaSacA r^ z.\cva r^ Asj U\^ ,03 .^ Aafruaaro r&^ oa rtam kA «^cu(73 .r^jii(\ 
SfxeoAxna rC'iiiiK' Avc\-»cvza:\ . rdafiai&xra rsliva ooj'C^atm josaiib
A.^ m cA ,cn=> bt^.1 orb r^ zii=j r^oAr^  r^ SAas ^3 %»\& rdA rt'^ax. ^cuauo r 6 o j
. r^Vy-i-io rdl^ jLa rdArt' rd\iA *^aA ^ .irzjK' Stur^uta
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: CG 1/11,126,16-25]
c m ^ K ' r e ^ .w  v y r^ a  ,-^q r<'\=32ruaai*> »^oou^3 r^Qooir\kv33a &ur^z/ta»> r^Aa ,oa
r£z.ici£k r^ Aa ,03 r^ Ar^  .^lUkaa r&^ cn cA j^Aos .iur^jaSa r^ 'itxojCTijosa »^ar<^ . 
•^isort' :r^Anirvzi*) r^ l\v>r<' r^ila .QocVsACX^ iauA ,0 1 0 X273 2tv*rdn* t^t> vyK' .^ocn^ar^  ^
^ 3  K'iAoa r^oA rt' ,0 3 oirur<' r^z.i££a r^ A ■ K'&Noacvn^-aO rC/\i~i ^  &\ci»ozaa r<'\njr<' &\cuozs:\
•pxn rdlaJ rdArt' .rdEzA ^AoA ^in^  &i»r£raujLZ. cA »^:ca .033 Va^ _:\ 0(73 r^ziia
.^kflrn ^o^jj^o
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 43,27-44,7]
,^\cA [^r^ saa.] r£m>, r^iafcuaoSB .^ ooaasa rdSkfioo^ o^sn 2tVsrd^ Aas> r&  ^ ,03
3« ,03 .chA A^^Sm3o2» r^ i^ (73 cA k^ cucn .(m&urf r<A\^ 'A\ r^ k u P iT .^ a  kA\ai*.:icu03:i
.rdlo2Kx»3 r^iiurt' rdi\a .■ Qocuio^ flcus ,03oAjq iruib x^cvmSJl? vyK' «^ 003^ cA &ur£^323 rdAj 
K' oAk' 7^3 0(73 fd^ la  r^ A . r i^ i^^ordrao K'lis. i ^Cbozao r?\n.>r? &\c\_»cvz.:\
rt'Sftcv^ .'U* reArtf' cniOxAA j^oA *^&\£73 cA »^:ca .ona bava r^ziia K'SAsts
K'Imo )dV73
Again, we see here a few issues that separate Athanasius from Paul of Callinicum, 
although in general the major leap occurs between the first and second texts, not 
between the second and third.
• Typical of Athanasius is the translation of 5o^a (here opinion) by 
«'*u>c\az.*\. Ep46’s rcfiaAcu is really closer than Paul’s r ^ c u ^ o a ,  who also 
may have read opGtix; for opGrjq.
• Paul uses the analytic formation rc^toa r<A for to a5iaip£tov but even 
Athanasius here has the adverbial frurd^\<v*) rdAa ,0 3 .
• Athanasius’ tmcX£ *u= is a more mirror-like attempt to render the
compound Kevocpumaq than Paul’s ,03(Ai73 r^urdoui aq> - Ep46’s reading of 
Kaivocpomaq has been mentioned before. However, the opposite is found
1 leg.om.?
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for KOCKOUpyiac;, Paul rendering it as rd*\cvx*= ^cva^j. and Athanasius as
rdSr\c\A_\jj.
• Athanasius uses the loan-words and cn.cn-A, Paul having
and rcdio.
Example 8
John of Telia (according to his biographer Elijah), after citing from Ep40 (see above), 
quotes Cyril again, this time from the Succenssus correspondence, the citation being 
discontinued by an interruption and resumed further on (Brooks’ edition, p.83,1-4 and 
91,28-92,2). However, the citation seems to be too much of a paraphrased version of 
the original (153,20-154,3) to be of use as a direct comparison, though we may note 
again the much more Hellenised feeling of the Syriac and the use of the revised credal 
term rd^ \cu\mr)irc*i.
Citations of Ep50
Example 1
[Greek: 99,33-100,6]
aXX  opOov poi ircxAiv iatriai to  ouc; o TtiKpoc; eic; ©eoopiac; Kai Seivoc; dc; auKocpavtiac; 
Kai 5r| Kaf cpqaiv ei etepoc; o KatoiKcbv, etepoc; 5s opoiux; o ev cL KatoiKrjaai Aeyetai, 
irdjc; ouk avayKaiov 5iaipeTa0ai taq UTioataaeic; Kai ucpsatavai Aeyeiv ava pepoc; 
EKatepav; d ta  otioi ro te  Aoutov to  ev rcpoaamov, eine por ev yap TipoacoTiov tou 
Xpiatou TipoaTioiouvtai Aeyeiv, 5uo 5e UTioataaecjv I5fa te Kai ava pepoc; Keipevcuv 
eaovtaf ttou Tiavtax; Kai Trpoaama 5uo. aAA’ eia|3awouGi vopo0etai, to  autoic; 
5okouv (be; op0djc; eyov Travtp te  Kai Travtax; Kpatuvovtec;. 5iaipouvte<; yap, cpaafv, 
tac; UTroataaeic; evoupev to  Trpoaamov. Kai ttwc; ouk dmOavov touto Kai apa0ec; Kai 
aprjxavov;
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.l47rb-va]
^rC ' . t a r d o  rdocvx*-a rdicn irdscm cnv^ucl oiisK ' A  .°vni
«vox.ia&u:i rd^Ard rdA rdx^ird .crxs om  om rdiiw rdo och ocn rd i\» rd
. r d a o ^ ia  OmS »ctj A »->**) ,cn ( ^ j r < ' o  A  fc»rd .S^rdOujL* r d ^ j O A n
«^oocm rds:iii ,cnoi(urd^ ^-.Tinrd rdao^A a
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*^omA X&x.* v y K ' ^»\s.so r& o c c zu  r € \ r f  .y & o ^ x a  yKAxo .^^ocnA yC*m 
. r^A^o .r^sm  >m K'Axcu^x. cvl r^i^.rC'o . r ^ a o ^ ia  y*:ujj£>90 r t a a i o
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.48v / Mingana 69, f.8b]
. A^arC'o rdmcuiaA -v .%^.n r^ Hor^ AA \»i» om . cniAK' A rt'cuicn .=aA\ K'AvSum kLAk '  
rdA marx Om rC'Axcoarua cha yS rdiiwrC' :TOi.s om om r^ iXwK'
r d a o \ u  A»-\m rd^-»rt'o .cnAo ooi5) y inX \r^ i i ^ r ^ o  r d ^ o io  r^x^Art'
yAm rtliTJCuii y 3  yHAx .y tn r* ' v y i f  r^vviT’m^ r d a o ^ ia  :u» A ia»K'
yZmso yAr^!^. rdAr^ r^ a o  yHAxo .QpoiftVrt y o m o  ,y»ixa^> AvxrdAasoo Avxr^jX** 
, ^ i v e a  QooisA^x ^ q o  Ax_»r^5ixor<' .m.AxxK' AuK*^aAxa rd»u*AcQ ^^omAj om V* .r& o c cn y  
.r^ jm  cmAurt' r 6 m a  rdAx cvA rdia^K 'c .rd&o^iaA yXxuioo cdsjcxIiaA y  \V e\‘?3^  y tw K '
r£ono& cxA AxjAo K'Ax&Ax rdAo
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 67,26-68,6 (only from 100,2, eita otioi)]
r t'" r\-\CYyr ^  yC\jx^3 r iv u J tq J  rdBO^TB Am .A  Vwr*' r d a o ^ ia  \m Ai-\*73 cv^jK' r^ y f* '
A-v-» rs fa o ^ ^ a  yHAx A K ' ,-^om A o v O m ^ n o  Aur^llxA y^a»n*7a r ^ n o x a  y j  yHAx X^ .y V s K 'j
yia v y r ^  (Via*. v O o iL s  ,m  X  ^ r^ooccai >2oia> ,A yAr^s*. rdArt' .«^oocm oooiaA^. v^os
y iu ao a  .-r£=a<xio yx^A a^73 .yHven oooxaA^ ^ qo Aa-? chA Aurt' Axxr^HAxn
. rVAvxAj ^ toAv53 r^Ao rC'Ax^Ax rdAo r^ lm  ,m Qua r^Aa oAs rd^xsiVo .rd& o^xa yw
The Syriac version of Ep50 shows very clear signs of being a loose translation in all 
sorts of ways. There are none of the attempts at formal correspondence and word- 
order accuracy that we see in the Florilegium citation, such as in rc'cuoa .=oA\ rc'Axaun 
maarc' A (where the other has the circumlocution rc^ cm m ^ r \  mu^ A ^ 0 -  Again, 
the expression rc^ooxaA ^ x i^ o  rd.Hor^AA om is that much closer to the form of 
the original than r t a o d t ^ a  rc'x.vn rcim , even though the latter has lost none of
its rhetorical force.
The particles are considerably more carefully rendered in the florilegium citation than 
in the full version; the latter omits equivalents for opofax; and Aeyetai and the whole 
of ucpeatavai Aeyeiv ava pepoc; exatepav is reduced to Auk'xxu* ^ o ^ x -A u o ; there is 
also a good example of modulation, the use of one culturally-relevant stock phrase for 
another, where the triad ou k  cmGavov touto Kai apaGec; Kai aprjxavov becomes <A 
r ^ n x .  rdA™ rc'xm ,m  re'AxoA^*., whereas the citation carefully renders it as r«As cvA
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cA rc'rc^i. redo k'sot rdttu^ . Such alterations are found
throughout this passage and are fully typical of the translation as a whole.
The difference between the original version and Athanasius’ attempt may be 
considered to be even greater. The latter insists on some extremely close renderings, 
such as SrursiiLs for i5ia and ana for amGocvov. Comparing its syntax with that of 
the Florilegium citation, y ^ r ^  ycvie* is a much more precise attempt at
TipocmoiouvTai Aeyeiv than yi^rc' rd^ o>rcf=.A vyr^ (while the original avoids 
TipooTioiouvtai entirely). The same pattern continues with the genitive absolute 
represented much more carefully in Athanasius than in the Florilegium. A term such 
as rcA (for dprjxavov) is typical again of Athanasius’ version, where the
Florilegium uses rcs»naa cA.
Example 2 
[Greek: 91,31-92,1]
o u k o u v  opoAoyoupEvox; psv to  duo aapKoc; cap£; egtiv, to  5 e ek  Geou  Gsoq- son  5 s 
Kara TauTov apcpOTEpa XpiGToq, Eic; c5v uioq Kai Kupioq psTa Tfj<; iSfac; auTOu aapKoq, 
o u k  ai(;uxou paAAov, ax; ecppv, aAA’ E^uxwpevric; voepwq. pf] t o iv u v  5iaTspv£T(uaav 
ek; 5uo to v  £va uiov ppiv, ava pEpoc; icnravTEt; to v  Aoyov Kai uiov ETEpov i S ikwc; te  
Kai ava pspoc; avGpumov to v  e k  yuvaiKOc;, Ka0a cpaaiv aural.
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.l41rb-va] & [Cited in Florilegium: Mingana 69, f.l2r]
jOjoSajK' am  K 'ctA k ' rC'tnArtf' y*>A >a:e*>G ocd K 'io m  r^inoo  y*)A 'p \m ^ ,m  .1. A  ^ y » a  
iA T w r^ A  v y r C * « i T « M  CTJA-i^a ; r« i»A »)0  K 'V a  Am r f u i . T ' a  Am : r t 'A M J ^ K ' y tm iA A i f t  y A
.r^AriG octA  «^ccojuai &\-»r<'AiLMLjO . amA yA&A ,A *^ c\Jc.ASi A.-vm r«A jm oiuK ’
.y i r o K ' ^^cutnA v y re rC'jA&uK' yOA am  rdsu irA  JajK'Ajlm-.g
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 41,16-21 (to vospdjq only)]
yA tcno&nr*' .rtf'crAr^ K'crAr*' yOA yA am  jcno&v.r^' r^Aoan r^A ito  y?3A ocm  y»AC\io 
r^A cA . c tA jA  K'AOta •.rd.'tea A m o K 'a z j  Am ^oiv.rC'A k ' a m ^ . k '  yC7x»&\A&\
.Sajr^ ki-GA* t£otqa .^ AASOr^A vyit' iruK'Aj^ U rdXr^
In the previous case the Mingana 69 florilegium contained a citation differing 
considerably from the full Syriac version, as has been the case with all florilegium
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citations thus far. Here we have a case of a citation evidently made directly from the 
existing Syriac version, with which it agrees verbatim. Thus whereas normally these 
Syriac florilegia must have been translated from existing Greek florilegia (as was 
certainly the case with the Florilegium Edessenum, for instance), here we have an 
instance of Syriac translations being used as the quarry for citations. Mingana 69 has 
a mixture of the two types, and is thus a composite compilation.1
When we compare this to Paul of Callinicum’s rendering, the difference in 
consistency is especially noticeable. Thus the copula, always represented by L k1 + 
suffixes in Paul, is so in Ep50 only periodically; similarly adp£; is always K'vna in 
Paul, but only sometimes in the original version. It is typical of Ep50 to abbreviate the 
unnecessary, thus p£ta aapKoc;, ouk a\|;uxou paAAov, aAA’ EipuxuipEvqc; voepujq 
reduced to just ^  in the former text, where the other uses formally
precise terms to represent the complete construction.
Example 3 
[Greek: 95,6-8]
airaGriq psv oOv opoAoyoupEvax;, ax; scpqv, Kat’ i5iav (puaiv o ek 0eou Aoyoq, AsyEtai 
5’ ouv aapKi xr\ i5ia 7ia0£iv Kara taq ypacpac;; rjv yap autoq ev rco Traaxovti acopan.
[Syriac: Add 14557, f.l43va-b]
TAJ yS  K'ctA k '  r£z.oju> rxl\ vyK* ocn
r^x.c\juj K'ocn jcnoJrv.K' . j a x n  v y r^
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 41,23-42,3]
.r<'cn\r<'j >cno&ur<' cnk»A rClirv-i v y r^  \ »-\m yjg %» rdX
rdz.c\jui r^A ocn K'O cn  jcnoSn-.r*' v y r^  r ^ iu ia )  j j j  y j
. ocn
Again we note especially the equivalence of particles achieved in the citation 
(A jL ^...y5 ...^n), as well as the much closer attention to word order, with each word 
being carefully replaced by another in the citation. The use of Syriac stock phrases
1 On the Florilegium Edessenum, see esp. the article by Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe; its 
Greek origin is known from its close relationship to the well known anti-Chalcedonian collection in a 
Vatican ms, published and discussed by Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431.
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(rc'&As* K'cnW and vyK') for Greek ones (o £K Oeou Aoyoc; and Kara taq
ypacpaq) is also typical of the foil version, where Paul will use formally correct 
constructions (rt'cnW* and rd=>&k vy^). The foil version does use such
‘advanced’ techniques as rc'otn .ma^rt' for rjv, and its adherence to for aoopa 
indicates its older provenance.
Citations of Ep55
Despite its greater length, this work is cited very little. We have just two citations in 
Severus, once each in PHL and AJP, and none in the florilegia. It was not such a well 
known text in its original form, even though it was included as the first item in the 
corpus of Cyril’s works, Add 14557.
Example 1 
[Greek: 54,25-33]
[Syriac: 10,29-11,13]
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 40,9-24]
o aocpoq Iaxxvvriq actpKoc cpqai ysveaOai tov Aoyov
.r t 'a c n  r t ' v t a  r t 'iA ia s  •.'fcwrt' ^lvicv.
f^o m j isjri" ■. a m  ^uicu
ysyovs 5s adp£ ou Kocta pstaataaiv rj tpoTnqv rj aAAoicoaiv
o k '  rdalu jcvxn  art K ^cv t-»  K 'a m  r d l  • .rt'iflaa  rt'oorj
. r d t x ^ o j t r j  a r t '  rdal*>cvxzi art* n ' , \ r \ r - >  <\\ ■ r ^ icvi-i rt'ao o
etc; trjv trjc; aapKoq cpuaiv |i£taPcxAu)v oute \iy \v  cpuppov rj auyKpaaiv
a r t '  r?\ -A cy j .aairv r^X a - .v ^ c n ix r t ' r t 'x m a s  
■ .r £ ^ tc c «  a r t '  i t a a a u  r t l lA r t ' • rt'xflaoS rdixzA
fj trjv OpuAoupsvqv irapa tiai auvouaicoaiv uitopsivaq aprjxavov yap, etteitiep eqti
Kara cpuaiv
X i_^ ,a ja iru r t ' r € \  .Vi»ft> rt'UA X\rvs.-i%. ^ u u r f  rt*\ t m  a r t '
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itnoi^xr^A r£t»A<\a iruA A-iflp rdu^x A xo lila  y  r i r ^  r^-i-i^AxmA ,cn or*'
•.rdixaza
dtpSTttcoq te Kai avaAAouutax; e'xoov,
•. rdXjLL\^SM2»» rsiAo rdiaAuiruESa rslA 
. ,cnoA\_»r<' X\.re/\ i \ r ^Ao rdAA
aapKa 5e jiaAAov, 6c; ecpriv, £\J)uxa)|i£vryv ipuxfj voepa
r<'A\x-iA\^_aAj rt'r tw -i r^AOan -.jAA^sr^A v y  .Afor '^Ax&u yA cnA ^rurC'
•. K'irtj-lAxi-OAx rdeS^la T°>^A . A\A5or<':\ v y K ' iiuK'ixSnj*  ^rC'ACttnA r^AnC'
ek 7tap0£viKou Kai a x p a v to u  acj^aroq Aa[3d)v Kai IS lav a u tfjv  Troiriaa^Evoq.
.cnl*A cnA~iv O ,-itm  r^xAoi^ rdAno r^AaAts ^aA Ocn
. cnAnv cnl»AO ■. .man r&L(\\J'7i rdAo rt'xAoAu
£0 oq 5£ tfj 0£OTTV£uatr] ypa9fj
r^xcnAr*' rdsAv^A Aur** yA tVAxx. 
r^ j jo in  Axinr^ rdnAvxX Aur*1 yA K'Aia-
Kal ocTio jiovriq eoQ’ o t£  rrjq aapKoq oA ov av0pu)7iov uiroSriAouv.
^.ACU r d t i i n  cnA^ y \n \ ,mOACVxxAn r^AfiasA cniin
.^.Acvxm r fr ir?  a=j cnLxA ACWxVn rV iom  y n  ArfA  . jAx^sr*' Aur^A
£Kxew yap, (priaiv, octio tou 7iv£U|iat6q jiou £iri itaaav aapKa.
.AflQS A=x A*. ,j j OA y*> ACVX.K'A • ATOK'
•.Atto Aa As>» >1*5 rduOA ya y A  rdlK ' ax.K'
ou yaptoi aap^lv ouk £i|wxco|i£vai(; ipuxfj vo£pa tf|v tou 7rv£U|iato<; xdpw £vrja£iv
0£oc; £7ir|YY£A£T0,
r* 'tn A r* ' V ^ b n  r&xOAA K 'A vxjAw .OAx r * x 5 \ \n  y j t A i ^  rdAA re 'K tvi-A  i .  r ^ o t n  r^ A
*=JC7XiA
K 'c t iA k ' r^ A o A u e w  r^jjOA A  K 'A v n cn c^ n A  . k 'A v ijA v^ .oA j y < \ \ ^ n  ^ A a  r t 'A d m A  A x - ^  oA
.rd»3AA
av0pa)7ioiq 5e jaaAAov tou; auv£axd)aiv £K ipuxffc Kai aoojiatoq.
. rc'lis^o rtfvQix c^*ujdc»a rdtirV >AiaX rd^ rC/
* rrf\ re'vcw ?^3 A^.rC' rdrJK' >!->-» r^ Art'
Paul of Callinicum shows a text that is closer to the Greek, but the differences are not 
very great. To give some examples: 1) where Ep55 inserts Jn 1.14 as known from the 
Syriac versions, Paul is careful to place the words in the order as they are in the text, 
with K'ioia even before w *' in the first line; 2) Paul uses a for end where Ep55 
does not render it; 3) Ep55 has left some idiomatic suffixes, such as in cm^ (Paul 
rdu^), and also proleptically, as in ,cooacuA= rtSsna* (Paul <^^xAn rc'ima for 
duo aapKoc;; 4) Paul preserves the Greek word order at mx=  ^ chLao (Ep55 m*=^a 
oaLs); 5) Paul has fcurc'iAu correctly for paAAov (final line) where Ep55 omits; 6) the 
article + ptc. combination more accurately rendered in Paul as a where Ep55 has 
only a - the latter the usual Peshitta method; 7) the long subordinate clause with 
participles is more accurately represented in Paul, where e'xcov + adverbs is 
represented with .cnok^ rc' + adjectives, while Ep55 omits any verb and therefore has to 
add a OOJ before the next participle.
Occasionally we see the opposite trend, for instance when Ep55 treats acxp^ iv o u k  
eipuxcupevaic; correctly as plural, though Paul’s singlular may have been based on an 
unknown variant.
For much of the time it could not safely be said that Paul is significantly more 
‘advanced’ in technique than the other, however. This becomes especially clear when 
we bear in mind the gap between Ep40,45,46,50 and their citations in Paul of 
Callinicum. Both Ep55 and Paul have a strong concern for the exact wording of the 
original, without abandoning Syriac comprehensibility. We shall see later how both 
these texts reflect in their citations the effects of the Philoxenian revision of the New 
Testament, and both appear to come from the same general era of translation. Within 
this framework, however, Paul (probably to be dated to c.530) does represent an even 
more accurate ‘mirror’ than Ep55.
Example 2
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[Greek: 59,1-4]
[Syriac: 19,10-16]
[Citation in Paul o f Callinicum: AJP 1 ,108,12-16]
d/ra rune; yeyovs TtparcotoKoc; sk vsKpwv Kai amxpxri tcav K£Koiprip£V(jdv;
K'kujLTO rdtocv^ rdOcn irvijx ^ > 1^
£7i8i5f] yap rr)v tou Oavatou Sektikpv i5iav snoiijoaro aapKa,
m i- iv  cni-»5 r^ocn jc n o ^ K 's  ocn r^ACp-iN^ A^-ga
. mXrxx. ctAjS K'irvcoaA i^^nra fVittmXa
xapni 0£ou, Ka0a (prjaiv o roxvaocpoc; nauAoq,
.QocvXcva ,\->n ^n>~\v W K 's  r&n  vyrC ' rdmkrdx r ^ ^ r v-i.N^-i
. OocAcva JltlT) tnc^ f ^ a A r ^  rr»Vrv-i.\^->
U7i£p Tiavroc; £y£uaato Oavatou Tfj 7ra0£iv autov 5uvap£vri aapKi,
•.rt'iftccnA cnirxxQuiA K'ocn jjL^jcn:\ ocn r^icnn-) .K'Sftccn 7 * ^ , n r d  A=k -<>A v« 
.tcncvAjaim w^\T'^x>^ am  r ^ io a a  K'^cv^d .^vN  ^ x ir d  A^ °A»
ouk an:o|3aAd)v aikoc; to £ivai c^oq.
.r^uii >cno&ur^ r^ooos >cn ^2n ocn , '*■ k A  to  
r^ ijj jcnoJftjK's >cn ocn to o r t ' r d \  to.
Even more clearly than in the foregoing example, we can see here two translators at 
work with a very similar attitude and technique. Ep55 adds an explanatory .cnofcurc' och 
rdocn where Paul o f Callinicum does not, adds an idiomatic rc^ n for Ka0a, again 
explains 5uvap£vq by adding another k^coA, and adds a rather unnecessary rc'ocm in 
trying to express to  £ivai.
Although Paul does, therefore, reflect the purer mirror, Ep55’s paraphrases are quite 
deliberate clarifications and these do not alter the decription o f his basic technique, 
the similarity o f which to that o f Paul is quite evident in the close similarity between 
these texts at so many points.
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No citations of Ep55 were found in the florilegia consulted. Given the paucity of 
citations also in Severus, we may assume that this letter was not especially well read 
by Cyril’s successors, and perhaps was not present in many of the collections of the 
Acts of Ephesus since it does not relate as directly as the other letters to the issues 
surrounding the Formula of Reunion.
Citations of Contra Orientates!Contra Theodoretum
Example 1 
[Greek: 112,17-20]
si Asyoipsv aapKa yeveaOai tov Aoyov, ou auyxuaiv, ou cpuppov rj tpo7if|v rj 
aAAotGoaiv oup|3fjvai rcspi autov (papsv f|vd)o0ai 5s paAAov acppdat(0(; ts  Kai 
djroppfjtGx; ayicp croopati i|wxriv s'xovti tf)v vospav. to 5s svouaGai Asyopsvov ou 
auyxsitai iravtcoc;, sv TrpoaArjiJjsi 5s paAAov stspou yivstai.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.l09rb-c]
OK' k ^ \  Vicvx. o k ' r^ -sm  OK' k A - A o j  K'ocn r^A .K'vian K'om K'AOl s^s ^UWK' ^ k '  
K'-it.CVjjQ K'Adin 3^3 A\A AuK'<uAu :UjjA\K':i t^Ak' .cnn 
cvVrA-iAxsn K'ocn rdA VnK'Sftinil ocn .K'AujAv&.ox* cnn itv.K'n K V .in  k'y^^A
. K' ocn K'A\o->icm->^ K'ojj^j kIAk' AraAnAcn
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 32,15-22]
o k ' .■ K'^V » a a  o k ' r^i^cv^uj r^Ao K'\~i\cv3 r^Ao •.K'JfAm ocn K'ocn K'ioazaA
rdAo rdA A«jjA\r^n r^Ar^ .cno ^•isnK' r d i i ^ o r .
r^A :UjjA\K':\ i^K 'Acn ocn .K'AujAv^.oi* cnA iruK' rx'voni K 'v^sA -.AurdilA^nAvn
.K iiw K 's K'ocn K'AxcvziAtiun Al»K',i»Au r^ Ar*' o o o ^ ia  AraAnAvn
We can point immediately to a few typical differences
• Contra Theodoretum copies Jn 1.14’s version of the wording, where Paul 
of Callinicum copies Cyril’s order
• Paul attempts neologisms on dcppaatooc; ts  K ai anoppritooq where Contra 
Theodoretum is content with older idioms
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• Contra Theodoretum is slightly more periphrastic at the end as he perhaps 
struggles to make the meaning clear enough.
In general, however, it can be seen that the techniques used are reasonably close, 
resulting in some very similar renderings. Both texts having a strong and direct 
concern for mirroring the original as best they can, although Paul seems to apply rules 
a little more consistently in order to achieve this.
Example 2 
[Greek: 120,11-14]
oukouv Kara ye tov laov Aoyov TtoAuTtpaypovouvteq trjv evoaaiv, rjirsp av ini Xpiaiqj 
7t87ipax0oci vooito, Tfj |i£v Oecopux ©EOTqioq t£ Kai avOpamoiriTOc; auvoSov aAr]0fj 
Ka0’ £vo)aiv y£V£G0ai cpap£v.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.ll2rb-c]
,cn l . K '^ cl.WjA chi K'JrdiJD ir\cuc\jt-
r<'V.\x. rdn.c\A2x r?oco y=n.cv\x=3 . r ^ m f g a
rtf'itxcjurt'o K'iftGcnXr^ 'A
[Syriac citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 34,11-14]
-.iftOcnA r^ .V»&\2a rdjJuJOinA ,C73 rC'JftG-.AjjA yinVa Xv.r^ . s^ on r^^az. fVifxLato 
»^A2>3r<' K'Cm r<'b\a- \^S3L=3  ^ -.rt'xXjj K 'a.ax. r d ^ c m  rd^cvsurdo K'SaoctAk'a ^50 rd»iordfc\=>
This example, on the other hand, shows just how different these two translators can 
be, for example in the closer adherence of Paul of Callinicum to the structure of the 
original, keeping the morphological categories where possible (the adj. Taov), 
attempts at compunds (ouvobov and 7roAu7ipaypovouvT£<;), the loan (0£oopia), the 
carefully followed word order (see the last clause), the avoidance of Contra 
Theodoretum’s periphrases, and so forth.
Here follows a break down of some of the more typical differences to be found in 
these texts between the full versions and the citations found in Paul.
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a) Structural
rpo7ifj<; nvo(; Sixoc Kai auyxuoECOc; [115,14-5]
rd lrA cv a  "pyys n'mW^n*. /  re/ \ - A r\-ir\ p x n  K*°Awag. ^
OuSevitCJV ovxcav [145,2-3] rciilia ^  nrt ^n/^otmfcurC's ^LrC'
b) Syntactical 
&Ar|0iv6v [112,23] rt\\xa/
tou 5uvaa0ai ri mx0£iv £7i£K£iva (far from being capable o f suffering anything)
[145,4]
»^T.M Acv^ ,V=l93 /  }o:V33 ,tn T U  »CT3 ^ 33 AoA
(X7ia0]](; [145,8] rdtu r^W rcStcuuJ rdl
[but not always: av£5qv [141,10] is r^\^ in both versions]
TO &V0pUmiVOV...T6 0£O7tp£Tl£(J [141,8] rrt\nnW...rrt\JttitW r^oaW &\cur£&...rrtuxirf:i ,m
c) Word Order
dv0pa)7r£ia cpuo£i KaTa aAq0£iav £V(o0£u; [115,14]
rduurt' rdiksA rViixza ^  / rUM&Vrt' r6ur<' rdiLaX
d) Lexical
There is an instance of both texts using for aap^ [112,21], which for Paul at 
least is very unusual. Contra Theodoretum, however, uses rc'i^a more often [115,21]. 
But as we saw in Contra Orientates, so Contra Theodoretum is quite inconsistent at 
times, thus aapxi is once rc'i^a and once rc'vto in the same section [145,8&12].
In general, however, Paul has many more accurate renderings, e.g.:
UTU0 9 aiV0VT0q [115,13] rc^saasa / rc^ cuoa
KOIVOV [115,19] re^ ujjLa. /
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0£COpiCX [120,13] rtfajt-cvM / r^ o^K'Jft
exouariq [115,21] rdm/crA fcuK’
0£oari]i8iac; [131,6] K'fcum^/ rf&unW k^ oW
The loan word is found in the expression k v ^ a  m=> for 5 i’
opyctvou awpocxoc; [131,6] in both texts (also Contra Theodoretum 130,16 for the 
adjective opyaviKijv). Contra Orientales [60,20] also uses the same loan, though the 
same expression is there more loosely rendered This latter expression is
found also in the De Recta Fide for the Greek KaOcaisp opyavtp [55,17 / 65,3] -  thus 
the loan was evidently in use at an early stage and its occurrence in Contra Orientales 
and Contra Theodoretum as well as Paul of Callinicum occasions no surprise.
T]V [145,4] K'ocn /  K'ocn >cnoiftjK'
rjyouv [115,13] cucn /  oK'
p£v [145,2] omitted /
As an example of Contra Theodoretum actually having the more accurate equivalent: 
£Ut£XVd)(; [145,6] iurciaoK' / *uk^ *uoj*
Now that we have attempted to describe the difference between the translator of 
CO/CT and Paul of Callinicum, we can move on to some examples which allow us 
further to compare Paul with other translators, as we have done before, against the 
background of the original version.
Example 3 
[Greek: 139,18-24]
£kA(xucj£v avGpomivox;, iva to gov 7i£pioT£iAfl SocKpuov* £5£iAiaa£v oiKovopiKdx;
Ecpidq tfj aapxl Kai naoxeiv £G0’ ote toc i5ia, iv* eutoAviotcctouc; fipaq aTiocpqvry
TiappTijaaTO to TiOTrjpiov, iva Trjq ’Iou5aia)v 5uaa£|k{a(; o GTaupoq KaTryyopjV
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&G0£vrjaai Aeystai Kara to avGpamivov, iva navar\ riqv arjv aa0£V£iav Se^geic; 
cxveteive Kai ixEtripi'ac;, iva Kai taiq icapa aou Altaic; (3aGipov aTtocpqvri rqv tou 
Tiatpoq aKorjv svuGta^sv [om. plur. mss et Syr], iva au piaGrjc; \ir\ vuata^eiv ev 
TiEipaapoic;, auvtsiveaGai 5e paAAov eiq rcpoaEuxac;.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.ll9vc]
y i i b \  yxxiA cnX x u a i .  A^ & u r& A 3 A ^  Aa»a .rdl^A  v^L»A v \X \x^waa X u r ^ a t iK ' r< S -»
^ ■ n <  rdoa=k A x- rd=ix=A nfC\jjJ ^l»a ^Xa .oAl.A yXcrao
*=aAo r^ V rw  -i . \ N v ^ L » A  v \X \cA x jj£ » a  .Xurtfjcirt' Ajj£aX\rC'A .r£»AOcmA ^Q cn x-T .oA
rdXr^  .rd!icU0QLl3 }acuir\ t-^ Xa .aXr^ Xx hurt's .r^ ar^ A cnXwairAa vs\X\ox-=A inv»n
r<'St\cA^A X uK 'ii& u Jrvixx. XuctaiA
[Syriac citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP 1,132,22-133,3]
A a - id a i  m i m - i i  A x .V » A  i r u K ' Ax . irv» rd iA a Aio A m a J 3 * \i  v ^ l » a  v^X \x j» » aa  i u t ^ o r ^  r d x n
r d a x n t  r£»Aacrx»A ^^cn x je-G A X A  rs la a x  y*> A r^ iu E .r* ' K 'cvjjJ  r C '- u rA  ^Xa .ctA*A
r? o c n  ^ \n ^ 3  K 'i f t ^ i x & \ o  r^^nox-.-) . v ^ l iA  r^XxcAxj*^ A \ j - i i a  .X ur^ nr*' AsxinirvK'A 
.rd i< xxJ0a i3  7>r^» r ^ o m i \  »^X a . i r u K ' . a X r t 'X u  .r t f a r t f 's  c n X v x ^ c a X  ,= ix aa  v^L»A
. r^^rvoA ^ 3  ^»A ~\i v X\X\
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 66,21-30]
r t^ ^cw—A  cnX Ax.V*> l a  Xi»r^iA=)A^3 A m A . r d A x i  v ^ l»A i^ X xx^ saXa r^ ix - .rC ' i r u r d iu t V  rd x ra  
r d x a - .r* ' rC'Cttx A r^ .X u tr* ' .^X K 'c v i o  r ^ n i - tX a  r ^ ix x r * ' .-<nA»A ^ A c n  A^Va .cnX ^ r u r^  yxxiA
r d ix x r * ' X u r d k l r t '  A jjC aX xr^A  v w r t 'X u a  . r ^ - u A ^ .  r^»A© jA -^ nmv w.r>\ J a o x x tA a g
r^ itu A ia ^ X ^  vy^aA  rC'XxcA_^A .B K 'a rtha-.r<f *=3An rt'XubAxo r^Xxcvxia .A ^ z ii  v^L»A K'XxcA aaO sXa 
»^c A s )  ^»a ^£i**XxX\ .rd icv x im a  ^ocuX\ i^ X a .sAr^Xx Xurt'A rC*\~% iK 1 rdar^A cnX xxrzuoA  ox»gjxj
.rt'X xcA _^a
Some of the differences between the older Contra Theodoretum and the two citations 
are quite striking. The latter have both ponderously tried to translate egG’ ote from its 
components, whereas the earlier text translates only by another idiom, yA=H 
EuroApoTCXTOuq is the subject of a periphrasis from Contra Theodoretum, ‘courageous 
unto death’.
It is instructive to see again how far Athanasius has advanced beyond Paul. 
Athanasius has developed the use of a f c ^ k '  for iva, where Paul of Callinicum still
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follows the older usage of s alone; Athanasius tends to use A to indicate the object 
he has rejected for Paul has interpreted aveTeive as imperfect
(which is unlikely, but not grammatically incorrect), and translated pq vuoTafeiv with 
>rdi rdomirx rdXs in order to express, perhaps, the atemporal sense of the infinitive, 
whereas Athanasius has the more expected >cu*\ rdl*; Paul’s omission of paAAov 
looks like an oversight.
These are, in the main, minor differences and the distance between Paul and 
Athanasius is not all that great in terms of their use of grammar and formal 
equivalence. In fact, in most places, all three versions are reasonably similar. We have 
seen elsewhere how translation techniques appear to have developed rapidly in the 
decades either side of the turn of the sixth century, and in these texts we see products 
of these developments in their earlier and more mature stages.
We saw an instance above of a text (Ep50) being cited from its Syriac version in one 
of the florilegia. The same has been found also for Contra Theodoretum, as the extract 
just described as example 3 is found also in the florilegium Add 14535, f.2b, in 
exactly the same version as the normal Syriac version of Add 12156, albeit with a 
couple of minor variants, viz.:
v\irvc\^ =A:\
.aArc^ ] om.
Again this shows how some of these collections were made by Syrians from existing 
Syriac translations and not merely taken over in toto from Greek florilegia.
Example 4 
[Greek: 50,5-8]
otgcv pev yap k p’ evoq Ttpoodmou Kai cpuoeax; i\ youv UTroaTaoeux; piac; |3aaav^oov o  
Aoyoq ta  it, wv sativ ryroi auyxsitai cpuaiKdic;, ETticpepp t o  g u v  rjroi to  pera, tstp p p K E  
tco aqpaivopsvco Kai outw t o  ev eivai KaTa auvOeaiv Kai o u k  etc; 5uo Sippqpevcoq 
5iopieT.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.lOOra]
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yXcnX K'XxLzj k - - >  r^ncuo Am  Am. -=aoX\ O K '  : re'll-> Amo r £ & G ^ A &  Am  Am-A Aj - ^  jXxsaK' 
rdizxcn AK1 A^ i . }o m . a  ,cn c t ja Xv s  K'Xvxi K ' a ctj A^ pao Xur&xM oK' >oooXv»c<' ^io»3
.cnX \\^«an Xur^ s.A&sa »^aX\A K'ocn rdXo o t t n q a j  ,cno^ uK' Am A m . a »Xu z >a  ocrA
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 171,4-9]
.rc'V •. rC'^ rvLn riuivasj rd^ ocuo \u ^  oK* ■rc'\»~%o rdao^^a lu Ama t)rcnr^
oenX rt'\-sm ^ k '  X\aX^i •. K ' a m l m K ' a  o K '  7^  *> ,ch K'Xur*) k\-»K'v»^  .t i m a »  o k '  jcnoXuK' c^msoA 
,r^ sc.iasn »^aX\X oAo . rc'-i->QA vyK' >cno^ uK' a m a  ocn -..MA»X\raA
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: CGI/II 70,20-24]
»^\m\ K'JtAin rv'wi-t'-n .■ rd^ ncvin a> ituaxor^  rdix^ o r^ao^ia Am A^qa jXctdK'
oenX r^ i^ cno XaA^ i iK'am^ K'a »cnX OK' o^m.a >chX r^ »Xvii*) :2turdix^  a^^ ASno jctjgXuK' »^cms*)A
.ScomXx ^AaXu »^aX\Xa oAo rC-n-\o\=3 lcnoXuK' Am A ,cn .mA-»Xc*ia
[Citation in Athanasius of Nisibis: AN 31,20-25]
A^-srdX K'XA^q re'nnvt' am rd^ acua XumoK' rdix^ o rd&o^ Aa am A^n AmA Ai_\^  ^n jXoard 
.ard cnX iKi i^ . k'Aml^ K'a ocn ord n^^-.A ,cn rd»X\i^ > XurdiiM jomA^J iu^ orC' *^cn:cn >ojoXurdA 
Vi.r</\l>\<v-w cnX rdi.\££*> »^HX\X oAo k'->-\oa-> >cnoXA*K' rdocm a m a  ,cn .^AoXuemA oenX rdi^ cn
Most important are the similarities between the three citations as against the older 
version -  matters of the type already seen aplenty, such as the use of and XuMord, 
the correct tense equivalencies (pf iX^ ), and the use of am before the .cnoXurc' to 
express to ev eivai. Athanasius has the occasional advance on Paul, such as in the 
caique ,cnoXurd rdocm.
On the other hand the latter’s Xo a m X \ is a more etymological equivalent for 5iopisT than 
rc^ Ascn, and a little further on Athanasius even imitates the older version by 
incorporating a Kara auvGeaiv into the structure as k ^ a s *  (PHL: k ^ a  vyrd)1.
However, when we compare a set of parallels such as this with the examples given 
under, e.g., Ep45/46 above, we can see how close all four are in fact to one another in 
many of their expressions, and especially in their system of structural equivalency. In 
the continuation of this citation, Athanasius and Paul are parallel almost verbatim for 
long stretches.
1 50,11 = Add 12156, f.lOOra = PHL 171,12 = AN 32,2.
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Example 5 
[Greek: 123,23-8]
ei 5e dArjGec; o n  TrapanXriaiax; r^iv \iexeaxev ai^axoq Kai aapKoc; Kai cb|aoia)0ri Kara 
Tiavta toic; aSeAcpoiq, r||iTv 5r)Aov6n, n  to  trjc; oiKovojiiaq euxexvec; avoriTotata 
5iaaupouaiv, cpoovrft avGpamivrn; ouk avexojievoi Kai to  ev Aoyoic; jaiKpOTipeTieq 5ia 
xrjv oiKovojaiav, ilx; erepcp Kat’ i5iav uiaj, trj tou 5ouAou |j.opcpfj, KaGajtep auTol 
cpaaiv, avanGevai aTtouSd^ovTeq; aauvetov 5e TiavreAcaq to  OKY\nxeoQoLi jiev 5e5ievai 
xaq tcov aipeuKdjv SuaxpoTiiaq, eixa xrjc; opGrjq rciGTecoq xrjv mxpaSoaiv &7i0K0|ii^eiv 
auTOuq e£u) tou KaG^ KOVToq Aoyou.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f. 113vb]
,cn >cnc\jjr^ X yyxn Aria p’aA&xrC'ct r^ saAO rC'AfloaX >£&\a&vx.r<' *^ \c\aaA=aA ,m K'iiA*. «^ r<'
r^ locTia t^Xa rC'X\c\AAaA2a K'Aoa vyrt'AA r<'Sr\CUi*>Or<' Xxn.rc*^ -) r^ \i*A .Xx.rt'v .i.r^ X^ joacAvjrt'A
r<'^ \cjiaV?3 r^W ’yasq X\OAC\n_Aa . K'^ YiiuK' rdAri XuinX ^uaoi^Xvaa ,cna \ ^ n
*^ C\JmA r&n wyrf K'An.v-A K'XxcutjaX . K'Aa XuK'AjjjuK'o r^ lAwr^ AA vyr^ ^^ cASma
.cvm^ AcnA Alcara vyaoaa ^cAjjia Xv»r^ V\s..A v^.rC,i\*?a »^a >oa r^ iocra X\nm.-v«\t .^ ,'tarC'
. rC'Xxcu^ L.cn s^a A~x\ cmoxujAi K^.aX\ k'^cuttijctI^ A r^ XxcuaaiatsaX -\\^ -wn
[Citation in Paul o f  Callinicum: CGI/II 219,22-220,3]
»^A r^ v iAj yaASaVna paAXxr^ G r^ ACn-i-iO rd^ aAs .aXxoXxx.rt' L^»A rt'JftCXSaAaA K'AjAx. j^A 
X\A~>\ An . v» XxjK'i \Or> r^ iooa X\cxmaxa-> K'ir\c\J\aA»SA cnXv^ injjA r^ iiaX >roajjrxiX ,Aa 
rdliwr^ XA vyr^ rC'&XCJAaAra AX^VJA rxAoaaA K'ir\C\_,rci& X\GACXn.Ao . A^rucCZ) rdX rt'XuxiK' rdln 
yA rdXnc\x» p^ Aa .^ c^xaAniA v«°x» ^  ^var*' c^ucnA vyrt' r^ Ans. A K'XxcxsaA cnXa tmraA K'Aa 
■ Qm^ACWA r^ Xvrk-) K'irun.HXx ^  ^ cAjjAIA 2^a rt'SAAiLnA vyrt'A >aa .Aur^ Aiai^  ^ ctxiXxjK'
r^ oAXA r^ Xxiia ^a A=A «^ CVn^ i K'Xx^ aXx K'XxcvATajcaA rC'XxcvisAx^ A ,_nxX\a 
[Citation in Athanasius o f  Nisibis: AN 65,6-16]
paAJfXr*' }oAra Anno .r^ ACoaao rd^ aAa X^xoirvx^ K' X^ rC'iACOsAa cnaA rC'A.Ax- »^A *^ r<' 
rdX An . K'iACVAAaASOA chixcusaortf' js\o\i°\r~t v^»reAnO> n.^^n r^ ir>A .-^ Xa »ctj ^  .1. ,mcvjjr^ X 
vyr^ r^ C^UAaAm A^ 2^ A rdlroaA K'XxCjr^ a X\OAC\n-Ao .• r^ Ao XxiaX .^or».«A^ *^at
C^NaAniA ^««>w •^ASaK' •^ CViooA r£x» vyrC' K'Aa^ A r^ irxo^ aA T^UrdA_.A rdiivjrt' K'azAa 
*^ cAaCVi r^r»K' .cvni^AoaA rdil\ X\C\xia i^^ xnA y^ vWv^ UA ,m rdAnti? »^A
.rt'^ cur^ nA rC'iiAsa >^a AaX k'^ a^ .aXx rC'^ cvirTijcrjA fV c^usaAaoA
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The most instructive observations here concern the similarity of the two citations over 
against the original version:
• For the tricky cpmvfjc; avOpamivric; o u k  avexopEvoi Kai t o  e v  Aoyoic; 
piKpo7tp£7T£(j, we see the older version struggling and somewhat paraphrasing 
with itS r^ Ari &u=A >m3 (in thdt they
are not typifying the human words and the lowly speech), whereas Paul of 
Callinicum uses ^  to signify the type of subordination, gets the word order 
exactly as the Greek, and has (correctly) ^oic^Ao (the
lowliness that is in the words). Athanasius has a similar rendering 
(syntactically) but with less concern for the word order than Paul.
• In the following clause (ox; £t£pu)...cmouSa^ ovTEc;) Athanasius and Paul are 
again very close, where the older version has changed the order of the phrases 
and also their inner relationships (e.g. adding a a ) .
•  Note the similarity between the latter two versions in their translation o f the 
difficult ( x o u v e t o v  5£ navzeXcoq to oKr\nzeoQai p£v 5£5iivai, whereas the earlier 
version has paraphrased somewhat.
There are a few matters where they differ in significant ways:
• Paul paraphrases eutexvec; merely as rx^ a^ », whereas both the other two use 
similar compound forms: k'J*cu^ok' *\curs^a (Sy) and *\otl2ix=> 
(Athanasius).
• For qlvox\z6z<xzol Athanasius has just fcurdi*a>, Paul using a compound form,
r^ iacn  X\rvn. °vor).
• As we have seen before, Athanasius makes use of the loan rears', which Paul 
does not yet have.
Example 6 
[Greek: 115,9-15]
NEotopiou toiyapouv avaipouvroc; Tiavtaxou tou 0 e o u  Aoyou nqv Kara aapKa 
yEvvpaiv Kai povcov rjpiv d^icopaicav Evotrita TtapnaKpivovTOc; av0pa>Tuov t£ 0£co 
auvrjcp0ai Xiyovzoc; tfj trjc; uioTrjToq opoovupia nnpripEvov, avayKaicoq ppeu; to u ;  
£K£ivou paxop£voi trjv Ka0’ ujcoataaiv e v g o g iv  y£V£o0ai cpap£v, tou Ka0’ UTiooraaiv 
ou5ev £T£pov UTiocpaivovTOc; jrAr|v o n  povov f| t o u  Aoyou cpuaic; r\ youv UTtoaTaaiq, o
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eativ auxoq o Aoyoq, avGpcoTreux cpuasi Kara aArjGeicxv svwGsic; xpoiifjc; xivoq 5i'xa Kai 
auyxuaeax;, KaGa TiAeiaxaKK; sipi^ Kapsv.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f. 11 Ore]
\ v '-nn -rdXAiw rdcnXrdA * \ ^ - » i  ooXxoAAjrd rd^oA A^=d cdg c x j  A\^ ->*73 Qtuio^DoiA Aj-^cn 
rdi»>OA=j An 1*73A rdcnXrdA .‘Ani&xrd rdUAnA .ASord A^ rdl^Xojt.A rd&\c\-»Avi cn ll^ 7 3  Ajl3 ,A rdoco 
*^Ai>3rd . A^srdirvrd och ^«A y L r d  A.-inoA y w  y*73»n A=. y j j  X urdgArd .rdXxGAnA rdcn23C\JS.A 
rdAcn rdArd .rd^ncumaA »cn rds-AC\Jt») rdA yAMfd }oA^3 Aa. .rd^XAiiinA >cn rdk\CV_»Avi X\OCT3A 
rdu^A rdAAxn Aujirvrd A  ^ . rd&Ai*) ocn »cnQ&l»rdA och .cncacuo yA CAicn .rdXxJcwA trniaA aojjAts 
.^^V nrd rdXxidi rdXviibxA v y r d  .rdAnXcxn rdXAO ^qasw t d i ^ c u t .  rdXA rd ix ird
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 33,9-15 (from xrjv KaG’ uiioaxaaiv evcoaiv 
only)]
rdArd .rd»cxjj£>3 rdlAMrd }oA») rdXa rd&Xj£acuo ,cn A^ . XxocnA y w  y t a r d  rdXxi^acxin rdX\C\jAw 
rduaA  Aa -.rdAxXso ocn ,cno^urdA ocn -.rdm cuo Xvi_a o rd  rdXxXs3A ,cnOAOjjA cnAuxA aojjAs  
rdX\rdLi»y» rdXxinXA rd\~i»rd •.rd\-»\cx=3Q }oA»> rd°A mcyx. y a  A^ yXJ -.AiM&Xrd rdAAsa rd u tird
.-Am -  VTSrd
[Syriac citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.l5v]
: rdX\C\-»AM ^A A i^TO  ^OOTuACVm A rd J ^ X o jC .A Q  :AQ0T3AA rd A X A  v ^ o a L s - 3  yx*X?3  A l-^ c n  Q PC U A G ^O U  A a
AruaCvX A a y j j  Xurdg-iXrd .Am2a  rdXxoisA r d *73t .  X \c\jC \.t->A  : v n rd  rdcnXrdX A&lXxrd rdsuAsAG 
rdiAvsrd }oASn> cxA rdXumoAn >ch A^ .y»ASord Axocn rdX um cuo rdXxcuAMA .y&xAfcaAx^ ocnA yXcn 
ocn ,cnoXurdA ocn .oscncvAo ocn yA cucn cdXArnA cn\%-\ ocnA A fl» la  ^^rd rdXrd !»*”
rdXxmXA rdl^-»rd rdsAjjCXi. y n  x^n> .AujXxrd rdAAzn rd u u rd  rdliaX  . rdXxi^n
❖ y  t n r d  rdXxrdtiyic>
The citation is certainly a closer mirror on the original than Contra Theodoretum, but 
the difference is not so very great -  he is slightly more careful about word order (e.g. 
Contra Theodoretum's rdnard rdx.-A rdAA*= a*mW against rdAA*= rdixard rdi^A 
AJLMSKrd); he adds explanatory phrases such as cnli^s* a*=. On the other hand, Contra 
Theodoretum, favours the analytic construction rdmcuiinA ,cn rdXxcuAM rather than 
rdXumcun rdXxcuAM; 5ixa is rendered properly as \a> only in the citation.
When we compare both with Paul of Callinicum’s version, we see that this is more 
similar in style to the citation (e.g. both use rdXumcun); occasionally Paul achieves an
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even closer mirror, e.g. in rendering tivoc ; as y»xn and rj youv as or  ^(where both 
Contra Theodoretum and the citation have ^  cucn, as if the Greek were t o u t s o t iv ) ;  
but then ^  rsiW in the citation is probably better than rdW alone for irArjv, and Paul 
seems to have a redundant .cnoicuA which may, however, reflect an underlying 
variant.
Example 7 
[Greek: 142,1-5]
si yap aA-pGpc; rj sv g o g k ;, ou 5uo t t o u  TtdvTax; sioiv, aAA’ siq t s  Kai povoq o s£ apcpoiv 
v o s ita i  Xpiatoq. Trp65r]Aov obv o n  TtAaruovTai psv  opoAoysiv tr |v  svcooiv xac; tg o v  
omAouaTspodv urroTpsxovTsq yvtopac;, ouvacpsiav 5s (ppovouai tp v  s^ooGsv t s  Kai 
GXSTiKrjv, rjv Kai ripsiq saxpK apsv, Koivoovoi Tfjq Gsfac; auxou cpuosax; 
ava5s5siypsvo i 5 ia  t o u  itvsupaToq.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.l20vc]
^ n i  r ^ m t a  jcno io jA no  ocn Om r^Xrt'... ,cn K'ixix. *^r<'
^»1 K , ^ \Q c\ i n l  . C X ^ iT ^ l  .C ^ J iO jU jA  cnX ^»1CCQ r ^ A ^ l 3 l  A «-\m  >(n r t fm \
^■ocnl .arC 'l >cn3  ^iivo ,cn rsfnojj ^ n o  ,cn i=A ^ n i  K'lxrdX ■W\~^
. rtljjoi ixs r^ cnArt' cmul
[Citation in Florilegium: Add 12155, f.36r ]
j c n o i c u A s o  1m rdArt' .^ o c tj l .& V iK ' OPoi°A-a, cv \ . k '^ \c \ jX m  ,c n  *^rc'
i ^  . K ' ^ c u u j A  ^»1C 031 ^«\ \ ^ : c n i  A-i-acn r ^ A x .  . r ^ v u i P J  A V\tY>T> ^ o a a » l S f t
1 ^  ^thAfl .AK'l ,cn. ^  rC'irviJLijjK'o i=A ^ n i  ,cn ^.scvpj ^»i rt'irvcv^m re^xx&l
r j^joi 1x3 ^X.lxwJftK' r^ jcnAr<' rdlx^l r
Note again the places where the citation has much closer renderings, e.g. A^m rdA  ^
k ' ^ cuuA  ^ .iccm  ^ l ^ i = n i ,  where word order and syntax is strictly mirrored. 
Contra Theodoretum's r&oM is quite a dynamic modulation, r ^ ix W  being the more 
etymological rendering, if that is the citation’s true reading.
1 sic, ?leg K'l^ ixwcC'.
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Example 8 
[Greek: 55,29-34]
Tiq ouv apa rcov ourcjq aioxpcov stkxkougccc; Aoycjv ou Tidcvta av e'Aoito tkxGeiv i\ rr)v 
raj 0£co KaT£GTuyri|i£vri ayaTtrjoai oiyqv; a7i£0av£v U7i£p ripoov o Xpiotoq aioxuvqq 
KaxcKppovqoat; oxaupov U7i£|i£tv£v Kai xov Kara oapKoc Gavaxov eiza ripac; ou5£ xaiq 
£i<; Aoyouc; £uvoiai<; ap£u|;6p£0(x tov £U£py£xriv, aAA’ r|Guxn Ka0£5oi3|i£0a xa>v ouxax; 
£KTOTia)v SuGCpriiiicov &Kpoa){i£voi r] taxa tiou Kai p£pi<Jop£voi xfjc; Kax’ auxou 
yAcoGGaAyiaq xa EyxAqpaxa;
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.l03ra-b]
.nwH OK' .AcvaOu rv» A^ s cnA rdAo .K'Xxalsoc. j^Xcto vyK'A \ .-vm a^n
rCfruA^. ia ifloo  .K'A\A\cn= A^_ ACh-> ^  .rt'vnT’a  y»°Aw A\i A  K 'ctA k '  Av rdicoi r^o&xxX
^  r t*«\ nr-> r d A f ^  .^n& X C C aX  K 'X xC U O K 'S  r ^ .V a m  r ^ X o  ^ .U x iK ' . v i a a s ^  K 'X x c o a o
&\cuix.n cnA :i=k isn^. jdo)s\ oK ' .rd lrm s b  ^jAcd v y K 'A
.,ct3cA^ .:\ k'hX
[Citation in Peter of Callinicum: Contra Damianum III,XXXV,92-7]
.- im a  oK* .y jx n  r d b u ^  }o:u?aA=k oA .s*jar. K'&vu^ je. ^tXcn r ^ l s A  K 'iK ' AsAcn cu^a 
K'&vccao re'—L.K ^  in.oii .K'XxXxcna A*_ ittm ^  :r^ yuJOJ «^°A “ .K'tnXrdX re'\cn'\ r^ aSwcA
^l» ,\V ^o v ^ o ja  r£oA\z= rAXr*' :^n:u^aX  wV.O\SLi r^=jc\jjL=j r^X :K to )0  ■ion-»-»t
.cnXraanX^ rdixA ^ocm^n r€ixjlHX
On the technique of the translator of the Contra Damianum (early 7th century), note 
especially:
• the use of the loan ifw , even for the non-interrogative form of the particle.
• the etymological equivalent r&A Xxocn*^  (where Contra Orientates uses a 
dynamic modulation, rc^*X Xxcuiz),
• the careful use of ^  + pf for the aorist ptcs (Contra Orientales alters the 
structure instead),
• the care taken over prepositions (cnlaexnX for Kat’ auxou, where Contra 
Orientales uses ,c n c d ^ ) .
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On Contra Orientales ’ side, the abbreviation o f aioxpwv Aoycov to * ^ 1^ ,  and the 
expansion o f Tiavta to ^u> A^  are both typical editorial techniques shown by this 
translator which are quite absent from the other text.
The question as to whether Peter’s work was translated from a Greek original or first 
written in Syriac remains uncertain, for it has been suggested that some o f his patristic 
citations appear to be taken from pre-existing Syriac versions. 1 If true, this would 
clearly indicate that Peter wrote in Syriac. In our example here, however, despite the 
similarity o f the middle portion, it would be difficult to conclude that the author o f the 
second version knew o f  the first. If Peter did write in Syriac, he seems not to have 
known o f this particular text. Rather, the citation reflects more closely the style o f
tli
translation o f the early 7 century.
Example 9 
[Greek: 58,32-59,4]
o ek 0eou Tiatpoq Aoyoq, yEvvqaiv 5e paAAov urcopEivai; trjv Kara adpKa...£7t£(pav£v 
qpiv 0£oq KUpioq Kara rd(; ypacpaq. i5iov ouv acopa cpapsv y£VEo0ai rou Aoyou Kai 
ouk av0pamou rivoq iSiKdx; Kai KEXoopiapEvax; EtEpou nap’ autov vooupsvou 
Xpiarou Kai uiou, tionep be i5iov qpcav EKaatou AsyEtai acopa to  iSiKcoq aurou, outco 
Kai stcI rou £voq Xpiarou voqtEov. Kafroi yap unapxov roic; qpEtEpou; acopaaiv 
opoy£V£c; rj youv opoouaiov (y£V£wqrai yap ek yuvaiKoq), iSiov aurou, caq Ecpqv, 
voEirai Kai Xeyezai. £7i£i5 r| be ?cor| Kara cpuaiv Eativ o ek 0eou natpoc; Aoyoq, 
Cjcoonoiov ampqvE rrjv Eaurou aapKa.
[Syriac: Add 12156, f.l04vb-c]
vyrt' r£*\sa ctAk' axis. ... sAaiftrt' to r^lrt' .r^aK' K'oAk'
SwS K' a m  rdAo ctiAk's r f a m  cnL»:u Ax^cn .rd=>itoS ooJrAczj
ix\^ retort' .r^iao k'uit'ti r&ixi rdii&oss Xx.re'v .i.rc< rdtirV >in
jcnoAurt' '•-X. .Aja&vou f^ v>« t*73 rdtom . otA»s ^ 0 9  to> AawS vsaK'iftSJS
S f t i s a K 's  r&n  v y r * '  ctA l»s r d A r t '  i x \ ^  s J u i f tK ' ^ o c l l ^  i = o  i s
cntoix. rdixiOD rea rs ' rC'crAr*' K'JrArsa tmi-k-i om  r d u j  yS  A^*> .'fcwK'fccno
1 Brock, Review o f  Van Roey, Ebied, Wickham (eds.), Petri Callinicensis Contra Damianum.
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[Citation in Florilegium Edessenum: Rucker p.82 (no.81), from Add 12156, f.79r] 
cnAo vyK' K'ctAk' A^ jjjn U na] TmCW K'xA. ^  -.r^ r? K'ctjAk' K'AAra
^  jc.i££a Ai*r^ :iajjA:i rdauK1 \=> tjK  ^ K'ocr) rdAo K'x^A K'ocm u^» ytnK' K'AxEzn Ai^ oo
am M» JliS cnL»^ n r^ il^ K' .r^ Vao .r^ .unT^  .^x»Av^ 9 cmi*> inA r^ iiw
■to ytno&uK' ^ a^K'o .A^ Avqu i^ wit^  Xmcj r^ i^ cn cn\-»:\ ,cnoAuK' AuK'ricvjjAri
r^ in vyK' cnA*.1 .K'AvAuK' ^n Tj-^ K'goo ■ n'li^  ia Aua OK* . K'.i a^a rdizjencA^  
.rdsK' K'cnAr^  rt'irvJcn :>c73gAuK' rdua^ a rdijj^  AcO^ no .voK'Axsno AnA\fla^ n A\ tart's
❖ ctAjS K'scyiA  ,c\jj rdlunrein
This is an important citation since the ms in which the Florilegium Edessenum is 
found can be dated before 562. Potentially o f far greater import, however, is the fact 
that an obscure quotation from Alexander o f Alexandria is to be found both in the 
Florilegium Edessenum and in Philoxenus’ Florilegium appended to his Memre 
against Habbib (= Decern Dissertationes), the two quotations conforming verbatim to 
each other. At least some o f the entries in the Florilegium therefore had achieved their 
current form already before 484. There is therefore a good chance that the citation we 
have here should also be given the same terminus ante quern, though there are other 
possibilities, e.g. that the Florilegium Edessenum as we have it in Add 12156 had 
undergone substantial revision and expansion some time after 484 and much closer to 
562, which revision would have included the addition o f our citation o f Cyril’s Contra 
Orientales here given. A  perusal and comparison o f the above texts will also show 
that it is the cited version that is much the more ‘advanced’ (in the sense o f the word 
to which we have become accustomed), as the following highlights illustrate:
• The full version has Aurciii^a for Kara aapKa, where the citation has •SCV)—1-lT
• It also uses idioms such as k j^A^s mA\E*> vyK' (Florilegium: k sAv*. vy^)
•  The indefinite avGpdmou tivoc; is idiomatically rendered as rears' yin AJJ in 
the full version, but correctly k^k' \=> tjk' in the citation.
• The citation uses Au^  ok', a phrase that Paul o f Callinicum used frequently but 
not often found in our texts.
•  The citation is more consistent in using A*Avo>k' consistently for the passive 
forms o f voeco -  the other mixes use o f A^A^k* with rdnW.
• Th citation uses ,«noAuK' ‘correctly’ for eatfv in the final clause, where the full 
version does not.
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• toa. is a very inexact equivalent for dirocpaivco -  the citation has k'cu..
On the other side of the balance, the citation adds unnecessarily as part of the
expression t5iov Asyexai adjpa aurou, which the other, quite rightly, does not need.
If we could be sure of the early date of this Syriac citation, it would provide strong 
evidence indeed of a very considerable effort towards mirror translation (although 
very imperfectly developed still) already in the fifth century. However, it is more 
likely that it is simply a later addition to the collection, predating its known form in 
the ms whose terminus ante quem is 562.
Citations of Ad Tiberium
Example 1 
[Greek: 166:13]
[Syriac: 473,16-17]
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: AJP 1,29,16-17; 1,291,25-6; 11,52,26-7]
(xiTojtepAfjKapev yap ouSsv tcjv svovtgov ouaiooSoac;
AT
,A ^•cnA urt' rdXo A J P  1
(paraphrase) ^  ^  px* A J P 2
rc'ii-vn p x n  r d \o  A J P 3
We can see that Ad Tiberium is actually a little more forward thinking than Paul of 
Callinicum here, especially in the increased use of loans (*u«ii»oK'); the use of s 
rather than * for the article + ptc construction is also typical of a
Philoxenian/Harklean type revision (cf. e.g. Romans 2.8 in Appendix 2)
Example 2
[Greek: 150,3-152,18]
[Syriac: 461,5-463,16]
[Citation in Paul of Callinicum: PHL 73,19-75,11]
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This is a significant passage, as it demonstrates, possibly even more clearly than the 
citation of Ep55 in AJP, the similarity between the translators. A cursory glance at the 
texts indicates that these translators have been taught and use the very same 
techniques for almost every grammatical category and there is a very high incidence 
of agreement in lexical choices as well. As this is a lengthy citation it will not be 
given in full here, but some points of note are given below. As usual, AT will be 
given first; the citation in Paul second.
a) Structural
The texts are too close and too respectful of the Greek structure to show any 
differences at this level. We note only one point from a NT citation.
oi Oqaaupoi tfjc; aoqnac; Kai yvuxjEax; dnoKpucpoi [150,21-2 (Col 2.3)]
•.K'irvkx^ si K'^ roiioo
The use of for ajroxpucpoi is found before its use in the Harklean only in the
Severan texts and here in Ad Tiberium. It shows a probable awareness of the 
Philoxenian. However, the two texts interpret the structure differently, Ad Tiberium 
reading djioKpucpoi as a separate substantive co-ordinating with Oqaaupol rather than 
as an adjectival attribute to it.
b) Syntactical
Here we see signs of both texts attempting more precise ‘mirror’ versions, sometimes 
in places where the other has not done likewise, thus:
T00V £V TO) Ttatpi [ 1 5 0 ,2 5 ]  Sort's
This shows again Ad Tiberium's attempts to mirror slightly more perfectly. The use of 
the full demonstrative in such cases is typical of H (where P would use as Paul 
of Callinicum does here). The use of fcu*' by Paul of Callinicum, while putting across 
the meaning with great precision, does not actually ‘mirror’ a Greek word, and so Ad 
Tiberium has nothing.
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However, sometimes the boot is on the other foot, with Paul reflecting the genitive 
properly:
tf|v  trjc; auvtsAsiaq rjpspav [152,1] rd.iw*' / rc^aW*
Paul adds A for direct objects, e.g. both ti and Xpiatov [150,12].
He also tends to be more likely to use demonstratives to reflect the article, e.g. with a 
phrase such as tov ev oupavoTq Ttatepa [150,22-3] becoming o&> or
again icdvta ta  ev autto [152,4], simply cha* in Ad Tiberium, but y>\ »r<> »^tr>\ *\ 
ma* in Paul.
c) Word order
Very occasionally, we see an obvious attempt by Paul of Callinicum to get close to 
the word order, where Ad Tiberium has failed to do so, but this is unusual, e.g.
tpexoiKn Kara Tietpajv [150,13] r^ a£  A^/rc^cv*. A^
d) Lexical
In general, it is similarities rather than differences which stand out, as can be seen in 
any sentence of the texts; but, to give one example, while the expression to tfj 
dvOpcjTiotriti TtpETrov is r^cviircA rdrcfas >cn in AT and in Paul, a look at the 
comparisons between Ep40 or Ep45 and Paul of Callinicum will show that those texts 
would simplify or paraphrase with something like retire'.
Often we see small differences of no significance where all the rest of the clause is 
identical:
voeltai [150,13] [152,11] L b » /
cpuvta [150,24] j j c v x . /
dKOtOX; [152,10] fcurcim/ fcurdinsia.
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While Ad Tiberium can sometimes be more conscientious about compounds (thus the 
formulaic Geaireaioc; [150,22] is re'fcumW in Ad Tiberium, but only rd,<nW in 
Paul o f Callinicum), the opposite is just as likely (octotucxv [152,6] in Ad
Tiberium, redo reds tm in Paul o f Callinicum).
On Paul’s side, this text has the loan re\nf for apa where Ad Tiberium does not [152,1] 
(only for the interrogative dpa, see Appendix 2).
Ad Tiberium's one use ofK'tnW k'&Oc* for o too 0£ou Aoyoq (re'cnWs Paul of
Callinicum) [152,8] may be a scribal slip or a brief reversion to older Syriac formulae.
There is one especially interesting rendering:
6pOOUatO<;...6pOOUaiO<; [150,15& 17] regards f*cue....r&ia, to/rclu^ S3...rc^
Ad Tiberium is experimenting with new forms, here using alternatives within the same 
sentence, rc^  still seems to be fairly standard even after Philoxenus, with 
rdu»or<' used only sporadically, as we can see in Paul o f Callinicum’s treatment o f the 
creed in his version o f the Cathedral Homilies.
With forms o f the copula and other difficult verbs, Ad Tiberium actually seems to 
have the edge slightly:
OUTOX; £XP [150,15] tnl fcur*' / tnAuri'
Here Ad Tiberium has attempted to render the word itself, whereas Paul is content 
with reflecting the simple meaning, ‘it were thus’.
£QT(Xl [150,16] ,moL«' /  rc'om
Although Ad Tiberium will sometimes have .cnofcu*' as a subject indicator even when 
there is no expressed copula in the Vorlage, he is less likely to use ream as Paul does 
here.
ta  £aop£va [152,11]
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Example 3 
[Greek: 174,8-24]
[Syriac: 479,8-480,6]
[Citation in florilegium: Add 12155, f.93r-v]
Here we have another instance of identical texts -  as we had earlier for Ep50 and for 
Contra Theodoretum (Example 4). The length of the citation makes it quite clear that 
we have the same Syriac version in both instances. Thus for this portion at least of the 
large florilegium Add 12155 the compiler is working from Syriac texts. A more 
exhaustive survey of the citations in the great florilegia could probably turn up more 
examples of this and discover how widespread it was by comparison with the use of 
translated Greek anthologies. These direct Syriac quotations are the exception, 
however, to the more usual findings, in which the compiler always quoted a version in 
a somewhat more revised form than those found in the full translations. We can only 
conclude that these were made directly from Greek florilegia at a date somewhat later 
than that of the ‘full versions’.
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Summary to Parts 3.i-ii
These last sections (3.i and 3.ii) have been long and fairly exhaustive. At this point, 
we shall therefore try to summarise the findings with regard to each of the texts that 
have been analysed, incorporating the material from 3.i (studying the texts internally 
and assessing the techniques used in each) with that from 3.ii (where we compared the 
texts with external fixed points, such as citations in Severus, Philoxenus and 
elsewhere).
General conclusions for De Recta Fide
We have seen how this text has undergone a great deal of basic editing, with examples 
of whole sentences and even small passages being added by the translator, a process 
reminiscent of that used, though not on the same scale, in the version of Basil’s De 
Spiritu Sancto} Very often the smaller additions and omissions related to sections 
which could be described as polemical or at least rhetorical, in which not much was 
lost by the alteration; but there were also some instances of substantial clarification in 
doctrinal statements as well. Under the ‘treatment of larger translation units’, we saw 
that there was really a great deal of variety among the techniques used through this 
text. It was clear that in general the translator was thinking in terms of large units of at 
least sentence length. Often, however, the various clauses or sub-units within a longer 
sentence would retain their order and mutual relations while each was treated with a 
freer method, or, on other occasions, a whole section could be translated with great 
word-for-word accuracy. On the whole, however, the inner relations of a Greek 
periodic sentence are not respected very often and in general the translator 
restructures the sentences to fit an idiom more natural to the target language, trying to 
avoid too many subordinations where possible.
It was virtually impossible to make any meaningful analysis along the line of ‘formal 
equivalency’, for this text simply does not cohere enough with its Vorlage at the 
narrower unit-level. Whereas with our other texts, we are able to see how certain fixed 
‘rules’ are used with greater or lesser degrees of variation, with the De Recta Fide the
1 See Taylor, De Spiritu Sancto.
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vagaries are too great for this kind of analysis. However, it has been useful to look at 
some of the important lexical equivalents that are used in the text, as long as we 
observe the caveat that no deliberate consistency is aimed for.
In fact, this latter point comes out quite clearly if we analyse the De Recta Fide’s 
renderings of adp£, in which we saw that K'wa and were used almost side-by- 
side (and with the latter also for acopa) in a way that seems quite deliberate. We noted 
the appearance of the well-known clothing metaphor for describing the incarnation, 
even for such technical terms as t o  qvdjaGai xfj aapKi and evavGpcoTtstv, indicating 
the sort of early creed with which this translator was probably familiar (not to mention 
Hebrews 5.7 in the Peshitta). Theological concern may well also be behind the very 
frequent and marked omission of active words to do with ‘joining together’ 
(auvSpoprj, aupPaau; etc.) -  the translator prefers simply to leave expressions such as 
‘from two’. This would seem to suggest an attempt, even at this (probably) early date 
to nuance the Cyrilline Christological terminology. Other important aspects of 
Cyrilline terminology are left unnoticed by the translator, such as the T5ioc;-related 
language, and we noted a good deal of variation in other word-groups as well. Terms 
such as rc^ acun and are not used only and always for their (later) technical 
equivalents, vnoazaaic; and cpuaiq/ouaia. While there are some interesting neologisms 
used, adjectives such as rc*i°Aur-*> rcA developed for Greek compounds, these are far 
fewer in number than we find in the other texts, and the number of loans used is 
correspondingly few (thus we noted the use of r&acu, in the text but not as a direct 
equivalent for eiKcov).
The evidence of the citations is very voluminous for this well-cited text. Having 
described the technique used in the De Recta Fide as we have, the comparison with 
these other texts added more to our knowledge of them rather than of the De Recta 
Fide itself. The latter clearly edited many of the texts which were more accurately 
rendered in our citations, but we also saw how closely they were mirroring the 
signifiant of the text even when De Recta Fide also was translating with a higher 
degree of accuracy than usual. Barbara Aland has suggested that De Recta Fide shares 
many characteristics of translation style with the Peshitta1 and this sort of evidence
1 Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 97-104.
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shows that such a judgment can be bome out at least for those passages where the De 
Recta Fide is actually carefully rendering the original (such as is the case in the NT 
citations which are her main concern), since in these passages there is a technique that 
is very loose by the standards of the sixth century, and full of dynamic modulation 
and restructuring, and yet has a great respect for the signifie of the original. In other 
passages, however, we have seen a great deal of editing on a higher level, both in the 
sense of adding or subtracting clauses and even sentences, and also in the sense of 
using the whole sentence as the unit of translation, freely restructuring on a large 
scale. This approach is quite unlike that of the Peshitta.
With regard to Paul of Callinicum, his style can be seen to be not only a huge advance 
on De Recta Fide, but also similar to, if not even more precise, than that used in the 
Syriac version of Theodosius of Alexandria.
General conclusions for Quod Unus Sit Christus
Extensive examples were given from this text of the translator’s editorial activity. In 
general, this never goes so far as to omit or add whole sentences, as is occasionally 
found in the De Recta Fide, but the Syriac is plentifully littered with both 
amplifications (esp. supplying ellipses) and simplifications (esp. of rhetorically 
extravagant passages). The translator is without doubt reader-oriented, trying to make 
the text as transparent as possible but without consciously adding anything that could 
not be said to be implicit already in the original.
When we looked more closely at the translator’s actual approach to the sentences of 
his Vorlage, we noted that, most of the time, complex periodic sentences are 
simplified, parataxis being substituted for the subordinations. It is important to stress 
that this technique is the norm in the Quod unus sit Christus and not at all exceptional, 
as was found to be the case for some others. There is very little attempt to replicate 
the Greek word order, and we can safely say that the unit of translation for the Quod 
unus sit Christus is the sentence as a whole (whereas for the De Recta Fide it was 
often larger than the sentence).
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There was found to be little precise formal equivalence among the verbs -  tense 
values were generally retained but not according to any strict rules. This can be seen 
especially in the inconsistent pattern of usage of am and of tmakurt for forms of etvai. 
The same was again true amongst pronouns and adjectives where formal equivalence 
became possible in some places. In Quod unus sit Christus, however, some of these 
techniques are foreshadowed, e.g. the representation of the resumptive article, but 
only very inconsistently, and plenty of Syriac idioms (such as proleptic pronouns) are 
frequently retained.
Moving onto the matter of lexical equivalence. The all-important odp£; group shows 
an interesting pattern. We saw that in many ways the translator shows himself of the 
‘old school’, using loose terminology, the term for flesh, and the clothing
metaphor appearing frequently even where this does not precisely reflect the Greek 
wording. Yet he is also aware of the Philoxenian neologism and Paul of
Callinicum’s vn=s>, both of which he uses on occasion. The twin neologisms 
and are also known, though again used only rarely. Other notable lexical
matters include the avoidance of a verbal equivalent for \|wxouv (as also De Recta 
Fide), and no recognition of the different terms Cyril uses for con-joining, mixture 
and change. A similar lack of direct equivalence was found for most of the word 
groups studied. The loan for pev was found only once, being omitted in the vast 
majority of cases. Only a very few loan words are used in the text (especially given its 
length) and these reveal nothing beyond what we would expect in fairly early (5th 
century) texts. There are, however, a perhaps surprising number of neologistic 
formations of the ‘-ana’ and ‘-anutha’ types, built onto Pael and Aphel participles. 
Although these formations are by no means absent from early texts, their proliferation 
is a clear sign of the later translational style, as witnessed by the significant increase 
in their numbers in those texts that underwent translational revision.1
In most of these areas Quod unus sit Christus can be placed alongside the De Recta 
Fide in terms of the techniques used. However, the occasional use of a much more 
advanced form, as well as the lack of the sort of large-scale editing found in the other
1 See Brock, Diachronic Aspects, 323-4.
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texts, conclusively shows that they are not from the same hand and do not reflect quite 
the same attitude towards the task of translating Greek into Syriac.
All these techniques are thrown into relief by the comparison between Quod unus sit 
Christus and Paul of Callinicum’s citations. Here we saw how approaches to editing, 
to the structure of sentences, to formal and lexical equivalences differ considerably 
between these translators.
One issue that the comparison between the Quod unus and the later citations threw up 
was the free, and quite frequent, use of the clothing metaphor, which places the 
translator of the former text in the pre-Philoxenian tradition, and as such he should 
probably be dated. However, his occasional use of the neologisms which Philoxenus 
introduced into the creed seem to prefigure the bishop’s work of revision. Unless, that 
is, we accept De Halleux’s proposal that such readings as this should be taken as signs 
of the later revision of an earlier text. But if this is so, the revision has taken on a very 
haphazard form indeed, so infrequently is it applied. Would it not be more satisfactory 
to assume rather that the translator was experimenting with new possibilities at the 
same time as using the traditional formulae, which he was slowly beginning to 
recognise as unfit for Cyrillian Christology. By Paul of Callinicum’s day there was no 
longer any doubt that the new forms should be used consistently -  the only question 
remained about the distribution of active and passive forms, depending on the reading 
of the middle forms in Greek -  and we still see some of that stage of experimentation 
in Paul’s citation in the Anti-Julianist Corpus. By the time of Athanasius of Nisibis, 
all such matters had been settled, with the middle forms receiving Aphels and the 
passives Ettaphals.
General conclusions for Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
The editing in this text was of a fairly minor nature, involving generally the omission 
of otiose rhetorical flourishes and the occasional simplification or clarification. But 
these are few and far between in a text which has a high degree of respect for the 
structure and wording of the Vorlage. The unit of translation is at a fairly low level 
and generally there is an attempt to mirror the wording as it proceeds, the demarche, 
and to maintain the periodic structure of each sentence. We saw, however, that there
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were still a number of places where we could see that the structure had been altered, 
although some of these can probably be put down to variants in the Vorlage, which 
may explain some of this translator’s more surprising renderings. We noted also the 
general closeness of the word order and some of its effects.
We noted also a high degree of consistency with regard to the formal equivalence of 
verbs, especially in the indicative. Among participles too, there is in general a careful 
distinction maintained between tenses and functions. Among infinitives there is found 
a higher degree of variation, partly depending on function (whether they are direct 
objects or part of indirect speech), partly on the difficulty of making precise 
renderings, and thus periphrases are sometimes used. Again, when we looked at the 
verbs of existence, we could see that while a strict equivalency was effectively 
maintained for indicative forms, there was some uncertainty about which caique to 
use for infinitive and modal forms, and no attempt to distinguish different verbs of 
existence (elvai, uirdpxeiv, cpocivecGcxi). There was a similar ‘grasping after’ formal 
equivalence among the non-verbal syntax, for example in the use of A for direct 
objects, in the treatment of possessives with Jua and in the ways of rendering relatives, 
and especially implied relatives with the resumptive article. In all this we saw the 
translator working within a set of fairly dogmatic rules but deviating from them 
significantly often, not wanting to violate his own idiom and yet neither wanting to 
use periphrasis or entirely alter the grammatical categories of the original.
Among the lexical equivalents, the Explanatio was seen to be one of the texts in the 
middle stage o f the credal revisions, with ti\=>Wg yet always maintaining
K'vaa and scrupulously for adp£ and aujpa. The consistent rendering 
rc'ims for peta aapKOc; oiKOVopfa placed it with Ad Tiberium in terms of formal 
precision. In general, consistencies are maintained, though not followed through 
especially strongly in less technical matters: thus while the terms dAAofujaiq and 
perdataaic; were always distinguished carefully, auvdnmv could be rendered with 
either or .m u . We saw examples of the very careful rendering of compounds, such 
as we would not see in the Quod Unus, and yet again this was not carried through 
with total consistency, and we also saw instances of different Greek terms receiving 
the same rendering in close proximity, and vice versa, as well as a certain flattening of
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the variety of personal epithets, and a number of modulated (cultural) equivalents in 
Cyril’s more rhetorical language (cf.Ep40). Yet the one-to-one nature that we see in 
this text in its grammatical features is also present in the lexical, for hendiadys is 
always retained as such, in contrast to the usage of the freer texts.
Although there are not many specially noticeable loans or neologistic formations in 
this short text, the use of certain of the latter, such as r^.AV^froa does seem to mark a 
more developed stage than that of the Quod Unus.
These sorts of conclusions have been confirmed also by the citations, though few in 
number, in Severus and in the florilegia. Here we could sometimes barely distinguish 
between the styles, although the citations generally had the edge in mirroring. In Part 
3.iv.a, we will show that this version is itself a revision of an earlier Syriac edition of 
the Explanatio. Given that this is the case, it seems reasonable to attribute many of the 
unevennesses of the version (its occasional lack of inner consistency and apparent 
slips from what appear to be its ‘rules’) to aspects of the original which escaped the 
reviser’s attention. The reviser’s understanding of the same ‘rules’ of method as we 
can observe in Paul of Callinicum, the florilegia, Ad Tiberium etc. point to his work as 
taking place no earlier than Philoxenus.1
General conclusions for Scholia De Incarnatione
There was found to be very little editorial activity of any kind in this text, being 
limited to the occasional explanatory rendering -  but this only very rarely. There is a 
similar dearth of restructuring of sentences -  again a few instances were found but 
these exceptions only proved the general rule. The word order, however, is not 
slavishly imitative. The translator follows the word order where it is easy to do so, but 
has no qualms about using whichever order comes most easily to the Syriac syntax.
The level of formal equivalence was found to be very high, especially among verbs. 
The set of ‘rules’ that seem to have been functioning for the translator of the 
Explanatio were used also here in the vast majority of cases. Thus, ^  was used
1 We will have cause to comment further on this dating in the light o f new and important evidence. See 
3.iv.b below.
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consistently to introduce subordinating participles, and the caiques for Eivai based 
around .manure' are found passim. Only amongst infinitives was there a degree of 
variation, with Syriac infinitives mixing equally with imperfects. The same care for 
distinct grammatical categories was found among pronouns and adjectives, and the 
resumptive pronoun is almost always represented (unlike in De Recta Fide or Quod 
Unus sit Christus).
The Scholia uses rc'varj and its cognates for the adp£j group and tends to differentiate 
different forms carefully, though it uses rather than We noted the
careful and deliberate exclusion of the clothing metaphor. The use of the phrase 
rt\ai=> for peta oapKOc; oiKovopia was especially noted, while %
was the normal form for EvavGpcoTisTv.
There was a good example of verbal equivalence in the careful retention of the aU. 
root for tponrj related words. paAAov, as in Explanatio, was always rendered with 
and the loan for pev found in about a quarter of all instances. On the other 
hand, there was a degree of inconsistency with regard to particles and similar unusual 
practices such as r&a for eyei, instead of some form of <nX fcur*'.
The number of neologistic formations was quite large overall given the small size of 
the available text and shows a preference for new extended forms rather than the use 
of construct phrases to express compound Greek forms. There were no especially 
surprising loan words.
The three examples we saw of citations from the Scholia in Severus were 
illuminating. They showed how close in style the translator was to Paul of Callinicum. 
In some minor matters, the latter showed a greater ability to mirror the Greek 
grammar but in all essentials the techniques were the same. This places the Scholia in 
a tradition very similar to what we have seen for the Explanatio, and very different 
from De Recta Fide or Quod Unus sit Christus.
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General conclusions for Ep39
Overall, this translation has proved conspicuous for its close adherence to its Vorlage. 
We saw very little in the way of ‘editing’ -  only a single marked instance which may 
well have been theologically motivated. Although the translator is aware of larger 
units (as we saw in the case of a lexical echo that he uses) his basic unit of translation 
is clearly the individual word, and he attempts to make each word have its precise 
equivalent in the Syriac version. Under ‘restructuring’, however, we noticed that there 
were exceptions to this at times and we described two examples where the structure of 
the Greek sentence had been altered -  but these two formed exceptions rather than the 
norm.
In the matter of the formal equivalence of verbs and verbals, we used this text as a 
basis for describing the ‘standard’ set of equivalents which seem to be accepted by all 
our texts and deviations from which can be used as a criterion of inconsistency. There 
is very little such inconsistency in this text, although among participles a couple of 
instances were found. The caiques on e'xoo and the subjunctives of dpi and e'xoo are, 
however, not included in the set as they are not generally found in any of our texts, 
the one exception being the pervasive use of rc'om .cnofcurc' for the past copula, the 
non-use of which is a mark of our ‘earlier’ texts. In the area of non-verbal forms too 
there was a high degree of consistency, with again some marked divergences from the 
norm in places where the translator evidently felt the need to make the real meaning 
of the original more apparent that a formal translation could achieve.
Ep39 is one of those texts with the formulaic pattern representing a
position half-way to the full Philoxenian credal revision. We do not find the loan 
rduajoK'. It keeps a consistent set of equivalents among the words for changing, 
altering etc, while there is a certain amount of flexibility with the use of iSioq. Again, 
under cpoovai, we noted that Ep39 is keen to maintain one word per word equivalency 
and yet does sometimes distinguish between different meanings of the same Greek 
term. When it comes to smaller items the same sort of mix of literalness with an 
admixture of liberality is found: thus while pocAAov is often omitted, psv is usually 
translated with the loan and while it will always and only use and ^  for yap and
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5e, the postpositive position of these terms is not always maintained. Overall, we 
noted this text’s tendency to use a limited range of vocabulary and occasional 
dynamic modulations, balanced by its frequent attempts to render compound terms 
with etymological rather than dynamic equivalents. For a short text, there are quite a 
few of the longer neologistic word formations.
A look at the Severan citations discussed above confirms this general impression, of a 
translator feeling for his way towards a strict and formal ‘technique’ which he has not 
yet mastered. He knows already most of the systems of equivalences used by Paul of 
Callinicum, but does not himself apply them as consistently -  indeed on occasion we 
can see him using quite marked dynamic modulations. He has certainly not yet given 
up on the signifie but neither is he prepared to take the sort of liberties with the text 
that we see in the case of either De Recta Fide or Quod Unus sit Christus. Paul of 
Callinicum’s versions strike the reader as more assured and consistent in method.
General conclusions for Ep40
The style of Ep40 is immediately noticeable by the free manner in which it treats 
much of the Greek text. We have noted its tendency to edit and clarify the meaning on 
a number of occasions, as well as often abbreviating it. However, there was found to 
be an important distinction between those passages which were more freely treated, 
which tended to be rhetorical or polemical in character, and those for which the 
translator felt a greater respect, which tended to be the passages of theological 
argument. In these latter the translator shows himself a capable reader and takes care 
to render more precisely, although he is even here tempted to abbreviate. The 
restructuring of clauses is common, usually with an aim to simplification, shortening 
sentences with too many subordinations.
This extensive restructuring means that there is also no system as such for 
representing the morphological forms of the verbs -  i.e. when the translator has a 
main verb for a participle, this is not because he is being inconsistent to a set of rules 
for formal equivalence but because he has restructured the whole paragraph for the 
sake of simplicity. Where we can more easily analyse his formal equivalence we saw 
that he does indeed hold to a roughly similar system to that described for Ep39,
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though unsurprisingly not so consistently as that text does. In all, however, this 
version deals with its text much less freely than does De Recta Fide.
What this sort of approach may indicate is that the period during which Cyril’s 
epistolary purpose was important is long passed. Cyril was trying to prove that the 
Eastern bishops are orthodox despite their use of language which may appear to some 
to imply division in the one Christ. This urgent polemical requirement is no longer a 
concern for the translator or his audience. His purpose (unlike that of a modem editor 
serving the needs of historians of church and dogma) is not to bring us into the 
historical world of Cyril and his battles, but rather to present for our use the 
Christological conclusions of the great authority himself, so that we also might be 
orthodox in our dogmatical formulations. For his purpose, therefore, there is no point 
in translating in detail or with precision those passages, or even sentences and clauses, 
which do not contribute to the overall purpose. It would be harsh to censure any 
translator for such a transparently ‘sensible’ approach.
When we move on to lexical matters, we noted Ep40’s generally vague use of terms 
which sometimes force him even into periphrasis as a means of avoiding confusion. 
Perhaps the most significant, however, is his unexpected use of vnnW and 
within the same sentence. If it were only for the former, we might reasonably raise the 
possibility that the text has undergone some revision in the light of the Philoxenian 
credal revisions. However, were this the case, the reviser has done a very haphazard 
job, leaving many inexact expressions all over the text (not just the obvious example 
of the in the same sentence, but also such as sometimes for aap^, as
well as all the abbreviations and alterations that we have noted already). The 
alternative possibility with which we shall have to deal is that such terms were 
actually already being developed at the coalface of translation work before 
Philoxenus, that the latter introduced and systematised such revisions after, and as a 
result of, having been exposed to texts such as this.
In a similar vein, we note the unexpectedly large number of loan words used in this 
text, especially the unusual k'W. When we compare with Ep39, for instance, which 
generally has a more rigorous approach, this becomes quite marked and surprising.
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Again, we are perhaps looking at a translator experimenting with new forms at an 
early stage.
When we compare Ep40 with the citations elsewhere we find the large gap we would 
expect. The florilegium citation showed just how much Ep40 can abbreviate his 
material; with regard to Paul of Callinicum’s method, we have listed a series of cases 
which highlight where the latter shows a more ‘advanced’ style than is found in Ep40. 
The gap between the two is fairly similar to that between Peshitta and Philoxenian 
NT. Yet there are a couple of important qualifications here. The first is that Ep40 is 
still capable of some extremely close renderings and is clearly trying at times to find a 
more precise way of representing Greek than we would ever find in the Peshitta -  
hence his use of \o aW  as well as certain other syntactical traits. Secondly, the gap 
between Paul of Callinicum and Athanasius of Nisibis did not appear to be as great as 
we might expect.
When we compare all these texts together we may suggest that Ep40 belongs to a 
period (which we know to be before 484) when translators were already on the search 
for better techniques of the type we see in the Philoxenian revisions, and furthermore 
that great advances in this direction had been made by Paul of Callinicum’s time 
(c.530), such that even Athanasius of Nisibis over a century later did not use a system 
significantly different from Paul’s. The focused period of change therefore seems to 
lie between, say, 450 and 530, rather than later in the sixth century. We shall return to 
this suggestion later.
General conclusions for Ep44
Although this is our shortest text, we can still see some distinctive aspects of its style. 
There was found to be one or two instances of simplification, although the extent of 
this may appear exaggerated due to some underlying textual variants. Since in this 
letter Cyril himself quotes the beginning of his Ep40, we were able to compare how 
the two translators dealt with the same material and saw how much more careful Ep44 
was to render each word -  while Ep40 had taken the whole sentence as his unit of 
translation.
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In the matter of morphological formal equivalence, we saw a reasonably high level of 
consistency and accuracy but with enough exceptions to prevent us from grouping this 
text with those that are true ‘mirrors’. We also noted a series of places where the 
translator was more careful about word order than we would expect among our earlier 
texts.1
In matters of lexical correspondence, we saw that this text distinguished 
aeaapKoopevoc; from aapKO)0Eic;; r&x* \=> is used for opoouaioq; there are various 
places where different Greek terms, such as ockoXo u GeTv  and aupcpspeiv are not 
distinguished; the use of redo instead of redo Java was particularly noticeable and set 
this text apart from most of the others (including the obviously later citation in the 
Philalethes); the loan word for psv is used in the majority of cases, and this fact also 
puts this text in a different category from the ‘early’ group; other lexical equivalencies 
we have seen make the same point, e.g. rc' u^* for 0eu)pta, which shows a desire for 
etymological equivalents. With regard to the use of loans, Ep44 is perhaps 
significantly more advanced than some others. Although we cannot be sure whether 
the freer translators might have used unusual loans such as (npainoaizoc;),2
its presence in Ep44 does at least indicate a certain tendency.
When comparing the texts quoted in Severus, we saw that the techniques used by this 
translator and Paul of Callinicum were in places very close, but that Paul simply 
applied them more consistently than does Ep44. The same was found in the case of 
the florilegium citations, where one could not easily say which text was using the 
more precise method.
It seems, then, that we can rightly question the opinion of the editors that this text 
comes from the same hand as do Ep 45/46. Rather, it is the product of a slightly later 
and more developed technique, although, as the citations suggest, not so advanced as 
that used by Paul of Callinicum in c.530. It may well even be that it is contemporary 
with the early group but simply witnesses to the variety of techniques in use at that 
time.
1 E.g. see under section on ‘The language o f mixture’ in 3.ii above.
2 Brockelmann notes a usage o f this loan in John o f Ephesus (mid 6th century).
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General conclusions for Ep45/46
Certain specific renderings and terms confirmed the editors’ conclusion that these two 
texts form a unit and were translated by the same hand. Further evidence of this is 
forthcoming under Part 3.iii, the analysis of the Biblical citations.
Under the heading of ‘editing’ we saw that they are quite free in their treatment of 
some types of clause and phrase, occasionally omitting whole phrases as unnecessary, 
although not as frequently or completely as Ep40 sometimes does, and certainly not to 
the degree found in De Recta Fide. Under ‘larger translation units’ we showed 
examples of completely rewritten sentences, indicating how this translator is thinking 
in terms of whole sentences -  he appears as an exegete of his material rather than a 
slave to it; in other words his focus is still on the signifie, though not the extent that 
we saw in Ep40. When we looked at his treatment of structure, we noted also how this 
translator extensively restructures the Greek periodic sentences, especially when 
dealing with difficult subordinations such as genitive absolutes. It was commented 
that this sort of approach is one which has a high regard for the terminological content 
of Christological discussion but has little time for the niceties of Greek grammar.
When we got down to the level of the word we saw that in fact, there could sometimes 
be a very close and consistent correspondence of word order; in addition, the tense 
equivalencies are broadly maintained, although exceptions are frequently to be found, 
especially within subordinate clauses and with participles.
On the level of word choice, these impressions are reinforced. is used for actp ,^ 
but again inconsistently and aapKCoGfjvai/asaapKcapsvoc; do appear to be 
distinguished but by no means consistently. There were even some differences 
between Ep45 and Ep46 in this matter, with the latter being even less consistent than 
the former; in Ep46 we also find the ‘revised’ form imaW, despite the early date 
given it on external grounds. These differences may count against identity of 
authorship, but are more likely just to indicate a loose technique in general. This point 
does throw up, however, an important issue with regard to De Halleux’s conclusions
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concerning the credal language, which have been discussed already at various points.1 
Having concluded that Philoxenus himself authorised the use of the new credal 
neologisms in c.500, he goes on to suggest that the occasional use of in these
Cyrilline texts (such as Ep40) is a sign of later revision and not, as the editors 
suggested, an Apollinarist or Eutychian alteration. However, if they are revisions, 
they are very sporadic indeed, and we have noted the wide-scale use, in Quod Unus 
sit Christus for example, of the clothing metaphor alongside the neologisms. In the 
light of our wider perspective on the style and usage in all these texts, therefore, it 
may be that the reason for these words being present in these ‘early’ texts may simply 
be that they were invented by these translators themselves in their search for better 
ways of translating Christological language. De Halleux himself concedes, after all, 
that Philoxenus probably did not first come across the difficulty himself and probably 
that the neologisms for these terms ‘aient deja ete crees et employes sporadiquement
'y
auparavant.. .il n’ait fait que les appuyer de son autorite.’
Similar patterns were noted for other groups of words, and roots such as do 
multiple duty for forms of tpejro), psrapdAAco, psraxcopeco and Suxcpepco, to give just 
one example. Both ouaia and cpuaic; are rendered with rc^ . The loan for pev is not 
used. Under lexical equivalences in general we noted many examples of free 
renderings and varieties of possible equivalences. Similarly, there is a relative dearth 
of loans and new word formations in these two texts.
All these factors can be seen at work again where we have comparisons from Paul of 
Callinicum, Athanasius of Nisibis or the florilegia. Throughout, we saw examples of 
restructuring and paraphrasing and of non-formal equivalence at the morphological 
level. These are the characteristics of the version. The total level of freedom is 
certainly not that of the De Recta Fide, which is quite different in style, and yet fully 
matches the early date that we can give to these two texts on external grounds. The 
methods found in the citations were of the advanced variety that we have come to 
expect, and again we noted that Paul and Athanasius do not differ very greatly.
1 De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole. See above under cctpJ; and ccvGpcorcoq in Part 3.i.
2 ibid., 307.
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General conclusions for Ep50
This is one of the texts dated externally as being prior to 484 on the basis that the 
same version is quoted by Philoxenus in his early work against Habbib.
When we came to the text itself, we noted the extensive editing practices used by this 
translator, of which a number of examples were given of both omissions and 
additions, sometimes for clarification, sometimes for the abbreviation of 
unnecessarily verbose polemic. Given both this tendency to edit and more especially 
the tendency to restructure the Greek periods, sometimes extensively over a long 
sentence, it is quite clear that the basic unit being used by the translator is the whole 
sentence, although within this basic principle he is quite capable of attempting a close 
word-for-word rendering as well -  these approaches are not mutually exclusive. With 
regard to formal equivalence, we again found that there was no great consistency, no 
distinctions being made between imperfects and aorists, and no consistent method for 
the copula, although the use of rtam .cnoL^ for the past copula is used in this text.
In the matter of lexical equivalents, there is an expected lack of real consistency with, 
e.g., aap^ turning up as K'ina, or rd=*x*.c\_^ . We found the signs typical of an
early version, not too much concerned with technical terminology, being prepared to 
use an idiom such as for terms other than opooiiaiot;. Parallel to the other
early texts, k ' S t could represent vospoc; just as easily as AoyiKoq. Again we noted 
great inconsistency among the group of terms related to i5ux;, a v a  pepoc; etc. The 
term (pcovai is found with three different equivalents, roughly according to purpose 
and context, a clear indication of a translator whose primary concern is with the 
signifle of the text. We found a single instance of the loan for pev, as also for apa , 
which was unexpected but only highlighted the general inconsistency of equivalents. 
In all, we found a number of instances of lexical simplifications (such as 
(foolishly) for ypaoTrpETrcac;) and formulaic equivalents.
The citations confirmed these observations, especially the citation from the 
florilegium which highlighted the types of abbreviations found in Ep50. The
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circulation of the full Syriac version was evidently sufficient to be itself quoted in 
some florilegia, as we found a direct citation in a Mingana ms.
The text of Ep50 lives up to the expectations resulting from its known early date. It 
conforms very closely with the style of Ep40, being capable of very close and 
accurate translation of a reasonably ‘advanced’ style when the translator chooses to do 
so, but more often taking whole clauses and sentences as the basic unit and using 
dynamic transposition and modulation liberally. Ep45/46, which fall into the same 
category as regards date, do not appear to be quite so freely treated as Ep40/50. 
Although this may merely be coincidental and there is no bar in principal to 
concluding that all four are from the same hand, nevertheless the differences between 
the two sub-groups are marked enough for us to assign them to slightly different 
applications of the same general technique.
General conclusions for Ep55
The analysis of the textual particularities of Ep55 showed some distinct differences 
from the ‘early’ group. Although there were numerous instances of ‘editing’ these 
were almost always confined to individual words or clauses, used as a way of 
clarifying grammatical obscurities. They do not reach the sort of extensive editing of 
sentences that we find in Ep50, for instance, or of whole passages in De Recta Fide.
Although the text does not really contain sentence restructuring of the type that we 
have seen in the past few texts, there are instances of changes in morphological 
categories, deviations from what appear to be the norms of formal equivalence, 
though even these are not common -  we saw some examples of the alteration of the 
inner relationships within a phrase aiming at simplification.
When it comes to the equivalence of tense forms, we noted that in general these are 
very rigidly maintained. Certain difficulties remained, however, for this translator; he 
is quite inconsistent in his technique for rendering infinitives, especially when 
attached to the article; again, although his rendering of the copula shows a keen 
awareness of how exactly to reflect the Greek form, the older idiom is also found not
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infrequently. Similarly in non-verbal forms, we saw the odd instance where a lack of 
rigour in his system led to an ambiguity, but these instances are rare.
Ep55 is one of those ‘middle’ texts which uses *ii=aWo as its credal formula
(half way to the fully revised version), developing both terms into the neologisms 
and which are not found in the early group; similarly, it
has arrived at the almost entirely consistent equivalency of adp£j and K'vna. Again, a 
middle position is taken with regard to using \=> for opoouaioq, since \=>
is also found often. The use of developed forms such as and
accurately reflecting tpeTitoc; and aAAoiooxoc;, indicates the sort of approach to lexical 
equivalents which is most typical of this version, and is seen also in the more careful 
approach to the iSiot; group of words. The loan for pev was found in exactly 50% of 
instances which, while it looks like inconsistency, rather shows the onward progress 
towards a developed technique which is in evidence here, for the early texts barely 
use the loan at all while the more developed ones (such as Ad Tiberium or Paul of 
Callinicum) use it almost all the time. In overviewing the text’s approach to lexical 
equivalency, we noted that while the degree of consistency and formal precision was 
high, there was a marked respect for the signifie as well, evident for example in his 
use of multiple terms for Aoyoc; where the contexts differed, in not falling into the 
later practice of always using rdw^ cvx. for 56£a, and in his variety of renderings for 
puataycoYoi. There are a significant number of loan words found overall in the text, 
most noticeably perhaps the frequent use of k'W for the interrogative particle.
It is evident that we have to do here with a translator who is finding his way through 
the problems and difficulties raised by the developments in technique that we witness 
in the period of the Philoxenian NT. He often seems more at ease in the older, more 
liberal, style, not being too careful about lexical consistency or about mirroring Greek 
syntax; yet we also see a plentiful use of those sorts of simple caiques which are 
typical of the Philoxenian, which do not injure the native idiom but yet do attempt to 
reflect the signiflant. The word order of the text follows the original wherever it can, 
but by no means slavishly. His quite varied usage places him in a period of change 
and uncertainty.
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The evidence of the two significant citations found in Paul of Callinicum confirm this 
perspective. They show that the translator of Ep55 is not far from the levels of 
consistency and purity of technique found in Paul. We did observe a certain degree of 
variation in Ep55, e.g. a few loose renderings of difficult grammatical forms and a 
few clarifications, as well as other idiomatic touches such as proleptic possessive 
suffixes; but on the whole the two versions (Ep55 and Paul of Callinicum) are very 
much closer than was found to be the case with Ep40,45/46,50.
General conclusions for Contra Orientates /  Contra Theodoretum
We described quite a wide variety of editorial alterations in these texts (which have 
been confirmed as belonging to the same translator -  for which further evidence in 
3.iii below). These usually involved additions of some sort for purposes of 
clarification. While omissions are rare, the text is generally expansionist in its 
approach to individual terms and sometimes whole clauses, though never the kind of 
additions that we occasionally see in De Recta Fide. Some of these alterations were 
due to obscurities in the Greek, others to formulae, but usually there was good reason 
for them and we cannot attribute sloppiness to this translator. Again, we noted a 
number of instances of restructuring Greek periods but saw that this was in general 
the exception rather than the rule -  the majority of sentences having their structures 
closely mirrored.
The same sort of pattern can be seen when we turn to the formal equivalence of the 
verbs. In general, the standards are maintained to a high degree, but there are enough 
exceptions and inconsistencies to be noticeable. There is also a sense here of a 
translator finding his way forward towards a consistent technique for those difficult 
constructions for which to find equivalents, the infinitive clauses, the subjunctives, 
genitive absolutes etc. It is here that we find the greatest inconsistencies, with ‘mirror’ 
versions (caiques on the Greek forms) alternating with more idiomatic Syriac. The 
same holds also for non-verbal forms, that although there is a generally high level of 
consistency in keeping to a set of mirroring rules, there are a number of exceptions as 
well. This is especially true in the area of prepositions and pronouns. Here it is the 
inner meaning of the clause or phrase, rather than a special concern for one-for-one 
equivalence, that is uppermost in the translator’s mind. This tendency leads even to
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the use of rdz&i or rd^cun for the reflexive pronoun, which constitutes a dynamic 
transposition (altering one grammatical form for another) and a healthy respect for the 
signifle.
Turning now to individual lexical matters, the ‘in-between’ nature of this text is again 
in evidence when we see that is used almost always for aap^ but that r i s  
used when Jn 1.14 is being cited -  it is unlikely that the translator is rejecting rdioa= 
for a more ‘accurate’ and so we can only assume that he is aware of the
different terms and their overlapping usage; it appears that Contra Theodoretum has 
slightly more instances of for adp^ than Contra Orientales does, which may 
indicate a change in approach even within this work, psta aoepKoe; oixovopia is 
rd*\cui=i»o, which shows a greater affinity with Ep45 than with the more 
advanced texts such as Ep55 and Ad Tiberium. When it comes to the credal formula, 
however, we find not only (which we would probably expect) but also
Ti\=>W for evavGpumeiv, which seems to show the influence of the Philoxenian credal 
revisions. More uncertainty surrounds ouafa, which is when alone but the
traditional rdu^ when compounded as opoouaioc;, and the latter can be used for 
other unrelated terms as well. rd^Ll^i and rd*ui*\^o:u can be used indiscriminately for 
AoyiKoq and voepoq. We noted other peculiarities such as the lack of the phrase cm=* 
crAo, which is fairly common in most other texts, and the general lack of any 
consistent method for dealing with that wide range of terms relating to ‘uniqueness’ 
and ‘ownership’ for which Cyril often uses i5ioc;-related words. For compound terms 
we find periphrases more often than etymological equivalents which try to include all 
the elements. In general there was found a fairly wide variety and inconsistency in 
lexical equivalence, such that Syriac words would frequently do double duty and, 
more significantly, differing Syriac terms could be used for the same Greek ones 
where necessary. There is thus a constant overlapping of semantic ranges which 
reveals the translator’s focus on the signifle. In line with these observations on lexical 
usage is the relative dearth of loans and neologistic word formations in these texts. 
The loan rc'irc' is found sporadically in the Contra Theodoretum, but this is the only 
real point of note. Rather than produce new adjectival formations, this translator will 
generally prefer construct phrases or some other periphrasis for Greek compound 
ideas.
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Finally, we can look at the conclusions gained from the very numerous citations of 
these two works, both in Severus and in the florilegia. One of the florilegia was 
actually found to have the same version as our text of Contra Theodoretum which 
indicates that the latter was continuing to be used and read in an unrevised form a 
long time after it must have been translated. Otherwise, we see that Paul of 
Callinicum’s version shows some strong advances on Contra Orientales / Contra 
Theodoretum, although the difference is not nearly so great as we found, e.g., for De 
Recta Fide. However, Paul clearly has a far greater concern for the signiflant of the 
text, a concern which shows itself in his grammatical caiques, his word order, his use 
of adjectival phrases in order to achieve one word per word consistency etc. The 
various versions found in the florilegia were not vastly different, though even here, 
where the quotes overlapped also with Paul of Callinicum, the latter was seen to have 
the more ‘advanced’ technique for grammatical mirroring.
It was especially important to note the quotation in Philoxenus’ Ep Senoun, where a 
version of Contra Orientales very similar to that in Paul of Callinicum was found. In 
other words, while in his earlier florilegium (in Memre contra Habbib, dated c.484) 
the texts were copied directly from an already-translated version, we have here, in all 
probability, a newer version, made according to the standards to which Philoxenus 
was more accustomed by 521. It may be that he is quoting from a florilegium again, 
but if so that florilegium must itself be of relatively recent origin and is very 
comparable in style to Paul of Callinicum, while being a good deal more advanced 
than Contra Orientales / Contra Theodoretum. On this basis we ought to date the 
latter well before 520 and perhaps place it closer to the others of the early group, i.e.
thin the late 5 century, in which case the search for a perfect translation technique 
which we can see going on in these two texts could be described as a forerunner and 
not a result of Philoxenus’ revisions. We have had other pointers towards such a 
conclusion already.
General conclusions for Ad Tiberium
We noted a few isolated instances of ‘editing’ in this text, one notable case where the 
concept of ‘coming into’ a man is substituted for GeoTioeTv, but in general these
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editorial alterations are very minor and rare. Again, instances of syntactical 
restructuring are quite absent -  we gave a couple of examples where the meaning has 
been apparently altered in the Syriac but these appear to be due either to error or, 
paradoxically, to the over-use of this very technique of precise equivalency. This 
technique was especially evident in the matter of word order where we saw a very 
high degree of deliberate coincidence. The word order will only be altered for the 
sake of clarity or idiom very occasionally, usually for reasons such as keeping 
subjects before objects.
When we turn to the formal equivalence of the verbs, again we noted that there are 
almost no exceptions to the general rules of equivalency -  it is doubtless the signifiant 
which is of most concern to this translator and he takes the morpheme as his unit to be 
rendered. The rendering of the copula too is always carried out using some method to 
show the tense and mood being used, such that, e.g., K'ocmn is used for to
dvai. However, the seventh century caiques designed to reflect subjunctives and in 
particular for the forms of eyo) are not used here.
Turning to specific lexical matters, we noted the strange split between the use of 
for aoopa before Question 3 and after that point, an oddity matched by 
confusion over certain a&pa-related compounds, evidence of a certain lack of 
sureness in technique at this point at least. Similarly, there was some lack of certainty 
over opoouaioc;, which was still i=> on one occasion, although the loan word is 
used in all other cases. Only the Ad Tiberium and Explanatio translate the phrase psta 
aapKoq oixovopia precisely as rc'vuo r^cuirjra. We noted the use of the 
neologism although unfortunately GapKO)0fjvai is not used in this text. There
is a consistent distinction between XoyiKoq and voepoq which
most texts do not make. Among the word groups relating to change, division etc. we 
saw a similar concern for keeping different Syriac roots for separate Greek ones as far 
as this was possible, rc'fcul.*, rather than Jl*s + suffix, is used for i'Sioc; to maintain the 
adjective for adjective equivalency. The use of the adjectival rc^nn rdwoi similarly 
sets this text apart -  we saw its use even in an early text, Ep40, but that was an 
exception to normal usage, whereas in Ad Tiberium it is found consistently. Although 
in general we noted a number of places where the same Syriac term was used for
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multiple Greek ones, and vice versa, what was most striking was the very great 
concern for root-equivalency, translating all parts of compound terms, even when the 
result made little sense in Syriac, and sometimes led to misunderstanding entirely. 
There was also a significantly higher incidence of loans and neologisms in Ad 
Tiberium than in our other texts. Thus the use of the loans report' and sets this 
text apart from the others, as also does the use of the loan for pev in 80% of instances, 
a record probably comparable to that of Paul of Callinicum. The insistence on 
translating many of the particles, e.g. using h**, also marks this text off from all our
thothers and places it closer to known 6 century techniques. The same is true of uses 
such as rc'iru for uiuxp^u;, unparalleled in the other texts. The number of neologistic 
word formations is extremely high (relative to text length) when compared with our 
other texts.
When we compared the Ad Tiberium with the citations in Paul of Callinicum we saw 
an especially close resemblance. In fact, on occasion, Ad Tiberium appeared to be 
using the more ‘advanced’ mirror technique. On other occasions, such as in the 
renderings for opoouaioq, there was evidence that Paul of Callinicum had the more 
settled technique. It is the similarities above all, however, which we should note. Both 
the Ad Tiberium and Paul of Callinicum appear to come from much the same ‘school’, 
using the same range of caiques and formal equivalences, including the non-use of
ththose more extreme mirror readings which will appear only in the 7 century. Finally, 
our text was obviously considered of good enough quality to be used directly in the 
florilegia rather than retranslated from Greek originals, as was the case with most of 
the texts.
The advanced technique used by Ad Tiberium, sometimes more of a mirror even than 
Paul of Callinicum’s version, confirms what we suggested earlier when analysing Ad 
Tiberium by itself, that the technique used was markedly different from that of most 
of the other texts. These two translators are evidently related in their methods, 
sometimes paralleling each other closely. We can perhaps envisage the schools of 
Syriac translation becoming increasingly homogeneous in their methods and rules as 
the sixth century progressed, each new translator struggling for ever greater 
correctness in his work. The translator of Ad Tiberium has come close to where
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Thomas of Harkel would leave off in his new exercise of revising the Philoxenian 
early in the following century, and we cannot exclude the possibility (given regional 
and personal variation in styles) that Ad Tiberium was made at a later date than the
tVi t hHarklean, its earliest witness being a ms of the 7 /8 century.
General conclusions to Paul of Callinicum and Athanasius of Nisibis
One of the more intriguing side-effects of the study of the citations (3.ii) was the 
comparison that we could often make between the translation techniques used by Paul 
of Callinicum and those of Athanasius of Nisibis. For Severus quotes Cyril so often 
that we have frequently found the same citations in both the Anti-Julianist work, 
which Paul translated (probably along with the Philalethes and the Contra Impium 
Grammaticum), and in the Ad Nephalium, translated by Athanasius. These two figures 
worked more than a century apart and we should expect to find the mirror technique a 
good deal more advanced in the latter translator than in the former, just as the seventh 
century is considered the peak of the development of the literalist school whereas the 
sixth is a more intermediate and experimental stage.
The findings of the texts here presented, however, suggest that the two versions are 
not, in most respects, so very different from each other. This is thrown into even 
starker relief when Paul and Athanasius are together compared as against our full 
Syriac versions which mostly cannot have preceded Paul by more than 50 years at the 
most.
It is true that in many cases Athanasius has indeed achieved a better mirror -  note, for 
example, the use of loan r d ^ r ^ ,  and formal mirrors such as for to
dvOpcoTiivov rather than Paul’s At other times, however, the reverse can be
the case -  see Example 3 under Scholia, for instance, where Paul used the loan 
and a series of other mirror equivalents, especially in grammar, which Athanasius 
failed to use; Example 4 under Contra Orientales /  Theodoretum, where Athanasius 
has even failed to maintain a piece of syntactic structure as well as Paul has; and again 
Examples 5 and 6 under Ep45/46, where we can see clearly how hard both sides are
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struggling to mirror the original exactly, and Paul sometimes manages the word order 
even better than Athanasius does.1
We must not overestimate Paul’s ‘achievement’, however. For there can be no doubt 
that Athanasius has achieved overall the more ‘perfect’ style -  as we can see in a 
number of places in Example 7 under Ep45/46, where, for instance, he uses 
for 56£oc (in the sense of opinion), which Paul never does, and further loans such as 
and ctt.ttt-A, which Paul does not use.
We shall draw some more general conclusions from these points at the close of Part 3.
1 See also Example 3 under Ep40; Example 2 under Ep44; Examples 3 and 5 under Contra Orientales /  
Theodoretum.
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3.iii
Translation Techniques in the Scriptural Citations
3.iii.a 
A Method for assessing Scriptural Citations and the Question of their Origin
Before proceeding to make use of the citations in our texts for any light these may 
shed either on the background to these texts or on the textual history of the Syriac 
versions, we must deal further with an issue already raised on more than one occasion, 
namely whether we can rightly use citations from translation literature as evidence for 
an underlying Syriac text of the scriptures. How can we be sure that an author is 
inserting citations from a pre-existing version rather than merely making his own new 
renderings from his Vorlage?
Albert Schweitzer once made the observation that a bilingual Alsatian preacher 
(including himself) will “never give his own version of Biblical passages, but will 
without exception keep to the traditional form in the language which he is using, and 
this even where he would be capable of giving a more exact rendering... [and] will 
even perhaps use an argument which goes against the sense of the original, which he 
is supposed to be acquainted with.”1
In outlining developments in translation technique, Brock suggests that in general 
earlier translators inserted citations from their familiar texts and later ones copied the 
Vorlagen even when the two did not agree, and points to this change in practice as a 
symptom of Hellenisation.2 Baumstark has shown, for instance, that the translator of 
Titus of Bostra’s Contra Manichaeos inserted Peshitta quotations into his work rather 
than making his own new renderings; in fact, he did the same for the quotations from 
the Manichaean scriptures as well. When he analysed the OT citations in the Syriac
1 Albert Schweitzer, Paul and his Interpreters (tr. W. Montgomery). New York, 1956, 89, n .l. The 
context is Paul’s use o f Septuagintal citations, even where he perhaps knew the Hebrew to be 
significantly different.
2 Brock, Antagonism to Assimilation, 18 and Greek into Syriac, 3.
3 Baumstark, Titus von Bostra and Der Text der Mani-Zitaten\ see also Pedersen, Demonstrative proof  
in defence o f  God, 83.
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Didascalia, he came to the broad conclusion that the Peshitta was being used by the 
translator except where the Greek original clearly had a widely differing text.1
In the early sixth century, both Moses of Aggel and the anonymous translator of 
Gregory Nyssa’s Song of Songs Commentary include in their prefaces a brief 
discussion of this issue, both making it clear that they prefer to copy the citations as 
found in their Vorlagen, even when these are in discord with the Peshitta. Since both 
these works are OT commentaries, the discord is often all the greater, the Peshitta 
being a Hebrew-based version while their Vorlagen obviously quote from LXX.
In discussing this question as it relates to the reconstruction of Syriac Bible versions 
from translation literature, Voobus argues that such citations in translation literature 
can be used where one is locating older readings creeping in against the Greek 
Vorlage of the text, and this assumption is shown to have some substance in his 
analysis of the Old Syriac influence on the Syriac version of Cyril’s De Recta Fide. 
However, where we are looking for a revised version, such as the Philoxenian, the 
same can hardly be true, for we can never be sure whether we are looking at such a 
revised version or just the translator’s own ad hoc translation of his Vorlage. Voobus 
speaks of the citations in the ps-Clementine Recognitions (Add 12150) as being 
contrary to ‘the usual method of inserting Biblical quotations taken from his [the 
translator’s] familiar text of scripture,” and from this text concludes that the translator 
used the Peshitta.4
Barbara Aland’s use of the translation literature, in concert with Philoxenus’ citations, 
to reconstruct the Philoxenian are clearly based on the assumption that translators are 
not simply re-rendering their Vorlagen at every opportunity. She points out instances 
where textual differences between the texts indicate that this assumption is well- 
founded.5 It stands to reason, she argues, that a newly circulating version, claiming to 
be philologically accurate and anti-heretical (as the Philoxenian was) would be well
1 Baumstark, Bibelzitate deals with both these texts, and his Titus von Bostra has some further details, 
with examples given on 258-62.
2 See Vddbus, Rabbula, 10-4.
3 Voobus, Early Versions, 110, n.3.
4 ibid., 96; but also see the disagreement of Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 190.
5 Aland, Philoxenianisch, 324f. Cf. especially Lk 2.14 in her appendix o f texts.
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used in such situations; she does not, however, deal with the objection that our only 
witness to the use of the Philoxenian, Moses of Aggel, precisely does not use that 
version in his own translation work, preferring to make his own renderings from 
Cyril’s own text. The proof, however, lies in Aland’s results, carefully laid out in this 
article, in which she concludes that many readings from the Philoxenian can indeed be 
reconstructed, especially by using the criterion of agreement between a late writing of
tViPhiloxenus (usually CPJ or EpS) and at least one other piece of 6 century translation 
literature (usually Paul of Callinicum’s version of Severus, Cyril’s Luke Commentary, 
the Apollinarian corpus, or Timothy Ailuros). We shall discuss Aland’s attempts to 
reconstruct the Philoxenian further below; for now, we simply note her argument that 
citations in translation literature can be used to this end, but that ‘style’ is, in many 
ways, more important than precise wording. The 6 century translators ‘use’ the 
Philoxenian in a slightly plastic way, rather as Jacob of Edessa will ‘use’ the 
Harklean. The relationship between Rabbula’s style and the Peshitta has been 
interpreted by Aland in a like manner.1 She shows in this later work how much less 
optimistic she is about reconstructing earlier versions from citations (such as using the 
De Recta Fide for the Old Syriac text) due to the more flexible approach taken to 
translation generally at that time.
We here add an example from one of our texts, which seems to suggest that citations 
were inserted for the most part, rather than re-rendered: where Paul of Callinicum’s 
Philalethes translation and the Syriac of the Contra Theodoretum overlap, the former 
generally shows a much closer approximation to the Greek in many small matters (see 
Part 3.ii for details). However, where the scriptures are being cited within these longer 
citations, the difference between them is much less marked. Thus, for example, where
tV»a passage of the Contra Theodoretum is cited in the 64 chapter of the Florilegium 
Cyrillianum the Syriac versions of the two texts diverge at many points until we reach 
the citation of Heb 2.9, at which point they become identical, until the end of the 
citation, whence they again diverge somewhat. This sort of evidence can be used to 
show that these translators are very often taking their scriptural citations from a 
common source, a pre-existing Syriac version, perhaps sometimes from memory, and 
perhaps sometimes with a greater or lesser accuracy; but the general point
1 Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 100f..
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nevertheless is that these citations are not brand new attempts but reflect, whether 
verbatim or not, older versions which we may be able to trace across different texts.
Finally, we can add to this discussion the question of the possibility that translators 
also inserted citations from existing texts in the case of patristic, as well as Biblical, 
loci. The possibility is raised, for example, by the editors of Peter of Callinicum’s 
Contra Damianum, which includes such a wealth of citations.1 They briefly compared 
the citations of Basil’s Adversus Eunomium and found good evidence that the 
translator of Peter’s work may well have been using pre-existing versions of Basil for 
those passages; however, the same was found not to be the case for the citations of 
Gregory Nazianzen. In general, it would seem unlikely that translators would go to 
this trouble and would rather just make a new rendering of their own (as was certainly 
done by Paul of Callinicum with the numerous Cyrilline citations in Severus’ works, 
as we shall see); yet we shall bear in mind the possibility of such influences as well.
3.iii.b 
The De Recta Fide Citations: a special case
A brief word needs to be added about the debate over the New Testament citations in 
the De Recta Fide which have been the subject of extensive debate. This is due to the 
attribution of the work to Rabbula of Edessa, an attribution which, as we have shown, 
is open to question in the first place. Given the attribution, however, Voobus claimed 
to have found very significant remains of the Old Syriac text form used by Rabbula in 
this work, and he used this evidence against Burkitt’s previously dominant theory that 
Rabbula was the author of the Peshitta. Thus these citations concern the authorship of 
the Peshitta itself and have as a result attracted much interest. Matthew Black took up 
the task of defending Burkitt, or at least of defending Rabbula’s use of the Peshitta in 
this translation. One of his most important points from our perspective is that many of 
Voobus’ so-called OS readings often hinge on very small differences and are more 
easily explicable on the basis that Rabbula was using his own renderings. It will be
1 Ebied, Roey and Wickham, Contra Damianum, I, xxiv-xxxvi.
2 See above, Part 2.ii, p.55.
3 Voobus, Rabbula.
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important to bear this sort of observation in mind when we come to deal with the 
citations in our text, and to be similarly cautious.
The bi-polar debate went on for some time, with neither side making much alteration 
to the original conclusions.1 Voobus extended his ‘discovery’ of the 5th century use of 
the Old Syriac into a number of other texts, even as far as Philoxenus and Jacob of 
Serug. Voobus’ theories received a strong negative reaction from Kerschensteiner’s 
collection of Old Syriac remains of the Pauline letters. He showed that numerous 
citations which Voobus took for Peshitta readings in fact go back to older versions. 
He believed that Voobus’ arguments against Rabbula’s authorship of the Peshitta 
were, as a result, void. Barbara Aland has added further arguments against Voobus’ 
original propositions, focusing on how Rabbula’s own translation style is simply 
similar to that of the Peshitta, sometimes sticking close to the Greek, sometimes 
treating it more freely (thus explaining many of the odd readings), and on the 
otherwise doubtful attribution of the Syriac Recta Fide to Rabbula in the first place.4
There is no need here to enter into the details of the arguments on each side of this 
debate. It concerns us partially because it raises the issue of the use of citations in 
translation texts, whether such can be used to make deductions about Syriac Bible 
versions, and also because it obviously concerns one of the texts itself here under 
discussion. For the study of the style in the rest of the text must be of some 
importance in answering questions about the citations. Thus, “allerdings mtifite zur 
genauen Klarung dieser Frage nun unbedingt eine eindringliche Untersuchung des 
gesamten syrischen Textes von De recta fide folgen,”5 which, we hope, will be our 
task!
1 Black’s original riposte, which contains the details o f the argument, is contained in Black, Rabbula 
and in The Peshitta and Its Predecessors, along with later summaries and additions in Zur Geschichte 
des syrischen Evangeliestextes and The Syriac Versional Tradition. Voobus’ later additions are to be 
found in Gospel Text I, 61-71 (especially 65,n.2) and Early Versions, 92f f . .
2 Voobus, Circulation o f  the Peshitta, with a reply in Black, Jacob o f  Serug.
3 Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 185f.
4 Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe, 94-107, and our discussions above.
5 ibid., 102.
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Because of the careful analysis of the gospel citations of the Recta Fide by Matthew 
Black, of the Pauline citations by Kerschensteiner, and of the Catholics by the 
Munster team, we do not consider it necessary, in the following analysis of citations, 
to deal with these over again. The results can be found in the publications of these 
scholars.1 When we come, however, to the Old Testament citations, it will prove of 
value to return again to the De Recta Fide.
3.iii.c 
The Philoxenian Translation of the Bible
The following is a brief overview of the point modem research has reached in the 
matters surrounding the lost Philoxenian translation of the scriptures (X, in our 
designation).
Much energy has been expended in debating the identity of the text published by 
Joseph White in 1778-1799, whether it should be identified as essentially the version 
produced under Philoxenus’ supervision in 507/8, about which we are informed both 
by the colophons and Moses of Aggel’s testimony (thus reducing Thomas of Harkel’s 
contribution to the famous Harklean margin), or else a more fully revised text 
produced by Thomas -  a proper ‘Harklean’ version. This has now long since been
'y
resolved in favour of the latter. The Philoxenian being lost, the matter therefore 
remains of trying to describe its character and, where possible, to reconstmct it. The 
following outline attempts to clarify the possibilities in this area that have so far been 
explored.
Assemani first drew attention to the significance of the letter written by Moses of 
Aggel, sometime in the middle of the sixth century, to his patron/client Paphnutius, as 
a preface to his Syriac version of Cyril’s Glaphyra, his Pentateuch commentary:
I ask the reader to consider attentively the words of this text, for they are 
profound. When he should find quotations from the sacred Scriptures
1 i.e. in Black, Rabbula', Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, and Aland and Juckel, Die Katholischen Briefe.
2 Brock, Resolution, a ‘resolution’ which has not since been questioned.
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which have been set down in this translation, let him not be worried that 
they do not conform with the Syriac exemplars, because there is indeed 
quite a difference between the versions and traditions of the scriptures. If 
he wants to discover the truth, then when he takes a look at the translation 
of the New Testament and Psalms that the chorepiscopus Polycarp (may 
his soul be at rest) made into Syriac for the faithful and learned Xenaias of 
Mabbog (worthy of blessed memory), he will wonder at the differences 
that there are in the translation of the Syriac from the Greek.1
Interpretations have been somewhat mixed. Budge commented on the basis of this 
text that the Philoxenian version was the standard work of Moses’ day. However, the 
text has generally been taken to mean something rather different. In fact, Moses is 
translating the Biblical text from Cyril as he sees it and is now warning the reader lest 
he note the discrepancies between his Syriac renderings and the accustomed text of 
the Peshitta. If the reader is concerned, he is referred to the Philoxenian version better 
to appreciate the gap between the Greek text and the Peshitta in many places. We 
should not, therefore, necessarily seek to find the Philoxenian in Moses’ writings. 
Although Gwynn did suggest that the Old Testament Philoxenian is indeed to be 
found in this text, Jenkins has shown this not to be the case.2 Even as far back as 
Lebon, it has been suggested that the reading et Davidis in the letter was a corruption 
and that no Old Testament Philoxenian ever existed.3 The issue of the Philoxenian 
Old Testament will be taken up further below under Part 3.iii.d in its appropriate 
place.
Remains o f the Philoxenian New Testament
The first attempt to find remains of Philoxenus’ version of the New Testament in his 
own writings was made by Guidi. He claimed to have found it in the Biblical citations 
in the Letter to the monks o f Teleda.4 Despite the fact that this text can be dated to 
Philoxenus’ exile many years after the production of the Philoxenian, Zuntz has 
refuted Guidi’s evidence on this point.5 Shortly afterwards, in his edition of the 
Discourses of Philoxenus, Budge laid out many of the citations in another attempt to
1 My translation - Syriac in Guidi, Mose di Aggel, 404. Also quoted in Bibliotheca Orientalis 11,82-3.
2 Jenkins, Old Testament Quotations, 199.
3 Lebon, La Version Philoxenienne, 414f.
4 Guidi, La lettera di Filosseno
5 Zuntz, Ancestry, 41.
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pin down this lost version, but found no such readings in his text, which was almost 
certainly written well before 508 in any case.
Meanwhile Gwynn had made a couple of important suggestions, firstly that the 
Philoxenian Old Testament was traceable in Moses of Aggel’s text of the Glaphyra 
(this has been mentioned already) and second that the so-called Pococke Epistles and 
Crawford Apocalypse, the Syriac versions of the Minor Catholic Epistles and the 
Book of Revelation that are generally included in modem editions of the Peshitta, in 
fact represent Philoxenus’ text. His argument was largely based on the grounds that 
these texts seem to precede in style and date the Harklean version of these books.1
Lebon’s 1911 contribution has already been mentioned. He cast doubt on the 
existence of any Old Testament Philoxenian. He also doubted the presence of the 
Minor Catholics and the Apocalypse in the Philoxenian canon on the grounds that 
Philoxenus never quotes these books and is more likely to be following the 
Antiochian canon used by Theodore (and presumably by the school at Edessa in the 
fifth century) which also lacked them. More recently, Siker has upheld this position 
with regard to the Philoxenian canon. Lebon himself seriously doubted whether any 
remains of the Philoxenian could be recovered, although his investigations focused 
largely on the Syriac massora as a possible source of such remains. He even doubted 
the identification of White’s text with the Harklean and would allow to the Pococke 
and Crawford texts no more than that they were unknown versions whose terminus
tViante quem could be established only by the date of the earliest ms (i.e. late 9 
century).4 Finally, Lebon criticised Budge’s attempt to find the Philoxenian by using 
Philoxenus’ own citations, on the basis that that the chronology of his texts first 
needed to be fixed by other methods.5 Although he doubted there was any profit in 
such an approach, this small footnote in fact pointed the tme way forwards.
1 Gwynn, Apocalypse and Later Syriac Versions. The arguments are contained in the introductions to 
these editions.
2 Lebon, La Version Philoxenienne, 415-6. The argument from silence with regard to Philoxenus never 
citing the books in question only holds if  that silence extends all the way to the early seventh century 
(the date o f the Harklean) among Syriac writers.
3 Siker, Catholic Epistles.
4 Lebon, La Version Philoxenienne, 424-35.
5 ibid., 436, n l.
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The next major contribution to the actual reconstruction of Philoxenus’ New 
Testament was that of Zuntz in 1945. After discussing at length the evidence of the
tViHarklean colophons, Zuntz identifies X as a product of the 6 century ‘school’ of 
translation which eventually leads to the Harklean (H). It is thus that he describes it as 
a ‘half-way house’ to H, a term used frequently ever since.1 He determines to find the 
Philoxenian in a wide range of texts, starting with Philoxenus’ own Tractatus Tres. 
After dealing with eleven citations in this text, Zuntz concludes that, since P still 
dominates the citations, X was only being interwoven sporadically into his text. This 
does not deter him, however, from affirming that X is indeed to be found in some of 
these citations. Many of the examples are indeed quite convincing on this count, 
showing close affinities to H. On the basis of his theory of the ‘school of translation’,
thZuntz goes on to suggest that the citations in the translation literature of the 6 
century are not identical with X, but rather that, as a product of the ‘rules of the 
school’, show the tendency of moving from P to H which is typical also of X. He is 
not especially confident, therefore, of reconstructing X itself on the basis of these
tVitexts, although he does find further evidence in a number of other 6 century texts.
A few years later, Arthur Voobus turned his attention, thus far directed mainly on the 
Old Syriac, to the Philoxenian question.4 While praising Zuntz for having at least
tVilooked for a solution in the 6 century texts, he points to flaws in his solution; firstly, 
he claims, the Tractatus Tres shows signs of an OS text (i.e. according to his own 
claims in Circulation o f the Peshitta, but some may consider the arguments here 
tendentious) and thus what Zuntz saw as apparent X-readings may in fact be ad hoc 
revisions of OS readings (in fact if we look at Zuntz’s actual examples, this becomes 
most doubtful; for his point is made not by the fact that the readings are revised per se 
but by the fact that they agree with H in many respects); secondly, he claims that 
much of Zuntz’s thesis is based on the translation literature, where citations could be 
used to detect versions where older readings, against the Greek, are preserved, but 
hardly for a revised version where one could not distinguish such a version from ad
1 Zuntz, Ancestry, 41
2 Vaschalde, Tractatus tres. Other important texts, such as the Commentary to the Johannine Prologue 
and the Commentary on Matthew and Luke, had not yet been published when Zuntz wrote; but he was 
aware o f their potential.
3 Zuntz, Ancestry, 62-4.
4 In V65bus, New Data and Early Versions.
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hoc translations made for the purpose of the text itself. This is an important point, and 
one which we discussed already above (Part 3.iii.a).
Voobus finds the best solution in the citations found in the Commentary on the 
Johannine Prologue. However, it is strange that while he gives two reasons for this, 
first that as a commentary its citations are less likely to be made from memory, 
second that the ms is especially old, he does not mention what seems to us the 
supreme fact, that it is in this very text that Philoxenus discusses X and comments 
directly on some of its readings. Any study should make its beginning with these 
references (as does Brock, Resolution). The result is that Voobus comes to exactly the 
same conclusions as Zuntz did -  “we have before us, then, the true solution of this old 
problem.”1 It is odd that at this point the accusation levelled at Zuntz, viz. that the 
Tractatus Tres contains Old Syriac elements and therefore cannot accurately represent 
X, is brushed aside when he recognises that there are also OS elements in the 
Commentary on the Johannine Prologue by simply claiming that the latter has ‘a 
quite different text of distinct character,’ which is rather what Zuntz had claimed for 
his text too. The work, however, is important in confirming Zuntz’s approach. This is 
especially so in Voobus’ argument that the Pococke Epistles and Crawford 
Apocalypse do, in fact, represent Philoxenus’ version, given the similarity of style 
between these and the text reconstructed from the citations.
The combined work of Zuntz and Voobus was acknowledged by Brock when he laid 
out in a straightforward and methodical way the solution of the problem of the 
identity of White’s text and showed how X can be partially reconstructed from the 
Commentary on the Johannine Prologue, starting with Philoxenus’ explicit references 
to the revision of four particular verses. The nature of Zuntz’s ‘half-way house’ is 
thus more carefully described.
Both Zuntz and Voobus suggested that ML (Philoxenus’ Commentary on Matthew 
and Luke) would also be a valuable repository of X-readings. The remains of this 
work became the subject of a doctoral dissertation, which found that, on the contrary,
1 Voobus, Early Versions, 116.
2 ibid., 111. In fact, much o f Voobus seems simply to repeat Zuntz -  thus the mention o f (JaoTd^Eiv at 
p. 117, n.4 is almost certainly taken from Zuntz p.51 unacknowledged. The same arguments are 
repeated in V85bus, Circulation o f  the Peshitta.
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there were a number of places where ML follows P against a revision found in either 
CPJ, EpSenoun, or TT.1 However, it had been noted already by Zuntz that Philoxenus 
sometimes quotes P and only interwove X on occasion, and indeed 25 citations are 
located in which there does appear to be some level of revision: “these readings are 
too numerous and too striking to be put down to chance. What they show is...a text 
standing between the Peshitta and the Harklean which it is most natural to identify 
with the Philoxenian.” However, far from suggesting that ML therefore postdates 
507/8, Watt continues to date the text to before X, on the counts that a) the historical 
context fits better the time around 506, and b) ML is likely to predate CPJ and 
therefore also X which is discussed only in CPJ.
Thus, perhaps, these ‘X’ readings actually belong to a ‘pre-Philoxenian’, on which 
Philoxenus was already working before Polycarp undertook the greater task in 507/8. 
In support of this suggestion he gives a couple of examples of places where the 
reading is almost, but not quite, X. The final conclusion on this text is that “the 
majority of the NT quotations in this commentary are cited according to the Peshitta, 
but there are a small number of Old Syriac, and a greater number of Philoxenian, 
readings.”3
De Halleux’s famous monograph on Philoxenus was naturally a watershed in our 
understanding of the great man’s writings, and the Philoxenian New Testament has an 
important place in his study.4 While approving in general terms of the idea of locating 
the Philoxenian in the citations, De Halleux demanded that some key criteria should 
be met; namely, that the texts used should be firmly authentic, that they should be 
dated on other grounds to the period after 508 (Voobus and Zuntz both receive 
criticism on this point), that care should be taken to recognise that Philoxenus’ vulgate 
is as likely to have been OS as P,5 and finally that care be taken with Philoxenus’ free 
treatment of citations. De Halleux then brings into the debate Philoxenus’ own 
discussion of his version in the CPJ. Here, the bishop claims that followers of
1 Watt, Fragments, 49-60.
2 ibid, 57.
3 ibid, 59.
4 De Halleux, Philoxene, 117-25.
5 This warning is based, o f course, on Voobus’ well-known assertions regarding the extent o f Old 
Syriac influence even in the school o f Edessa in the 5th century, for which see Voobus, Circulation o f  
the Peshitta.
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Theodore and Nestorius have falsified parts of the text. He blames the failure of the 
vulgate to represent accurately the Greek wording on the ignorance of the translators.1 
There are a couple of important conclusions drawn. The first is that the Minor 
Catholics were probably not included, since Philoxenus nowhere mentions this issue -  
contra the opinions of Voobus and Zuntz; secondly, he argues that the version was 
‘theological’ rather than ‘philological’ in motivation, i.e. it was caused by concerns 
over dogma rather than with a concern for textual accuracy per se. We might question 
whether such a distinction would have made any sense to the exegete for whom the 
true translator ‘ne doit pas choisir les paroles [les mieux] adaptees a chaque langue, 
mais bien chercher les mots et les noms prononces par Dieu ou son Esprit.’
Finally, he mentions the four verses which Philoxenus discusses in this connection 
(Mt 1.1 & 18, Rom 1.3, Heb 5.7, Heb 10.5), the only places for which we therefore
•i
have an absolutely certain Philoxenian reading. This is significant because, De 
Halleux notes, Philoxenus uses the old ‘nestorianised’ versions in his earlier texts and 
seems to have been drawn towards questioning their accuracy only when he began his 
exegetical work, itself designed to counter the influence of the Antiochian masters. 
This observation will be of importance for us later on.
The next important landmark is to be found in Brock’s study of the so-called 
Euthalian material and its supposed link to the Philoxenian NT.4 The significance of 
this study lies especially in the fact that, since there is insufficient overlapping 
material to show the close relationship between the Euthalian prefaces and X, the 
study had to be based on an analysis of style and translation technique. Brock’s 
conclusions show the value of this kind of approach, a fact which will be of 
importance for us as we proceed. Vdobus had already used such an argument when 
discussing the ‘Philoxenian’ of the Minor Catholics, but Brock does so here with far 
greater precision and depth. This was followed up by the article in which Brock
1 One o f the verses discussed by Philoxenus in this connection is Hebrews 5.7 where Philoxenus 
discards the Peshitta’s use o f the clothing metaphor. This he obviously found in his vulgate. We know 
from Kerschensteiner’s study that the Old Syriac tradition did know o f the correct reading. It was the 
distinctive Peshitta tradition which gave Philoxenus his ‘vulgate’ text at this point.
2 De Halleux, Philoxene, 121, n.20.
3 ibid., 124.
4 Brock, Euthalian Material. It is built on earlier studies, Dobschiitz, Euthaliusstudien, and Zuntz, 
Ancestry.
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proved the identity between White’s text and the Harklean and gave further evidence 
for the characterisation of the Philoxenian, describing some of the translation 
techniques adopted. We will come across many of these later.
Meanwhile, the reconstruction of X continued apace, above all with Barbara Aland’s 
1981 article on what she dubbed the ‘philoxenianisch-harklensische 
Ubersetzungstradition’.1 The importance of this article lies in the extensive use made 
of the 6th century translation literature (in defiance of Voobus’ warnings) as a check 
on the citations in Philoxenus. She claims to have found something surprising: “Denn, 
wie ich vor einiger Zeit zu meinem Erstaunen feststellte, findet sich in einer 
bestimmten syrischen Literaturgattung, namlich den monophysitischen 
Ubersetzungen griechischer Vater, durchweg ein neutestamentlicher Text zitiert, auf 
den das einzige Definitionsmerkmal fur die Philoxeniana, das wir besitzen, 
vollkommen zutrifft: es ist ein Text «mid-way» zwischen Peschitta und Harklensis.”2 
In general, her criteria for reconstructing X lies in any close agreement between a
aL
Philoxenian citation from one of his late texts (usually CPJ) with at least one other 6 
century patristic translation. Although it might be expected that citations in translation 
literature would be a bad witness for a revised version of the actual scripture (since 
revision-minded translators would use their own ‘new’ renderings rather than imitate 
the Peshitta), she actually finds that there are instances where the citations show 
variants which are only explicable from a pre-existing Syriac revision.3
Initially, her findings are based on a study of the citations in Severus of Antioch’s 
Anti-Julianist polemical works (AJP), translated as a corpus by Paul of Callinicum in 
528 and copied into the earliest extant manuscript within half a century. She deals 
with the objection (raised by Brock) that similarities between this and CPJ are due 
only to a common background of technique by the suggestion that it is precisely in 
Bible translation that we would be most likely to see pioneer work in this field, and 
that if a number of individuals were all citing in such a manner (i.e. revising P in the 
direction of H), this is most likely due to the actual existence and use (if not
1 Aland, Philoxenianisch.
2 ibid., 324.
3 e.g. see example 12 in the Appendix.
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consistently) of ‘X’.1 Having shown how AJP thus fits into the picture, she casts her 
net wider to other translated texts, such as those of Timothy Ailuros, Cyril’s Luke 
Commentary, Zacharias Rhetor and the Apollinarian corpus. In these again she finds 
the techniques of what is becoming known as the X/H tradition, where texts that are 
close in style but not necessarily in wording are found. Although Aland’s arguments 
about deriving data from such citations are open to exactly the same objections as 
were Zuntz’s, anyone actually reading the numerous examples given in the Appendix
thcannot but be impressed by the way in which 6 century monophysite texts show a 
seismic shift in their citations, away from P and towards H. Without being too 
forward on the possibilities of actually reconstructing X, Aland is very strong on the 
existence of the X/H tradition and its influence on the methods of Thomas of Harkel 
himself.
In a later article, Aland sums up how she views the Philoxenian revision. It is 
Philoxenus’ internal theological motivation which leads naturally to the desire for a 
better version of the New Testament. The Peshitta satisfied the Antiochene schools 
and they felt no need for a change, whereas Philoxenus’ increasing dependence on 
exact Biblical wording for the development of his theology in the first ever 
monophysite commentaries required something philologically more accurate. In fact, 
only a strong theological motivation would probably have been sufficient to allow a 
new version into the church.
When the volumes of the Das Neue Testament in syrischer Uberlieferung first came 
out of the Munster Institut fur Neutestamentliche Textforschung soon after those 
articles, the value of the citations in the translation literature became even more 
apparent. Indeed their value is part of the very grounds for the edition itself. The 
importance attached by Aland to this method was such that the full text of Paul of 
Callinicum’s translation of Severus’ Homilies was collated from the unedited mss for 
the purpose of including their evidence in the volumes of the Pauline Epistles. The 
introductions to the volumes are of great value in elucidating the textual history of the
1 We may add that Aland finds support for her postulated ‘free usage’ of X by Philoxenus and Paul in 
the equally ‘free’ manner in which Jacob o f Edessa ‘uses’ the Harklean in his revised version of 
Severus’ Homilies.
2 See esp. p.330ff.
3 Aland, Monophysitismus.
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various versions and revisions, although nothing new is added in principle to what 
was already shown in the 1981 article. Because neither the Minor Catholics nor 
Revelation have yet been produced, there has as yet been no further light shed on the 
question of whether these were in the Philoxenian New Testament. The material is 
now present for studies such as those proposed by Brock, “it would be good to have a 
series of monographs, on the lines of those under way for the Greek Fathers, 
providing the full evidence for the Biblical text quoted by individual Syriac writers, 
accompanied by a textual (and perhaps, exegetical) commentary.”1 This would begin 
to reap the harvest from the evidence that is now available.
One of these blocks of newly-available evidence may be of especial interest for the 
issue of the Philoxenian revision. When Paul of Callinicum translated Severus’ anti- 
Julianist corpus he prefixed an introduction which itself contains a number of NT 
citations, which he has not always taken direct from the Peshitta. There are few 
people, other than Philoxenus himself, who would be better placed than Paul, both in 
terms of date and of literary context, to use to the Philoxenian revision in his own 
writings. Did he in fact do so?
Firstly, we must note that many of the citations contained in this preface, mainly 
concerning corruptibility, are in fact taken from later points in Severus’ text -  these 
are therefore Paul’s translations of Severus rather than pristine quotes from his own 
version of scripture. A few, however, are not taken from Severus and might therefore 
throw some light on Paul’s Bible version. These citations can therefore be firmly 
attributed to Paul himself.2 They are as follows, showing Paul of Callinicum’s 
differences from the Peshitta.
Gen 6.12 [AJP 3,5-6]
Text as Peshitta, save only in reading ‘Lord God’ for MT’s ‘God’. This is a ‘plus’ in 
the LXX.
1 Brock, The Use o f  the Syriac Fathers for New Testament Textual Criticism, 233.
2 NTSU makes something o f a hash o f referencing these citations. It distinguishes only some o f them as 
being Paul o f Callinicum’s own words from his preface (rather than part o f his translation), while some 
of those that are thus distinguished have in fact been hoisted from later in his translation (e.g. 2 Cor 
11.23).
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Lev 19.36/Dt 25.13-5 [AJP 1,5]
This is quoted more or less as P, but from a poor memory.
Ezek 28.16-7 [AJP 3,2-5]
v^ ifcS^ no] i^ sfcvx.K'G PC (MT (Gk Kori £TpaupaTia0q<;)
v t^oort'o] vy^ur^o PC 
>^3 A^nj] &UlS PC 
AaJ  PC
.rfou jA  *^ocrA Kr\)s\J3cn*a .rtfAib p ^ o  v/^kvitvx. r^>^rdbo] Av vycrA^wA r^rd^cvco  A^a
v^^uix. r^.W  PC
Ps 55.24 [AJP 4,18-9] 
rditor*'] r<'&\ajl=iu&\2>9 PC
Dan 6.23 [AJP 3,22-4]
The Peshitta reads:
K'goj a^»<nca:i A^ 91 .ou jjl^ Avx.K' r^ A r^ V-iv, pxyso -.r^aQ^ Ar&aA ,cr>cuifl£>r<'
. oocnXrda
Paul’s versions reads:
K'ocp  ^ ^n * cn cn *  A A ^  .cna AujL^Avx-r  ^ r^A cuAajjAv^n A->o . Ar &a A icncmtorV
. C73C7l\r^ !zj
Dan 10.8 [AJP 3,24-6]
>ua(M. PC 
cA.->v,A\^aA] K 'j^ c v ila jjA c n A  PC 
Aiv, r t 'o m r^A] ,Viv, AwvjK' r^A  PC
2 Cor 4.16 [AJP 4,2-4]
A^ r&r±a] ^  r«i\oAv» PC [^ard^OD H] [Gk £yK(XKOU|i£V] 
«*.*□] vA, PC [\=A H] [Gk £^ a>]
C'-i*A r^A rt'] c\-^A ocn rdArc' PC [as H] [Gk dcAA’ o eggo]
1 Ed. reads against the ^m=n^ o f C which, given the Peshitta text, we have here adopted.
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Acts 2.31 [AJP 5,1] 
mAPa-i PC 
rc'V -> v>] K’&xcvA^jj&ca PC
Paul has adopted some interesting revisions to the Peshitta text in these citations. In 
the Old Testament, it is evident that the LXX has already influenced him strongly, not 
just in the case of small LXX-pluses like that of Gen 6.12, but also in a whole series 
of readings in Ezek 28. In Acts he has substituted K'vm for and in 2 Cor. he
has added am for the relative pronoun, both highly typical of sixth-century revision 
techniques, respectively in the lexical and syntactic fields, of the sort that we have 
seen aplenty in some of our texts and in the Severan citations. Perhaps the most 
notable, however, is his use of the neologistic, more ‘technically accurate’ term 
k'&xcuLawfcoa in place of its simpler Peshitta equivalents at Ps 55.24, Dan 6.23, Dan 
10.8, and Acts 2.31. At Dan 6.23 he has taken over the Peshitta text verbatim except 
for this one change. What we are surely witnessing is the revision of fifth century 
Biblical language in favour of the technical discourse of sixth century philosophical 
theology, a revision which Paul is here applying to the Biblical text, in the light of the 
subject he is treating (i.e. corruptibility), despite still following the Peshitta in most 
essentials. We do not need to assume here that Paul is copying a whole revision of the 
OT already made before his time (a Philoxenian OT), but rather the far more 
significant fact that he is himself revising the Peshitta text on an ad hoc basis to the 
needs of the new context.
The remaining citations made by Paul of Callinicum in his preface are all, in reality, 
taken from points later in Severus’ text, and should therefore be considered as new 
translations made directly by Paul rather than as witnesses to his own text (pace 
NTSU). Here they are given with their locations in the text of Severus’ Anti-Julianist 
corpus.
2 Cor 11.3: AJP 3,7-9/264,13-15; Ex 18.18: AJP 3,13-15/175,6-8; Dt 34.7: AJP 3,16- 
18/177,18-20; Dan 3.92: AJP 3,19-21/18,15-7; 2 Cor 11.23,6: AJP 3,27-4,1/183,7-8; 
Jer 13.7: AJP 4,19-21/245,22-4; Jer 15.3: AJP 4,21-4/245,24-246,2; 1 Pet 2.22: AJP 
4,28-5,1/225,14.
3.iii.d 
The Results of the Analysis of the Scriptural Citations
Introduction and method
It remains for us now to analyse the scriptural citations in our texts to see whether in 
fact it may be possible to attach to any of them a clear preference for one particular 
version over another. For the Pauline and Catholic letters, the groundwork for such an 
analysis has already been to some extent brought together in the Munster edition of 
the Syriac New Testament, at least for those of our (Cyrilline) texts which had already 
been previously edited. However, while the data has been set out in this work, no 
interpretation of these citations has yet been given.
In addition to our normal set of texts, there is included in this data citations from the 
Glaphyra fragments edited by Guidi (GL), Cyril’s EplOl (Syriac only) from the same 
ms, and the correspondence of Moses of Aggel (the latter consisting of four letters, 
two in Brooks’ edition of ps-Zechariah Rhetor, two in Guidi’s 1881 article). This 
correspondence is included especially because of the light it may shed on the 
relationship between Moses and the Philoxenian.
The study of the so-called ‘philoxenianisch-harklensischen Ubersetzungstradition’ is 
one of the key aims of the ‘Das Neue Testament in syrischer Uberlieferung’ series 
which has come out of the Munster Institute for NT Textual Criticism. In their parallel 
edition of the Pauline corpus, the editors have pointed out that “Seine Dokumentation 
mufi daher die Hauptaufgabe sein, um die Erforschung dieser philoxenianisch- 
harklensischen Ubersetzungstradition umfassend zu ermoglichen.”1 In their edition, 
between the Peshitta and Harklean are laid out the citations from the Syriac authors 
and translators whose dates fall between that of the rise of the Peshitta (taken as
t hc.450) and the Harklean (early 7 century). Within this overarching category they 
have not attempted to distinguish a chronological order, although they warily suggest 
an early (pre 6 century) date for the translations of Cyril (though without any 
particular reasoning). Considered also of particular importance in this connection by
1 Aland and Juckel, Die Paulinischen Briefe 7, 61. The term ‘philoxenian-harklean tradition,’ however, 
was coined earlier in Aland, Philoxenianisch, 330.
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the editors are the translations of the texts in Chabot, Documenta, and the earlier 
versions of Severus and Athanasius (they note that the Ad Epicteteum of the latter is 
quoted by the non-Greek-literate Philoxenus before the end of the 5th century). Since 
the development of the ‘revision-tradition’ is not linear, the exact dating of these texts 
is not crucial to the elucidation of that tradition itself.1
The following analysis works on the premise that all the texts contained in our survey 
(and this excludes De Recta Fide, as discussed above) lie between P and H in date. 
The aim is to show clearly both the extent of the influence of P on our translators as 
well as the influence they had on the H tradition, whether directly or indirectly. A 
further third aim may be for us to perceive, where we can, the remains of the 
Philoxenian version. In general, however, rather than refer directly to this as if it were 
a canonical text being followed, we will speak in more general terms of a 
‘philoxenian’ revision-style which may be found to a greater or lesser extent in many 
of our texts.
In the interests of brevity, a few pertinent examples are given for each of our texts to 
illustrate the main conclusions. The full evidence, including all the verses only 
referenced here, can be seen laid out in Appendix 2.
1.Gospels
QUX
While there are many verses where P is simply followed verbatim or almost verbatim 
(e.g. Mt 13.55, 25.40, Jn 1.13,16,18,29,10.18,17.5 etc.) these tend to be short and 
simple citations. QUX is overall rather more noticeable for the independence of its 
citations, often using different words or constructions to those of P (e.g. Mt 16.27, Jn 
13.31-2), sometimes even departing significantly from his Vorlage (Jn 5.21). It also 
often improves upon P according to its own canons of translation, and of course also 
whenever the wording of Cyril’s text required some alteration of substance to be 
made to the wording of the Peshitta. This can be illustrated in terms of, e.g., word 
order and syntax at Jn 8.58 and Jn 3.12, or word order again at Jn 3.13.
1 Aland and Juckel, Die Paulinischen Briefe 1 ,6 2.
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Jn3.12
P
>JUCU2*L»C7}&\
cvA igart rc/y-\»rc> yAm yisnjcni*) r^Aa J r w K ' r^L.Ar^Dj yAoo y K 1
It is evident throughout this, however, that P remains the ‘base’ text for this translator, 
that he knows his P text well and knows when he departs from it, as at Mt 26.39.
It can even be inconsistent between following P and being independent of it, e.g. Jn 
3.31 where we see different approaches on two citing occasions.
Of Old Syriac readings we found two possible instances (Jn 10.11 and 20.23), 
although even these were debatable, and other instances where the P-text was clearly 
followed against the OS (e.g. Mt 4.4, Jn 1.11-12).
On top of this there is some evidence of revision along the lines of the Philoxenian 
NT. Thus vocabulary adopted by H which is already visible in other citations can be 
found at Mt 27.46b (see also under CT below), Jn 2.19, 10.33, and in terms of syntax 
also at Jn 6.51. The evidence for this is sparse and merely points to a community of 
technique between QUX and some other (probably contemporary) versions which led 
to the more thoroughgoing revision which constitutes the Philoxenian.
Mt 26.39
P . irvjK'A v y r* ' rdAr^ r & r t r£p ^  vyK * r^A
.hurt's vyri" rdAr^ r&r<'^  v y r t ' C\A r^Ar^QUX
Jn 10.33
P
QUX
H
We found in our previous analysis (Part 3.i/ii) that QUX was a loose handler of the 
text, frequently capable of free and distinctive renderings, abbreviations etc., which 
yet also showed signs of those translational rules which become more thoroughly 
applied in later texts such as EDC or Ep55. The translator is well aware of the 
developments in style that had occurred between the time of RE and his own day, but 
he does not feel tied to them.
E D C
At Mt 1.21 and Lk 3.6 the use of instead of rein* for acp^siv and cognates is a fairly 
clear revision of P towards H, a revision which H carried out fairly thoroughly (at 
least in the non-use of cdn», since is also found frequently in H, e.g. at Heb 5.7).
Lk 3.6
P rdLxi ioaa i^ uu
aalnicxB K'Acm uu
H rdinicva rt'vns k'uo
At 1 Cor 1.21, H seems to have continued X’s use of for this verb, and the same is 
likely to be the case here also, with EDC1 as well as EDC2 probably reading pretty 
much as X for this verse.1 EDC1 is considerably earlier than its revision and it is 
difficult to date it after X, in which case we should see this as a proto-Philoxenian 
type of revision.2
Elsewhere, we see other signs of the revision, e.g. A for direct object (Jn 6.57), 
treating r£*a\ as masculine (Jn 6.63), and the k' + suffix/copula equivalency (Jn
10.36); yet, on the other hand, the latter usage is by no means consistently found (Jn 
6.63) and the translator does not really use H’s distinctive technique for relative + ptc 
with demonstrative (Jn 6.57), as we shall see that Ep55 generally does. Indeed, we 
still often see pure P texts appearing against H’s revisions (Mt 15.14; Jn 10.33).
Mt 15.14
1 EDC exists in an unrevised and a revised version in different mss. For the evidence on this point, see 
below, Part 3.iv.a.
2 For 1 Cor 1.21, see Brock, Resolution, 340; see also the conclusions at Watt, Fragments, 49.
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P/EDC
H
SDI
In SDI we appear to have a text that takes P consistently as its starting point. Indeed in 
many texts, the Peshitta is simply repeated verbatim (Mt 1.23, Lk 2.40, 2.52, Jn 1.30, 
3.13). This is even done against the normal usage of the translator, witness Mt 14.33 
where the copula is translated using the Peshitta, and then when the same expression 
is found shortly afterwards in the run of the text ,tna*uK' is used in accordance with 
this translator’s more ordinary usage. Something similar happens in one out of two 
instances of the copula in the citation of Jn 9.35-7, where SDI’s reading is as Ep55’s.
However, there are places where revisions have taken place which are specifically 
found elsewhere, e.g. Lk 3.6 (as EDC above), Jn 8.58, Jn 10.33, Jn 14.2, and 
sometimes SDI has simply made its own minor corrections (e.g. to word order at Jn 
7.15). In other places where we might expect to see the revised text, we find none (Jn 
1.30). There is one possible OS reading at Jn 4.22, where (as S) is read against 
yzxyA (P), but this is doubtful.
Ep39
At Mt 1.23, the text shows revisions of P that are both lexical and syntactical, 
although not showing the full revision found in CPJ, which probably reflects X, itself 
not quite yet reaching H’s rendering.
At Lk 1.31, we find exactly the same pattern, with the citation in CPJ drawing quite 
close to H while Ep39 is on the same path but not quite to the same level. This is 
especially notable when CPJ clearly still knows of the old P rendering.
Mt 1.23 
P
Ep39
H
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Ep39
CPJ
H
P jk-CVz^  <n£ax. ^ioSftO . r C ' i a . r d s ^ a  ^i\~>n^\ r£m
.^culj crfiax. »^io&\o .rt'vo ^aXr^^a i^ ^ ~>^ \ rtm
^.cvx* c n sa x . ^»inirvo . K 'ia ^ .A k '& x o  . r^Qpi^-i ^n^ -i^v  K 'm o
jk.c\JL* <tJl.a r 6 u  .^ioirvo . K'as ^.aIk'^o r^ oo\^ 3 «^ r^mo
The other citations follow P.
Ep40
Ep40 clearly sides with P against OS. This is important since Voobus has suggested 
that OS was the standard text in the fifth century, and yet here we have a text datable 
to the period 433-484 which quotes P distinctively, often against OS (e.g. see Jn
extended further in the comments on Ep45,46,50 below.
As far as X is concerned, the three simple gospel citations do not suggest much, save 
that the translator is following P. The H reading rc'va^ at Jn 8.40 may be a P variant 
or could be explained along other lines. The sample, however, is insufficient for 
conclusions given the simplicity of the verses concerned.
Ep44
No citations from the gospels.
Twice we see advances towards H’s specific vocabulary, firstly with the term for 
npofioLxa at Mt 7.15 for k'wk'), and secondly for Aunoq at Mt 26.38 ( .a^ W  for 
rd.\*). The reading at Jn 4.6 is the clearest sign that already in Ep45 we can see a 
translator using a text that has been revised from P to become closer to the Greek. 
Since CT and H are identical for this verse, we can probably assume that X was the 
same (CT must substantially precede H in date). If this were the case, then Ep45 
shows a text half-way from P to X, revision being well underway long before the 
Philoxenian.
8.39b-40 where .^ om&uocn is used for f\ze against its omission in S). This point will be
Ep45
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Jn4.6
P
Ep45
H
We may add that there is no perceptible OS influence, although the readings are too 
short for this to prove anything one way or another.
Ep46
No citations from the gospels.
Ep50
There are OS readings at Mt 3.15b and Jn 5.22f., the latter being especially clear, 
although within the same verse there are also P readings.
At Jn 6.44, OS is rejected in favour of P. At Jn 14.9 we see an odd singular reading, 
which is not explicable on the basis of OS or P, and there are further signs of the 
closer representation of the syntax of slvoci. The same occurs again at Jn 16.32 but 
throughout the rest of the citation P is being followed closely. Again, at Lk 1.2 we see 
an attempt at a closer rendering of the important term an apxffc.
Jn 5.22 
C
Ep50
P
Lk 1.2
P 'pL»'\n 3^3
Ep50
In general, other than these variants noted, P’s text is used.
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thWhile there are, therefore, signs of OS readings in a 7 century ms of what must be a 
mid-S* century text, as Voobus would have expected, P nevertheless predominates, 
sometimes being clearly against OS. We have also seen a few tentative, though not 
greatly significant, revisions of P’s style towards something a little more ‘exact’.
Ep55
Again, P is well-known to this translator, and is often the pure basis for his text (see 
e.g. Mt 29.29b; Mk 8.38; Jn l.l*2; Jn 1.3; Jn 10.30). However, there are clearer signs 
than we have seen so far of the revision of P towards what will become H’s precision. 
Such signs include the following marks of technique:
• the masculine treatment of rdwoi (Mt 10.20, though not the adjectival cf. 
Jn 20.22).
• the attempt to represent the subjunctive (Mt 18.20; Lk 22.67).
• the equivalent of octc’ apxrjc; (Lk 1.2, being exactly as H, cf. Ep50).
• using the demonstrative as H does (Jn 1.30; Jn 14.9x2; Jn 17.3; 17.5).
• respecting Gk word order (Jn 1.30, closely with H; Jn 17.3; but sometimes not 
revising this where it might be expected, Jn 8.58).
• re'vta for (Jn 6.53).
• * >ao for npiv (exactly as H, Jn 8.58).
for cvlan (Jn 20.22).
• sometimes just a careful avoidance of P’s unnecessary paraphrastic
expressions (esp. Jn 16.28).
The use of + suffixes for the parts of taxiv is an important part of the developing
techniques for the rendering of Greek syntax. In Ep55, this is not found quite as
consistently as in H, but is still common -  being found at Mt 12.50, Jn 9.37, Jn 14.6, 
Jn 14.10, but not at Mt 18.20 (pi.), Jn 3.31 (where CPJ has it, but CL does not), Jn 
17.3; we see both its use and non-use once even within a single verse (Jn 8.23b).
At Mt 28.19, we see an interesting agreement between Ep55 and ML, which may 
well, therefore, witness to the text of X; however, they both show different forms of 
revision in v 19b -  Ep55 anticipating some of H’s forms, ML others. It may be that X
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already had the full revision but that both these texts are still somewhat conservative 
(a fact already established with regard to ML1).
r ^ j j o io  7 1 * 3 .... \ x - \ m  cvX\
rg'y-trvni r ^ j j o i ^ o  r t f a r t ' s  cvucxa
r ^ r  »An r^JjO A O  j \ r - > —  c\:uzA2j\ cvncva
rd!x-»Xo r d j jo ^ o  K 'laSG r ^ n x s . ... ottnXiix A«->co jA \
Again, at Jn 16.28, Ep55 and Ep39 agree in a rendering against all other versions, 
which, if not a sign of X, may at least imply a common technique if it is not to be 
assigned to chance.
EplOl
In its very few citations, this seems to show a clear P text, and one interesting reading 
which may well be Diatessaronic [Jn 3.13b].
C O
CO, more than any of our other texts, tends sometimes to have quite singular 
renderings, independent from any existing version (see Mt 7.4-5; Lk 2.14; 2.52; Jn 
1.3; Jn 3.6; Jn 8.39-40; Jn 14.10b).
There are indications of OS readings on three occasions (two in Voobus, Gospel Text 
1\ Mt 18.16 and Jn 3.13b, and one other to note, Jn 10.32). Although the evidence 
suggests that this may be misleading (see details in Appendix 2), there is no reason in 
theory why the OS might not have exerted its influence here, as Voobus has insisted 
so strongly.
Agreements with P specifically against the sort of revisions we might expect are not 
found very frequently (see the word order in Lk 1.35, also Lk 2.52; Jn 2.19).
Of examples of revisionistic tendencies, we have noted especially:
1 See Watt, Fragments, 49-60.
Mt 28.19 
P
Ep55
ML
H
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Jn 6.51: here the phrase aLus for unep trjq tou Koapou c^orjc; quite
clearly reflects X, since H has taken over this reading, which is quite different from 
P’s (which CT, interestingly, follows).
Jn 6.62: the term ,cnuou»*\ must have been X’s, since CPJ shares it, although H has 
returned to P’s «^ ou>fcv. The use of may show a revision even beyond X, since it
agrees with H against CPJ.
Jn 10.33: except for the reflexive pronoun (for which, see below), there are here again 
a series of H’s revisions anticipated, some of which are also found in the Syriac 
version of Cyril’s Luke Commentary, and probably again reflect X.
Mt 11.27: here there is a suggestive mixture, STuyivdKTKEi being rendered once in 
accordance with P, once with H: the technique is in process of development and is 
applied without consistency.
Other signs of revision show only mixed results; thus the + suffix = £ivai 
equivalency is used twice (Jn 3.6; Jn 6.63) and avoided twice (Mt 16.16; Jn 6.51); 
rduoi remains feminine grammatically (Jn 6.63), and is used for the reflexive 
pronoun rather than H’s oA am caique (Jn 8.28, Jn 10.33) which itself probably goes 
back to X (see CPJ citation of Phil 2.7).1
On the other hand, the use of the demonstrative + a for the relative pronoun or 
resumptive article is found consistently and frequently (Mt 11.27; Jn 3.6; 6.51; 6.56; 
6.63; 14.9, and also Jn 10.36, where the agreement with EDC at this point points to 
X). In addition, we find all sorts of other indications of the revisionistic style, such as 
in matters of word order (Lk 1.35; Jn 3.13a; 8.28; 8.58; 10.33b; 10.35), the use of 
grammatically masculine forms against the natural gender of the noun (Jn 6.51), and 
careful equivalents for prepositions and conjunctions which become standard in H 
(5kx, Jn 1.2; on, Jn 10.35; A used appropriately, Jn 10.32), other various lexical 
equivalencies (Jn 10.32, 10.33, 10.35) and avoidance of superfluous words with no 
Gk parallel (Jn 8.28).
1 Discussed in Brock, Resolution, 334f.
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CO tends to remain close to P where the differences in H are anyway very minor (e.g. 
Mt 5.28a; 10.8b; 12.28; Lk 1.28b; 5.21; 6.33; 6.56; 6.57; 6.62; 6.63)
CT
As with CO, the signs of revision are clear but very inconsistent and the influence of 
P over against any tendency to revise the text is still very strong.
On the matter of citation method, we note first that at Jn 17.5, CT has assimilated the 
wording of Jn 17.24, without any warrant from the Vorlage, further indication that the 
translator is making use of a pre-existing version and not making his own translations. 
In addition, an agreement in citation between CO and CT against P and H may imply 
a common translator (see Jn 8.39-40). As with CO, so in CT, there are also a number 
of fairly singular readings (Mt 3.15b; Mt 26.39b; Lk 2.52; 4.18,21).
As with CO, there are some hints of an OS influence, but, again as with CO, these 
could be interpreted differently. The two discussed by Voobus (Mt 24.36 and Mt 
26.39) are both also found in H and could therefore be ascribed to X’s revision rather 
than OS’s antiquity, an odd state of affairs also found on three occasions in ML.1 
There are further hints at Mt 12.28 and Mt 16.22-3.
The presence of a large number of citations of very simple or short verses makes the 
evaluation of the degree of revision in this text quite difficult. However, as with CO, 
the influence of P is still very strong, even where revision might be expected, or even 
occurs in other writings (e.g. Mt 1.18b; 20.18-19; Lk 1.35; Jn 6.51; Jn 15.15; 16.15).
However, there are certain developments which we do see quite clearly, such as 
revision of word-order anticipating H (Mt 1.20b, where CPJ agrees; Jn 12.27); places 
where each word is being represented by another single word against P’s idiom (Mt 
16.22; 26.39; Jn 15.26); H’s prepositional equivalents, such as for nepi (Mt
24.36); the use of * am for the relative/resumptive article (Jn 1.33; 6.56; 15.26 17.5). 
Above all there are some very notable lexical revisions, present in CT, which H has 
picked up and used, e.g. K'oin for tdc Satpovux (Mt 12.24), for 9 0 dva) (Mt 12.28),
1 Watt, Fragments, 47. Vobbus’ discussion o f these two verses in Voobus, Gospel Text 1, 186.
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rdlx* for oxavSaAov (Mt 16.23, known as an X word from CPJ), rc'i*. for Auco (Jn 
2.19), rc^G*'* rc'kura for oSouropiaq (Jn 4.6), and various others (Mt 3.15b, Lk 4.21; 
Lk 10.17). The opportunity for these sorts of revisions are only rarely spumed, e.g. for 
the relative pronoun and word-order (Jn 16.14), for sivai (Jn 16.15), the retention of 
for H’s rc'viia (Jn 6.56) and of for (Jn 12.27). Harklean caiques, such
as j rcf^rc' always for wars (Mt 10.1b), and fcu*' for the present ptc of £xu> (Mt
1.18b) are not taken up in CT.
Mt 27.46 provides an important example of revision towards the Greek; here OS and 
P did not translate the second part of the verse, while H does so precisely. It is true 
that CT is merely following Cyril’s Greek, but the attitude towards his Vorlage shown 
by this translator is thereby, in this case especially, shown to be substantially different 
from most of his predecessors.
AT
Given the more developed nature of the style of this text in general, the citations are 
surprisingly conservative in places. For instance, keeping P’s p a l for tigotiote (Jn 
5.37) and the avoidance of for sipi indicate a conservative streak (the absence of 
H’s caique on s'xcooiv at Jn 10.10 should not be included, however, as this seems to be 
always absent in texts before H).
Signs of the X-revision are, however, certainly present. This is evidently the case in 
the choice of certain terms, such as for fjtpato at both Mt 9.29 and Lk 7.14, and 
for 7i£p{ at Mt 24.36 and Jn 8.46 (for other examples see Mt 7.15, Jn 4.6, Jn 
8.46, Jn 10.10, and perhaps Jn 14.10b). The .cnofcurc' for sonv at the end of Jn 14.10, 
found here in AT and also in Ep50 and Ep55, but not in Ep40 (or CPJ!), must witness 
an X-reading, taken over into H. Moreover, the avoidance of the idiomatic Syriac 
possessive suffixes on ref=»K' is quite a telling indication of a desire to keep close to the 
Greek wording (Jn 14.10), and is not found in our other texts.
From our analysis of AT’s translation style, for example with regard to the copula, it 
would appear that he is more conservative in his citations than in the rest of his text.
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GL
There is one clear indication, namely Mk 14.21, that a P text is being used, against 
both the possibility of OS elements, or of any significant revision towards H.
Moses’ Letters
There is a clear Old Syriac citation at Mt 7.7 for .=cm*u), indicating
tViOS’s continuing influence on the personal writings of this mid-6 century translator.
2. Acts, Catholic and Pauline citations (including Revelation)
QUX
The picture among the Pauline citations shows much the same pattern as the gospel 
citations. The translator of QUX is, more than anything else, an independent worker, 
making his citations fit the Greek according to his own canons of translation. 
Occasionally he makes significant omissions from citations (e.g. Rom 8.3, Eph 3.14) 
or alterations of different kinds (1 Tim 3.16), though these may be accidental. He 
clearly knows the P text perfectly well and very often, especially in simple phrases, 
will repeat it exactly (e.g. 1 Cor 1.18; 15.10; 15.22; Gal 3.13; Heb 2.12), occasionally 
even following it against the meaning of his own Vorlage (1 Pet 4.1; Heb 10.28-9). 
Frequently the QUX renderings are simply quite independent of P or any other 
parallel citation (1 Jn 4.14-5; Rom 6.5; 15.15-6; 1 Cor 4.7; Gal 6.14; 1 Tim 3.16; Heb 
2.16-7), sometimes in a manner even looser than P (Heb 9.23-6, 2 Pet 2.19; Rom
1.21-3; Rom 8.3-4; Eph 1.19-21; Heb 1.3 etc.). Most often, however, we see a citation 
which is based on P’s text, but brought closer into line with his own manner and style 
of translation, which generally constitutes an improvement on P in some manner such 
as syntax or word order (e.g. Acts 3.22; 13.41 where the tenses are corrected; 1 Pet 
3.18; 2 Pet 4.2-3; 1 Cor 3.11; 5.7; Eph 1.21; Heb 2.11-2; 10.14 etc.). Sometimes it 
becomes clear that these ‘advances’ or revisions on P’s text anticipate the Harklean 
and/or are so closely paralleled in other texts that a possible X-reading is lying before 
us. We have extracted these possible readings using the same sort of criteria as 
previously. Some of them are only tentative possibilities (1 Cor 1.22-5; 2 Cor 5.15;
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10.4-5; 13.3-4; Gal 1.11-2; 2.19-20; Phil 2.9-11; Heb 2.141; 13.8; 13.12), while a few 
others show clearer signs of actually being X-readings (Rom 8.32; 9.5; 10.6-9; Titus 
2.11-3).
I
EDC
As in the gospels, we find that EDC has a pattern very similar to that of Ep55. There 
is very close agreement with the X/H tradition in certain places (Eph 2.3, Phil 2.6, 10- 
11) as well as other scattered lexical revisions of this type (Rom 1.4, Heb 1.6). The 
agreement of the Harklean margin with EDC has aided the reconstruction of X in one 
place as well (1 Tim 3.16). The evidence tends to make it quite probable that the 
translator of EDC, as that of Ep55 (if they were not one and the same) both made use 
of Philoxenus’ revision, without completely abandoning P readings, although it is not 
impossible that this conservatism in some places should rather be attributed to X 
itself. The unrevised form EDC1 had some distinctly older readings, some of which 
even belong to a technique earlier than P (see 1 Pet 1.4) and which were updated, 
either according to P or according to the newer techniques, by EDC2.
SDI
Among the gospels we saw few signs of revision. Here, however, with the benefit of 
comparisons with other relevant citations, we can indeed see a number of revised 
readings being used which may owe something to X. This is especially the case at 
Rom 1.25, 1 Cor 1.23 and Phil 3.14, where we see striking correspondences between 
SDI and those citations that we might expect to represent the X-tradition. Where P is 
followed, it is usually in simple places where X is anyway unlikely to have differed 
from P (e.g. Rom 10.14, 1 Cor 15.47, 2 Cor 8.9b). Sometimes, SDI goes its own way, 
sometimes in very small ways (2 Cor 4.16), or rather more significantly (Col 2.8-9, 
Gal 1.16; supported in the latter by Jacob of Edessa), but overall it is hard not to admit 
some influence from the X-tradition upon SDI, a suggestion which matches with the 
style as described in part 3.i.
Ep39
1 But note here the preserved reading which follows Syriac traditions against the Greek.
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The evidence of the Pauline citations confirms what we found for the gospels in this 
text, that there are some clear signs of the revision of the Peshitta text in the same sort 
of direction as was taken by X. Some of the readings are very clearly of an X-type 
(e.g. Phil 2.7) and probably show a level of dependence in this text on the Philoxenian 
version.
Ep40
The P-leanings of Ep40 are without doubt very strong. The distinctive reading of 1 
Pet 3.15 provides an excellent example. In addition, where there are potential OS 
readings available which differ from P (e.g. Rom 9.3), Ep40 follows P. This is 
especially obvious for P’s very distinctive rendering of Rom 9.5. This confirms our 
suggestion made regarding the gospel citations in this text.
Ep45/46
In the two lengthy citations from Romans and Hebrews, the nature of Ep45’s citations 
can be discerned to some extent. To start with, there are no distinctive OS readings in 
the Paulines, as also in the gospels, in this pre-484 text. While following P the bulk of 
the time, we are seeing more revisionary readings here than we did in Ep40, 
especially with regard to simple syntactical points, such as the use of the 
demonstrative pronoun +  ^ for relative clauses, and the renderings of certain 
prepositions. Ep46 also has an important and early X-reading at Rom 9.5.
Ep50
Again, we have a very mixed text. In the gospels, P was very clearly the base text, and 
this is continued into the Paulines, as can be seen from, e.g., Phil. 2.5-7, where 
Philoxenus’ revisions are altogether absent. In other places, such as Rom 1.25, there is 
some evidence of revision. We found the most significant example, however, in Heb 
10.5; for here we have one of the very few absolutely certain Philoxenian readings, 
and Ep50 conforms to it despite its pre-Philoxenian date. This is a key piece of 
evidence for the genesis of the revisionistic style and shows clearly how the revisions 
of the Philoxenian were responding to an already growing tendency and did not 
constitute a complete break with past traditions.
Ep55
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As we saw for the gospels, so here in the Paulines, this text shows much clearer and 
more consistent signs of revision than the group Ep40,45,46,50. For instance, we 
noted the way that different translators struggled to represent the resumptive pronoun 
(Rom 9.5; Heb 8.1), adjectival forms being preferred to analytical structures with a, 
and some clear lexical revisions (Heb 1.3); there are besides plenty of other strong 
agreements with the H-tradition against P (Rom 10.6-9). The X-readings in Phil. 2.6-8 
contrast strongly with the lack of such readings in Ep50 and on its own this suggests 
that different NT versions lie behind these two texts.
Ep74
This translator follows P in essentials, though there is one difference where he appears 
to use his own vocabulary (Rom 8.35).
EplOl
This follows P throughout, as before, even where revisionistic readings were open to 
the translator.
CO/CT
Although CT shows some clearer signs of revision than CO, the identity of authorship 
is pretty certain, and the two should be treated as one. As in the gospels, the 
indications are very mixed. P is still clearly the base text and X-type revisions are 
limited mostly to grammatical niceties which are easily attributable to the schools of 
translation style where these points were being increasingly recognised. However, 
there are also some significant lexical revisions, and a number of places where the 
influence of the X/H-tradition is quite clear. In all, the writer is conservative in his 
citations and uses P where possible, but wherever he feels that X has understood or 
represented the text significantly better, he seems to have followed the latter. It has 
also to be noted, however, that there are a relatively large number of distinctive 
renderings, where the translator’s concern over P’s text has led him to make his own 
version as against any others he may have known. This observation is corroborated 
especially when we see CO and CT sharing just such unique readings on a number of 
occasions. On this evidence it is hard to tell whether the translator in fact knew X at 
first hand, or whether he was part of the attempts at revision which seem to have 
sporadically preceded X. On the whole, we would tend towards the former view,
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given the number of close agreements with X/H on occasion, but the latter view is still 
plausible.
AT
As with Ep55/EDC, a whole series of readings present themselves which can be 
attributed either to X specifically, or at least to the X/H tradition (e.g. Rom 8.3-4, 1 
Cor 2.10, Eph 1.21, Phil 2.5, Heb 13.7), and again the Harklean margin has been of 
some assistance (Rom 7.22-5); some of these readings, in fact, even seem to show 
developments in this tradition beyond X (Rom 8.29-30, Gal 4.19). However, there is 
some conservative tendency (e.g. 1 Cor 2.10), which was also noted in the gospels. 
There is also a degree of independence in this text which is not so evident elsewhere 
and which results in quite singular readings apparently quite independent of any 
versions (e.g. Rom 7.22-5) -  this probably reflects the same technique as we see 
whenever Cyril’s text varies noticeably from the Syriac versions, in which cases most 
of our texts, even those closely allied to P, will prefer to follow their Vorlage ahead of 
their received version(s).
GL
The evidence here is a good deal more extensive than in the gospels, and we can 
begin to get a good look at Moses of Aggel’s method for Biblical citations. We found 
that GL agrees with H in individual lexical choices quite often. However, although P 
clearly exerts a fairly strong influence, the readings tend to be quite individualistic 
and are still far from being of the H-type. It is fairly clear that Moses is making his 
own new renderings from his Vorlage and is doing so using a method certainly more 
concerned with the precise wording of the original than is P. We can see what Moses 
meant when he warned his readers that they might find discrepancies between their 
‘vulgate’ and what they would read in his translation.
Moses’ Letters
These have shown a clear P text, both in the correspondence contained in Zechariah 
Rhetor, and in that in Vat Syr 107 (Guidi, Mose di Aggel), where it precedes GL. In 
the gospels, we even saw that there was an Old Syriac remnant. The fact that the 
Peshitta is Moses’ Bible itself is instructive, since he is clearly so steeped in the 
‘modem’ schools of translation. As is well known, he discusses the Philoxenian and
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directs his readers towards it. In his letters, he uses Greek terminology, discussing 
terms such as iatopva, Gecapia, dpetrj etc., and he had read Evagrius (see ZR 19,19). 
In his translation of the Glaphyra, he does not insert a Peshitta text (at least for NT 
citations) but makes his own direct renderings from Cyril’s text. Yet in his own Syriac 
compositions, it is the Peshitta (with perhaps OS remnants) that he prefers to use. This 
usage highlights well the difference in purpose between the versions, and why it is 
that we find our best evidence for the X/H-tradition not in the native Syriac literature 
but in the translation literature.
3. Old Testament
The aim of this part of our enquiry is somewhat different to that for the NT citations. 
There, we were especially looking for signs of the influence of the Philoxenian 
version, or at least of the same types of revision as must have been contained in that 
version. When we turn to the Old Testament citations, we are looking rather for signs 
of different translators’ approaches to the texts in front of them and their relationships 
to the received text of the scriptures. In other words, our translators have a choice 
before them, between inserting Peshitta citations or making their own new versions. 
Sometimes they are carrying out the latter procedure but are still influenced by the 
Peshitta. The extent of this influence, especially where Peshitta and LXX differ, will 
be a mark of their translation style.
However, from a methodological point of view, we will have to take especial care of 
how we interpret the texts. The Peshitta itself was revised towards the Greek on a 
number of occasions, and a ‘Philoxenian’ of the Old Testament may even have 
existed (more on this below). We will thus have to distinguish between a translator’s 
own new rendering and a rendering known to him from an already-revised Peshitta. It 
should, in general, however, be possible to assess the extent to which the Peshitta 
influences a particular text and to order our different texts accordingly by this means.
Remains o f the ‘Philoxenian' Old Testament
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Since the publication of Moses of AggePs letter in Bibliotheca Orientalis, the 
question of the apparent reference there to a Philoxenian version of ‘David’ (i.e. 
Psalms) has occasionally raised some debate over the possibility of recovering some 
portion of this lost text.
When Ceriani published the Isaiah fragments from Add 17106 (Ceriani, Esaiae 
Fragmenta) he made the suggestion that his otherwise unidentified fragments were 
from this lost version.1 Gwynn also assumed the existence of such a version (in the 
sense of a Peshitta text revised in accordance with a Greek text) from the evidence of 
Moses of Aggel and claimed to have found evidence for this in the Isaiah citations 
within Moses’ translation of Cyril’s Glaphyra. In 1911, Lebon published his 
extensive article on the whole question of the Philoxenian revisions and deconstructed 
Moses of Aggel’s evidence for an OT aspect to that revision, showing the apparent 
reference to ‘David’ as a scribal error. This at least dispensed with any argument for 
the existence of a Philoxenian Psalter. Ceriani and Gwynn’s arguments about Isaiah 
were also queried by Lebon -  Gwynn had misunderstood Moses’ approach to 
scriptural citation, and Ceriani’s text could not be confidently identified. With these 
bases gone, the only evidence for the version could be the discovery of citations in the 
mss themselves.
R.G. Jenkins began this search with an article on the Isaiah quotations in Philoxenus, 
in which a very close connection was found between Philoxenus’ version of Isa 45.9 
and the same verse in the so-called ‘syl’ text, namely Ceriani’s abovementioned 
fragments, now identified as being from a Lucianic recension.4 He extended the 
similarity to other verses also, concluding that here he had re-discovered the 
Philoxenian of Isaiah, a translation that was, unsurprisingly perhaps, described as a 
‘half-way house’ to the Syro-Hexapla. Following on from Fox’s work on the 
Matthew/Luke Commentary fragments, Jenkins assessed the OT citations in 
Philoxenus more systematically.5 He finds that in the earlier works, Philoxenus quotes 
straight from P, but in his later works we find a distinctively different text, which is
1 He wrote ‘si tamen conjecturis aliquid dandum, versionis cura Philoxeni Mabugensis factae reliquias 
in his foliis servatas esse putarem.’ (p.5, cited in Jenkins, Isaiah, 33, n5).
2 Lebon, La Version Philoxenienne, 414-5.
3 ibid., 420-4.
4 Jenkins, Isaiah.
5 Fox, Matthew-Luke commentary, Jenkins, Old Testament Quotations.
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related to ‘syl’ and has been carefully revised to the Greek (it is noteworthy, too, that 
this change is absent in the Psalms, where we would naturally expect an older, 
liturgically-functioning, version to persist). He claims to have thus ‘demonstrated [as] 
probable’ that this is the Philoxenian OT.1 As to external evidence, he partly 
resurrects claims that the Syro-Hexaplaric scholion to Isa 9.5 preserves a Philoxenian 
reading, but finds Gwynn’s hypothesis of Moses of Aggel’s use of the revised version 
in the Glaphyra to be unsustainable. The texts themselves are thus the real basis for 
his conclusions.
One of the greatest difficulties with the identification of the Philoxenian OT is the 
question of how this posited version might relate to the various revisions that P 
appears to have undergone. How would one really be able to distinguish a haphazard 
or one-off revision of P towards LXX from ‘Philoxenian OT’? If Philoxenus does 
indeed show a distinctive, non-P, Lucianic, text, what right have we to suggest that 
this version was in some sense ‘his’ or commissioned by him. Could he not simply 
have been making use of a revised P-text, making the shift at about the same time as 
he began to appreciate the need for revised texts more generally (i.e. c.505)? The 
only way in which we can be sure that he was an originator of such a revision would 
be some external references, such as we have for the New Testament revision. 
However, whether or not we describe this version as ‘Philoxenian’ does not affect the 
more general and important question of what position our translators have taken on 
the question of the Peshitta text and its influence and authority vis a vis the Greek 
Vorlagen that they are translating. And to this question we now turn, dealing with 
each text separately.
We can proceed, then, to look at the citations in our texts.
R F
There were some verses in which RF made his own translation quite separate and 
different from that found in the Peshitta, e.g. Is 61.10, Ps 74.6, Ex 3.14, Bar 3.3. 
However, there are a similar number of others where P seems to be the version of
1 Jenkins, Old Testament Quotations, 129.
2 Jenkins does indeed concede this point (p.204) but if  we concede it seriously, we probably should 
drop the title ‘Philoxenian’ from this version as misleading (implying that he may have been its 
originator) and call it instead by the abbreviation ‘syl’ to denote its Lucianic text-type.
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choice, in cases where there are no great divergences between it and LXX, e.g. at Is 
7.14, Is 37.6, Ps 2.7; and even where the Vorlage takes over, P hovers in the 
background (Is 62.2). A few isolated examples, however, show that P was ultimately 
of greater importance than the Vorlage to this translator, most notably at Ps 88.7, 
Micah 5.2 and Prov 8.11.
QUX
14 out of the 33 Old Testament citations can be reasonably described as having a 
largely independent character (i.e. quite distinct from P), and this description sums up 
QUX’s approach to the Biblical text. In a number of cases, however, it is clear that 
P’s phrasing and expressions are used in lieu of anything new, where these are taken 
to express adequately the Greek that the translator is trying to render (e.g. Ws 1.13-4, 
Zeph 2.1-2, Isa 60.1-2). Sometimes P is clearly the basis of the whole citation, either 
completely where P=LXX (e.g. Num 16.11, Ps 89.1, 135.12, Ws 2.24, Joel 3.1) or 
altered only where LXX and P differ (Ps 44.7-8, Amos 7.14-5, Hab 3.13). Sometimes, 
but not often, QUX is extremely loose with his citing method, as most clearly seen at 
Ps 104.15, where a large part is omitted (see also ISa 8.7, IKi 19.10, Ps 49.2-3). 
Finally, there are a couple of important places where the P text has actually taken 
precedence over the Vorlage/LXX (Ps 21.8, 21.19) -  less surprising in a messianic 
psalm.
In all, the QUX translator clearly knew and used the P text where he could, or where 
it influenced him unintentionally, but his renderings are not slavish, and he departs 
from it considerably, both where his Vorlage demands it, and even where it does not 
he usually shows his strong independence.
EDC
At Ps 44.8, P is followed in both EDC1 and EDC2 where there appears no need to 
change it due to its closeness to LXX. Elsewhere, however, EDC is quite independent 
of P, and much closer to LXX both in technique and readings (Pr 8.9, Amos 3.12-13, 
Is 62.10).
SDI
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Here we see a number of instances where P is clearly being cited, in default of any 
variance from LXX, e.g. Ps 44.8, 68.22,104.15. Often also we see P being used as the 
basis for the citation but with small alterations designed to bring it into line with the 
translator’s Vorlage, e.g. at Isa 7.14 (tenses altered), Hab 3.13, Is 6.6-7, 50.6, Cant 
2.1. As expected, where the two differ more substantially, SDI is quite independent of 
P (Ps 21.17-8, Job 4.19, Is 26.9, 32.6, 53.5). At Dt 10.22, SDI follows an unusual 
variant in Cyril and has a further variant of his own unattested elsewhere, probably 
indicating only his own independence and occasional freedom from a fixed text-form.
Ep39
Here, by contrast, we clearly have a text which has very little concern to reproduce P. 
In one verse, Is 50.6, P appeared to have some influence over the choice of wording 
and phrasing, but not at the expense of being a close rendering of the Greek. 
Elsewhere, the Greek clearly predominates at the expense of P (especially Is 7.14, Is 
26.12, Ps 95.11).
Ep40
Here P predominates overall (Zeph 2.1-2), but there is clearly some tension, as the 
translator attempts to keep to his Vorlage at the same time (Is 32.6, Jer 4.3).
Ep45/46
At Is 36.6, Ep46 appears to be strongly under the influence of P, but this is the only 
significant OT citation in these letters.
Ep50
Close parallels to P can be found at Ps 10.2 and Is 50.11. There is, however, a good 
instance of concern for Vorlage at Hab 2.15, where LXX’s extra word has been 
etymologically translated, although P is used as the base text for the rest of the verse.
Ep55
Most of the time Ep55 quite clearly has his own renderings without concern for the 
wording of P, the most significant example being at Gen 32.25ff. (also at e.g. Ex 
28.30, Dt 18.13, Ps 17.45f., Pr 4.25, Dan 7.13f. etc.). However, we can sometimes see 
that, where P and LXX are sufficiently close, there is a clear knowledge and imitation
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of P in this text (Is 1.2, Ps 12.4). Often it is clear that P is indeed the base text being 
used by the translator until he finds a discrepancy sufficient to warrant his own 
rendering, a technique especially in evidence at Ps 77.15ff. and Is 53.7-8 as well as 
elsewhere on a smaller scale, e.g. Job 12.22 (only word order making the change 
necessary) and Ps 49.2-3. He evidently has a great deal of respect for P and a desire to 
use it, but never at the expense of his Vorlage (see Ps 77.15ff. for a possible 
exception).
Ep74
Follows the Greek only where this differs from P.
EplOl
Two simple citations, following P exactly, but not in defiance of the Greek.
CO/CT
As we noted that these texts show very mixed methods generally in their translation 
techniques, so here also we can discern an ambivalent attitude towards the Peshitta 
text. Occasionally this translator adopts a P text rather than respecting his Vorlage 
(IKi 18.21, Is 53.3), while on the other hand there are numerous places where P is 
strongly rejected in favour of LXX, where the readings differ substantially (e.g. Is 
40.15, Job 4.19) or a new rendering is simply given even where P and LXX are 
similar in their readings (e.g. Ps 23.10, Ps 146.6, Sus 42). At the majority of places, 
however, some P influence can be detected. Sometimes, this means that P is used and 
only altered where strictly necessary to ensure the meaning of the Greek text is being 
properly conveyed (e.g. Ps 51.3-4, Ps 76.4, Ps 199.2, Pr 19.5, Amos 7.14f., Jer 9.1); 
elsewhere, the version is properly speaking independent of P but the translator’s 
knowledge of P still shows through in his choice of words or phrasing (e.g. Pr 9.9, Is
11.1-3, possibly Isa 49.3-6). In one place (Is 9.6) he may be using an already revised 
version of P which is found in some mss. Ultimately, the signifie of the LXX is the 
motivating factor in all his renderings, but P cannot be set aside as it has still a 
significant hold on how this translator composes his citations.
AT
At a few places there is some suggestion that P has influenced the wording of AT, 
(e.g. Ex 12.46, Zech 4.10, Is 8.18, Wis 1.7) but we cannot be certain about this as 
these verses are often very simple anyway. In the majority of citations, AT is quite 
independent of P, using his own quite divergent techniques (Gen 4.26, Ps 18.10, Is 
40.5, Ezek 34.14 etc.)
GL
P is generally followed to the letter (e.g. Dan 7.10), sometimes even for long periods 
(Dt 17.2-6), although where LXX is substantially different, there is no doubt that 
Moses follows the latter instead, a fact that can be seen to some degree in a majority 
of the citations, e.g. at Ps 118.105, Pr 2.4 and Dt 17.2-6, Isa. 55.8-9.
Moses’ Letters
Paphnutius and Moses clearly use a Peshitta text throughout, varying it only for fitting 
the context. If they were aware of divergent LXX readings, they do not show it in 
these citations (e.g. Eccl 7.11). At one place we can even see an earlier form of the P- 
text than we have in our mss (Eccl 10.1-2). The same is true of Moses’ 
correspondence as contained in Zacharias Rhetor.
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3.iv
Further Light from Other Texts
3.i-ii dealt systematically with the texts from various angles in an attempt to describe 
as fully as possible the differences between the various translation techniques found 
therein. Part 3.iv aims, as it were, to ‘pick up the pieces’ by dealing with a number of 
other issues, all of which help to throw some further light on our texts, their histories 
and contexts. The first of these concerns the posited revision of the Explanatio. We 
then move on to look at the various versions of the 12 anathemas current in Syriac 
texts, the usefulness of studying patristic citations in the Contra Orientates, the text of 
Zeno’s Henotikon in Syriac, and finally the general question of the relationship 
between Cyril’s writings and the theological language of Philoxenus.
3.iv.a
The Two Versions of the Explanatio Duodecim Capitulorum
“Why after so many and so distinguished translators do you imagine that you have 
something original to say?” Augustine1
The text of the EDC contained in Add 14663 (s.6/7), f.lr-2v, differs from that found 
printed by Bedjan from Add 14557(s.7), f.l4r-21r (of which further copies exist in 
Add 17150 (s.7/8), f.l7r ff., and in Oxford Marsh 101, f.62r-69v).
Here we will aim to show that the published version (EDC2 here) which we have been 
dealing with so far is, in fact, a revised form of an earlier version (EDC1), which is 
partially extant in Add 14663. On the whole the wording of the versions is very close 
and the revision has only focused upon specific items and grammatical issues in its 
attempt to bring it up to date with more ‘current’ trends in translation technique. Some 
of the principle differences will be illustrated in what follows:
1 As quoted by Jerome, Ep.112, CSEL 55, 390,13-14.
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Note firstly the following sentence, with EDC1 given on the upper line, EDC2 on the 
lower [22,10-15 / f.!8vb-19ra]
Kcutoi yap umxpxoov autoq tou ayfou Trveupatoq K°u ° uk £k petpou 5i5ouc;
^ .\  . r tA  cnX rt'o o o  r^A o . r ^ j jc m  r^ao o a*  r t 'o m  am Tjl_v^ x^
^ .\  .r^V  c n \ ja c n j K'irw>c\JOa p >  rt 'o cn  r d \ o  ;r£x.:icui:i r^ jjcn n  r d a o a i i  am ,mahv»r? x ^ a
toic; demote; auto (irArjpriq yap eativ Kai ek tou TiAripcjpatoq autou ripsTc; rah/tec;
eAdPopev Kara to  ysypappevov),
v y r ^  mSr\culi73 ^ n o  . a m  TjA^asa a m  .cnX yCVX-A
. v y K ' p>cm A*. y jjJK ' r^ irvcul^  pao }m a ) s ^ r f  rdilsa :y<\x.:i
oiKovopiKcoq cac; avOpcoTtoc; KSxptaOai Asystai voqtajq, KataTitavtoc; ere’ autov tou 
ayiou irvEupatoc;, iva Kai ev ppiv Katapdvfl,
p  t&K’ri r6 .sa o 3  r6*o i ,aacA_x. iu u  Avu*Aca:u X*. .^xzjK'Jrc*) K '^covsxn A^pa
JLC\^i
r j^joi ,C73C\Jlx. Aur&l^ Auaara X^ Vwrt'Acw rfrwf xd vyK* &ur£lis:ca
V a u  p  .rdt:icun
Kaitoi 5ia trjv ev ’A5ap Tiapdpaaiv aTiotpoitfjaav ev’ apxau;.
. p*> K'ocn .o te  cmxacva in x . A ^pn a m
.r^sAcvxa >ix. ^ojrdrin r<f^\<xixa^irC7a A ^pn a m
Note, for example, EDC2’s grammatical revisions, such as r t a m  (uiidpxcov) and a m  
(eativ) to .aaokkrc'; the correct tense equivalents o f d<n. (not a^mJt\) for 5i5ouc; and po»  
(not yjj Vi-vcm) for eAdPopsv; the adverbial *ur&\=>xa (not rc'^cuxax* A\pa) for 
oiKOVopiKax;. Also the closer lexical representations, such as r?h±>ax=n p a  rather than 
rc'ixisaa for ek pstpou; K'iacui^^a rather than mixacva for rcapapaaiv; ^  rather
than ja te  for aTtocpoitfjaav.
And again the following sentence [25,2-6 / f.20va-b]:
tf]v dyiav Kai (cootcoiov Kai avafpaKtov ev taTq EKKXqaiaic; teAoupev Ouafav,
. p*?a\ r*?a K'ctAk'^  rr>\\-w -> r<A:i r^ ixsLkXao K'&voj
. K,5r\ii^ ^3 r^A:ia rd'&UL»:ioo rd'&tuj rd'irvjjc=>:\
ouk evoq td )v  Ka0’ r||j.a;c; Kai av0pd)7iou koivou aajpa tuotsuovtec; e iv a i  to
7ipOK£l|i£VOV,
. i^xxirV i^A27X.C7a53 ^nio j^cujacn am r6ax.a^ijo Xm vyr^s XAK^ oA
.sao&\2aa 'p\y3 .rduK' ias rdam r rd'ai^a ,c73Q&ur<'a j^Aos am rd'om rd\
1^»\*?3_.C73^ >3
ojioiax; 5e Kai to  np iov  alpa, Ssxopevoi 5k paAAov obq i'Siov aoopa yevovoq Kai 
psvTOi Kai aijia tou toc TiavTa ^cooyovouvToc; Aoyou.
. r ^ u j  rd 'A v lc n a  r ^ n a X o  r d 'J r v E m  m X ^ a A  r^A rd *  . r d 'a u x *  ^ r d '  ^ 3 o A \  r?\-\cn
r^ 2 aaa rd'acna v y i f  . i^v> xt \ —in '^ 3  rdArd* . rd'auoj J&r? rd'iaccwaa ^»a th a
l a .  rd jix ^h  rd 'J ftlrw a
Koivrj y a p  aap £  ^gjotioieTv ou SuvaT ai, Kai toutou papTUt; auToq o aarcrip Asycov-
. a ^  y i o ^  om a<na> rd 'a o o  A v-.o  . ^ n r a  r^ A  A & caA  r ^ lv i  r^nuu. r d s a j t . c v ^
. 'i^o r^ ' \ a  ^ o a a a  o c n  . r d 'a c n a )  j c n o i f l j r d ' r d 'a c n a o  r^ A  c a u jc a A  r ^ m o j j c .  r d 'V t o
While EDC2 corrects small textual errors (omitting rd'cnWa after rc' i^u.) it can also 
retain some of EDCl’s imprecisions (rc 'i^  for o^oottoiov, and also its position in front 
of r&L,\a). Other important differences include changing rc^m.c\^ to K'v^a (ooopa) and 
to rc'vna (aapQjK'^coaxa 0X3 for opoiooq (EDC has simply rs^cn), r&»3> rather than rtxs, 
for ^caoyovouvTOc;; for c^ootioieiv ou 5uvaTai improving rdA A^»A rdt* to
rd* ySq r^A caujCnA.
These examples suffice to show the general nature of the revision process, very much 
comparable to similar examples which we have already had cause to mention (such as 
the two versions of Proclus’ Tomus adArmenios, see above Parti).
Finally, we list here also a few important lexical differences which ought to be 
mentioned (folio numbers for EDC1 are given before those for EDC2):
1 rC^ >ccn Marsh 101; ‘blameless’ rather than ‘bloodless’.
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For csoapKGopsvov Kai EvavOpamqoavTa, EDC1 has r&*\=> rtama where in
EDC2 the latter half becomes tivjW  [23,5/f.l9rb/f.lva]. This is a vital piece of 
evidence for corroborating the general thesis of De Halleux regarding the credal 
revisions brought about by Philoxenus (as already discussed variously above), a 
process which developed apparently over a number of stages, of which the formula in 
EDC2 represents the penultimate, predating the advance to TJvaWa This
piece of evidence would appear to make the revision of post-Philoxenian provenance, 
a conclusion at which we arrived independently in our earlier examination of EDC.
ouoio)5g)<;, EDC2 *urc^, EDC1 \=> [23,22/f.l9vb/f.lvb]. The unrevised version 
belongs to a period when even the opoouoioc; was not given exclusive equivalence, 
but would have to share the idiom with other terms. EDC2 represents the
period of tighter control.
Trveujia ayiov, EDC2 rc^sn rc^cn, EDC1 r rt*a\ [23,22/f.l9vb/f.lvb]. This is a 
well-known alteration which seems to have begun in earnest with the Philoxenian NT, 
and which was not limited to this particular phrase but to adjectival phrases in general.
Td)V tfjq dvGpCOirOtqtOC; p£Tpd)V EDC2 EDC1
[24,12/f.20rb/f.2ra]. Again, a matter of formal accuracy -  the converse of the previous 
example.
Gcopa EDC1 EDC2 [25,3/f.2rb/f.20va],
oapxa EDC1 EDC2 [25,20/f.2vb/f.21ra]
Gapxi, EDC1 v^a=, EDC2 «r\c»-n [25,25/f.2vb/f.21rb]
EDCl’s inconsistency is just what we encountered in RE (and occasionally in 
Ep45/46 and Ep50). The revision of this language again falls under De Halleux’s 
reconstruction of the Philoxenian credal revisions and dates our revision after it.
Further important findings can be made from the New Testament citations found in 
EDC1. These will be covered under the appropriate heading.
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3.iv.b 
The Twelve Chapters -  Some Different Versions
Cyril’s 12 chapters/anathemas are to be found frequently in Syriac texts, both as a 
discrete unit, in florilegia etc., and also as part of the Syriac versions of his various 
works which include the text of the chapters (Epl7, if it existed in Syriac, EDC, CO, 
CT and occasionally in a few others). This section is a comparison of the Syriac 
translations of the chapters in all instances of them that could be found either in 
British Library florilegia or in the larger texts, as these throw up some interesting 
observations regarding their relationships and perhaps also on the reception and use of 
these ‘chapters’ in the Syriac literature more generally.
The following sigla will be used here only:
El = version of EDC from Add. 14557, the version used as our main text elsewhere 
E2 = another copy (in Add. 17150) of the same version of EDC [anathemas 1-4 only] 
E3 = the unrevised version of EDC found in Add. 14663 [anathemas 7-12 only]
B1 = 12chs from Add. 14613, s.ix/x [essentially same as in El]
B2 = 12chs from Add. 17201, s.vi/vii [essentially same as in E3]
CO = Contra Orientales (Add. 12156)
CT = Contra Theodoretum (Add. 12156)
N1 = from CamOrl319, no.VI.1
N2 = from CamOr 1319, no.I/XI (N2a and N2b respectively where different).
The order o f the texts given below is:
El
B2
CO
CT
N1
1 Text edited in Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection, with collation o f the 12 chapters 
given in the accompanying volume, p.xx-xxv.
N 2
[ E 2 /B l’s variants from  E D C  in  first apparatus]
[E 3 ’s variants from  B 2  in  secon d  apparatus (anathem as 7 -1 2  only)1]
1st Anathema
s i  tiq  o u x  op oA oyei 0£o v  e iv a i  Kara aArjBsiav tov ’E p p avou rjA
2
■ A . r / n ' ^ v  jO o aX u rC ' f t 'o A r t 'S  (<'SCV2Q f ^ X s  ^ 0
: A_.r<'cusax. jmoJruK' r ^ V ta  r<'inXf<':i rdX:i
• A jCDoSrv.rtf' K 'o A r ^  K 's c c n  r ^ X a
A . r ^ n w v  r ^ i u a  j t n a X u K '  r f a A r t ' a  K 'SCCfc r ^ X a  ^ 0
: A_.K'cus^ jk. r^aaxa acn  r^aAK'a K'acoo rdXa
• A .re^rt<«aiv r t ' a v t a  a m  r^ o A K 'a  r t 'a c v m  r ^ X a
Kai 5 ia  touto Geotokov tf|v  a y ia v  m xpG svov
: r<'X\JC-»an rtf'XAaXxaX r^'aArC' X\a!L r t 'a c n  A \jz o a
: r^SrvatjiD r^XAoina ,<n r^oAr*' i a a E  r d im  A A ^n a
.r^XAa&va (V r^vaLilrA r<'oAr<' irvaA* r^ a c a  S A ^ n a
. rC'Xxjt-.ao r^ X A o in a X  t^ ctA k '  X\aX» r ^ a t n  A N ^-nn
:rt'X\JL»an K 'X A cA xa tm  rC'oAr^' X\aE» r^ a o o  A_^_o
rC'XAcAva ,cn  i^ 'cA k '  X\aE* r t 'a o o  A ^ _ o
r t 'a c n  A ^ q o ]  rdicrj A ^ s o o  E 2 B 1  
(yeyevvpK ev y a p  aapKiKcac; aapK a y e y o v o ta  tov ek Geou Aoyov), dvdG spa eotgo.
. r t 'o c m  rt'inaa  r ^ a c n a  aAr*' ^ w a  r^XxEnX )n.re/\'ira->  i .  X\a!L*
.}o \ m  K 'o c n i  r t 'o tn a  K 'X A ra  ocnX X v i r d i i ^ ^  i»  X\a!L»
. >3Am r t 'o c n l  r t ' i o a a  r^ G tn a  K 'X A aa K 'crA rdX  X\-»rdiY5s^ X\aX_»
1 B2 must have been excerpted from E3, which is thus the earlier form of this version; however, 
because the latter is extant only for anathemas 8-12, the text printed is that of B2 with the variants o f  
E3 noted in the second apparatus.
2 leg. ms.; rtw** Marsh 101.
3 rs'fcvMa leg. ms; Marsh 101.
4 om N2b.
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.}q\ m K 'o tm  r^ io o a  K 'ocm  K'cnXrt' '*u^  Jm 3l»
. rC'acm r^o\»* rtf'ima K'acn K'ctAk' ^ 3 3  ^ u rd iu a a  i i ^  &\:i)l»
. rt'ocm rtl^ jivj rVioan r^otn  \=k r^ arC' rt'aAr  ^ rC'ifAmX kif^ i^ on-i Jr\\Lj
K'otm] OH1 E2 B1
2nd Anathema
Three further witnesses added to the apparatus: Philoxenus, EpS 42,26-9; Addl2155, 
f.32v; Addl2154,f.l7v.
& tic; oux opoAoyei ocxpid KaG’uTroataaiv rp/ujaGai tov ek Geou Tiatpoc; Aoyov,
: r^=3r^ r ? ctoAk' rViQtiX & ur^acun  K'scvin r^As ^33
■.r€=irf ^333 rt'Jftlso aw ,cnoL i< ’ ^ur^QCUo  ^ r£ l:n  r^ :icv2*>
CO om.
.rdaK' rt'otAk' 3^>:\ rt'iftlsa &i»r^ 2acuo r^\ v^o>\ rdA:i
K'ctA k '  ^331 r t 'id io  tVioasA &urd=acuo:i K'jccw rdAs ^33
: r^ zir^  K'ctAk' fVittmX :ujA\r<' &ur^ a<Mo:i K^ arzj r^A:i 3^3
h^r& ncun  :u*>W ] transp. Phx 
Eva t£ Eivai Xpiatov psta tfjq iSiac; aapKoc;,
:C73’\cn-) 73^. rC^ HlT’a  ,CT30^ V.r<' b io
.Art' ^ o L k ' K'm r'?3 WjO
CO om.
. CnljA rt'vilT’Tl jOOgAuK' \M^O
: <73100=1 73V r^JX ll33 O UllO
:ooiflar) 71X. K'uitti iOdgAuk' owjAO
tov autov 5r|Aovoti Geov t£ opou Kai avGpamov, avcxGEpa Eatco.
K'acni r^33\w rdsu iao  r<'cnAr<' am  ^  am  ^»:i cam  
. "p \ss K'acm rdiuirso r<mArC' om  ^  cuocno
CO om.
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. }o\ m rt'ocm i^ u k '  xmsK' rt'crAr*' Xur<'xojL*r<' jcnoXuK' ocp X  ^ ocno
rt'ocm r^ bnxw rdauxso Xj-A^rt' rdst^ K'oAk* ocp x^ . ocp yX oxen 
rC'ocni r^ xxxso \ja3 K'ctAk' ocp Xa ocp yX oxen
K'x^rc' add. ante rs^xao Phx E2 Addl2514; k'xm vyrc' Add 12155 1
3rd Anathema
The text of Add 12155, f.36v is added as the last line. In that florilegium it is 
introduced as being from the letter to Nestorius, so he may be quoting from a Syriac 
version of that letter. This text also appears in Add 12154, f.24r, with some minor 
variants (x*A for x j* s ;  ^ o o A  add post rrtxa«um; k 'o o t  r«A for cA) but is clearly the same 
text and introduces itself in the same way.
ei tic; £7ii to u  £voc; XpiGTou 5iaip£i tocc; ujioaTaaac; p a a  Tpv evooqiv,
: K'&\0 -»xjj x&\s xjjls r^moxn >x.\££hx
: K'&nOjXjj xixs 5^3 r^uucai XmX r^noxo .x.x££hx ^b
. rt'^cXiXiJ x5xs rd273CvinX r^uuDJ Xu ochXx ^b
K'SxOj Xai xSxs r^bnox iA  * ^o aA  jc.x&i»3 r^ .u  i r*73 xm O chs TJrC'
r^ixcv-iixAXvo y i a  rdutxiCxA ydbcxio yxXA aA jc.x&bnx ^b
K'&XOj XM xSxs r^ boCXAnX «^OcnX J.X°X*T3 rt'mrTi Xw As..x ^b
J^xCjXM xixs f^ *)CUlA rt'wt'T'-n Xj j l s X
povp auvccTiTcav auTac; ouvacpaa Trj kcxtoc Tpv a^i'av, rj youv au0£VTiav rj 5uvaaT£iav,
: *^ ooA .°vn,39 r^ AmX OK' rtih^ Xojc. OK' rC'xojr^ 'x K'Xxa&ims xojAs x^  
:rd.i»3 orC' K'xixar^ s or  ^ rdi^ Xojcs *^ ooA xajAsO
r<*k\oxA» v»o fVixo^ lxbasX >soX\ orC" K'xnjr^ sx ,ch *^ ooA K'Xxa&uns xojjAs  x^
. rdlujXO c^Xxoxoa&x ^^ oaA rdi^ Xc\x.x xojAs K'Xxcv^ mis x^
K'JxoxSxJlojO r^ &NOXCia&o rdA^XojcsX vyr^ »^ octA A^Lij xojjA ocp f^^o°>inn x^  
K'ixaxixljjjG K'ixoxanao rC'^ NxxaX ,ch ^ocrA \j\n  XOjAs ocn r^ Xxo^ inxn X^
1 The omission of any equivalent for ojjou in El is most likely a scribal error, perpetuated in Marsh 
101 .
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:Ki^Acvxa or*' ,cb ^o tn A  .evn*ga :icvjjJl,3 Q
Kai ouxi 5r| jiaAAov auvoSco tfl Ka0’ evgogiv cpuaiKpv, dva08|ia soxco
Koaal KX\.\.-^  KAvojOwn rdue-CWxn Ai.K'iaAv* K'ocn KAo
. }oTjj Kocru KAvcuxm^ KlLl^  r^ n.cvi3.n iAvKTjAvj KAo 
>3\jj Kocm KX\« w-v KA\c\j:uj AvciAa rdi*.cvx^ r3 Av^ KiiAuA K'ooj rdAo 
}oi\j Kocm KAvia*^  KAvcutlucrt K«t.cv\->-> Av»Ki»A\-» »^n i^om KAo
Kocm KA\»\i--> KA\c\_.:uj:\ Kaucv-\-i ^^ cvls* K'ocn kAg
}o\m Kocm KAviAi^  KA\cu:u>:\ r^LQ^n K'ocn KAo
. K o c m  KA\j Aa^  K A \c u :u *j 3:i ,cn  rC/ Avc\ri\-\-> ^ c d c n  cvAo
A\_»Ki»A\_. Kocn r^ A] Av-iKijAv* K'ocn r^ A Add 12155, f.32v 
Kccnl rxlr?3\ij] }o\\j K'ocm Add 12155, f.32v
4th anathema
The bottom line added here is the citation from Ep40 [33,3-7]
si nc; npoodmoic; Suaiv, rj youv vnooxaoeoiv,
r&nean orf rd&o^ia »^HAvA:\
:^ cbcuo »^HAv\  ok' »^KA\l:i ^b
^cncuo .^HAvX ok' ^ jjao^aa H^AvAn ^
r^ jOAoA ok* »^HAv\:i 5^o
c^koaa H^Av\ ok' *^KA\l:i ^b
r^sdin »^HA\ o K  rdao^^a »^HAvA:\ ^b
KincvirA oK’ r^ &o i^aA kAo Avia je.\asbs ^b
xdc; te ev toic; suayyEAiKoic; Kai dTroatoAiKoic; auyypd]apaaiv S iavspsi cpcavaq,
KvviItAQ K^ twV \joKao KaAvikra ^ma>:\ rdlo Avia .^ Ascb 
: KjejAd K a A v ia  K vx»\r->o ^cvA -N ^ioK b  ^nxS^o^ r d l i i  Ava-iA
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.r^mVif.no rs^Oal^JOrC's K'iftOAnift^Oin ^^ioaK 'j rd ln  &u*A .\A so >
.rdiJuAiLao rdA^jorC'so r^njftiixa s^aiQoA rdAn Jr\i=A
r ^ » i ’\ i . o  ^ o A  \ j o f ^ 3 A  r t s x a a n  A x -3  r d A a  & u n A
n^t.y \ot o r f  ^^ a A . ^ a r t ^  r^ibkmn rc^mr^a Ax. rd lii &u=A _ ^ 3 s a
[Ep40 Gk om.] 
a  QaL^jjOrg'ao] rt^nr»\ V i^r'rt'-I B 1
rj etu Xpiatcp napa twv ocyiwv Xgyopevaq, rj rrap’autou xcepi Eautou*
:<n*SU A ^  tm sj or^ r ^ u n a ) Ax. rdx-sXo 2^n3  ^ »^V .K' gk '
:CnX&l Ax. v t s j  cnoa »^j03K':\ art' rd&*lo r 6 u « '  ^ n  ,03 K'wxn * ^ \a n r t*
.a co cu o  Ax. cnoa a r t  .^iiiwrtf' k't»:u3 ^ n  t^vntx’a  A v.1! ok '
o£qcuo Ax. 0115) .noJft OK' rg 'n in  ?^3 k 'u i T’?) Ax .^iiOSK':!
cnirv. Ax. cnoa OK* . OsK'iriK' ,cr}Cs\\. rdxj'lo ^n:i yX aA  or^ 
Ax. m a n  a r t  :>cncAx. a a n r t ) s \ r t  K'r.An yA aA  OK'
[Ep40 Gk om.] 
or^ add post 0X09 B1
Kai tac; pev ax; avGpama) rnxpa tov ek Geou Aoyov iSiKdjq vooupsvco TtpoGcbtrEi,
2
: °in'm r t m \ r t  ^nn K'JrAin i=A : Jtv.K'nojjA x.x»So«:i r t .r \r t  n-Ai  v y K ' y c n o a o  
.^nSo r t o A k ' ^nn K'iAoa ocn ^ n  irA  aA o m an  x.x»&09:i k 't ik ' in  Ax.:\ v y K ' y c n o a o  
K'ctAk' K'^Aos ,03 inA rcln^OS &v»r^x*:u:i r t x i r t  i=An v y K ' ^ a 5 i  y O lO O
r t ctAk' K'ialoj ^?3 i-A  ^rvird^x* r&i&cn ocn yixiK'^ ocn v y K ' rdiuinX .ncrx* y c n o a o
. K'SAoj rtcr& rt ^n  i=A r^iiiros Xi.r^'i t v iq  r^auirA 3 x 0 9  y c n o g o
: K'irdm k'ctAk' ^79  i^cp r^nJros fcuK'iuxjL.n rdauirA 3 x 0 3  y c n o a o
:3 c0 9  K'&Aos r t ctAk' ,03 i=A r£n&09 ^tuK'\ujljK'^ k 't ik ' irA s v y K ' yoxO so
1 yLK'a Marsh 101.
2 x.x.W  )turC>^M Marsh 101.
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rdaciK' i=A:\] r^ r!vA :\ E 2  B 1
t a t ;  5 e  c o q  0 £ O 7 ip £ 7 i£ i< j  v i o v c p  t d )  £ K  0 £ o u  T i a t p o q  A o y a ) ,  d c V ( X 0 £ |i a  £ 0X 0) .
r ^ y j x s j  . r i a r S '  K 'c t A k '  Kz n ^  K ' i A ^ A  ,cn o :\c \jjA _ n  c tA  K 'c r A r ^ l  y n £ & :i   ^^50 v y r ^  y 3  y c m ^ J
❖ K ' o c n !
.o^r»«g* k ' ctA k '  K 'iA s w  octA  >o toscvjjJ l3  ctA  ^ c r A r ^ A  y n £ & 3  y A ^ K ' v y r f  y A  y C t tD J
.}oiM K'ocn!
K ctoXk '  O ctA  . .ncrx* >( n o ^ a » \ i  K 'A A cnA  .K 'c n A rd A  y r £ & o  K 'A u x i i i iA n  v y K '  y : \  ycn!273
.'p\s» K 'ocn ! r ^ j K '
. }o \ \ j  K 'o c n !  K 'ctA k '  . s e n *  > Q » , l i  K 'A vlsnA  K ' ^ w i n r .  v y K '  y 5  y c n i m a
3pi\» K 'o c n !  A \ c i l ^  K 'ctA k '  ^ n !  K'AO l^ A  .K 'A \o c n A r^ A  y f £ & : i  r^ Ao A \juA n  v y K '  y j  y c m ^ n  
}aix» K 'o c n !  K n K '  K 'ctA k '  yWS K 'A xlrnA  :K 'A \o c n A r^ A  y f i£ & :\ r^ Ao AurAl v y K *  y c n a m
[ ,t  %.«■>>] K 'o c n !  r ^ i c n  :3 0 j j A s  A j AvK" r ^ n K '  ^ n n  K 'c n A rd A s  v y K '  y  c n i^ a o
5 th a n a t h e m a
£i tiq roAjid A£y£iv 0£ocpopov av0pa)7iov tov Xpiatov
: k 'v u t ’A  K 'ctA k ' m s  T?ai_:\ K r i i n  im K i!
:K 'ctA k '  t^A a ocn K s ti in !  r t 'm r ’a  An. jui^iun! x^ o
CO om.
iK 'm r’A  K'cnAr^A r« n \ K'r.iK' in  imr^inA jjim in ! ,_50
.K 'ctA k ' r * n \  ocn K r iin :!  ,rc '» iT >a  An is n r^ n  j j i ^ n n  
:KcnAr^A A«nr. ocn r£ ju in :\ r d m r ’ga A^. isnK 's
Kai ouxi 5r) jiaAAov 0£ov £ivai Kara aAii0£iav ax; uiov £va Kai cpua£i,
rc 'h N i Wi K i n  v y K ' :K i i x n  tcnoA uK  K 'ctA k ' s AuKiiAv* K A o
: K '\i ~n- i A K ' K i n  v y K  K i i x n  ocn K cnA K s AuKi*Av* KAo
CO om.
: k ' w n") K i n o  owl^ K ' K seiK  i n o  (c n o L ^  K ctA K s Au K\»A u  y S  K 'ocn K A o
om. Marsh 101.
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rdiusuaS K *\n Om v y r ^  K * iix ^  ocp K*oA k *:; ^C \Aio y j  KlAo 
r^t.-N -it K*Va \ \ j  v y K ' jcno&uK* K 'ctA k *:* Av»k ' \ j A\_» y j  r^A o
Ka0o ysyovE aap^ o Aoyoc; Kai kekoivoovtike
^AnoAue.K'o r i ’i o a  K*iAs>! K*ami ^ n  v y K ' 
J&&\o&vx.K*o K*iAin ocn K 't . ^ 3  K'ocn:* A c \^ in
CO om.
>£&\o&ue.K 'o : t ^ V t o  K*Sft\in K'ocn:* »cno
^Sftoiruc.K 'o K 'toq-) r^S A m  r^ o c n to  
.&&\0 &VX.K'0  rt'Kcn-i K'^Al^D K'OcnS >cn=3
TiapaTiArjaiax; riptv aipatoc; Kai aapKoq, avd0£]ia sat go.
r^ o c m  r£ 2 n \u  r ^ v m o  rd m o a  ^ ^ c c n t o  *cno 
pa^ij K*ocn! Klicn . r ^ n ^ o  K*VHa=j K*A\cv2n:to
CO om.
K'ocn! rdm so K*it»-A * ^ \c c n to
K 'ocn! K ' i a n o  r ^ n A  ^ J ko^ K '  
^o iu  K 'ocn! K 'u a s o  r ^ n A  ^& \o^K *
6th anathema
&  tic; A sya 0eov r\ Seanotriv elvai tou Xpiatou tov ek 0eou mxtpoc; Aoyov
■.r€=>rt K'ctAk* K 'iA m  :cnisn oK* K/vnr~nn ocn o tc tA k 's  W K *! ^
:r ^ K 1 K'ctAk* K*iA»» c n ia  OK* K*uiT*n:\ ocn cncnAr^a W r ^ !  ^ n
CO om.
.rtfnK* K'ctAk* K * A c A  K*u«T*n:* K*A2w OK* ,cnoiruK* K 'ctAk*^ iinK*:* y n
.K 'ctA k * K *iA in K'vxir'n:* c n t n  oK* ocn cncnAK*:* iso K 's  yio
.rtfnK* K 'ctA k * K*ir\lsn cn im  OK* ocn cncrAK':* T5oK*n ^ n
1 om.Marsh 101.
Kai ouxl Sri paAAov tov autov opoAoya 0£ov t£ opou Kai avGpamov,
: r ^ u r i '  i a o  K 'lu ^ K ' KcnXK: K !c c n  crA ! ^  o A  XuK\»Xi» K o cn kX g  
: rc,r \ r<' v s .& K o XML^ rV K cnX K  oA  K!CCn o A  !^  o A  &\jK\»&\_. k X g
C O  om.
.Kz!!=ao Wjl^K K cnX K  K !cvm  o A  cnX X uK \»X u y !  K'ocn k X o
K n v a o  K cnX K  I jjl^ K  c\_»ocn! ^c\X in K 'sccn rdXo 
r^k iV so  \ jjciK' K 'ctA k ' cuocn! K 'sccn  Xv*K\»Xu K 'ocn k X q
K r iK  Vao] KxJVaa B 1
cue; yeyovoToq aapKoc; tou Aoyou Kara taq ypacpaq, dvd0£pa £otoo.
.K 'o cn ! K ia x w  .-i»& \^! v y K ' K 'io c o  K 'iA in  K o c n !  ^ n  v y K ' 
. ' p \ a  K 'o cn ! K ic n  .-a .^v^! v y K ' K'XvXsn ocn K \ ^ &  K o c n !
C O  om.
. ^ q\3j  K 'ocn ! v y K ' K 'iA in  K 'in a a  K 'o cn ! >cn
.^o\m K 'ocn! v y K ' K \cn—i K iA in  KocnlUa
. ,p3\\> K ocn! ^x»irv^! v y K  K ira - i  K X din  K o cn ! ,cn s
7th anathema
£i tic; (prioiv ox; av0po)7iov £vripyfja0ai Tiapa tou 0£ou Aoyou tov ’Ipaouv
a -C\t i -> KXObn K ctA k  !=a*»K K t ' K  i-» -n  v y K !  !5 o K ! ,Jao 
: K ctA k  J e n !  K iA en  ocn ^ . cvxj cno ! xJ3d K z !in = i!  v y K !  w K s  ^ n  
.K X den K ctA k  ^ n  a -o t i -i cna !^.Xuat>K K rc K a -i-n  v y K !  i s s K !  ^ n  
KXOen K cnX K  ^ n  ^-C\jcj \^_iruaoK K a u K v a  v y K !  !2 n K ! ^ n
. K iA e n  K cnX K  ,en !^.X\a>Ko ^ . cucj .q^ vXxK  K a u K v s  v y K !  is o K !  ^sn 
.K iA en  K cnX K  ^ n  ^ . ojl* !a»X\fi>K K r iK v a  v y K !  v n K !  ^ n
K atiK  b s ]  r d u v u  B 1
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Kai trjv tou povoysvoix; suSo^fav TrepifjcpGai,
: c n X  . P v h K  K j Aj j j l j A r e 'X v r v m - i r . rv
: t n X  A jd K '  K » A j j j u »A 
c n X  .° > n * n  K j Au j l j A cnXw»c\-iT.X\o 
:C n X  . B> n * »  r ^ i U v x j ^  m ) r v % > r v - i y . \ \ r \
XvK r ^ i \ u u A  Ki&=>c\z.o 
,m rv\ v cnaflasnA a^ ) K  K»Aujl»a K jjl3<az.o
ax; etspco raxp’auTov UTiapxovTi, avaGqaa sarco.
K o cm  K^bam .cm m  A=A ,cnoX uK  K ja jjK a  ocn v y r t '  
}oAij K ocru  K icn.cm in A "A acn KiamA ocn v y K ' 
}3Am K o cm  . t n r a  a=X ,cnoXuKA KiAmAa v y K ' 
^oAm KOcni . cnA2*3 a=A ,moX\_»K yA w K  ocn vyK "
73Am K o c n i  .cn £ n  A~A ocn K ja m K a  ocn v y K '
} a \jj KOcna . uvcn a^X ocn K ia m K a  och v y K '
K liw ] KlAwK E 3  
ocn] >cnoX\_»K E 3
8th anathem a
d  tu; toXpa Asyeiv tov  avaXricpGevTa avGpamov aupTipoaKuveTaGai 5 a v  to> 0ea>
Aoya)
:A^XvxmA rdXo KX\En KcnXK }euk.A :jaflaiX\KA K juK  AraX ASnKiA MVnSnA ^
A^XuatuA k Xg K'ctxXk ' KXdcnA cnena- : ^ aOQJ^ rvK'A KsuvaA ASnKiA MA^ arnA r^n
A ^X uun iiA\ k'ctAk ' ^ _ a :.ntmX\KA K suK  A=aX A5nK»A *»a=*ua 
KXAin  K ctA k  ?as.. a^ X vooaa i>At ^Qu XxK'a K yavjA \5aKlA MA2n»A ^h
Q A ^ X u n ^ A  ctA  x>a\  K X Asn K 'ctA k  ^uaaaXxKA och K zaa=Aa \ a » K » A  MA^n^nA ^ h  
O A ^X vacaX  cnX xiA\ K X \\sn  K cn X K  :.=aimX\KA ^ K za v A a v n r t o X  ma^ ^ qa ^ h
1 am add. N2a.
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rdiunf mX] r^atai=A B 1
rduK ' inX  E3 
cre*Ls_] c n m ^ -S  E3
Kai auvSo^a^eaG ai Kai a u v x p ri|ia n ^ 8 iv  Gsov toe; e te p o v  i z i  pep
: K t i iM K  r d i i w K '  v y r ^  : K 'cnX r< ' c n m X u u  o e m - O  j j l s &u u  m m ^ _ o  
. r d i i s j i a  » c n o X u K ' r ^ i iy x ia  o c n  v y K '  :K 'c n X K ' OT£nX\JU c n ^ i ^ o  : jjl=>Xv u  c n ^ n ^ o  
: r ^ i i j j K '  r ^ S \ u  v y K *  . K oAk" cn c n X u u  c re n ^ -O  : j j l s Xu u o
r ^ i i h r ^ n j  r ^ i i w K '  v y K '  K 'c n X K ' >xv . c re n & v x io  j j l s ^ u u  e n ro ^ -O
c^s\ijr^=3 rdiiMK's och v y K ' . K'cnXK* rt-^ v%«Vv«gi\ ensm-O ■ CVu-ir’gaX cn£m_o 
)CnoXl»r^ K i^urda r^iiwK'x och v y K  : K*oAk* rv-ir %iX\~r>\ cr£7H>~0 cvyx.3knoAo
K iijjca] K tliw r^b E3
(to y a p  cryvaei TrpoanG epsvov touto voeiv avayK aaet)
: cxLx r^vmrxiX r^»_g^_ K*:icn rdaaooirvSrcn XvirdiA^arVl }a*.:i ,ch
cA^irusenX K i ^ .  K'scn rdBQooirvirvziA rdsn X uK ienK * cn£m.:\ K'scn
^ m .
om .
^X rd ln a e n  K 'scn CMenr^b >is..:\ ,ch rd&a>oX\Xen:i rdna
2
cA^SrvnasnX ^X K*:\->\. K*:\cn Xur^ienK* ,ch r£&a>oX\Xcn:i r
Kai ouyi Sil jiaAAov jaia irpoaKuvriasi n p a  tov ’E |i|iavouriX
: A iK 'av n sA  i n e n  K X w ^cd  K'ljjLn X u K 'iA u  K 'ocn kA c\ 
jL .K 'aenaA  intiA  M \  K'kw^XD K'^WLnS iinK* rdXo 
JuK 'curnvX  m e n  K 'X w ^ c  K*:ux3 X uK 'ijX un rdXo 
.JU iV oenxX  in e n  K 'J ( \x ^ »  cK xmltd iruK 'i.X u  y j  K 'ocn rdXo
.Ju K 'o e n a A  o in en X  .oM K 'X \X ^»  rKxMLnS «^cAcn rdXo 
.JUfVojenaA l n u  K'Xnx^jo K u u  XuK'\»Xi» y 3  K 'ocn rdXo
1 Many o f the Greek mss. also omit these words, not just in CO and CT, but in all citations o f the 
anathemas.
2 Erroneously as o L W i in the collation, Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection, xxii.
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Kai jiiav autaj trjv So^oAoyiav ocvcxtitsi Ka0o ysyovEV aap^ o Aoyoq, dvdGsjaa eotoj.
K 'ocni r^QQ-a rt'irdi*) rC'ocm ^ h  v y r ^  : crA .-Tirv-*a K'irvvicvxx.irv r ^ ju o
. ^ qTjj rt 'ocn i rtflcn .r^nrC' c tA k ' v? o m l  jm a
r^ocm  K 'vnra K 'iftiin  K 'O m ] >cho crA .ncava rt'^uno^x k 'om o 
.^oiw rt'ocm  r t 'v i t a  r^ ird in  K 'ocns »cha end 3^(7Xa K'iftjjcv=ax.^\ rc'xvjcv
.ja\s*  K 'ocm K'aocud rC'Jrdin K'ocnto ciafia^nX end re/ \\virv-nr.\\ k 'x u o  
.'pXu r^ocni f t 'id to  ocn rVioaza rt'ocnS : cn\ .nan rt'^rvucvnx,^ k'xvjO
rdim om. E3
9th anathema
ex tiq cpr|aiv tov  sva Kupiov ’Ir]aouv Xpiatov 5e5o^(xa0ai roxpa tou Trvsupatoq
:jjLn^vz.r<' r^ j jo i  x^ n ^  r ^ u n a i  >^ _cvx* :uj A v ^ h
; r f ocn jjL=i^njcm rclwo^ : r t 'm r ,a  ^ .c u ti :u» ocn J u .  v n r i 's
■ r^jjOA ^ n  jjLniue.K'^ r<f» » r*n ^_c\jcj Om ochX ^ n
. r^ tricvm r j^joi ^ n M=)k\ac.r<*:\ r^ jjLUtm .^ .ojt* r^ v a^ \jjA \sar<'^  ,.50
. jjLraSrvx.K' r^ j jo i  ^ .o jL ii'c n  M» JLx. t a r t ' s  ^ a
: jjLn&ue.rt' rc!jjoi ^ n s  r ^ » >r*n ^_c\je_i * ^ tn  \ m Av t a r t ' s  ^ h
jjLniftx.rt'] MJtin^ \rt' B1
ox; aAAotpia 5uvd}iei tfj 5i’autou xp^Bevov
rfocn mtv>^Oa r^ jjcns cnL»s rd.i^ .cu rC'imH och vyrC*
rt'oen .urwka rdwass cnd»s rdit^ cvi r^luo^ och vyrC*
: rf ocn mtv»^ v?3 cn\-»sl >tvCUS r^doxas och VyK*
.cna rt'ocn jjuuj&ca rdiVvCU i^ VmnA och vyK'
r^ jjoss cniuo rt'cwuujSrcn r£»t^os r^iuoA och vyrC*
rftjaoss cndoj Svra  ^m rvi^ rcn rd»tkOJ r !^,\.i»n och vyr^
jjuuj^ xrc' N2a
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Kai itap’autou Aa(3ovxa to  evspyeiv 5uvaa0ai Kara rcv£u^dtcav aKaGaptarv
• rt'X vo /A ^ r^jjoH  A n n c x A  o aax zn X  >cn -«<*>* o u s io
• r^ V o itN ^  K Im gH   ^A - ir» r> \ ^cxvfla.! j h ^ x i ^  K 'ocn  . n c r n  011^3 v y K 'o
iK 'iftriisn^  KjjGA AnnoA a ^ u  >ch K 'ocn .-»tm cm m o
.K'JtvAx^ r^ jjo ira  K 'rdaJS  rdiuuM K 'ocn  .racial cn im o
K'iftAi^ KjjoS A=mcxA:i Kl\ i »  .-iCai cn!2a:\o 
r&>oH AaancvA K'Vm .~iCYil cn!»no
c n ra o ]  cni53 B 1
Kai to  TiAripouv sic; avGpumouc; taq Geoarijasiaq
:K'cnAK':i K'fcxoXxK' K 't \» \ - i i  i ^ a z M O  
:K 'cn \r^s  K'JftoixK' k 'tx K ' I \*in K'V’yaTiao 
. r^acnAni' K/ \ » m K'tx K' >An &v*ra rdXznxiao 
. r^»cnAc<' K 'l i t i  rd n K ' >jLnr> K 'V tnri^o
K'iftoXxK' iaJ3Q5aXo
r t 'V w x - i - i  K 'i f to X x K ' CY>'-n\r\
Kai ouxi 5ri paAAov i'Siov autou to  Ttvsupd cpriaiv
.W K ' K j j OX ocn oA j XX Jtuk'Tj ^v. K 'ocn rdAo
r^uox  ocn cnA»:n tnK * &\_»K'Xj Al» rdAo
: K j j O A  cnA v n K ' ctA j X Au k 'Tj Au  K 'ocn r^Ao
: ( ^ .x a o x  K jjox ,c n o ^ u i^ ]  v n K ' crJux &x^ K'\»&Xj» K 'ocn rdAo
.^ u K 'a j lm l*  rd w o i ocnL»x xm K ’ *^cv3cn rdA o 
. Auk'^jlvjlj K jjO X  ocn aAaXX W K ' JruK ',v»i(u K 'ocn  r^A o
5i’ou Kai eviipyriKe tac; GsoarniEiaq, avaGsjia eata).
.K 'ocn ! r ^ n i s j  K 'ctA k'x K'fcxcAxK' i.s-CP A K 1 cnXardnX 
> j\m  K 'ocn! r^lcn  .K 'o A k 'x  K'fcxoixK' K 'ocn  \± S d  cn ru r^n x  ocn 
. ^ CXij K 'ocn ! rd.cnAni' K'\»v> XaJ» ^ K '  cnlUr^nX
1 bis in E3, sed leg. semel.
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. }oTjj K*ocm . r£»oAK* rdll& A  ixJB cn:t»K!=s:t
. >j\ a» K*ocm K 'l i u  \s.C» cn:urd=a:i ocn 
❖ }o\ jj K*ocm K'Au'ctAk' K'irxH^lJA ^liK* J^3c> cn:urdn:\ ocn
10fh anathem a
ocpxiepeoc Kai dcTroatoAov trj<; ojioAoyiac; rj^cov y£y£vfja0ai Xpiatov rj 0d a  Xeyei
ypacpiy
. 'CnK* c^ cA k * *^&u:\o^:i m lr .O  r^ tn c v ^  r^ v n rT i K*ocn:i
. r^acrArt' rxfnJjvi ^Au:ioA\:i K jjA je.o K'Tlncv^ K*ocn:i r^ w jjra
. K*» i t ^  K*ocn:i r^acrAK* i»K *  ^irv_»:\o&\:\ r^m V r.o  K'Tmcvsa
.c^ oA k * T^oK* ix'viirV i K*ocn ^A w ioA u r 6 u \ x .o  K 'vncv^ .n i j
.r^ acrAr<' isaK* r^m r’a  ^ ojcj ^^iurioJftS KjjuAx.o K'VTaa^n^A
.Kj*ctA k* KLa2r\^  i»K* r^»iT*a ^ .ojl» *^ tl»:\o&\:\ rC*» i\r .o  it'w cv^ ais
K*ocn:i] K'ocn ocm E3
7rpoaK£KO|aiK8 5£ UK£p r||idjv kavxov £iq oajir|v EucoSiac; t<p 0£(p Kai Tiatpi.
.r^nK*G K * aA rA  cx'*n«rn-i KjjL»i »  mv<\\ ^ jv ia o
. r ^ K "  K*crArA rd a iQ a n  Kjj^ »« cnxm  ^ i i i o  
. r^ n r^ o  K'ctAk*:! K**mtttn r^jjuaA °A»  cnz£o ^»:\ .n ^ m o  
.f^ s K 'o  K*crArA r e g io n -> r& xaA  ^jlpAu cnxm  .n io n o
■ i^ a K ' K*crArA r^miOo-i Klwai °A»  c n r^ i ^aioAO
.rtfnK ' K*crArA rdsmxma r^ jju i ^ »  mr<M .nio:iG
.n iao] o ^ a jo  E 3
d  nq toivuv apxiepea Kai anoaxoXov  rjjidjv y£y£vrja0ai (pr]aiv ouk autov tov e k  0£ou
Aoyov,
:,cnoStur<' K'ctA k * ^na K'AAm ocn cA rC'mlr.o K'Hsncu  ^ T-»T!\ Ai-\cn ishK*:» ^n
:*^ruAoiM K*»«\t.o K'vncv^n'! K'ocn K'ctA k ' K'iAso och K'ocn rA:i A i->cn vhK's ^h
K'iAm K'ctAk* K'ocn r A  K*vx»\r.o K'vncv^ d^\  am"\ thK 's Ajuxcn ^h
K'jAin K'ctA k * ocn K'ocn rdA . ^ ^AuaoAu K*i*A t.o r^w cva ocnS AmK'n A& c^n ^h
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rtfltoto rtf^m rtf^Ad^n ocn to  ocn oA ^ m \r .o  ^ b g ev ^  ^ 3 ^  ii_ i^  toirtf's y h  
rd to to  rtf' om  rtf' mArtf' rtf'Adcn ocn rtf' om  rtflA ^vu lr.o  rtf'tonctoa^s A i-sm vnrtf'j <to>
r t f ^ r t f '  p O S t  r t f 'm A r t f '  a d d  E 3  1 
ore yeyvovev aap£ Kai Ka0’r)|id(; avGpamoc;,
:*^A\Ctortf' rtf'Tirtf' 'too rtf'iato rtf' am  to
om.
:»^A\ cen to  rdaurtf' to o  rtf'\ qq~i rtf' om  to
. r iu r t f  to  ^^Avctortf' o rtf'vi^a rtf' am  to
^Axctortf' r^sutoo rtf'toto A\om3
«^A\ ce n to  rtfititoa rtf'toto ^\otnJ
rdaurtf' too ] rtf'Titoo B 1
aAA’ cbq etepov Ttap’aurov ISikox; avGpamov £K yuvaiKoq,
m en  A-A Av.rtf'AajjA rtf'AvAurtf' ^rn r^itortf' r d r i to  vyrtf' rdArtf'
: rtf'A\A\J rtf' ^n Av»r£x.to2n rtfliito m en toA rtfito rtflArtf'
.rtf'AvAurtf' yOA r^x ito  Av» rtf's »:u m en toA r^ito vyrtf' rdArtf'
. rtf'A\Au rtf' ^nn rtflxito A\-»rds-.\»rtf' om  . m e i  toA rd ito  vyrtf' rtflArtf'
m en  toA Aurds.»:v» tmoAi»rtf':\ rtf'A\A\J rtf' ^ n s  rtflltortf' rd ju to  rtflArtf'
m en  toA Ai» rtf's iX» rtf'A\Au rtf' ^ n  ,moAv»rtf's rditortf' rd x ito  rdArtf'
rj e x  tic; A£y£i Kai U7t£p £autou Tcpoa£V£yK£iv aurov tr)v npocpopav
: rdtoACto .s in  m i i i  .°k\ m3 en rd i Tirtf' ^ rtf' ©rtf'
: rtf'A\jjL=j^  to ib  mz&i ^ J luA enroll yurtf' »^rtf' ©rtf'
. rdtoAcvnA m o  to  a u ^ i  to)rtf' Tirtf' »^rtf' ©rtf'
. rdtoicto to  mz&) .°vln ^rtf'a im rdi Tirtf' %^ rtf' ©rtf'
rtfltoicto ^3to  mx&) -°A %»•) Ain rtf'A ^n a  rtf'
1 An unexpected reading, where B2 appears closer to Greek than E3; but the omission o f the next 
clause in both E3 and B2 (and the notable omission in the 12th anathema) precludes any probability that 
B2 has been corrected to the Greek text.
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rdmxcvo cnr.°n .°A,v>X xsart'x ^ h  ort*
>°A mx] .°A v .A K 'x B l 
W r d i ]  V n r t ' E 3
Kai ouxl 5r| jiaAAov wisp j^ovcav r\\iG)v
M\vx\~) ,A_*X ° A »« A v . r t ' i u A u  ^ X  r t^ A c  
:X G j jA s  ^A-»X ^ ilsA jjX  ^ U K 'i i ^ U  r ^ A o
. AO m.\3 ^A»X *^A\A^p3 Aurt'\»Av» ^»X rt 'o cn  r^A o
XOj j A s  ^ l»x Au K '\ * A u  ^»X r t ' o m  r ^ A  r ^ A o
.^l&Ijjx ^»x 0 A0
.^L»x yi °v\ m  Au K 'X aAu  K'ocn rtlAo
(ou yap av e5erj0ri irpoacpopac; o jar) ei5(b<; aviaptiav), avaGepia satoo.
2
r t ' o c m  r ^ s a i j j  K 'A vj^ j j  j «-X» r ^ A x  o c h  r d i a i c v n  A v  r t ' o m  n . t r w  r tlA
3P \ v i  r t ' o c m  r d i c n  . r t ' A v ^ u  ^ . x .  r d A x  o c h  K 'A x jjl= jx  A s . K 'o c n  r».%cv» i i  s ^  r ^ A  
• >3X1* K 'o c n !  . r t ' A u ^ w  jL x >  r ^ A x  o c h  r ^ m x a n  A s .  K 'o c n  j i iA v o o in  u v ^  r ^ A  
. )o \v >  K 'o c n !  . r t 'A v i ^ j j  >^.x» r d A x  o c h  r d i r a i c v n  A  v  K 'o c n  ju A v a o ^ a  r ^ A
}oXjj  K 'ocn ! ■K'A\»\/ m K 'o^ . x* r^Ax och r^m xcua  A v n<\\m~r> u v ^  r^A 
^o\ a> K 'ocn ! . rt'Avx^xj r t 'cvs_Xj  r^Ax och rd m ic v n  A v ^ rt'am A uaam  r^A
11th anathema
ei tic; o u x  ojioAoysT tr]v tou Kupiou ocxpKa ^cuotioiov slvai
:>CnoAv*K' rt'hv i’7) r^»tnx cnXQQ-)X K'xo^a rtlAx ^ h
jcn o A u rt' r t 't  v> ^ c n i *^p>X c n i^ A X rt'xcvm rdAx ^ h
rt'w vi*n ,cnoAv.rt' *^p>X c n i^ A X K'xcx^a rtlAx ^ h
.ocn r^mj£nx *sp n x cn i^^A rt'xom rtlAx ^ h
ocn rdiu*2 n *^p»X c n i^ A X rt'xom rtlAx
1 o m .  M a r s h  1 0 1 .
2 Kiaicvo leg mSS.; KiaHoo B 1 . 
? leg. ifi>om&a!».
K om -s .:u  N 2 a
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ocn f^viiT*^ ^ •^ tn n  c n i^ ^ n  rt'nccw K lin  ^ h
Kai iSfav auiou tou ek 0eou Trarpoc; Aoyou,
: K 'oA k " ^ n  K'AnAinn oii-»no
rd sr^  K'oiAk ' ^nn K 'iniinn K'ocn .cnoAuK' C7ii_.no 
r^jrC ' ^ 3 n K'Avli^n i u r ^ j n .  ocn cni_.no 
. KlnK' ^nn K'ctiAk '  K'iniinn ocn oni_.no
.rdnK ' ^nn K*A\iinn 5r\_»r<'n» v.» ocni_.no 
.rd a i^  K1otAk '  ^»n K'AAinn ^-.K ni v.. ocn oni_.no
K 'A n lsn n  K 'o c n  >c n o 2 rv .K ']  K 'J f t i i n  o c h n  . c n o A u K ' E 3
aAA’ coq ETEpou tivot; raxp’auTOV auvruajiEvou p£v aura) Kara xr)v a^iav
: K 'naj r^3  cnA Xi-u2nn 0 1 1 3 3  i~A r^inuK'n p^Ak
: onA A .n U  i.cnoAuK'n tbrC* cnli*) n~>\ r^inwK'n ocn vyrt* r^\r< '
K 'ia .rtfn  cnA .°>inn aili*) n-An ocn ^.nwrC'n och v y r ^  KIAk '  
. rg'A^VnT-i cnA .°vir>n >cnoirur<' mjcn Vnin ocn y iu K 'n  t^ A k '
.K 'nix.rdn cnA ."nm n y n jjK ' ocn TiK'nn och vyK * KlAK’
. K 'nu.r-^n cnA ^LioM yU iK * ocn TlK'nn Och v y K ' rdAK'
,cnoJrv_»r</ n thK' 3JltG 0 1 1 2a vnA poll. E 3
r\ youv ax; povpv 0£iav EvoiKiqaiv EaxpKOToq,
rdin rG. ctiAk '  r^»ic\5iv nojA an oK' 
: .n a n  n o n in  K'cnArt'n K'nin^^nn ^ h  v y K ' oK' 
.on= K'ocn r^.oiAK' n o n i n  rG jiccn^n och v y K ' oK' 
. 0 1 3  K'ocn c^.oiAk' rd»no3ii_ no n i  ->n oK'
. 0 1 3  A\ocn nc\j,»i-> K'AxocnAK'n K'Anonosn^.n o k *
2
. 0 1 3  A\ocn n o » \n  K'A\ooiAr<'n K'A\ono3i^_n o k '
Kai ouxi 5r] paAAov c^ootcoiov, ax; Ecpripsv,
add. N2a. 
 ^KcnlKs N2a.
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jix'Vsnrda vyrt* r^Vm'a &urdi»&u y j  rdocn rdAo 
:rd=>S\A. yVnrds vyK ' ocn Kjvi ix n i i  rdjccn Aurdikirv. rdAo 
A\TSnrd:\ rdsn v y r^  >cnoAv»rd K'hwr^wn AurdVkAu y3 rdAo 
.Axvnrdx rdin vy rd  ocn rdujjcztt AurdTkAu yS rdAo
. *^Vnrd vyrd  ocn rdiiwa^ »^cOcn yX rdAo
. »^vncd vy rd  ,cnoAurd rdi».Yxt*n AurdikAu yA rdAo
rdraAv^  yVnrd:\] rd iisards E 3
o n  y sy o v sv  i5 ia  ro u  Aoyou to u  t a  T idvta ^oooyoveiv iaxuovtoc;, av aG ejia  eatco.
rdocm rdsn'U* .A^ OjaoA r d ^ n s  ocn rdAAim cnAkj rdocm  ^ 2 °  v y r d
. ^ oXm rdocm rdicn cioj^nA rd ^ 2n A m  ocn rdAAsm ctJl*^ rd i^^k  rdocm  A ^m
}o\m rdocm . rdjjJ rd^-in A m  rdAAia rdcnArds crAm Aurd^ »X* rdocm  |Cnn 
J s \ m  rdocm rdjjJ rd ^ in  AjA^ rdAAcm rd ocn cnAk:n
}oijj rdocm cujjCqA rd A-\\a och rdAA^m oaAm A\jrd:ujjm ,cho 
}o\\> rdocm c\*jj£qA rd ^ n  AaAa och rdAArm ^ooAm AurdlUum >cho
12th anathema
s i tic; o u x  ojioA oyst to v  to u  Gsou Aoyov TiaGovta a a p x i
: rd'icw-i-) tjj rdcnArd rdAAcm rdscun rdAs ^ h  
: ta»s : rdcnArd rdAAcn och Aa. rd jccn  cdAs ^ h
. TCY?~>~> T-*> rdcnArds rdAAsm rdnccn rdAs ^ h
ta»5 rdAAcn rdcnArdA rdsccn rdAs ^ h
rdioann taj rdcnArd rdAxlrm rdnoin rdAn ^h
rdACnn~> TJJ rdA\lin rdcnArdn rdaoin rdAs ^h
Kai sa tau p c d jisv o v  a a p n i Kai G a v a to u  y su a d jisv o v  aapK i
■ r t^ i im —i—i rdA\Oin ^ rn A ^ O  c c 'S n n - .- i  . t \ n i \ r d  O
.-lW^ e^rdo
■ino-i-i rdA\CCn q^aA^ O ^rn-i-i .-A\j ^rdo
rdA\aso 7>n\,Q  X^Svd .-»\\jL<?rdao
1 ocn CTA.5 N2a.
2 phrase om. Marsh 101.
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.r^VJaa K'Jrxccw . K^ cn-i-) ^K'a
. K 'im a a  K'iftCCw ytN.^o . rVioorm -~~A\, ^ K'o
yeyovoTa te  TtpcototoKov ek twv veKpwv,
V i- i  r ^ i^ c v a  r^ o c n o
: K irvczi X\. -i p o s  K 'i^ c u a  K 'o c n a
.K 'in jin  t^va-3  p m  K 'i^cvra K 'Q m W  
. K'JtnJlS) V »-i p m  K'xa.cvzi K 'o m io
. K'ifYlso ^\t-> p m  r ^ t i a a  K 'ocn©
. K'&U^a \\»  -» p m  K '\ ^ cv=3 K 'o cn o
Ka0o £o>rj x£ soxi Kai ^gootioioc; ibc; 0so<;, avaGepa satco.
2 1
.K 'o crn  r^ io \M  .K 'c n lK ' v y K ' r d iu j^ n o  jcno^ruK" r^ .  \»t  p a  v y K '
. T aiij K 'o c m  rd icn  .K 'c n l r t ' v y K ' K'kvi i ) ( m o  tc o o ^ u K ' K j j j A A ^ p a
. }a\\> K 'o cm  . rd iiA jr^ sa o  ,< n o ^u K ' r^xiiA A ^ p a
.3n\v> K 'o c rn  .K 'c tA k ' v y K ' w 'i.M r«>«an >cnoSftjK' r&LU^  A ^ p a
. ^q \jj K 'o c rn  k '\« u * w o  ocp K» via ,chc3
. } o \jj K 'ocrn  rcrti \\'nc\ ycnoin^K' r^u jA  ,01=3
Discussion
The chapters from the unrevised version of the EDC (here E3) are found to be 
identical to those copied separately as B2. Those in B1 were allied with the revised 
version (E1/E2). CO and CT were also (unsurprisingly) allied to each other. Their 
earlier text form is easily discernible in these extracts, according to the criteria of
syntactical and lexical equivalence that we have been using. N1 and N2 are also
related, with the latter being a revised version of the former. There are no obvious 
‘Nestorianising’ variants here, though the version itself does not appear to be related 
to the others.
1 Marsh 101.
2K«»leg mss; K ^iB l.
3 As concluded by the editors, Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection, xxv.
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Most interesting is the close relationship between El/2 and B1 and between E3 and 
B2. This appears to suggest that collections of the anathemas were being lifted from 
copies of the EDC specifically and, furthermore, that a 6*/?* century florilegium such 
as Add 17201 (B2) can still contain the unrevised form of the chapters, lifted from E3. 
It may be that the florilegium actually predates the revision, but it is more likely that 
both the unrevised and the revised versions circulated during the sixth century when 
these florilegia were first compiled. However, when we then look at Philoxenus’ 
citation of the second anathema (made in EpS towards the end of his life, c.521), we 
note that it is the same version as El, the revised version of EDC. E l’s ‘revision’ of 
rc'ocm to rc'ocm for avccGqioc Eoto) is one of his most distinctive traits (since 
the former expression is found everywhere else) -  thus we can posit a close 
relationship between El and Philoxenus in this case. Now Philoxenus was certainly 
using a florilegium for his many patristic citations in his letter to the monks of 
Senoun,1 so we should assume that a florilegium containing the chapters (lifted from 
the revised form of EDC) was already circulating before 521, and that the revision 
itself must therefore be dated before 521. B2 can then be explained as either resulting 
from the continuing circulation of the unrevised EDC later in the century, or from the 
compilation of a florilegium before EDC had undergone revision, which then became 
the basis for B2. Neither of these options presents any real difficulty.
The circulation of the revised form of the EDC, however, if we can take it as proven, 
will necessitate a further comment. For when we analysed the style of that text on its 
own grounds, and in comparison with Paul of Callinicum, we concluded that it was of 
a relatively later date, probably post-Philoxenian. The fact that a translation style 
which looks post-Philoxenian can actually be shown to predate 521 confirms the 
suggestion that has been made a number of times already, viz. that the developments 
in translation technique which take us from the Peshitta to the Harklean should mostly 
be dated to the period before and around Philoxenus and not long after. The 
Philoxenian revision was almost certainly not the first work of its type. It should be 
seen either as the end result of a period of rapid change in method or at least 
symptomatic of a movement already well underway. Philoxenus was a catalyst and 
not a complete innovator.
1 As suggested by De Halleux, Philoxene, 234, n.24.
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3.iv.c
The Patristic Citations in Cyril’s Works
The following is an overview and, where relevant, analysis, of those citations made by 
Cyril of earlier writers, especially where the same citations are found elsewhere. 
Citations either of Nestorius (of which there are many), or of Cyril’s own works 
(within his own works) are not included here.
The Contra Orientales contains extracts taken by Cyril from one or more florilegia, 
excerpts usually from ‘Nicene’ Fathers designed to buttress his case that the 
anathemas are no more than the correct interpretation of the creed as was held by 
those Fathers themselves.
The following citations are made in the course of the text:
1. [36,33-37,2] Peter of Alexandria, an unknown citation: this is taken from the 
Excerpta Ephesena (the larger florilegium used by the Cyrilline party at the 
Council of Ephesus) [in Schwartz’s edition of the Acta of the Council, this is 
found as no.II, ACO 1,1,2,39,15-21]
2. [37,4-5] Athanasius, c.Ar.3,33: a short extract from a longer citation, no.IV in 
the Exc.Eph. [ACO 1,1,2,40,5-7]
3. [37,7-15] Athanasius adEpict.2: this exactly parallels no.V in the Exc.Eph. 
[ACO 1,1,2,40,15-23], where it is one of two citations made from this 
important letter.
4. [37,22-3] Amphilochius of Iconium: paralleled in Exc.Eph. (but only in the 
longer version which was produced at the second session of the Council; text 
to be found in the Collectio Athaniensis, ACO 1,1,7,95,2-3).
5. [45,8-15] Atticus of Constantinople: paralleled in Exc.Eph. no.XVII (again in 
the longer version, ACO 1,1,7,94,17-24). Cyril uses this citation again in his 
other florilegium (in the work Oratio ad Dominas, ACO 1,1,5,62-118, see 
66,23-30 for the parallel). Three extracts from Atticus are also to be found in
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the florilegium used by Philoxenus in his Decem Dissertationes contra 
Habbib, but none of those is the same as this extract.
6. [45,21-5] Apollinarius (under the name of Julius of Rome): paralleled in 
Exc.Eph. no.VII [ACO 1,1,2,41,2-6]. This citation is in reality (according to 
Lietzmann) part of the letter of the Apollinarian disciple Timothy of Berytus 
to Prosdocius (the text will be found in Lietzmann, Apollinaris, p.284, 1.11- 
18). The origin of the Apollinarian extracts attributed to Roman bishops may 
go back to Eutyches and were frequently used thenceforth.1 Timothy Ailuros 
also cites the same letter. The whole text was preserved in Syriac as part of the 
collection in Add 12156 [f.4v] (edition in Flemming and Lietzmann, 
Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 39-41, with the part corresponding to 
Cyril’s citation being found at p.39,17-40,3).
If we compare the translation o f this passage in the Syriac version of Contra Orientales with the 
translation of the letter to Prosdocius as printed in Flemming/Lietzmann’s edition (taken from Add 
12156), we see a considerable difference in approach and results. In CO a* is not used to express the 
subordination o f the participles, an elliptical is added for eati (where F/L has
found rather than for ev oapKi, the loan for pev is not used, rc^  \=> (opoouaioq) is added after
yvfjaioq for clarity, .= rather than is used for era + gen. The F/L version has all these ‘correctly’ and 
overall has a far greater concern for verbal and formal precision than the version in CO.
7. [45,27-31] Apollinarius (under the name of Felix of Rome): paralleled in 
Exc.Eph. no.VIII [ACO 1,1,2,41,9-13]. Printed as frag. 186 in Lietzmann, 
Apollinaris, 318f. However, a longer version of the same extract is cited in 
Syriac in BL Add 14663, f.6v, and printed in Flemming and Lietzmann, 
Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 55 (Cyril’s text is equivalent to 1.10-23).
A comparison with the version in F/L shows much the same variation as in the previous example. 
Towards the end of the excerpt, where the language becomes especially formulaic, the wording is 
almost identical -  for already in the days of the translator of CO a common language had been 
developed in Syriac to deal with the Christological formulae. As in the previous example, the root 
is used for incarnation -  in CO, however, the noun aapKcoaic; is r^ c\=*uL2y=» whereas in F/L it is the 
more developed ‘neologism’
1 Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 53.
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8. [48,28-33] Apollinarius (under the name of Athanasius): this text (together 
with the following two) are not from the Ephesian excerpts, although a slightly 
lengthier version of the same extract is used by Cyril again in his other 
florilegium (Oratio ad Dominas, p.65-6). All three (nos.8-10) are taken from 
the ps-Athanasian Ad Iovianum (see Lietzmann, Apollinaris, 146f., with this 
text at 250-3) and were also used by Eutyches. Again, we find that Timothy 
Ailuros used the same citation in his work Against Chalcedon (Add 12156, 
f.48v -  published in Ebied and Wickham, Timothy Aelurus Against 
Chalcedon, 157) and that other Syriac collections contain a much larger 
portion of the same letter (e.g. Add 12156, f.37r), including all these three 
parts quoted by Cyril. The full Syriac version is printed in Flemming and 
Lietzmann, Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 33-4 (with Cyril’s extracts 
found at 33,3&5-9). In addition, the same citation is found again in 
Philoxenus’ florilegium which was used in the writing of his letter to the 
Monks of Senoun in 521 [39,3-19]. Here, however, the citation extends a little 
further, confirming that Philoxenus did not take it from this Cyrilline text. In 
fact, he took it from a florilegium rather like that of Add 12156, as was shown 
briefly in Part 2.ii, and is discussed further below.
In 2.ii it was shown that Philoxenus had revised the wording when he incorporated this citation into his 
florilegium, since the term becomes inn-a in Philoxenus’ text. The version found in
Flemming/Lietzmann must therefore pre-date 521. When we compare the full text o f CO with the 
version in Philoxenus and F/L, we get some results that are similar to the previous two examples, but in 
other ways the CO text is quite ‘advanced’, e.g. TrpoaKuvqrqv...dTCpocKuvr|Tov is r l^o
in CO (creating adjectival forms), but in F/L and EpS (using verbal
forms), and a similar inconsistency a little later where F/L and EpS have for the participial
TipoaKUVoupevriv, where CO has We should contrast this with the fact that CO has its usual
for aeaapKcopEvrjv, where F/L has and EpS the revised w n a .
9. [48,34-6] Apollinarius (under the name of Athanasius): this is from the same 
work and is again paralleled in the same longer text found in Add 12156 
(Flemming and Lietzmann, Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 33,13-5). 
Again, Philoxenus quotes this text in the letter to the monks of Senoun [29,7- 
11], again with the same text as is found in Add 12156.
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A comparison o f CO with the versions in F/L and EpS shows a few telling differences. The latter’s 
nthc&hax. for pexoucria is better than CO’s r^cvaiw (usually for cuvcxcpeia) and similar is F/L’s r<rvn= 
for CO’s re'i^aa. F/L has on for the resumptive article, which CO omits and has correctly understood 
the auro<; as ‘the same’ ( o n  a* am)
10. [49,1-9] Apollinarius (under the name of Athanasius): again, as above (edition 
at Flemming and Lietzmann, Apollinaristische Schriften syrisch, 34,10-8). As 
with no.8, this text is found also in the Armenian florilegium of Timothy 
Ailuros. However, this extract does not turn up in the Philoxenian text.
The differences are again much as we would expect from the previous examples, with CO sometimes 
paraphrasing a little, using rc'v^ for accp^ , and a term such as Ka0oA.iKf) EKKAiqai'a is rendered re'W  
rtv.lr.a in CO, but rt'nAr.Vn in F/L.
11. [60,16-19] Athanasius c.Ar.3,32: this is a shorter version of the extract cited 
again further on (no. 15 below).
12. [60,20-21] Athanasius c.Ar. 3,35: not paralleled in Exc.Eph. or in any Syriac 
version.
13. [64,2-14] Gregory of Nyssa Or. 1: de beatitudinis: from the Exc.Eph. no.XVI 
[ACO 1,1,2,44,16-45,3].
14. [64,16-20] Basil of Caesarea de spiritu sancto 18: from the Exc.Eph. no.XV 
[ACO 1,1,2,44,10-14].
15. [64,22-65,4] Athanasius c.Ar.3,32: not from Exc.Eph. but the same citation is 
found in Vat Gr 1431 (the anti-Chalcedonian publizistische Sammlung edited 
by Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431), within the florilegium designated by Schwartz as 
RI, and also within the closely related florilegium of Timothy Ailuros known 
only from the Armenian, of which the collections in Add 12156 are shorter 
versions (see Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 63-4, and Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, 98- 
117 for further details). It was thus evidently widely used after Cyril’s time.
The fact that, in CO, those citations which are paralleled in the Excerpts of the 
Council of Ephesus are given in the same order that they appear in that document
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confirms that which we would anyway expect, that Cyril is making use of the same 
collection while writing the CO. The close relationship between the citations used by 
Cyril (his two collections being those of the Oratio ad Dominas and the Contra 
Orientates), those in the Excerpta Ephesena, and those used by Timothy Ailuros, is 
clear and has been well established by Schwartz (see Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431, and the 
apparatus to ACO, as well as the discussion in ACO 1,1,2, p.vi-vii).
We need further only to elucidate how and when these excerpts made their way into 
the Syriac florilegia. The relevant places are the works of Timothy Ailuros and the 
Florilgeium Edessenum, both found in Add 12156, and the florilegia used by 
Philoxenus respectively in his Decem Dissertationes and his Ep Senoun.
Philoxenus’ Florilegia in Decem Dissertationes and in Ep Senoun
In this connection, there are two especially interesting citations in the earlier 
Philoxenian florilegium. One of these is taken from Theophilus of Alexandria’s work 
‘ against those who follow Origenism\ an extract which exactly parallels the one used 
by Cyril in the Oratio ad Dominas [ACO 1,1,5, p.68,14-27]. As only a part of this 
extract is to be found in the Armenian version of Timothy Ailuros’ florilegium 
(corresponding to 68,20-27), the compiler of Philoxenus’ florilegium must have taken 
it from elsewhere than Timothy, i.e. probably from a collection connected with that 
used by Cyril in the Oratio ad Dominas. Whether this was already in Syriac as a 
whole or whether the compiler of Philoxenus’ florilegium was working directly from 
a Greek collection we cannot say with any certainty.
Philoxenus also has a single citation from the rarely-cited Alexander of Alexandria, 
which this time coincides with an extract in the Florilegium Edessenum which, 
according to those who have worked on the manuscript, must have been translated 
into Syriac only as a whole along with all the Timothy Ailuros texts in that 
manuscript. In other words, the compiler of the Philoxenian florilegium either already
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knew of the Florilgium Edessenum in its Syriac form or was working directly from a 
Greek predecessor of it.1
K'crAr^ i&:iki rC'XAoirvn r^floojjAs v y r t ’ r^ibLk-S r^X\\jjL=>
k'XAoXvd] om. Florilegium Edessenum (in err?)
However, we already know that the Cyrilline and Athanasian citations in this 
florilegium (i.e. in the Decem Dissertationes) were taken from pre-existing Syriac 
texts, as was obviously also the case for the Ephrem citations which constitute the 
bulk of that collection. In contrast, as we have seen, the citation of Theophilus is 
hardly likely to have come from such a pre-existing text (no instances of works of 
Theophilus in Syriac are known2). The compiler was thus using a mixture of native 
Syriac works, already-translated Greek works, perhaps some already-translated 
extracts in earlier Syriac florilegia (possibly in the case of Alexander of Alexandria 
and the Florilgium Edessenum), and probably some not previously translated extracts 
from earlier Greek florilegia (as is probably the case with Theophilus and Atticus).
From the florilegium used in Ep Senoun there are some further important findings, 
mentioned briefly in our earlier chapter on this matter (ch 2.ii). The Apollinarian 
citations found in that text are almost identical in wording with the fuller versions of 
the texts from which they must have been extracted, as found in other Syriac 
manuscripts and edited in Flemming and Lietzmann. It is quite evident that 
Philoxenus is therefore taking these extracts out of a Syriac codex very much like Add 
12156, at least for these Apollinarian citations, if not also for the others. We have 
already noted that where Philoxenus quotes Cyril himself in this letter, he was not 
doing so from the full Syriac versions of Cyril. Rather, he is probably taking them 
already packaged from a pre-existing Syriac florilegium, since we know that from the 
early years of the 6 century collections of Cyrilline excerpts existed (e.g. the 
Florilegium Cyrillianum), but it may also be that he had the Greek text with him.
1 Texts at Bridre and Graffin, Dissertationes Decem V, 88,27-8; Pitra, Analecta Sacra vol.4, 200; and 
Rticker, Florilegium Edessenum, 18. For the history o f the various parts o f the manuscript see 
Abramowski, Zur geplanten Ausgabe.
2 This is at least true o f theological works, see Baumstark, Geschichte, 70.
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Cyril’s Athanasian and Apollinarian citations
In the Contra Orientales, Cyril quotes from Athanasius’ Letter to Epictetus (no.3 in 
our list above). This can be compared to the version of the complete text, taken from 
Add 14557 and edited by Thomson. We have already noted that this latter version is 
to be dated before 484, since a largely identical text is used in the florilegium in 
Decem Dissertationes.
CO 37,11-12 [f.93rc] = DD Flor. 81,16-18 / Thomson 75,7-10 
The versions are actually surprisingly similar, although with sufficient differences to 
disallow the in any case unlikely possibility of a relationship. There is an infinitive, 
the object of GeAouaiv, rendered by a s + impf. in CO but by a direct infinitive in 
Thomson, yet there is one point where the latter is less exact, Kai pf| autov avOpamov 
yeyovevai AqcPovtqc ek Mapiaq to aujpa (and [they say] that he did not become man 
while assuming the body from Mary), which is rendered loosely in Thomson as am  cAo 
OQ-.V33 K'frxo-ncm-i r<±\\=> rcTocn (and he did not become man by an
assumption o f the body that [is] from Mary), but more closely in CO, oqoa K'octs rdAo 
.-icm *=>. rtx s\= >  K'ocn (and not that he became man while taking the 
body from Mary), which captures both the syntax and the word order more carefully. 
We could hardly say, however, that the difference presumes a large gap in time 
between the versions, and we have already suggested that CO may be dated to not 
long after the introduction of the Philoxenian NT, if not even possibly before.
Again, Cyril’s citations from the contra Arianos can be compared with the text of that 
work in Thomson’s edition, although we have no secure date for the latter as we have 
for the Ad Epictetum. This relates to nos. 2,11,12,15 above .
We described above the translational differences between the Apollinarian citations 
found in the Contra Orientales and their equivalents in Flemming/Lietzmann’s 
edition (nos.6-10 above). We noted overall that it was the latter text which was more 
aware grammatically and stylistically of how to go about producing an accurate, 
formally equivalent, translation, although Contra Orientales was sometimes not far 
behind and the differences often related to small grammatical or lexical matters. The
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version used by Philoxenus was, however, certainly more aware of the revision of 
Christological and related language which we associate with Philoxenus. This version, 
given its awareness of the debate over Christological language, can hardly be much 
separated from the years of Philoxenus’ involvement in that debate (i.e. the years just 
after 500) and, based on translation technique, Contra Orientales (and its companion 
the Contra Theodoretum) should be considered earlier.
To sum up, the Contra Orientales has been particularly amenable to comparisons of 
the patristic citations. We were able to compare an Athanasian extract which was 
present in both CO and in the pre-484 Syriac version of the same extract.1 In this case, 
CO proved to be marginally the more ‘advanced’ in its technique. We were also able 
to compare CO with Philoxenus in the latter’s direct citation of CO (in the letter 
written in 521) as well as in those places where both cite Apollinarian works. Using 
this method we have established a probable date for CO/CT as being between 484 and 
521.2
3.iv.d 
The Text of the Henoticon in Syriac
Zeno’s Henoticon played a vital role in the debates concerning Chalcedon in the latter
t h  t l ipart of the 5 and the early part of the 6 century, the years when Philoxenus was 
consolidating the Syriac church upon a firmly anti-Chalcedonian base. He was 
especially pushing the Henoticon and used it to advantage in his battle with his 
patriarch, Flavian. As part of our enquiry into the relationship between developing 
translation techniques and Christological polemics, it may prove useful to take a look 
at the Syriac versions of this document. Of these, there are three extant, taking their 
places in the respective chronicles of ps-Zechariah Rhetor (ZR), ps-Dionysius (D),
1 See Part 2.ii above for the evidence for this terminus ante quem.
2 In fact, this latter date should probably be put somewhat earlier, given that the Syriac versions of 
Apollinarius must have been made some time prior to Philoxenus’ use o f them. Perhaps CO should be 
dated to before the revision o f Christological language which Philoxenus seems to have first initiated 
c.500, according to De Halleux, this being the date o f the well known manuscript which furnishes the 
primary evidence for the credal revision; cf. De Halleux, La Philoxenienne du symbole.
See Watt, Two Syriac Writers, for its significance for Philoxenus generally.
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otherwise known as the Chronicle of Zuqnin,1 and finally that of Michael the Syrian. 
On closer inspection, it becomes evident that all three provide the same version, 
which can therefore be compared to the Greek, extant both in Evagrius’ Church 
History (E), and in Vat Gr 1431 (R), the anti-Chalcedonian collection edited by 
Schwartz.2
Analysis
There are occasional differences between the texts. Some of them must be accidental 
in the transmission of the text, e.g. ZR’s omission of t£X0evto<; [53,5], corrected in D, 
who is unlikely to have revised the text to a Greek original -  he simply preserves the 
older Syriac reading. Elsewhere, D sometimes simplifies the syntax, perhaps where 
ZR was a little cumbersome:
(teiaePaaioc;: ZR
Kai IlEVTcbioAiv : ZR ±rta; D o
pev [52,25 and 53,6]: ZR ; D om. (note that D has no use for the loan) 
dcTtavtaxoae [52,28]: ZR Aa^a ; D Aa^=
D is a little less concerned with some unnecessary epithets, thus oaicordroK; and ayiac; 
[54,2&4] are both in ZR but untranslated in D. 
yap [54,6] ZR D ^
Differences in vocabulary are rare; again D is probably simplifying the language: 
auv£A0ovt£<; [52,27]: ZR ort^oW; D cv*a*W (the latter D has used also for 
auv(x0poia0£VT£(;, 1.26).
Of greater interest is an analysis of the techniques used by this translator, given that 
the three examples of the text we have are more or less identical.
The following are a few comments of note on technique:
Adjectives used for adjectives, thus, d<p0apTOV i£  Kai at£A£i3rr]tov [52,29] = rdX
K'&ux.'i&uOD r^Ao
a am for resumptive pronoun is reasonably common [54,1-3 repeatedly]
Loans such as r^ iA n  for KAqpiKoTq [53,3]
1 Chabot, Incerti Auctoris Chronicon Pseudo-Dionysianum Vulgo Dictum I.
2 Schwartz, Cod Vat 1431.
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aapKO)0£VTO<; [53,4] [54,3] odpKOjau; [54,7]
8vav0pa)7itiacxvta [54,1] 
opoouoioq [54,3] rc ^  vd 
TTV£U|ia (XyiOV [54,3] rc^ncun rdwGA
Omits ad  [54,4] as part of the phrase ‘the ever-virgin’, perhaps a theologically- 
motivated omission. 
aapK i [54,6]
Conclusions
The text bears some of the typical marks of the 6th century stage of technique, such as 
we find in texts such as Ep55. Yet the Christological language is of the older type, 
unrevised from the days before Philoxenus. Given, then, that such can be the case 
even as late as the 560s (when the translation was made by the compiler of ZR), we 
should not be surprised that other texts, for example CO, show similar mixed 
methods. The compiler is almost certainly making his own new version of the 
Henoticon from Zechariah’s Greek, and this is taken over verbatim (with textual 
alterations over the tradition) into the texts of the Zuqnin Chronicle and thence into 
Michael the Syrian’s work.
We could add to our study here the text of Basiliscus’ Encyclical, which is also given 
in Z and D, although the former contains only portions of the whole. Again the style 
seems to be much the same.
3.iv.e 
The Influence of Cyril on Philoxenus
Philoxenus’ role in the development of translation techniques has been raised again 
and again in our investigation. Before we draw our final conclusions from all this 
analysis, therefore, it will be worth considering the influence in general that Cyril 
might be said to have had on Philoxenus’ thought. How much Cyril had he read? If he 
was reading Cyril’s works in Syriac already in his early career (as the florilegium 
attached to the DD suggests) then how deeply did these translations (and perhaps their
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techniques and vocabulary) affect his own writing and eventually his thoughts about 
translation?
The importance of Cyril for Philoxenus appears to date from the latter’s time at the 
school at Edessa. Both Simeon of Beth-Arsham and the Chronicon ad 846 refer to the 
period leading up to and following the expulsion of Ibas (457) as a period of schism at 
the school between a Theodoran and a Cyrilline party, the latter, argues De Halleux, 
permeating into the Syrian church through the monastic networks.1 Philoxenus’ own 
‘conversion’ to Cyrillianism, he says, must have been motivated by ‘une persuasion 
intime’ and ‘une conviction profonde’ -  it is evident even in his very earliest writings. 
In the second letter to the monks of Beth-Gaugal he says that as a youth he tasted the 
bitterness of Nestorianism. The aims of this ‘party’ appear to have stayed close to his 
heart, for during the battle with Flavian of Antioch Philoxenus pursued four specific 
aims, one of which was to force Flavian to accept Cyril’s ‘twelve anathemas’ and 
another that he should accept the Cyrilline ‘mia phusis’ formula. The fragmentary 
Lettre a Flavien (c.509-512) seems to quote Cyril from his second letter to Nestorius, 
and the similarly fragmentary Lettre Liminaire au Synodicon d ’Ephese (c.509) may 
even have been a defense of the twelve anathemas (he of course also produced a 
number of his own anathemas in imitation).4 The letter written from his exile, ‘7o the 
all the monks o f the Orient’ describes in some detail the events leading up to the 
healing of the post-Ephesine schism between Cyril and the Antiochian party, as it is 
told in Cyril’s own letter, and there can be little doubt that Philoxenus had read the 
letters to Acacius and Eulogius (Ep 40 and Ep 44) at the very least before writing this 
letter.5 Finally, as we have seen already, Cyril is often quoted in both the florilegia 
used by Philoxenus (one in the Decem Dissertationes and one in Ep Senoun).
When we take a look at his theology in general, we find that again those who have 
discussed the question stress the close relationship between the two bishops. De
1 De Halleux, Philoxene, 25-6.
2 ibid., 30.
3 ibid., 50-1; the letter to the monks o f Palestine lays these out quite clearly, text in De Halleux, 
Nouveaux textes I.
4 De Halleux, Philoxene, 210-1.
5 Lebon, Textes inedits de Philoxene de Mabboug. Philoxenus summarises the letter to Eulogius as 
dealing with the question rfm,* oo=ii- rdl ■rc'.*«,'y>A r^ &xcva&xcixs A-iA r&zn Jl^ .3 (p.206/217,5-
7). He had quite evidently read the letter for himself, and probably knew it very well.
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Halleux marks this relationship most especially in areas of soteriology. Just as the 
Alexandrian tradition used soteriology as the main driving force in Christology, so too 
did Philoxenus base his Christological arguments on soteriological models of 
exchange, “[il] reproduit de traits indiscutablement alexandrins, dont il serait aise de 
trouver le modele chez Athanase et chez Cyrille.”1 De Halleux even suggests that 
Philoxenus had read and copied Cyril on the matter of theopaschitism.
Similar as their theologies may appear, Philoxenus does not, however, ever mention 
Cyril by name in his exegetical work. The question of whether there is exegetical 
influence, however, has been answered strongly in the affirmative by Aland. She 
showed that Philoxenus’ controlling principles for his exegesis of the gospels were 
much the same as Cyril’s. The emphasis on the development of Jesus through all the 
normal stages of human existence (with special focus on Lk 2.52) stresses the notion 
that as God he is taking on the i5id)pata of humanity. Only thus by God experiencing 
the lowliest stages of weakness can all of humanity truly be renewed.
In Philoxenus’ exegesis of the baptism of Jesus, his reception of the Holy Spirit on 
behalf of humanity makes possible our reception of the Spirit also and thereby the 
renewal of mankind. This distinctive exegesis is made very clear in Fragment 2 of the 
Matthew/Luke commentary.4 Although Aland saw the connection only in general 
terms, this rather distinctive exegesis is actually to be found explicitly in Cyril’s 
commentaries.5 Thus, for Cyril, ‘the Spirit in Christ represents the decisive return of 
the Spirit to the human race.’6 Keating sees this exegesis as differing from ‘the more 
typical patristic approach’7 and therefore its explicit presence in both Cyril and 
Philoxenus confirms the latter’s reading of the former. To this exegesis, Philoxenus 
adds elements from Ephrem (most notably, the idea of the Jordan as a ‘second 
womb’) to create a new monophysite synthesis grounded in both Alexandrian
1 De Halleux, Philoxene, 419, cf. also 397, n.17; also Aland, Monophysitismus, 145.
2 De Halleux, Philoxene, 459.
3 Aland, Monophysitismus, 145-6.
4 2,27-30,4 [versio 2,24-7 ] (references from Watt, Matthew and Luke); also 57,29-58,26 [50,1-30].
5 In Cyril’s commentaries, see esp. In Isa. 11.1-3 and In Joel. 2.28-9 as well as the descriptions o f the 
Baptism in the John and Luke commentaries. For the use of this exegesis in a Christological setting, see 
the interpretation o f  Jn 1.32 in Scholia I  (ACO 1,5,219-20). Cyril is in fact repeating an Athanasian 
perspective, cf. C.Ar. 1,46,7.
6 Keating, The Appropriation o f Divine Life in Cyril ofAlexandria, 27.
7 ibid., 33.
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Christology and Syrian spirituality.1 Other similarities pointed out by Aland further 
confirm this reading relationship between Cyril and Philoxenus.2
This raises the question of whether he read Cyril in Greek or in Syriac. We have 
showed already that the Cyrilline loci in the florilegium used for the Decem 
Dissertationes were taken from a Syriac version, whereas those in the much later 
Letter to the monks o f Senoun do not correspond to the full Syriac version and were 
probably taken directly from a Greek florilegium, to which Philoxenus had access in 
exile. De Halleux doubted Philoxenus’ ability to read Greek,3 but the error he appears 
to make between yevEaic; and yevvqaic; is slim evidence for this assertion (it may have 
been a scribal error), though we cannot be sure one way or the other. It would be odd 
if his increasing fondness for the Greek text of the scriptures, together with his desire 
to produce an exegetical corpus to rival that of Theodore, did not proceed hand-in- 
hand with an increasing understanding of Greek. Philoxenus’ revision of the credal 
language was based upon his strong belief that the (Greek) wording of the creed 
supported his theological position, and the influence of his revised language is 
discernible already in his earliest exegetical work, where we find terms such as \=> 
and both half-way to the fully revised forms (respectively in
rciiajoK' and K'*\cuvto*oa) -  the latter at least quite probably picked up from his reading 
of the Syriac versions of Cyril’s letters, for these appear already as experimental 
forms in those translations, as we have already seen.4 It may have been that by reading 
texts such as these, and beginning to understand the Greek that lay behind them 
(whether or not he was truly fluent in that language), he was led to the conviction that 
the Syriac theological language stood in need of updating in the monophysite cause. 
Philoxenus’ use of the phrase ‘the distinction of the natures after the union’ he 
adopted explicitly from Cyril and used in his battle with Flavian as the furthest extent 
to which he was prepared to compromise.5 He could easily have discovered the phrase 
in his reading of the Christological letters (which we know he did read before 484),
1 For Ephrem, see esp. Sebastian P. Brock, The Luminous Eye: The spiritual world vision o f  Saint 
Ephrem. Kalamazoo, 1992.
2 For example, the allegorical interpretation o f Christ’s manger, see Aland, Monophysitismus, 159.
3 De Halleux, Philoxene, 22. See also Lebon, La Version Philoxenienne, 417, and the fuller argument in 
Lebon’s dissertation, Le monophysisme severien, Louvain, 1909, 145.
4 They can be found in the Mt/Lk commentary, at 55,28 [48,13] and 56,30 [49,7] respectively.
5 De Halleux, Philoxene, 210-1.
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and he uses the same Syriac expression as was used by the translators of those letters.1 
In the same way, we have seen (3.iii) how the scriptural citations in these early 
translations seem to have anticipated Philoxenus’ concerns about the text of scripture 
itself, and again this dynamic is really conceivable only if Philoxenus had at least a 
partial grasp of the Greek language, sufficient enough to read if not to compose.
Whether or not Philoxenus really knew much Greek, we can see quite clearly the 
strong influence not only of Cyrilline Christology in general, but of his exegetical 
methods and his vocabulary in particular. Some of this may well have been picked up 
through reading the Syriac translations of Cyril, perhaps while he was in Edessa, thus 
effecting a growing realisation on Philoxenus’ part that the technical Syriac 
vocabulary that he found in these translation-texts needed to be incorporated better 
into the central religious vocabulary of his church, through its creed and its scriptures.
1 E.g. in Ep40, 26,26 [33,18], and frequently in this letter as well as occasionally in the letters to 
Succensus (Ep45/46): rc^a rdal»a*., just as found in Philoxenus.
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Summary to Parts 2-3
In Part 2, we began by using some intertextual citations to show that at least some of 
our texts were necessarily to be dated before 484 (the same method was used to show 
that some Athanasian works also pre-dated 484 and that some Apollinarian ones pre­
dated 521). This method of dating on external evidence has provided some secure 
points upon which we have proceeded. Moving on to the internal evidence (Part 3), 
we have therefore carried out a linguistic analysis of the texts themselves (3.i), a 
comparison against external fixed points in Severus etc. (3.ii) and followed this up by 
an enquiry into the scriptural citations, from both Testaments, to be found in the texts 
(3.iii); finally, we added to these a series of other short studies which aimed to 
contribute further to building up this picture of the relationships between our texts and 
other fixed points (3.iv). The detailed conclusions from 3.i-ii and to 3.iii were given at 
the appropriate moments. Before returning to these, let us briefly consider the 
contribution of 3.iv.
We first of all argued that the (previously unknown) version of the Explanatio found 
in another ms was, in fact, an earlier version of the known text we had been analysing, 
that the later text was a revision of the former along the lines of the sixth century 
school of translation technique. The earlier version was probably to be dated to the 
time before any ‘Philoxenian’ revisions had been made to the credal or Biblical 
language.
Second, we analysed a range of versions of Cyril’s 12 chapters, both those extracted 
from his various defences of them, and also as they appeared individually in florilegia 
or elsewhere. We noted a number of interesting relationships, and showed that 
florilegia were being compiled from both editions of the Explanatio at an early stage. 
The relationship between the revised version of the Explanatio and Philoxenus 
appeared to give priority to the former, leaving us with a terminus ante quem of 521 
for the revision of the Explanatio.
The third section looked at the patristic loci found within our set of texts. These 
showed, for instance, the relative positions, vis a vis translation technique, of Contra
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Orientales and another translator who could be firmly dated to before 521. We 
observed also that Philoxenus himself was already drawing on florilegia such as those 
we find in the Florilegium Edessenum, which must have already existed in Syriac 
(with Cyrilline citations included) well before his day, although this does not 
necessarily shed any further light on the dating of our texts (such as Contra 
Orientales).
In addition to this analysis into the relationships between our texts and some given 
fixed points, we have attempted also to shed at least a little light on the 
interrelationships of the florilegia of the period, especially on the origins of the 
collection used by Philoxenus in his Decem Dissertationes. It appears that this was 
made from a mixture of pre-existing texts and other florilegia, some already 
translated, others perhaps here for the first time. The influence of the Syriac version of 
Timothy Ailuros seems to have been especially instrumental in introducing certain 
key anti-Chalcedonian patristic loci into the Syriac sphere, whence they turn up in 
Philoxenus’ two florilegia (in Decem Dissertationes and EpSenoun). Many of these 
appear to have started life either in Eutyches’ apologia or in the Acts of Ephesus, 
before finding their way into Timothy’s work, often via Cyril himself, before ending 
up in collections both Greek (Vat.Gr.1431) and Syriac {Florilegium Edessenum). The 
interrelationship between this anti-Chalcedonian line of tradition and the pro- 
Chalcedonian florilegia which have their roots in Theodoret’s Eranistes and the 
various editions of Leo’s Tome add an extra dimension to this difficult question 
which, while shedding some light on the development of monophysitic thought 
between Chalcedon and Severus, does not have any further direct bearing on our 
investigation.1
Fourthly, we looked briefly at the Syriac version of the Henoticon. The versions of the 
text found in the Zuqnin Chronicle and in ps-Zacharias Rhetor represent one and the 
same translation, made most likely by the compiler of the latter text in the third 
quarter of the sixth century, using a ‘mixed technique’, i.e. a syntactically and 
grammatically advanced method of equivalence combined with a pre-Philoxenian 
attitude towards Christological lexical equivalences.
1 For the pro-Chalcedonian tradition in particular, see Sellers, Chalcedon; Richard, Les Florileges\ 
Grillmeier, Christ 2:1, 53-63; Ettlinger, History o f the Citations.
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We concluded 3.iv with a comparison of the theology and language of Philoxenus and 
(the translators of) Cyril, an exercise which could be carried out far more exhaustively 
than was possible here. However, we suggested that Philoxenus’ dependence on Cyril 
was strong and that his reading of the fifth century translations of Cyril’s letters and 
other works may itself have contributed, both from a theological and from a linguistic 
point of view, towards Philoxenus’ own central concern with the translation issue in 
the latter part of his career.
Grouping the texts
Drawing together the threads thus far from all of Parts 2 and 3, we can now outline 
how our texts have come into being and at which points in the development of Syriac 
translation literature they should be placed.
By comparing our texts against stable and datable bases we have been able to gauge 
their relative techniques more precisely than was possible by merely comparing them 
to each other. It has become apparent that they fall into five categories, which can be 
discerned from each other with at least some clarity.
The first contains the De Recta Fide alone, with its distinctively early, paraphrastic 
style. It is clearly very early, and may still be attributable to Rabbula, which would 
give it a date of 432/3.
The second group includes those texts we know on external evidence to pre-date 484, 
and which show a style still very free from the bonds of the mirror-versions typical of 
Paul of Callinicum; this contains Epp 40,45,46,50, and should also include the Quod 
Unus sit Christus and Explanatio A, which, although they cannot be dated so precisely 
on external grounds, nevertheless belong to the same group on the basis of our 
internal analysis.1 All these can therefore be added to the otherwise short list of 
translations attributable to the fifth century.1
1 This early date for the translation of the Quod Unus sit Christus, probably not very long after its time 
of writing, has an interesting parallel in the early Ethiopic version, which shows an even looser
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Especially typical of this group is the occasional appearance of a ‘late’ neologism or 
mirror rendering which goes against the flow of the usual technique. We also found 
here a few instances of ‘Philoxenian’ readings before Philoxenus, both in terms of NT 
citations and credal terminology. Although generally these texts conform to the ‘free’ 
techniques of the fifth century, they show from time to time a much more forceful 
attempt at precision than we see in the first group and we have discussed already the 
possibility that they were revised at a later stage, but found it more likely that they 
represent rather an early attempt to improve the Syriac vocabulary. We know that 
Philoxenus read these texts in compiling his early magnum opus (the Decem 
Dissertationes contra Habbib) and, in the light of the strong influence of Cyril upon 
Philoxenus, we may be tempted to conclude that here is the source of Philoxenus’ 
belief that the scriptures and the creed stood in need of revision. In other words, the 
translators of this second group could see that the Peshitta and the traditional Syriac 
formulae were not adequate to the task of Christological debate, a point which they 
passed on to Philoxenus, who chose to do something about it. Circumstantially, we 
may suggest that these texts arose from the milieu of the pro-Cyrilline party at Edessa 
in the middle third of the fifth century, a party to which Philoxenus adhered from his 
days at the school there.
The third group consists of Contra Orientales and Contra Theodoretum, which have a 
very varied profile. In places their technique resembles that of the foregoing group, 
and yet sometimes the similarity to Paul of Callinicum is much closer. Given the 
evidence we found when studying the NT citations, which showed how aware this 
translator was of the Philoxenian/Harklean tradition, we should probably place these 
two texts in a third, separate group, rather than with the second group. Another 
important factor in this decision is the findings of 3.iv.c, where it was shown that the 
translator of Contra Orientales compared favourably in his technique with another 
translator, that of the Apollinarian treatises, but was still appreciably short of him both 
in terms of linguistic method and, more importantly, the lexical revision of
translation style, as yet uninfluenced by the niceties o f the later Christological language, cf. Lossl, One 
and the Same.
1 As given in Brock, Towards a History, 2-3. Added also should be portions o f the Athanasian corpus 
and the Syro-Roman Lawbook.
2 See above, Conclusions to Part 3.i-ii.
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Christological language. We tentatively suggested a date between 484 and c.500. This 
sounds rather more specific than the evidence warrants, but the most important point 
is not an absolute dating but placing the text in its relationship to the others. However, 
a problem is immediately raised when we recall the presence of a number of 
Philoxenian readings in the NT citations in these texts, to a significantly greater extent 
that was the case among the Group II texts. This would seem to suggest a date after 
508. How do we reconcile this paradox which, put simply, consists in the fact that 
these texts show a revised Biblical text but not a revised Christological language? It 
would be foolhardy to demand that the text be dated after the Philoxenian NT since, 
after all, this is a translation and the translator could come up with revised Biblical 
readings on his own. We would therefore suggest that here we have a pre-Philoxenian 
text which has made significant advances along the road towards the revision of 
scriptural translation.
The fourth group contains those texts which seem particularly close to Paul of 
Callinicum in style and in the extent to which their Biblical citations conform to the 
Philoxenian/Harklean tradition; these include Explanatio B, Scholia, Ep39, Ep55, and 
possibly Ep44. This group should be dated as roughly contemporary with Paul of 
Callinicum’s work (c.520s/30s), with which it shares a great similarity of style. On 
other grounds, we have also shown the great likelihood that the revised form of the 
Explanatio is contemporary with Philoxenus and may date from before 521. A general 
period of the first half of the sixth century should thus be assigned to this group, with 
the great likelihood being that they all post-date the Philoxenian Bible revision, of 
which they probably knew. This dating seems to overlap with that usually given to 
Moses of Aggel, whose use of the Peshitta in his private correspondence contrasts 
with his Philoxenian-like renderings in his translations and neatly sums up the attitude 
to Greek texts which was espoused by this group.
Finally we have a fifth group, containing only the Ad Tiberium, which, both in its 
citations, and in comparison with Paul, shows a slightly later stage of development, 
part-way between Philoxenian and Harklean. In fact, this is only a rather more 
consistently applied version of Group IV and could be dated to any time between 
c.530 and the early seventh century when the Harklean was written.
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These groups can thus be tabulated as follows:
I
De Recta Fide
II
Epp 40,45,46,50 
Explanatio XII capitulorum ‘A ’
Quod Unus sit Christus
III
Contra Orientales 
Contra Theodoretum
IV
Ep55
Explanatio XII capitulorum ‘B ’
Scholia de Incarnatione
Ep39
Ep44
V
Ad Tiberium
We now list the texts in the order in which they appear in BL Add 14557 (excluding 
Contra Orientales and Contra Theodoretum which are not from this ms):
Ep55
Explanatio XII capitulorum
Scholia de Incarnatione
Quod Unus sit Christus
De Recta Fide
Ep40
Ep45
Ep46
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Ep50
Ep39
Ep44
The notable observation follows that the groups match the order of the texts in the ms 
to a considerable degree, the first three belonging together in Group IV, together with 
the last two; the fourth and fifth being from the early groups; the group of letters (Epp 
40,45,46,50) together belonging to Group II. It is hard to believe that this could be 
accidental. Although we would not want to suggest that the texts in, say, Group II, are 
all from the same hand, it would be reasonable now to assume that the texts have 
come into their current order in this ms as parts of pre-combined groups coming from 
similar times and places, later to be all amalgamated in a ‘collected set of texts of 
Cyril of Alexandria on the Nestorian crisis’. The first three texts, in fact, might well 
be from the same hand, based on our analysis of their techniques. The close match 
between the groupings based on text analysis and that based on the ms at least 
provides a confirmation of the broad conclusions of the former.
The development o f technique as witnessed by the groups
What is above all striking about these groupings and about the evidence that we have 
seen in all our texts is the significant leap forward made between the third and fourth 
groups. Although there are plenty of suggestions and hints of translators among 
groups II and III experimenting with new ideas and better methods of exegeting Cyril 
into Syriac, and although these earlier texts sometimes come up with some startling 
results that seem ahead of their time, nevertheless we are in a new world when we 
arrive at the fourth group, together with its honorary member, Paul of Callinicum.1
These latter groups represent an advanced stage of the development of translation 
technique, a development of which Philoxenus was an important, though not unique,
tHpart. It has been noted that the techniques of Athanasius of Nisibis in the mid 7
1 Paul’s significance in relation to his different contemporaries, Moses and Sergius o f Resaina, has 
been pointed out -  Brock, Towards a History, 12. However, the suggestion made here that there is “a 
definite shift” towards the mirror-technique “as time goes on” within the fifth century is a little odd 
given that there are no translations datable to the latter half o f that century and given that Paul of 
Callinicum and Sergius are exact contemporaries.
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century, and of our fifth group, which probably lies somewhere later in the 6 
century, are not all that much of an advance upon the style of Group IV and of Paul of 
Callinicum;1 just as the Harklean New Testament barely developed any new 
techniques beyond what is found in the Philoxenian, but rather used those same 
techniques with much greater consistency.
The vital period of development, therefore, appears to have been about a generation 
either side of 500, Philoxenus in the centre acting as the catalyst in this swift process 
of change. The role of Philoxenus as catalyst only and not as a primary initiator, and 
the concomitant importance of his fifth-century predecessors, is perhaps one of the 
more intriguing results of this whole exercise. For it has been shown how the pre- 
Philoxenian Group II texts, and to an even greater extant the Group III texts, prefigure 
in their style, and even in a number of specifics, the methods that would be advocated 
and applied by Philoxenus in his revision firstly of the credal language and secondly 
of the New Testament.
Those Group II texts were themselves probably initiated in response to the growing 
number of translations of the Antiochene exegetes produced in Edessa. As that latter 
work progressed contemporaneously with the growing discontent between 
Chalcedonians and anti-Chalcedonians in the latter half of the fifth century, and as 
Syriac church leaders and thinkers were exposed to the Biblical and theological 
language of Cyril, translators became increasingly aware of the shortcomings of their 
own language, its theological vocabulary and its syntactic competence to deal with 
Greek ‘philosophy’. Philoxenus’ readings of Cyril may have substantially contributed 
to his own earnest desire, as witnessed in a number of places in his writings,4 to find 
new ways to translate.
Our rather exhaustive study of the Biblical citations has shown quite clearly how this 
development can be traced in the texts themselves, whether or not they can be used to 
reconstruct the lost Philoxenian. The tendency of the Group I text to imitate the
1 See especially the summary o f this issue in the conclusions to 3.i-ii.
2 This observation simply confirms current opinion, e.g. Brock, Greek into Syriac, 3, and Towards a 
History, 5.
3 To this extent the suggestion that in the 5th century this type o f approach was ‘confined to Biblical 
texts’ may need expanding -  Brock, Towards a History, 11.
4 See Part 1, Introductory Material.
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Peshitta in all matters, sometimes even when its wording was not all that close a 
translation of their Vorlagen, gave way to a more experimental period in which new 
ways of translating the scriptures (especially the Old Testament) were tested out, 
probably both before and during the time when Philoxenus, acting under the same 
impulses, initiated his revision programme. In later texts (Group IV and V) we can see 
a much more developed, revisionistic, way of dealing with scriptural citations. Some 
of these may well be a result of using the Philoxenian (although this is very unlikely 
for the Old Testament), but more often it is probably the case that, like Moses of 
Aggel, these translators are going their own way and applying the techniques they had 
been developing for translating Greek theological philosophy to the translation of the 
scriptures.
These developments, which seem to be focused upon the era o f Philoxenus, represent 
nothing less than revolutionary ways of reading and thinking about theological texts. 
It represents both a Hellenisation of Syriac theology and a new brand of ‘ownership’ 
of these texts within the Semitic world. It is also absolutely typical of its time and of 
the trends in theological theory and method which we first outlined in the Introduction 
(Part 1). Our final question, then, should be concerned above all with the motives and 
models which acted upon these translators in the development of their revolutionary 
techniques. And this will be the subject of our final chapter.
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Part 4 
Conclusions
On M otivations and M odels
Methodological questions
The first question with which we must deal concerns the reason why the Greek-Syriac 
translation programme developed in the manner in which it did. As an historical 
phenomenon it requires an historical explanation in its specific context. The 
development itself has been outlined by Dr. Brock in a series of articles. 1 
Significantly, he points to certain preconditions which will naturally incline 
translators to choose one method or another: a) the presence of those who still 
understand the source language (the expositors), whose task it is to elucidate the 
meaning of the translation and without whom a slavish mirror-translation ceases to 
have any value and goes out of circulation; b) the relative prestige of the two 
languages involved; and c) the nature of the texts themselves, i.e. sacred religious 
texts are more likely to receive a mirror version than less important texts.
t h  t l iEvidently all these criteria were present in the 6 /7 centuries in the Syriac language- 
zones where we witness that peculiar mirror-style of translation, the rise of which has 
been the main subject of this investigation thus far. Thus there were in the Syrian 
church at that time expositores, those who had a firm grasp of Greek and could 
expound the strange-sounding translation by recourse to the original -  a criterion 
which does not hold for the Abbasid period; there was a marked growth in 
philhellenism over this time relative to the Syriac native tongue; finally, the texts that 
received this treatment were important Biblical and patristic writings, whose origins 
were, to different extents, hallowed by tradition.
Is this all that can be said? Are these criteria sufficient to account for the phenomenon 
in question? These are the questions we now need to address at greater length. To
1 Especially Aspects o f  Translation Technique and Towards a History as well as, more recently, 
Hunanyn's Translation Techniques and Changing Fashions. See bibliography for a fuller listing.
2 For which, see specifically Brock, Antagonism to Assimilation.
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begin with, a fundamental distinction needs to be made between on the one hand the 
idea and the vision of a translation which reflects the original in such a special 
manner, and on the other the development of that manner itself. Thus it may be that 
the development of the mirror-style may not have occurred hand-in-glove with the 
development of the idea of it. In fact, the latter must logically precede the former. 
Thus we may expect a period of time when the vision and motivation is present but 
the ability and technical know-how has not yet arrived. We must ask two related but 
distinct questions. Firstly, what were the motivating factors, the inner dynamic, which 
gave the lettered men of this era the vision to create such texts? Secondly, what were 
the factors which gave them the opportunity to express that vision, which drove the 
actual development of the technique itself? The first concerns motivations per se, the 
second concerns models and techniques.
Motivations
Under this rubric, then, we need to examine the inner dynamic of a literary culture 
which seeks to establish by choice a slavish and literal translation method (whatever 
stage of development the actual techniques may have reached at such a time). Given 
that Biblical translation was a major element of the Syriac experience, the experience 
of earlier Biblical translation situations has sometimes been called upon to provide a 
parallel.
Brock has suggested that the dichotomy between literary and non-literary translation 
which was meaningful in the Hellenistic and Roman environments broke down when 
it came to the Holy Scriptures. Pointing to the revision processes enacted on the 
Greek Old Testament, he suggests that literalness won the day in some Jewish circles, 
and subsequently in the church, to be ‘given its classic statement... in one of Jerome’s 
letters.’1 The treatment of the holy text as a legal text by the earliest Jewish translators 
was imitated in later times and a parallel can be drawn between these and the literalist 
translations of bureaucratic or legal texts, especially on the basis of the third of 
criterion ‘c’ (as given above). The background of the changing techniques amongst 
the Syrians through late antiquity can thereby be illuminated.
1 Brock, Changing Fashions, 5.
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Does this other (Biblical) tradition indeed provide such a parallel which helps to 
explain the Syriac phenomena? We need to look more closely at the traditions of the 
Western church so as more carefully to unpack the nature of the parallel experiences.
Jerome’s famous letter to Pammachius {Ep 57) on the subject of how translation 
ought to be carried out, with a particular interest in Bible translation, serves 
apparently as a sort of reaction against the classical expressions in favour of literary 
translation favoured by Cicero and Horace. In making such a reaction, Jerome makes 
explicit a distinction between Biblical practice, where even the word order is a 
mysterium, and non-Biblical texts, to which he would rather apply the Ciceronian 
principle of aemulatio, and act as orator rather than as fldus interpres (Horace’s 
deprecatory term for the ‘slavish imitator’):
ego enim non solum fateor, sed libera voce profiteer me in interpretatione 
Graecorum absque scriptures sanctis, ubi et verborum ordo mysterium est, 
non verbum de verbo, sed sensum exprimere de sensu. habeoque huius rei 
magistrum Tullium.1
For I  myself not only admit but freely proclaim that in translating from 
the Greek (except in the case o f the Holy Scriptures where even the order 
o f the words is a mystery) I  render sense for sense and not word for word.
For this course I  have the authority o f Tullius.
At first glance, this distinction that he makes in theory is borne out in practice in the 
contrast between Jerome’s Vulgate and his versions of Origen. The freedom of 
exposition and interpretation which typifies the latter is not unique to him but can be 
found in many contemporary patristic translations from the Greek, e.g. in Rufinus’ 
extensive work and in Eustathius’ version of Basil, which is itself a good deal more 
freely rendered than Ambrose’s earlier version of the same text. Again, the Latin 
translators of the Shepherd o f Hermas owe their diction to the supple language of 
Roman spirituality and not the closer conventions of the Vetus Latina with which they
1 Ep57.2, ed. Hilberg, CSEL LIV, 508,9-13.
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must have been familiar.1 Such translators saw no reason, a priori, why Biblical 
translation method ought to spill over into their treatment o f other texts, even 
important patristic ones.
However, the theoretical distinction here enunciated does not always seem to function 
as such. For even with regard to the Vulgate, Jerome can hardly be said to have 
applied the approach that he appears to espouse in the letter to Pammachius. The 
reason for this is not so much the lack of expositors (which would free Jerome from 
the third criterion), for while this might to some extent apply in the case of the 
Hebrew OT it would not apply to NT, and Jerome makes no distinction between them 
-  and anyway he himself gives different reasons. Jerome’s concern above all appears 
to have been rather with the preservation of the elegantia of the Latin language, so 
long as this did not take anything away from the sense of the original, as he states 
explicitly in the letter to Sunnia and Fretela, and in another to Augustine.3 In one 
place he discusses, for example, the Latin rendering ‘in valle lacrimarum’ (Ps 83) 
which he would rather alter to ‘in valle plorationis’ purely on the basis of the elegance 
of the target language.4 In another, he positively commends, in Biblical translation, 
rendering ‘vel verbum e verbo, vel sensum e sensu, vel ex utroque commixtum’ in 
apparently direct contradiction to his words in the treatise to Pammachius.5 In the 
light if this, it has been said that “it is without doubt the principle of sense-for-sense 
translation which was Jerome’s main legacy to later translators.”6
In fact, even within the letter to Pammachius, Jerome’s theory hardly holds up. For he 
discusses extensively the great freedom which the NT writers took with their 
translations of OT citations -  it is this very observation, extensively illustrated with 
examples, which Jerome makes the foundation of this argument that sensus de sensu 
translation is the best way to treat a patristic text, and these examples come from the
1 Kelly, True Interpreter, 81,99.
2 cf. Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 79
3 ‘Eadem igitur interpretandi sequenda est regula, quam saepe diximus, ut ubi non sit damnum in sensu 
linguae, in quam transferimus, eucpoma et proprietas conservetur.’ Ep 106, CSEL 55, 275,19-21; 
‘expressimus sensuum potius veritatem quam verborum interdum ordinem conservantes.’ Ep 112, 
CSEL 55, 389,10-11.
4 See Banniard, Jerome et Telegantia d'apres le De Optimo genere interpretandi.
5 From the preface to Job, Biblia Sacra iuxta Latinam Vulgatam Versionem, ed. H.Quentin et al.: 
IX.Hester-Iob (Rome, 1951), 69. The preface to Judith contains a similar comment - ‘magis sensum e 
sensu quam ex verbo verbum transferens,’ PL XXVIII, 1081.
6 Marsden, JElfric as Translator: The Old English Prose Genesis, 327.
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Scriptures themselves. If apostles can translate like this, then why should he himself 
not be permitted to imitate their method? Indeed, when we turn to the Vulgate itself 
we find this technique readily espoused. It is especially evident wherever the Hebrew 
repeats a particular word frequently and Jerome always seeks a number of synonyms 
in the interest of varietas, often to the deficit of the rhetoric of the Hebrew, 
occasionally to the sense as well. Albert Condamin has shown extensively not just 
how elegantia thus impinges on Jerome’s stated ideal, but how in many other cases 
Jerome alters the wording where he could have remained more faithful had he wished 
to do so. He identifies three types of such alterations -  literary (the omission of 
superfluous repetitions, for example), critical (in cases where the text is problematic), 
and doctrinal (in cases where messianic typology impinges on OT translation).1 
Commenting, then, on Jerome’s stated claim in the letter to Pammachius, Condamin 
concludes that ‘en pratique, il s’affrachit generalement de cette etroite dependence.’2 
Even where the Vulgate does adhere closely to the original text, the techniques 
Jerome uses are really nothing at all like the ‘mirror-versions’ that we see among the 
later Syriac writers, full of grammatical caiques, loan words, and neologisms.
Furthermore, Winkelmann has shown how theoretical discussions such as those found 
in the letter owe far more to polemical context and necessity than objective scholarly 
accuracy. The more we read both of Jerome’s translations themselves and of his 
discussions of method the more that one well-known dictum appears to be a reflex- 
defence against potential accusations rather than his considered opinion.
It is anyway probably a mistake to think of Jerome’s so-called comment on translation 
technique as being related to what we think of by that term at all. In these sorts of 
debates, Jerome is almost always either discussing the matter of Vorlagen (i.e. 
defending his choice of the Hebraica veritas)4 or else discussing how much one can
1 Condamin, Les Caracteres p t 1, 434-40; see p.437 for an example o f where Jerome’s concern for 
elegantia actually works against the sense of the Hebrew: p o  is translated with a mixture o f species 
and genus.
2 ibid., 429.
3 Winkelmann, Zu den Aussagen des Rufinus von Aquileia und des Hieronymus. See also discussions in 
Bartelink, Liber De Optimo Genere Interpretandi and, for a careful and thorough analysis o f the 
theories o f translation technique in late antiquity, Marti, Ubersetzer der Augustin-Zeit.
4 See especially the Job preface mentioned above, and also the prefaces to the Vulgate Proverbs, 
Ecclesiastes, and Song o f Songs, in which it is the fact that his version is “drawn straight from the
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justifiably doctor an Origenist text in transmitting it into the Latin church. Thus when 
he speaks of being ‘faithful’ to the original, his observations and arguments are 
usually of what we would call a text-critical nature, rather than relating to detailed 
translation technique or the issue of mirroring such as we see it among the West 
Syrians.
Thus on investigation, it seems that Jerome never espoused the verbum de verbo ideal 
in practice, and certainly never came near making the sort of choices that we have 
seen in the Syriac situation. Perhaps the problem was the lack of the second criterion 
(‘b’ as mentioned above), the relative prestige of the languages. For although Greek 
was doubtless held in very high esteem, the Latin language also had its own rhetorical 
tradition that was too deeply-set to cause such a movement at that time. Perhaps not 
too great a burden should be placed upon the experience of Bible translation in the 
West as a paralle for the Syriac phenomena (although both fall within the official 
remit of Tate antiquity’ they are comfortably separated both in time and space to posit 
any material influence).
Another possibly enlightening parallel presents itself, which might be able to shed 
light on some aspects of our problem, namely the programme of translating Latin 
texts into Old English initiated by King Alfred at the end of the ninth century. Not 
dissimilarly to Syriac, Old English ‘as a literary language was bom out of a program 
of translation, and defined itself largely in terms of differences between itself and the 
Latin language.’1
The famous judgments of Cicero and Horace, after being picked up by Jerome as we 
have seen, made their way down the line of tradition in the West. Thus Pope Gregory 
asked for the translation of his own letters to be treated in this manner: ‘rogo, non 
verbum ex verbo sed sensum ex sensu transferte quia plerumque dum proprietas 
verborum tenditur, sunsuum virtus amittitur.’2 From Gregory it passed into the 
practice of the early English translators.
[wine]press” that gives it the right to be called ‘accurate’, not its particular translational style or 
technique at the linguistic level.
1 Robert Stanton, ‘The (M)other Tongue: Translation Theory and Old English’ in Jeanette Beer, ed., 
Translation Theory and Practice in the Middle Ages. Kalamazoo, 1997, 33-46, citation from p.34.
2 Gregory the Great, Registrum Epistolarum I,xxix.
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Jerome would thus have been proud of Werferth, the late ninth century bishop of 
Worcester, who translated Gregory’s Dialogues into the vernacular “sometimes 
rendering sense for sense (aliquando sensum ex sensu ponens), translating 
intelligently and in a very polished style,” as one of his contemporaries commented.1 
Alfred was Werferth’s patron and made a number of similar translations himself, 
translating Gregory’s Cura Pastoralis “sometimes word for word, sometimes sense 
for sense (<andgit o f andgiete)”, as he says in the preface. The style has been described 
as “a close translation,...making small additions and omissions for what seems nearly 
always to be stylistic reasons;.. .he shows no interest in reproducing the subtle logic.” 
This latter option was followed even more solidly in Alfred’s OE version of Boethius’ 
De Consolatione Philosophiae. While of the Cura, it is said that his “purpose was to 
insure that his readers understood the meaning clearly, even at the expense of literal 
accuracy,” the latter text is rather a “radical adaptation”. The Boethius, along with 
Alfred’s version of Orosius’ History, is a full literary and contextual adaptation very 
much in the classical mould, while even the more ‘literal’ text (the Cura) is very far 
from being verbum de verbo.
The same can be said of any number of key patristic texts translated at this time, such 
as ^Ethelwold’s version of the Benedictine Rule. “His aim was to write clear and 
fluent English prose and he keeps closely to the original as long as he can fulfil this 
purpose by means of a literal translation. On the other hand he does not hesitate to 
translate more freely if a too literal rendering would seem unidiomatic. This is why 
we find freely translated chapters and passages side by side with others which 
reproduce the original fairly literally.”4 This is just the sort of pattern that we have 
witnessed in our Group I and II texts, before the onset of a thoroughgoing attempt to 
provide a new paradigm.
1 Asser, Life o f King Alfred, 77.
2 William H. Brown, “Method and Style in the Old English Pastoral Care.” Journal o f  English and 
Germanic Philology 68 (1969), 666-84, citation from p.666. All things are relative and, in fact, Alfred 
makes alterations unthinkable to all save the earliest Syriac translators -  for example his explanation, in 
ch.52, of Gregory’s higher and lower orders and monks and laity.
3 Stanley B. Greenfield and Daniel G. Calder, A New Critical History o f  Old English Literature. New  
York, 1986, 45-6.
4 M. Gretsch, “Aithelwold’s Translation o f the Regula Sancti Benedicti and its Latin Exemplar.” Anglo- 
Saxon England?) (1974), 125-51, citation fromp.148.
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But this is precisely what never happened in Anglo-Saxon England. For when we turn 
to the Biblical Translations, even those made a century later, the situation is not 
changing. For in his Genesis ‘VElfric did not hesitate to amplify or explain, by 
addition or rearrangement, or even alteration, where he thought it appropriate.”1 Thus, 
for instance, Jerome’s rather odd sounding ‘non enim pluerat Dominus Deus super 
terram’ (Gen 2.5) becomes the idiomatic ‘God soblice ne sende naenne ren ofer eorSan 
5a gyt’ (i.e. send rain rather than just rain). This style of Biblical translation showed 
no signs of going in the direction which we find in the Syriac church, neither in the 
slightly later West Saxon Gospels,2 nor in any of the early Middle English attempts, 
least of all that of Wycliffe. One scholar’s description of this programme sounds as 
though it could have been referring as easily to Jerome -  “the medieval notion of the 
sacred nature not only of the word of God, but of the syntax, the letter order, and even 
the punctuation of Biblical manuscripts seems to have been known in early medieval 
insular culture, but largely ignored in practice.”4
What, then, are the differences between the English and the Syriac contexts which 
may account for the very different approaches taken towards the translation of both 
Biblical and Patristic material? The English approach cannot be explained by a lack of 
expositors, for there were surely no fewer Latinate literati in Alfred’s realm than there
i.L
were Greek ones in 7 century Syria. Similarly, it cannot have been a matter of 
prestige alone, for despite the very high status of Greek vis a vis Syriac in the later 
period, the literary status of the Old English language, which as yet had virtually no 
tradition of religious usage whatever, cannot have been any greater vis a vis Latin, 
and was probably very much lower. The same goes for the status of the texts, for it is
1 Richard Marsden, “Ailfric as Translator: The Old English Prose Genesis.'''1 Anglia 109 (1991): 319-58, 
citation from p.340. For more, especially on Tilfric’s famous preface to his Genesis translation, see 
Robert Stanton, “Rhetoric and Translation in Ailfric’s Prefaces.” Translation and Literature 6 (1997), 
135-48; and Frederick M. Biggs, “Biblical Glosses in iElfric’s Translation o f Genesis.” Notes and 
Queries 236 (1991), 286-92.
2 The editor has commented that the translators o f these cannot be credited with ‘a keen appreciation of 
the grammatical precision and structural clarity o f a Latin sentence’, and she describes their work as 
‘literal but relatively idiomatic’ -  see R.M. Liuzza, The Old English version o f  the Gospels Vol. 2, Notes 
and Glossary. Oxford, 2000, 99,50. See also Madelaine Griinberg, ed., The West Saxon Gospels: A 
Study o f the Gospel o f  St. Matthew with Text o f  the Four Gospels. Amsterdam, 1967.
3 At least not in the final edition o f the Wycliffite Bible, produced by John Purvey. For our interest in 
the earlier edition, see further below.
4 M.J. Toswell, “‘Awended on Engliscum Gereorde’: Translation and the Old English metrical Psalter.” 
Translation and Literature 5 (1996), 167-82, citation from p. 169.
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texts of much the same sort that are being translated in each situation, namely key 
patristic works and supremely the Old and New Testaments.
Even when it comes to the respective purposes of the translation programmes, the 
similarities are more remarkable than the differences. Alfred’s main aim was to 
encourage learning among his people, and by this he means primarily learning in 
Latin, not in the vernacular. He wanted to resurrect schools and monastic libraries
ftiwhere England could once again, as she had in the 7 century, lead Western Europe in 
the study of the texts of the Fathers and of antiquity. This ‘aim’ of the translation 
programme is quite evident, for instance, in Alfred’s verse preface to the Cura 
Past oralis, which ends with the words “Alfred translated every word of me [i.e. the 
book]... that he might send them to his bishops, for some of them needed it, who 
knew but little Latin.”1 The need of which he speaks refers a the new law requiring 
Latin literacy for those entering ‘hieran hade’ (which may mean either holy orders or 
higher rank). The point of reading the OE text, then, was to bring the reader slowly 
into contact with the Latin. The similarities and contrasts with the East are again 
striking. This ‘renaissance’ of Latin learning found a suitable high point in Aslfric’s 
translation of Donatus’ Grammar, designed specifically in order to encourage 
students to read original Latin texts.
So if Alfred’s purpose was to bring the reader as close to the original as possible, 
why, we might ask, did he or his successors never develop a mirror-technique such as 
we see in Syria? Even more curiously, despite the fact that OE translation began life 
as a process of word by word glossing, and despite the fact that so many of the same 
issues and circumstances were present as in the Syriac context, its direction was quite 
the opposite, such that in iElfric ‘preservation of truth was ensured not by avoiding 
the problem of linguistic intervention, but by embracing it, both through the 
considerable power of customary usage and -  paradoxically -  through an invocation 
of the divine power of vernacular language.” We can hardly imagine a development 
more at odds with the Syriac experience.
1 Henry Sweet, ed., King Alfred’s West-Saxon Version o f  Gregory’s Pastoral care. Early English Text 
Society 45. London, 1871, 9,12-16.
2 Robert Stanton, The Culture o f  Translation in Anglo-Saxon England. Cambridge, 2002, 175.
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One clue can be suggested here as to the reasons for the very different experiences. 
The focus upon signiflant in the one case, and upon signifie in the other, is indicative 
of a fundamental difference in outlook upon the meaning of language itself. While 
iElfric’s Donatus was meant to help students to learn Latin, the parallel Syriac version 
of Dionysius Thrax was meant rather to impose the scientific findings of the Greek 
grammarians on to the Syriac language, to reduce the latter to a set of principals 
which would enable it to be manipulated with the precision and syllogistic 
expressiveness of Greek. The close association between the Syriac version of 
Dionysius Thrax and the reading of Greek theology at the School of the Persians in
t h  i
the 6 century strengthens the importance of this factor. This approach to language 
per se is perhaps a fundamental and important difference. In the West, the English 
scholars had only the Western traditions of rhetorical translation upon which to base 
themselves. They learnt Latin (whether via texts or Grammars) in order to read Latin. 
In Syria, long traditions of interaction with the Greek world had already bred a 
thorough consideration of the issues of language from a scientific point of view, and 
this contributed to a principled ‘Hellenisation’ of the language. Old English remained 
wholly free from any parallel process in its relationship to Latin.
Perhaps the Syrians were simply further down the line, and the English vernacular 
translations would have developed in the same manner given enough time had not the 
Norman conquest intervened. In fact, Chaucer’s unreadably Latinate version of 
Boethius perhaps points in just such a direction. This, therefore, brings us back to our 
fundamental distinction between vision and technique -  the presence of the former 
does not guarantee the possibility of the latter, and ‘choice’ on the part of a translator 
is fully dependent on the literary models and options that are actually open to him ‘on 
the ground’.
The presence of just such models to follow (namely, the sixth/seventh century Syriac 
ones) was probably of major significance in another parallel situation, that of the so- 
called ‘Hellenising’ school of Armenian translation. Odd, in this context, is the fact
1 The translation is West Syrian, but was well known to Joseph Huzaya, one o f Narsai’s successors, 
who both made use o f it and designed an early vowel-system for Syriac, designed for reading the 
translations o f Theodore already made at the School. The close link to Philoxenus and the succeeding 
literati o f West Syria, who sprang from the same root, hardly needs stressing; Baumstark, Geschichte, 
116-7.
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that the third of our criteria hardly fits. For the sorts of texts which were subjected to 
the treatment of this extremist school were often very dry scientific or philosophical 
texts, and authors such as Philo who, while doubtless of significance to the 
Armenians, can hardly be rated a ‘sacred text’, actually kicked off the whole 
programme. In the Armenian school we can see, as in the Syriac, the relative 
importance of patristic texts vis a vis the Bible, and also we can see the vital 
importance of contact with a situation from which models for translation could be 
drawn.1
What, then, allowed and encouraged the development of such models in the Syriac 
context? Our textual analysis has yielded in this regard three important clues. Firstly, 
the mirror-style seems to have developed in a fairly closed and specific environment 
and had plenty of time to do so. It began in Edessa in the context of the post-Ephesine 
schism in the school of the Persians, in which both sides began to translate the 
exegetical and Christological works of their key authorities. This allowed time over 
the course of the fifth century for experimentation within a fairly narrow environment 
in the context of a very urgent polemical need. It is this point, rather than any of the 
more general criteria, which explains one of the oddities of the programme, namely its 
focus on patristic texts, treating them in just the same way as Biblical ones -  and in 
fact, as we have suggested, it may have been the novel treatment of the former which 
drove the latter, rather than vice versa, as was most probably the case in the Western 
experience.
Secondly, the specific nature of that debate focused minds upon issues of language, 
upon the semantics of theological terms and the way in which language should be 
mobilized in philosophical logic, what we would call today call semiotics. There was, 
of course, no self-awareness of these debates -  it is just that discussion about the 
nature of ‘meaning’ that is peculiarly lacking in the Christological debate; but the 
sudden appearance of a keen interest in Aristotle, in Greek science generally, in Greek 
theories of grammar in particular, all indicate a sea change in ways of thinking about 
language. This motivation is made quite explicit by Sergius of Resh‘aina when he 
admitted that scripture could not be understood without access to systems of precise
1 On the Armenian school, see Terian, The Hellenizing School: Its Time, Place, and Scope o f Activities 
Reconsidered, esp. 181-2, and Mercier, L'ecole hellenistique dans la litterature armenienne.
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logic, i.e. theology must be treated like an exact science and not like poetry.1 The late 
S^/early 6th century was a good time for the scientific study of language and logic 
within the Empire -  a time for the study of grammar (the school forming around 
Priscian in Constantinople, and the translation of Dionysius Thrax) and commentary 
on Aristotle’s logic (the work of the Alexandrian school) and of the minutiae of law 
(Beirut, etc., for which see further below). This sort of ‘scholarly’ environment, 
which, as far as the imperial Greek world was concerned, fell away rapidly in the 
post-Justinianic era, was strongly influential in (and perhaps partly influenced by) the 
Syriac world. Its effects on thought and writing in the Syrian church were absolutely 
fundamental to the development of the mirror-style which was specifically, as we 
have seen it in our texts, grounded upon a distinctive and novel semiotics, and not just 
upon an ideologised verbum de verbo approach such as we see in many western texts 
of the Middle Ages.
A third point is simply that of historical particularity. This is needed to explain one of 
the great peculiarities of the mirror-style, namely why it occurred only among the 
West Syrians and not further East, especially given that the ‘Antiochian’ party in 
Edessa, which later formed the core of the school at Nisibis, was probably the first 
both to begin the translation of the Fathers and to begin the systematic study of Greek 
philosophy and science. The difference perhaps lies in something so simple as the 
difference in personality between Narsai and Philoxenus. The drive towards the 
mirror-style required, in other words, a powerful driving figure in order to give it 
sufficient momentum to overcome the tendency to fall back into ‘easier’ ways of 
dealing with Greek texts. Philoxenus’ place as the fulcrum of the programme has 
already been frequently highlighted, and we can but imagine the powerful effect upon 
his mind induced by his youthful reading of those early (perhaps Edessene) 
experiments in putting Athanasius and Cyril into Syriac. In this regard, the driving 
force of men such as Narsai or King Alfred worked in quite a different sort of 
direction from those of Philoxenus or Mastoc (in Armenia), even though many of 
their aims are superficially similar.
1 From his introduction to the Organon, quoted in Hugonnard-Roche, Aux origines, 10.
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In summary, we can suggest that the inner dynamic of the West Syrian translation 
programme was highly complex. It was not as similar to other superficially parallel 
situations in late antiquity as might at first appear, certainly not traditions in the West 
at any rate. The three criteria with which we started, while being very helpful in 
understanding some aspects of the question, are insufficient to explain the nature of 
our particular phenomenon, the motivations of which have required instead some 
more particularist explanations. It has been suggested as well that a vital distinction 
must be maintained between the vision in theory and the technique in reality, between 
motivation and model. While we have attempted to account for the former and to lay 
at least a groundwork which might explain the rise of the latter, we are still left 
searching for ‘models’ as such to explain developments in the West Syrian situation.
Models
In the previous section we briefly glanced at the traditions of Bible translation in late 
antiquity as a parallel to the West Syrian situation and asked whether the explanations 
for the former might help us to explain the latter. Here, we are more concerned with 
the specific question of whether the earlier traditions might actually have served as 
models and exemplars for the later ones. For it may seem at first sight almost self- 
evident that previous translation programmes, such as those of the ‘Seventy’ and of 
the later Theodotionic school of Old Testament translators, provided the model for the 
sort of Bible translation that we see in the seventh century Harklean and Syro- 
Hexaplaric versions.
On reflection, however, this seems unlikely. For the translators of the late fifth/early 
sixth centuries in Syria can hardly have been much aware of this 500 year old 
tradition. Knowledge of Hebrew was sparse, and there is no evidence of an awareness 
among the Syrians of the issues surrounding the accuracy of the Greek as relating to 
the Hebrew Bible. This latter question was an area for specialists only, for men such 
as Origen and Jerome. Paul of Telia was indeed interested in the textual issues 
surrounding the Hexapla (hence his incorporation into the Syro-Hexapla of the 
Aristarchan sigla), but it appears that his Vorlage was simply a copy of Origen’s fifth
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column and he had no direct access to the Hebrew.1 In fact, the very existence of his 
whole project implies strongly that the Hebrew was being laid aside in favour of the 
Greek. It was a presupposition of Paul’s work (as of Origen’s) that the Seventy had 
produced an ‘exact’ version of an unchanging Hebrew text, and so all variants were 
analysed not as the functions of a ‘translation technique’ as such but as matters 
relating to what we would call textual criticism. It may well be, as has been suggested 
already, that much of the ancient discussion of translation technique should, in fact, be 
placed under the rubric of textual criticism. When the ‘devanciers d ’Aquila'’ set about 
revising the Septuagint their task was primarily one of bringing the text into line with 
the Massoretic text of their day (from which they presumed that the original 
translators must have deviated) rather than of applying new theories of translation 
technique. Greek is, after all, the one language in which theoretical discussions of 
translation technique are noticeably lacking (save for some examples in Hellenistic 
Jewish texts to which the Syrians cannot have had access).
In sum, the fact that Jewish translators made a choice in favour of ‘literal’ translation 
(as they perceived it) based on a genre-decision (that Torah was a law text) does not 
in itself explain why the same texts should have been treated in exactly the same 
fashion in fifth-seventh century Syria (but not in third or fourth century Syria), let 
alone why patristic texts should also have been so treated. Although useful as a 
parallel, the older traditions of Bible translation do not seem to offer the models that 
we require for our explanation of an historical phenomenon.
In his summary survey of translation technique in Antiquity, Dr. Brock has already 
pointed the way in considering bureaucratic and administrative texts as a possible 
context in which to locate the work of literal translators who may have materially 
influenced the earlier Jewish translators. When we consider the great importance 
attached to bilingualism in late antique Syria as a channel to influence and power, it 
stands to reason that translation in these semi-literary pursuits may prove of no little 
importance.
1 S. Jellicoe, The Septuagint and Modern Study. Oxford, 1968, 125-6.
2 Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 73 ff..
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This question has been discussed in various places by Fergus Millar.1 He has played 
down any suggestion of cultural antagonism between ‘Orient’ and ‘Empire’ or of 
quasi-nationalist aspirations among non-Greek speaking parts of the East, as has 
sometimes been thought, for instance, in the case of Zenobia’s kingdom in Palmyra. 
Rather, while seeing Syriac as indeed the language of the chora around the cities, he 
stresses that the two languages were firmly integrated and inter-locked. Brock too has 
stressed that this town/country divide is not absolute, and Syriac was the standard 
language for many even in the larger cities. Similarly, the prestige of the Syriac 
language is something that must not be underrated -  its use was by no means cast off 
as mere ‘provincialism’. Some authors, even men of such different temperaments as 
John of Telia and Sergius of Resh‘aina, while being perfectly capable of composition 
in Greek, chose to write always in Syriac. Theodoret, while writing in Greek, 
certainly has nothing denigrating to say about what must have been his mother 
tongue, and there is no lack of respect for those holy men he describes in the Historia 
Religiosa who speak no Greek at all.
It is clear, however, that being able to communicate in both languages, either through 
a native bilingualism, or through an interpreter, was a vital route to power. This is true 
both from the bottom up and from the top down. Thus the stylite saint Zu‘ra not only 
took with him to Constantinople a local aristocrat, Count Tribunus, who could 
interpret for him, but he even went so far as to prevent Tribunus from following his 
vocation as a monk because he was more useful in this ‘secular’ role of interpreter.4 
Many further examples of access to power requiring language-interpretation can be 
given from John of Ephesus’ or Theodoret’s stories. In the other direction, no doubt 
the use of Syriac was an important means of securing the approval of the masses for 
leaders such as Philoxenus. Severus of Antioch’s Homilies 56 and 57, preached at 
Qennesrin (Chalcis) are said to have received ‘tumultuous applause’ -  was his sermon 
translated for the people to have given him such an ovation? Certainly his power-base 
was rooted in the Syriac-speaking masses.5 Similarly, Rabbula, raised in neo-platonist 
Qennesrin could, without an interpreter, give a sermon at Constantinople itself, as
1 Specifically in Millar, Paul o f  Samosata, Zenobia and Aurelian, and variously in his magnum opus, 
The Roman Near East.
2 Brock, Greek and Syriac in Late Antique Syria, 150.
3 For examples from Theodoret, see esp. Urbainczyk, The Devil spoke Syriac to me.
4 John of Ephesus, Lives o f  the Eastern Saints, PO XVIII,4,459-466.
5 See Frend, Monophysite Movement, 225 and PO 4.1, 78-82 for the sermons.
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well as communicate at the highest level with events in the Greek world.1 Only one 
Syrian bishop is said to have even needed an interpreter at the council of Chalcedon.2 
It is quite clear that within this context, those with a foot in both camps are not only 
mediators, but themselves channels of power.
With this social background in mind, we can see the great importance that must have 
been attached to the use of the Greek (and Latin) language in the Syrian Orient, and 
the motivations which may have led to a development of ideas about translation in all 
sorts of spheres of life much earlier than the specific texts that we have been studying. 
Thus if we turn to a period when the empire was somewhat newer in the East, we can 
see the presence of the urgent question of interaction between the army, largely Latin- 
speaking, and the local Syriac or Greek speakers. The evidence from such well- 
attested sites as Dura-Europus and Palmyra suggests that the Latin language became a 
part of civic life at an early stage.4 From Edessa in the same period come attempts 
even at writing Roman names in Syriac, of adapting old forms to the new institutions 
that now mattered. Thus there are the Middle-Euphrates papyri (dated 240/241) which 
contain the name of the last king of Edessa, rz&n *>c*y\<\o> <»cuW, (i.e. King
Aelius Septimius Abgar) as well as the name of the Emperor Gordian III.5 In another 
document from the same group we have the name of the new colonia, rc^o\7iK' 
r^ iA^ Ori' qAcvBT^ )^ [ T (i.e. Antonina EdeSSa
colonia metropolis Aurelia Alexandria), resale here being perhaps the first ever 
Latin-Syriac loan word.6 Within the relatively short period between these documents 
and the writing-up of the martyrdoms of Shmona and Guria in the early 4 century, 
the number of these loan words increases such that the latter text is ‘shot through’ 
with loans relating to the administrative structures of empire, many of these being 
Greek words themselves translated (dynamic modulation) from Roman technical 
terms (e.g. riyepoov, SiKaatqpiov) but some are Latin (balineum).7
1 His vita, p.vii, in Overbeck, Opera Selecta, and McEnemey, Letters, Ep74,75.
2 ACO 11,1,98-9.
3 See, for instance, the evidence adduced by Pollard, Soldiers, Cities, and Civilians.
4 For instance, see the inscriptions about Roman ‘friends and benefactors’ o f Greek cities in Syria, 
Inscriptiones graecae ad res romanas pertinentes, III, 1121-2 et al.
5 P2 in Drijvers and Healey, Old Syriac Inscriptions, 238.
6 P3 in ibid, 246.
7 See Millar, Roman Near East, 486-7.
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These observations on the translation of Latin administrative terminology into Syriac 
(or Greek) reminds one strongly of the similar experience of Greek theological terms 
in Syriac in the 6th and 7th centuries, and indeed the two types of translation have been 
closely linked already.1 A further instance of this type may therefore be helpful at this 
point, although not concerning Syriac directly, viz. the Greek translations of the 
senatus consulta that came out of Rome into the Eastern provinces.
About these translations one editor has commented that they ‘slavishly reproduced 
each word of the Latin, so that at times the Greek becomes intelligible only when the 
Latin idiom is uppermost in the mind.’ He speaks of a ‘remarkable consistency in 
phraseology and vocabulary’ such that one might believe that all the translations, 
spanning 200 years, were made by one person. The reason for this homogeneity was a 
carefully-used system, established in the secretariat at Rome, under whose authority 
all the translations were made. All this work was done ‘in an office where a continuity 
in translation style and vocabulary was achievable,’ i.e. the workers ‘must have been 
professionals whose lifetime duties kept them in close contact with official state 
papers and who were at the same time familiar with Roman constitutional forms.’3 
This difficult business of finding Greek equivalents for all the administrative jargon 
has been extensively discussed elsewhere.4 Furthermore, the method is paradoxically 
highlighted by the very different Greek terms used for the same originals found in the 
literary sources, where literary historians self-consciously avoid the official 
equivalents and seek some more felicitous terms, a stylistic choice which improves 
aesthetic pleasure but decreases the possibilities of retro-translation and thus 
sometimes provides difficulties to the modem interpreter.5 The official translations 
took it all more seriously. The word-lists for school texts found in Egyptian papyri 
arose from this same cross-fertilisation of language and the perceived need to find
1 Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 70ff.
2 Sherk, Roman Documents, 7.
3 ibid., 18.
4 Comprehensively in P.Viereck, Sermo graecus quo senatus populusque Romanus magistratusque 
populi Romani usque ad Tiberii Caesaris aetatem in scriptis publicis usi sunt examinatur. 
Commentatio philologica. Gottingen, 1888. See also A. Cameron, "Latin Words in the Greek 
Inscriptions of Asia Minor." AJPh 52 (1931): 232-62 and Zilken, Inscriptions Latinae Graecae 
bilingues. Leipzig, 1909.
5 Mason, Roman Government in Greek Sources.
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word-for-word equivalencies between languages that were anyway considered to be 
very close.1
The work of these translators of the senatus consulta gives us in tangible form that 
upon which Horace cast aspersions as being the method of the ‘fidus interpres’. If we 
substitute here Syrian monks with a professional knowledge of the technical terms of 
the documents of Greek theology who are ‘familiar with its forms’ then we can see at 
once the similarity between these two translation programmes. The major difference, 
however, is that these earlier translators were more at home in the source than in the 
target language, while our monks were translating into their own tongue. The 
important conclusion to draw here is that this is not just a parallel which helps to 
illumine each phenomenon, but a solid situation in which the practical working out of 
an idea of translation into concrete texts over a long period of time may well have 
been able to provide models for the Syrian schools in the subsequent centuries.
A similar sort of ‘secretarial translation’ might, in fact, be just about visible amongst 
the meagre epigraphic evidence in Syriac itself, where on some occasions the usual 
Greek dedicatory inscriptions have Syriac equivalents placed next to them. The sixth- 
century trilingual (Greek, Syriac, Arabic) inscription from the church of St Sergius in 
Zebed is perhaps the best known and is contemporary with the period of our 
translations, although in this instance the Syriac and Arabic are rather independent of 
the Greek and are not really meant as translations at all. But there are many others, 
including a mid-sixth century example from Baqirha, in which the words £y£V£to o 
tiuAgov are translated by something of a caique, r&m rc'ocn.3 In another, near 
Barbalissus, the words rdjv Evdmiov tou 0£ou Kcxi tkxvtgov tgov KOivcavqadvtujv tco 
£pyu) (of those before God and all the partakers in the work) are very accurately
1 See Gaebel, Greek Word-lists.
2IGLS 310; extensively discussed in E. Sachau, “Zur Trilinguis Zebedaea.” ZDMG 36 (1882), 345- 
532; cf. also Frank R. Trombley, ‘Epigraphic Data on Village Culture and Social Institutions.’ In W. 
Bowden, L. Lavan, C. Machado, eds., Recent Research on the Late Antique Countryside. Leiden, 2004, 
73-101, esp. 92ff.
3IGLS 565. For other bilinguals o f this type, see IGLS nos. 312,313,314,317,336,373,401,553. For an 
intriguing earlier example, see C.S. Lightfoot and J.F. Healey, ‘A Roman Veteran on the Tigris.’ 
Epigraphica Anatolica 17 (1991), 1-7. Others also discussed by A. Desreumaux and P.-L. Gatier, 
‘L’inscription grecque et syriaque d’une mosaique.’ Semitica 41/2 (1993), 173-81.
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rendered in Syriac as revi^-i ^  Jl^ so K'mW >\o.1 The general increase in
Syriac inscriptions in churches from the middle of the fifth century attests more 
generally to that upsurge in the language’s literary significance of which the interest 
in translation technique is an important symptom.2 Unfortunately, the extent of the 
evidence in this area does not allow us to draw conclusions about what a long 
inscription, say an imperial decree couched in the language of bureaucracy and law,
t h  tVimight have looked like in its neighbouring Syriac version in the 6 or 7 century. 
Perhaps the forthcoming corpus of Syriac inscriptions will provide a little more 
material for such a study.
Bilingualism in the world o f legal education
Another area of inter-cultural exchange may provide for us a potentially rewarding 
area for exploration. This is the realm of legal education in its Greek and Latin forms. 
Brock has already mentioned, as a motive for the literal translation of the Old 
Testament, its treatment as a ‘law-book’,4 and indeed the genre of legislative writing 
in the 6th century might even more instructively be considered as a parallel to 
theological discourse as an equally technical and text-oriented world. We have 
already suggested that the developments in translation technique during this century 
have a great deal to do with the development of theological argument, the rise of the 
citation-rich methodology of the florilegium and exegesis of the Fathers. In fact, 
Justinian’s Digest might well be thought of as a secular version of a ‘compilation of 
the sayings of the Fathers’ for use in the courts as the best authority for the 
interpretation of earlier laws, just as the anthologised works of the fourth and fifth 
century Fathers of the church were used in the court of theological debate in the sixth 
and seventh. The following discussion of translation techniques applied to these 
legislative texts may therefore prove beneficial to our inquiry.
1 P. Donceel-Voute, Les Pavements des eglises Byzantines de Syrie et du Liban. Decor, archeologie et 
liturgie. Publications d’histoire de Part et d’arch^ologie de l’Universitd catholique de Louvain, vol. 69, 
1988, 148-9. Also published as SEG XLV,1883.
2 As the evidence shows, for instance, at Qala‘at Sem‘an (see Donceel-Voute, op.cit., p.234ff.) and at 
Tell Bi‘a (see M. Krebemik, ‘Schriftfimde aus Tell Bi‘a 1990.’ Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient- 
Gesellschaft zu Berlin 123 (1991), 41-57).
3 A preliminary volume is available, Desreumaux, Briquel Chatonnet and Debte, Les inscriptions 
syriaques; see also Desreumaux and Palmer, Un projet international : le recueil des inscriptions 
syriaques.
4 Brock, Aspects o f  Translation Technique, 71-2.
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For the period following the official promulgation of the Justinianic Code and Digest 
(533), we have abundant evidence for the methods and techniques of legal education 
at the two ‘official’ law schools, at Beirut and Constantinople. This evidence is 
especially concerned with the question of language, of how the professors of the day 
(the famed antecessores) sought to teach these Latin law codes to their Greek­
speaking students.1 Although all students appear to have been required to take one 
year’s Latin before beginning at law school proper, their knowledge was evidently 
only ever rudimentary. When the first year of law kicked off with the teaching of the 
Institutes, the professor used to go through the text, glossing all the difficult terms and 
making something approximating to a word list, known as an Index. To this index 
might be added some initial exegetical remarks, the Tipo0ed)piai, made on the basis of 
these Greek terms. In the second year, the Latin text itself, the prjtov, would be the 
subject of fuller exegeses, known as TuxpaypoKpai.
Now, although the Index did not in itself constitute a translation as such, there is in 
some instances clear evidence that an antecessor did make a full and proper 
translation for his students. This is the case, for instance, with Dorotheus’s version of 
the Digest. Dorotheus was one of the authors of the Digest and one of the foremost 
teachers at Beirut in the 530s/540s. In this period he appears to have made a full 
translation of the Digest into Greek. Seeing as this translation included the books of 
the Digest that were not taught in the school curriculum (the so-called fh[3A{(x 
e^tpaopSiva), it would appear that its purpose extended also to legal practitioners,
i.L
and not just to students. The scholia to the Basilica, a 9 century Byzantine legal 
compilation, preserves some extracts from this translation, which have been edited by 
Brandsma. He categorises them as either being ‘very literal’, ‘quite literal’, ‘not quite 
literal’ or ‘with clarifications’; the ‘quite literal’ group receives the most extracts. The 
following is an example of ‘very literal’:
si ex plostro lapis ceciderit et quid ruperit vel fregerit, Aquiliae actione 
plostrarium teneri placet, si male composuit lapides et ideo lapsi sunt.
1 The most comprehensive overview is that o f Scheltema, L'Enseignement.
2 In addition to Scheltema, see esp. Brandsma, Dorotheus.
3 ibid., 47-70.
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eocv apd^rjc; A(0o<; n eoojv 5iacp0£ipri zx n o ze  rj kA dan, o  a p a ^ A a tr ic ;  
K a t£ x e ta i iq> ’AkouAico, e i  KaKcoq auv£0r]K£ roue; Ai0ouc; Kai 5 ia  z o v z o
KOCT£7l£(JOV.1
Only ‘placet’ does not receive an equivalent and the only other concession to the 
idioms of Greek is the re-structuring of ‘ceciderit et fregerit’ as 7i£ad)v 5iacp0£ipri. In 
view of this sort of style, it is quite unsurprising that a scholion often contains the 
refrain: Acop60£O(; p£vtoi ten pqtqj KataKoAou0cav, i.e. he was ‘following [the Digest] 
literally’.2 Frequently, Dorotheus’ version required the ‘paragraphai’, comments on 
the translation which “served to make the translation clear, perhaps to make it 
possible to use it independently in legal practice without reading the Digest text.” 
Interesting for our purposes also is the papyrus PS 1350, containing a small fragment 
of Dorotheus’ version, which gives us a glimpse at the visual layout of the original. It 
contains not only a high number of transliterated technical terms, but some even 
written in Latin characters. It testifies to a particular method of translation in vogue in 
that particular context in which it was recognised that, while translation was needed, 
the closer the reader could be brought to the original the better. Overall, however, 
Brandsma’s judgment on the work is that ‘Dorotheus aimed more at a correct 
translation as regards content than a translation as literal as possible.’4
Only when we turn to some other examples of this genre do we find something even 
more extreme. The Justinianic Codex was known for the difficulty and obscurity of its 
wording and expression. Thus when this text came to be treated in the fifth and final 
year of the law curriculum, the antecessores faced even greater barriers than with the 
Digest. One teacher, Isidore, solved the problem by creating a word-list to be 
appended to the end of the manuscripts. Thalalaeus, however, aimed at something 
more like an inter-linear version. Scheltema calls this a ‘moyen curieux’, although its 
form is presaged already in Justinian’s edict, that no interpretation of the laws is 
permitted “nisi tantum si velit eas (leges) in Graecam vocem transformare sub eodem
1 This is no.8 in Brandsma’s list.
2 From Basilica scholion 2127-29 or 1086-27, cited Brandsma, Dorotheus, 86-7.
3 ibid., 46.
4 ibid., 278.
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ordine eaque consequentia, sub qua et voces Romanae positae sunt (hoc quod Graeci 
Kara 7io5a dicunt).”1
Holwerda has shown, by reference to a number of errors in the translation, that this 
version absolutely required the original in order to make sense and could not have 
been designed to have a separate existence, but rather must have been inserted above
'■y
the Latin line as in a modem inter-linear, and as Justinian appears to command. This 
Kara TioSaq version of the Codex was an important addition to the insufficient help 
given by Thalalaeus’ Index and Paragraphai. With it, students could see both the 
original Latin and the Greek ‘crib’ at the same time. A couple of examples of this 
Kara TroSaq version will make its nature quite clear: for instance ‘non mutant honores 
servi statum’ becomes ouk evqcA M ggougi at tipai tr|v zov SouAou K ardaT aaiv. And 
again: ‘obtemperandi legi conventionis nullam habet necessitatem domina’ becomes 
7iei0£G0ai to) vop q ) toO aupcpcavou ouSspiav syei dvdyK qv f| SsGTtoiva.3 Furthermore, 
the errors described by Holwerda indicate that the translator hardly even understood 
the original as a connected whole, but focused on each word independently of its 
context, grammatical or semantic.4
A similar exercise was again undertaken on the Novellae, Justinian’s own edicts made 
after the compilation of the Codex, which were written originally in Greek. The Latin­
speaking students, especially those coming into Constantinople after the re­
incorporation of Italy into the Empire, required assistance in reading these texts in the 
same way that their non-Latinophone colleagues had done with the Digest and Codex. 
The Latin version thus created, the so-called Authenticum, became a standard legal 
text in the West thereafter, and it is quoted, for instance, by Pope Gregory.5 It is 
written, says Scheltema, in ‘un latin incomprehensible’, that is, without the original
1 Digest Const. Tanta 21. See also Scheltema, L'Enseignement, 32, and Humfress, Law and Legal 
Practice, 168. The term Kara TtoSaq seems to mean ‘in [one’s] footsteps’ (cf. the term used with nXio) 
in Xen.Hell. 2,1,20 and Thuc. 8,17,3; with TtpoaKeipai in Jos. Bell.Iud. 3,291; also cf. P.Gron.17,7 for 
an idiomatic usage) and, in our context, it is an equivalent to ‘verbum de verbo'. It is paralleled thus in 
Theodoret who describes as nspi no5a an excessively literal exegesis, in the preface to his Commentary 
on the Book o f Kings (Quaest in Reges et Paralipomena, ed. Fernandez Marcos and Busto Saiz, 3), 
cited in Kannengiesser, Handbook o f  Patristic Exegesis, 1,195.
2 Holwerda, Traduction grecque', also Scheltema, Subseciva 1V-X, 99.
3 These taken from BS 2993-20 and BS 3003-6 respectively, cited in Scheltema, L'Enseignement, 38-9.
4 Holwerda, Traduction grecque, 275-83.
5 For a general description, Scheltema, Subseciva XI-XIII, 275-9.
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alongside.1 He concludes from all this activity that Tenseignment...ne visait pas 
moins la solution des problemes linguistiques que celles des enigmes du droit.’2 To 
give a clearer idea of the methods used in the Kara no5aq translations, the following 
is the opening of Justinian’s Novellae with the Latin Authenticum translation of the 
original Greek on the lower line :
’EvoxoAripEvou; rjpTv itepl mq ocTraaqc; rrjc; TioAirsiac; cppovnSaq, Kai
occupatis nobis circa totius reipublicae curas et
piK pov ouSev aipoupE voiq  evvoeiv, aAA’ okcoc; a v  riEpaai p£v
parvum  n ih il e lig en tib u s  cog itare , sed  quatenus [x] P ersae q u id em
r)p£poi£v, Bav5iAoi 5e auv Maupouaioic; urcaKouoiEv, KapxpSovioi
quiescent, Vandali vero cum Mauris oboediant, Carchedonii
5e rqv naAaiav aTroAaPovtEt; e'xoiev £A£u0£piav T^avoi te vuv
autem antiquam recipientes habeant libertatem, etTzani nunc
rqv 'Pojpaicov Tipajrov utco yEvopEvoi noAixEi'av ev utitikook;
Romanorum primum sub facti republica inter subiectos
teAoiev, Kalvuv rourooTtEp outio) irAqv eni rfjq rjpEtEpaq
habeantur, hactenus quod nondum nisi sub nostro
(3aaiA£ta<; 5£5o)ke 'Pcopaioic; o 0eo<;, smppEouai Kai ISicoriKai
imperio dedit Romanis deus, incurrunt etiam propriae
cppovnSEc; Tiapa rcav qpEtEpcov uirriKocnv a£i TrpoaayyeAAopEvai,
sollicitudines a nostris subiectis semper nuntiatae,
1 Scheltema, L'Enseignement, 54; an extended example is given in the appendix at the end o f this 
chapter.
2 ibid., 47.
3 Texts in R. Schdll and G. Kroll, Corpus iuris civilis. Vol. 3, Novellae (6th ed.). Berlin, 1954.
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d)V E K O LO X W  li£V 5l5oji£V TOV TtpOQ^ KOVTOC TU7TOV. 
quarum singulis quidem damus competentem formam.
For comparison, the following is the editor’s own Latin version of the same text, 
sensus de sensu:
Occupatis nobis universae reipublicae curis, nec parvi quid animo agitantibus, sed 
quomodo Persae quiescant, Vandali cum Mauris oboediant, Carthaginienses pristinam 
libertatem recuperatam obtineant, Tzanique nunc primum Romanorum reipublicae 
subiecti inter subditios habeantur (id quod nondum hactenus nisi sub nostro imperio 
dedit Romanis deus), affluunt etiam privatae curae a subditis nostris semper delatae, 
quarum suam cuique convenientem formam damus.
At what date did this method of translation first develop? The work of the 
antecessores can be dated very specifically to the period after the promulgation of the 
new law codes, i.e. 5 3 3 -C .5 6 0 . Of the law course before 5 3 3  we know very little.1 
However, it is Scheltema’s judgment that Tes methodes d’enseignement non plus 
n’ont pas change de fa?on radicale’ and ‘il est fort probable que la faculte juridique 
elle aussi fut bilingue depuis longtemps.’ He can say this largely because there is 
little evidence that the year 5 3 3  appeared to many as a particularly important date at 
the time. Only in retrospect does the Justinianic legal reform appear so ground­
breaking. At the time it was seen as little more than a reorganisation of existing 
material, not necessarily accompanied by any change at all in the curriculum, and 
indeed he provides concrete evidence that this was the case. Although we are not in 
possession of any school texts earlier than 5 3 3 ,4 the experience of Severus and 
Zacharias at Beirut at the close of the fifth century cannot have been very dissimilar 
from that of the following generation.
Our investigations in Part 3 have suggested that the first half of the sixth century (and 
even the latter years of the fifth) was the most significant period in the development
1 Scheltema, L'Enseignement, 10.
2 ibid., 9,48.
3 ibid., 8.
4 The Scholia Sinaitica provide a partial and qualified exception to this statement, see Scheltema, 
Subseciva 1V-X, 100.
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of Syriac translation techniques, when the key decisions were made and implemented, 
and when most of the steps towards the fully-fledged seventh century system were 
taken. This fact naturally raises the question as to whether there may have been any 
influence between what we have seen taking place simultaneously in the law schools 
and the translation programme at the School of the Persians in Edessa or in the other 
centres of Syriac learning. When Sergius of Resh‘aina or Paul of Callinicum set about 
their work, coming as they did from the world of Greek scholarship and learning, 
were they aware of these existing techniques which might serve as models for their 
own work? Men such as these (and we might add even Severus, a law school student 
who, while not a Syriac speaker, had a decisive influence upon their world, and of 
course Philoxenus) could have acted as conduits for this sort of literary model.
Another not insignificant piece of the jigsaw in this ‘legal’ connection will be of some 
interest. For even if we cannot say for certain whether or not the Syriac translators 
were aware of techniques used in Beirut, we can be sure that some people at the time 
were concerned with translating legal documents into Syriac. For such is the so-called 
Syro-Roman lawbook. In its title (as found in the oldest manuscript), it claims to be a 
set of secular laws translated out of r^nam\ r&A, a term which could mean either 
Latin or Greek, (though usually used with reference to the structures of imperialism).1 
Either way, it seems unlikely that it could have been translated directly from the 
Latin. While there is a plentiful bibliography on the text, little attention has been paid 
to linguistic style and translation technique, although this would be difficult due to the 
lack of any direct Vorlage and the complexities of the Syriac text-tradition itself. 
Baumstark gives the date of translation as before 468, but the reason is unclear.2 
There may be room for some investigation here. Above all, however, it attests to the 
interaction of the Syriac schools of canon and ecclesiastical law (i.e. in the 
monasteries, where all other translations must also be located) with the Greek secular 
schools at Beirut, Constantinople, and Alexandria. One scholar even argued that it 
was a school text book from Beirut for first year students. A parallel and even more
1 Principal edition by Sachau and Bruns, Syrisch-rdmisches Rechtsbuch and more recently in another 
recension, Vdobus, The Syro-Roman lawbook : the Syriac text o f  the recently discovered manuscripts 
accompanied by a facsimile edition. For r£«a[cT>]n in its usual functions, see, e.g. Brooks, Vitae 
Virorum, 78,25.
2 Baumstark, Geschichte, 83.
3 Nallino, Sul libro Siro Romano e sul presunto diritto siriaco, and see the more recent summary of  
research by Eskhult, The Syro-Roman Lawbook and Local Legal Custom.
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purely secular text is provided by the Sententiae Syriacae recently published by Selb, 
a translation which the editor describes as ‘almost slavish’, and made between 427 
and 529.1 It is thus just the sort of text whose influence upon the theological schools 
in the realm of translation technique may have been decisive.
In fact, and this may be of indirect relevance, there was a surprisingly close 
relationship between the student body in Beirut and the anti-Chalcedonian movement 
among the monasteries of Palestine and Syria. For it was not only Severus and 
Zacharias who had been law students in Beirut, but John Rufus and his brother 
Evagrius as well, and so too Theodore of Ascalon, all proteges of Peter the Iberian. 
These lawyer-monks congregated around the monasteries of Maiuma/Gaza, initially 
under Peter’s leadership and later under Theodore. In fact, so common was this 
particular career path that a monastic novel was made out of a fabulous story of law 
students becoming monks in Palestine. While in the Gaza region, this group 
continued to maintain close contacts with secular learning through the person of 
Aeneas, the renowned sophist of Gaza.4 The sudden appearance of the writings of 
Dionysius the Areopagite seems also to have some close connection with this group 
and type of background, a fact which links their particular brand of learned 
monasticism rather closely with that of the Syriac translator of the Dionysiac corpus, 
Sergius of Res‘aina, a contemporary of Paul of Callinicum. What these stories 
indicate is the growing intellectualism and ‘bookishness’ of the monastic movement 
in the latter part of the fifth century and especially in the sixth, a development which 
linked centres of higher education and monasteries more closely than ever before. 
This seems to have produced a quasi-academic culture in the monasteries of which we 
see the results in the mirror-translations of the sixth and seventh centuries.
A final piece of evidence may make us even more certain of the close links between 
such schools in late antiquity. When Hunayn ibn Ishaq looked back to previous Syriac 
versions of Galen, he soon became disillusioned with them and discarded them in
1 Selb, Sententiae Syriacae.
2 Life o f Peter the Iberian (ed.Raabe), 78-9.
3 See Derwas Chitty, The Desert a City. Crestwood, NY, 1995, 143.
4 See the Life o f Severus 87-90.
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order to start over again.1 Specifically, he accuses the work of Ayyub, a more recent 
predecessor, of being ‘incomprehensible,’ meaning probably that Ayyub’s method 
was rather like that of the seventh century Syrian school and produced extreme 
caiques which could only be understood alongside the Greek. Sergius of Res‘aina, 
however, comes in for even worse criticism than Ayyub, although it is not quite clear 
what his sin was. Was it that Sergius simply did not understand Galen very well and 
so failed to give the right sense, or was it more a matter of translation technique per 
se? Hunayn points out that Sergius improved over time:
Ubersetzt hatte dieses Buch ins Syrische Sergios, und zwar fand die 
Ubersetzung der ersten sechs Teile statt, als er noch schwach war und im 
Ubersetzen nichts leistete. Die tibrigen acht Teile hat er dann ubersetzt, 
nachdem er Ubung erlangt hatte, und so hat er sie besser ubersetzt, als er 
die sechs ersten ubersetzt hat.
In what did this improvement consist? Better technical knowledge? Better exemplars? 
Or was it a better translation technique which became over time more similar to what 
we have seen approved by Philoxenus and found in the work of Paul of Callinicum -  
not so obsessively calque-esque as the versions of 150 years later which received only 
Hunayn’s opprobrium, but rather a well-developed method of precise technical 
translation such that the exact meaning of the Greek can be seen through the Syriac 
wording and syntax? A recent study has, in fact, suggested that Sergius’ method in 
dealing with texts of Galen did not at all deserve the opprobrium it often received in 
later centuries and in fact preserved with great care for posterity many of the technical 
terms of Greek medicine. Whether or not this is, in fact, the reason (and only a close 
attention to the history of those texts may tell us the answer), nevertheless the fact that 
Hunayn distinguishes between Sergius’ work before his time in Alexandria and after 
it suggests that he altered his methods a good deal while he was there. Might it have 
had anything to do with his witnessing there the Latin-Greek translation techniques 
used in the legal system that we have been describing? And did his knowledge of and
1 For the Risala, see BergstrSsser, Hunain ibn Ishaq tiber die syrischen und arabischen Galen- 
Ubersetzungen.
2 ibid. p.14,15-18.
3 Bhayro, Syriac Medical Terminology. The planned editions o f the Syriac medical corpus announced 
in this article will no doubt throw a great deal o f light on the question o f where Sergius fits into the 
development o f translation technique.
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liking for the Dionysiac corpus arise from some close association with that group of 
monastic literati in Gaza who themselves hailed from the law-school of Beirut, the 
breeding ground for mirror-translation par excellence in the early sixth century?
We have already seen how the interaction between the Roman administrative and 
military machines and the Syriac-speaking communities produced a linguistic 
interchange which accustomed the latter to the reception of large numbers of loan­
words of a technical nature. To this we have added the same phenomenon occurring 
also in the realm of legal jargon in the case of Latin/Greek. Even if we cannot assume 
the direct appropriation of such models, we can at least see here a number of 
branches, stemming from the same network of inter-cultural exchange, from the same 
multilingual world, and expressing the same concern to share ideas and cultures 
between linguistic communities in a variety of walks of life. What we have extant in 
Syriac, such as the Syro-Roman Lawbook, can only be the tip of the iceberg of what 
once existed; and the extent and complexity of the social, cultural, and literary links 
between the Syriac and Greek intellectual worlds must surely have been 
proportionately wider than those that we can dimly perceive through fragmentary 
remains.
When those translators, perhaps at Edessa, who were translating Cyril’s works in the 
latter part of the fifth and early into the sixth centuries began slowly to appreciate that 
the way Graeco-Syriac translation had been carried out to date was not good enough 
for the now-dawning age of the ‘exegesis of the Fathers’, they had only to look to the 
world of official documents, military inscriptions, and law-school texts, with their 
distinctive treatment of specific and technical jargon, to find models for making their 
vision a reality. Theology simply needed to be added to administration and law as 
areas of thought which were ‘untranslatable’ by traditional, more literary, means, and 
which required something more specially suited to their subject-matter. Taking up 
these models more and more, the Syrian theological translators were able to develop 
their initial vision with its stilting experiments in the new style into the polished, 
deliberate, and highly accomplished techniques of what we have termed the ‘mirror- 
style.’
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Summary
The actual presence of such models in the right context was the key element in this 
development. As we suggested in the first part of this chapter, we needed to find (in 
addition to the three initial general criteria described) some very specific and 
historical explanations within the concrete situation of the Syrians in the 5th-7th 
centuries. These factors help to explain why such a technique developed here in a way 
quite different from what happened in the West, where different dynamics were at 
play, both in the Latin and Old English spheres.
Under the rubric of motivations, we identified the characteristics of the polemics of 
Christological debate, the growth of Aristotelian study amongst the Syrians and the 
resulting concern with language and semiotics, as well as the personal and powerful 
influence of Philoxenus (and perhaps others less visible in our sources). All these 
factors explained the vision without really providing the models for the development 
of the technique in those concrete terms which are also required for a full explanation 
of the phenomenon. By looking at the tradition of language use and textual translation 
in the eastern provinces throughout antiquity, and especially by focusing on the area 
of legal texts, we have made some suggestions towards finding such models, while 
always remembering that the extent of our knowledge is severely curtailed by the 
losses of time.
A modern parallel ?
We have noted on more than one occasion in the foregoing discussion the importance 
of semiotics in any particular theoretical approach towards translation technique, that 
is, the way one considers the relationship between a thing and its sign is always going 
to be crucial to how one goes about signifying things -  it will affect both the reading 
of the Vorlage (as it affects the whole hermeneutical enterprise) and especially the 
conceptual transfer into the target language. Very different notions of language must 
have held, for example, between the Syrians of late antiquity and the English scholars 
of the late Anglo-Saxon period, however many other similarities of context there 
appear to be.
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Similarly, and of greater import, Augustine’s suggestions on the distinction between 
meaning and sign were not taken over and developed in the West before the 
Renaissance, and so an ‘imitative’ approach to translation was generally the norm in 
the Latin West in the middle ages, once Jerome’s striving after elegantia had been left 
behind and Aristotle (significantly) held centre stage, with Boethius’ philologically-
thoriented translation of Aristotle as the model. Reaction only set in during the 16 
century, especially in the matter of translations into the vernacular. The works of 
Dryden and Pope, among many others, are sufficient witness to the tenor of their age.
A new moment, however, and a more significant one in our connection, in the history 
of translation techniques was initiated among the German Idealists -  it was hardly 
surprising that the reasoned discussions of literature in the eighteenth century should 
have thrust them towards an entirely different direction. The idealism of the Sturm 
und Drang movement sought truth rather than fact (a ‘theological’ aim if ever there 
was one) and in ancient literature this truth was to be found not in the disguising of an 
author under the garb of modem literary culture (as Enlightenment translation 
theorists claimed) but in reaching into that void between author and translator in the 
hope of touching just a piece of that Geist which had made the original so important 
in the first place.
Behind this reaching-out after inner tmth lay von Humboldt’s Ursprache theory and 
the concomitant belief that Vorlage and Ubersetzung were cousins, representing in 
differing dialects only the same eternal human tmth. This type of approach found its 
concretisation in Goethe’s ‘Interlinear Versions’ in which above all it was the order 
and layout of the ideas in the Vorlage which was considered the most crucial aspect of 
a text and which needed to be reproduced. Ever since these novel methods were first 
tried, there have always been some who have advocated methods of literality as, if not 
more, extreme than anything the Syrians could have written,1 and Goethe’s ideas have 
retained their force under other guises, in the hermeneutics of Hegel and in some post­
modern semiotics.
1 For instance, see C. & L. Zukofsky, Catullus. London, 1969; or the Rosenzweig-Buber German 
translation of the Hebrew Bible (Heidelberg, 1978-81).
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Can we see in this any sort of parallel between the German idealist search after truth 
and the Syriac search for the right way of translating? From one viewpoint, our 
answer must be negative. We have already seen how Philoxenus and his 
contemporaries developed their ideas in a polemical context and with the aim of 
achieving scientific (or perhaps legalistic) precision. Seeing theology and dogma as an 
extension of (a scientifically-oriented) philosophy, and ultimately of the niceties of 
Greek logic, they advanced boldly down a road towards ‘scientific translations’. The 
idealists of the late eighteenth century were motivated rather by poetical and 
‘spiritual’ notions of the past.
From another viewpoint, however, we can see an important similarity. Both 
movements held to a semiotics based on a ‘theological’ Geist, a feeling that real 
meaning lay within, and not just behind, the forms of grammar, and hence that the 
signiflant precedes the signifie in overall import. It may not match well with modem 
notions of a good translation, but it reflects a theological insight of some import, a 
theological insight that could be effectively communicated (so its protagonists would 
claim, whether ancient or modem) by means of specific approaches to manipulating 
language.
In this way does the translator, in these contexts especially, become a ‘power-broker’ 
controlling and channeling the way in which his culture moves. He thereby gives to 
literature not just a new direction but a whole new Geist. In light of the powerful and 
not dissimilar impact on their respective worlds that was effected by both the Syrian 
translators and by the German idealists, might we not justly apply to Philoxenus (and 
to his colleagues) Goethe’s epithet for the translator, ‘ein Prophet in seinem Volk'1
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Appendix 1 
A Statistical Experiment
“Greek sentences are sometimes rendered fairly literally, at others they are completely recast. 
There is little effort to attain consistency.”1
Aim and Method
The motivation for this experiment derives from the observation contained in the above 
statement. All the accumulated data of Part 3 told a great deal about the texts in question, but 
was to some extent only very partial, for the data presented was chosen to illustrate and fortify 
an impression and could never attain a status of absolute authority while it remained anything 
short of exhaustive. Thus, for instance, while a novel lexical item such as might
well turn up in both Ep40 and the Ad Tiberium, in the former it is the exception, in the latter 
the rule. The difference is a question of consistency; and it seems that it is upon the issue of 
consistency that we need ultimately to base any typology of translation styles. Doubtless new 
methods, both lexical and syntactic, were invented and used first at some specific stage in the 
process, but only experimentally and haphazardly, a situation that would yield over time to 
one in which the new method would be used with ever greater consistency. Thus we need a 
way of measuring the consistency of ‘mirror’ usages over significant portions of text.
In his discussion of translation techniques in the Septuagint, James Barr has already suggested 
that it must somehow be possible to quantify statistically levels of consistency,2 although he 
makes no concrete suggestion as to how this might be done. Some attempts have, however, 
been made to apply statistical techniques to the Greek Old Testament, in order to distinguish 
with greater precision the styles of the translators of the several books.3 These have tended to
1 Brock, Greek into Syriac, 3, in reference to the style o f  the earliest Greek-Syriac translations.
2 Barr, Typology.
3 E.g. Galen Marquis, “Consistency o f  lexical equivalents as a criterion for the evaluation o f  translation 
technique as exemplified in the LXX o f  Ezekiel.” Sixth Congress o f  the International Organization fo r  
Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Jerusalem, 1986. Atlanta, 1987, 405-24; Benjamin G. Wright III, “The 
quantitative representation o f elements : evaluating ‘literalism’ in the LXX.” Sixth Congress o f  the International 
Organization fo r  Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Jerusalem, 1986. Atlanta, 1987, 311-35. See also Pelio 
Fronzaroli, “Statistical methods in the study o f  ancient Near Eastern languages.” Orientalia ns 42 (1973), 97- 
113.
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focus on lexical equivalences. But they have to some extent inspired the following, highly 
experimental, effort.
The aim is to measure how close any given text approaches the level of consistency in 
‘mirror’ renderings achieved by a nominally ‘perfect’ text, i.e. one that represents the highest 
development of the art of Hellenised mirroring. For this purpose we need a text that comes 
from towards the end of our period of Syriac translations and of which the Greek is extant 
such that we can measure its consistency levels. For this purpose, I have chosen Gregory 
Nazianzen’s 40th Oration in its most revised version, which, according to its colophon, was 
carried out in 624, and is conveniently available in a recent edition.1
Ideally one would proceed to measure consistency across a very wide range of grammatical, 
syntactical, and lexical issues or criteria, but we have restricted ourselves in this experiment to 
a smaller number. These criteria reflect findings from our texts earlier in the study and were 
also chosen as being well represented in the chosen control text, the Gregory Oration. The 
seven criteria are as follows:
1) Indicative verbs: In this measure, the consistency of formal equivalents is being assessed 
according to the following standard
Present = Syriac participle 
Imperfect = Syriac participle + auxiliary 
Future = Syriac Imperfect 
Aorist/Perfect = Syriac Perfect
This standard represents what we often found in our texts and a very high level of equivalency 
is found in the control.
2) Participles: This measure concerns specifically circumstantial participles, including 
Genitive absolutes
Circumstantial Present Ptc. = a* + ptc. (+ auxiliary when in past context)
Circumstantial Aorist Ptc. = ^  + perfect
1 Haelewyck, Oratio XL. For the dating, see p.vii. The Greek edition used was that o f  Moreschini, Gregoire de 
Nazianze. Discours 38-41
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3) Copula: the formal equivalents in this regard have been fairly widely discussed already. 
This particular measure is restricted to the following equivalency:
Imperfect = t*om i* (+ personal endings)
4) Infinitives: again a number of standard equivalencies are found, but here we are restricted 
to:
Article +  Infinitive = a  ,<n + Imperfect
5) Prepositions: three have been chosen for the distinctive changes which can be seen over 
time. These three are all measured together:
5ia + Genitive = iu= 
peta + Genitive = ^  
nepi + Genitive =
6) Particle ocpa
depot = (this does not include the similar apa)
7) Particle p£v 
p£v = ^>
Statistics are compiled as follows: If a given text were to translate, say, the article + infinitive 
with a ,cn + the imperfect on three-quarters of all instances of the article + infinitive within the 
text, then it would be given a 75% ‘success’ rate for criterion no.4. This can then be measured 
against the ‘success’ rate achieved by the control text in order to get some idea of how close 
the said text comes to reaching the levels of consistency found in the control.
We have chosen one text from each of the groups which we were able to isolate as a result of 
the data in Part 3.1 For each of our seven criteria, we thus have 6 texts to test (our five groups 
plus the control), each text yielding a percentage result under each criterion. The resulting bar 
charts are shown overleaf.
1 From Group I, De Recta Fide; Group II, Ep50; Group III, Contra Theodoretum; Group IV, Ep55; Group V, Ad  
Tiberium. Group x is Gregory o f Nazianzus, Oratio XL, versio nova.
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Infinitives Prepositions Particle Spa Particle p£vIndicative verbs Participles
Grammatical criteria
■  Group 1
■  Group 2
■  Group 3
■  Group 4
□  Group 5
□  Group x 
(control)
Observations
Based on this admittedly limited supply of evidence, it should be fairly clear at a glance that 
the results of this statistical experiment agree closely with the assumed order of the groups 
which we outlined in the earlier conclusions, namely that the groups were in chronological 
order. Only occasionally is this order violated. Thus under ‘Copula’ and ‘Infinitives’ group 2 
has achieved a higher standard than group 3. Since the nature and date of group 3 was always 
the hardest to pin down, this is perhaps not surprising.
The control group does indeed surpass all the others under most headings, the exception being 
group 5’s higher score under ‘Participles’.
The shapes of the graphs also indicate another point already made earlier, namely that group 5 
is quite set apart from the others in many areas, and it can be seen that in general it is much 
closer to the control group than to the earlier groups. Despite its many Peshitta readings, the 
Ad Tiberium ought perhaps to be given as high a date as possible, and may even be 7th 
century, to bring it into close conformity with Paul of Edessa’s Gregory translations. Even 
group 4 (Ep55) shows some very advanced scores and is quite set apart from the first three. 
This group we found to be closest in style to that of Paul of Callinicum and represented many 
typical Philoxenian revisions in terms of its style.
The first criterion, ‘indicative verbs’ is of particular significance, partly because it was 
assessed over the greatest sample size (indicative verbs being extremely common in all texts), 
partly because of the relatively high score even for group 1 (which is unsurprising given that 
these basic equivalents are quite intuitive). It thus shows quite clearly that the changes in 
translation technique over time (especially as relating to formal equivalence) have more to do 
with consistency of accepted methods than with the discovery of new methods, and that is 
what this exercise sets out to demonstrate.
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Appendix 2 
The Evidence of the Scriptural Citations
“The Muse of translation is a bookish one”
D. Mark Possanza, Translating the Heavens
This appendix contains the basic data necessary for the observations and conclusions made in 
Part 3.iii.d. Full synopses are given in many cases, especially in the Gospels and Acts, as 
these have not yet been published in the Das Neue Testament in syrischer Uberlieferung 
edition. Where a full synopsis was not considered necessary, the agreement of the citation 
with a particular version is indicated, followed by all variants. Thus, for instance, where P = 
QUX is followed by one difference, it can be concluded that the citation in QUX follows the 
Peshitta exactly apart from that one difference.
The page and line references to the texts are given at the beginning of each chapter and verse 
heading. The references for other relevant citations (such as from Philoxenus, which are 
sometimes included for comparison) are given underneath each synopsis.
The Greek given is that of the text of NA27 for NT and Rahlfs’ edition for OT quotes. The NT 
Syriac text is taken from: for the Gospels, Kiraz, Comparative Edition o f the Syriac Gospels', 
for the Paulines and Major Catholics, the NTSU volumes; for Acts, the BFBS Peshitta and 
White’s 1799 ‘Philoxeniana’ edition of the Harklean. The OT Peshitta text is taken from the 
Leiden edition (with variants noted where relevant), save for Jeremiah and Baruch (not yet 
published) which are taken from the standard BFBS text.
In Greek text, any variants from the standard text that are found in Cyril are noted in square 
brackets. In Syriac text, square brackets are used wherever a particular word or omission owes 
its form to an otherwise known variant in Cyril’s text, as such variants are clearly of no value 
in determining the translator’s translation style.
The parallel lines from P, H and other sources are accommodated to the citation(s), i.e. where 
a phrase in the verse is omitted in Cyril, the equivalent words have also been omitted in all
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parallel versions. Citations which are only allusions or paraphrases are noted by a reference 
with an asterisk but are usually not included in the parallel collations or discussed beneath, 
unless they contain something of particular relevence. Barbara Aland has pointed out that 
such paraphrases “auch...konnen einzelne wortliche Textelemente enthalten, so daB es sich 
fur Spezialstudien immer empfiehlt, den entsprechenden Teil des Paraphrasenapparates 
vollstandig zur Kenntnis zu nehmen und in den Editionen nachzuschlagen.”1
As the punctuation in the mss is erratic, the punctuation given in these transcriptions should 
not be taken as a precise guide to the content of the mss.
* the asterisk shows that the citation referenced is only an allusion. Some lexicographical 
observations may still be made in some cases, depending on the nature of the allusion.
pt shows that only a part of the verse referenced is cited -  this is only used for citations proper 
and not for allusions.
< arrows refer to the fact that the relevant part of the verse is omitted in the relevant citation.
// refers to a parallel (usually Biblical) text
‘noGk’ refers to the portion of the Ad Tiberium for which the Syriac only in extant, and for 
which there is therefore no Greek reference to be given, the page no. of the English translation 
instead being provided.
1 Aland and Juckel, Die Paulinischen Briefe 1, 69.
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1. Gospels
Mt 1.18b [CT= 133,13-5 / f.ll7rc]
HvrioreuGdaric; rfjq priTpoc; auroC Mapiaq tw  ’Icoarjtp
^XOcvA x  cnlwrt' ^*2*3 x  ^ o m  ^  p
.^OxxA X onfiwK' }x»*33 x X *3. (^'J’
^0>c\jA  cnlu* r&are p c u ir^ io  J[\o m r?\i^73 j p
£up£0r] £V y a a t p l  exovoa £K Trv£upaxoc; a y io u
rek.*c\x>* r^jjOA x  X P
r^x.*<Ms* rdua* r ^ ^ - i  x  X ^V-u^&vx.r<' CT
rdx.*<\n* r^wa* r^ QPX -^n chA iturC's Aui^iruE.K' jp
CPJ 41,12-14 et al. = P except rd^*n for rCs.^ <^n^
The use of the pf instead of P’s participle + ham is a deviation from the versional tradition, 
but otherwise the influence of P is clear. The first half of this verse was singled out by 
Philoxenus for revision (see CPJ 53,13-4), but in vl8b the only change was re^ *cva* to «i*_,*q, 
not a revision shared by CT.
Mt 1 .20 b [ CT 1  = PG 76.793B / f.l08vb; CT2 = 133,11-13 / f.ll7rc]
pf] cpoPr]0fj<; TKXpaAafteiv Mapiav tfjv yuvaiKa aou* t o  yap £V auxfj y£vvp0£v
013 iLSkt*'* X OCT3 X yx»;cn \ ■3C1Q^A Jlw*Jk\ r«iA P
(ha sL.ifXK'* X X a <73 < < < < < < CT1
X . jL.kxr*' <733* OCT3 X •>x»*s*A 3^0Q*?A Jlm*^ rdA CT2
<733 sLixK'* X X OCT3* X }d»*3al *3»a\ Ajj*&\ rdA CPJ1
<733 sSuiftr*'* X X 003* X >i**2»aA ■3CQ‘ya\ Ju>*&\ rdA CPJ2
X . sLixK' <713* 0<73 X v\5*fcur<' >1»*33A *3»a\ AjJ*&X re^ CPJ3
<733 fcurtf'* X X 003* < < < < < < CPJ4
X . sLSftrt' <733* 0<73 V^L.* r*'fcx&xir<' *3*»A Ajj*&\ H
£K jtVEuparoc; £anv ayiou
rd3c.*cvn* 0<73 rdlMO* ^3 P
r^ x.*cx3* 003 r^ A»o* ^3 CT1
r£x.*cio* OCT3 rdwo* r° CT2
X r^r »*q 0<73 rdwo* ^3 CPJ1
X r^ r.Xo 0<73 r^ jjo* CPJ2
X r^r »*g 0<73 rdjjo* ^3 CPJ3
X r^r »*n 0<73 rdwo* r* CPJ4
re rd!x-.*n X r^ jjo* r** H
CPJ1 = 28,30 -  29,1 / 41,15-16; CPJ2 = 41,21-2; CPJ3 = 227,7-8; CPJ4 = 236,13-14
1 i.e. in Vat.Syr.268; rtx*xo all other mss. See Johnston, The Harklean text o f  the Gospel o f  Matthew, in loc..
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The citations in CPJ illustrate the trends present in the revision process. What is most 
intriguing is the way in which different aspects of the revised version turn up differently in 
different citations of the same verse. The four citations of this verse in CPJ all contain 
different elements which would eventually find their way into the translation style of the 
Harklean; these include a) the use of for P’s .-icrra (CPJ1,3), b) the transposition of <n=> in 
line with its Gk position (CPJ2) and c) the use of rc^an rather then rd*.acu>a (CPJ). The 
adoption of revision b) by CT1 shows the revisionistic influence, although the influence of P 
on CT generally is still very strong.
Mt 1.21 [EDC = 22,6-7 / f.lr (EDC1) f.l8vb (EDC2)] [Ep39 = 18,12-4 / f.l51rb] [QUX = 
743,13/f.69va]
te^ etoci 5s uiov [te^p ulov, Ep39 EDC //Lk 1.31] koci kocAeoek; to ovopoc autou Tqaouv* auroc;
yap gcogei
,C73C\JJJJ acn . .^CVXj X C73CK1X. X . re' V3 P
>C73CUia£U 0(73 < < < < < < < < QUX
)(DOUU acn X aacnx. X .■ rC'Aa X [^»aWSi\] Ep39
,CDCU3\Sl1 o<n X arcnx. X [^•ao&\] . r<'\=3 X [^»aW&\] EDC
acn .^ .CUCi craLa r£mx. rt'ana .K'Vs H
tov Aaov aurou ocuo tcov dpaprioov cxutoov*
X ^ 0 0 0 . ( 7 3 ^  V) C73CTlv\ P
X ^O C 7 X .(T » ^ i> r * X  cnin^ A QUX
X ^ocrxjcn^jj X  crjcnaA Ep39
X y O O T i iO n ^ i i ^ 3 X  crainiA EDC
acraLa craLa H
ML 43,1-2 = P [ycnojLMrdi for ,cncvujj]
The forms of the first two verbs in Ep39/EDC are explained by the variant in Cyril’s text (the 
variant is not known from mss and must be Cyril’s own in order to harmonise the persons of 
the two verbs) which they both follow. Yet it is noteworthy that they both follow the same 
method through with kocAegek; as well. EDC is clearly already part way to H with its 
rendering of for ogogei, where P (incl.OS) and Ep39 still have )CnaujJ, and this is true
even in the earlier, unrevised form of EDC and in QUX, indicating just how early the change 
was made. The same revision is found in Philoxenus’ Tractatus Tres and Ep Senoun} This 
can be taken as further evidence for the Philoxenian revision, which attempts to be more 
consistent and ‘modem’ in its lexical equivalences, but which has not yet influenced ML to 
the same extent as the others. Other Harklean characteristics, however, such as the use of .La  
for all forms of the possessive pronoun are absent from this citation, showing that the revision 
is by no means complete.
Mt 1.23 [Ep39 = 18,9-11 / f.l51rb] [CT* = PG 76.393C / f.l08vc] [QUX* = 716,34-5 / 
f.52ra] [SDI = 225,37-8 / f.50va]
1 See collation in Watt, Dissertation, 49, and the conclusion given there.
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Ep39 and CPJ cite the whole verse, but = P except in this last phrase:
o eoriv ps0£ppr]V£u6p£vov p£0’ rjpwv o 0£oq
v? ctAk' 
CTaXrt'
X X X P
X X X  SDI
x u ta i r c z n  x  X o c n  E p 3 9
ozAiun ^  ,ooo^ U(<'^  ooj CPJ
jutB^unn X j c n o f c u r ^ s  o c n  H
r? oAk' 
rt'oArt'
CPJ = 42,14/46,7 7 56,16-7
Again we can see the beginning of the revision, both lexical (,n*aW for as well as
syntactical (a ocn for * in response to the Greek relative pronoun). CPJ has already gone one 
step further than SDI,Ep39 in the caique on o £anv and has also eliminated the Syriac idiom 
of the suffix on K'cnW. Neither Ep39 nor CPJ have yet revised the text in accord with the 
Greek as H does by adding rta>\^ => for £v yocGTpi.1 In QUX the translator paraphrases, having 
nothing for p£0£ppryv£uop£vov.
Ep50’s rd\o is an OS reading (found in C but not S, which has P’s k'kl). Again, however, we 
see mixed elements of the revisional style entering into the quotations unsystematically. CT 
already has cc^ r^ a whereas CPJ, which has retained P’s rtrt*, has progressed to which
H will adopt. However, the other oddities of CT may suggest that this is his own translation 
and that the similarity with H is fortuitous. It is worth noting, in addition, that the Syriac text 
of Severus’ Ad Nephalium (translated by Athanasius of Nisibis in the mid-7th century) has 
goes back to the old fashioned r^curcs* at the end.2 Note that techniques such as the use of the
Mt 3.15bpt [Ep50 = 98,30 7 f.!46ra] [CT = 137,4-5 7 f.l 18vc]
d(p£<; dpti, outcoq yap 7tp£7tov £otlv rjpiv [qpiv £<xriv Ep50; £crriv CT] nAqpcaaai naaav
5iKocioauvr|v.
CPJ = 215,2-3; ML = 22, 10-11; CL = 24,29-30
Syriac infinitive eulsa^A by H are not paralleled at an earlier date.
Mt 4.2 [Ep45* = 155,21 7 44,19]
Mt 4.4 [QUX = 714,5-7 7 f.50vb]
This example appears in Aland, Philoxenianisch, 366, as Beispiel 6. 
The text is laid out with the others in ibid., 366-7, as Beispiel 7.
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P = QUX
nc\jjAj rd^mlra] tf QUX
Where H has made revisions, rd*,rd» for cdn», :u= for (5kx), these have had no impact on 
QUX. Its transposition does not reflect a Gk text.
Mt 4.10b [QUX = 771,17-8 / f.89vb]
P = QUX,H
Mt 5.28a pt [CO = 46,16 / f.98ra]
P = CO,H
Mt 5.42 [MosEp = Brooks 20,14-15]
P = MosEp
Mt 6.22 [AT* = noGk,135 / 444,14-5] 
Mt 7.4-5 [CO = 52,13-17 / f.lOlrb]
ttgoc; speiq tco aSeAcpco aou* [aSeAcpE add.CO] dcpec; ek($(xAu) to  Kctpcpoc; ek tou ocpGaApou aou
. rd\ jiard jaCV-ir. ^ ■' v^ CVjjrdX kvird \»rd rdl^ -»rd p
. .a&rds >i«ncv=ue. >jjrd . v^ cvvirdA r^urd vord rdi^»rd CO
. vyiv rd\ ^  ji^rd jic\->t. ^ . v^cvjjrdi Jsvird Trwrd rdi^ -»rd
Kai i5ou r| SoKoq ev tco o90aApqj aou; [ato ocpGaApco; CO] unoKpita EKpaAE Tipcotov ek tou
ocpGaApou aou tf)v 5okov [tf]v 5okov ek tou aou ocpGaApou CO]
X ■. rdirv»\D ^a\acA .oArd .rd&fds .-icm x v^ \»\. i  rd Js\j\n rd mo p
X ->•' rd&UOo >3AoCv\ ji^rd . rdafds . n l i »  . v^ L»:i rd&V.'ib rd cm CO
.v^ L*:\ rd\.v rdiruio &i»rd£a:in x>°\rd .rd&rda --aon va^l»:i v^uva rdfcwin rdcno p[
Kai tote 5ia|3A£ip£i<; [tiepiPAei^ek; CO] EKpaAEiv to Kapcpoq ek tou ocpGaApou tou aSsAcpou
aou.
X  v ^ c u i r d s  o o I jlx.  rdV c \n t\*?iX \*x=>& u ^ . x . ctdo p
X .v^ cvjjrds rdV CO
rdurds cm»s.. rdEv^ a n ^ i  Jrurd rdu* ^x>cno J-J
The influence of P is quite evident throughout the citation (especially in the close wording of 
v5a) although the translator is not bound by it. There is no evidence for any residual OS 
influence. The use of >a=*\rd for 7i£piPA£i|;£ic; [v.l. for 5ia|3A£i[)£i<;] where P has and H
has ndu» shows perhaps a willingness to experiment with lexical equivalences, but this belongs 
properly to the realm of the analysis of the translation style itself, for ek tou ocpGaApou
aou (v5a) is a loose equivalent.
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Mt 7.7 [MosEp = Brooks 21,2-3]
a iT E it s  Kai 5o0pa£xai upiv, ^r|X £ix£ Kai suprjaere,
C
P
MosEp
v a w \r .^ o 0 ^ 3 0 X *<onm Sao cvAr^x.
vt-sT.X\r> CVy 3 j}cnu^ua oAr^e.
X X X cvAr^x.
^cvw-sT.^rvo <"lv -» *^ CV^ A .3(71* AuCk cvAr^z.
KpouEte Kai avoiyrjasrai o p tv
X X .v^aA cvs.au Q
X x *^ cusA jjJjvaJruo CVX.CVO p
c^va^_AvAvg oioo . ^ cv~\A jj^ vairvio ocut-cvo MosEp
X x ■ ^ cv.aA ax.cvo J-J
This citation comes from Moses of AggeTs own letter. It has the reading for
5o0r)a£xai), which is distinctively an OS reading (Curetonian), showing clearly the continuing 
influence of Old Syriac traditions even in Moses’ day in the mid 6th century. The citation 
varies, however, from the ordinary text in also having the words o\o {call and you
shall be answered) added and «^cw t^.*\o cv^=» {seek and you shall find) omitted. Is there any 
other witness to this strange form of the text? Or is the writer simply citing from a bad 
memory?
Mt 7.15 [Ep45* = 151,19-20 / 39,23] [AT* = noGk,135 / 444,6]
Both these citations are only allusions, but the term used for itpopaxoov {sheep) in both cases 
is H’s rather than P’s rti&are (also OS), which contrasts strongly with the presence of the 
P reading in both the Syriac version of Timothy Ailuros and in CL [54,9].
Mt 8.24 [Ep45* = 155,21 / 44,20] [CT* = 139,23 / f.l 19vc]
Mt 8.26 [Ep45* = 155,24 / 44,23-4]
P = Ep45,H
Mt 9.29 [AT* = 162,24 / 471,12] 
d\n] AT,H
Mt 10.1b [CT = 130,18-9 / f. 116rc-116va]
(£5o)K£v autoiq E^ouafav) TrvEupaxcov aKaOapxcov iuqxe ekPcxAAeiv auxa Kai 0£pa7t£U£iv
O iiD r^ n io  X X X rtuoH  p
X X X r-^ jjcn
^C J» rd»o  X ^aufaA rdLXiK' rdwcn CL1
1 For which, see ibid., 367, Beispiel 8.
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cufit>r£2a\o X ^ cua333 rc< Xv«\’A^ r^sioi p j
Tiaaocv voaov Kai naaav paAaxfav [sv rd) Aaq> add. CT]
X X X X  x *=»  ^ ^  p
X [ r d s a ^ ]  X X *^° *sir^  CT
X X X Jl^ o .rar^ bv Ac\^ CL1
X X r^&xcvLujCa A^o r^icnic\j^ x  X T  pp
CL1 = 200,14-6; CL2 = 253,7 (pt) 
CL1
The affinity of CT with P as against H is quite evident. However, the fact that both non- 
scriptural translations (CT, CL) have exactly the same readings in places is perhaps 
suggestive of a standardised text (RF is similar as well), but locating it with any precision 
would be to take the evidence too far.
The textual variant in Cyril is interesting given that it is present in both his citations of this 
verse -  it is present in one major Alexandrian witness, L, and also in the old Latin b (5th cent.) 
but not in the Syriac tradition. As these mss are unlikely to be related on text-type, it seems 
that they have both added the words by erroneous harmonisation with Mt 4.23. The addition 
is included, in different ways, in both citations on the model of Mt 4.23 (as found in both P 
and H). Tischendorf noted Cyril’s rare witness to this variant but does not mention any other 
patristic witness to it. Both our translators must have been unaware of it from their own 
versions, yet have kept to Cyril’s text nonetheless.
Mt 10.8b [CO = 63,34-5 / f.l07ra]
P = CO,H
Mt 10.20 [Ep55 = 58,3-4 / 17,12-13]
ou yap [yap om. Ep55] upeu; s o t s  oi AaAouvtec; aXka t o  Trveupa t o u  Ttaxpoq upd>v to AaAouv
ev upTv.
-.^dlca^a X X « ocn red P
X X «^ cdurcT [x] X cd Ep55
^dV^asaa *^ C\JCn X cd H
r^W'TXyz x r&iGA P
JAcasa x r^woS rtdr^ Ep55
Al^abaii ocn rd»»G^ rcdrC' H
Ep55 shows affinity to the revised style in its use of cd for rtam red and more especially for 
the masculine interpretation of rt»a\, which is a distinctive aspect of the revised style which 
may well have originated with Philoxenus. The stricter grammatical mirroring of the 
Harklean, seen here in its method for rendering the article + participle substantive 
combination is, as we have see in other texts already, not yet taken up by our Syriac 
translators.
Mt 10.28 [QUX = 755,13-7 / f.77vb]
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Kai pr| cpo(teia0£ octto tcov (XTiOKtevvovrcov to  acupa, trjv 5k ipuxpv pr| 5uvap£V(uv aTtoKtdvai*
S 
P
Q U X
■ V -nA rdA X r t r ^ io r t ' i s ^ ^ n s ^«\ l i t ^ a «^cA_jjsA\ oAo
A^nsnA red r trf t) ■ .r t 'i^ a ^«\ »rf *^cAlmsA\ oAo
^ cA^tQI ^ 3 9 red r^eAl • r ^ i ^ A A t 011 ^»\ »rt ^ a •^cvAjjsAn red
A^nsnA red rdrAiA . r t ' i ^ A A ° s »^cucn r » •^cAlmsAv oAo
cpo(kTa0£ 5k paAAov tov 5uvap£vov
ocn Av»r<',uA\j ^»s cvAus §
■M-sr’a^  ^ 7 9  Aurt'A.Av. cA-us p
rC^ins ocn x  ^  cAlmS Q U X
r ^ m s  ocn ^ n  Ai»rt'v»Ai» ^»s cAlmS f j
Kai i^ux^v Kai aujpa anoXeoai kv y££vvp.
r& cm ^a cv^ns^iA rdrSMO x  §
r^ ic n ^ p  m c o  x  rt'x^AAo rdx&iAs p
r ^ c n \r >  Ancva rC/°\T\\ A r f  rt'i^ ^ A  A rt's x  Q U X
r^ lcn.\£3 Sncvi x  rt'i^Aio rdat^ iXs J-J
W ith  H  but against P , Q U X  has for 5uvap£va)v and rt^= n s om  for tov 5uvap£Vov 
(where P  has ->T*?a and jjL^ jcaa respectively).
Q U X  follows O S , against P /H ,  however, in the word order o f  the phrase A r t  k 's ^ a A  A rt' 
rdatsuX (O S  rdxAio r t ' i ^ a ) ,  though the phrasing is closer to P  ( r t 'v ^ A o  rd*aA ). I t  departs from 
all versions in using the impf ^cA\,m, rather than inf. \ \ n ' y & ,  for airoKtdvai, and in omitting
M t 1 1 .2 7  [C O  =  4 7 ,1 6 -1 8  /  f .9 8 v a -b ]
Ttdvta p o i Tcap£5o0r] utio [roxpa C O ]  t o u  natpoc; p ou , Kai ou5d<; £7uyivd)0K£i t o v  u io v  [tic;
£ a tiv  o uioc; C O ]
K's~i\ x  m rt' r tA a  x  .» a r t  ^ n  >A }a\A\Jc.r<' Aa  p
[rt 'sa ]  [c u » ]  T irt' red o  x  ■*=»** r*> A  'p X h x .r ?  - p x n  C O
rt's=A x  ^-SoSw^n W rt' r^Ao .J u s  r tln rf  >A ^dAvx-rf }a:unA^ x  H  
d  prj o  T iatpp, o u 5 £  t o v  n a t£ p a  tic; £7tiyivd)aK£i [tic; £ o t iv  add C O ] d  pf| o  uioc;
.rt'Va r^Art' x  %arf r^nr^A rdA A r f  . r t n r t  rdArt' p
rt'va ^ r t '  rtlA rf [cvisas] Tift' rdn rcd  red o  rcfnrt' *^rt' rdArt' C O
•.rt'va *vrt' r^A rt' x  jk-SoAuc2 n Xirt' r^nr^A r t l s r t  . rclnrf *vr<' rdArf JJ
Kai (b £ a v  (fo u A p ta i [p o u A p ta i o m  C O ]  o  uioc; a7roK aAui[m  [aTC0 KaAui|;p C O ].
X r d l^ M  rt'Sra r e ta in  X X X P
X r t \  r t t a  r t s  x  X X C P J
cnA [ r c d ^ ]  •**=» [x ]  X r *  ot” °  C O
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X \^ sA  r^Ta rd=3^-i *s^r<'s x  X oaA o J-J
CPJ 180,26-7
The beginning of the Harklean system can be seen in CO’s ^  am for the relative to eav. The 
fact that CO uses P’s once and H’s *.*ak*sn once (the Greek being the same on both 
occasions) perhaps sums up its ‘half-way’ position. Other variants are explained by Cyril’s 
text which differs in quite few places and which CO tries to reflect faithfully. The addition of 
crA at the end cannot be explained from any existing text, and may be a translator’s whim. CPJ 
shows closer affinity for P here, unusually.
Mt 12.18 [CT= 133,24-6/f.ll7va]
The quotation is partially conflated with Isa 42.1, of which it is a citation. The Syriac certainly 
owes far more to Peshitta NT than to OT, save for the careful alteration of the final for 
OT’s jaai. Essentially, however, the version in CT’s own.
Mt 12.24 [CT* = 134,6-7 / f.l 17vb]
P = CT
r^ an£*.] CT,H
Although CT agrees with H in this one word, yet P inexplicably changes to k'cua in v28, for 
which see next entry.
Mt 12.28 [COl = 51,18 / f.lOOvb] [C02 = 52,33-4 / f.lOlva] [CT1 = 133,28-9 / 117va]
[CT2* = 134,6-7/f .l  17vb]
ei 5e sv TrvEupan 0eou syd) [eyca Tivsupati 0sou CO 1,2] £kP<xAAu) ta  Saipovia,
rt'cUS rcirtf' s\e\'yj r 6 r f v? oAr^ n r6)Oia X X P
rC'cUS P C i l K ' n<K"n X (+OS) K ' ctA k ' a (+OS) X COl
r l^i^ sxScn X (+OS) r^ 'crArt's rtluoia r^ ir* ' (+OS) X CT1
r&rf r d i r t ' K ' ctA k ' a X H
<xpa £(p0aaev £cp’ upat; rj ftaoiAda tou 0£ou
r t f 'c r A r ^ 'a  rt')nn-\\'n v qm\\ ctA & \ a \ n  A p
x CT1
k' crArC'^  mir\cvAz73 x r?\rf
COl = C02 [both v28a only] 
CT2* = CT1
It is impossible to say whether the position of the r^i*' before ‘by the spirit of God’ in CO 1,2 
is due to its unaccustomed position in Cyril’s text or to a remnant of OS. The fact that the 
same order is found in CT1 where Cyril’s text has the more normal order would imply the
1 in mg. 333, Chester Beaty Syr.3.
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latter is more likely. But if this is OS influence it is very meagre, especially as OS always has 
for 5aipovia, whereas k'cus is found in both CO and CT. In v28b, CT1 shows affinity to 
H in using but to P in ml, which does not mirror any Greek term. CT makes no attempt 
on apa.
Mt 12.33 [QUX = 772,6 / f.90rb]
P = QUX
,cnoH*a] *A*2k QUX,H
Mt 12.34pt [Ep50 = 98,1 / f.l45va]
The citation is allusive and grammatically altered:
The UBS text is:
Ttdiq SuvaaGe ayaGa AaAsTv irovripoi ovteq 
Cyril’s text is:
irovripoi ovte<; ayaGa AaAsTv o uk  av SuvaiVTO [with ms variations Suvocvxai, Suvcovtai, 
eSuvavro]
P
*^olu* **±=H Cvll^al *1x2^ * 12^ *
Ep50
*1 ^ o^llrnss *l\=l^o .*^ cvi* **ls
H
**4l=> .cxlls*£al rtf'lxif^  *12_»*
Ep50 clearly follows the quite different word order of Cyril’s citation. The wording, however, 
is without doubt closer to P than to H (e.g. rather than
Mt 12.47,49, 50 [Ep55 = 57,5-10 / 15,21-5]
This is a conflation of Mt 12.47, 49, 50, Lk 8.20, 21, with parts of each intermingled. Cyril’s 
text runs as follows:
i5ou f| prjrrip aou Kai oi aSsAcpoi aou eatqKaaiv e£a> I5siv GeAovtec;, EKTEivaq ifjv 
autou £Tci touq paGqTac; autou, e itie v  pqrqp pou Kai d5sAcpoi pou ouroi eiaiv oi axouovTEc; 
tov Aoyov tou  Geou Kai tioiouvtec;. oq yap av Tioiqap to GeAqpa tou  TtaTpoq pou tou  ev 
oupavoiq, outoc; aSsAcpoc; pou Kai aSeAcprj Kai \ir\xr\p Eanv.
VjjK'o po* jTSjo*  ^  ,c750\»ial^ \ &\al m:u* :vyauxi:i ^»\io i=A yi'win vyjj*o V^«* *(73
*1(73 . * C U 2 ]  * 3 * 3  (71113^ l - n i  1 0(73 . m l  r> * m l * : i  (73^0cq  ^» \m  ^ O a a » if t j*
. »2W*G >&VUO >_M* ,C73oi[\j*
Ep55 carefully follows Cyril’s text and clearly seems to use P’s wording and phrasing 
throughout. Only note Ep55’s use of ,molu* for eaxiv (Mt 12.50), a grammatical feature not 
in P here but used, as always, by H.
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Mt 13.25-6 [AT* = noGk,133 / 439,13-4]
Mt 13.41 [QUX = 748,41-2 / f.73va]
P = QUX
QUX
Mt 13.55 [QUX = 761,31-2 / f.82rb]
P = QUX
Mt 14.33 [QUX = 748,31 / f.73rb] [SDI = 225,19 / f.47va]
aAr|0cj<; 0eou uioq et
X iruK' cnia p
X rtcnkrf* iur*' cnVa cC'iixa QUX
X cnla rt'^ 'Uta SDI
vyfcur*' r<'cn\r<':i x rt'ia ]-J
Note that QUX and SDI do not use >mah*r? for ei, yet when the very same thought is 
expressed in Cyril’s own text in QUX ,moL^ is used. SDI is a normal user of the = eivai 
parallel.
Mt 15.14b [EDC = 15,28-9 / f.l4ab]
P = EDC
This against H’s revision of to K'scm.
Mt 16.13,15,17 [EplOl = 546]1 
P = EplOl
Mt 16.16-17 [CO (vl6 only) = 58,12 / f,104rc-104va] [QUX = 748,20-1 / f.73ra]
v l 6
ou ei o xpicrroq o vioq tou 0sou
r^u i t<'cn\r<'s cnAa ix/m r*a ocn Siur^
r^ui rtf'cnlrC's Cn Aa K* V>«T*7J Jrvinc'
w f<'cyAr<'s cnia rdv» 1 T*7J ocn Jm k '
r 6 j j rtf'cnlrC's cnia ocn rd rn s ^ Smc*'
QUX
P = ML
1 Not Mt 16.15 as noted by Guidi in margine.
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v l 7
r d i c \ j : i  c n ' i a ]  r d i c u  i n  Q U X
Q U X  transliterates where P translates the name and patronymic.
M t  1 6 . 2 2 - 3  pt [CT1* = 122,15 / f.ll3rb] [CT2 = 141,23-4 / f.l20vb] [ Q U X  = 756,9-12 / 
f.78rb]
lAecoc; ooi, Kupis* ou \xr\ sgtgci aoi xouxo.
r?^m  rd o c n & U  x  >T?3 Oqjj p
r d n c n  v y a c n & u  r d A  , i r ? a  Q U X
rdscn rd Gcoift rcA ,i»> vyA Com CT2
r d s c n  r d o c n i f t  r d A  r £ » i m  « «
wrays otugoj pou, oaxavcr oKavSaAov ei epou [pou el CT2]
X  > 1  i f t i r d  r d & A n O & \  , i k u n n X  v y ^  A \  p
X  A  J t o r d  r c d c v x ^ z )  r d S ^ c o  , i 2 M n = A  A t  Q U X
X  >A i i u r d  r d V x a >  r d i i ^ a o  t i^ v o c L = A  A t  C T 2
v y j r v . r d  A -» ^  x  r d - V r - s  r c 't \ , n r >  , i 5 M x m X  A t  J - [
ML 27,21-3 =P
CT2 shows the usual mix of P and H elements. Among the former is the typical Aramaic form 
,i=n rather than rd.v*> and also the grammatically more idiomatic A &urd, against H’s caique
On the other hand, the latter includes the term r d o m * \  r d \  which is a revision to the 
Greek against P’s idiomatic phrase, as well as, more notably, the lexical choice of r e d * *  
(oKav5aAov) over P/OS’s r d * \ L j o * \ ,  which we note also in Q U X .  This use of r s d r ^  for
GKdvSaAov is also found in the Phx revision (e.g. at 1 Cor 1.23, cited at CPJ 152,3)1 -  its use
here implies again that CT has participated in some way in the tradition behind the 
Philoxenian version.
The CT1 allusion to this verse is interesting for its treatment of the name IIsTpoq, translated as 
^ c v a ^ a * .  rather than with the c » o A ^  which is usually used in CT for referring to the apostle. 
Given that P uses r d a r d *  here and H uses a j o ^ r d a ,  CT’s variation is surprising. OS generally 
has the full title r d & r d *  but quite often only (e.g. Mt 17.24, 26.37 etc.).
Although r d a r d *  alone is the normal name in P, it does very occasionally use the full name 
r d a r d *  even where the Greek has only risxpoc; (e.g. Mt 15.15, 26.58), or even just
(Mt 8.14). H always has a j o A ^ r d a  even in the Aramaic pun on his name (Mt 16.18). It 
seems clear, then, that the use of the Hebrew is a typical OS feature which, as names
often do, persisted well beyond its time, as we see in the citation of this verse in CT1.
M t  1 6 . 2 4  [ Q U X  = 755,17-9 / f.77vb]
ei tic; QeXei oniao) pou eAGeiv, amxpvriodoGa) eauxov
1 Brock, Resolution, 340.
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.,i^v=3 r t 'fc x r^ n  x r t l a ^ a  p
.cnxAia c^vAai ,>i&v=> K'irvr^n x rd -^=S Q U X
oa Oqo icvs^ l x '.rf'^r^ai rtb ^  pr^ p
Kai a p d ia ) tov a ra u p o v  a u to u  Kai aKoAouGsvra) p o t
X x  r ^ ^ N r ^ l O  . rr><\. n\ A c V U X J O  p
.>i&\=3 x X rC'&Nr^ io ap&±a\ .-ittaio Q U X
X -»>nmo cnlua x rg'-i.V ^  Acuuuo U
QUX is much more similar to P than to H, although it departs from P also quite freely. Why, 
for instance, QUX should prefer rc^> to r€=  ^is not at all clear.
Mt 16.27 [QUX = 748,39-42 / f.73rb]
P
.r^ jL»"io >ooc\^n£lso ,ajcv3>r<'s r^ irvr^ iA rCf.TAr<,A oo'to ocn
QUX
. ,cr>CV^r^ Aio^O >03O=r<'s r^ucvr-i .rdtlK's ro\=>
QUX seems to be adopting his own wording, and omits P’s ‘holy’ because it was not present 
in his Vorlage.
Mt 17.26 [QUX = 734,25 / f.63va]
P = QUX
Mt 18.16 [CO = 65,6-7 / f.l07va]
£tu atopatoq 5uo paptupoav r\ tpicov ataGfj Tiav prjpa
r-dlzTD Acv^  >icui&\ .^ncnoo K'iftXSrxo x }oc\J& A^ . ]§/£
.rdliw A^  o^cvo&x »^3<nflo K'JrA^ft orC' x »^Ki(\ }acv°> As. p
. rdAsi Aa >icvn<S\ .^ncnco rt'fcAiftO x rdrwcva A*- 0 0
rt'fcAsa Jl^. 73CVok\ x nC'JrAkx ore' K'ncnao rtnaa A*.
CO’s use of ‘and’ rather than ‘or’ is claimed by Voobus as an OS reading.1 It is true that S 
and C agree against P here, and that CO has the former reading. However, Voobus has not 
taken the care to check whether the translator is really inserting his own text or simply 
following his Vorlage; for Cyril has the reading ‘and’ in his own text, and this because he is 
really quoting Deut 19.15 here and not Mt 18.16 (though the latter does influence his 
wording). This is sufficient to explain the reading in CO without recourse to an assumed 
underlying OS text, as Voobus would have us believe. It is customary in our texts for the most 
part that when Cyril’s text deviates significantly from the Syriac versions, the former is 
followed. This point was already made by Black regarding the text of the RF.2
1 Voobus, Gospel Text 1, 186. The OS reading o f S/C is found also in BL Add. 14530, the Syriac version of the 
acts of the Ephesine Synod o f  449, as well as in Aphrahat, Liber Graduum, and in the Armenian, see Voobus, 
Circulation o f the Peshitta, 31-2.
2 Black, Rabbula, 205.
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Mt 18.20 [Ep55 = 50,13-4 / 3,6-7]
ou yap dotv [wai Ep55] 5uo rj rpsic; auvriypd/oi dq to spov ovopa,
X .^ nxz» X rtf'iA&x or** X rdia^ .rtf' p
X pasta «^ c\ocm rtf'iAjft ©rtf' X rdiz^ rV Ep55
rt'mr-t X rtf'jAfcx ©rtf' ©^cm&v.rtf'n rdi^ -.rtf' JJ
£K£l £ipi £V p£OCp aUTGOV
X X ^oc73^\\»-i cdictf* p)ir\ p
X X rdirtf' pafc\ Ep55
. ^ocnLn rtf'^k- p a  X j&x.rtf' p>^\ JJ
Ep55’s viT.\t> ^ootm for v»t«^ is simply a matter of text, since Cyril has coai...auvpyp£voi 
where P’s Vorlage readjust daiv auvpypd/oi. H’s grammatical revisions are not prefigued in 
our texts.
Mt 19.4 [QUX = 724,7-8 / f.56vb]
ouk dv£yva)T£ on o Knaaq [itoipoac; QUX] [tov avGpamov add.QUX] an dpxrjc; [ev d. QUX]
dpo£V Kai GfjAu £7ioir|0£v auTOuq;
.*vcurtf' in x . rtf'Avrajcuo rtf'Y^n : Avur.\=> p i  X n-»v n ©cnn r d l  p
^cvnrtf' rtf'va rtf'^\-ini© r t f ' l l  :&\*x.V3 p a  rdrnvA  A-is. n ©cm «^©^v»io r d \  Q U X
. n-iv rtf'irv^ iiiAO rtf'V^n :rd»nc\jc. p3 X n ©tnn vO^uio rdA ]-[
H’s use of twice most likely reflects his Vorlage, which must have read Ttoipoaq (as 
Byz.). QUX, however, even though its Vorlage uses ttoieo) on both occasions, has different 
Syriac terms (against P) for each -  is this just a desire for stylistic variation, or is he aware of 
a Syriac text which already read along these lines? He follows Cyril in the addition of ‘man’, 
however (// LXX Gen 1.27).
Mt 20.18-9 [CT = 122,12-5 / f.l 13rb]
i5ou dvaPa(vop£v dq cl£poaoAupa, Kai o uioc; tou avGpamou 7tapa5o0r|G£Tai [dq
eGvcov]1.
[rdsasixx. ,:tfrd=>] rdjurdn cnino )oltiorA i^iAcw rtf' cn p
[rd^a^.n] [^ocnuX.^] rdricd* cnteo >A*.nordA ^uurtf u^Aflo rtf'cn CT
i] [rdi'rur^ a] rdaurtf'n C73\30 }a\jcAordA x u^rAttt rtf' 00 J-J
dq to £p7tai^ai auTov Kai paGnywaai Kai oraupwaai, Kai Trj zp h r \  i)p£pa dvaorrjoETai.
Q^CVru rd&A&xa rd^ acuAo ,<mici&ouo ,c7XiJO\^ Aio cnn O^-viUaiG p
□^cvm rtf'iAirvn r^ncvAo ,cmja^nuo ,<m.ion \^io cn=> «^ cu>v=u o Cp
73CU3ki rd»iruAift rd^cuno j A gpAo on \p?Ao x ©jJlnsao J-J
1 These last words taken from Acts 21.11, not from Mt 20.18
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OS has for P ^
Despite the full reading of shared by OS and CT, the verse illustrates the strong affinity 
of CT to P quite against the many differences found in H, both in syntax and lexicon.1 Cyril’s 
text is divergent, omitting vl8b and seemingly being partially conflated to Lk 18.32 and Acts 
21.11. These divergences are carefully followed by the translator but at the same time without 
ever losing sight of the text of P, which is clearly his guide. This neatly illustrates his method 
with regard to citations in general.
Mt 21.38 [QUX = 738,45-6 / f.66va]
P = QUX
Mt 22.29 [Ep55 = 61,13 / 23,29-30] [CT = 137,30-1 / f.l 19rb] [QUX = 737,11-12 / f.65rb]
P = Ep55,CT,QUX,H.
Mt 22.42-5 [QUX = 739,23-9 / f.67ra]
1 In passing, we may note that the ms o f OS/P in v l9  seems to testify to the presence o f  the aurov which Cyril 
has in his text, a variant not noted even in Tischendorf.
t i  uptv 5ok£T Ttepl tou xpicjtou; tivoc; uioc; eativ;
X
.ft'ia
X
X X cuso
,mob^ r^  x ciEaa
jCTJokur*' r^ia curaa
Tidjc; ouv AauiS ev Tcveupati KaAeT autov xupiov [xuptov xaAei aurov QUX] Aeycov*
crA r^ln x  **013 X»oi x  o p
<rA K'ih r 6 i^  x  x»oi x  Q
ctA  rtf'in r6 io is  0*0^5 lt*cn H
eutev [o add.QUX] KUpioc; tuj Kupiq) pou* kccGou e k  5e£;id)v pou,
ecoq av Geo roue; exGpouc; aou uxtoKata) [uTtorcoStov QUX] rd)v 7io5cjv aou;
x  v y n s l h n  y* i  CV?r<* 1 r ^ Q ^ .  p
QUX
v y l ^ ^  X\. v»X\ rc^T-irv-^  fj
ei otiv Aaui5 [ev jrveupati add. QUX] xaAeT autov xupiov, tuoc; uioc; autou eativ; 
x
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ic n o ix .re ' x  t73' '=1 rC^l^.rC ' x  rC'iib r^»vz>  ' [ w o i a ]  X.01 Aj>»Q3 ^  QUX
. ,cno ix» re ' cnA .! r e ' i a  cnX r e 'v s  x  r d w o v a  x»o:i A .-vm  ^ k '  j j
While QUX correctly represents its Vorlage in the sequence difference (xupiov autov KaAei) 
and the addition of ev nveupatt in the final line, it is (probably erroneously) omitted in its 
earlier instance where it was certainly present in the Vorlage.
QUX having i^na> for 5okci is closer to S’s \=>hsa*> than to P’s However, his translation
of tivoc; uioc; eativ as re'xa >ma±urf is closer to H’s ,030^ ^  re'ia than to OS/P’s 
simpler cu» re'va, and indicates QUX striking out on its own in search of better equivalents 
from time to time. Word order is overall more akin to H than to P. The use of ret=>cv^  for 
UTiOTioSiov provides a lexical parallel to H. Finally, the use of for the final e g t iv  rather
than ocn (as P) brings this text again closer to H than P.
Mt 23.8-9 [QUX = 724,36-7 / f.57rb [v9 only]]
P = QUX (with only minor alteration for context).
Mt 24.36 [//Mk 13.32] [AT = 150,4-6 / 461,6-8] [CT1*= 121,14-5 / f.ll2vb] [CT2 = 124,7-9 
/ 1 13vc] [see also Lash, Scriptural Citations]
There is a tricky synoptic issue here. Cyril’s use of rj rather than Kai, the gen. xdjv oupavcav 
rather than ev oupavcp, and his inclusion of povoc; at the end in the AT citation, together with 
his extensive use of Matthew’s gospel over Mark’s everywhere else, all suggest that Mt 24.36 
is the intended verse here. We must note that his inclusion of ou5e o uioc; is no argument for 
the contrary, since those words were present in the old Alexandrian text of Mt 24.36 and may 
well have been in Cyril’s copies of Matthew, even though they dropped out in the Byzantine 
text. The fact that these words were present in the Syriac versions only in the Markan text, 
however, meant that the translators assumed Mk 13.32 was being cited and have used their 
versions of that verse accordingly. The Syriac texts below from P and H are therefore taken 
from both Mk 13.32 (PI and HI) and from Mt 24.36 (P2 and H2), for comparison
Gkl: Mk 13.32 Ilepi 5e tqc; qpepac; exeivqc; q rqc; copac; ouSeic; oi5ev, ou5e oi ayyeAoi ev
oupavco ou5e o uioc;, ei pq o Ttaxqp
Gk2: Mt 24.36 Ilepi 5e xqc; qpepac; exeivqc; Kai copac; [qpepac; q irjc; cupac; eKeivqc; CT2 AT
//Mk 13.32] ouSeic; oi5ev,
red Xare' ,cn rg'Xw T. X A ^ o 003 rd^iG-» X A ^ OS1
red TSrt ,cn X As..o X X rd^30j X A ^ 0S2
jk_x» r d \ Tire' ■.,03 X A S..O X 003 rd^xx. A ^ PI
.^-x* red Tire' .,03 ft'Xw T- X Av r> X 003 rd sso j X A ^ P2
.^.x* red Tire' ,03 K'^W.T.O X X X 003 rdinoj. Ar* CT
XI ref* red 003 rtoiO iO X X X ,03 rg*X\v *•. A r” AT
. Jk-X. XirC' red X re'irwjc. ,03 ore' X 003 r^ q cu Ar* HI
XI r^ redo X K' r^vxjc. X Ore' X a m rdi*)C\-» A t» H2
1 Correctly representing the translator’s Vorlage, the addition also being found in the Harklean, and in many 
other witnesses.
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ou5e oi ayyeAoi tcjv oupavoov
. r d c a x s a X r d ^ f d l ^ a rd A  .A r d o OS1
ideas. X >-^rdlr*> r d V ^ r d o OS2
• cdi’atr.a X rd ^ rd \* ? 3 r d A a r d PI
.rdi£ax.n X rd ^ .rd l^ > rd A & rd P2
X rd ^ fd A i* ) r d A a r d CT
.(dCQZ.3 X r d ^ r d l c * rd A o AT
•■tdi’wrn »^C\JC7J r d ik r d l s a r d l ^ r d HI
.rd i£ a x .:i X rd2.rd\*73 rd A & rd H2
ou5e o uioq, ei pr| o natr|p povoc; [povoc; om.CT2 //M kl3.32]
X r d a r d rd A rd r d  V3 rd A  .A r d o OS1
AC\jAls r d b r d rd A rd X X OS2
X . r d b r d ^ r d rd A rd . r d i r s rd A o PI
.AOjAl=1 r d a r d X rd A rd X X P2
X .rd r a rd ^ r d rd A rd r d i a rd A  .A rd CT
.SCxjhAa r d b r d X rd A rd r d v a rd A o AT
X . r d a r d ^ r d rd A rd rd \= j r d A a r d HI
. >C7DOSCXjAl3 r d a r d ^ r d rd A rd X X H2
The versions are clearly quite mixed up. A few comments can be made, however. Firstly, the 
OS line has been added because of the connection between OS and CT suggested by Voobus. 
The alignment here laid out sheds some doubt on the notion, given the use of rdlard in H also 
in the earlier part of the verse, whence it may have influenced the second part. In addition, the 
other distinctive OS readings in the verse have clearly had no effect on CT.
Secondly, AT uses elements typical of the H  revision style, such as rd A  to represent 
ou5d<; more closely than P/CT’s idiomatic phrase, and .\\/*> for nspi, a term shared by CT.1 In 
the second half of the verse, AT is conflating the versions but seems to be closer to P in some 
ways. Its switching of the order of ‘day’ and ‘hour’ is inexplicable except as an inner scribal 
error (perhaps the original translator’s own).
Mt 25.40 [QUX = 732,19-20 / f.62ra]
ecp o o o v  in o ir ja a te  e v i  xourcov  tcov aSeAcp&v p ou  [td )v ...p ou  o m . Q U X ] tcjv eA axiatcav, sp o t
d io iq a a x s .
.«^ oA\:in^ . 0(73 A X .rdHcv^ _\ x ’>-***<' ^Aco SjjA rd2a :^\ p
.«^ oA\:13lv. x A rdHc\^ .t X [x] ^Arn XjAa x rd^S QUX
x A X nj'jj  A^cn >jjrd vCUro >^9 \xA rdsa^ n JJ
QUX’s omission of ‘brothers’ is in line with Cyril’s citation. His wording is closer to P than 
to H, and his placing of the first is idiosyncratic.
Mt 26.37 [CT* = 139,19 / f.l 19vc]
1 for nepi is a standard feature o f  both H and other 7th century translators: see Brock, Resolution, 332-3 and 
Brock, Pseudo-Nonnos, 54-5).
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Mt 26.38 [Ep45* = 155,23 / 44,20] [QUX = 755,34-5 / f.78ra]
P = QUX
In Ep45*, TtspiAumx; is translated with which had become the standard equivalence in
H (here re'fcvm^ o), but was not yet used consistently in P (e.g. cf. Mt 26.38 with 26.37).
Mt 26.39 [CT1 = 121,13-4 / f.ll2vb] [CT2 = 122,4-5 / f.ll3ra] [CT3 = 124,31-125,1 / 
f.l 14rb] [CT4* = 139,20 / f.l 19vc] [QUX = 755,35-6 / f.78ra] [QUX2 = 772,30-1 / f.90vb]
ncxtEp pou [pou om. CT1,2,3], si 5uvatov screw [scrnv om. CT1,2,3], TtapsAGara) arc spou to
TiOTrjpiov touto* [air spou post touto CT1,2]
. r€icn rt'cn-^ X X X ►are* P
. r ^ i m re'cn-^ X X r 6 t a x ^ X ML
.rdicn rl'cn-K % X ^ r C ' X ►art' CT3
. r^im rC'ttt-. ^ n \ .  \ X r^ai^Q X ►are* CT1,2
. r&m rC'cn-> X X r 6 i a s » X ►are' QUX 1,2
❖ r ^ i m rdoarx ►i» 1 rc<)rv.\. > L s r ^ a r e ' H
TiArjv oux cue; syd) 0sAa> aAA’ ax; au [cited only in CT2]
vyr^ rd\r<' rdir<' r^a^ fare's x vyr^ x X p
.Cure's vyK* r^ Art' fare's r£sa vyf^ rt'ocn r^ A yA CT2
. hurt's vyrf rdAre' x r£a .^ r&r<'^  x vyrt' x oA x rdAre' QUX1
.Cure's vyr^ r^ Are' r&r? rda^ r^ irC'a x vyr^ x rdA x 73 ia QUX2
• vyK' r^ Are* rdlre' rda^ fare's x vyr^ x cA x 70'ia J-J
ML = 70, 20-1
CT3 has been placed above CT2 to demonstrate the continuing influence of P’s reading on CT 
despite the fact that both the earlier citations in the same text use r^*>, the verb eventually 
adopted by H. We know that was generally preferred for forms of 5uvapai by 
Philoxenus from his revised version of Heb 5.7, which he himself discusses specifically (cf. 
CPJ 53,21-3, although this was not the case at Jn 16.12, for which see CPJ 159,2 et al.). H’s 
grammatical caiques are, however, not found in CT. In the second part of the verse, CT is 
widely divergent, having his own quite distinctive and idiomatic renderings. ML clearly 
follows P rather than any revised version [cf. also Lk 22.42 below]. Again Voobus has seen 
OS influence in CT’s choice of ►»=*> over P’s against this proposition, however, we 
can see that CT’s text is also that of H (and therefore cannot be dubbed ‘necessarily’ an old 
reading), and that OS’s syntax, with  ^ following is not used by CT. QUX essentially 
follows P but with QUX1 showing its freedom by a couple of abbreviations in the second 
half.
Mt 26.40b-41a [CT = 139,25-6 / f.l 19vc-120ra]
outox; ouk icjxucxxts piav a3potv ypqyopqaai psx spou;
e^oiruiLM.rV rc'vr. K 'xm rdA&rt' X r£i^oo §
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«vO‘\aUC.X\A X rC'oaj X rsA r^iacn
p o i . *^oicnx.Sr\:\ X r^Wj A rt' «s oXv»x^je.r<' rcA r^i^cn
p i^ . X tflM X 1*SsoX\^s i*>X\r<' rsA r^i^cn
Y prjyopsixs Kori TrpoaeuxsaGe, iv a  \ i r \  siasA G rirs eic; Ttsipaa]iov*
. rdicvuanX x
. rxfitxiXtuX r€\^ x
.r6oiC lnA  rci\:\ x
t^cufliA *^ cAa_&\ rd\^ rdia^ rV
cA^o o'U^ Jtn^ k' §
.cA^o o'U^ .irv^ re' p
cA^o oix^ .X\X\r<' CT
cA^o oii^ .irv^ rvrc' fj
CT’s rcA seems to be an OS hang over, but otherwise CT is one with P, against H’s 
various revisions.
Mt 27.40,42 [QUX = 775,20-1 / f.93ra]
P = QUX
Mt 27.46b [CT = 121,12-13 / f.ll2vb] [QUX1 = 754,9-10 / f.77ra] [QUX2 = 755,26-7 / 
f.78ra]
Gee pou Gee pou iva z \  pe eyKaieAmeq
X X X X  X X  >J>X\nnr. Jl.K' AjK' p
pWax. rftexA ,<rArf ,cnW |TX] [X] [X] [X] [X] [X] QUX
rtexA .crArt' ,cnW [x] [x] [x] [x] [x] [X] CT
. pjrvnnx. r<!ii*A jCtAk' yaArt' axAurt'tl ,cb . p&uaK'-iCP r i^^ A AjK' A-*^  H
CT and QUX’s use of .crAr^ , the proper Syriac translation for Gee pou, just as in H, consitutes 
a proper revision to the Greek text, and is just the sort of thing we would have expected of the 
Philoxenian tradition. P (and OS) omit the second half of the verse (it being a Greek 
translation of the transliterated Aramaic, and thus hardly necessary in Syriac), although both 
‘original’ and ‘translation’ are included in Peshitta of Mk 15.34 (where the Gk eAcoi still 
becomes only Jl.k', but ,rc'cAr<r in H).
Mt 28.19 [Ep55 = 59,23-4 / 20,14-16] [EplOl = 546] [QUX = 773,16-9 / f.92ra]
TropsuGevrsq obv paGrirsuaaxe n a v z a  roc sGvr], (3aTn:ftJovT£q autouq
P
M L
X X ^ a a n \-\ ,o:c*A&\ X \is \cn cA \
X *vcur<' o X «^octA=A X X cvucva
X v CVJt<' o u a ^ .K 'o X ■.r&a&n. ^ocr>\->\ .o:c»AX\ X X cua<\£i
X ossai-rtf'o ^ octA sA o:c*AX\a o ti^ r t'o X cAt
^ o o A «^ocn\-A .o:c*A&\ X \x-\cn 2cAt H
~ c /
eiq  t o  o v o p a  to u  irarpoq Kca t o u  u io u  Kai to u  a y io u  Trveupatoq
1 mg. V-jpjW .
2 Sic Jiickel (Vat.Syr.268); perhaps cvW, as Johnston, but without app.
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.reztXCMix rdjjoio K'iao r€=tr? P
. rejLXOoX rdjjoio rc' too EplOl
. r<lT..Xn rdwoio ynr-t ML
.rds.xcuix r^ jjoxxo rt'vaXO r^ ar^ X Ep55
.r£x.xcusX rdwoxo rt'xao QUX
. r^ T »Xn rdwoixo r^ iaXO rdnrC'x rf'zir-t H
ML = 7,28-9
Ep55’s ‘half-way’ revision style is again quite evident; thus A is used as the definite direct 
object marker before and x is used before each of the three persons. P’s idiomatic use
of a second imperative for ‘baptising’, however, is retained, quite against the Greek participle. 
ML is clearly linked with the Ep55 version in some way -  note their identical wording in 
vl9a, e.g the term oooa which is in neither P nor H. In v 19b ML shows the sporadic nature of 
the revision process, for here ‘Holy Spirit’ is found in its later, adjectival, form, but the 
grammar is distinctively that of P and not of H/Ep55, even though Ep55 keeps the older 
rcitxcvnx. EplOl shows a P text. QUX is typically free with his text, although P is clearly his 
base version
Mt 28.20 [AT = 142,28-9 / 455,18-456,1]
P = AT,H 
rdroxx.] r^ z>Xx.o AT
AT follows P against H in having just the enclitic r&ar rather than for dpi. It is also 
faithful to Cyril by adding the extra o that he has before eox;.
Mk 8.38 [Ep55 = 58,12-3 / 17,25-6]
otav s'AGp ev tfj 5o2;p rou Tiarpoq autou peta t6>v ayysAGOv tcov dyicav [tcov ayicov ayyeAcav
E p 5 5 ‘ ]
rt'T.An ,cn cv^ n^ Lz) jcncvrxK'x r^ Mciaza r^ &xr^ x r&a p
}ax. >otcv3»<'x fV^VMCV=iT.^ rv3 K'JKr^ 'x r&a Ep55
r^ .v n^ ,crjcv^3r<'x r^ vxjcvT-) r^ Jrvrt'x jJrcnK' pj
The influence of the style of P on Ep55 is evident, in such small factors as the proleptic suffix 
on ‘angels’ and the use of rs^ > for otcxv, practices discontinued in the H tradition. It is typical 
of many of our translators, however, to use instead of
Mk 14.21 [GL = 410,14-5]
kgcAov [rjv GL et mult.mss.] auitp d  ouk syevvpGp o avGpomoc; exdvoq
^ ^ xAAxr^  r^ A cAr^  . ocn ctA r^om X v»n°t p
X X xLJrxrt' rdX cAk' ocn r^ T-i \ \  crA rC'otp X v>r>0> GL
1 A rare variant, acc. to Tischendorf found in minuscules 90* 218 only.
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.»cn rc fu ia  iL.kxK' rcA CvAk '  x  X •tn^ Jhocn oiaSturC' rt'&Vra^ J J
Here we have a Peshitta citation from Moses of Aggel (date, perhaps c.550), clearly unrevised 
to the Greek syntax, as the word order as H so clearly has been. GL also agrees with P against 
the Sinaitic OS which omits ocn
Lk 1.2 [Ep55 = 50,10 / 3,1-2] [Ep50 = 100,12-3 / f.l47rb] [CO* = 35,36 / f.92vb]
KaOajc; roxpsSooav rjptv oi an’ apxrft autOTttai xai unr] petal yevopevoi tou Aoyou
chL:i rdixmxsao n£*vji oo  m  7 1 * 1 0  ^ n i  ^^cvscn ,A ccnlx.r^'i p
rt'JiOcni chL l oocn ^ n i  *^cucn <  <  E p 5 0
K'Srvl j^A cn L l rt? \w '^\9 '* \r\ f ^ i u  oocn r£»iajc. ^rnl ^Acn ,A ccnlx.rC' E p 5 5
K 'iAsni x  rducsnsibo n£»u> oocn rd»iajt. ^ n i  ^^cvicn ^  cczA  J-J
CO* = P
The different terms for an’ apxffc are noteworthy, with Ep55 foreshadowing the standard 
equivalent of H (always as here in the Gospels, though with some variation in 1 John). H’s 
exclusive use of I,* for the possessive pronoun has led to its omission from here, where our 
versions have retained such an unusual usage from P (not present in OS).
Lk 1.15 [QUX = 751,20-1 / f.75ra]
nveupatoc; ayiou TtAqaOqaetai sti sk KoiAiaq pqtpoq autou
cncnr^ l rd£D\An ocn li- r^ JcnSiu r£x.l<mi rdwoi p
.crEnr^ l rdooi^  x r^ x.icvnl r j^joi QUX
. cncnr^ l r^ Qpi-\-i ocn li- rdLn&u k*t »ia r^ jjoS jq
QUX effectively omits ett, having just for eti £K KoiAiaq, again therefore showing
its independence from P.
Lk 1.28b [CO = 36,35 / f.93rb]
P = CO
CO
H makes many further revisions.
Lk 1.30 [Ep39 = 18,11-2 / f.l51rb]
P = Ep39,CPJ [45,8-9]
(see also following verse)
Lk 1.31 [Ep39= 18,12-3/f.l51rb] [QUX = 743,11-12 / f.69va]
xai i5ou auAAqpi|;ri ev yaatpi xai t efyf\ uiov xai xaAeasiq to ovopa autou ’Iqaouv
^ .ojl* x  cnfinx. ^»io&\o . . r d l^ a  K'cn p
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x cnsax. »^io&\o . rC'^ n ,&\A-»o >&Ap x ocn x X QUX
x  c n o u c .  ^ - » i n i r \ o  r t ' v s  ^ . A k '& n o  X  v ^ V " * ^  Tj _v^  K ' c n  E p 3 9
x cnfinx. »^io&\o .rC'in .^ArC'ifta .rtfoPAaj X rC'cno CPJ
.^cvx* ctAj  ^ rdinx, ^vAxo . K'in .^ArC'irxo . rsfooi^ a ^u^ nitx X K'cno JJ
CPJ = 45,9-10
Ep39 is again clearly P-based but showing some sign of revision. On the former count, it 
retains the without a Greek yap parallel and, unsurprisingly, does not use A.* for the 
possessive. It has however changed P’s periphrastic r?\\-, v»\-m*\ into a pure verbal form, 
which naturally H continues, although the result in Ep39 was the omission of a parallel for ev 
yaatpi, unusual for this text. QUX has its own more distinctive wording, avoiding even an 
equivalent verbal form for auAAqp^ri. CPJ shows the clearer signs, especially the inclusion of 
r c a n d  the exclusion of although, as noted before, the Philoxenian (which this 
probably represents) does not use A,* as H does. Note however that CPJ 47,16 uses the phrase 
v.V-»n as P of this verse, although this is no more than an allusion.
Lk 1.34 [CT= 133,9/f.l 17rc]
P = CT
CT adds A for Cyril’s poi.
Lk 1.35 [Ep50* = 98,4 / f.l45va] [COl = 34, 16-7 / f.91vc] [C02 = 36,37-37,2 / f.93rb-c] 
[CT= 133,9-11/f.l 17rc]
TtvEUjioc ayiov kneXevoETOLi ini oi Kai Suvapiq ui|ncn:ou imoKiaoei aoi
>m\\ oAlujo X K'iftrC'&N r^x.AC\jo^ r^jjOA P
r^iVs-a ctAjjjo | m\v COl
ctAjjjO >^ A\. K'^ rvrC'&N r^x.:\ann rCao\ C02
)m\ \ rdsl^ -S ctAjdjo X rdx:\c\x>:\ CT
j*v.\v ctAlujG X K'Sftrdl r£x.:\an:i ML
ctAujo rC'JrNrsll rdaula t^ mOA CPJ1
>m\ \ ctAjjjO >a>Ax. rC*r »:in r^jjOT CPJ5
oAlujo rcltiXo r^Moi H
5io xal t o  yevvdjpsvov ayiov KAqGqaEtai uioq 0 eo u
❖ K ' i o i t u r ^ c n l r ^ s 0 0 1 = 0 X - .o cn rdsL»:io A l»Ju *>1 a m X r ^ ic n Ar" P
X r^aArt's c n i = i n  Ju g ■am T-»An X A u J u n i a m X r t ' l c n Ar" C02
❖ k ' v A m r t f 'c n l r ^ 's c n i = o X a m rd z ^ A o A-»Ju*>n o c n X K '^ c n CT
X .r<'cnXr<'s C73V3 r f i n J u X . rC*r . i n X . A L iJ r a n o c n X K 'l c n Ar" CPJ1
X .r<'cnlr<'a c n i = K ' i i i S u X .- r^ x » :in X A u J r a n o c n J^rC ' r ^ ic n Ar" CPJ5
X . rC 'o A r^ 'x (TJV3 r C 'l n J u X r £ x » :in X -.A-»Jf\2n:i o c n ^ r e ' K 'tlc n Ar» H
ML = 54,13-4 
CPJ1 = 41,2-4; CPJ2* = 41,23-4 
CPJ3* = 47,16 = CPJ4* = 196,19 have r c ^ i  for
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CPJ5 = 211,26-8
The closeness of these versions to P is striking when we consider, for example, places where 
Peshitta textual variants have been retained against Cyril’s text, which we see here in a) CT’s 
omission of a parallel for km as, b) CT’s addition of ^  following aL*c*a -  this is a gloss in P 
which is found as a common Greek variant, but not in Cyril’s text here. These and other 
caiques of H, such as the treatment of the Holy Spirit as grammatically masculine, are entirely 
absent from CT and CO. On the other hand, CPJ (with which the Tractatus is also in 
agreement1) and H (prob.=X) show some very distinctive revisions: in v35a we see the 
adjectival as well as rt'W* for pe'Wfcv (i.e. rts»a\ is masculine), the reappearance of
and for (of these the Syriac version of the Apollinarian corpus has all four,
the version of Severus’ Philalethes has all but the last, and the version of the Anti-Julianist 
Polemic has the second and third only, i.e. keeping rc^cun but treating rc^cn as masculine,2 
while ML shows just nt'Wi). CO also shares the reappearance o f ,-v.W but this could simply 
be down to Cyril’s Vorlage.
In v35b, C02 has the repositioning of in accordance with the Greek, with H (COl does
tVinot have v35b), and also in agreement all the other extant 6 century translations, the Severan 
and the Apollinarian works. The change of P’s r&m to feminine ct'Acn is also found universally 
in all these versions (save for one archaic form found in CPJ). C 02’s treatment of ayiov as 
predicate is unique, paralleled in modem translations but not in any other Syriac witness. 
COl’s in v35a is also an oddity and may be an error.
It is interesting that when Philoxenus merely alludes to the verse (as CPJ2,3) he tends to use 
the P wording instead (as we saw also in v31 above), a fact which throws light of Philoxenus’ 
‘method-of-citing’ and his mode of ‘using’ his new NT.
Lk 1.76 [QUX = 759,24-5 / f.80va]
Kal au 5s, raxi5iov, irpocpqxqq ui|natou KXr]0qarv
r^«\\ 3 cr>»— u^r<*o x P
. r<v\  ^ Siurt' Art' QUX
. rt'Ao&\&\ r£2n*V»A tm-n fcurt'o x H
TtpoTtopsuap yap svumov Kupiou stoipaaai o5ouc; autou,
.cm»AGr^  Aut'iA x P
x QUX
. cdJtvjjAGK' r^ »i=*>A (nao^ia 73 Ad AxK'Sa 7jAd&\
QUX follows Cyril’s variant of Aaov for 65ou(j. The reading cv->.\,>*A is also found in S, but as 
an infinitive is obviously superior to H and QUX’s agreement in rc^v»A is worth
noting also.
Lk 2.14 [CO = 34,22-3 / f.91vc-92ra]
1 Watt, Dissertation, 50.
2 Again, those texts discussed but not printed out in full are present in Aland, Philoxenianisch, 368-9, as Beispiel 
1 1 .
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All our texts have the Byzantine reading ev avGpumoic; euSoxta 
P = CO
r&nacvx. CO,OS
OS and CO share a reading which CPJ [57,11] also returns to, and so too even Jacob of 
Edessa1. CPJ [57,10-11], however, shows closer affinity to H generally throughout the verse.
Lk 2.40 [SDI = 229,22-3 / f.46rb]
P = SDI
H makes various revisions not present in SDL
Lk 2.52 [COl = 41,3 / f.95rb] [C02 = 44,26 / f.97rb] [CT = 140,9-10 / f.l20rb] [SDI = 
223,22 / f.31vb] [QUX* = 759,36-7 / f.80vb]
npo£KOTiT£v ev trj [ev trj om. COl,SDI] oocpfa k<xi rjAiKioc [f|Ak<xi aocp COl, C02, CT, SDI]
Kai xapm
2rvci-i.\^->n X X .cn^CQOna rt'o m P
r^^VQ-nN^-io X X r ^ o m COl
X r ta m C02
10 X X r t  a m CT
K '^C 'n^-lO X X K' om SDI
X X rg/ V*y>rvr>-> r?  om ML2
X X r^ '&CaCVCLS K'om CPJ
X X re'Vv^Tinn-i om .^T.o^vr^a CL
X X rC'o m H
ML1* — 48, 22 [m^ 73C\n~i for rC'Stencvaa] 
ML2 = 53,2-3; 54, 9 
ML3* = 54, 5-6 
CPJ = 71,25-6; 184,29-185,1
The appearance of in C02 is strange (certainly not paralleled in the Greek), as if re­
enforcing the notion of rtam rth\ ; this is something we see almost exactly again in one of 
Philoxenus’ allusions, ML3* (though it is found nowhere else in his very numerous allusions 
to the verse in this work); its appearance in place of rt=>\ in CT is therefore not unprecedented, 
and its varied attestation may imply that it was present in some part of the tradition as CT has 
it. P’s unexpected use of the suffixes is not repeated (save in one allusion in ML1). It is the 
Syriac of Cyril’s Luke Commentary, and not CPJ, which contains the principle anticipation of 
H with \x.a&xz». Cyril shares the word order variation with OS and P, and none of our 
versions show the awareness of the accepted Greek reading, found in H.
Lk 3.6 [EDC = 20,25-6 / f.l8ra] [SDI = 231,19-20 / f.38rb]
1 In his version o f the Severan Homilies, in which he largely uses H as a base text, see ibid., 369, Beispiel 12.
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oipETai naoa adept, to  acarr^piov tou Geou
rX' orAr<'^ r ^ u i  iflazi A-s r ^ u u  p
rSarA rfi < m x n a &  i o a n  A cv^  K ' u u  S D I
K 'ctA k ' s c m a ic v ^  r ^ V t t n  rC’u u  E D C
rt'oA rt's rdxoACva rtf'iflorj Jl^  r^VMJ
Here again in this text we see a revised version. This is the same pattern as seen in Mt 1.21 
(cf. above in loc.), where Ep39 had the unrevised form and QUX,EDC,H the newer use of 
for ad)^ U). H uses almost universally either or for forms of od^co, usually the latter 
for passive forms or where the meaning is closer to ‘preserve, heal’ rather than ‘save 
eternally’. It never uses the Aphel form which is so common in P. CPJ also shows the use 
of for P’s kmk' (Jn 5.34; 1 Cor 1.21). Here SDI has revised the vocabulary already but 
keeps the absolute form of the noun, which is brought up-to-date as well by EDC.
Lk 4.18 [COl = 58,27-9 / f. 104vb] [C02* = 59,33 / f.l05rb] [CT1 = 133,16-17 / f. 117rc] 
[CT2= 134,4-5/f.ll7va]
TivEupa Kupiou in  spe ou evveKsv e'xpiasv pe
■ >mr*ga K'^cn AN^-an A*- r£»v» :i axwon P
K 'lU rt' >^r<' A^ . A-*- rCti&i* «m »oi CO
. >1UT*7) Ar"* c ru ja i CT
,cn A r" A^ H
euayyeAiaaaGai tttwxoTc;, anioxaXniv pe [iaaaaGai
cua>r£2*A . >\u \ t.o .rdiaJ3Q»A o ia n c o l  p
\ vA t. .rdaucxSoX isflortf' C O
< < < < CT
cvjLQord^ iA jJjjAx. rdxMtiSal oi-iro^yA p[
roue; auvTStpippevouc; [rpv KapSiav add. Byz] Kppu^ai aixpaAwioiq acpeoiv Kai TuepXou;
avdpAsiJnv
r-^ in-irvT-i cntaoAo r^*U) QXtCV^ Aa .rdmsoz. r^i-iiA avv^?A jXi^ sirA p
< < < re'v.a^Ao rdxoncvt. fX'i-iA |x] [x] CO
. r d i n n c v x a  g v u c »A . r^iUi rtianm X a . r d in a c x z .  r^i-iT \ o v i^ A  r^=A (n i» r\
The CO citation is introduced as being 5ia cpoovrjc; 'Haouou, but the omission of the phrase 
icxaaoGai touc; auvrstpippevouc; rfj KapSiqc shows Cyril to be thinking actually of Lk 4.18 
rather than Isa 61.1. As Peshitta Luke has the additional phrase anyway due to harmonisation, 
the translator evidently was not aware of the distinction and actually follows Peshitta Isaiah in 
the phrase (P and H having oi-.cw^A in Lk 4.18). CO’s omission of the
middle phrase is simply a reflection of Cyril’s text.
L k 4.21 [CT= 133,17-8/f . l  17rc] [CT2 = 134,5/f.ll7va]
P = CT1,2
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pAJxx.r*'] Ara&xr*’ CTl,2j >La&\x.T<' H
CT’s one singular reading is clearly closer to H than to P (Cyril reads £7iXripco0ri rather than 
TtSTrXtiptoTOti but this difference is unlikely to be perceptible in Syriac).
Lk 7.14 [AT = 162,25/471,13]
P = AT
rti&iaA .=>io] AT; Ar\^ H (rfyaxo trjc; aopou)
It is typical that AT uses the more accurate word for ‘touch’ which H also follows, but 
although he chooses a different word for oopoc; (bier), it is not H’s term.
Lk 8.21
see above Mt 12.47-50
Lk 10.17 [CT = 130,23-4 / f.l 16va] 
P = CT
rfiftk.] k'cu* CT,H [CL 200,19; 253,9 as P]
Compare Mt 12.24,28, where P uses both and in close proximity for Saipovicx. On 
that occasion CO/CT used consistently, as also here. This is the sort of consistency of 
technique that we have come to expect of post-Peshitta versions, whether or not there is a 
‘Philoxenian’ which our translators are using; note that CL keeps the old Peshitta term.
Lk 22.67b-69 [Ep55 = 57,37-9 / 17,5-8]
eav upiv [uptv om. Ep55] eina), ou prj TuarEuaqts- sav 5e [koci sav Ep55] spcaxfjaoo
[ETiepcatqaa) Ep55],
X • ^ paAr£*.r<' x - » - u c v i r ^ A x Wrt' p
X Ar^ Lr^  r^\ [om.] X Ep55
r^ iK' Ar</r~?30 .^ pAur*' -£7X»cnra r^ A . «p\^ A r^ irc* •^ rc' J-J
ou pr] &7roKpi0fjT£ [r] aTtoAuaqTE add. Maj, OS, P].
. >A «<pirur<' ore r^SL^ixa A  •^pAur*' rdA p
X X X X  r^i»x\^A\a x ^ p ^ r c '  r d \ Ep55
X X X X  X X  rdA H
P = Ep55,H in v69
Ep55 knows of P’s explicatory rc^x^fcxa, which is not paralleled in the Greek, yet also uses a 
ptc. for the aorist subjunctive, which is a practice made standard in H. However, H’s
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grammatical niceties (addition of rdirt' after the participles) are not found in Ep55. H’s 
omission of the addition to v68 (‘you will not let me go’) is exceptional given that H is 
usually revised in line with the Byzantine -  the mss used by Thomas must have omitted the 
words, as also does Cyril’s text in line with most of the Alexandrian tradition. Ep55 omits it 
in line with Cyril’s text.
Tischendorf allied OS/P with those witnesses that read Koci eav rather than sav 5e at the start 
of v68 , on the basis of their ^ o ,  a retroversion which cannot be said to be very certain given 
the nature of these versions and which is yet somewhat supported by Ep55’s which 
clearly does represent Kai sav, as in Cyril.
Jn 1.1 [Ep55-1* = 52,24 / 7,9-10] [Ep55-2 = 53,18-9 / 725-6] [SDI* = 224,3 / f.40va] [QUX 
= 771,4-5 /f.89va]
P = all citations
&ux.W] K'Srujc.Aa CPJ; rdxjtia CL[243,9],H
Jn 1.3 [Ep55 = 53,19-20 / 8,28] [COl = 41, 34 / f.95vb] [C02 = 51,26-7 / f.lOOvc] [GL = 
407,12-3]
toxvtoc 5i autou eyevsto Kai x^pic; autou eysvsto ou5s ev
.&\ocn k'xm rcA Alt' X (tnoxAao X .rt'ocn cm >3 Amin c
&\ocn K'Ajj rdi Art' X >CnOAiA=30 X .rt'ocn cnx«r^ =3 In p
i\Gcn rdi Art* X >cnoAnA=so X rt'ocn cn:ur£=> Amin Ep55
< < < < < < X .rt’ocn >cnoAird=3 3^Am Aon COl
< < < < < < X .rt'ocn ,cnOX»r^ =3 3^ Ami On C02
rt' ocn < rdio X >cnoAnA=»o ■pXTS An rt'ocn ,cno:ur^ => X GL
X r^ Ajj Art* k\ocn iOiokIio X .,ocn cnx»rdn *^cnin H
The perseverance of >a:imAn in Ep55/CO/GL may go back to OS, but it is also found in every 
allusion to this verse in CPJ (of which there are four, but each is simply Philoxenus’ 
paraphrase and so is not fully given here), and so not too much should be built on the 
agreement of the citation with OS, especially in so well-quoted a verse. None of our citations 
show any affinity yet with H’s revisions. The plural form in attested both in CO and GL. GL 
has stuck closely to Cyril’s text regardless of its unusual word order. This is just the sort of 
thing that Moses of Aggel was warning against in his preface to the GL translation -  his 
readers would find discrepancies between his translation and the Peshitta.
Jn 1.11-12 [QUX1 = 725,2-4 / f.57rb-va (vl2 only)] [QUX2 = 738,22-4 / f.66rb (vl l-12a 
only)]
P = QUX
^L,rc4] ^  QUX1,2
QUX’s omission of the A is quite possibly erroneous.
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Jn 1.13 [QUX = 724,29-30 / f.57ra]
ouk aijicxTWv ou5e s k  GeAqpa-roc; aapKoc;
. r^ Aa rdA Q
r f v a z i *  rC^ w-Tg, c\Ao ^  cvA p
rsfua^ ^  rc4 X X  QUX
:r<'vttr>:i rC^hTg r^Aa -.r^os cvA J-J
ou5e sk GsAqpaToq dcvSpoq aAA’ 8K Gsou
r*' crAre' r" rdArC' X X V73 r^Ao
r<* crAr<' rdArC' X X cvAo
r ? m \ r f r* rdW r^Ao e 3 r^Ao
r<'aAr<' rdAri' r 73 r^Ao
QUX’s sequence difference (against both his Vorlage and the versions) may be no more than 
making up for the error of omitting it at the start. However, is a characteristic OS hang­
over.
Jn 1.14a
The allusions to this verse are too many to enumerate. The principal divergences found in the 
versions are: where P has just rc'fcA^ o, H reflects the article with k'&Ols*> om; OS has for 
the re'tma in P/H, and also keeps re'fcds»feminine in the verbal form rather than ^ k ' .
The divergences from P text found in our citations are:
Ep55 [92,32 / f.l42ra] has
CO* [36,12 / f.92vc] has for although in the complete citation shortly afterwards P 
is followed
CPJ shows some signs of wanting to represent the article (see e.g. CPJ 6,1) but most of his 
allusions do not allow for it. In v 14b (not cited in our texts), he has an interesting mixture of 
OS and H readings, which may well represent X (see 244,8-9).
Jn 1.14b [QUX 728,11-12 / f.59va]
P = QUX
rtf'inje.cvo] OS,H (aAqGeia)
Jn 1.16 [EDC = 22, 2 / f.l9a.l.4-6] [QUX = 746,5-6 / f.71va]
P = QUX/EDC1 
CL [25,30; 279,5-6] = P
CPJ [245,5] has H’s rdAa=*> for P’s rt&oAzn, which may witness to X.
1 Save for the plene spelling in EDC, following C.
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Jn 1.18 [CO* = 55,15 / f.l02vc] [QUX = 768,39-40 / f.87vb]
P = CO*,QUX
Jn 1.29,31 (for v30 see below) [QUX1 = 748,2-8 / f.72vb] [QUX2* = 759,27-30 / f.80vb]
P = QUX
OS’s different readings (such as rsawt' for cm*\=>) are not retained in QUX.
Jn 1.30 [Ep55 = 58,4-5 / 17,14-15] [QUX = 748,5-6 / f.72vb] [QUX2* = 759,27-30 / f.80vb] 
[SDI = 224,18-9/f.40vb]
ojiiao) pou epxetou avrjp oq epTipoaOev pou yeyovev,
X cn\ rt'ocn© X X r t 'v x ^ r t 'W P
X poxo cnl rt'ocn© X X r t 'v x ^ rt'JKrt' QUX
X p n in ctA rt'ocn© X X r t ' t o ^ rt'JKrt' S D I
X cnX rt'ocn A ocn r t t a ^ r t 'W CL 1/2/3
rt'ocn X X 3 ocn rt'Sftrt' Ep55
rt'ocn pnxn X X ocn rt'iftrt' H
on Ttpootoq pou rjv
ocn Ar* P
>J2*> ocn Ar» QUX
y tt) ocn A r73 SDI
yXZi ocn Ar" CL 1/2/3
ocn A r° Ep55
X Ar» H
CL1 =22,1-3 
CL2 = 26,23-4 
CL3 = 74,23-4
While QUX and SDI are clearly following P (against OS, which is quite divergent at the 
beginning), CL and Ep55 are both partially revised, the latter even more than the former, 
towards H. They both have om for the relative pronoun, while Ep55 goes further, dispensing 
with P’s crA rt'ocn and instead placing r t 'o m in its Greek position, after the last clause, 
however, is unrevised in all versions. If Ep55 were to be dated after X, we would certainly, on 
Aland’s principles, be seeing X here; if it is to be dated earlier, then its method of translating 
must be said to have had an influence on X.
Jn 1.32-4 [CT (v33 only) = 133,29-134,1 / f.l 17va] [QUX = 752,10-16 / f.75va]
This verse is given in the forms found in CPJ and CL (as well as Jacob of Edessa’s version of 
Severus’ Homilies) in Aland, Philoxenianisch, 369-70.
Kai epaptupqasv ’Iaxxvviqq Asycov ozi tsOsapai to  Tiveupa KataPaivov
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rf&uxin r&>oA .'tsoK'o U^)Oj iCTlQOrC'O P
r^ jjoA . ,\sor<' o ScnlBr*' QUX
< < < < < < CL
< < < < < < CPJ
Arne*' x* Scn£»K'o H
[ox; Ttspicrepav om. QUX] oupavou Kai epeivev £tt aurov.
,cnc\W. &uaxio rxficVi v y K ' r^cnx. X X P
)frif\L Stv.cvuo [x] [X] rd i^ x . r * X X QUX
< < < < < < < < CL
< < < < < < < < CPJ
>cncvX^ . )OoO X X r ^ c u . r " rdicu v y r ^ H
33 K&yd) ouk rjSsiv auxov, aXX o Tis^aq [aTioatdAaq CT] \xe pajrrftjeiv ev u5an skewoc;
>X VnrC' o c n . r ^ iS o a >JSSx.S r» rdXrcT .cnX &\-»acn
[auroq CT] poi eiTiev
jk.X> r^lX r^ l r t f 'o  p
>X •fcnr*' o c n • >jssx.s o c n rcA rtf' .cnX irvjOcn .i-X» r^ X r d i r t 'o QUX
A •fcnct' o c n . r t i a n a >\mAt.s o c n < < < < < CT
.X v n rC ' o c n . kV^-i :u»*_ rtf's > sssx .s o c n rdX rC ' .cnX & u o cn rd X r d l K ' CL
A vn r? o c n • . r t i c z t i » » * - rtf's >JASx.S r " r^A rtf' .cnX ia o c n r^ X r d ir t f 'a CPJ
>1 o c n -.rdiSnn o s ^ a ^ a X >jaxe.s o c n rdX rC ' .cnX & u o cn .*_X» r^ X rd ir tf 'o H
ecp’ ov av T5r|q to Ttveupa Kata|3aTvov Kai pevov eti’ autov ,
.}cnoLx. rsLcvccno r 6 j o i rtf'SfUUS X Aurtf' r^U iS  r ^ i j r ^ s P
>cnc\l^_ r ^ > a a A o rd w o s rtf'Snjjis X X AuVWS ocn QUX
tcncvVv. r d > a a ^ o j X rtf'&UUS r^w o s X A\_.UjA ^saXs CT
,cn<\Lk_ rtf' cvriSDO r^jjGS rtf'&UxSS X fcurtf' rtf'UaS GcnS CL
>cnc\L_ rtf' Qn*7JO r ^ j jo A ixartf' k ' vma ochXs CPJ
,c n a L » rtf' an*7JO X Jruxin rdwOsX Au k ' re'vjjn ocn H
outoc; [autoq CT] eanv o Pajin^cav ev TTV£U|ian [taj add.QUX] ayico.
rtffx.SCVaS r ^ w o is S»u>^a X X o jc n P
r£x .so jos rdwOTLn v n x z n X X c\_»ocn QUX
.r^z.sc\x>S rdwoia rava X X cv»ocn CT
.r^x^Sn r tf j jo s ^ S^ax^ns ocn >cnoAv»r^ r^ icn CL
rdx^Xn r ^ j j o in s^ aa^as ocn >cnoAi»rtf' rd icn CPJ
.r£jL»SO r ^ j jo 'ta s^aa*2as ocn ,cnoJr\jf< ' r^ icn H
34 Kaycb scapaKa Kai p£papn;pr|Ka o n  ouxoq ea n v  o uioq tou  0£ou.
r '^cnXrC'n cnto X X r^icnS A\AcnQortf' o ^UUi r^ire' a P
rtf'cnXrtf's r^Sa X X r^icnA A\scna>rtf'o &v*u> rdirC'o QUX
< < < < < < < < CT
rtf'cnXrtf's r i’i a icno^ut^ r^icnS r^ acnDoK'o iruvjj r^irC* o CL
1 CL adds ce^ sa*. here.
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rtf'cnArtf'a r ^ V a  j c n o J r u r t '  €^^ cr3^  : irvAcnOoK'a k\_»vsj r^ irC 'o  C P J
r t 'c n A rC 's  K 'i r a  o c n  j c n a L - .K ' r £ i c m  ; L :\c n O 0 r c 'a  L i d  r ^ i K 'o  J |
Aland has already made the closeness of CL and CPJ to H quite clear.
QUX and CT are only a little divergent from P. This is partly due to the Greek syntactic 
variants in Cyril, but more is due to the translators not using their versions closely. Especially 
note the reading Lu* (P/H r^ u*) for the subjunctive TSrjq in both CT and QUX.
QUX has readings of an H-type in a few places, such as in the substitution of am for and 
rc^ rc' respectively in v33 (CT uses ocn and ^»).
Jn 2.19 [CO = 47,33 / f.98vc] [CT1 = 114,19 / f.llOrb] [CT2 = 114,22-3 / f.l lOrb] [CT3* = 
130,6 / f.l 16rc] [CT4 = 144,27-8 / f.l21vc] [QUX = 767,41-2 / f.87ra]
Xvaaze zov vaov rourov Kai ev tpiaiv qpepaiq eyepd) aurov.
cnA rdi r< > U 0 9 r d i n ' ct'&A&Ao . r ^ l r n r c d - i . e n oioitvoo P
cnA ^ u r D 9 K’&A&Ao .rdlcn rdA^jcnA jcnoK'ix. QUX
cnA r d i K ' X ^ ocx* K'&ASmdO r ^ i c n rdLucn oioiruao CO
crA rdirC' T ulo^ q X K'&A&tsO rdicn rdAjx»cn o i z . CT1
cnA r d lrC ' X rdicn V~i.cn oioiruao CT2
cnA rC^rC' X r^&A&uaO rd im r^LxscnA o i z . CT4
cnA r d i r t ' X rt'inAituao r€ im r<daj.cnX a i r . H
oio&\a>] CT3* (representing AuGevra)
As Barbara Aland has pointed out, the translators do not ‘quote’ the Philoxenian; they ‘use’ it, 
sometimes more and sometimes less. In CT, in particular, we see this well demonstrated. CT1 
and 4 both use o i* . in anticipation of H, but only CT4 prefixes the definite direct object red d en  
with A, as H does regularly. QUX does both, however, although also adding the proleptic 
object, which H would never have done. CO and CT both prefer ^  to A for ev (as does H 
against P) but neither ever anticipates H’s emphatic form r&aa*. The ‘in between’ nature of 
the citations in CT is quite evident.
Jn 3.6 [Ep50 = 91,16 / f.l41ra] [CO = 35,23 / f.92va]
to yeyevvqpevov ek rrjq aapxoq aap^ eauv
ocn K 'io t i .iV iaaa ^orcn p
ocn r^vniD .K'ioarj E p 5 0
jcno^rurc' rC'i^A :\L»L=*n ocn C O
jcno^ v.K' .'uLs ocn H
An example of just how ‘mixed’ these versions can be. The use of K'i^A for aap^ (CO) is 
unusual in the Biblical versions, though it does come up in differing degrees in our texts. Its 
relative absence from both OS and P is evidence enough that it need not be considered an 
‘early’ usage. On the other hand, CO shows syntactical revision in the direction of H, with 
both the demonstrative for the article, and .cnoi^K' for eauv. Unfortunately, there is no parallel 
in CPJ, ML or CL for comparison.
Jn 3.12 [QUX = 747,25-6 / f.72va]
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ei roc ejriyeia euiov upTv Kai ou TuateueTe,
a&urC' rtlAa *^aiA ^A_.rC' A^.
oAur*' r^Ao X X X
oSiur^ rdAo »^CvA X ^Aoo X
ct&urC' r^Ao «^cvA irevsirC' X rt'Avu*. Hrt' ^icr) X
C/S
P
QUX
H
irajq sav emco upiv xa e t io u  pavia Tuareuaere;
v u c u » i ( n ^ \ X X » ^ c v A ^UK' i^V >i^ A*.
>UCU^Xi<73&\ rt'.'-nw-tl X X X X X r ^ u K '
V^CU^X»(73&\ rt'.Tnr-n ' A  <73 X X X X
v a r * ' X X X X ^rC'
QUX’s omission of the suffix on the final verb is in line with Cyril’s citation. But we can see 
here clearly the stages of revision in translating the indefinite pronoun, from ^Lrc' (OS), 
through (QUX), to (H). QUX lies in the middle of this development.
Jn 3.13 [Ep39 = 18,19-20 / f.l51rb] [COl = 42, 3-4 / f.95vc] [C02 = 60,25-6 / f.l05va] 
[EplOl = 545] [QUX = 747,27-8 / f.72va] [SDI = 229,8-9 / f.45vb]
vl3a
P = Ep39, CO, EplOl, QUX, SDI
^ C 0 2 ,H
rdXrC'] rdArC' QUX,Epl01,H [= ei pi5)]
C02’s sequence difference is based on the Vorlage. QUX’s rdW prefigures H’s lexical 
revision.
vl3b [COl,EplOl only]
P = COl, EplOl
jCTjoiur^ ] rtf' ocn OS,RE,CO,CP J237,25-6 [but H ,c73oirv»r<' ]
This reading was pointed out by Voobus as an OS remnant in the RF, which is found in the 
Curetonian and also in Aphrahat and the Syriac version of the Apollinarian De Fide. He 
traced it to the Diatessaron . To add to Voobus’ point, we may now add CO and EplOl to this 
testimony. However, the fact that CO also revises word order (as in v 13a) prevents us from 
concluding that there is necessarily any deliberate rejection of gospels other than that of the 
OS type. In addition, where Philoxenus alludes to the verse in CPJ, he uses the past tense 
k'octj .cnofcur^  as well -  it was evidently a natural expression for him, which may indeed be 
explained by the persistence of OS readings in the common mind, but not necessarily by the 
presence of such readings in the copies on Philoxenus’ desk.
Jn 3.16 [QUX = 768,30 / f.87va]
1 Voobus, Rabbula, 24-5, Voobus, Gospel Text / ,  182,5. See also Jn 14.9 below.
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ourcoq yap x\y6Liix\0EV o 0£o<; rov Koajaov, ware rov uiov rov povoyEvrj e'Sgokev,
issc. cnXi-Mu. X X cnioXa r6a>rC' r^ n la A K'cnXrt' r^iacn S
acnu it'UilLI X X cnioXj rd la .K ' .rd^aXaA K'cnXr*' r^iacn c
AXu X X cn\oX:i rdla»r<' K'cnXr*' o j jK' r^iacn p
acn* r >^lLUL> X X cn^aA .rdsaXaA rt'onAr^ r^iacn QUX
.sen* ocn cnA»A -.rdzalaX t<'cnXr<' o j jK' r^iacn H
iva  note; o TtiarEucov dc; aurov prj ajroAqrai
Aar^i r^X ana AcvaA S
X X °>=* l a s c
Aar^i r^X .cna ^x»cn£aA ^ a l a s p
.Isr^ s  r^A .cna ^ajcnraA rt'liK ' Acvao QUX
:Aar& r^X ana ^ajcnia^ ^ a l a s H
aAA’ £xp ((urjv aicaviov.
cnX XvjK' ? A \.\a x X X rdXni' S
X X > laA a r^ivi cnX X •^ oocm X c
X X >AaAa K 'm  cnX X •^ oocni rdXrC' p
X X r^ ijj CTlX X *^ oocm rdXrC' QUX
X X Q n\v\n r^ Ljj cnX Xur^ K' ocni rdXrC' H
There is a simplification involved in QUX’s omission of rdia,*' for ware, and of the A 
preceding m\=*, which identifies it as the object of the giving. C and H’s reading acm is 
preferred to P’s impf AXu. The relationship between the two parts of the sentence is expressed 
with a rather than *, which is again a very significant simplification, as all the versions agree 
on the use of a. QUX is thus being quite free with his citing technique.
Jn 3.31 [Ep55 = 54,2-3 / 9,27] [QUX1 = 723,23-4 / f.56rb-va] [QUX2 = 751,24-6 / f.75rb] 
[QUX3 = 771,37-8 / f.90ra]
P = Ep55,QUXl,2,3 [also CL 76,12-3]
Aa ^a AaA] la. ^a QUX1
ocn] .cnoiiurtf' H (bis), et CPJ 216,19
Ep55 (and CL) does not follow the usual line of .cnoXuK' for £<mv as H and CPJ do. QUX1 is 
only a little independent of P and the translator knows the correct P wording (which is found 
in QUX 2,3).
Jn 3.34 [EDC* = 22, 11 / f.l9ra]
P = EDC*
rdu^] f<'iu.cv*=a EDC; OS [H has P’s rdua] (for p£TpOV)
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Jn 4.6 [Ep45 = 155,21 / 44,19] [CT = 124,23-4 / f.l 14rb] [AT* = 154,7-8 / 464,7] [QUX* = 
758,12/f.79vb]
The quote in Cyril is only an allusion, Kapeiv 65ouiop{aq (Jn 4.6 KSKOTtiaKcaq £K rrjc; 
oSouiopfac;), but the translations are closer to the Biblical version, and are revealing 
nevertheless.
rdwAGrds r* rdocn rd rd l P
rd*nord:i rc/ \*?r>\ r" X E p 4 5
rd»nard:i r* X ,nsA C T
rdxnord=> X X X A T
rd!»» varda e 3 X >rcA H
CT is clearly quoting an identical version to H, and this is most likely to have been the 
reading of X also. AT probably knows this as well, but the allusion is quite vague. Ep45 is 
half way there, with the perfect rather than the ptc form of the verb.
Jn 4.22 [SDI = 230,6 / f.46vb] [QUX = 765,28-30 / f.85rb]
upstc; icpooKuv£iT£ o ouk oi5(xt£* ripen; 7rpoaKuvoup£v
X O rd!A «^o&\Jrd ^ iru rd  C/S
*^cAurd rd\:i y>xy& •^ oiftArd *^cAurd p
,»^cAurd ^IVl» rdA.l -pxnS. ^^cAutd ^ofcurd QUX
.*^cAurd ^l\ 1» rdXa rd^A «^oirurd ^ a W  SDI
,^ok\Jrd rdXs adA «^o2s\ird ^oiiurd f j
o oi5otji£V, on  r| acarqpia £K tu)v ’IouSaiwv £ariv.
vftlri' rdsocm r" rdijj^ X i^Muird C/S
vCUK* rdsAacm r* rdtwH X rdS?A p
«^ curd rd*:idaa» rduil X QUX
< < < < < SDI
><73oiurd rd»adoTL» rdinicvai adA u
The two instances of o are rendered differently in P, once as y>xa once as rd», in the former 
instance agreeing with C, in the latter with S. SDI uses for the former, thus apparently 
showing an OS reading, though the influence of P’s rd»> for the second instance is just as 
likely a cause. QUX has for both and again no OS influence need be posited.
Jn 4.24 [Ep50* = 91,20 / f.l41ra] [ATI* = 14021 /454,3] [AT2* = 164,16 /472,9]
P = Ep50*,ATl*,AT2*
Jn 5.21 [CO = 41,28-30 / f.95vb] [QUX* = 767,38-9 / f.87ra]
1 sic S; 1 C.
2 sic S; C.
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P = CO
QUX (Gk) cites the verse in the following manner (somewhat differently from the normal 
text):
WGTiEp yap o Tiarrip out; GeAei c^ootuoiei outa) Kai o uiot; out; GeAei c^ootcoiei 
which is rendered in Syriac as:
rdart'n
Thus QUX takes extensive liberties with Cyril’s text by omitting the latter part of the verse 
entirely, instead making up a composite citation from the words of the Peshitta version.
Jn 5.22-3 [Ep50 = 99,11-12 / f.l46va]
o u 5 e yap o natrip Kpivsi [KpiVEi Ep55, Schwartz’s accentuation] ouSsvtx,
p rd i x  X x  C
rdA Tir^A x  x  [X] rciaK' X E p 5 0
X X X X <<=*<* ^ s .  P
X X TJr^ A r^ Ao x rdnrC' H
aAAa trjv Kpfaiv naoav [rcacav Kpiaiv Ep50] 5e5o)kev xtu uiq>,
»(ticvaAAu ooisA r^ v»:i gtAcv^ r^Art'
X • K'iaA aasaa* rdi*A aiAcvo rdArt' Ep50
X •K'vaA (ti=  (to. rdv»A (TiVo r^lAr^ p
X .r^ VaA (7i=aa> r&L^  ^ r^Xr? |-J
iva navreq tiptuai tov uiov kocGooc; tipcoai tov raxtEpa.
r£=r^l iojOiA X vylX' r€  i=A XcllS nix' l i j X c
r^=rdA X vyft* fVi=X TllK' A=S X Ep50
r^=rdA imsoa X vy r^ ■.r i^sA i % X P
r^=r^A r& n vy rt' •.rt'iaA *^ 0(7iAoA H
The close agreement between OS and Ep50 is quite apparent here (this is not a passage 
examined in Voobus’ enquiries), but P is followed for the rendering of 5 e 5 o)K£V. OS and 
Ep50, like Schwartz, but not most NT editors, have interpreted K pivsi as future rather than 
present. Ep50 is far from the revised version in H.
Jn 5.37b [ATI = no Gk / 450,2] [AT2 = 166,20-1 / 474,3-4]
o u te  cpcovpv autou TidmotE aKiqKoatE [dcKqKoatE TtamotE AT] out£ e i5 o (; autou swpaKatE
aAv»U) X CTlGU) r^ A o ..^ o A \^ = u e . > io A v ^ = (TlAo cdA P
oAv»uj X (7lOVV* rd A o . ^^ gAm^ uc. }ogA\=OS) (TlAo rd A ATI
qAtuyvj X CTJOW) rd A o X (TlAo rd A AT2
oAv.LV) (7lA»A K'oU) rd A o ^ o A w - S ix . }ooAc*> (TlAo cdA H
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Where P and H differ, AT follows P. AT2’s omission of p ak^n  appears to have resulted from 
Cyril’s sequence change -  with aKqKoaxE being placed immediately after auxou, the 
translator, knowing his Peshitta text, has skipped straight on to rdAo and omitted pahutt.
Jn 5.39 [GL* = 404]
Jn 6.33 [CO = 59,6 / f.l04vc] [CT = 124,25 / f.l 14vb]
P = CO,CT,H
Jn 6.38-9 [CO* = 41,21 / f.95va] [QUX = 771,27-31 / f.90ra]
on KaxaPePpKa and [e^ QUX] xou oupavou oux vva tioigo xo GsArjpa xo spov aAAa xo OsAripa
tou Tuspi[»avx6q ps.
X > ^ _ s re'o m  r^A r t'i'a r . r " A\A\jjos P
X Snare's r?om  rdA i^ cn z . r " AvAvius QUX
< < < < CO*
A»s s=i*-re's cA ■.rdisax. AiAvmos H
xouxo 5e egxiv xo GeAqpa xou TtEptyavxoc; p£, iva Tiav o 5e5gokev poi pf| anoAeaa) et; auxou,
p ssx s X ^ h s ( n l i a ^ X cum .pssx. ^ h s cm»-> g . sn a re 's r^Are' P
p ssx s X ochs cnii-i ? >cnoA\jf<' rdi m • >SSSX. ochs e m u  ^ X rxArC' QUX
>js s x s am A b ie 's ( n i i a ^ t<no^ui^ r€sm >JSSX. ochs re'll-) ^ X r^Art' H
aAAa avaaxrjaa) auxo xfj Eaxaxr] qpspa.
r^ QCUs ,(ncu2a±or<' r^ Are' . mxm taOrC' r^ A A .=>cmS Aas p
rd.UiK' tmcu2mar? rdAr^  . cm») SrsarC' r^ A A .acms }oS» QUX
r^33CUL=3 jcncxoxuarC' rdArtf' cniai Saore' rdA A .=oa»S A^ s J-J
Note especially  ^ 6m for s ^», and ,makers .^s r&m for <_.s cum, indications of revision 
towards H in QUX.
Jn 6.42 [QUX = 761,32 / f.82rb]
ou x  ouxoc; egxiv ’Iqcouq o u ioq  ’Icooqcp [o  xou  xekxovoc; u loq  C yr //Mt 13.55]; ixclx; v uv  X syei ox i
ek xou oupavou KaxaPsPr|Ka;
.A\Auu rdisn*. s^os rdim i^ irC' r i^ .^rV AQpcijS cnSa rdim ri'om rdA p
AftSrvjjJ rdsu. >^ss r^x.K' .rt's.^S mis ^ - C o c h  cum re'ocn r^ A QUX
is from Peshitta Mt 13.55. The Curetonian also confuses the two verses in a similar 
fashion, but QUX’s text is simply the result of adapting P to Cyril’s way of citing.
Jn 6.44 [Ep50 = 98,20-1 / f.l45vb]
P = Ep50
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^  rdW] rdA*' Ep50
Jn 6.51a,c [C059,5-7 / f.l04vc] [CT1 
= 776,25-9/f.94ra]
124,24-5 / f.!14rb] [CT2 = 144,1-2 / f.l21va] [QUX
eyd> eipi o otptoc; o £d)v o ek tou oupavou Kata|3dq...
r^caz. X X . r^i v> r^ ^ a» \ X rdiK ' rsllK'
X rdlTZUE. X r^ iii rdsouA X rdlK ' r& rf
r^Cax. X och rdaujA X rcliK' rdir?
X rdcaz. X . r^ LM rd^xuA < < <
.SrtJJLl r^caz. X och . r^Ljj r^g jjA Och rC
P
QUX
CO
CT1
H
.. .Kai o apToq 5e ov eyd) 5caaa) rj aap^ pou e o t i v
.009 X ■.A&NrC' X r ^ a ^ A o P
X r&r<'^ X r ^ Q j j A QUX
.009 X .Afcxrt' r d i K 's 009 r d s u j A o CO
.009 X .ASftt*' 009 X r d s a j jA CT2
, 0 9 0 ^ r ^ K'Vaos •.Afc\r<' och r d s a j A o H
[pv Eyd> 5a>aa) add. Maj] ujiep Ttft tou Koapou £oofjc;
P
QUX
CO
CT2
H
X X X X r&rcT *=30TL» X X ,cpC\jjj Aa»:i
)090lU X X X X X X X X
>090jlM .°A VO X [X] M [X] [X] X X X X
X X X crA rdirC' ^ ( h i X X )09CVill ►aK' A^.3
rd2?aAx.A r^ijj X KirC' *=3C7X» 009 X X X X
CO and QUX show the tendencies of revision, e.g. the demonstrative for the resumptive 
article, the masculine treatment of the verb Kata(3aq because the referent is Jesus, rather than 
rc^m\, and most especially in the last clause where CO and H agree in structure quite 
dramatically against P (CO’s omission of the extra relative clause r]v eyco Sooaco is due to its 
absence from Cyril’s text). Note also QUX’s use of >mo)s^ r? for eauv. CT, on the other hand, 
while having the same characteristics of syntax as CO, follows P for this last clause, even to 
the extent of including the extra word against his Vorlage -  further clear evidence
that these translators are ‘using’ their existing versions quite loosely. Thus although they keep 
P’s CO, if not also CT, can be said again to be firmly within the X/H tradition in terms
of its citations.
Jn 6.53 [Ep55 = 60,7-9 / 21,17-20 ] [CT = 143,24-6 / f.l21va] [QUX = 776,40-2 / f.94rb]
P = CT,QUX,Ep55
r^ Xr*'] rdAr*' H
H
rc'ina Ep55,H
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Ep55’s revision of r c 'i^  to rt'vaa is typical of his method generally -  otherwise his text is as 
P, distinctively so in the case of ^ c^cuQn, which is found in P against OS as well as H.
Jn 6.54 [EplOl* = 546]
Jn 6.56 [CO = 59,16-7 / f. 105ra] [CT = 143,26-144,1 / f.l21va]
P = CO,CT
* r ”] a 003 CO,CT,H 
\^] rt'Viaa H
CT/CO’s use of rt'n^A is typical for this translator, and H’s rCvaa predictable, n am for n ^  is 
a revision generally typical of all our versions.
Jn 6.57 [CO = 59,17-8 / f.l05ra] [EDC = 25, 8-9 / f.2va (EDC1) / f.20vb (EDC2)]
Ka0d)c; ansaTsiAsv \ie o c^av 7iaxr]p Kocyd) £d> 5ia t o v  Ttatepa,
r^ a rt ' A t=" rclift' »-» r t ir t 'o X X r^actf’ P
A t2’* rs ir t ' >-M rdlrC' r^u t X vyit EDC1
< < < < < <  . rt'i v> X rd a rt' >.iula.n vyrt CO
Ar*> r t i r t ' rcllrt' . rdwi X r^srC' rdla^ rt' EDC2
r6)r(' A r” rCirt >-w r^lK ' O X •f^ *» ocn rd ar^ pnnx.:\ H
xai o Tpd)ya)v pe k&keivoc; ^paei 5i’ spe
jJA t^ r 6 j J  ocn Art* x lA^rdn 7^30 P
rc^u x X Airt'n ocno EDC1
,&Ar*> ocn A A^rt'n r£i»rt'o EDC2
jXAr* ocn A rt ' -A Aikrt'n ocn H
CO’s choice of jjA*. for ocTtoargAAoa is typical of his version -  it prefers the term to in*. in most 
cases. EDC1/2 has revised P’s text a little, such as in the use of A for the definite object ps, 
but the revision is not very significant, and rcfurt' is not much of an advance from ^  towards 
003 for the indefinite pronoun.
Jn 6.62 [CO = 42,5-6 / f.95vc]
eav obv Gecoprjre [i'5r|T£ CO] tov uiov t o u  avGpdmou ava(3aivovTa o tc o u  rjv t o  TtpoTEpov
}3L»:lD r** r t 'o q ? ,c n o & u r t ': i nX\r£\ xA cbn r d z i r t 'n cnnaX Ai^ kcn *^ ovwX\ X ^ r t ' P
>3^ AO ^ 3 r t 'o c n ,cn o ^ v » rt 'n nX\r^ X jA x b n r^ a u r t 'n c n ia X X >cmJOU»irv M ^ r t ' C P J
7x»no r" r t 'o c n ,cno5ftjr<'n >x'-\.r^ A .nXrbn r ^ s u r t 'n cnVaX X jCTxiJovjjJrv A«?>cn ^ r t ' C O
no r " r t 'o c n xAxbn r t l k i r t 'n cnnaX X *^ ou»X\ A . -\m ^ r t ' H
CPJ = 238,9-10
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CPJ’s omission of may be due to contextualising the citation. According to Aland’s 
criterion of the agreement between CPJ and another translated text, ,« n u o u ,* \ should be 
considered an X reading. The question remains whether or rc'AW was present in X -  if
the former, then CO has gone beyond it in anticipating H.
Jn 6.63 [EDC = 25, 6f. / f.20vb] [CO = 60,11 / f.l05rc]
to  Tiveupd eativ t o  ^ w o t t o io u v ,  r\ aapE, o u k  dxpeAsi ovbev
>1»9 X ndA X re'i^a . r<*i wan X ,03 r^ jjQT P
< < < < < < .rdu*2*>:\ ,cn ox»Xur<' r^ A»on CO
X X rdionca ndA X 003 EDC1
X X rtficn2» rdA •pxa K'Un .r£u£a:t X om r^ jjQT EDC2
•pXTi rdAo aX\ccq rc^ X r i^oaa OC73 ,03oSiur<' rdwcA H
Note that EDC has the two clauses in the reverse order, in the Syriac as well as the Greek.
Again we can see some a mixed level of revision. EDC and CO can be seen to have revised P 
in different ways. CO has used Xur*' for screw and the demonstrative for the article before the 
participle, both techniques used normally in H, but r&>a\ is still treated as feminine, while in 
EDC the syntax is still that of P but rducA is being treated as masculine, both in the pronoun 
and the form of the ptc. and rts»r&» being orthographic variants only), a style associated
with Philoxenus and also later with H. EDC2 has altered EDCl’s Peshitta-term to 
(as it does throughout its text), yet has not arrived at H’s face* for cocpsAeT.
Jn 7.15 [SDI = 223,26 / f.31vb]
ttqq o u to q  ypapponra oi8ev pq p€pa0r|KaSg;
■°v\» r6<n x  XX p
.«\\ .rc^ r^\o rt'i&flp x X r^ lm r^ it^  SDI
•°A« ^  X X  r C ' J - J
SDI’s has P’s vocabulary while playing slightly closer attention to word order. The use of o  
before the participle is exceptional.
Jn 8.23b [Ep55 = 54,1 / 9,24-5]
upeic; ek tcov koctco egre, eyd) ek twv avco dpi
AvVi X r ”  X x  V73 •SvoXur<' p
jfcurC' Av\n  X r 70 X r& r?  . «^oirur<' Xiu&Aa x  v** E p 5 5
,Aur<' JbAa A^<d rdiK' &Ui&\A:i a^Aos ^  J-[
Ep55 has already adopted some revised methods here, most notably .K.r*' for dpi, although 
strangely leaving the idiomatic ^oX urc ' rather than the parallel (and with H) for e g te .
Jn 8.28 [CO = 41,22-3 / f.95va]
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K ai an spauTou tioigo ou5sv
X X ^rd rdA >i&s x r&DO^ . s^n 3 0  Aina p
3K>Ain x  r€lr? X=ix. rdA t *°>* X X ^  X CO
3 0 X3 3  rdAa rdsrd Ans^ . x  »-3^ o rdsrd X X om o
Whether or not such a small and simple citation is quoted from memory, or translated anew 
straight from the Vorlage, the tendency to precision is again in evidence; e.g. the translator of 
CO has put lax* at the end in line with Gk word order and has omitted P’s cdao^, yet has left 
for the reflexive, which would always be unlikely in H.
Jn 8.39b-40 [Ep40 = 27,28-28,1 / 35,2-5] [CO = 44,3-4 / f.96vc (v40a only)] [CT = 144,25-6 
/ f.l21vc (v40a only)] [QUX = 758,34-5 / f.80ra (v40a only)]
ei t£ K v a  to u  A(3paap ears [ fjre  Ep40] t a  s p y a
,or)OAifii_ X X Oo«raA=rdA ^ oA uocn  »cncun cvArd p
t( n o x u .  X X TpcnArsrdA ^oA uocn  >cncun cvArd Ep40
rd -.^oAuocn ^cva^Aurd 3nmAr>rd A X rd*'i-s c\Ard J-J
tou Appaap etioieite [av add. Ep40]- 40vuv 5e ^ te i te  \ie [p£ Zflxeixe CO,CT,QUX]
(XTroKTEivai av0pa)7rov
r d A n \ \ ■ j * ^ o A u r d r d c n rdsc.cn ' .« ^ o ^ u o c n ^ i A a v ^ocn A n rd A P
r d A n ^ J l : ^ o V ^ n ^ r v A ^ ^ o A u r d X X [ r d i i n ] •. « ^ o A u o c n ^j A~3S-. }acnA = rdA QUX
rd x A rd  A=A ^ ^ o A u r d ^ T 3 X f a rdsE.cn - .^ o iA jO c n }ocnA=3rdA Ep40
r d  A=i ^ .^UCaI ^ o AvA ^ ^ A u r d X X rdsc.cn < < < CO
r d i - > \ \ * ^ o A v srd X X [ r d s m ] < < < CT
rd s tlA rA ■ | » ^ a A v ird X r d x .c n < < < H
oq Tqv dAq0£iav upTv AEAaAqxa r]v rjKOuaa rnxpa tou 0eou*
rdcnArd r * A^J33X.A rdAjrd ..^cvaznx. A dlin X rd  A\A-»ax.a X P
: rd n rd r " A\\.ih».A ocn AdAih X rdAASLA X QUX
< < < < :^CVa2n^» AdAih X rd  A\A-«Ax.a X Ep40
rdcnArd r* Avvinr.A och .^ CViA A \llin X rdAev.Ax.A X H
< < < < ■ VOA’aV Addin X rdAvv»A3E.A X
< < < < X : Addin rdAAX.A och
touto A|3paap ouk ETioiqaEV.
. rdA 3JocnA=3rd rdAcn P
< < < < QUX
. r d l ^ocnAsrd rdAcno Ep40
. Aa^. rdA ^ocnAxsrd rdAcn J-J
Note that P’s ^oAuocn for eaxelx\xe is clearly part of Ep40’s Syriac text, against its absence in 
S, thus testifying to the use of the Peshitta in the mid 5th century. Similarly, where S has
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ALxc*> iiurt'i.n*., Ep40 follows P’s irAl^ o rt'Jrt^ iae. which shows P’s much closer conformity to 
the Greek triv dArjGeiav AsAaAriKa.1
In terms of revision, one wonders whether rather than may not have been the text of 
X here (given CO,CT,QUX). Other revisions are sporadic -  for example, Ep40 having c c ^ r^  
(with H, against other citations), QUX and CO using the imperfect ^cAV ^ rather than the 
infinitive (against P and H), and QUX having rc'ii*. (with H) rather than and a am
(again with H) rather than a rc'rurs' for the relative. QUX’s rears' is a sign of loose citation style 
-  it is unlikely to have been present in his Vorlage.
Jn 8.42 [Ep55 = 54,1-2 / 9,25-6]
P = Ep55,H
ri'cnW] rtfare* Ep55 (following Cyril Ttaxpoq for Gsou).
Jn 8.46 [AT = 172,17-9 / 478,8-10]
ric; updiv sAsyxei Tcepi apapttac;; ei. aArjGetav Xeyoo
rdlK' Al^ a^ a A^ A CM->*73 CUTQ p
rdiK' i»r<' AV, A 03^ 73 C^\^ -Q3 CVT7, AT
< < < < AV» A Cn-^ '-n CU^J CL
K'iiac. A y, A 01^273 cva^ j H
5ia x\ upeTq ou Tiiateuste pot
r^ A x AV73 x AT
«^qA\x12>x»o£k> r€\ +^a)rap? rten Ay*) x  H
CL = 92,13-4
AT (and CL where extant) clearly show the X revision, e.g. Ay*> for Jiepi + gen., rather than 
P’s A^ . (which it usually has), w k' not Alc*=*>, and r&n AA^*> for that P/AT have a
separate object rather than H’s suffixed object at the end is of less consequence, being 
virtually a matter of orthography.
Jn 8.56 [CT* = 122,17 / f.l 13rb]
The CT allusion is too small for comparison, but note that ML[75,26-7] follows P completely 
for this same verse.
Jn 8.58 [Ep55 = 58,8-9 / 17,19-20] [CO = 41, 33-4 / f.95vb] [QUX = 747,24 / f.72va] [SDI = 
224,16 /f.40vb]
Tipiv ’Appocap yeveaGai
1 These observations should be viewed in the context o f Voobus, Circulation o f  the Peshitta, which argues that 
the texts emanting from Edessa at this time used OS rather than P.
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Taosiartf' rtf'ocm 
rtf' ocm 
^omiartf' rtf'ocms 
rtf' ocm 
^QmVartf rtf' a m * *  
a^cniartf' itfooiw
p
^cniartf's yxtoi QUX
>Sn »^S SDI
7 3 era\artf's >3 So ^ n s  U Q
7**°* Ep55
>JSD 3^S CL
rtf'ocm 7 3  rtf' osiartf's Tisns H
CL = 22,11-2
Ep55 thus anticipates H’s use of a >sn + impf. for Ttpiv + inf. QUX,SDI,CO have a slightly 
different rendering for the conjunction, but QUX and CO, like H, take care to keep the Greek 
word order, against P. CL has the conjunction of QUX,CO but the order of Ep55. One can 
only guess that X must have read something along the lines of one of these in its search for an 
accurate way of representing the construction, and all three of our citations fall within its 
‘tradition’ of revision.
Jn 9.6 [AT* = 16225-6 / 471,13-4]
Jn 9.35-7 [SDI = 225,12-15 / f.47rb] [Ep55 = 55,31-4 / 13,9-12]
P = SDI,Ep55
cu^ a] ,oio&urtf' cuas H
cvjOco] ,moJrurtf' oos SDI,Ep55,H
SDI and Ep55 have anticipated H’s revision for for e k s iv o c ; e g t i v  at the end of v37 but not for 
the tic; ecmv in v36.
Jn 10.9 [Ep50* = 99,31 / f.l46vb]
Jn 10.10 [AT = 160,24-5 / 469,18-19]
.^ ^qctA
.^ocrA
00033
oocm
eyd) fjXOov iva c^orjv e'xoogiv
X V^.&Nrtf' r^ srtf' P
X Jk.JKrtf' rdirtf' A T
oaA  irurtf' rtf'ocm X rtfjjjS rtf'!-v. rtf' fcuiftrtf' r^Jrtf' J-J
Kai TISplGGOV eXWGlV
o^ctA 
gctA
0 0 A Stv^ rtf' rtf'ocm rtf'iuituo
X *^ ocm -pxzsa p
X rtf'003^ 3 rtf'iuifuo x  A T
x H
AT’s addition of n^LA is odd, and not due to the Vorlage (in any extant witness to it); 
otherwise, it is closer to P is some places, to H in others; for the latter, especially rtf'i.&u for
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itspiGCJOV, but AT has not adopted H’s calque-system for expressing the subjunctive of s x 00, 
which is found also in other 7th century translations.1
Jn 10.11 [QUX = 773,39-41 / f.91vb]
eyo) dpi 0 Ttoipr)v 0 kocAoc;. o 7ioipr)v o KaAoq trjv ipuxpv aurou nOqaiv
X X cnxsu 3^(7X> X X rt'ivi r € ir ? s
-prC so X GUa> X X . r & \ X r^ lrc' r i^r^ p
'p r & » X (7TJr°ii X X X rtfiK' QUX
-p r& n cnAo (nx&) X r t = \ OC73 o th H
UTisp rajv 7ipo|3(XTa)v*
c m i .  >_ar<' A v . §
.cmv. x -°A P
x QUX
. reblifc. x H
QUX’s is a reminiscence of OS; his word for sheep, however, is H’s re=>w, not P’s rs^. 
Jn 10.18 [QUX = 773,41-4 / f.91vb]
ouSdq a’lpEi aurriv [rf|v i|wxtjv pou QUX] an spou,
,jcn X cnA Aar. X om r^A P
) chA --iCVM QUX
J-C33 X enA A nr. rsr? rslA H
aXK eyd) riGppi autrjv an epautou.
X caA r^ lK' o^r^ DO r^ lK' r^ Art' p
. >\i~) g. ^3 tnX rdiK' rdiK's rxl\r<' QUX
X ctA r6t<' }or£a> r^ srC' r^ Ar^  J-J
e^ouaiav e'xw Gdvai auxpv, xai s^ouoiav e'xoo tkxA iv [om. QUX] Aa(kiv auxrjv
. cruntDK' .noitu r i^rt' x .\jiVt.q •. axi^ axQorC'n rslsK' x .^At. p
.(maQirfj X x .^ yilr.o cma»cnr<,3 x x QUX
(731.-1 cb A iuK' rdiS^XcxjE.o : cni^iQx l^ X >A hv*rf txA^Xcvx-o pj
Note that QUX follows his Vorlage carefully where this differs from P; otherwise he follows 
P but for preferring for lo*.. The addition of ^  ^  is explanatory/exegetical.
Jn 10.30 [Ep40 = 27,27 / 34,29] [Ep50 = 98,34-5 / f.l46ra] [Ep55 = 52,35-6 / 7,26 ] [COl = 
41,27 / f.95vb] [C02 = 43,37 / f.96vc] [QUX = 758,33 / f.80ra]
P = All citations
1 See, e.g., Brock, Pseudo-Nonnos, 38-9.
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H’s im rdaK'o kW  is not reflected in any of these citations.
Jn 10.32 [CO = 52,32 / f.lOlva] [C02 = 58,17-8 / f.l04va]
tioAAoc spya KaAa [xaAa £pya C01,C02, Maj] eSsi^a upiv s k  [Tiapd COl] tou Tiarpoc; [pou
add COl, C02, Maj]
cv^irucvjj X *\cA r 39 X X X K'lniL P
X X . part' X\cA Xucu> X X COl
X X .par*' &\Cll r 39 X r^v-N. .\\ «rv vi X C02
X .>L i X r 39 ^cv^X X r£ = \ r l^niL r^ rdiL^ JO H
5ia noTov autwv epyov eps AiGoc^ ere
>x ^ofcur*' r * X r^i»r^ c
>x X X r^uK' A r * p
< < < < < < < < < COl
>x r 39 X X rdL.K' A r 39 C02
>x X X r^x.K' A r 39 H
COl’s omission of KaAcx is perhaps only an error. CO has moved on from P’s k'-ua*. and 
already anticipates H’s rt=\; it has also made an attempt at representing upiv as an indirect 
object, along the lines used by H also. For ek t o u  raxtpoc; pou they both follow P. C has been 
added for comparison for v32b since in rc'ia*. ^  (pi.) we seem to have a preserved OS 
reading in C02. Other than the attempts at revision, what is most noticeable is simply that two 
citations from the same document are so different -  the text is somewhat living in this 
translator’s hands, as though he is experimenting with different techniques as he proceeds 
through the text.
Jn 10.33 [EDC = 16,6-7 / f.l4rb] [CO = 58,20-1 / f.l04va] [QUX = 746,25-7 / f.71vb] [SDI = 
224,23-5/f.41ra]
rap! xaAou £pyou ou Ai0a<Jop£v os aAAa Tt£pi pAaacpqpiac;
Xurt* A r 39 rdXrC' • ' A X K'ii&i. A r 39 rt'o m r^X p
XurC' r^& icv^ Jl^ . r d W ■ 'A rdX Jl^ X X QUX
X r ^ a ic v ^ A t239 r d W •'A rdX K'laaL A r 39 X X SDI
X r^ sn cv^ A t39 rdXrC' •'A rdX r & \ K'lUaiL A r 39 X X C O
X A r 39 rdXrC' ■ 'A rdX A t239 X X H
Kal [om. CO,EDC,QUX] on [om. EDC] au avOpamoc; cov 7toi£iq a£aurov 0£ov
rC 'c7j\r<' i r u r t ' l a v . X K 't 'K '  1 3 X P
r t  cnXr*' v y e & i iur*' la ^ _ i ru K ' r ^ u r * '  1 3 X l a l X Q U X
r t  crArC' iuK ' l a i . X. rc/T \ r ^ l=kl X S D I
K ' otA k ' l a ^ _ rsfatiia X l a l X C O
K ' otA k ' Siurtf' i r i ^ . X rdurV  i s 13. X E D C
r< 'c n \r< ' l a * - rd tiira X 13. Jm K' CL1
r^oilr^ iuK* vy^urC' r^juin iuK' ^  jj CL2/3
rtf'cArtf' u^rtf' Jfcirtf' n \ .  .vy^Ur  ^ r^uia iurtf' Ai\AO x J.J
CL1 = 80,22-3; CL2 = 131,19-20; CL3 = 249,15-6
In v33a QUX, SDI and CO all witness to readings adopted by H: a) r c ^  for pc'h***., b) the 
negative preceding the verb directly rather than the whole clause as in P, and c) also the noun 
rc^ Mo-v^  instead of the verbal form of P.
For v33b we have the witness also of EDC and CL. CO and CL have placed according
to the Gk word order (with H), where SDI/EDC are still with P (the use of for sivai being 
a consistent feature of those texts); but none of our witnesses has gone to the extent of H’s 
fcuK' caique on the last clause, all keeping the Syriac idiom of rdtsa for the reflexive. In 
contrast to v33a however, in v33b QUX has gone backwards from P by using a simple fcurc' 
for o3v.
Jn 10.34-6 [EDC = 21,9-12 / f.l8ab] [C058,21-5 / f.l04va]
34ouk 8gtiv yeypappevov ev rco vopw upoov on  [om. CO] eyd) eiTia-
iftisartf' r^ irtf'A x .^cv^ccais X .X\-s rdi^m rtf'ocn r^ A p
JftASartf' rtflrtf'A X .*vc\^ Q>coii3 rtf'Acn rtf'-i»^ \2>. X X CO
SftASartf' rtfljrtf'A ,^cvAl*a r^ QDCOim x r^=L»fcv=*A x ch-.A\_.rtf' rtfiA J-[
0£Ol 8QT8 358l 8K81VOUC; 81T18V 08OUC; TtpOC; OUq
«^oA\cAa : rtf'cArtf1 vnrtf' ^^ cucA r^tf* .^ o^irvirtf' rtf'cArtf'A P
,^c\A\Aa AN^rn : rtf'cArtf' irartf' «^CVJcA ^^ rtf' ^^ cAurtf' rtf'cArtf'A CO
^cucn JaA  : rtf'cArtf' wi^ *^ cucA < < EDC
*^ ocn&\oAA «^ cucn •. rtf'cArtf' i»rtf' »^ cucA ^^ cvnu.fcurtf' rtf' crArtf' J-J
o Aoyoq rou 08ou eyeveto Kori ou 5uvoctoci Au0f)vai r\ ypacpq,
X .rtf'Ai\ziA r£=3&v^  r A o  x  crtf'cArtf'A rtf'ifA^ )s\om p
: r^rsiva. X r A o  x  irtf'cArtf'A rtf'iAm i \  ocn Q Q
<  <  <  <  <  X rtf'crArtf'A rtf'&Asa &\GcnA EDC
:r£=Av=t rtf'AiftziA X rtf' r A o  :&\acn rtf' crArtf'A rtf'SA» x  H
Xu rtf' o^Xurtf' •^Unrtf' o^Xurtf' : rtf'll C7JAAX.O cnz.An rdnrtf'A rdi-»rA P
Xu rtf' .^ oXurtf' •^Vnrtf' ^^ Xurtf' : r t f ' l l  v \ C7JAAX.O cnz.An rtfartfA ocn CO
Xu rtf' .AX^QA o^Xurtf' •^Vnrtf' »s^oXurtf' :rtfA\\ AAZ.O UC.AO rdnrtf'A ocn EDC
Xu rtf' *ax^*>A »^ oXurtf' •^ oXurtf' .rtfliAA AAX.G ue.Ao rtfsrtfA ocA H
on 8VJTOV' uioq t o o  [om. CO] 08oO eipi
X X rtf' cArtf'A rdirtf' cnA=JA *^ C\A JftWitfA A*. P
X X rtf'cArtf'A rdirtf' CTJAT3A »^ cvA X\A»rtf'A A^n CO
rtf' crArtf'A >X\-»rtf' x X rtf'An A X Xvfcnrtf'A Aa- EDC
X jiturC' x  K 'l a j  x  J-J
CO is with P for v34, but shows some variants closer to H later, such as rc ^ »  for Suvocrai 
(v35), and the position of rd=»i^  (with the Gk) in the same clause, as well as A\p> for the 
second oti of v36. EDC, although having in that latter place (with P) has other H-type 
equivalents, such as for dpi at the end of v36, and omitting the objective suffixes from 
i:ix.o CO and EDC agree with H in using the demonstrative for the relative ov (v36) and 
this can fairly safely be attributed to X.
Jn 10.37-8 [QUX = 748,45-749,4 / f.73va]
P=QUX
,jLlCUSX.Cnift] »a «^CY15>3jmir\ QUX; H.
o^cnX] om.QUX Hsomemss
In Cyril’s text, v38 is given first, followed by v37 which is then followed by a repeat of v38. 
The repetition is omitted in the Syriac version of QUX.
Jn 11.35 [CT* = 139,18 /f.ll9vc]
Jn 12.27 [CT = 121,14 / f.l 12vb]
P = QUX,ML [70,10-12]
rc'Viv y. r^ ScTj] r j^cn r^ v^vT. CT,H 
Jn 12.49 [CO* = 41,22 / f.95va]
P = CO 
WK'] H
Jn 13.31-2 [QUX = 767,11-14 / f.86va-b] 
v31 P = QUX,H
32d  o 0e6<; sSo^aaOq ev  auxuj Kori o Oeoq So^aaei auxov ev  eauxq),
on cnl a« nrn K' cnXr^ a C71T) Axairuc.rt' rt' crArX' P
.ana ,C73C\JLXJl=UU rC'cnXrC'o X .eras .Xu K' cnXrX' o X QUX
ocn ctA .» nr*a rC' crArC' ? ? ? ? H
Kori euOuq So^aasi auxov
ctA jjL=uem rt'riMinG p
X .>ct)C\»vv->tj ca te n a  QUX
.ctA
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QUX departs from P’s wording substantially in v32. QUX uses the im pf rather than ptc. 
forms for the Greek future tenses, and rci.cn rather than rc'rucn for euGuq.
Jn 14.2 [SDI = 230,22-3 / f.27vb]
o n  Ttopeuopcxi sroipaaai totiov upiv;
. K'sirvK' ^^ ojA .m^r^s r^ !iK' Aik's p
.K'Xv^ OS .tick's r^ lrC' Ask's SDI
.k'Av^ os c^v^ A .->»\;k' r^ irc' Ask's J-J
SDI allies with P in one variant, with H in another (the significant lexical matter o f  totiov).
Jn 14.6 [Ep55 = 53,3-4 / 8,4-5] [Ep50* = 99,31 / f.l46vb] [QUX = 745,35-6 / f.71rb]
P = QUX,Ep55,CL
rcllK' rdlK'] ,^K' K^ K' Ep55,CL,H
CL = 244,7
Jn 14.9-10a [Ep40 = 27,25-7 / 34,26-9] [Ep55-1 = 52,34-6 / 7,24-5] [Ep55-2 = 55,30 / 13,7] 
[Ep50 = 98,33-99,1 / f.l46ra-b] [CO = 43, 36-7 / f.96vc] [AT = 144,6-7 / 456,11] [QUX = 
758,32-3 / f.80ra]
The texts mix up these three clauses in different orders, but for our purposes each clause can 
be considered separately.
togouto) xpovco [togoutov xpovov Ep40, Ep50] pe0’ upcov slpt Kai ouk eyvcoKaq ps, ® (Annie;
rdSul^ a >a2^ .s> rdAo : r^ iK' x K'ns x r^ icn P
K'«\i\««S >jAu-Sj r^ Ao : rcfsK' s o ^ \  x K'l-iS x tnLx r^ scn Ep40
»c\ p v^ S^j r^ Ao x Xuocn K's-iS x cnl  ^ rdicn Ep50
re/{\ . \ p A u . S *  rdAo ■.»AuK' .  Q'iTISin * . X 1 r^scn cnAa. X: H
o  ecopaK caq e p e  EoopcxKEV t o v  n a r e p a
rdnr^X K'Vm X K'u* A s r * P
r^nr^A K'Uj X K’U* A s r * E p 4 0
r^br^A K'Sjj X K'U* A s r * E p 5 0
r^br^A K'u* X pu»s X ocn E p 5 5 - 1
r^nr^A k 'u * X K'U* A s ocn E p 5 5 - 2
par^X k 'u* X >SU*S X ocn Q U X
KbrdX K'u* A PU)S X ocn C O
r^nr^A K'U* X pu>s X ocn H
ou TtiGTEueiq o n  sya) ev raj roxTpl xai o Tiatrip ev epoi eguv;
X  - .> s  j j a K 'o  K l i K ' s  X u K ' r ^ X  p
x  - p s  p i ^ o  p r ^ b  r d i K ' s  A u K ' ^ * x » c n £ »  K lX  E p 4 0
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,<noiur<' >-=3 pri'o >3rd3 rdiK'n iurt' L^>aam Ep50
jrooK.!  ^ ■»-=) y^ rxfo >^ r^ 3 rdiK'rv Jur^ s^ucroa rd\ Ep55-1
X  >-=a p r ^ o  p r ^ a  r&r<'^ <  <  <  C P J
itno^uit' >.=3 rdar^o r£ar^3 r^ iK'n : ^ YiK' o^«cr£n r<X AT
>c n o ^ u r < '  > 3  r ^ s r t ' o  r t f n r ^ s  r ^ i r C ' ^  :2nirf ^ ( n ^ 9  r d \  J J
CPJ = 56,1
While Ep40 never deviates from P (and avoids S’s different renderings as well), while Ep 50 
has an odd reading fcuocb, as though the meaning were ‘was with you’. This finds a parallel in 
the OS reading at Jn 3.31 (see above). Ep50 has also advanced to having .cnc^rc' for eonv at 
the end of the final clause. Ep55, QUX and CO go further still, using the demonstrative for 
the article + ptc, and appending t\xi as a suffix rather than with P’s prepositioned A, a 
rendering which H takes up also (although both the second Ep55 citation and CO show the 
influence of the old style as well, such that CO even translates spe twice!); where it continues, 
Ep55 can also be seen, unsurprisingly, to use .cnofcurc' for sgtiv. Of all the citations, however, 
including CPJ, only AT has dispensed with the very idiomatic possessive suffixes on rdaK' in 
the last part, as H finally does, thus leaving AT identical with H for these verses.
Jn 14.10b [CO = 52,32-3 / f.lOlva] [AT = 142,7 / 454,17-8]
an e p a u to u  ou AaAoo, o 5e raxtrip ev epoi pevcav
.■tea*. X > 3 ^ rtir? ccA ^ 3 P
X r ^ 3 r < ' y CO
>-= X < < < < < AT
>-=>* o r b r t i K ' .rC flK ' X H
tioisT t a  e p y a  autou [autoc; CO,AT]
X ^»\cT3 rc 'n - iv X l3 ^ _ o c n P
[o c n ] X rT' i n s . X X CO
X X re ' X3X. X 1 3 ^ . X AT
X X ^»\c73 o c n H
CO’s >= , < n a * f o r  ev epoi pevcov seems to be another case of the translator’s independent 
ways. The am at the end belongs by punctuation to the following sentence, but it is not 
required there and may originally have been an attempt to render carefully the order of Cyril’s 
words, with the autoc; at the end of the sentence.
AT is also unusual in using for psvco rather than either P’s (perhaps rejected for 
adoptionistic overtones) or H’s
Jn 14.23 [QUX = 750,14-7 / f.74rb]
eav tic; ayana ps tov Aoyov pou tqpqaei, Kai o rcatrjp pou ayaTtrjaei autov
. x . i J ^ i  x .|A ^  x P
tmaixuv X ^  x A aiCQl rdbri' X QUX
t]LB^  r ^ D f t 'o  A o ^ i  r t ' i t d s o  >A .-lvxrn  H
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Kai rcpoc; aurov eAeuaopeGa Kai |iovr)v nap’ aura) TroiqaopEOa.
,-U* cniftcd r^ io K 'o  . ^ jlm m )s\c & a  p
t o i J  cnirvcd rC lar^o .r^ Jhrdi fr)it\c\Aa QUX
c n & \c d  r x l ic \o r < 'a  crsJrvoAo p j
Note QUX’s alignment with H in using for ayarcq; he is generally independent, 
however, as shown by e.g. n^rrf rather than ^  or p tf «^ rc', and the imperfects rc' r^di and i-,v% 
instead of ptcs.
Jn 14.27 [Ep39 = 16,18-9 / f.l50ra-b]
P = Ep39
,q.r>T.] r&isa Ep30 (H as P)
Jn 14.28 [QUX = 770,22 / f.89ra]
P = QUX
Jn 14.30 [AT = 172,13-4 / 478,5]
spxetai yap o tou Koapou apycav Kai sv epoi ouk e'xe [euppaei AT] ou5ev
"pxpi x ^  po X cmcv^ irx' p
red >130 . r&cn r^ jcvs.irx' |^ x] r<'^ \r<' AT
JaVzo redo aA T^V-.rX' txd p o  X r<'^ \r<' ]-J
AT follows Cyril’s reading euprjaei ouSev (ouk e'xei ou5ev in most witnesses1), but puts the 
negative on the verb rather than on the pronoun.
Jn 15.15 [CT* = 128,10-11 /f. 115vb]
P = CT
r i^o] isart' H
The distinctive OS,P reading, rt'in, may suggest an underlying KaAeau) or KaAd), an unusual 
reading found only once in Origen and once, at this very place, in Cyril’s CT; this therefore, 
rather than close adherence to P, accounts for the translator’s retention of nfia here.
CPJ [22,20-1] and CL [263,1-2] both show exactly the same set of old readings in their 
allusions to the verse, again indicating the persistence of P readings where well-known verses 
are being alluded to rather than carefully quoted.
1 This is an unusual reading which is found sporadically in such diverse places as some early Alexandrian fathers 
(Origen, Athanasius, and Cyril here), in the K/II group o f  early Byzantine mss, a few early Itala mss., in the 
Harklean margin, and in P.Bodmer III, the 5th century Egyptian proto-Bohairic translation!
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Jn 15.26 [CT = 134,12-3 / f.l 17vb] 
o irapa [£k  CT] tou  racTpoq 
P = CT
it\cA ^a*] c6 ik' CT,H
CT is showing one of the revisions typical of H, avoiding the idiom of the possessive pronoun 
and keeping a single Syriac word for a single Greek one for 7iapa/£K).
Jn 16.7 [AT = 142 ,18-20/455,10-12]
P = AT,CL
A trt' rdA] Ate*' r d l  H
r^lo^a] r^Aoift ATj H
CL [87,20-1]
Jn 16.14 [CT = 134,25 / f.l 17vc]
P = CT,ML
ocn] ocn H
iJLSJCUu] .M-lf) AH
ML [3,21]
Jn 16.15 [CT = 135,5-6 / f.l 18ra]
ttocvtoc oaa s'xei o Tiarrip spa eartv
ocn ►L* . ►rartA P
ocn . >jr^ A A^ CT
Al»s ^»cnl^ CL1
>L:i ^Licn ^»cnl^ CL2
.cnuiruK' >Ln rdnr^ A fcu r? ^ X ^>C7)L H
CL1 =26,14; CL2 = 279,2
CT is identical to P throughout a full citation of the verse, while CL shows a partial move 
towards a more accurate version, a process that we can see coming to completion in H’s 
for ECJTIV.
Jn 16.28 [Ep55 = 53,37-8 / 9,22-4]
s^rjAOov Ttapa [ek Ep55] tou raxTpoc; Kai eArjAuOa dq tov Koapov*
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&\cA V\nM p
•.rd is^ lx A  irv.irvrC' o  irvnA i rdaK' x  ^  E p 5 5
. f ^ a i . ! k , \  irvjirvK 'o x  . r d a r ^  x  ^ q  Vv«-iOn p j
ttccAiv  acpiripi tov Koapov Kai rcopeuopai irpoc; tov raxTEpa [jrepipavTa \ie Ep55one ms].
r^ar^ ir\cA >A r^ JK' Ali^o .r^qiiA r^ lK’ n-i*. .aQjrvo p
.pVUc.:i Ocn &\cA x c^ JK' Atrt'o -.rdznlaA r i^rt' .soifta Ep55
r^aK' *\cA x r^ iK' Axr^ o . rC/*7i\v\ r^ SK' <->->▼- .sa&\a jp
Ep55 follows the variant TiepipavTa ps which must have been the reading of his Vorlage (one 
Syriac ms of the letter has this reading)
In all the translator is independent of P and H but his revisions are improvements on P: thus 
omitting *\cA and X  rdat* for acpiqpi was found also in Ep39 for Jn 14.27, again against 
in both P and H. Could this have been X’s word? Since CPJ [238,6-8] has the verse in its H 
form (i.e. with o-.t. rather than rdaW), this is not so likely, but it does show a commonalty of 
style, perhaps even an identity of person or school.
Jn 16.32 [Ep50 = 99,1-3 / f.l46rb]
P = Ep50
oos >*>aj .cnofcun*' Ep50,H (peri epou eouv)
Jn 17.3 [Ep55 = 49,11-12 / 1,17-8]
auTip 6e eaTiv rj a icavioq  ^corj iv a  yivooaKcoaiv a e
X  . r ^ q l x J £€xm ^curX” X ^ tn p
X  • , r d s q \ \ , ^ r c l u j *s CU f<' X E p 55
X  . T ^ q L . 3 X «^ oc7Tuirur<' [x ] CL
r&M x ^ocn.irv.rC' ^ t \ ( n H
TOV p o v o v  ocAqGivov 0 eov Kai o v  ocTusoTEiAac; ’Iq aou v  XpiGTOV
r 6 n u c q ^300 . v y A O j j A s re' aArC' fcure' Jrure'A X p
r 6 u £ q ocnXo X ex' crAre' X X V y A C V u V n E p 55
( X i u i S ) ^.CVZL* Au a x -x ocnAo .v y A C V j jA s  ( A ' l . U . W X X X CL
r 6 u £ q A .C U U Au a x -a ocnAo X re' aAre' X X yyA C V V *\-1 H
CL = 24,7-9
While Ep55 is closer to P in v3a, it has already got most of the revisions of H in v3b, such as 
in the positioning of vyscuAa, and the demonstrative for relative pronoun equivalency. CL has 
only the second of these, but has also changed ^cur^ for (sgtiv) in v3a, which we
might ordinarily expect of Ep55 as well. Although both have dispensed with P’s divergent 
reading ‘you are the one true God’, neither has adopted the special equivalence of iva = rc^r^ 
a, which is common in H. They show that they are interested in textual matters, word order
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etc., rather than in such caiques when they are unnecessary for the communication of 
meaning.
Jn 17.5 [Ep55 = 57,31-2 / 16,25-6] [CT = 131,11 / f.ll6vb] [QUX1 = 742,18-9 / f.69ra] 
[QUX2 = 770,35-6/f.89rb]
5o^agov |i£ mxpa aeauid) tfj 5o^q fj siyov Ttpo tou toy Koapov eivai Tiapa aoi.
rtf'ooiiA pAo r" w^ SrvcA X A rt 'o m JrL.rC'A X rduu^ cvxr) X ) '* «-i»- P
rt'ocm a 7»Aa r* X A rt 'o m Jtl.K'a X r 6 x jC \r - i X >i«n-3T. QUX 1,2
rdsiL- K'oojm }oAa X v^^ acA X rt 'o m iu rt'A 0(73 re* w —ie \v -> X Ep55
r£aL -A >3 AO r* v S^acA X A rt'om iruK'A 0(73 r^ jjL sO jo X CT
< < < < v^^\cA X A rt 'o m i^ r^ A X rdy»0-»T. ,(73=) ML
r ^ i L . K'ooiiA }OAO v^irvcA r* A r f o  m Jtl.K'a 0(73 r^ 3Ju3CVXZ3 X H
ML = 3,18-19
CT’s use of the the phrase shows again how these translators are quoting
from their existing versions and not always keeping a close eye on the Vorlage -  he has here 
assimilated his text to the expression of Jn 17.24 (et aL). In addition, he uses P,H’s rciyv=>cv*., 
even though is his usual word for 5o^ oc in the main text, as a glance as the next
sentence will show. CT and Ep55, however, both prefer the demonstrative + * for the relative 
pronoun, instead of P’s a, although QUX still uses P’s syntax.
Jn 20.17 [CO = 41,23-4 / f.95va] [QUX = 724,39-41 / f.57rb]
P = CO,QUX
Aso] \\rt CO QUX (following Cyril’s variant reading Jiopsuopai)
Jn 20.22 [QUX = 752,26 / f.75vb] [Ep55 = 60,25 / 22,15]
P = QUX,Ep55
rv\ -in] rv-»cv) Ep55,CL,H 
r£s.AOoA r&iaVj rfr »Ao r6>oi CL,H
CL = 86, 30
CL and H probably represent X, allowing that Ep55 shows some conservative tendencies in 
its citations.
Jn 20.23 [QUX = 752,26-8 / f.75vb]
a v  tivoov  acpfjts tocq dquxpnoK; acpecovtai ocutoic;,
oA X >(730(73^ 3* a A X •^ K'A
(7A ^r\n-iX\r\ X ^CVOOS.^ X X
oA X tlr sA X X
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o^oA «^ cui=>&\u x ^  x •<cui=ue.^ \ x i^aurC'n ^r*' pj
ocv tivojv Kparrjrs KSKpccrrivrai.
ocn Tu jK* X ,cncvL_ X ^790
X X X X *^ T^ O
X X X oocn , X X
X X X »^o\ijr<'Srv X ^re'o
The reading in QUX is an OS reading, although in all other respects this citation is closer 
to P than S.
Index to Gospel Citations 
QUX
[Mt 1.21; 1.23; 4.4; 4.10b; 10.28; 12.33; 13.41; 13.55; 14.33; 16.16-7; 16.22-3; 16.24; 16.27; 
17.26; 19.4; 21.38; 22.29; 22.42-5; 23.8-9; 25.40; 26.38; 26.39; 27.40-2; 27.46b; 28.19; Lk 
1.15; 1.31; 1.76; Jn 1.1; 1.11-12; 1.13; 1.16; 1.18; 1.29; 1.30; 1.32-4; 2.19; 3.12; 3.13; 3.16; 
3.31; 4.22; 6.38-9; 6.42; 6.51; 6.53; 8.39b-40; 8.58; 10.11; 10.18; 10.30; 10.33; 10.37-8; 
13.31-2; 14.6; 14.9-10a; 14.28; 17.5; 20.17; 20.22; 20.23]
EDC
[Mt 1.21; 15.14b; Lk 3.6; Jn 1.16; Jn 3.34*; 6.57; 6.63; 10.33; 10.34-6]
SDI
[Mt 1.23; 14.33; Lk 2.40; 2.52; 3.6; Jn 1.1*; 1.30; 3.13; 4.22; 7.15; 8.58; 9.35-7; 10.33; 14.2] 
Ep39
[Mt 1.21; 1.23; Lk 1.30; Lk 1.31; Jn 3.13a; 14.27]
Ep40
[Jn 8.39b-40; 10.30; 14.9]
Ep44
[no Gospel citations]
Ep45
[Mt 4.2*; 7.15*; 8.24*; 8.26*; 26.38*; Jn 4.6]
Ep46
[no Gospel citations]
Ep50
[Mt 3.15b; 24.34; Lk 1.2; 1.35*; Jn 3.6; 4.24*; 5.22f.; 6.44; 10.9*; 10.30; 14.6*; 14.9f.; 
16.32]
Ep55
[Mt 10.20; 12.50; 18.20; 22.29b; 28.19; Mk 8.38; Lk 1.2; 22.67-9; Jn 1.1 x2; 1.3; 1.30; 3.31; 
6.53; 8.23b; 8.42; 8.58; 9.37; 10.30; 14.6; 14.9- 10a ^  16.28; 17.3; 17.5; 20.22]
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[Mt 16.13,15,17; 28.19; Jn 3.13; 6.54]
CO
[Mt 5.28a; 7.4-5; 10.8b; 11.27; 12.28 16.16; 18.16; Lk 1.2*; 1.28b; 1.35 2.14; 2.52
Jn 1.3 ^  1.18*; 2.19; 3.6; 3.13 ^  5.21; 6.33; 6.38*; 6.51ac; 6.56; 6.57; 6.62; 6.63; 8.28; 
8.39-40; 8.58; 10.30 ^  10.32 ^  10.33; 10.34-6; 12.49*; 14.9-10a; 14.10b; 20.17]
CT
[Mt 1.18b; 1.20b; 3.15b; 8.24*; 10.1b; 12.24*; 12.28 16.22-3 17.24; 20.18-19; 22.29b;
Mt 24.36; 26.37*; 26.39 x4; 26.40-1; 27.46b; Lk 1.34; 1.35; 2.52; 4.18,21 10.17; Jn 1.33;
2.19 x4; 4.6; 6.33; 6.51 ^  6.53; 6.56; 8.40; 8.56*; 11.35*; 12.27; 15.15*; 15.26; 16.14; 16.15; 
17.5]
AT
[Mt 6.22*; 7.15*; 9.29*; 13.25-6*; 24.36; 28.20; Lk 7.14; Jn 4.6; 4.24 5.37 ^  8.46; 9.6;
10.10; 14.10a; 14.10b; 14.30; 16.7]
GL
[Mk 14.21; Jn 1.3; 5.39*] 
MosEp
[Mt 5.42; Mt 7.7]
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2. Acts/ Catholic Epistles/Revelation
Full synopses are given below of the citations from the Book of Acts, the Catholic Epistles, 
and from Revelation. The Munster edition of the Major Catholics1 did not include most of our 
texts and even those that were covered were not exhaustively so (e.g. Jc 2.20 in Ep55). Many 
full synopses are thus given here even in the Major Catholics.
Acts 1.11 [AT = 156,13-15 / 466,5-7]
outo<; o ’IriaoOq o dvaAppcpOeic; <x(p’ upcov eu; tov oupavov [dq.t.o. om. AT]
rdi»x\ X x r£» cn p
|x] X X ^mr*w r&m AT
-.rdOMcX X jA&uttrf* ocn .s^cvt. r£icn PJ
outooc; eAeuaerai ov rpoTiov sGeaaaaGe aurov TiopEuopsvov [jrop. aur. AT] eic; tov oupavov.
tX/i*7T>t\ jAtol )(nUQ^ UUil x vyr^ x r^ l^ cn p
rdxyirX AvV's >cmja^ v»uvn ocn r^ iua X r^ 'JKrC' r^ i^ cn AT
rdi2n*X Axk'a ,ctujo^ v>\jj^  x r^ J\ ocnn r^ i^ cn J-J
AT’s rewcn is inexplicable except as a loose piece of citing. Generally, AT shows its 
independence, e.g. and impf r^rcfi; but also there are close parallels to H, e.g. rcfn and
A**', which are improvements on P.
Acts 2.1,3-4 [MosEp = Guidi, 403]
P = MosEp
Acts 2.24 [CO = 46,10 / f.97vc]
P = CO
X\»-> add. CO pOSt cnaucr .^
Cyril’s added ek VEKpoov / is due to assimilation to Acts 3.15, 4.10, 13.30 etc.
and is faithfully followed by the translator.
Acts 2.33 [CO = 46,10-11 / f.97vc-f.98ra]
P = CO
r^ caoj^ a] CO
Again CO follows Cyril’s variant Suvapsi for Se^ioc.
Acts 3.12 [CO = 52,39-40 / f.lOlva-b]
P = CO
rC'scn] ,cn H
‘ NTSU 1.
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rcSicn om. CO
CO’s omission merely reflects Cyril’s text.
Acts 3.22 [QUX = 750,30-1 / f.74va]
P = QUX
^cv^cnW add. QUX post P
QUX’s addition reflects Cyril’s text. It is P which is at variance with the tradition.
Acts 10.38a [CO = 133,19-20 / f.l 17rc] [CT = 133,19-20 / f.l 17rc]
P = CO,CT
tnjjl*2w r<'cnlr<':i] rC'cnArt' x\Y'P3^  ocn
The different syntax reflects Cyril’s wording. The Harklean is as Peshitta save for having 
in place of
Acts 10.38b [QUX = 749,12-5 / f.73va-b]
oq 5ifjA0ev euspystujv Kai ioopevoc; Ttavraq
^^cvicrA x  r^a>r^2»o r t  ocn c\_»ocnc\ p
r^aird^o rf ocn v \^^2^no x QUX
touq Kara5uvaat£uop£vou(; utio tou 5ia(3oAou
.f^rn X p
. r < ^ in  ■A^re' oocn
QUX’s independence from P is quite marked, sometimes taking more care over the original 
(e.g. ^ocnV ^), and at other times less so than P (using two words for KataSuvacnrsuopEVOUc;).
Acts 10.44-6 [MosEp = Guidi, 403]
P = MosEp
Acts 13.41 [QUX = 723,28-30 / f.56va]
i'Sexe, oi Katacppovqtai, Kai Oaupaaate Kai acpaviaOriTe, o n  epyov
X rC'Xn^-A X *^cv!l=lm^ S(\o *^ocn=nA\A\o X rd iioa iim  ou»s p
r^ iK ' X X • °Aeni\o o to K 'o  rdiHoariln o :\c\j j  QUX
rdsrC' t  3 ^ 9 3  QjyiSv&K'o ocncnA\o . o io jjo  ou>
epycx^opai eyco sv taiq qpspaic; upcav, epyov o ou pr| TnateuapTe eav nq eKSiriyrjrai upiv.
. %^0-A rC S . A\j£n j i r t '  »^r<' *^cu»ucnA\ r d i * r f  . ^ c c u i n ^ o a jl= j r^irC* P
. X\t i  j i K ' ^cuicijcn  ^ r^Ax rdiicK' . ^ cv^ AcncvLn x QUX
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.^ cvaA pr^ rd\a aoA «^cv^ i(VS)c\t=> r&r? •»-><- JJ
In the first clause, QUX is quite independent of P, in the second following more closely. 
Where Cyril uses the aorist subj. £K5iqyqaqxai for the present subj. EKSiqyqxai, QUX 
changes P’s ptc. to an impf in line with normal equivalencies.
Acts 16.7 [Ep39 = 19,28-9 / f.l52rb]
eA06vxe<; 5e K ara xqv Muafav ETisipa^ov sic; xqv Bi0uviav TiopeuGfjvai,
r^ucAuzA X oom  rditiocvsaX cAxrt' X ^  P
r^ iJoirurA x x A\rd»A x oocn X . r€xO>c&A oirxK' .^a A^ Ep39
X X X  rduo^n\ oocn >^oicn X .rdttccni cArX'
Kai o uk  EiaaEV auxouc; t o  TWEupa ’Iq a o u
_^cul»a oojjGA *^ c\oA r^vonaK' r^ Ao p
.^ .cvjliA cnuox «^ cur<' ►aAr*' rdXo Ep39
.jk.c\JL»A cdjjOA ^^ curt' r^ Ao
Ep39 clearly has the same basic concern as H, namely to avoid P’s additions and periphrases 
and stay much closer to the original. H has achieved this a little better (note the position of 
r c f u o b u t  Ep39 represents a movement in the same direction, and note the preference for 
the Syriac infinitive, A\*^A, where the Gk also has an infinitive, rather than using a with the 
imperfect.
Acts 17.29 [AT = no Greek / 450,11-12],
o u k  ocpdAopsv vopf^Eiv xpuoco q otpyupcp q Ai0co, xapaypaxi xsxvqc;
rt'Xxcu^ aar^ b rd&ik^A OK' rdyirdoA OK* r^bcnAj AntyraA ^nm  rdX P
rC'AxcusaorK'A rxA^AflA X ar* . rdmrdoA orC' (K^ ctjAa An can ,A joAX rcA AT
K'VfUinoK'x K'VftOv.l y - ix  r A it 'A  ft re* r^**lKfOu\ OK' re'-im A l  ft'T-iOo'nV H
KOI £V0U|JO<J£G)<; dv0po)7iou, TO 0BOV 61V01 0 |J010V
X X . K'^QoA k ' X r^sttAaA rg'Vw i»-in p
.r^ CaAA ax.^ rv.rK' rtf' crArK'A »cn x •K'Xuxar^  r^ V '-ir i.^ o  AT
X X • rC'XxooAr '^ tmiuK' rdcaA rdxiAnA K'^ Xnxw^ AO ]~[
AT makes an independent, careful translation which is an improvement on P, although P/H’s 
rciAAaA is more correct than k ' W jk ', since the original is a noun not an adjective. However, 
AT and H share the use of k '^ - it u ^  (P rc'X^ .o*) for EV0upqa£GJc;. The omission of an equivalent 
for Ai0q> in AT may be down to the Vorlage, but this is not extant here. In the final phrase, 
both AT and H have added but the word order is actually more accurate in AT than in
H.
Acts 17.31 [CT = 121,27 / f.l 12vc]
£V f| peAAei K pfvEiv x q v  o iK O u p sv q v
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X chi^  rd^ -ird od] p
. ch\-\\ x  vO^5 :U&V*. <n=s CT
x  X • v ^ A  cnran £ [
The citation shows H’s advances both in syntactical equivalents (infinitive for infinitive) and 
lexically (the etymologically precise term for oiKOupevqv). CT is loosely based on P.
Jc 1.5-6 [MosEp* = ZechRh 21,3-5]
Jc 1.8,7 [CO = 54,34-5 / f.l02vb]
Jiliu rdlo .(nJ^ Hor^ 1 rdi&i >ajai\j»rd rdlAra
P has <m^i= \»U  and H rd**j refund. The 7th century version of Severus’ Ad Nephalium has 
cnx^ i= ^A a. Our text is evidently trying to be closer to the Gk than P. On the other hand, its 
rc'V.\-> is unknown in other versions and citations (%i_^ P; rdA H).
Jc 1.17 [EDC = 17,13 / f.l5rb] [Ep39 = 19,5 / f.l51vb] [CT* = 112,10 / f.l09rb]
EDC,Ep39
rd°AjjCVx.:\ rd^ \i AN^
tpOTirjc; is in both P and H, but rdsAwcvx. is found instead in PC (consistently many
times), CL and Ath. Its presence here again in EDC and Ep39 (the same word is used in CT’s 
allusion as well) makes this a likely X reading, which H has rejected to go back to P 
(Philoxenus unfortunately does not quote the phrase). EDC also has this probable X-reading, 
which is also the normal rendering for tponfj throughout the text of EDC.
Jc 2.1 [QUX = 753,37-9 / f.76vb]
. rdirvx>cvrax.^ \ ,cr>airv»rdn (dunai .^ .cvx* cn&\c\j&x»cnl .rd&rd=j ."ityi^ -i axiorujrdift rdA ,>jjrd
QUX’s version is quite independent of P,H.
Jc 2.20 [Ep55 = 49,16-7 / 1,25]
. ,C73 rd^ \Auso rd:\-~is. ^  rd^ cuirucrc
This is especially close to H’s cm&urd ^  rd^cu^cn, which begs the
question of why this citation is omitted from the NTSU edition. It must undoubtedly reflect 
the X/H tradition.
1 Pet 1.18-19 [CT = 145,19 / f.l22rc]
rdxXcAy rd la o  " p e e n  rdAs rd isard  (dvuiSJS rdiuau r d » \ a  rdArd A-iv»^rc*n rdsardoarj ord  rd b tn to  c\A.
P and H prefer rdam  ^to rd^rdto, which hints to us already that this citation is independent of 
the versions and warns us from building too much on other factors. However, the use of 
is with H against P ( rd l= ) . On the other hand, rdaAcA^ is P’s term, where H uses r d ^ ^ c ^ .
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P’s odd periphrasis r^mro ycna&urd* crxa AvA r^i\c^o r^ »>cvs9n rt'twK's is certainly avoided in 
favour of something much more clearly mirroring the Vorlage.
1 Pet 1.21 [CO* = 47,13 / f.98va]
cn\ 3^(7X»o X\»-i got
While re'^aa*.^ is H’s special term (rducao*. P), the word order of P is retained against Gk, 
and the difference is too small to draw conclusions.
1 Pet 2.20-1 [QUX = 754,35-40 / f.77va]
^aAurd rdArd .rdkx&cvo C^tSrurt' K^\riiCa'v3 ^^ oSturt' VxA .^ O^ajjiacuE. got rdurd
■ Stu^Q r^mr'a .rt'crArt' rd\nrt*gax UJ^ >ot rdxtn .r^iu ^^ oirujaoAx rt'Sa’u^z.
.<nSt\an^ -> rt'aaia rt'Stv.cvjjStN ,A rt'ocma
Independently translated, sometimes with some freedom, as touto Ttapa 0£a) being
rendered as rdcnW 1 .^ rxdan^a ,m rt'acn. Some terms recall P, and surely the translator 
knew the text of P, but this citation can hardly be said to be in any way attached to it. Some of 
its renderings are naturally a little more advanced, such as a* rather than rds* to introduce a 
time-based participle.
1 Pet 2.22a [CT = 141,15 / f.l20va]
arxy. rdA K'Sru^ jj
X had probably already got the order as in Gk (PC,Ath,CL,CH,DM) as CT does here, but this 
merely shows a greater concern for word order than is found in P.
1 Pet 2.22b [QUX = 745,38-9/ f.71rb]
re*\-s.\ jjl^Sox.K' rdA
The word order is accurate to the Gk and the same is found in H (P rdW) and in some
instances in PC. See Aland, Philoxenianisch, 380.
1 Pet 2.24 [Ep50 = 95,9-10 / f.l43vb]
rC'OQin Jl*_ m£7ix.c\_i*_p »^ot\^ .m siSor^
Here Ep50 shows further signs of being in accord with X. P’s double rendering of avfjv£YK£V
»  / t  /rrrp
with jatorc'. -lnx. was reduced to the latter form alone in PC and H (but not yet in Phx ); 
similarly P’s rdnA .^ for u^Aco became the more accurate rdauc in PC (consistently) and H. 
Both these revisions are prefigured already in Ep50. Ep50’s o t^ c x ^ , however, is very 
unusual, paralleled only in the Eastern Liber Heraclides, though there is unlikely to be any 
connection. Ep50 uses r d ^ c ^  often for both aotp  ^ and acopa in his main text and this is 
probably why this reading appears here.1 We see a similar effect again in the following 
reference.
1 For the issue generally, cf. Part 3.i under oapi acofia and their derivatives.
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1 Pet 3.15 [Ep40 = 24,8-9 / 30,1 -2] [Ep55 = 51,17-8/ 5,7-8]
Ep40
Jbk. JL^ \ rt!»oia a£di\  ^ oJiuooj
Ep55
Sort's K'iaflo A^_ rC'&vEa Ar i^.3 A-\\ r^waia irur^ iii*)r<' ^coi^pj o^crs^ XjOcn
Ep40’s is singular among Syriac witnesses, which otherwise always use X must
have had s for the resumptive tto (PhxEpS,DM,H), but Ep40 is the only known citation that 
follows P. This is true also for P’s unusual (a variant found in a few early Latin
mss), where the translator is even ignoring his Vorlage for the sake of copying P.
Ep55 is careful to include i^rcfuaan' for ocei, which P does not (perhaps due to Vorlage). Ep55 
also dispenses with P’s singular reading ‘of faith’ at the end of the verse.
1 Pet 3.18 [QUX = 766,5-7 / f.85vb] [CO* = 51,6 / f.lOOva]
QUX
■ ioa-n .r^ cnArtA jsvn ^3  rd\(k. aIm i^ dM iftiaa >^cn^ u ri’ju r6 ux^
. A>oi=s rdu)
QUX has made an advance on P, for instance in ion rather than for aap^, and in using ^3 
for the contrast GavarcoGelc; psv.. . (^pOTioiriGdq 5e rather than joining the two as equals with o. 
RF followed P in both these idioms, but QUX anticipates H in both places, along with PC 
(AJP,PHL). See also Aland, Philoxenianisch, 382. In CO, we note only the for
oapKiKcac;, which is typical of this text and reflects a closeness to P.
1 Pet 4.1 [QUX* = 765,22 / f.85rb] [QUX* = 775,4 / f.92vb] [EDC* = 25,251 / f.21rb] [Ep39 
= 19,10 / f.l51vb] [Ep46 = 161,23 / 52,1] [Ep50 = 95,7 / f.l43vb] [CO = 63,28 / f.l06vc]
[CT1 = 145,11 / f.l22ra] [CT2* = 145,19 / f.l22rb]
QUX ions tjj
EDC rVinm [but in unrevised version EDC1, v^sia]
E p39 i l t i n  js»  ■«^ 11 rt'vi»r ’ai
2Ep46 uooo ^ *« xst r^mr’w 
Ep50 TJJ
CO iflana y»°A»> %m r6 uz»
CT1 Tjj r6 ux^
CT2 %si
P’s vtoa is found in QUX,Ep46,CO, where we might expect to find it, and also in Ep39, 
which is more often aligned with EDC. In EDC, the emphatic r?\aa= is used, although this is 
not otherwise found much among pre-H texts (PC occasionally, Apl). See EDC’s citation of 1 
Tim 3.16 for this as symptomatic of the X-revision. In the unrevised form of EDC we simply
1 Erroneously referenced in ACO as 1 Pet 1.4.
2 This citation is obscured in NTSU by their citing o f  the second, more paraphrased, instance o f this verse in 
Ep46 (52,19) rather than the first, fuller one (52,1), probably due to a similar error in the index to the edition.
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find i^A = s (see Part 3.iv.a). Ep50 and CT both show the rather unexpected k ' I ^ s o .  These texts 
are shown to be early and somewhat independent of P, although K 'i ^ *  for aap^ is by no 
means an OS reading either, Aphrahat and Liber Graduum always using
1 Pet 4.14 [QUX = 753,39-41 / f.76vb]
.&vjjll1&\K' crArt'^ Kjjoia K'irvjjCVnx.Srv:* ^^ o&viK' j^\oojjJr\i73 rdvuisu
Independent of both P and H, QUX repeats niwoi unnecessarily and has quite a different word 
order.
2 Pet 2.1 [QUX = 735,3-4 / f.63vb]
QUX
»^ c\jk' K'ii*) ochs
Pococke
The vocabulary is as in the text of Pococke’s Epistles (Gwynn, Later Syriac Versions), but the 
syntax differs and we cannot assert any connection between them.
2 Pet 2.10 [CT* = 137,26 / f.l 19ra]
CT
r i^Koo^^o rejjvw
Pococke
K'Vrir^o KjjV?5
H = CT, which therefore long anticipates the lexical change from rcdiue* to 
2 Pet 2.21-2 [QUX = 715,9-13 / f.51rb]
QUX
^39 C73C\^ .X> to n  a r t '  K 'iix.A  rdwAardX ( h i a i . u  *^acrA Srvocn rd\vn°>
t  rg/->\-^ vyrC 'a  . K 'i . 'ix . K'TjC*>K':\ ,cra «^OcnX fc v x .\^ o  .*^ocn\ .=cm&\K':i r& -*\a
.rduflan r^ «»wi K'ir\'\j\-v>o . cnrjc\jJt\X
Pococke
e^cva^m i K 'iir^A  o ^ o i r u t .K ' a r t '  iK'JrvanjAVl rtjjia rx lX  *^acnl K 'o tn  v n « i
v^& rm  K 'i . ix .  rcA ^van j^ Aoo «^c\crA *^acn l t A&ue.K 's r£**:io
v ^ Arv^-i b\cn v>^  K'Jr\\»u>a .cnrjcuir\
The citation in QUX is certainly his own (independent of P) and bears no resemblance to the 
Pococke version, which itself shows a slightly greater concern for accuracy and precision:
2 Pet 3.16 [AT* = 168,20-1 / 475,10-11]
AT
cvl^&uiEaX n^riig.i ort' .Wrt' "ptt K'frvndav
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Pococke
r£L^ cuacA mflis 3 }o:c» -^»c7i=j iruK'x a^Ur*'
H
\ ^ c\m\ n^Ctts A »^\ »f^  iuK' ^>ou
It would be difficult to conclude that the translator of AT knew of a text identical to the 
Pococke version.
1 Jn 1.1 [CO = 35,38-36,2 / f.92vb]
o rjv an apxrft, o dcKriKoajiev, o ECJpocKajasv rote; ocpGaApotq fipddv, o £0£aadp£0a [o £0. ante 
toic; ponit CO] Kai ai X£ip£<; ppd>v £i|;riA(X(priGav 7i£pl t o u  Aoyou trjc; o^ofjc;
rtf'fcdiw ,(n o iu f ^ s  ocn .^»x»n£=i ^»u >:\ och ocn . X\.t  . n-> K 'ocn ,oooir\_.r<':\ ocn
This is a fascinating mix between an attempt to quote P and an attempt to translate Cyril. 
Cyril has confused the issue by transposing o £0£aaap£0a before, rather than following, toiq 
6<p0aApoT<; f|pd>v. CO appears to have translated the first ‘looking’ verb, then added ‘with our 
eyes’ as he knew from his own version, then turned back to the Gk and continued from that 
point, onto ‘and our hands’, thereby omitting the second ‘looking’ verb.
Besides this error, however, the whole citation sides with P against H, e.g. the forms of the 
verbs . . w h e r e  H has v« r - not only using different forms but
recognising that the last verb has ‘hands’ as its subject, whereas P has it as a 1st pi. (with 
hands as the agent), conforming to the grammar of the earlier verbs. Again, only P has the 
periphrasis .cnoiruK'j ocn as a way of getting round the odd ellipsis of the verse before Tt£pi. 
Finally P and CO have against H’s rcSt.i. All these facts point incontestably to a P text 
being quoted, even where this varies significantly from the Gk (as with the grammar of the 
last verb). However, there is one odd variant, viz. the omission of before which may 
just be an error as this is not paralleled anywhere.
We can add to this some observations on other citations. This verse comes twice in RF where 
‘from the beginning’ is, oddly, on one occasion ^>, a rendering paralleled in CL only. 
The RF citations are generally close to P but have their own odd renderings, e.g. adding ‘with 
our ears’ to the first verb and putting object suffixes on the verbs. The citation in CPJ is, as 
we would expect, halfway to H in some respects, but is not at all parallel to our version here, 
and again CPJ’s renderings are different from those elsewhere in Phxpre‘x, where P is still 
being quoted.
On the basis that U i  ^  is used for an dpyrjc; at 1 Jn 1.1 in CPJ, Aland argued that this was
also X’s reading in imitation of Gen 1.1, a ‘half-way house’ between P’s ^  and H’s 
• 2
1 Jn 1.7 [QUX* = 722,41 / f.56ra]
1 But jim u in some mss, including that used for Lee’s edition o f  the Syriac NT.
2 Aland, Philoxenianisch, 364-5.
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P/H = QUX*
1 Jn 2.19 [QUX = 715,19-20 / f.51rb]
P = QUX
*W ] ^  QUX (Gk a AM).
1 Jn3.24 [GL* =415]
1 Jn 4.2-3 [QUX = 743,27-30 / f.69vb]
rC 'crA r*' i c o n s  K 'irxK ' r ^ m r ' a  ^ . cvxj!  rd»AC\^>:\ rd lw o i J m  ^< 'cn \r< '^  r^A »oi rd^.x»& \2a K 'sctss
. oAr  ^ chaStuK' .^cvzia r£»:\cca rd X s  r \^»rt' o^abxa
The appearance of c ^ f c u r ^  for eon is otherwise found in RF, a citation in Timothy Ailuros, and 
then in H (which has ,< » a & u re ’ due to treating r d w o i  as masculine), and is a standard advance on 
P already common in RF’s time. The use of .=> for the object of the second r^cc*> is similarly 
limited to this citation, RF and Timothy Ailuros. QUX’s omission of the repeated r d u o i  must 
be put down to the translator’s sometimes periphrastic style.
1 Jn 4.14-5 [QUX = 743,23-7 / f.69vb]
om  .rC 'o A r^ 'n  o c n  c n \ s  r tf 's c v n  . r d z n lx A  ,mOJSx^  ^ c n \= A  aax . ^ncnCPK*
.on rC'ctAk'o .r^ ocm r^cAr^a
QUX is again intriguingly independent. Note especially his reversal of the two phrases at the 
end from the normal order. Some of the wording, e.g. K'ocm for rteuozn (psvei) and * are 
shared with the RF and are not found in the versions. The use of .cncujjj instead of the noun 
rs^ nnoa (acorrjpa) is peculiar to this text.
1 Jn 5.20 [QUX = 776,35-8 / f.94rb]
. rdxioJCn ^.cvxj rC'i.Ax. cnisa ^i^rc'o icncUi-UA ^  aquo r<'^ \r<' r^ oAr*'* K'vaA
■ tA.nA:i r^ i v»o K'iii*. r?cnXrC' cv.om
Cyril has paraphrased the citation slightly and the translator follows his Vorlage accurately, 
but is obviously accustomed to the wording of the versions. r<r*u^ A&\, however, is H’s term for 
Skxvokx (P has rc^ x*> and RF rcf=A). For eapsv, is found also in RF and H against P,Ath.
Jude 4 [Ep55 = 60,37-40 / 23,2-5]
Ep55
cncujks. rtoArt'A rt'^ xcuai^ Xa ^Acn . rdi-»A rdicrA AaA 7x.n0 A^oo . r^ vir.A [rdatiK']
.oia^ r^jjuia .x_c\jc_» >c730AC\jAl=i rfxzt imoLK1! ocono
Pococke
:rdxaJC.1 r^ iuK' :r^ icn CCnlo r^ »AC\x. ^AjK' ^irirC' cvlo
.x.c\jl* *^A2no r^ crAr*' K'isa :,c73o:\c\_vA=j ^o&urt'n ocn=»o rV^ cvai^ X «^->°vcyaS?3 ^octAk'a ctj^ \cv-ii^ /\a
. rc,»ir>?3
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The addition of K'cnW in the latter text is a Byzantine reading. Although they are generally 
quite independent, note that both versions use the Syriac play on words 
This may indicate some common tradition -  perhaps a version of Jude existing already before 
the ‘Pococke’ version, or perhaps the translator had already seen this version, which may have 
originated as part of the Philoxenian revisions (cf. the various arguments on this point in Part 
3.iii.c above).
Jude 19 [Ep50* = 97,23-4 / f.l45rb] [CO = 44,15-6 / f.97ra = PHL 77,7-8]
outoi eiaiv oi dc7to5iop{^ ovte<;, t|wxiKoi, irveupa prj s'xovtec;
Ep50
v O a u  2(\jA  r j^jOTA
CO
«^ ocn=i r^ jjOTA
Pococke
o^cnX .rdxix^ i v ooa*iur<' A^cn
H
«^ ocrA JjvA r^ jjOAA rdaxai *^cvic73 ^ gcwl.^ uK' A^or>
Is there a possibility here that the translators of Ep50 or CO already know of a text looking 
largely like what we have in the Pococke text? There are certainly close similarities, but we 
cannot be sure. CO’s use of the adjectival form is more typical of the X/H-tradition
than the periphrastic approach of Ep50 which is more typical of earlier versions.
Rev 2.17,3.12 [GL* = Guidi 407]
Rev 19.16 [CO* = 64,6-7 / f.l07rb]
P = CO 
K'isa] CO
CO’s text r&xaa r&Ax* is also identical to that in Gwynn’s text of the
Crawford Apocalypse (commonly printed in Peshitta texts), but the citation is too colourless 
to reveal any dependence.
Index to Acts/Revelation/Catholic Epistles Citations 
QUX
[Acts 3.22; 10.38; 13.41; Jc 2.1; 1 Pet 2.20-1; 2.22; 3.18; 4.1; 4.14; 2 Pet 2.1; 1 Jn2.19; 4.2-3; 
4.14-5; 5.20]
EDC
[Jc 1.17*; 1 Pet 4.1*]
1 But most o f Gwynn’s witnesses actually v p m , as Ep50 here.
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Ep39
[Acts 16.7; Jc 1.17; 1 Pet 4.1]
Ep40
[1 Pet 3.15]
Ep46 
[1 Pet 4.1]
Ep50
[1 Pet 2.24; 4.1;Jdl9*]
Ep55
[Jc 2.20; 1 Pet 3.15; Jd 4]
CO
[Acts 2.24; 2.33; 3.12; 10.38; Jc 1.7-8; 1 Pet 1.21*; 3.18*; 4.1; 1 Jn 1.1; Jd 19; Rev 19.16*] 
CT
[Acts 10.38; 17.31; Jc 1.17*; 1 Pet 1.18-9; 2.22; 4.1; 2 Pet 2.10*]
AT
[Acts 1.11; 17.29; 2 Pet 3.16*]
GL
[1 Jn 3.24; Rev 2.17*; 3.12*]
MosEp
[Acts 2.1,3-4; 10.44-6; Jc 1.5-6*]
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3. Pauline Epistles
The NTSU edition of the Pauline epistles was more exhaustive in its inclusion of the citations 
than was the case in the earlier volume of the Major Catholics. For full tabulation of the 
versions and citations, those volumes can be referred to. Here we shall restrict ourselves to 
giving in full (i.e. with Greek / Syriac reference and full text) only those citations not 
otherwise found in NTSU. This includes all citations from QUX,SDI,CO,CT (as these four 
have never appeared in edited publications) as well as a few others overlooked by the NTSU 
editors. Thus all references given here can be assumed to be over and above anything printed 
in that edition.
The discussion of the various citations will of course be based both on those additional ones 
given in full and on the citations that are included in NTSU. Furthermore, we shall 
distinguish the different texts contained in Ebied amd Wickham’s selection 
(Epp40,44,45,46,55), which NTSU unhelpfully treats as if it were a single unified text.
Rom 1.4 [EDC* = 18,13-4 / f.l6ra]
EDC has not P’s .^:uW (for opioGsvtoq, becoming cbpfaGoti in Cyril’s context). H
and PC also have good evidence again for us having an example of X here (along
with PC). Cf. also RF’s more accurate
Rom 1.16 [QUX = 767,5-6 / f.86va]
P = QUX
ou] om. QUX
Rom 1.21-3 [QUX1 = 714,20-4 / f.51ra] [QUX2 = 745,16-7 / f.71ra (v22 only)]
QUX1
^ocrA .rdsajuxjj ^  rc'V^CP *^ a<nirvcxn\ ^ocm~it.cva> cuAiwiK'
.Jl=u»£\2k>:i rtfjuian r^ fcxcoste .AtujXxss rt'cn\r<':i r&joajc. c\°A v>o
■ chi\
QUX’s rendering ignores P’s wording in many places (e.g. ^ocm^r.cuj for and
rcixao*. for re'^ Mcv^ a*.^ ), changing the syntax of saKotiaGr] rj aauvstoc; autcov KapSia (the 
understanding o f their heart[s] was darkened) to rcd-kco cv^ juj. He is evidently
aware of the Syriac tradition of 4thinking’ (^\=u») for ‘saying’ (cpdaKovtsc;, but uses
^  instead in both citations. This synonym strengthens Kerschensteiner’s conclusion that the 
appearance of .^vax» in both RF and the Palestinian Syriac does not, against Voobus, point to 
an OS reading. Kerschensteiner suggested that both were independent versions/exegeses of 
<pdaKOVt£<;, and QUX’s confirms this suggestion.1 QUX further alters the order of the 
beasts listed in v23, but again the terms used are basically P’s, whose tradition he evidently 
knows, but to which he feels no great attachment.
Ep55 and AT do use for cpaaKOVteq, and this may well reflect X. We may see X also in
rdilrujjruz) red (P reds), found twice in Ep50,AT,H (who revises the word order as
1 Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 186.
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well), but not in RF,Ath,PhxEpAdda. H’s eOAw for £|iwpa:v0riaav on the other hand is not 
witnessed earlier.
Rom 1.25 [SDI = 227,19-20 / f.28va] [Ep50* = 93,29-30 / f.l42vb]
SDI
r^*0\3 T-A r^\\ .T-l\ AI \ Q>
P’s terms were and CPJ has consistently and usually \=A, both terms also
adopted in H. The agreement of SDI and CPJ may point to X. While early writings such as the 
Syriac version of Macarius and of Eusebius’ Theophania (pre-411) follow P, Ep50 has jAs,, 
despite pre-dating X.
Rom 3.27 [CO* = 57,16 / f.l04ra]
Rom 5.14-5 [QUX = 757,21-30 / f.79rb]
P = QUX
r^oruk-o] r^=a:u_ Q U X  
Ar^o] AK" Q U X  
(nttccai] o u ta o s  Q U X
cnHooA QUX
The use of r^xoaa here probably reflects an OS text (see Aphrahat, apud Kirschensteiner) but 
it was used consistently also in PC. H revised it to the neologism in order to
mimic Trapdpaaic;.
Rom 5.18-19
GL shows some individualistic traits here. For example, the nominal concepts, riq 
K0tT(XKpt|i(x...d(; SiKoduxnv, translated as nouns both in P and H, are verbalised in GL; on the 
other hand, word order is closer to Gk than in P, and certain terms such as (for
T ta p c b rro jp a )  and (for SiKodcopoc) are shared with H against P (r^cv l^  and rc^curc^
respectively). In vl9, the influence of P is evident in GL and even in other quite accurate 
versions (such as PC), which translate KaT£atct0r]aav...KaTaara0qaovtai as simple ^ * 0 (7 3 .. .  0 0 ( 7 3  
(with P) instead of finding a stronger equivalent, as H does (,^ a=*nn*u... o^a^w).
Rom 6.3-4 [CO* = 36,21 / f.93ra] [CT* = 145,22 / f.l22rb] [QUX = 773,28-30 / f.91va]
QUX
C73&\cca±3 ^^ oasUk
The allusions follow P. QUX is independent, reading ‘all who’ rather than ‘those who’, but 
the change is contextual.
EDC follows its Vorlage in omitting ’Iqaouv (both v3 and v4) against P and most Gk mss. 
EDC follows P where there are small syntactical precisions made by H, as Ep55 also did here. 
EDC1 had a distinctive reading (for if>anzioQr\ze, //Gal 3.27) which was derived
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from some of the Greek mss of EDC (Schwartz’s QB) and which EDC2 has corrected to 
either by having a different Greek ms than the one used for EDC1 or through the 
influence of P. The same should probably be said of :ur> for 5kx + gen (P .=) in both v4a and 
v4b, though ML has neither of these small corrections. Should the reading r f o u n d  in 
EDC,PC be taken as a witness to X against P and H’s rt'^anx.^? We had a similar issue with 
Ep55, which sometimes suggested an X reading different from both P and H, and not attested 
in Philoxenus. It can remain only a general conjecture. The conjecture is a little strengthened, 
however, by the next reading, where P has to H’s rdarc' (no possessive in Greek), the
latter reading witnessed in EDC,PC and nowhere else (including PhxML&DD), and the 
unrevised EDC1 having the older ,cno=rc'. ev KaivotpTi £u)f)c; (v4c) is rendered rc^s 
in PC and H, but the older rcWa in P,EDC,Phxpre‘x. It may now be reasonable to ascribe 
even this PC,H reading to X, thereby explaining the commanlty of PC and H, a reading that 
EDC has simply ignored. The fact that PC’s two citations of this verse have different mixes of 
these revised readings would further imply that these writers are ‘using’ their versions in the 
way Barbara Aland has suggested.1
Rom 6.5 [QUX1 = 722,5-6 / f.55va] [QUX2 = 764,31-2 / f.84va]
QUX1
cn itcm n ra  . a . c n & \ c c a : i  .cn=a^_
.a^ xoJruu QUX2
The use of . a ^ c ^ r e '  goes against all other versions and citations (P/H k ' oooi)  and thus marks 
out the translator’s treatment of clear citations as very loose indeed. That he has the slightly 
different arc* at QUX2 indicates that he is translating independently on each
occasion but with the same general idea in mind, quite apart from P or any other version he 
may have known.
Rom 7.22-5 [CT = 117,24 / f.l 1 lrb (v22 only)] [Ep45 = 155,12 / 44,6 (v23,5 only)]
P = CT,Ep45
In H,AT we find ^  for the dative vopcp instead of .=, as is typical of the mirror versions (see 
Appendix 1). The rendering of avnatpcxTSUopevov as *Aa in AT is paralleled by a note in the 
Harklean margin (of New College 333 and St Mark’s, Jerusalem 37) which, even though CL 
has the ^\a  which is the main reading for both P and H, could well reflect the X text which 
Thomas rejected and then consigned to the margin. CL does agree with AT in preferring, with 
H, r&om over P’s rc^i. However, AT has a number of quite singular readings in this passage,
e.g. restart Vd rcJkirC' rdLxiS) (P/H rcfrarC' rdir*' rd.os), *xa (P/H ^ a ) .  He follows Cyril’S text 
where it reads (against the Byzantine reading Euxapiatu)) against the testimony of P,H. 
Thus we see a certain degree of independence in this text.
Rom 8.3-4 [QUX1 = 723,4 / f.56ra (v3 only)] [QUX2 = 744,23 / f.70rb-va]
QUX1
. tnV^an cnmm
1 Aland, Philoxenianisch, 327.
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QUX2
mA chi.ru.un . K'Scu^ jjS rt'VttsJ rf'^CCQJn m in i rt'cjilr^
u o i a  r d W  i f t n n  ^.lirAcncq rdAa y a  rdooc\i*m cn&\cui*:ivi .cn io m rs
QUX1 has r^i^a for the rt\tn=> found in all versions and citations, a sign of his disregard for P, 
perhaps for fear of linking the Logos too closely with the suffering flesh itself. QUX2 wholly 
omits any equivalent for the words to yap aSuvaxov xou vopou ev q> qaGevei 5ia rrjq aapKoc;. 
Otherwise, however, this citations follows P. In v4, is preferred to the r^curc^ of the
versions, and the word order is slightly amended, but it is clear that QUX knows and follows 
P in the main.
For toic; pf| Kara aapKoc, P is content with imn=> nfam rcAs, whereas Ep45 has rc'otn reds 
inaa (cf. v^m  CL; AT,PC; ^cucna H; only RF attests P’s reading), an attempt at
rendering the original more closely. Otherwise, P is rigorously followed in Ep45. Thus, for 
example, f|aGevei was probably rendered n ^ c u , a l r e a d y  in X, as it is found in CL and 
AT, but is still P’s l*.voa in Ep45 (cf. AT’s even more revised version of the verse, below). 
The use of for aap^ is taken over as standard from P, whereas is used in the
majority of cases in the main text of Ep45. Such small pieces of evidence show that the 
translator is inserting his Biblical texts (and that from the Peshitta) and not making his own 
independent renderings.
AT has various further syntactical revisions (such as representing ev tw more closely) as well 
as some clear X-leanings; for example, rrt\<u*^afo» for &5uvatov (P found also in
Ath,CL,H. We have noted before how we have to be wary of certain small ‘revisions’ since 
we sporadically come across such readings in very early texts, and such is the case here -  
where we might suspect that the word-order-correct position of vi*. (v3b) is a typical X,H 
revision, it is fact found already in Titus of Bostra (pre-411) and may have been a commonly 
known reading long before X. A series of small revisions in v4 are not taken up in AT -  such 
as the exact rendering and position of TiAqptoGfj, vyr^ for Kara, a rc^rc' for iva (also with CL 
here; it is a common H rendering).
Rom 8.8-9 [CT = 134,30-135,1 / f.l 18ra]
CT
.A*oia r^ Art* r^ A vflJuK' r^ A r^ oArdA T°vt*tA v cviK' a yLre'
cnLn rfam cdA r&cn cna JnA ^ » i t ^  r<Lv»cn yA K'oAk'a r&tQAA oouK'
Ep39 shows a series of revisional readings, involving the translation of the relative pronoun 
and the word order, the translation of elvai, and even the attempt to render eircep differently 
from ei, by using omi*' (P and Aphr, ^k'). In addition, r£*a\ is treated as masculine (with Ath 
and H). Within the same citation, however, there are also non-revisions, such as for
5uvaaGai (always in H) and an instance of eivai being treated as P treats it. The close 
agreement in Rom 8.9 with CL and PC (against P and RF) would probably suggest that Ep39 
is following X for this verse also.
CT shares in only some of these revisions; e.g. in v9a P’s unexpected past tense for
eats is replaced by in CT (as probably also in X, by agreement of CL,PC,Ep39), and
the same can be said of ©cm*' for Whether ouk e'xei should be cn= *uA or ©A fcuA is a
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trickier question. CL and PC (once) both foreshadow H in preferring the latter, but Ep39 and 
PC (twice) stick with P’s use of the former, which is what CT also has. However, we should 
note that all these citations have moved the words rdwoi before *\A in accordance with
the Greek word order, whereas in P they are placed after it. This same concern which is 
apparent in all the fifth-century translations before H was no doubt also a significant aim in X.
The most notable point in the CT text is it use of for adp£j (v8) where all other versions 
and citations use vn=. This is one of the idiosyncrasies of this translator and marks his 
independence from the other traditions -  it need not be interpreted as a sign of an early date, 
though there may be a connection with Apollinarian tendencies in the translator.
Rom 8.28-30 [EDC* = 23,10 / f.l9va] [Ep50-1* = 91,25-66 / f.l41rb] [Ep50-2* = 93,33-94,1 
/ f.l42vb]
AT provides some important readings here. Other than the usual syntactical precisions (note,
e.g. CPJ,AT,H j^ActA for P’s in v30), H has some significant lexical differences to P, 
thus (P , twice) and rc^Ag. (P are both consistently found in CPJ and also in
AT -  here we probably have X. H’s moje. (for P’s Gk auppopcpouq),
however, is prefigured only in AT, whereas CPJ has what could very well have been X, 
namely k'Jtvcom >i=», which could be described as halfway between the other two possibilities. 
In readings such as this (there were some in Ep55 as well) are we already seeing revisions to 
X being made during the 6th century, as part of the building-up of a tradition which Thomas 
would then bring to bear in his more comprehensive revision. Indeed, the fact that Thomas 
felt such a revision was needed, which seems to reflect a concern with accuracy of translation 
as well as textual basis, suggests that X, even before his day, was considered insufficiently 
accurate as the translation schools of the 6th century marched on towards their ‘goal’ of the 
mirror accuracy of the 7th century scholars.
In GL, we see a typical mixture of the old and the new. For toiq Kara 7ipo0£aiv KAqtoTq ouaiv 
GL has ccwsos ^Lr«A, which is a closer attempt than P’s ^oocms
rc^ Ho, but not so translationese as H’s r&in u=g=s vyrc'n c^uc*A; the same stage
can be seen in the rendering of the oblique relative in v29. On the other hand, typical 
revisionistic attitudes such as using ,cn<Auk* rfotnw >m for to  eivai are not followed by GL, 
which has just K'ocm*.
Rom 8.32 [QUX1 = 729,34-6 / f.60va] [QUX2 = 764,10-2 / f.84rb]
QUX1
A&u crMi. K'l-nrC' .crC’Aje.rC' .°A v» rdXrt' :Oojj roira octj
rfam add. pr. Lv QUX2
The difference between QQJJ rcA cnva li- and Qajj mtJ och neatly parallels P 
followers (or predecessors, e.g. Aphrahat, apud Kerschensteiner, p.26) from those texts 
which we expect to follow the X tradition. Following the former are not only all Nestorian 
texts but Phx’s earlier works; in the latter are his later works (CPJ,TT) and PC, as well as H. 
QUX has this latter reading, placing him within this tradition of more exact NT citation, 
although throughout the whole verse his awareness of the P wording is apparent. X had
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evidently not changed A*u for xapfo£T(xi, as this is found in all citations (incl QUX) but was 
changed only in H to vi -S.TV
Rom 8.35
Ep74 has for arevoxtopia (P rci*.cvaM, H rc^ow).
Rom 9.3-5 [CT = 145,21-2 / f.l22rb (v5 only)] [QUX = 765,23-4 / f.85rb (v5 only)]]
CT
v V . Acuv As.  ^ rc'crAtX'
QUX
v V A^  As i rtctAk' ){nokjK'l ocb
Ep40 shows the characteristics of P generally but revises P’s version of the list in v4, bringing 
it into closer conformity to the Greek and using the loan word rcfofcu* for P’s rc^uu. There is a 
strange reading in P, viz. the addition of an explanatory ,u»W before r6ux», but this is surely 
omitted already in X, as the only texts to witness it are ours, i.e. Ep40, EplOl, and the earliern | n Am pLi
version of Proc . PC ’ has updated to [>m\ r^w\ fja for (juyyEvdyv, which
anticipates H’s h,cv*.. Other distinctive P renderings, such as p*>cun for auxoq eyu), and
the caique on eioiv (v4) were not up-dated until H itself.
In v5, o Xpiaxoq to Kara aapxa is simply uma r^u.r^o in P, but >ch= in H. In
between we get u  (CPJ and PC, once each) and r6ur» (Ep55). The use
of the demonstrative for the to is found only once before H (PC), yet the same device is found 
for the next o (TA,Procsl,CPJ,PC, but not in PhxDD or among Eastern writers) and this is most 
likely an X reading. It is this latter which is Ep40’s only truly revisionistic reading in this 
Romans citation. We can see here the struggles of the translation school of the 6th century to 
find a way of representing Greek resumptive articles in Syriac.
At the end of the verse, the position of A^  A^ (before K'cnW), the ptc form (for
EuAoyrixoq), and the simple and accurate ^ L A  (against P’s idiomatic >LA for dq xouq 
ocicovaq) are all revisions found in Ep55, who is thus much closer to H than to P throughout 
this citation. The first two of these, at least, are found in CPJ (twice) and TT, and most likely 
reflect X, as does Ep55. In this regard, we can see that QUX too has some affinity with the 
X,H traditions, CT somewhat less (after all, Aphrahat has almost the same wording as CT, see 
Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 26). It is perhaps of quite some significance that Ep46 has a 
reference to the verse which seems identical to H (^nAAs rc^ va=*>). ft thus shows its affinity to 
X, despite certainly pre-dating it.
Worth noting also is Ep40’s adhesion to the P-tradition even against his own Vorlage -  thus 
P’s odd reading at the end of v5 .^Hcv=»o vnr.^  (the only precise parallel of which is found in 
EplOl) actually becomes just vnr.^\ in Ep40, although the Greek in all cases is only 
euAoyqToq.1
1 Here it is clear how necessary it is that NTSU be read alongside Kerschensteiner; were the former alone relied 
upon, it would appear that were a Philoxenian revision. In fact, it is already witnessed in the Life o f
Eusebius o f  Samosata, written before 380. The only ms o f this work is late, and thus the reading may be a later 
alteration, but its testimony needs to be weighed (see Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 26).
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Rom 10.4
teAoq as rdoa\<\*. in GL, rather than P’s r c ^  (H r&Ac^), is most likely to be the translator’s 
own closer rendering.
Rom 10.6-9 [CO = 36,22-3 / f.93ra] [QUX = 730,35-731,2 / f.61rb] [QUX2 = 720,34-5 /
f.54vb]
QUX1
rdXr*' . rC*M»t’tjA a OUI r^nocn^vl &vcuo cxpso .rdjxixsaX iruxio rtewA jiOQ> v^aln r^\
. r<'iftCU2*L»<73:\ rt'irvlro cvios .v^nlno y^ 73C\°i-i ><n iV-i.ic . r^ rs^ v^  wK' r&zn
. r£si)s\ r^ &xi&a L i  oo^ atnK* r^oalrt's vyaLa Z^Licnirvo vyitn Vwrt'ift r^X'a
CO,QUX2
.rC'&uso cr£n*nrt K'ctAk'a .^ u» »^ua£a:\ rC'^ xcu^ L.aiA re'JrvL*) ,03
QUX follows a series of readings remarkably close to those found in Ep55, some of which 
follow through to H as clear revisions of P’s wording (thus are sum for s&&, k u  for itu.rs', Jkcujj 
for kuu etc.). QUX and Ep55 follow Cyril in reading einpc; for opoAoypapc;. The citation in 
PhxDD shows no awareness of these readings.
We can see here the close affinity of H and Ep55 against P in a series of readings: the impf 
a o u  (P jAx», for &va|3pa£t(xi, with JS, Phxpre'x), addition twice of fc^ cucn (om P, for t o u t ’ 
SQTIV, with JS, Phxpre'X), ©rtf' (P o), *\cujj (P Lu, with JS, Phxpre'X), impf sum (P suorrf, for 
avayocyeiv, with JS, Phxpre'x), rd,i=*> with CPJ (P <ps, with PhxEpGaugl). Ep55 does not 
anticipate H, however, in altering the word order in certain places, in the use of JLs for the 
possessives, in H’s (P rf)r^  iru= with Ep55, CPJ), and, most notably, in H’s
.oia*\*\ (P for aa)0p<% with EpSSjCPJ1).
H’s ,cn is typical of its grammar, and is not anticipated here, where P is followed in
both CO and QUX.
Rom 10.14 [SDI = 227,26 / f.28vb]
P = SDI,H
SDI’s rdW is for Cyril’s variant ei ]ir\ for ou, and this is most likely the explanation for PC’s 
similar reading.
Rom 11.34
GL has rcfiooj for vouv (with Ath,H, against P,PC), probably another example of individual 
choice.
Rom 13.10 [CT* = 110,11-12 / f.l07vb]
1 Unusual because elsewhere we do see s>\a replacing rtxu in X quite clearly, see e.g. Mt 1.21, and Brock, 
Resolution, 330.
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Rom 15.15-6 [QUX = 759,19-22 / f.80va]
QUX
^a >A ixriaa.iftrt'x r^Xxo-ii^ A o ^ a  ^^ cv^ xcn^ .K'x vyK* . > ^a AAo »^x iur j^jxsa
.rt'ooXr^ x -^f\.\ v^nreA ^cun^K'x .r^ a^ as.-> ^.cul»x r6s^z» K'oooK'x .»<'cnXr<'
P is the basis, but QUX can be quite independent in word order and syntax, and some of the 
vocabulary is his own (e.g. tx* for jJ la).
Rom 15.18-9 [CT = 130,20-2 / f.l 16va]
CT
rt'XxoXxr^ x . r^mz^i ,X»r^ =3 r^ Xx }oXia xsaK'x r i^r  ^ joXiaia r^ X
.r£r.XC\xiX r&iQXX cnXxuca rt'Xxx^ xXxxo
Some of these readings are due to variants in the Vorlage:
toAprjao)] toApd) CT
AqcAeiv] Xeyeiv CT
Xpiaxoc; 5i epou] 5i ep. Xp. CT
Oeou] ayfou CT, most Byz mss.
The influence of P is strong, with CT probably differing from X (as represented by the 
agreement of Apl and H), which renders AocAeiv/Aeyeiv by cdlso^ a and the relative (bv by ^a 
tA.k' (^ X<n ^a H). The word order rc*mrxa ,xircf=> may represent the Vorlage, but it is also P’s 
order (whether by translation style or by underlying variant is impossible to say).
Rom 16.25-7
Here is a good example of GL not inserting P, but rather translating his own Vorlage in a 
manner reminiscent of how H will also later do it. This is not just so in small matters such as 
having the noun k'Jkoxox^  for the noun to Kijpuypa, or putting r^cu^cm  rc^ xarX in its correct 
place, but in larger matters such as attempting to reflect the syntactical relations at the end of 
v27 instead of splitting the clause up into mini-clauses, as P does.
1 Cor 1.18 [QUX = 767,7-8 / f.86va]
P = QUX
1 Cor 1.22-5 [CO* = 44,28 / f.97rb] [QUX1 =767,8-10 / f.86va] [QUX2 = 774,8-15 / f.92vb- 
93ra]
QUX1
r^ao r£»xaax» 2^a »^x rd»xaX
CPJ
refoCi %.* ^ao r^ »xocm ^a .^X r£»XnX
The agreement of CPJ and QUX half-way between P and H points towards another possible 
X-reading. In QUX2 rdai*. is used rather than rc^x*' (P) both for the "EAAqveq of v22,24 and
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for the £0vr] of v23, as is also the case in H where no distinction between the terms is made. 
In other areas of wording, QUX follows P almost entirely.
1 Cor 1.23 [SDI = 224,8-9 / f.41ra]
SDI
rdSouA o rdW-k rd»3G<73iA
There is a distinct move from P to H in this verse. CPJ and PC had already altered fdklook 
(for GKdvSaAov) to rdlm. CPJ also added an .mok**' (as SDI has c .^k.rc'), and both CPJ and 
PC changed r&airs to H changing again for rdai*,, which is now seen to be prefigured
in SDI. Jacob of Edessa was well aware of the different terms and follows P in some aspects 
of the verse, while following PC’s version (which was his basis for the revision of Severus) in 
others. SDI can be seen to have advanced beyond P and in the readings re d * *  and rd*i*» 
probably represents X. Note that QUX only adopted the second of these.
1 Cor 1.30
AT’s agreement with PC probably points us to the text of X.
1 Cor 2.8 [CT1* = 131,12 / f.ll6vb] [CT2* = 145,12 / f.l22ra] [QUX = 765,21-2 / f.85rb]
QUX
.GGcn vi5\m  K 'k x ic v n x .k l  cA  o ^ \ »  i .  cA rd
In CT2 and QUX, the translators use the traditional (P,Epl01,Ephr,PhxML) and not as
we find more commonly in Phxpost‘x and then in H. QUX is generally close to P.
1 Cor 2.10
The masculine treatment of the spirit in ( k ^ =  rather than P’s r d ^ )  is evident in those texts 
where we now expect to see it, namely Apl,Ath,PC,AT. We know that it is a technique of CPJ 
as well, although Phx does not quote this verse. However, AT shows its conservativeness in 
keeping P’s noun where the other versions anticipate H’s adjectival r d k o c * ^ .  It is
typical of H to do away with proleptic suffixes, something which it seems to be the first to do 
systematically, and we see an example here: P rc'craW* tm<kazoc^ , H rdcrArd* rdkn*^, where 
all the versions have P’s suffix.
1 Cor 2.12 [CT = 134,14-5 / f.l 17vc]
CT
. rd a rd  rd w o i r d l r d  rdwOA rdocn rdA ,^3
CT is following its Vorlage carefully and follows its variant 7iarpo(; for 0eou.
1 Cor 2.16
Ep50 has the unique reading rd k ^ k  (P cduvA; H r&am)
1 Cor 3.11 [QUX = 778,6-8 / f.95rb]
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QUX
. rdyuLto^  tch V~A urt' bur? r£\ r<'iao>r<'iME.
QUX’s rd5o*ft>s 5^0 \=A is paralleled in a number of other citations and is a syntactical 
advance on P. His independence is again signaled by having no direct equivalent for Suvoctai 
-  he simply says ^n>:\ nre bure rdl
Where P and H diverge in wording and clause arrangement, Ep55 follows P (e.g. not 
H’s rV^ 2X)‘ and r^ ya».pp:\ K'sro, not H’s r^ r*ULC»:\ ,cn)
1 Cor 3.16-17 [CT = 113,14-7 / f.l09vb] [QUX = 750,12-3 / f.74rb (vl6 only)]
CT,QUX
m\ .rrt A cusw . r^ cnXrC's cm»oao . K'crArX'a r^ Lxi’cna
. ^ cvirt' ^oiMr^a octj TjXo r^ 'crArt'a rdLxstn . K'crAre' crA Juaxos r<'c7Ar<'a
Save for P’ss  (CT a eu»>), CT and QUX follow P exactly (itself significantly revised from
i
Aphrahat’s OS citation ), where some developments might be expected in X, such as using 
.cnofcur*' for screw and (against P’s feminine K'asax.). These revisions are found, however, 
in EDC. Otherwise, only Apl and PC have for eats. The feminine treatment of r^oa
is retained from P from time to time, especially in Philoxenus’ earlier works, but most texts, 
including EDC, have the masculine ptc a ^ .  This type of revision may well precede X and 
was probably adopted without difficulty by Philoxenus at that time.
1 Cor 4.1 [CO* = 38, 15 / f.93vc]
P/H rC'&vtta *=>a
CO rebus [sic, without syame]
PC rX'irYi^ aa
1 Cor 4.7 [QUX1 = 745,24 / f.70ra] [QUX2 = 746,11 / f.71va]
P = QUX 
r&2a] QUX1
1 Cor 5.7 [QUX = 774,7 / f.92ra]
QUX
. r6iutS3 i^°v\ \»a r6 >
The wording is P’s but the word order has been brought closer to Gk.
1 Cor 6.17 [CO = 49,16 / f.99vb] [CT1 = 120,4-5 / f.ll2rb] [CT2* = 138,11-2 / f.ll9rc] 
[QUX = 732,40 / f.62rb]
1 Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 39.
2 However, for the dangers o f building too much on this way o f  rendering the copula, see under Col 1.15-17.
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I
I
CO
m mv. )(730^»r<' a»o\ M* j^naX\m:i om
CT1
mo\ r?M» mm^_ r^am r .^AmX .°iha ,m
QUX
jOOoJtNjr^  r^jjcn r?M» r^»im \ .n-irn r^ L»r^
thCO shows a distinctively 6 century (possibly X) text, while CT follows P exactly. Save for 
the mm^. at the end of the verse, CO is identical with the citation in PC (twice) and in the 
Book of Hierotheus (from c.500), itself being very similar to H, the difference in the latter 
being that H returns to P’s active Ana. This difference itself speaks much for seeing X here, as 
the reading is found only in citations and never in the versions. The word order accuracy is 
also very distinctive.
A more half-hearted effort is found in QUX where again word order is close to the Greek, but 
the use of r c and are unparalleled and indicate his independence of the traditions here.
1 Cor 6.19 [QUX* = 774,10 / f.92ra]
QUX
QUX’s text uses for the coupla (as H does here) but retains ^  for the reflexive pronoun 
(as P).
1 Cor 6.20 [CT* = 145,27 / f.l22rc] [QUX1* = 761,4 / f.81vb-82ra] [QUX2* = 774,9-10 /
f.92ra]
P = CT,QUX 1,2 [against H]
1 Cor 8.5-6 [QUX1 = 742,33-7 / f.69rb] [QUX2 = 749,25 / f.73vb]
QUX
r^aK' r^ cnXrC' am  M* ,A rdXr*' i^ c u a  r?r?t rC'SftoHmo r f r f t  r f  crArC' bur? ^ r ?
tma\»r?z3 ^u>o >(nox»r£m .r 6 u ia i  ^.cvx* %^ Tm auo .(ham l^uo Acv  ^ mams
r£»Tm QUX2 
>ooox»rdas] (7J\»r^a5 QUX2
Ep40 prefigures H in for eiaiv, but has it in an unexpected position (otherwise
mixed attestation, twice in PC but not in CL). The second mam of Ep40 is an odd reading, 
paralleled consistently in PC but not found in P or H. It may conceivably have been X’s 
reading, or may otherwise reflect some older tradition. Otherwise, Ep40 again follows P 
against H. The shifting of Jl* behind m a -r^  in accordance with the Gk is found here in Ep50, 
as also extensively in most post-P writings (CL, PC etc.), but not in Ep40. QUX, on the other 
hand, is translating independently from the versions and follows Cyril’s variants, e.g. having 
mam for ch=3 (Cyril for eic;).
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1 Cor 8.6 [CT* = 127,15-6 / f.l 15rc] [COl = 42,9-10 / f.95vc] [C02* = 44,12-3 / f.97ra]
The citation in COl is missing from our only Syriac ms, almost certainly due to 
homoioteleuton of the phrase kocI tkxXiv* ’Iiqaouc; Xpiatoq. The other allusions show no 
significant readings.
1 Cor 9.26 [CO* = 62,24-5 / f.l06va]
The use of for 5epo) (instead of as in P) is found in PC and H as well as here in
CO. It turns up again where Peter of Callinicum cites this passage of the CO (and he does not 
appear to know our version of CO).1 This wide attestation may well relate to the reading of X.
1 Cor 10.4
The adjectival form had replaced rc^ ©™ probably already in X, as witnessed by Apl and 
Ep55 as well as H, against P,RF,Ath. (for ocKoAouGouaric;), however, is partially 
anticipated in Apl, but all others, including Ep55, have P’s cc^W. Again, the same pattern can 
be seen in the use of rtam for rjv in Ep55 and H (and Apl &am cn^ .Jturc', with which
cf. cmfcu*' from the Cave of Treasures2), but not in P,RF,Ath.
1 Cor 13.5 [MosEp = Brooks 21,4-5]
MosEp follows P with cnLs cv^ = for ou r^|T£i toe eotUTfjc;, which is even less precise 
syntactically than Aphrahat’s rcA.
1 Cor 13.12,9 [Ep55 = 49,29 / 2,15-6]
The citation is somewhat adapted, as
PAenopev yap ev eaoTrrpcp Kai am ypari Kai yivaxjKopev ek pepouc;. (adapted)
Ep55
,r<^ ru5©-» *^Vvi
In the versions, H made a change from P’s to but this
is not forreshadowed anywhere else, including in Ep55. (also Ath) more
accurately reflects H’s (also PC) than P’s idiomatic 1A* (also Phxpre‘x). P similarly
uses cd for both 5ia + gen. and ev. As Cyril has used ev for both in his allusion, it is no 
surprise that Ep55 does the same. The phrase rc'iru^D is not from P.
1 Cor 15.10 [CO* = 52,27-8 / f.lOlrc] [QUX = 745,32 / f.71rb]
QUX
1 Contra Damianum III, XXX, 244-51.
2 Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 48.
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CO has ocn for the relative o with H, against P’s simpler -px*, which QUX follows. We 
would probably expect am as the X reading, the preference for the more precise pronoun 
equivalencies being a major characteristic of the more advanced versions.
1 Cor 15.20 [EDC* = 25,22 / f.21ra] [Ep50* = 95,13-4 / f.l43vb] [Ep55* = 58,41 / 19,10-11]
1 Cor 15.22 [QUX1 = 757,29-30 / f.79rb] [QUX2 = 764,36-7 / f.84vb]
P = QUX
rdx^ -.K'] rditoK'
^ocnLJ ^  QUX1; w k QUX2
is found in a few citations, favoured by Jacob of Edessa, but it is not the regular 
equivalent for tianep in H. Two of the translators who use rciuK’, however, also use ^  for 
the ^ocnl^ of the versions. QUX2 is a little looser than QUX1, which is noticeably close to P.
The translation of dvdaxaau; as in P and rtkznm in H marks an obvious
advance. The latter is witnessed also in PC (but mixed with the older reading), but GL has P’s 
older reading and in general GL reflects a P text.
1 Cor 15.45 [QUX = 772,41 / f.91ra]
QUX
QUX is quite independent of the versions, e.g. in its omission of the first ’ASdp. GL stays 
close to P.
1 Cor 15.47 [CO = 60,24-5 / f.l05va] [SDI = 226,30-31 / f.23vb] [QUX = 771,26-7 / f.89vb- 
90ra]
CO
am rdsuis
SDI
r6^z. rdoain rdxJK' ia
QUX
am  rdiTttlo rexiin
All three citations are evidently based loosely on the P text, nevertheless following Cyril’s 
text closely. They certainly avoid P’s distinctive but common variant, ‘the second man was 
the Lord from heaven.’ QUX’s rdu=?a*. does not correspond to the Greek, and looks like a 
scibal alteration from an original rdioa*. ^>, an attempt to bring it into line with that use of 
adjectival forms which typifies mirror-language, and would have been found in the Harclean 
(and perhaps Philoxenian) of Mt 5.48 etc.
1 Cor 15.48-9 [QUX1 = 723,14-5 / f.56rb (v49only)] [QUX2 = 725,21-5 / f.57vb]
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P = QUX1
^50.1] rViax. z^> QUX1
QUX2 (v49 placed before v48)
vyri'o rdi^ cn .rdn&v. vyfV... rdii2»i.a m b \ c c n i  %=Ai . cn^ xo^ nn ^ta\j vyK'
.rdvsZxuL rdi^ cn r^ \
QUX2’s use of the adjectival formations and is paralleled in CPJ, TT, PC and H,
and represents just the sort of syntactical exactitude we should expect of X. QUX is often, as 
here, loose in his citations, but he certainly knows how to make them more accurate than the 
text in P.
2 Cor 1.19 [QUX = 745,26-8 / f.71ra]
QUX
rtd .cy>r\re/Xvm»\^ r> qpcucOlQd |Urd3Q ocn : K*ctA k ' a m\=3
.ou rC'ocrj vyK" . r^ Ao vyr^ K'om
QUX is close to P, but the syntax is his own.
2 Cor 2.11 [Ep50 = 91,11 / f.l41ra] [GL = 416]
Although Ep50 has H’s rcEa-cu. (P rc^-iruW) for vorjpocta, it also has the unique
P,H) for ocyvooupsv -  no clear picture emerges of its background. GL shows again Moses’
own rendering against P and H (vt*\, against ^ : u  red).
2 Cor 4.4
H’s syntactical revisions (^cum for and * >6& for sic; to + inf.) and lexical revisions (
r « d f o r  P’s ^ocnii^»o \a±.) are not noted earlier, and we can presume that X may not have 
differed from P here. EDC shows one lexical agreement with H not shown even in Ep55, viz. 
^  (rather than au* in P,Ep55) for avyaoai -  however, there are no other witnesses to the 
text and the agreement may be fortuitous, coming about as a result of a similarity of 
technique, perhaps based on an analogy with the dcTiauyaapa / equiva l ence  of Heb 1.3. 
Ep55 has the unique for srv(pAwaev
2 Cor 4.6 [QUX = 759,2-4 / f.80rb]
QUX
cmjL3CUE.s r<'&\A.:u ,A -> jyjs a m  . rX'irocvj ajli:u rc^c\r v> y n s  TSaK'n om  nc'otAk'^
■ r^ Mir'an c n ^ a
A loose translation in which, like P, QUX renders cpooTiapov with a verb (\mu*, P icmJrun). 
Also, k'Wiu becomes a direct object without an instrumental .=, and ^cut. is omitted from
2 Cor 4.16 [CT = 117,22 / f.l 1 lrb] [SDI = 223,14-5 / f.31va] [QUX = 736,23-5 / f.64vb]
CT
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[ < ]  fcwuirvso 0(73 r€ x * m  r ^ » \ 3  r^2>i2k
SDI
73CU 3»C\j \^\3J^ V73 rv 2^33^ 0(73 r^ Ar^  .A-»\.X\-w r£*\b ^uia \ Kre'
QUX
>icu ^qcvj $\:u>&V2a  om  r^Art' . rd> is rdu\=3
ei] oaov CT 
aXX ] roaoutov CT 
o £aa) qpdjv] eacoGev CT
\=A and rd,i=> for £^0) seem to be equally used in the citations, with neither clearly representing 
what was in X.1 However, * am (rather than P’s a) for the relative o is universally found in the 
citations (PC, Ath, H) but also in Phxpre'x (Dsc) and so simply represents the sort of more 
careful technique already well advanced before the time of X.
2 Cor 5.15 [QUX = 774,10-3 / f.92ra]
QUX
"jona  ^ocm°Av» ocnA rdArX' .^ o o u & A  ^aok\ r^A ^
QUX shows some significant differences from P, some of which (e.g. *^CU(73, .TSgAv, 0^(731 °A V>) 
are found in PC as well as H.
2 Cor 5.16
P = Ep45 
2 Cor 5.17
P never translated the final words i5ou yiyovev Kaivdt, which H rendered as rc'AvA^iuj ,6(73 k'os 
a translation found also here in GL and in Ath,PC. Clearly the Philoxenian would 
have included the words, and GL’s rendering reflects at least the same strand of tradition, 
against P’s freer text.2
2 Cor 5.19
P’s distinctive m*\a=\ ^  for £aurtp is retained in Ep50; H’s revision to oA am not attested 
before H itself.
2 Cor 5.21 [COl* = 34,25 / f.92ra] [C02* = 36,10 / f.92vc] [QUX1 = 719,16 / f.53vb] 
[QUX2 = 729,32-3 / f.60va] [QUX3 = 764,17-9 / f.84rb]
P = QUX
1 r£*\a is in P, but \=A found in both Ephrem (Kerschensteiner, 60) and H, so neither is clearly earlier.
2 The Mtinster edition makes an error here in stopping GL’s citation short at the equivalent to irapfiAOev. This 
makes it seem as though the translator is inserting a P text. Guidi’s edition o f  the text clearly has the extra words.
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^Aa\,» QUX (Cyril has ripaQ 
rfom  ,a^:uQUXl,2
This use of the ptc + K'om as a way of indicating the aorist ptc., as seen here, is used in Phxpost' 
x and PC, as well as in H.
2 Cor 6.16 [CT* = 127,12-13 / f.l 15rb] [EDC = 21,6-7 / f.l8rb]
EDC
A %vogctii ^cuma .rtf'ctAk' ^ gctA rt'omK'a o^cn=j v a^ArS'o ^acnra
EDC follows P against the Vorlage by adding another ^ocn= after the second verb (on the 
analogy of Lev 26.12?), a variant that goes back to Aphrahat and is followed
consistently among Syriac writers despite the lack of a Greek text with any direct parallel for 
it. Further on, EDC also has, for saopai aurti>v Gsoc;, the variant r^cnW ^ooA over
against the •^ocncnW rtamr? of P (^ooA.a r?<7&rrf in H). This shows again the influence of Lev 
26.12 (P) which has re'mW ^ A  K'ocnrc'. These variations show the continuing influence of 
traditional texts even over a writer who is trying to render his Vorlage carefully.
2 Cor 8.9a [CT* = 138,16-7 / f.l 19rc] [QUX = 722,11-12 / f.55va] [SDI = 224,8-9 / f.40va]
CT
QUX
AiftaJ r<'v»irv^_ ,cnG^ ur<'
SDI
>C73oirv»r<'
Both P and H have ,mok*rS for the copula, whereas PC tends to use om (as here) in Severus’ 
numerous citations of this verse. QUX has the .moors' but follows Cyril’s variant use of the 
first person for this verse. In all three the translators have followed Cyril’s contextualising 
change of the second to the first person.
2 Cor 10.4-5 [CO* = 57,4-5 / f.l03vc] [QUX = 752,2-4 / f.75va] [Ep50* = 99,25-6 / f.l46vb]
QUX
mVn r<*\-s.f\CW Acua n . K'oAkA A^> A^ O . .Ar.cm Aa
.r^ jAxzrm
[Ka0aipeTv...aixpaAa)Ti^eiv is written by Cyril for Ka0aipouvt£c;... aixpocAoat^ovrsc;]
Three revisions point towards X/H in QUX: for Aoyiapoq (P along with PC
and various other citations before H); rcd^ cva> for voiqpa, anticipating H (but not otherwise 
attested); and r^cua^o*^ for uraxKop, anticipating PC,DM,H. In addition, QUX has A  ^for 
P,H’s AancA (Kara + gen.), a rendering followed by PC only among all other attestations.
2 Cor 13.3-4a [CO* = 38,16 / f.93vc] [QUX = 767,16-9 / f.86vb]
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QUX
.AjLMCga rdX .^CV^iftClXn o tn  y=3 A\.'Z£73X  r^ u . T ^ I  ^ o irv iK ' Kj-OCV=J ^
.T<fm \ r < '^  r d l u j  »jj rdXr*' . rC 'Saocm^b
QUX is largely independent, with some agreement with PC, e.g. the use of k ^ gcm i *  for 
dcaGeveiaq. P is still evidently the base text, but conformity is not especially close.
2 Cor 13.5 [CO = 48,16-7 / f.99rb]
CO
r^ ^ c u A > < n a  ^ c v ^ i i tu r ^  c u u  ^ c v ^ x & i
The use of the caique .^ c A u re ' can be traced to X in general and probably to here in 
particular as well (as in PC, DM), but CO follows P. The use of however (om. P),
shows some advance towards the X style, but this special example has been discussed already.
Gal 1.1 [QUX = 760,29-34 / f.81va]
P = QUX,H
Gal 1.9b,8 [CO = 33,25-8 / f.91va]
CO
fC, i* a T .  r £ * r d X 2 8  O K ' ^Jlvj r d X r t '  . p a i w  r t ' o c m  ^ o ^ \ \ - > r > A  ^ c v ^ i = a i m  x ir f  %^rC'
. Ta'iM K 'o c m  r&n  i=A «^ cv*i=iau
Generally, we find i=A for Ttapcx in both verses -  CO’s is paralleled three times in ZR but 
nowhere else, and may point to a common source in X, or a common tradition. Also found
tlionce in ZR is the impf •^ciskV aau (P,EplOl,also in the 7 cent. Athanasius of Nisibis’ 
translation of Severus’ letters), which may be due to a subjunctive form in the Vorlage 
(EuayyeAt^qTai) but such a form is not attested in Cyril’s text, although the influence of the 
form in v8 may have had a part, so we need not necessarily attribute the impf to a common 
source for ZR and CO. Rather, PhxEpS cites the words as b m i  (as H later), and this is 
undoubtedly X’s reading. It is a good example of how the claim that X was ‘theological’ and 
not ‘philological’ makes little sense -  there is no theological motivation in this simple piece 
of obeisance to Greek syntax. EplOl follows P.
In v8, Cyril’s variant napeXd^EZE (due to parallel with v9) is followed by the CO translator. 
The same thing has happened in various other citations in Syriac translated texts (John Rufus’ 
Plerophories, Theodore’s Genesis Commentary, Book o f Heraclides) but these need have no 
organic interrelation.
Gal 1.11-12 [QUX = 760,31-4 / f.81vb]
QUX
rtfir* ' rd lB rV  .rc V io - i  j tn o iu rC ' rdX s .>JSso o rb  *Svc u L ^ ^ o r< ' rdi*.nor»a
.rd jjuu tin  re/ \ . \  r^XrC' .coXv&U o k '  cnX\Lan r d ju in
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Largely as P, but QUX uses the loan for to euayyeAiov, in line with PC,Ath,H, but against P’s 
re'fcviagain for on  ouk eativ he will use the grammatically correct >c7>o*u*' rdls as PC,H 
does, but not P. for \=>)s>sor^  is independent of all parallels.
Gal 1.16 [SDI = 231,19-20 / f.38rb]
SDI
r^ iaarA Jnx.aoK' rt\
is found also in Jacob of Edessa, but in P,Phx,PC,H.
Gal 2.19-20 [QUX = 774,13-7 f.92rb]
QUX
>jjO .°i»n\ >**».«»•« n^x_o r?crAr^ \:\ Axiruib r^ ooccoA r^ c»c\2*u r^ src'
.r i^r  ^ >_vi K'crArC'^  rt'tos rC'irvcusx.ma ,ioa-i-i r^ Lcn V m ra >-3 >_v> .r^ ir*' K'om
QUX occasionally has a reading which H will follow, such as rci»cou :u= (P rci»o2*u=), but 
otherwise is largely as P (e.g. a not s rc^r^ for iva; not ^A^). The development can be 
seen from P’s ^<mo, through QUX’s <n*ai ^A .^k'o, to H’s ctA om >Ax.k'o, which includes 
the caique on the reflexive pronoun which QUX had not yet adopted.
Gal 3.13 [COl* = 34,25 / f.92ra] [C02* = 36,15 / f.93ra] [QUX = 719,17-8 / f.53vb]
QUX
.rC'Sn^ cA °Av» K'omo .r€a>c&u^  K'JA^ cA r^mr*a
CO reduces ETUKatdpocTOc; from the adjectival kA^ (P,H) to the noun rc'iA^ cA (KOtidpa). QUX 
largely as P, with minor alterations only.
Gal 4.4 [CT* = 129,7-8 / f.l 16ra] [QUX1 =723,2-3 / f.56ra] [QUX2 = 728,30-1 / f.59vb]
P = QUX
P’s r^ ocno...rc'ocna for Y£v6ji£vov...Y£v6|i£VOV was succeeded by the more accurate 
rc'oaja . K'ocns in some citations in CPJ, Ath, and eventually in H. This probably represents the 
movement to X. PC often retained the older P form, which we also find here in QUX 1/2.
Gal 4.7 [CT = 128,10 / f.l 15vb]
CT
K'Xr) K'Xnx. vyiurt' AtV?a
The words are found exactly as in a citation in PhxEpS, whereas P had v oiuom for £i (the 
plural probably in its Vorlage), and H prefers for <ocjt£ (P with the other two as Ju^>). 
The text in Phx and CT is therefore half-way to H and may well represent the X-tradition. The 
influence of P on earlier texts is apparent in PhxDsc’s use of P’s plural forms.
Gal 4.19
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An example where all the variations of the X/H tradition can be seen to differing degrees in 
different texts without any reasonable possibility of suggesting which were present in X and 
which have crept into the tradition between X and H. Thus P’s ^  Ath) becomes
the more common .=o*\ in AT (both times), PC, H, while P’s combination (with
the Pael) is repeated once in AT but becomes A-»»a in the second citation of it. This is 
in PC and A-ma in H. For in translating the the relative pronoun, is most 
commonly found in P, ^cucn in H, and often, it seems, A^<n in X. This second AT citation has 
changed P’s to ^A^W, again anticipating H (but not in PC, where we might expect it). 
Furthermore, the first AT citation has the unusual reading
instead of either or ^A^W  which, even more unexpectedly, is used once in Jacob of
Edessa’s version of Severus, which does occasionally reject H to use one of the prior versions. 
However, it seems unlikely that this would be X’s reading, changing a Greek verb into a 
Syriac noun against P.
Gal 5.1 [CT* = 129,6/ f.l 16ra]
Gal 5.24
GL is with H and OS in using rather than P’s (but the question of which synonym
to use is generally an trait of individiual translators rather than a matter for strict 
chronological development); and again against P with re*i» for TKxOqpaoiv, though otherwise 
the wording is not dissimilar to P.
Gal 6.14 [QUX = 762,13-5 / f.82vb]
QUX
rdirt'o  A -°t*r>% cn°nnU3 \cnr3&\x.r<':\ A QQJJ A
Quite independent of P, QUX uses, e.g., <m» for rc'ocm r«A (pr| ygvono) and anticipates H with 
r^L A  reiK'o instead of repeating ±m\ as in P. All the differences show only a translator doing 
his job carefully and ignoring the pull of the P text.
Eph 1.7-9
GL shows his independence with for x^pic;, where all others have r^aaAp; he does
not mind using the normal for Trapanttopdrcov, although CPJ and H have both chosen
more etymological equivalents, keeping r o n l y  for djiapna.
Eph 1.10
There are a couple of signs in GL of a closer rendering of the Greek than that in P: the use of 
the active *v:uu against P’s passive A\:uAu for dvaKecpocAaicocaaOai is shared by a CPJ citation, 
and only GL puts A^  in its place according to the Greek word-order.
Eph 1.19-21 [CO = 46,8-9 / f.97vc (vl9-20a only)] [CT = 130,10-11 / f.l 16rc (vl9-20a only)] 
[QUX1 = 767,30-4 / f.87ra] [QUX2 = 728,36-9 / f.60ra (v21 only)]
CO
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. r ^ J ru io  cncaixarC's rC 'v u r 'T Q  ixJ3t>3 ctA j j j S r^Ii* .o ^ -S  rV ^x o ix J i)  v y K '
CT
. rc'iruio 7^3 moaxorC's t^uiran n-iv •» ctAxms rdie.cvx.1 K'irvoixJD wyK'
QUX1
■ r^ iSiri crUi^ b yA oia^or^o . yQ o£aiar^o r^uiz^u >c\jj:\ rrA«v»n r^ £ujQ<h vyr^
tn^ siMOas >1*. A^ o .^ o^H^ o N^^Vrvr.n x-»\ Acv^  ^3 A^V
QUX2
r^\ :crtt)sutt^ r&nx. Jl^ A^ Ac* ;tt'^oscno rdlkjj y^ a A v \  :^ X ojto  t-A Ac\_^  A^\
. Xiifvx-S ocha Ar  ^ r^ Art' : scv»vV~> r^ .^ a\v. r&rna rC'ocra
evqpyrjaev] £vrjpyr|K£V CT, the difference not represented in Syriac.
The CO,CT phrase ndix-c^ s rc'^oi^ is unique -  both P and H (and various known citations) 
having quite different phrases. This must be attributed either to an identity of translators in the 
two texts, or else to X being a common source. The former is the more likely in this case, 
until further instances are found. s=i^  is otherwise more expected that \aj», although the latter 
is also attested in a Nestorian text. P’s free rendering cn^uaK'o is superceded by encore's in 
both CO and CT.
On this last count, QUX follows P, but elsewhere is also independent, for instance 
abbreviating the starting phrase. Although %*\ is a more common root to use for dcpxq in the 
later versions, QUX here reduces the group of five to four members. The revision of a^ Hrc' 
(for apxffc) to K'irvcux^  must have been due to X, since the new word appears everywhere we 
would expect (AT,PC) and not where we would not (Babai,Ishodad of Merv). H regularly has 
r^cu*^ for this term where it means ‘power’, and often this is a revision of P’s use of the 
loan (cf e.g. Eph 3.10, 6.12, Col 1.16, where Ep50 half-revised to rdxA; although at Lk 12.11 
the opposite has happened1), although PC does not always follow (Eph 3.10, 6.12).
Eph 2.3 [CO = 40,22 / f.95ra] [EDC = 19,3 / f.l6va]
CO
The method used by CO for the past copula is typical of our texts, as has been noted, but was 
not so in P (including here) -  it is the sign of a desire to make the Greek forms transparent. P 
had k,rcil» for cpuaei, CO is more attached to the standardised Christological vocabulary and 
used a form from - again the Greek is being made transparent.
EDC shows very clear signs of alignment with a reconstructed X. P’s has become
rc^= in PC,EDC,H, and this seems likely to have been X’s word as well (especially so when 
we consider Philoxenus’ interest in the accuracy of Christological terms!). Again, ooq Kai oi 
Aoittoi is revised from rc^ sx. ^nc' (P) to remits v cum Arc's vyrc' (PC, EDC, H). This again 
was probably X. However, we can note again that the appearance of y om y.fcunc' for 
fjp£0a/rjpev cannot be taken as a sign of X’s revision alone, since, although it is not used in P, 
it appears already in the Syriac of BL Add. 12150 (Titus of Bostra).
1 An odd P reading which is backed up by the citation in ML 76,3.
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Eph 2.6 [CO = 57,16-7 /f.l04ra] 
P = CO
Eph 2.10 [AT* = 160,10 / 469,5]
Eph 2.14 [Ep50* = 99,30 / f.l46vb]
>OTQ&ur<' om for P>S cuoot (autoc; eativ) must have been present in X (PC consistently, CL, 
Proclpt, then H) and is prefigured in this early text, Ep50, as well.
Eph 3.14-7 [QUX = 738,1-6 / f.66ra]
QUX
^^ rtf'o rtfV*>T-n : rC'iftOcnnrtf' Acv^  r t f ' r t f a K "  }o:io >^Hcv=} rdirtf'
r^mfa oiuo  ^ v c\>t\  &\^ t\ r^lm-n .mwncun ttf'T^ \c\^ _ vyrtf' A^ rm
QUX shows its looseness, for example, by having rc^rda ^r?a rd*»«= ^  where the 
versions have only rd r^d=>o r6&»*=>; also rc^ =cvx. for their rc'Wvrax. ,^ and for their
(Dadisho uses QUX’s term). Furthermore, the translator has omitted any equivalent 
for toutou x<£pw.
Eph 3.16-17 [CT1 = 117,25 / f. l l lrb] [CT2* = 127,12-3 / f.l 15rb]
CT1
rtf’vx»t*73
rd.co^ is unusual -  the versions always have o^ls, but there are too few citations to give 
further controls.
Eph 4.5 [CO = 40, 4-5 / f.94vb] [CT1* = 123,14-5 / f.ll3va] [CT2* = 138,3-4 / f.ll9rb] 
[QUX1 = 759,35 / f.80vb] [QUX2 = 773,30 / f.91va] [EDC = 17,22 / f.l50vb]
CO
. rV^ruicVSLv^ a rC'lw .rtf'JftGJ^ .OT rtf'aw .rdi'Ua got Xvj
There is an evident X-revision which is shared by PhxEpSen,CL,PC, namely the dropping of 
P’s conjunctions between the three phrases, ei<; Kupioq, pia nioxic;, ev pdjmapa (as also Aphr). 
Ep39,Ep55,CO also follow this proposed X-reading but not QUX1 which uses the 
conjunction between the elements as P (and probably OS, cited in Aphrahat), without warrant 
from the original. QUX2 takes the middle ground by omitting one conjunction and retaining 
the other.
Eph 5.1-2 [CO* = 53,12 / f.lOlvb-c] [CT1* = 135,25 / f.ll8rc] [CT2* = 141,5 / £120rc] 
[QUX = 761,10-3 / f.82ra] [QUX* = 761,7-8 / f.82ra] [Ep50* = 94, 15 / f.l43ra]
P = CO,CT,QUX
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«^ o&uocn] QUX
TAjE.K'o] .300*0 QUX (also Acta Thomae)
A*J KM.*\\y QUX (with PC, H, but also Acta Thomae))
Eph 6.19*
P = Ep40
Phil 2.5-7 [COl* = 36,25-6 / f.93ra] [C02 = 39,1-2/ f.94rb] [C03 (v7) = 45,11 / f.97va] 
[C04* = 55,35 / f.l03rb] [C05 = 56,6-7 / f.l03rb] [C06 = 64,2-4 / f.l07ra] [CT1 = 
PG76,385C-386A / f.l08va] [CT2* = 117,7-8 / f.l lira] [CT3 = 128,6 / f.ll5vb] [QUX1 = 
718,15-20 / f.53rb (to v8)] [QUX2 = 741,29-36 / f.68va (to v9)] [QUX3 = 768,5 / f.87rb (v7 
only)] [QUX4 = 769,20-5 / f.88rb] [EDC = 18,22 / £151va] [Ep46* = 159,3 / 48,25] [Ep55* = 
53,27/9,9-10]
C02
cnT°n r ^ c r A>ODO^ v * r < '  K 'iftO in to  to :\ o m  r ^ u u a n  .artf's »cn ^ cvot<\ \ - i o^ -A nc^  K'^oo
.-icy?i fVAza^ .3 K'Sactono.
C03
r^to^-A rC'ivoais .-icmto x>\cb mi^i
C05
■nCfli K'tox.n rt'&vomso j3V» cnxSM rdAr*' .r^ crAr^ a r^ toa to K'ocmn cnoru r^iao^vj rC'ocn r^ A
C06
K'ocn r^A .r e crAr^l ycno&uK' rC'Jft c e n t o  toS  ocn r ^ m i a n  yen ^ cvot°h ->  K'xcn
rVtox-A K'iftcenno j3to> oufii r^ Ar*' . rt'oAr^ A r^ rnjjLa i^omH m-irw r&ao^u
CT1
K'ocn r^ A .rC'cnlr*'* rt'Avccnto ycnofcur*' toS ocn a -c\t i -> .art's yen *^ ctoxato cto.Axrt' rt'scn
. -»<vn r t^oa-S r^ Axccnso ..oV» cnxai rdArt' .r^ cnAr^ ll r^ytoA to r^omiJ ch-ir v»
QUX1
c A  .K 'o A r C 's  r ^ i » O A  y O o o A u K ' t o S  o m  V m y a  ^ . c \ t » 3 A  ,c n  y O - s r ^ - i  c v iA k x r t ' r t 's c n  
c n i r v c e n to o  .Axut. K 't o i ^ A  r t 'i f tc e n A O  . j a i r o  c n r ° n  r t A r ^  . r t 'c r A r t ' s  r ^ a m a  r t 'o c m s  c h - i r \ j  i ^ t a Q ^ w a  
.rt'SsccA  r^ in to . •a^nAut.rt'o m<\*\ v>p2n . rdmrxf t o  v y r t '  juloAvt.K' rt'xn-stwr^na K'Om r^U toS
cm  ^»S rt'fcvccn
^CtoxSto OA-sJftr*'] r A-v cto.iJrvi QUX2j to to Ao cv^ .siftrt' QUX4
Aax.] ->cn\ QUX2,4 
om r^sutos cnA\ cento] 0H1. QUX4
There are four distinctive X-readings in this passage, namely:
1) oA ocn for the reflexive (P cn*a1) twice. This is well attested in Phx’s later writings and 
in the 6th century translations (PC,CL etc), as well as in the East, but not in Phx’s 
earlier writings or in earlier translations (AkEph,Ath,PC[AJP]). The same 
equivalency appears in v8, where eocutov in CPJ is oA ocn, but the verse is less well 
cited. PC only cites it once and the ms evidence is dubious, though oA ocn is here 
attested (AkEph,Ath,CL all have cn*ai again).
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I2) rC'ocnM rC'SoA for TO sIvOCl (P .cnoiturtf's).
3) rdia^ o*v*»> k'octj [to] (P ^ jSm-k'o) for UTiqKOoq. This also goes back to earlier texts,
X Tincluding Phx and CL
4) ^  cvz. for ioqc (with CPJ,PC,CL,FI Ed etc.).1
It is worth adding a slight word of caution, that although these are probably X-readings, later 
writers sometimes still go back to P, even Jacob of Edessa’s translation of Severus sometimes 
having (or for araupou) in these verses.
Of the possible X-readings, Ep55 shares in three, follows P in one (the reflexive in v8) and 
cuts off before wrqKOOc;. These are sufficient to show the community of tradition between 
Ep55 and X. EDC and Ep39 also follow these revisions, where extant, i.e. the impf K'ocms and 
having ^  k'cue. for Tocx. AT has most of them, as well as other typical revisions such as to to 
represent the syntax of yevopsvot;.
CO, CT and QUX use the revised form rc'ocm rather than for the to eivai of v6, but the
P readings for eauTOV (v7) and adding the conjunction after popcprjv (v7). It is notable that 
CO and CT have the phrase for ioa (v6), where P (and QUX) has just (X/H
^  ft'ox.). This reading is quite singular and not found anywhere else -  it can be taken as 
confirmation that our texts are the products of a single translator. QUX4’s omission of a 
phrase is probably translator error; the same citation’s to :u> A^  is another instance of
his independence, although AT comes close with its 1*.
Ep40 and Ep50 stay the closest to P amongst our citations. In one place Ep40 has corrected 
the word-order by re-positioning re'ocn (ysvopevoq), as X probably did, but otherwise P is 
rigorously followed. The only possible X-reading Ep50 is the addition of rfam after pc'twa-. 
(v7).
Phil 2.9-11 [CO = 39,8-10 / f.94rb (vlO-11)] [QUX1 = 769,26-30 / f.88rb] [QUX2 = 778,20-1 
/ f.95vb]
CO
r^cu A-m r .^ r^C' irvviJrAlo r^^r^ao rtoxa] .&Cto&\ v^oto Acto
r^ »iT*a
QUX1
cnttutm . A^  >lxS9A rf'nr. cnA j3ctl»o .cnsntoM K'cr&rf
ocn rt'scu *^1 Aj^ o . r^ to.Hrt'so .actoift v^Oto A^  rt*w i ra
rt'crArC'A rejJuevjA rC*uit'tj
r^ scu] rt'sccn QUX2
CO omits the enclitic ocn at the end of vl 1, but this may very well be just an error; otherwise P 
is followed. QUX’s is used in preference to P’s also by PC and Phx before H. The 
use of the adjectival forms rdii^ uc. and (found in PhxTT,EDC,Ath,H), showing the
witness of both Philoxenus and translation texts, are likely to have been in X, and are found in 
both EDC and QUX, but not in CO or Ep50. However, its use in Theodore’s John
1 Brock, Resolution , 334.
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Commentary, the translation of which may be early, warns us against considering such forms 
exclusively post-X. Similarly, ce'fcu.cvM.fcv (for P’s rsijLacv*.) and rears' (for P’s are
renderings shared together only by Ath and EDC (though Titus of Bostra also has K'fcu.cva*.^ ) 
before H adopted both of them. EDC has the ptc rc'Aco* (others: ps'acu) due to the variant in 
Cyril, E^opoAoyefcai (pres.ind.) whereas all known Gk witnesses have either the aorist 
subjunctive E^opoXoyrjaritat or the future s^opoAoyrjasToci, both of which would naturally be 
translated with the Syriac imperfect. It is one of the weaknesses of the Munster edition that it 
leaves such readings unexplained. Ep50 generally follows P throughout. In v9, was the 
old reading (Aphr, P, Ath, Phxpre'x), A^A the new (PC, Apl, H). Ep50 has the old, while QUX 
has its own
Phil 2.15b-16a [CO* = 48,25-6 / f.99rc]
CO
ndisax.] sic, leg. rd*w\\
r&o is a natural rendering for ETiexo) but is not found in other versions (^ooA P;
H), while P’s odd k^ oa for Aoyoq is replaced by the more obvious in line with
H.
Phil 3.5 [CO* = 47,10-11 / f.98va]
The paraphrase uses P’s rather than H’s but prefers H’s rd.A=^  ^  r \^=L  ^to P’s
.^A-»v r^iiiv .
Phil 3.14 [CO = 65,10 / f.l07va] [SDI = 226,9-10 / f.50vb]
CO
.rt'uirTn AiA Q^A re'^ JV.AnA A-A
SDI
.r^wiT -^)...AvAa rdl*AoA rC,.\i\-\\
CO and SDI both use rdula. for PpaPsTov, a term used in PC and H (P re’&vo&t). This again 
shows the development of these versions, probably being translated sometimes without 
reference to existing versions. H’s K'fcuAn rather than rcSuin (P) was probably also in X (PC, 
Cyril’s Hebrews Commentary, Clement of Rome’s de virginitate), and is found in CO but not 
in SDI.
Phil 3.19 [MosEp = Brooks 19,12-14]
In MosEp the participial oi cppovouvt£<; is altered to the nominal in P and here (but
in other places more accurately, even before H). More significant is his addition of an 
unexpected <hL* (all their mind), a variant unknown from the Greek, but found also in Elijah’s 
Life o f John o f Telia and PhxBeitGaugl. This may be some older Syriac reading.
Col 1.12-20 [CO = 63,8-20 / f.l06vb-c] [CT* = 145,13-5 / f.l22ra-b (vl7-18 only)] [QUX1* 
= 758,40 / f.80ra] [QUX2 = 765,5-12 / f.85ra-b (vl5-18 only)]
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The frequent use and many variants of this passage require a fuller presentation of the 
material:
EUxapuJToOvxec; td) iraxpi tco iKavcooavu upaq eiq xqv pspiSa tou nAqpou rcov ayicov ev td)
cpam*
. r d i o o a i s  r d r i l o l  rd & \o & \i» l rd& ucnA  ^ » c v x .rd i .rd = 3 rd  rd c n A rd A  ^»io& \ P  
.r d i (n c u = 3  rd z jiln X  i n ^ n i  rd ift^ inA  ^ iC U L r^ j ocnA  . r d b r d  rd o sA rd A  ^ c a i  R F
-QUX
. r d i o o a i r s  r d r i l o . l  r d ^ o X v i .1 r d i u s a A  ^ .c v j t r d l  rd rs rd A  ^ u »  ^*1033  la .  C O  
r d i ( n c u a  r d a t i l n l  rd a a & l r d i ^ i s A  ^A a & t o r d l  am . r d r s r d o  [rd o a A rd A ] ^jl»ic\33 l a  H
13 o<; Eppuoaxo qpac; ek trj<; E^ouoiac; tou gkotouc; Kai \iexeazr\aev Eiq xqv (3aaiA£iav tou uiou
Trjq ayaTtpq auxou,
. rd=x» n u  m i n i  rdX\CVal=nA ^»Aurdo -.rdaGJUJl mi^Acv*. ^oi& o
. rd~n -> v> ( n l a l  rdXvcvali*A ^»cix.rdo rdaOJUJi cni^Xcvx, ^3 3  ^o i& i o m
r t u  a w  03131 rdkxcvalizA ot^ N q i . ^o i& l ocn
. (ti1l*1 rd=3C\j*l rd  i a l  rdXvcxaA^iA ia a . r d o  .-rdaGJUJl rdi^Acut. ^ 3  ^  I S * *  0(73
14 EV d) EXOpEV Tqv OCTloAuTpCOGlV, TrjV acpEGlV TO)V apapTld)V*
r d ctA ^ m !  r d m a c \ jc .a  r d i o i a A  ^A Jn ^ rd  o a s l  o c n  
rd c n J^ M l rd in - iO J L  a s s u u o  r d i n i o ^  ^A Jft^ rd  c n n l
. r d c n ^ j j l  rdlcmCVJLO rd in ic v B  ^  in ^ rd  c n n l
. r d c n J ^ j j l  r d m s O J C .  c n L .1  r d ^ n i  1 m  r d i n i c v ^  ^A X u r d l  , c n n
15 o<; egtiv eIkwv tou 0 eou tou a o p a x o u , TipcjTOTOKoq naGqq k ug eux;,
r d iu 'i= 3  ^ » c n \ a l  r d i a c v n o  r d U iXcn rd A l  r d ( n A r d l  rdfc\cv33l c\_ .ocn l am
r d & u i s  ^ ic n A a l  r d i a c u a o  rdu> & \2a rd A l  rd o s A r d l  rd jf tc v sn l o ^ o c n l  o c n
.c d S iu in  ^ o n A c v a l  r d l a o a  . rd tv iX e n  r d A l  r d c n A rd l  rd S f tc e n i  » c n o i u r d  Q (h
r d & u i a  ^ c n l a l  r d i a o a  . r d u iJ f t in  rd A l  rd o o A rd l  r d m A ^  > cno ifv»rd l o c b
. rdX \_»in c n l a l  r d i a c v n  . r d l jU jX c n  rd A  am r d o o A rd l  rd in A  ^  ,c n o A u r d l  o c n
16 iroti ev [ek CO] auxd) £KTiG0q toc Tiavxa [tcx add CO] ev tou; oupavoic; Kai [tcc add CO] etiI
Tfjq yfjq/ra opaxa Kai xa aopaxa,
.rd u > & C a  r d A l  A a o  r d v u A c a l  A a  . r d s - . l r d n o  rd » 2 n x a l  } o l= n la  >i r 3 ^ \ r d  c n n o  
. rd v w A cn  r d A l  A cvaO  r d tw A c n i  A cva . r d ^ i r d n o  r d c n z r s l  A a  , i n J s \ r d  c n n l
. . .  jinifxrd C7331
r d A l  ^ lA cno  ^ .v w itv in i ^ A c n  ,rd a .ird = 3 0  r d i ^ r m  r d i n  A o a  ,i= 3 ^ \rd  00=31 
rd A  ^ k icn o  rd^(\a i«U )^C Q  ^ u c n  . r d a . i r d  A a .1  ^ jJ c n o  r d i ^ n m i  ^ i ic n  ^ i c n l a  ^ » i 3 ^ \ r d  c n n i  A ^ n
rd^ rviX.WiAcn
EITE 0pOVOl SITE KUplOTqTEC; EITE (XpXOCi EITE E^OUGiai’ 
rd i^ A az. »^rdo o a a lrd  *^rdo rdStxo'im «^rdo rd=J(\ccn *^rd
r d i ^ A d x .  « ^ r d o  , r d * . l  ^ r d o  rd A ^ o 'i^ a  ^ r d o  r d i t x o ja o i o a  * ^ r d  
. r d l^ X o jE .  » ^ r d o  o a a l r d  « ^ r d o  r d A v o i in  * ^ r d l  r d n i ( \ o m  « ^ r d  
. rdA ^X cvx . ^ r d o  ,r d i \< \U L » l  * ^ r d o  . r d A \ o v n  « ^ r d o  . r d ^ o j a o i a a  * ^ r d o
x d  T ta v x a  5 i  a u x o u  K a i eIc; a u x o v  EK xiaxai*
,1a A \rd  aa=30 (n l^ rd n  ^ o im A a
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jVa^ ftrX' m a o  <p:ur^=3 A i  
jiaiiftrX' mao imour^a "pxn A-\ 
. ^ u i a ^ r ^  c n a o  c n L j J i a  ^ .m \ -v
17 K ai au toc; e a t iv  Tipo tkxvtgov K ai t d  T ia v ta  e v  a u r a )  a u v e a tr iK e v ,
• >>r^ O 03=3 >31=73 A=kO A n o^lo 7^31 C\_»0CT30
"prda axa >o:t=alno An >310...
■ >Cir£o 03=1 JlXxhxQ .An >31113 ^=73 jOSOirtjrX' 0030 
• Tir^ O 03=3 TlIClAnO . >31=73 An l^AO jOlO^ rX' 0030 
.^ Tixa oi=3 »^oilno .^osln >o:i£3 toao^ uK' otno
1 8  Kai autoc; eotiv r\ KecpaAr) tou ooopatoc; rrjc; eKKAriaiaq-
.rX'Sftlln.x rX'i^^s r^ zA <x*0030
rX'SftlUk.X rX*T=73Q_^  ^ %*\ jOloirUrX' 0030
. rX'fcNrm.s rC^T.a^^a rdz-»i jaioirurX' ooso
. rX'&N^A rX/=7iT.c\_vv^ a rdiL»i ,o3oJn-»r<' 0030
.rX'iftlln.S rX 'i^^J l rd i-ii >03O^*r<' oooo
oc; e a t iv  a p x q , TipcototoKoc; ek  rajv  veKpcov, iv a  ybjxyzoLx ev  Ttaaiv autoc; Tipooteuoov,
A-v-» p n ia  rX'ooiis.rX'Jftiaw &u=3 ^ ^ 0 = 3 0  r^zA >o30^ur<'^
A1-1 003 pa :u i rX'ooiM rX'ir\>i*) ^ u a  rX'Ancvao r^lz-i ,030&\jrX':i o o i
■ A n  PQAo 00113 rX'iviiw ^\i~) (X '^ f ta o
. Acvn=s pqao  rX'ooii^ rX'&udo &u=> ^ ^ 0 = 3 0  rx*r A ,030^urX'A o o i
. T-»oi\ i~) ,=73:1x33 Ooi rX'ooiM .rX'fcvj03 ,=*>3 rX'XnCVai rdzj3  jOioJrvjrXA o o i
1 9  on  ev autco euSoKqaev [rjuSoKrjaev CO] Tiav to TiAqpwpa KatoiKrjaai
Vtix=?iX rdAcx=73 oi\-> r^=3 ^  om 01=33 
in  .r^ i-n ^  rv y-n v 'jA  rX'iftGoArXA r^ lcC Q  oi\i r d = ^  oi=j3
isixZzA rdAa=a oi\i oi=i3
r^ Accn ailn >~~\, g^rX^ oi= 3 3 A\ ^ * 3 3
20 Kai 5i autou aiioKataAAd^at td  Tiavta eiq autov,
>3 3=7i\n oA c\»s. 3=?A oi:ur^30 
An oA 033.31 03=10
>3»3 An. oA CVm_isA ,o303-»nd=io 
01=3 s^oilnX cvm-i^ A aiA»3 3i=3C
eipqvoTioiqaac; 5ia tou aipatoc; tou ataupou autou, [5i autou] [om CO] eite td  eni tfjc; yfjq
e i t e  t d  e v  to ic; o u p a v o ic ;.
.rx^t*3ir-ii r^X'o .rd^ -ird=3l »^ rX' -.tmox»r^ 3 0 3 &1 0 U r<I=o3=i l^z.o
. r^ _3r^ =i3 r£=ao rx/i=7ir-t3 r&n cn°un\3 r^ =w3=3 j^lz.o
rX/i*7iT~il »^rX'o r ^ - i r ^ s l  %^r<' cn°nn\3 rxl=?3l=3 ^xz.o
.r^C?uc=3l ^A oA  ^ 0 0  r ^ .i rX ' An. 1  ^A oA  3^30 .o)1ju=3 oi5ui r^-iiX ^ 1  rd=Ql lx=3 rX^iir. Jav. m
What possible X-readings can be isolated from this oft-quoted passage? The following may at 
least give some idea by way of selection.
1. ^ncc* [vl2] (CO,RF, PhxDD,H) seems to go back well before X (^ 0 1 0 ^ P).
2. o^i&i 003 [vl3] (CO,RF; otnH) (^oiaoP).
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3. jtraoirtjK's ocn [vl5] (CO,CPJ,RF,Ep55,PC,H) (cuGcm 0(73 P). However, even Ephrem reads 
,(73oiur<' here which should in general warn us from seeing X-revisions wherever we see 
.moiturc' representing eivai where P did not do so. However, X must surely have made 
such a revisio, even if it were not the first so to do.
4. [vl5] (CPJ,Ep55,PC,H) against rc'u^ rdi (P,RF,CO).
5. The singular re'iuvD [vl5] (Ep55,PC,JP,H) for P’s plural ri'Awia (with RF,Phxpre'
x,Ep50).
6. The omission of o  before r^ o =  [vl5] (CO,Ep55,Ep50,PC) (against P,RF,Phxpre'x)
7. [vl5] (CO,CPJ,Ep55,PC,H) against (P,RF, Eusebius’ Theophania, Ephrem,
Phxpre‘x) -  the distribution here is exactly what we expect from X-readings,
8. » for on  [vl6] (CO,RF,Ep50,Ep55,PhxDD(once),Phxfe|,Adda,H) (o in P,John of Apamea, 
PhxDD(once))
9. rcifcH [vl6] may have been X-reading for dcpxocl, which was in P,Ep50.
10. ,(73oS(U(<' 003 [vl7,18] (CO,CPJ,Ep55,PC,H) (oaom P,PhxDD,EastSyrians).
11. [vl8b] (CO,CPJ1,H] against ccw (P,ML,CPJ3,PhxDD,RF,PC) as well as the allusion in 
CT; Ep50 also has some advance here, having rs^H (H for dcpyoci in vl6, rather 
than copying P’s loan
12.X may have read for euSoKqoev [vl9] (CPJ,RF,H) rather than the older r c ^
(P,CO,PhxDD).
13. *=A«. [v20] (CPJ,PC2,H); (P,Ephi,LG,RF,PC‘).
There are three unexpected readings in CO which may possibly go back to a pre-Peshitta 
reading: 1) m=>* for ev J) e'xopev (vl4) agrees with RF, where P has (73311 Om and H has * o(h=; 
2) Acv^  for roc navza (vl6) in P & most others; H) which is close to
what we see in Ephrem’s citation  ^ rs^ »; 3) rc^ato^ for ooopa (vl8) is in agreement with RF 
again, where all the other numerous citations and versions have which is more
commonly used for acxp^  in this text. QUX shares this last reading also. Furthermore, CO’s 
reading ‘to the Father’ (vl2) instead of the versions’ ‘to God the Father’ follows the Vorlage, 
as also does the addition of twice in vl6. The only translational oddity which cannot be 
ascribed to any versional tradition is the reduction of tou gkotouc; (v13) to a possessive suffix.
We should add that RF may well reflect as OS reading in v20, where its .n rc^ . n is used 
in all three citations of the verse in the Liber Graduum, and its order of the words 
‘heaven...earth’ is found also in Ephrem and Aithalla (see Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 
76,88,147,89).
We can thus see how mixed is the CO text vis a vis the Philoxenian, while RF,QUX, and 
Ep50 are more firmly in the P camp, and Ep55 equally firmly in X’s.
Col 1.19/2.9 [CT1 = PG76,393C / f.l08vb] [CT2 = 127,13-4 / f.l 15rb]
CT shows the older reading (as CO in Col 1.19, see previous lemma). Ep50 follows P.
Col 1.21-2 [QUX = 774,22-6 / f.92rb]
QUX
r€x*cr> ^cv^is, \  .i t ' i r n  r t 'to x is  *■<*-»-»A v -m  :
,)(73CCnAo >3033 r^ Ano rc'r.iio .m&ocn *±z3 asvnm
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QUX is using its own techniques independently of P. Thus for noxe
ovtaq. But he will still follow old idioms such as adding the possessive to as P does
(scrupulously avoided in H, of course). He is careful to follow Cyril’s alterations and 
omissions within the citation and not to follow a known version word-for-word. The 
juxtaposition of Gtopoc and aap£ forces QUX to use rc'v^a and rc'vaa carefully for once.
Col 2.3
The addition of in AT and elsewhere cannot necessarily be taken as testimony to X.
However, the use of the adjective in H and previously only in PC and AT is a
testimony to their joint use of X, especially when we consider the extreme closeness of PC 
and AT not only in all citations but in general style and technique as well.
Col 2.8-9 [CT = 126,19-22 / f.l 14vc-l 15ra] [SDI (v9 only) = 222,34-5 / f.30vb]
CT
nfkirC' >Jib^  rVSftcu&lca vy rt' K'&uis'vap K '^ c u ^ a o  rt'SftCvadaalxax tJK* out
irur^3 ix .c\_J^  K'JrvocnXrC'A rdA cvn  cnXcus. o r a l  r f m r ^ i  v y i f  rdsa lx .3  ,cncuaa^cv\Ja>r<' v y r t 'o .
upaq post o auAaycoyajv add. CT
P is generally followed in CT, but in the two places where X can probably be discerned CT 
agrees with the revision, namely reading ou» (with Procsl,lb,H) against ovrmre' (P,PhxDD); and
n  y
rf&a.ifiX'n for P’s rdiaXcu, though this s not yet the of Proc ’ and H. The addition
of rrt.via before f^cwc»\.°va (the mind o f philosophy) is unparalleled and constitutes a distinct 
and unusual expansion of a Biblical text.
SDI has for awpariKmq, which fits its own usage (also found once, unusually, in
PCHoms), but is against the versions which have
1 Tim 1.7
If yfcwr*' (Ep55) is the X-reading, EDC is being conservative here with P’s As with
Ep50 and Ep55, the text of EDC largely follows P, although H’s revisions are minor anyway.1 
Ep50’s for 5ioc(3£|3aiouvTai where all other witnesses have forms of K'iw suggests that 
this is being translated as part of the flow of the text and not from a pre-existing version. We 
thus ought to not place too much on the reading y v w  (Ep50, with PC,Ath,H; P v.\\^>) -  
despite the attestation, we cannot be sure of X.
1 Tim 2.4
AT does not here prefigure H’s revisions of P.
1 Tim 3.15
1 Schwartz claims that the Syriac follows V here in reading t l v o <; for a but the does not necessarily support 
such a reading -  in fact EDC is identical to the Timothy Ailuros citation and seems a perfectly good translation 
fora Aiyoixni'.
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Ep74 follows P against H rSbsvrSb*..
1 Tim 3.16 [QUX1 = 731,3 / f.61rb] [QUX2 = 777,5 / f.94va]
QUX1
rduunr.o  K'i\cu2>x»cm K'iK'a
QUX2
rc'xrc'i
QUXl’s rendering of evoefieiac; puatqpiov is a piece of editing not unusual for this translator 
but far away from any of the versions of the verse being quoted. QUX2 is even more of a 
rewriting. Pre-X versions know nothing of H’s extravagant neologism, but for
euaefteiocc; X must have read rfmW (not P’s r^curc^), not only because it is attested in 
CPJ, PC, and in our EDC, but because it is also present in New College 333 (White’s original 
Harklean ms), indicating that the reading was known to Thomas, presumably because it lay in 
the version that he revised to k'&Olm* itxoVax.. Further on, EDC has P’s r& i^. *u=> against H’s 
more straightforward and also P’s n ^ o i .  to H’s (inconsistently, see Phil
2.11 above). Another typical sign of revision is the making emphatic of those nouns that P 
leaves in the absolute, and ^oa; it seems that this was done already in X, given the joint 
witness of CPJ and EDC. Note, however, that the words for EDC are incorrectly collated in 
NTSU as absolutes, perpetuating an error in Bedjan’s edition -  the ms (f.l5vb) clearly reads 
rt'Vta and rduov
1 Tim 6.12 [AT* = noGk / 440,2]
AT shows already H’s lexical revision of P’s r c K'fcu*o*\ to nc'&usoi*.
1 Tim 6.20 
P = Ep46
2 Tim 1.8-10a
GL shows adherence to P where the latter diverges from H (but there are too few other 
witnesses to guess further at intermediate stages); this is especially noticeable in renderings 
such as ^wrc' for acoaavtoc; (H .oia) and for too aorcrjpoc; (H remote).
2 Tim 4.8 [AT = noGk / 442,2]
Among a host of citations, only AT anticipates H’s revision of to for octiokeitoci, 
another indication of how far along the line of the X/H tradition AT ought to be placed.
2 Tim 3.16 [MosEp = Brooks 18,6]
P = MosEp [even against later revisions]
Titus 1.12 [MosEp = Brooks 19,16-17]
P = MosEp
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Titus 2.11-13 [QUX = 745,6-12 / f.70vb]
QUX shares some features with Ep55, which compare tellingly with P and H. We should 
therefore see this laid out fully:
.*^OOiL=x >i-A itvujL^a . K'ctAk'a cn^XOm^ ?rv.\ P
. r d u r t ' «^ocnA^A .rC'oalrt'a m \\rv->.\^ A. i r \ K '^ r u T ^ i r \ r < '  E p 5 5
r^ilr< ' ’^ 13 ^ocnU A  K'&ViAi.wi*) r '^cnXrC's K '^ c v a i^  X\»\ Q U X
V r i i n  ^ o c r> \- \ \  rd L n o ia  r^ cnAr^ n r i^rvaru  ^ H
■ K'itv^a.v^VDO rd^JE.ois ACi&^ JA rd»AAG
rC^ je.oi3 acv^ja A^ r^ »:n 
. r £ 2 a A ^ .A  cn)s\ ^ A r a o  r ^ J L O V a  A G A ^JA  ^A rd»A A Q
. r<*fr\ir3i\s. rdxJL o ir) A^A rdi^rV . ,A  r^»AAA
.rt'ojAr*' &\Aj j A=30 K'^cu^ao fVAxcv^ aos r 6 m  rdvjao
.r<icn rc/>^ \  v -i rdjjui K 'ctA k '  <St\Aj jA3 0  in ^ rd ir ^ o  5rv»rdi-^^o 
.r^ lcra n. -> &v»rCS»-\*73 r^jJLlo
.r£x.cnA r^ w r^ l r^^dujA  i \o ii£ u ta o  ^ u r ^ i r ^ o
r t ! m r a i  ^.CUtj ^ n t 'a o  .rdaA rt'cnArt'A m)rvv»rv->r.)rvn r^ lA ^A o  . rd -^»'V3 K'vaflaA A^
rt*v>«r'73 vxVao r ^ a i  r^cnArC'A K'SruiCA i^x.JrxA rdiA-V^Ao rd i& v so ^  fVinfloA \ ^ o
f ^ m r w  ^ \ m * 3 Q  r ^ a i  r?otA k'a cmx3C\JE.A r ^ i A ^ A o  . r d a o ^  r^ Ai»A K'AafloA a^
f ^ m r ’Ta > ^ Q x <  , J l»A r d o Q A & o  r d a i  K 'cnA rC 'A  0 3 &\j j <A 32.& \a K l w J A A a . r ^ i ^ a c A ^  K 'ia J a o A  ^ u ^ J3 Q 2 o  a^.
Note the following with regard to Ep55: P is followed here where H has revised &uJl^W to 
k i u .  For acjtrjpioc;, however, Ep55 has ^ n m ^ ,  using an adjective for an adjective which 
may reflect X, but as there are no other citations there can be no certainty. The same pattern 
continues in vl2, where Ep55 shows ‘in-between’ readings which may be related to X or may 
simply be a reflection of his own style. Given his record so far, we may presume that some of 
them at least, where they differ markedly from P, are indeed from X, such as t^ ^ a o  for 
rtf'ii\cva=o3 (H ^rds^i) and the Greek-accurate position of r&m r ^ .  In vl3, the
equivalent rciitvao  ^is found in PhxBpS,PC,Ep55, similar terms also in CPJ,AkEph, and is then 
adopted in H, all of which points fairly clearly to X (P has r&±,\=> which repears in followers of 
P such as the scholia to Gregory Nazianzen and Bar Hebraeus). The change from r c ^  to x>\a 
comes up again in this verse. Various sources show the latter before its adoption in H (PC, 
PhxHpS,Ath,AkEph,JS) but plenty do not (Epl01,CPJ,Ep55,Procsl,ZR). Given that CPJ has the 
‘old’ form and Ath, which follows P most of the time, has the ‘new’ form, we may justly be 
suspicious as to whether X really had the ‘new’ reading or whether, much more generally, the 
use of was becoming more widely accepted as the best word for Greek terms related to 
ocjfa, in which case these texts come up with the reading largely at random.
Although in some places (n'ao^ rcd» and rc^o*., which is a characteristic word for QUX) 
QUX is independent, it shows some similarities with Ep55 which further support the 
suggestion that Ep55 is a witness to X-readings here. QUX shows again that it can be both 
independent of P while at the same time signaling some of the revisions of the X/H tradition.
1 Cyril reads O(o4>p6vto<; Kal cmeiKWc; C^oajpev for oto^povax; ical 6 ikccign; kocI  euaepwt; Cpowpev.
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Heb 1.3 [CO = 44, 2 / f.96vc] [QUX1 = 718,22-3 / f.53rb] [QUX2 = 742,9/ f.68vb] [EDC* = 
17,18/f.l5va]
CO,QUX
rsl^A^a r^ jjL3CJE.s om r^ sx^ 3 ^
The issue here revolves around / rc^ acuu for UTioardaecjq -  the latter is clearly the
common Christological term for hypostasis and so naturally makes its appearance in H, the 
former in P. It was probably already in X, since it turns up in the usual places, i.e.CPJ, PC, 
Ath, Ep55,EDC and not in PhxEpGaug2,JS,RF, where we would normally expect P anyway. It is 
a sign of the mixed degrees of revision that Ep55 can choose r^cuc over rc'^oirurc' here and 
reject the latter for the term opoouoioq in the same line, in favour of the supposedly pre- 
Philoxenian rcfu* i=j. EDC and Ep55 thus follow the revision while the standardisation 
UTioaraaic; = r&ncaa had not yet become absolute for CO or QUX.
Heb 1.6 [Ep50 = 93,32 / f.l42vb]
The united testimony of CPTPhx^EDC for for oiKOupevryv (from P’s n^A±.) is very 
likely to witness X, especially as the unrevised EDC1 has depite H’s further alteration
to Ep50 follows P.
Heb 2.9a [QUX = 763,19-21 / f.83va]
QUX
K'vijK'o ce/n-irvT-i K'SftCOM r^ xjj .om Ai\n r^ ocn om A^
. AA^r^
QUX anticipates H with Al^W for eatscpavcopsvov rather than P’s cnaLt'Ua ~pr>» Cr?, but is 
generally independent in structure while largely imitating P’s vocabulary.
Heb 2.9b [CT1* = 131,14 / f.ll6vb] [CT2 = 145,10 / f.l22ra]
CT2
tAa a \,u rt'cnXrt'j
P is close to H here, and X must have been the same, despite the wayward reading in some 
recensions of P which influenced Antiochene exegesis and became a textual sticking-point. 
This does not affect our texts directly, but Shahdost of Tarihan’s attack on the ‘western’ 
version of the text may well be an explicit attack on the Philoxenian, since Philoxenus appears 
to have restored in his revision what must have been the original Peshitta (and Greek) reading 
‘by grace’ in place of the Syriac variant ‘apart from’ which Shahdost assumes to have been 
always the correct reading.1
Despite all this, the more straightforward interpretation of the Greek is here followed, as was 
doubtless found also in X (Ep55,CPJ,PC,CL,H).
Heb 2.10 [QUX1 = 761,17 / f.82vb] [QUX2 = 763,21-3 / f.83va]
1 For a full discussion, see Brock, Hebrews 2:9; for Shahdost, Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection, 
11,7.
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QUX2
rC'&vuc.A:! .rC'&iuctzuE.&A K'rft \tt> rdiiib %to» ,C730X.r^ r> A^ o cnirvN^ re Juxl ooA oA K'ocn K'f^ i
■ iOIQjVW rC*T vi !\»~i ^(niu)^
ooirA^ rzj Aa^ ] A^  iA^an QUX1 
>(no*urdb JL,o] Aa m \»r€zta  QUX1 
Xtoa] tr. pOSt rC'KiL^ to QUX1
While P forms the basis for this citation, certain aspects anticipate H clearly. Such is the 
careful use .\\yy> for 5ux + accusative and :urc  ^for 5kx + genitive, where P uses the opposite 
order; the use of ooA oA rather than simply ocrA for autcu; and rt± u  m=> rather than m**x=> for 
5ia TiaGppdTCOV. Firmly remaining with P, however, is the use of cc'rd. (H, K'rcfa) for £7rp£7i£v;
(H voouoiaa) for tfjq acotppiaq autwv; and (H rc^A*i) for teAeicockxi. Using
%to rather than A  ^for ccyco is independent of both P and H.
Heb 2.11-12 [QUX1 = 727,38-41 / f.59rb] [QUX2 = 752,17 / f.75vb (v lla  only)] [QUX3 = 
763,23-6 / f. 83va-b]
QUX3
ASjrC' .jtnojjK ' ^cviK' &\cna r^A AN^ -n .iu  ^gcaA^ .^tr.Xn^a:! ^Al.k'a  JL\nia:\ am
. yiir^X  A-iCWK*
»^CV1C7J QUX2 
r^ ScTj] r^ lcTJ QUX1
QUX anticipates the later versions with the Aphel JE.AOTQ (P JLto) for dyia^cov, in line with all 
West Syrian witnesses after P (incl. Ep50). However, QUX uses the older form ^A.k' where 
all other versions and citations (incl. Ep50) have Vcvim. Another possible X-reading is the 
inclusion of an equivalent for airiav (om. P), but this is witnessed before H only in CL.
Heb 2.13b [QUX* = 763,26-7 / f.83vb]
Heb 2.14 [CO* = 55,19 / f.l02vc] [CT1* = 123,23 / f.ll3vb] [CT2 = 126,3-4 / f.ll4vb] 
[CT3* = 138,1 / f.l 19rb] [SDI* = 226,26-7 / f.23va-b] [QUX1 = 721,7-11 / f.54vb] [QUX2 = 
744,19-22 / f.70rb] [QUX3 = 763,27-30 / f.83vb] [EDC1 = 17,9 / f.l5ra] [EDC2 = 20,18-9 /
f.l7vb] [EDC3 = 20,22-3 / f.l7vb] [Ep50-1* = 92,13 / f.l41vb] [Ep50-2* = 98,10-11 /
f.l45vb]
SDI*
»^r\c\iato r^ 2a:\o rViomA ^ a
QUX1
Xjl=3A ^»ctA to  ^»oA >£&\a&\x.r<’ ^a<n&\cca:i=> am  J&rt' .r^raxo i^ ia i s a  cvAiftoiwt.r*' rduo
.r i^^oA cam .rt'iftccan octA ,cnc\AA^7=i3 rt'fcxcca
r^ icnrva] rVioarA QUX2 
^.ctA to] om.QUX2 
jOnrt «W -^I\] A\^ 3A QUX2
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QUX3
^■oA ama . rd i* n o  r ^ i o a n a  cx&A\cA\x.r<' rd iA sa A o ^ s o  
. r d i^ Q ?  jc o o k u r^ '^  rC'&vcoa:! rdiS^Xcv*. :iu jr< ':x  ocnA  , m r v .\\^ -^ ^  rt'Jrvcvio
Ep50,SDI,CO,CT,QUX all follow the Byzantine/Syriac versional order ‘flesh and blood’ in 
violation of Cyril’s Alexandrian order ‘blood and flesh’ which most of his citations maintain. 
The translator of EDC, however, has evidently taken pains over this to render the order 
exactly as found in his Vorlage, at least in two of the three instances of the verse in this text.
In QUX3 TiapocnAriaiGoq is translated by Axo**' rather than the usual A\c\=»:1= (which is found at 
QUX 1,2). This is paralleled in RF, where even the unusual positioning of the verb .aAxcAxs.r*' is 
the same, and also in CT3* and Ep50. This may reflect an OS hangover, but it also reminds us 
of other places where QUX and RF shared a peculiar reading in citations (e.g. 1 John 4.14-5). 
The two also share smaller revisions to P’s wording, :u= for P’s .= (cf.Ep45), cum for P’s 
,050^^, and am for P’s ^  (cf.Ep45). These sort of small advances reveal to us these forward- 
thinking translators who have already broken out of P’s mould in the general direction of H.
Ep45 also shares some of these minor revisions, such as :u=, and also a6& for xov (P ^^ A), 
apparently an X-reading (PC, Ath, TA, Procsl, and FI Ed). Other obvious revisions are not, 
however, found here, e.g. A^cn=> ^ma against revised ^ooA ^  ^ooA for tcov auxujv; rciw.orc', 
which is shared by many other texts (but not Ep45); similarly re'Axcxr** oA Aur^  is a typical H 
caique, but is prefigured in CPJ (and nowhere else); A ^  instead of r^ r\n>; and cum 
instead of .tnoAurc' for tou t’ eqtiv (CPJ with PC, ZR etc).
Heb 2.15 [QUX = 721,11-12 / f.55ra]
cam vOouiu o^cnAcx^  .rC'Axcxsss K'AAwtoS A^oo
^ActA] c^ucfA QUX2 (as P and H).
X is impossible to pin down: for (XTiaAAa^ p P has k'a*., H o^ j, while other texts yield a series 
of alternatives, (PC,TA,QUX), (PC’s preferred), (RF,Ep45,Ath). Ep45 and QUX 
also stick with P for ^ooA^ against
Heb 2.16-7 [C01 = 38,16-8 / f.93vc] [C02* = 40,12-3 / f.94vc] [CT* = 119,6 / f.lllvc] 
[QUX1 = 721,12-5 / f.55ra (up to vl7a)] [QUX2 = 763,32-4 / f.83vb (up to vl7a)] [EDC = 
17,7 / f.l5ra] [Ep46* = 159,2-3 / 48,24-5] [Ep50-1* = 92,5-6 / f.l41va] [Ep50-2* = 94,2 / 
f.l42vb]
C01
A ^ d X  K 'am  .p a t  r ^ a c n  A ^ p q  .70m xsrfy  m ±-\\ r^ArX* .n o a .,1 ^  r ta m  r^ A
. r t f 'o A rC 'to  r&zn*m&» ,=>v> rdisajLfW r ^ o c r u s  . ,cr>c\jjrslA  rd^nAvi }o:iso
QUX1
jin x  r ^ i t n  A ^ * >  .> s c n \3 r ^  Ax*s:i rdA rtf' . , - ic m  r ta m  rd A
.tm aJjr^\ " p t t  A c x ^ a n  ctA rX 'o m
r^ A r* ']  rd A r* ' QUX2 
bjL=>] om. QUX2
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P’s peculiar reading, r^ccw nfom \\v7» rs r^ J^ca rtom reA (it was not over angels that 
death had power) in which rc^coo must be a gloss to provide a subject for £7iiAap|3(XV£Tai, 
understood as ‘to subdue, have power over’, was pointed out some time ago as a possible OS 
reading, appearing as it does in most old, but not all, mss of P.1 Otherwise, however, it is not 
found in our texts; its non-use here in a 5th century text, Ep45 (its earliest citation in extant 
Syriac literature) confirms that it was not X which first revised it. Its appearance in Ep45 
should be taken probably as a witness to this standard reading before the time of X. At any 
rate, although P is not here followed in Ep45, the OS cannot be taken as a basis for the 
reading. The second .nan is also omitted, probably simply as extraneous. In vl7 Ep45 follows 
P’s rather than H’s
CO and QUX also show a similar text. Again as in Ep45, we have the omission of the .->cm in 
vl6b. QUX’s unusual is paralleled only in ZR. Having the fern r&m for the
abstract pronouns, as here, is typical of the X-tradition texts (here Ath,Ep45,DM,PC,TA,ZR) 
against the P-aligned ones having re'sm (East Syrian witnesses). The rest of vl7 is firmly P, 
though X’s revisions were probably minimal and perhaps non-existant.
Heb 3.1b-2 [COl* = 53,11 / f.lOlvb] [C02* = 54,21 / £102rc] [C03* = 56,18-9 / f.l03va] 
[CT1* = 135,24 / f. 118rc] [CT2 = 137,11-4 / f.ll8vc] [QUX = 750,32 / f.74va (vlb only)] 
[EDC1 =24,2 / f.20ra] [EDC2 = 18,13 / f.l6ra]
QUX
.^cvx* ,CTJoin_»re':\ rdmiiu oscu* . re'\»*7ix. re'rVSo jjiK'
CT2
rtfstcca vyre mi-iv i gctA re'om a^*cn^ a:\ re'vncv^  .sSo rC'vi»Vt-i o.n-i^ \r</
CO’s .= cvna^ re' exactly agrees with what is in Ep55, H. This most likely represents X, since it 
is so distinct from P (.cnore'u.), while QUX’s oW  is unparalleled; CO and QUX both retain 
P’s re'wcv* js , where Ep55 has adopted perhaps X’s reading in advance of H’s
rcacn^i. CO’s addition of ream for ovta is peculiar, others having either nothing (P) or 
jcnoiture' (Ep55,PC,H). Ep55 is revised again in v2, where P has the periphrastic ^cnsarv, Ep55 
having .moire's, which H adopts, only altering the word-order to fit the Greek
(Triarov ovta)
QUX’s i^xaSME.rc', however, is an advance on P’s k'vjW  and continues into H. The same goes 
for its use of the adjectival rdu^ ax. for £7toupav(ou where P uses the analytic rc^ax.
Heb 4.15 [COl = 53,2-5 /f.lOlvc] [C02* = 54,25 / f.l02va] [CT1 = 137,7-8 / f.ll8vc] 
[Ep46* = 159,7/48,30]
COl
. ^a B^tnLas >nu2an ^\ocm ^ xsxsy r<^ra r<\^ K'vacv^ . ^  fcv.K' rdX
1 The 8th century diophysite writer, Shahdost o f Tarihan, knows the correct reading from his own scriptures and 
attributes this variant reading to the deliberate falsification o f the scriptures by the Monophysites (following, he 
says, in the footsteps o f Paul o f Samosata!) -  see Abramowski and Goodman, Nestorian Collection, II, 8; see 
also Bonus, Hebrews 2:16 in the Peshitta Syriac version.
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CT1
p t t  A-vn >cn\'73'\ r^ Ar^  *^ A\ocnL»i^  >ax. tjjj^ K'g^ n r^ As K'vncu* A^ AuK* i. \^ rdA
. K'AvA^SJ ^n i^ ClP
P is followed closely, but few revisions to its text were ever made. CO’s V.™U-, for p^n A^ = 
in unusual; its omission of ^ Axc^ .k' due to closely attending to the Vorlage.
Heb 5.1-3 [CT1 = 136,9-13 / f.ll8va] [CT2* = 139,21 / f.ll9vc] [CT3 = 140,17-21 / f.l20rb 
(om.vlb)]
CT1 [CT3]
.yiK* K'cnAK'm yi-.K' A^_ .^ or^ o rdu*i=> .°Am .-ltmAvaa rdxAiira yna rt'tnfti .=>i A_=*
A\pn . yw^o y^ .x» rtlAn yA.K' [tjjli] tjjJ^ iA ,cho .r^ oni^ M .°An K'AvwLnso rdiraHcvn
cnx^ s j&Ajj .AK r^ i^ cn ,°Ana rdiajK's [ocn aiu] jaA\ chAd^ pso [yA] *xnA rt'Avocrx.'V^. om
. K'tn\yV» .°t\xi
There is just one significant sign of revision: ^ankx» for AocpPavopevoc; (with PC,HG,H) 
where P reduced simply to rtom. Other places are still distinctively P: 1) rSa&rt™ yA.K' Jl^ 
^rc' for toc Trpoc; t o v  0eov, where X probably revised to KcnA*' A\cAs yAcn= (PC,HG,H); 
2)k'A\otmia, for the later K'ANolmm (PC,HG,H).
However, as so often, these two texts also show some distinctive features: l)the reading 
rc'Auim instead of (P,H) for Ouaiocq is unique; 2) where both P and H try to get the 
nuance of petpioraxOelv by using both and vy*>, CT simply uses the former alone; 3) 
s ocn is the normal rendering for ocpeiAei, CTl’s being unique; 4).°A.u for the final Tispi (1^ 
P, \\'y» H) is paralleled only in the Syriac of Theodore’s Catechetical Homilies, but given the 
profusion of jAum for all the previous instances, this is hardly surprising.
Heb 5.4-5 [CO = 53,22-4 / f.lOlvc] [CT* = 136,14 / f.l 18va]
CO
^cncnK' .AK's rdi .^K' .K'cnArt' yn K',ioAun:i r^ JuK' t^Ak* . K'ixx.rC' ncvn xiK' cnr,°v\A Kocn r^ A
. K'TSno^  K'ocnJA A| K'ocn r^ A . rduns 3K' rdi^ cn
While CO follows P in rendering the reflexives with r&s* rather than H’s (and possibly X’s) 
<nA ocn caique, CO is concerned to render koci with ak 1 against P. Otherwise, P is followed, 
but was not significantly revised before H.
Heb 5.6 [CO = 54,3-4 / f.l02rb]
jiMi-d’yn cnCo~^\j vyK' y>\ \^ ocn Auk's .vnrt' Kiiu r^oxns vyrC'
Although grammatically, CO sticks with P in having e.g. ocn Auk' rather than vyAuK* Auk' (H) 
and lexically preferring K^ ncv  ^to H’s KScn*, the phrase r?cn-\ vyK' is H’s (K'Avcunsa P) and 
was probably part of the X-tradition as well.
Heb 5.7-10 [COl = 54,7-9,11,13 / f.l02rb-c (v.7-8 only)] [C02* = 54,26 / f.l02va] [C03 = 
56,13-4 / f.l03rc] [CT1 = 136,15-21 / f.ll8va] [CT2* = 139,21-2 / f.H9vc] [QUX1 = 754,3-9 
/ f.76vb-77ra (up to v9 only)] [QUX2 = 440,38-40 / f.78ra-b (v7 only)]
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Being such a commonly used and important verse, we shall set out the data in full:
oq ev r a iq  fipepatc; rrjc; aapK oq a u x o u  S srjaac; re K ai iK etripfac; Tipoq t o v  S u v a p s v o v
■.rt'ocn .aain -» .r-e'ocn y.-»V rVimn xa. ^ k'P
K 'O m  . s i n  rd a ^ n X s o  v> >y-> rVirv^ r^ Xxo r^ Xxrvv - i  cninasx re'X\~nr\.-. RF
.sin rC'Xmjjirvo K^^r-y^N cnioasx k'Xvtdcu^  QUX1
rt'irv i^n.ixo rVXxcVvib cnioasX K'XySnrv.-n ocn CT1
.K'ocn .sinin r^ XyPjT-t^ NO r^ixa^s rt'&uaoisx ocn C O l
ocn ir\c\X r^ r^v^ r-y^ xo K'^o.yjo . cnL»x r^imsx K'SrcaciisX ocn H
aco^eiv  a u x o v  £k  G a v a to u  p e t a  Kpauyrjc; io x u p a q  K ai SaK pucov 7ipoa£V£yKa<;
>cncv»3A.ix K'ixoin ^n K'ocn .xxsjcinx 
,cnojjjJA r^ixccn r?ocn jjoacmx ^ a \
r^^nxso r^^hMw <-.-> rt'ixoin ^n ,a i ( \ j^ »  rg'^nx ocn X\oA
. K'ocn ■jjn.'in r&^mxso K'^ xuirAmj rt'Vw. r^Jxccn ^n cnni&ix ocn r^^inx ocn X\oA
.r^ocn .sincn r£a^nxso K'X\jjX\1luj *^n x  ^ . K'Sxccn cnniSJX r?ocn r^^inx ocn\
. >3in rc'vScna K'iruiirAajj r^ Xvvn j^nx. -.r i^xccn ^n ,cno.Ln\ojui
Kai daaKouaGdc; ano  rrjc; £uAa(3dac;,
■V ■mXw.r-g* o
r^ XxccnX r^aiv^. r ^ c c o n  ^n^\z.r<'o 
K,X\rdi^X» K'Xxo^ yJ 5^0 2^nX\Jt.r<'o 
K'ixoifcusa ^n x^o
cn&\oi&u:a r^n o
r</X\o<\ \^ >x^Xvx.r<' x^o
8 KaiTisp (uv u ioq , sp a G sv  acp’ <Lv STiaGev t f ] v  u n a K o p v ,
. rVXxoA^ nXxxrTiX ch°A» Anoox r^iwo K'&AjjX ^n jcnoXurt' K'is .sl^  x^o
. K,X\OA^ 2nXvx2nX m°>\» A-icr?x rd b o  k'&AlmX ^n ,cnoXv»r<' rt'is x^o
ft^ Xvrv w~r>X\T~r>\ cn°A» tmX j^Aj K' ^n .K'is jCnoXv*^  X^ O
. rVXxoAx^nXvx^nX tjjX ^AliK' ^ n  chsA-» . jcno& v.re ' r C ' i s  .->\^ x ^  ^ r C ' 
rVXvoAxznXvaoiX tjjX . A  ch?A »o [ . K 'o c n  , c n o k i i ^  r C 'i s  ^ K '  x ^ . ... ]
. r^ XvoW?aX\T’?A y*»X ^»\cn ^n >°l\ » -.r^in ,cno^ur<' .r>  ^ X^
9 Kai TsAeicoGsi^ eyevezo iraaiv to iq  UTtaKououaiv a u r a )  am oq  acotppiaq aiw viou
[ a K a t a i u t o u  QUX],
. o^lxAx r^ kMX rVXxlx. . cnA i^vga^ xacsnx A^uirV «^ ocnlnA K'ocno .isa^ixrtf' rdi^cno
.cni i^xZn2(Xx2aX ^L»rd\ »^i=xv. r^lx rdiii ir\L^ K'ocno .,t a ^ s>Sxt<'o 
>AaAx rdijix fVXxlx. cnX x^^ nixiE2nx «^ octAo^ \  rt'ocn x^o
.->Ajklx rdinicvax rVXxlx. cnA ^.v«b\>t w  *^cucn *^oooLA K'ocn ••AinSxat.K' x^o
10 TtpoaayopeuGeic; utio to u  Geou  apxiepeuq K ara  t f ) v  x a ^ iv  MeAxia^EK.
nX U ^A cnx c n ix c c n x n  r^ i s n c x ^  ^ai rC'cnXrC' ^  c n m X v tK 'o 
.jaXUnAznx cnJxccnxs K'vncx^ ^ii K'cnArt' cnenSxac-rt'o
11 airo xfjc; e6Axxpeia; translated in P by rc'XOujs in the next line (also RF). 
2 These two clauses are transposed in CO.
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a M n l’a i  tnQ u!^ v y r t '  [yAsA] rdicna. %»\ K'cn\r<' ^73 , \-sX\rex ^
• = i o ]  p O S t  Q U X 2
o c n  & \cA ] o c h l  Q U X 2
The ‘nestorianising’ P-reading rc'ocn t.-A ri’ioa ^  is carefully avoided in favour of a closer 
rendering of the Greek in all these other versions. This is, of course, a matter discussed by 
Philoxenus in relation to his version, although the condemned reading was present only in 
some copies even in his day, and the more accurate one is found already in Ephrem and then 
in RF, so we need not ascribe the reading in QUX,CT, and CO here necessarily to X- 
influence. Kerschensteiner has thus argued that it is not especially an OS reading, merely a P 
variant.1
CO, perhaps typically, has rc'i^a for aocp^  (although CT does not) against all parallel citations. 
The rest of v7 affords a clear view of X. P has idiomatically transposed the prepositional 
clause Trpoc; tov  5uvdpevov oq^eiv aurov ek  Gavatou to a position after TtpoaEVEyKaq, and 
also treats atio tfjc; suAapdaq as dependent on epaGev. RF follows P precisely in these 
interpretations, but they are spumed by QUX,CT,CO, which have readings much closer to the 
virtually identical text, shared by both CPJ and H, which most likely represents X, including, 
e.g., using rc^pa rather than ^  for 5uvap£vo<;, and *\cA for irpoq (as CT, not CO).
QUX is slightly more conservative than CT in leaving rc'ocn in its P position, while the 
latter texts move it in accordance with Gk word order (as H ) ,  although CO’s . k'ocn .rain
rc'ocn are added to a Greek text wholly without TrpooEveyKaq, in accord with its usual 
expansionism.
t l iThe rc'^oiiMin found in CO and CT is paralleled once in the 6 century HG, but a whole range 
of terms are found in other texts (which were also probably unhappy with P’s interpretation), 
and H’s rc'*\aa=>j is anticipated also in QUX (with the addition of rc^rcs^o*). The ^  before 
(CT) is a typical X-touch found otherwise only in H to make the participle 
transparent, and happens again at the start of v9.
Again in v8, P paraphrases strongly, with c^aL Ann?* r c f o r  spaGsv acp’ cov etoxGev, for 
which H has a revision very close to what CT already did, namely w  ^  .aL. QUX,CT 
and CO have rA.rc' but QUX has even more regard for word order than H by putting chaL last. 
Although the term for aa>£eiv in v7 is altered from rc^ *» to .nia in CT,CO, the noun form in v9 
is retained in those texts as re£*» (as P). Then, where we might expect another ^  in CT at the 
start of vlO, we in fact have just o, exactly as in P. The phrase rc^ coavD is used by CT for Kara 
tr)v ra^iv (vlO) in contrast to H’s revised form r?cn-\ vyrc' which was used by CO in v6 (see 
previous entry).
The mixed and stilted nature of the revision-process is thus quite clear in CT and CO, and to 
some extent in QUX as well.
Heb 7.26
1 Kerschensteiner, Paulustext, 186-7; see also Voobus, Rabbula, 29.
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In Ep55, for sitpeitev we have another ‘in-between’ reading, rd rd ., unattested elsewhere, which 
could be X or could simply be Ep55’s own choice. However, P has rd rd . for this word at every 
other NT occurance (Mt 3.15, 1 Cor 11.13, Eph 5.3, 1 Tim 2.10, Tit 2.1, Heb 2.10), regularly 
altered to nd rda  in H, and so we need not see any X-revision in this reading at Heb 7.26. 
However the alteration of to in H (for KExcopiopevot;), being prefigured in Ep55 and 
PC, has a greater chance of being the X-reading.
Heb 8.1 [CO = 57,1-2 / f.l03vb]
CO
r d s a a 'is o a  rd& \cvsta rd if lc A o ^  rd u sa *  .s&U* o m  . rdvz>cv=k ^  rd icn  v y r f s
tou; oupavotq] uipriAou; CO
rtfjcn v y K ' for Toioutov matches up with Ep55,H (as noted above) and certainly represents a 
revision of P, which omits it as such, ocn instead of rd u r d  for the relative falls into the same 
category, although for ev is P’s word (A ^. Ep55, .=  H). The term apxiepeuq is seen to be 
r tv T ic ^  in P, K 'is o o a  in Ep55, and rd icn* r * \ in H (as also Heb 7.26), with again the 
possibility of Ep55 being the only available witness to X. rdsaoHso follows the Vorlage against 
the of the versions.1
Heb 9.14 [Ep50* = 94,16 / f.l43ra]
Heb 9.23-6 [QUX = 762,33-763,2 / f.83ra-b] [Ep50* = 96,4-5 / f. 144rb]
QUX
,^5 y \c n  .yaA&u yA cna rd&UA£az. y \ c m  rdaa&cA^ >ocn ycm & urda y \ c m  &\acn rd ^ A rd  
r6 u £ »  Jbk. rd»iurd=> rdz.Hc\n jc.q:id rdocn r d l  .y \c n  yK&Vi^a* rdw ih to
y & L >  rdcnArda 70S0 rd u A u a  .rdcnxA  ^cvactA r d l r d  .rd V iz . «^c\Jcn3 rdoa& o^ ,cna&urd:i
J b o  r^t.S<Xo x o s o  &Vjl=A r^ acn  Ard^-J v y r d  (n«A> rd^ \rd  1 \nr> d ^ u a u  *sa&\ rdAo
•* cn^umH^\ y «  ZjulI rd irv rd i^J»  rd & u a u  cnA rdocn jant r d \  y *  «^rdo .cnU s rdAa rd ^ o m  rd iz .
.,U»iftrd cn&U&sXa rdirvA^ull rdV^cvaA .rd2nl^-a rd r n lo x n  y a \ rdxw y j  rdz.cn
In a number of ways, QUX’s version is quite independent and unique, e.g. the periphrasis yAcn
rdoaao  ^ ,6cn ,cnoiurda where P uses r^h\c£73^ and H rdk*ojjJ(\; for dyia all versions have
rdz.A o» or rdz-oon i u = ,  but QUX has rd z .ao n  x o ) o  5tuz>, a good example of representing the 
signifie of the original with a cultural equivalent regardless of the precise wording of the 
sacred text (cf. the same at Heb 10.19).
Sometimes P is distinctively retained, as in the periphrastic cnL* rdAs r&*x=> for ev aipati 
(xAAoxpicp (H r d . ^ c a )  is kept by QUX. At the other times H is more clearly anticipated, such 
as in using (with H) a + impf for the infinitive, rather than P’s ptc; and rdoiao^ being used for 
dvmuTicx as in PC and H (P rd*\cc»:i). v26 shows a series of close parallels with H and that 
QUX has advanced in its technique some way beyond P, as the following table shows:
.rdsalx-S ox»ic\z. pjJ rdir\rdi^a> rd&uibtt x rdocn mw x X rdArdo p
rd^alva cnfcusxnift »^9 juu rd^ \fdt^ O> rdifuaw crA rdocn rdl yA ^^ rdo QUX
1 The reading is known only from minuscule 33, Eusebius and some vulgate mss., Tischendorf not noting Cyril’s 
use o f it here and in Ep55.
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❖ cn b \^7 i\b \ T-wJ ^i\*m  -.ctA K'c\m x  v ^ °  H
o o ^ \o .v n n \r 3  c n T ° n  ^=a\ o c n  K'rYij . r d z n l^ - S  X  c n irv u x n  r€x.m  p
X X  X r^’^ Vs. a r^n\cvzs r^ Wi r^ *-cn QUX
X X  X r^ *A*_:i r^mXojta K'Wj r^ atcn J-J
X X  X r?)s\%\\x\ &X\j-iW p
.,U»S(\r^  x cnKwL3to K'^ tu^ jj  ^ rdl^ yCUaX QUX
• A^^xr^ cnUl r^ jjLnA :u= r^kvi^m r l^^cvrA JJ
Heb 10.5-7 (see NTSU evidence)
T TIn v7 the text in Phx ,Ep50,H is revised from the impf ^ ^ r e ^  (P,PC) to the inf. n-^-aA  for t o u  
Tioirjaai. However, in v5 we have one of the key passages discussed by Philoxenus in CPJ in 
relation to his new version of the NT. The Peshitta read (you have clothed me
[with] a body), whereas Philoxenus wanted to translate more accurately as A rc'v^ 
(you have established a body for me). Thus it is this latter reading that we find also in 
Philoxenus’ Tres Tractatus and Ep Senoun, and in Paul of Callinicum (on both occasions 
where it is cited in his work). In contrast, the ‘clothing metaphor’ is found in citations in 
Philoxenus’ earlier writings.1 This is to be expected. However, the fact that the later reading 
appears here in Ep50 (as given in NTSU) constitutes potentially important evidence, given 
that we have already shown the text to date from before 484, that Philoxenus’ notions of NT 
revision are not de novo from him but originate with the very texts that he was reading 
perhaps most assiduously, the Syriac versions of Cyril.2
Ep50’s rendering is surprising for a couple of reasons: firstly, he elsewhere uses the Peshitta 
for most of his citations rather than making his own versions.3 Were that the case here also, 
we would have to conclude that he knew of a Syriac version with this ‘Philoxenian’ reading; 
however, it is much more reasonable to suppose that the translator, realising that the Greek 
simply did not match the Peshitta text in this instance, departed from the latter with his own 
rendering. The second point of note is that is used for ‘body’ here; now, not only does 
this violate the translator’s usual practice of = acxp^  and rcbM.o^= adjpa, but in the 
very next sentence, Cyril continues discussing the wording of this verse (Heb 5.7), using 
exactly the same vocabulary, and in this context, our translator uses for aujpoc twice;
this naturally stregthens the case that he is actually inserting a citation here and it comes from 
a form of the NT text which has already been revised to the Greek before 484.
Even if, however, we do prefer simply to ascribe the rendering to this translator’s own genius, 
then we still have solid evidence of the sorts of practices that were developing in the latter 5th 
century which would so influence Philoxenus later; for this translator, content to insert P 
citations as normal practice, is becoming keenly aware of the need for revision in this sphere a 
whole generation before Philoxenus would do the same more systematically.
Heb 10.14 [QUX = 764,5-6 / f.84ra]
1 E.g. Heb 5.7 in PhxDD, see De Halleux, Philoxene, 237.
2 On Philoxenus’ discussion o f the reading in CPJ, see ibid., 123-5; Brock, Resolution, 329. For the date o f Ep50, 
see Part 2.ii above.
J On this point, see our conclusions from the Gospel citations, above, and such Pauline examples as Heb 1.6 and 
Phil 2.6-8, where EDC has the Philoxenian readings while Ep50 does not.
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QUX
. qoi J^ ^i\»r^A }AxA ^CUrt' Aia-i^ r^ iwACVn Aw i«-»
QUX is largely as P with word order variation to follow Gk more closely (as also another in- 
between text, the Syriac version of Theodosius of Mopsuestia’s Catechetical Homilies). The 
explanatory addition of cm=» parallels the cm in P, but is not found in any other citations and 
does not reflect a Greek word there. While H makes various revisions, lexical for P’s 
and for ?oLA), word-order (Xurc^w in the correct position) and syntactical
(^cuch for EDC follows P throughout. There is a difference between the unrevised
version of EDC which has the simpler cc^ aA  and the revised version which, with P, has 
There being no other witnesses, it is impossible to say how this relates to X.
Heb 10.19-20 [QUX = 761,17-21 / 82ra-b]
P = QUX
rd&rtf' X\c\A^J rcA
r^ s.Acvo irvjL=>] r^ x*Acio *x.aAn (for tcov dyicov, cf.Heb 9.24)
r £ c . c n  X \A m A r d i i i A  r e w A O r ^ o ]  K 'X v j m G  rC 'X x A M  r d w A O K '  X \A m A o c h
The latter clause matches H exactly and is a much better mirror of the Vorlage.
Heb 10.28-9 [QUX = 765,34-9 / f.85va]
QUX
K'cuu Aw K'SrA^o ^.actiQo ^»aX\ }o<a& Ax. ,-Gdcvm rdXA -.rdz.cCQA rda>c\^aa Ax. ArixA rdiiK '
rdwOAO tA->A vyr^ cnaxM cnA»A rtfoXuAA rd^ aAG rC'cnXrt'A miA je.AA ocn K'ltn rdz.Va
.<n= jc.Ao&K'a jC73 Ax«- r^ Xxcvm-tA
The use of rc^K* rather than ^ k ' ,  the idioms p a *  A x (ini) and *Axa ( k o iv o v )  mark out 
P’s strong influence on this otherwise fairly independent citation. Cyril’s word order is 
scrupulously followed as he transposes ev co riyidcaGrj to the end.
Heb 11.9-10 [MosEp = Guidi 399]
Where P and H vary it can be seen that P is clearly the underlying text for Moses. The 
reference in the Munster edition gives the impression that these are Moses’ words, whereas 
they actually belong to Paphnutius’ petition. P’s phrase <A k'Xuidk'Xuk.a k'Xva.aA (Gk xr|v 
touq GepeAiout; exovoav noXiv) becomes oA.a rcifcrc'Xut.A k'Xu-aA in Paphnutius’ version. This 
is merely a function of writing from memory. H kept P’s text.
Heb 12.2 [CO* = 55,31 / f.l03ra] [QUX1 = 718,26 / f.53rb] [QUX2 = 765,17-8 / f.85rb]
CO
iaifljo r^ X\X\(7X3 A v. Acbn Ax 
QUX1
. r e b \ b \ q x 3 Ax. Aflo^sK' <nX X\om  r<'ir\OAM A lm
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fQUX2
.r^Sft^cno A-k. ioasoK'o iruxx?
Although only a paraphrase, CO shows an intriguing parallel, the use of a*  for 
Katacppovrjaac;, which is also found in H, all other versions using (usually in Aphel, as P
and QUX). It is hard not see the influence of the X/H tradition.
Heb 13.4 [QUX = 724,9-10 / f.56vb]
P = QUX
Heb 13.7 [AT = noGk / 447,7-8]
NTSU unfortunately omits this citation in which AT agrees closely with H against P in three 
lexical revisions: (utteikete) for H) for rcs^*' vyr^, and
K'idbws for ^Q-^ -iT.ciy. None of these revisions are paralleled in any other
citation and AT’s witness to them is an important one that should not be missed.
Heb 13.8 [CO = 42,10-11 / f.95v, 3.41-3] [QUX = 746,38-9 / f.72ra] [Ep40 = 28,5-6 / 35,12- 
13]
CO,QUX
)nAaAo ocn ocn r^ iinc\jO jAinJftrt'
P’s o-ocn  for o autoq is continued in texts where we might expect to find it (Ep40,JS,
PhxEpAdda,East Syrian writers,TA,Ath), the revised ocn ocn being found extensively before
H, viz. in PC,CO,QUX but also, surpsrisingly, in RF -  this standard revision obviously well 
preceding the production of X.
Heb 13.12 [QUX = 774,20-2 / f.92rb]
QUX
. TJJ rC’&u^ca i-A  . rdznxA cn2nA A*=j .X.ACUA Ar^A
Again we see QUX’s instrumental a^=> for 5kx + gen., which H will follow, but P’s is
retained for wo\x\ (H revised to rc^ A*\).
Index to Pauline citations
QUX
[Rom 1.16; 1.21-3; 5.14-5; 6.3; 6.5; 8.3-4; 8.32; 9.5; 10.6-9; 10.8-9; 15.15-6; 1 Cor 1.18;
I.22-5; 2.8; 3.11; 3.16-7; 4.7; 5.7; 6.17; 6.19*; 6.20*; 8.5-6; 15.10; 15.22; 15.45; 15.47; 
15.48-9; 2 Cor 1.19; 4.6; 4.16; 5.14-5; 5.21; 8.9a; 10.4-5; 13.3-4a; Gal 1.1; 1.11-2; 2.19-20; 
3.13; 4.4; 6.14; Eph 1.19b-21a; 1.21; 3.14-7; 4.5; 5.1-2; Phil 2.5-7; 2.9-11; Col 1.12-20; 1.21- 
2; 1 Tim 3.16; Tit 2.11-3; Heb 1.3; 2.9a; 2.10; 2.11-2; 2.13*; 2.14; 2.15; 2.16-7; 3.lb-2; 5.7- 
10; 9.23-6; 10.14; 10.19-20; 10.28-9; 12.2; 13.4; 13.8; 13.12]
EDC
[Rom 1.4*; 6.3-4; 8.29*; 1 Cor 3.16; 1 Cor 15.20*; 2 Cor 4.4; 6.16; Eph 2.3; Phil 2.10-11; 1 
Tim 1.7; 3.16; Heb 1.3*; 1.6; 2.14; 2.16; 3.1; 10.14]
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SDI
[Rom 1.25; 10.14; Cor 1.23; 15.47; 2 Cor 4.16; 8.9b; Gal 1.16; Phil 3.14; Col 2.8-9; Heb 
2.14]
Ep39
[Rom 8.8-9; 1 Cor 15.47; Eph 4.5; Phil 2.7]
Ep40
[Rom 9.3-5; 1 Cor 8.5-6; Eph 6.19*; Phil 2.7; Heb 13.8]
Ep44
[Rom 7.23,5*; 8.3-4; 2 Cor 5.16; Col 1.18*; Heb 2.14-7]
Ep45
[Rom 7.23,5*; 8.3-4; 2 Cor 5.16; Col 1.18*; Heb 2.14-7]
Ep46
[Rom 9.5*; 1 Cor 2.8*; Phil 2.7*; 1 Tim 6.20*; Heb 2.16-7*; 4.15*]
Ep50
[Rom 1.25*; 8.29 x2*; 1 Cor 2.16; 8.6; 15.20*; 2 Cor 2.11*; 5.19 ^*; 10.5*; Eph 2.14*; 5.2*; 
Phil 2.6-10 x3; Col 1.15,18; 2.9 ^  1 Tim 1.7; Heb 1.6*; 2.11-2; 2.14 x2*; 2.16-7 x2*; 9.14*; 
9.24*; 10.5-7]
Ep55
[Rom 1.22-3; 6.3; 9.4-5; 10.6-9; 1 Cor 3.11; 10.4; 13.12,9*; 15.20*; 2 Cor 4.4; Eph 4.5; Phil 
2.6-8; 2.7*; 2.8; Col 1.15-7; 1 Tim 1.7; Titus 2.11-13; Heb 1.3*; 2.9; 3.1-2; 7.26; 8.1]
Ep74
[Rom 8.35; 1 Tim 3.15; 2 Tim 7.7-8*]
EplOl
[Rom 9.5; 1 Cor 2.8; Gal 1.18; Tit 2.13]
CO
[Rom 3.27*; 6.3*; 10.8-9; 1 Cor 2.22-5*; 4.1*; 6.17; 8.6; 9.26*; 15.10*; 15.47; 2 Cor 5.21*; 
10.4-5*; 13.3-4*; 13.5; Gal 1.8,9; 3.13*; Eph 1.19-21; 2.3; 2.6; 4.5; 5.1-2; Phil 2.5-7; 2.9-11; 
2.15-6*; 3.5*; 3.14; Col 1.12-20; Heb 1.3; 2.14*; 2.16-7; 3.1-2*; 4.15; 5.4-5; 5.6; 5.7-10; 8.1; 
12.2*; 13.8]
CT
[Rom 6.3*; 7.22; 8.8-9; 9.5; 13.10*; 15.8-9; 1 Cor 2.8*; 2.12; 3.16-7; 6.17; 6.20*; 8.6*; 2 Cor 
4.16; 6.16*; 8.9a*; Gal 4.4*; 4.7; 5.1*; Eph 1.19-21; 3.16-7; 4.5*; 5.1-2*; Phil 2.5-7; Col 
1.17-8; 1.19; 1.21-2; 2.8-9; Heb 2.9; 2.14; 2.16-7*; 3.1-2; 4.15; 5.1-3; 5.4-5*; 5.7-10]
AT
[Rom 1.22-3; 7.22-5; 8.3-4; 8.29-30; 1 Cor 1.30; 2.10; 15.27; Gal 4.19 Eph 1.21; Eph 
2.10*; Phil 2.5-7; Col 2.3; 1 Tim 2.4; 1 Tim 6.12*; 2 Tim 4.8; Heb 8.1; Heb 13.7]
1 One instance, at 97,7, erroneously listed by Schwartz as Col 2.19.
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GL
[Rom 5.18-19; 8.28-30; 10.4*; 11.34; 16.25-7; 1 Cor 15.21-2; 15.45; 2 Cor 2.11; 5.17; Gal 
3.13; 5.24; Eph 1.7-9; 1.10; Phi 2.8*; 2 Tim 1.8-10a]
MosEp
[1 Cor 13.5; Phil 3.19; 2 Tim 3.16; Tit 1.12; Heb 11.9-10]
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4. Old Testament
The following constitutes the full data relating to all OT citations in all our texts. The 
discussion primarily concerns the question of whether, for any given text, the Peshitta or the 
Greek of Cyril’s LXX citations is being generally followed, or whether any Peshitta influence 
on the citations can be detected. For this reason, the Hebrew, Greek and Syriac (Peshitta) are 
often given in full before the evidence of the citations is provided and discussed. Books are 
laid out in their LXX order
Gen 1.9 [GL = 407] 
GL = P
Xvj rd i ia rd l ]  rd:u> rdfcv^oA GL
Gen 1.14 [GL = 408]
P = GL
Gen 2.7 [GL = 409] 
P = GL
r^^au] rdwcn GL 
}o:ird] GL
The preference in GL for rd*a\ and rd**i=» are clear signs of the translator following his 
understanding of the Greek text rather than merely inserting P citations.
Gen 2.16-17 [GL = 409]
'fiDx ova ••s bsxh xb jni nia nsnn psm b:?Kh bin lairftf b5n 
man nin
T
and navroc; £juAou tou sv tco TtapaSsiacp ppooasi cpayp octio 5s tou £uAou tou yivcoaKsiv kocAov 
Kai novqpov ou <pdysa0s a n  auTOu fi 5’ av qpspa [rjv.. .qpspav GL] cpayqTS a n 1 auTou
0avaTq) [OavaTov GL] ocTioOavsTaOs.
A cv^rdfc\ r d \  r d \ \ T . - n r> rd& i^_:u:\ r d A . r d  ^ » o  A < \^ rd fc \ A ^ rd rw  r d i L r d  ^ . c n l ^
rd&\cc* mizn Ac^rdi^s rd»»cvx=is A^*>
GL
»^cA cv^rd& \ r d l  rd^ rv rt^A  rd&\^.X»:i rd A » r d  .A c v ^ rd if t A ^ r d i o  rd o a ^ ^ A ^ s^  rd A  »rd  A s. ^ 3
. »^oir\c\i*)&\ kznzo oaiTTD ^ ^ c A a rd fc u  rd rw c u ia  .cmr*>
The translator is strongly influenced by P over LXX. Where contemporary translators would 
undoubtedly have mirrored tou yivcoaKSiv, perhaps with >rn, here P’s noun is used 
instead. Again, the use of the infinitive A ^ rd ^ >  follows MT and P rather than LXX’s noun, 
although P oddly uses the noun form rd^coa in vl7 where GL still has an infinitive )&&>. On
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the other hand, GL does respect the Greek with respect to number (i.e. the verbs become 
plural in vl7 LXX), and in omitting a conjunction to reflect ’’S.1
Gen 3.16 [GL = 409]
D’a  ,-6n  2 '4'ji
ev Auttqck; ze^ r\ reK v a
r C * » re? -tre'-^ —i
GL
rt*il.-i
Gen 4.26 [AT = 176,13-4/481,1-2]
m m  Dtfa * arh  bm n t r
T : : I: * “ t
rjAniaev £TtiKocAsia0ai to ovopa Kupiou tou 0eou [autou AT]
.rd»isns m2nr~i rx'io^ A ,ii. »^x.cn
AT
.cncnXrC' r£>im:i C73^r-i K'vun Va£b
P clearly has no influence on AT who follows his Vorlage in this distinctly different reading. 
Gen 19.26 [Q U X  = 717,33-4 / f.52vb]
P = Q U X
The phrase is too short for meaningful analysis.
Gen 32.25,31,32 [Ep55 = 55,16-20 / 12,18-23]
The very careful translation of Ep55 is quite evident in this citation. Where P transliterates the 
place name bhfOS (l.rc'cua), Ep55 has K'cnW* k'ou* (for el5oc; Oeou), and where P followed
the old Targums in altering ‘I saw God face to face’ to ‘I saw an angel [of God] face to face,’
Ep55 ignores the theological factors and simply translates what he reads. There are otherwise 
no real verbal echoes of P in Ep55, even for such prosaic terms as / pppoc; {thigh) which 
is in P but in Ep55, and "in$n D 1^ 17 / Trpon {dawn) which is K'ia*. Aa> in P but
in Ep55.2
Ex 3.14 [RF = 52,8-9/48,7]
RF has >cnoiurc's ocn rc^ rc' rcfir^ , a correct rendering, ignoring P’s transliteration solution of P, 
cmcnK' cmcnrtf', which is found in all mss of P.
Ex 4.3 [Q U X  = 717,34-5 / f.52vb]
1 Cf. Aquila’s oti kv rpepa Ppcoaecoc oou.
2 Which may be a recollection o f K-vvg. as the reading o f the oldest Peshitta ms o f Genesis, 5b 1.
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QUX is independent of P despite LXX and MT concurring exactly.
Ex 12.46 [AT = 168,5-6 / 474,14]
h o t  " to n - p  r ra n _lP K ' s i n b s w  i m  r rn s
ev obda pia Ppco0qo£tai Kai ouk i^ o ioeze  ek trjq oudac; [ek t. oi. om. AT] tcav KpEcov [autou
add. AT] e^ go 
. fVirVLS v A  re^ Acvi-1 7^3 aXEft «^ CVAaX\ r^Xo . A^rt'itYl Om
AT
.\aX tniQan ^  c^\n°>^ i\ r^ Xo . Ai^ rC'iru Om rC'Xxi-n
While AT follows Cyril’s variants (the omission of ek trjc; oudac; and addition of autou), it is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that his awareness of P is the main moving factor behind his 
choice of equivalents here.
Ex 16.8 [QUX= 732,4-5 / f.61vb]
P = QUX
rd,v»] r^<nW QUX (following Gk 0e6c; for HIIT)
Ex 20.3 [Ep55 = 52,5 / 6,9]
P = Ep55
.^crArC'] r^ iUiK' r?oAri' Ep55
The change of absolute to emphatic is typical of this translator.
Ex 25.10-11 [SDI = 227,2-5 / f.27va]
nnr infc r r s s i  innp ^sm n m i  i s m  n sa i is-ia d tib x  a*™ 'xv  m K
t t  t • • : t I • •• t t ~ : : t • •• t t •  : : t • •• t • -  t -  I
isssn fin p i r rsp  Tina
Kai TioirjaEK; kiPgotov paptupiou ek u^Agov aor\nzo)v 5uo Ttrjxewv Kai rjpiaouq to prjKoc; Kai 
Ttrjxeoc; (nr\X£U><; SDI) Kai rjpiaouq to rcAatoc; Kai rcrjxeoc; Kai rjpiaouc; to uipoc; Kai 
KataxpuawaEiq autrjv xp^ crico KaGapQ e c^oGev Kai egojGev xpuawoeu; ocutqv
_iyA&a r^nrC'o . oa i^oK' »^X\KX\ .r^ -Vaje.K's rt'Xxcvnn *^ OA=iaJO
cmi*>\oX\ c\-i^ X A=A r^ =aoo:\ cmioaioo cnsacA
SDI
ea^Ao r^iort' crx l^ao »^XviX\ .2^La» rxl^ uxo K'XvoscnflM rt'iftcvrus a=uL
cm^oixi \=A ^ a o  cv^X . rc't-kA r&scnXs crucaoioo ,r£saQA c h \\° to  ,r£»Jka
SDI follows its Vorlage in general, but the wording of P has probably shaped the rendering in 
a general way. Where Cyril uses the dual form 7tqx£to<; for the second measurement, SDI uses 
the correct (according to his Biblical text) singular instead. He may have simply not noticed 
Cyril’s odd reading, or his Vorlage already contained the corrected reading.
Ex 28.30* [Ep55 = 56,7 / 13,26-7]
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Ep55’s renderings for zr\v SqAcooiv Kai rpv aAqGeiav (itself the difficult translation for 
□’’QniTnK*) D’TIKHTIK) is n^ci^x.n' and owes nothing to P’s quite independent
r^'n\r.o
Lev 17.3-4 [AT = 168,10-12 / 475,1-3]
AT owing nothing to P (=MT against LXX) here.
Num 16.11 [QUX = 732,3-4 / f.61vb]
P = QUX (adapted for the context).
Dt 6.4 [Ep55 = 52,4 / 6,7-8]
Ep55 follows Cyril in using ‘your’ for ‘our’. However, he shares with P the expression 
ocn :u> for KUpioq sic; eativ, where he would more usually use .cnok,*' for the last word. He is 
most likely influenced strongly by the normal (liturgical) form of such a basic statement of 
Biblical faith.
Dt 10.22 [SDI = 231,21-2 / f.38rb] [QUX = 736,33-4 / f.65ra]
Cyril has the unusual variant ‘seventy five’ for ‘seventy’, which SDI and QUX both follow. 
SDI (but not QUX) has also made the suffix plural, v c^(no< against his Vorlage, P and MT 
and all witnesses (though it is a natural scribal ‘correction’).
Dt 17.2-6 [GL = 546,2-547,3]
There seems to be a close affinity between this citation and the version in P. Where the Greek 
differs sufficiently, it is of course followed, hence rc'fcuira rather than and the loan
cnLs rdoAus rather than however, elsewhere the correspondence is appreciably close, 
such that we can even conclude, for example, that the translator knew the reading for riN^irt 
(s^a^eic;) as ,enemas (with some early Peshitta mss) rather than .cna*©**'.
Dt 18.13 [Ep55 = 49,19-20 / 2,3-4]
Prefers to P’s for zeXeioc;.
Dt 19.15 [CO = 65]
The citation is short with no obvious P influence.
Dt 32.11 [AT = no G k /451,17]
AT is similar to P, but the citation is short and simple.
Dt 33.8-9 [Ep55 = 55,37-56,4 / 13,18-21]
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Ep55 owes little to P. Both P and Ep55 translate, rather than transliterate, the names ‘Massah’ 
and ‘Meribah’ but they share terms only for the first (r^cuou), not the second (P nc'W ^, Ep55
rdv»lA»).
Jos 1.5 [QUX = 717,4-5 / f.52va]
Even over a few simple words as here, QUX differs from P and shows no dependence.
ISa 2.30 [Ep39 = 16,6 / f.l49vb]
P = Ep39
icu] »■ ~"r- Ep39 (So^eiv for “133)
ISa 8.5 [QUX = 732,12-3 / f.62ra]
P = QUX (v. brief citation).
ISa 8.7 [QUX = 732,15-6 / f.62ra]
Independent of P, and also quote a loose rendering of the Gk.
2Sa 5.8 [AT = noGk / 445,15]
rrnrrba Kir *6 nos
• T “  ^  T -  .. .
XO)Aol ouk siasAsuaovtoti sic; oixov [nupiou] 
iV’V. -A Arvv \
AT
K'^ ru.n\ Ard^ _
IKi 18.21 [CO = 54,31-2 / f.l02va] [CT = 135,20 / f.l 18rc]
D'BiNpn 'nti'bv crnos nm ••no—rr
scoc; Trots upstq xwAavsits en apcpotspaiq rate; iyvuaiq
c^v^ A<* ^oirarC' ,&\2ar£\ rd»3\^
P = CO,CT 
CO,CT
It can be seen that the translator of CO,CT has preferred to copy P and to disregard LXX 
which has rendered MT’s ‘opinions/divisions’ as Tegs’, as a way of maintaining the figure. A 
clear instance of P’s strong influence on these texts.
IKi 19.10 (//19.14) [CO = 33,18019 / f.91rc] [QUX = 716,8 / f.51vb]
rnrr*? •map *op
^qAcov s^ rjAooKot tco xupico
rd.'trA
CO [for ^qAouvtsc; s^qAdroapsv]
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A? Ar73
QUX [for ^pAoov e^pAoooa]
r^ 'cnXr^ 's r^ii^
CO has not made the verb plural as in Cyril, but followed P. QUX ignores precision and even 
substitutes K 'c n W  for rd»v*>.
N.B. Verse numbering in the Psalms -  where different, references are given according to LXX 
first, MT/P second; where MT and P refs differ, MT is the second ref, P the third.
Ps 2.7 [RF = 58,22 / 80,3]
'vmb' Dian ^r nnx *6r -ier mm
I * : * :  -  • t -  • :  -  -  t t :
KUplOq 817T8V Tlpoc; p8 UlOCJ pOU 81 OU 8yO) OppepOV Y8Y8VVr]Ka 08
r£c*>cu rdiK'o AurX'
P = RF 
v^&\:d-»] v^^^L.re' RF
Ps 10.2/11.2 [Ep50 = 96,13-14 /f.l44va]
I?"1? ^safias rfn'b
tou Kataro^euoai [Karato^eueiv Ep50] ev oKOtoprjvp touq euOeiq rrj KapSia
rd=A
P = Ep50
Ps 12.4/13.3/13.4 [Ep55 = 96,2-3 / 2,20]
nian i^ r-]s JiTRn
cpd)Tiaov roue; ocpOaApouc; pou ppjiote UTtvwaa) eiq Oavatov
> i iv  vniK'
P=Ep55
Ep55 perhaps ignoring the pifaote under the influence o f P.
Ps 17.45-6/18.44-5/18.45-6 [Ep55 = 55,23 / 12,26-8]
□mnimoaa inmi *'b~wm'
uioi dAAotptoi etyeuoavto poi, uioi aAAorpioi 8TtaAaic50paav Kai excoAavav duo [8K Ep55]
tcov Tpi(3a>v autu)v
^OV^JJ&UO rdiAib . >A rdxlib
Ep55
y O m ilin r . ^  o i^w rx 'a  cuiitvx.K' r^ ^ c v i  rdsjio .>= cvIl^ a rd»\^cu rd*Aib
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In all known mss, P has followed the Greek reading here,1 but this has still barely influenced 
the translator of Ep55.
Ps 18.10/19.9/19.10 [AT = 170,28 / 477,7-8]
mints mm nam
t : t : -  : •
o cp6(3oc; Kupiou ayvo(;
AT
tm . K'ctiXk'^
Not only does AT owe nothing to P, he has even, perhaps in error, produced K'cnW for 
KUpio<;.2
Ps 20.6 [QUX = 737,6-7 / f.65rb]
ibzv-bz nar» 12m
it ”  t * : : it
SisAoyiaavto pouArjv qv ou pif] Suvcovtai axrjaai
. r^liu rxlXa c\nr»W
QUX
Independently of P, QUX deals with the Gk text quite precisely using his usual techniques for 
the representation of the syntax, and ignoring the grammatical simplicity of P.
Ps 21.8/22.8 [QUX = 758,30-1 / f.80ra]
P = QUX
Even against LXX where KecpaAqv receives a 3rd pi. suffix. This closeness is unusual in QUX 
for a sustained length but is always all the more likely in a psalm, and in a messianic one at 
that, which would be so well known from the liturgy.
Ps 21.17-8/22.17-8 [SDI = 226,1-2 / f.50vb]
SDI has cu=» for s^qpiOpiqaav (P alL*' for "IS0K)
Ps 21.19 [QUX = 758,28-9 / f.80ra]
P = QUX (as in v8 above).
Ps 23.10/24.10 [& al.] [CT = 124,25-6 / f.l 14rb]
The phrase o KUpioq rwv 5uv<xpEO)v is rendered in P as rcMr*,1 but appears quite
differently in CT as rc^k. k'w .
1 Although Cyril knew Symmachus’ closer rendering, he uses LXX here, cf. Field sub loc.
2 As has also one o f the oldest ms o f the Old Latin
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Ps 32.6/33.6 [CO = 51,22-4 / f.lOOvc] [Ep55 = 53,16 / 8,23-5]
v s  m nm  n ' n t i  m m  i r a
t t : t -  : -  • -  t t : -  : •
raj Aoycp t o u  Kupiou [ t o u  k. om CO] oi oupavoi EQTepecoOriaav Kai xQ> irveupaTi t o u
QTopaToq auTOU naaa r\ Suvapu; auTcav
mirxcvlijj *^ OaA^  cncacv&A r&>a\sa . rdimx- m-iv \\nf cn^ xlsan
P = CO 
Ep55
^Qcn\»\) OTl\-\ a^ QCXJ&n r6t0V30 rdl2ZUL -V n'W\rg1' mV\«an
The closer adhesion of CO to P is quite evident, especially in the rendering ^otnL ,^
for which Ep55’s ^ octAoj oA^  is a much closer attempt at the Greek wording.
Ps 44.7-8/45.6-7/45.7-8 [EDC = 22,9-10 / f.lr (EDC1) / f.l8vb (EDC2) (v8 only)] [SDI = 
120,3-5 / f.22ra (v8 only)] [QUX = 728,1-5 / f.59rb-59va]
For v7 P = QUX, save for following the Gk where P, against MT, has r^cnW* craiCvAcv^. (later P
mss brought this into line with MT/LXX as k'oAk' vyana^)
In v8, P = EDC,SDI,QUX [SDI omitting the final three words in both Gk and Syr]
This citation provides another instance of how a translator (EDC in this case) will use 
precisely the P wording where he perceives that it is an acceptable translation also of his own 
Vorlage. The rendering is even left alone by the reviser (EDC2).
Ps 49.2-3 [Ep55 = 53,34-5 / 9,17-18] [QUX = 761,36-7 / f.82va]
Enn?."^1 KiriTBin m rfrx
o Oeoq epcpavuit; rj£ei, o Oeoq rjpujv Kai ou irapaaiconrjaeTai
jaaXvzi r^ Xa r^ cnXr^  r^ X\r^ i . , c\j j  r^ 'crArC'
Ep55
xtoXuu rdXo c^rArC' K'aArC'
QUX
j3oJr\ju rcAa K'aAr^
We can see again that in Ep55 P is dropped as soon as a more Greek-oriented version 
becomes possible. QUX abbreviates his Vorlage substantially, as in the passage immediately 
preceding this citation.
Ps 51.3-4/52.3-4 [CT = 120,21-2 / f.l 12rc]
nitinn rmn ovn-bo bx non nioan n sn a  ^ n n r r n o
1 As often in the Peshitta, e.g. Ps 46.8(P), Isa 5.9 etc.
2 Or oauDiW in the other ms o f Ep55.
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n  eyw vxa ev KaKia o 5uvato<; avojii'av.1 oAqv tr|v  rjpepav &5ndav eXoyioazo r\ yXCbaaa aou
v y x \  J I T M ^  r ^ \ a i .  > 3 Q » \ - >  A s .  f l  i r v i r ^  i m n i f t T ^ a  r*'*'-n
CT
rd in c u  cnL* K*^\t i -?q r< \.T .oi . r t ' i r a t i ^  K'&vxinrs iru rt' iax=ir\j£i*> rdi^iX
CT seems to use P when P is anyway close enough to LXX to suffice and to depart therefore 
where necessary. CT’s second use of may be a scribal or a translation error.
Ps 62.9/63.9 [QUX = 732,38-9 / f.62rb]
QUX is independent of P.
Ps 68.22/69.21/69.22 [SDI = 226,3 / f.50va]
P = SDI
jjCTJ^ A] >_»C73^I3 SDI
Ps 72.24/73.24/74.23 [AT = 150,23 / 462,11-12]
^ m n
iv  rfj |3ouArj aou d)5rjypadq \ie
AT
Ps 74.6/75.6* [RF = 50,25 / 40,2-3]
Cyril is not quoting precisely but there is a significant divergence between LXX and MT in 
v6b (LXX ‘do not speak injustice at God’; MT ‘do not speak with outstretched neck’), at 
which RF follows Cyril rather than P.
Ps 76.4/77.4/77.3 [CT = 136,28 / f.l 18vb]
rrarno m str
t  t  v: v  : v: t  : : v
spvrjaOqv t o u  O so u  Kai sucppavOryv
feujA^r^o K'cnXr*'
CT
)*»< irv\o^o rtanXrf
CT’s addition of the reflexive is very idiomatic, but he has clearly chosen to follow the Greek 
while apparently knowing P’s wording.
Ps 77.15-16,18-20/78.15-16,18-20 [Ep55 = 56,25-31 / 14,22-8]
K s r n 16 n a i  n ir a h r p  f ? m  " ir n a a  a n a
1 The LXX reading seems to have come about through reading oan for “ton.
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ib-Kanb nis ra’pt"!17 d’h m-ins? -nvi sbon D^ Tti 
^atr1?#®1? oaaba ‘w -ior i18 rpsa -irbs n i m 1?
t : * t t : • •• - :  — t • ~ I • v : -
]nbv *?p?b bx barn r m  crn'bxs n a T ]19 nmib 
trbra □?» lain "nsrnsn ]n20 "isnas 
iByb nxtf T’P^ 'dx nn bar Dnb-oan
15 5i£ppr]^£v Tietpav ev £pqpq) Kai enozioev  autoix; ax; ev aPuaatp noAAfj 16 Kai e^ y a y ev  
uScjp £K TtETpac; Kai KaTrjyay£v ax; Tiorapouc; uSata 18 Kai £^£7idpaoav to v  0£ov [rov 0£ov 
om. Ep55] £v rate; Kap5iai<; afrrajv... 19 Kai KaTEAaAqaav toO 0£ou Kai d jiav [eittov Ep55]- 
pi5] 5uvrja£rai o 0£oc; d o ip aaa i tpaTi^av £v eprjpq) 20 d id  [o n  Ep55] drata^Ev Tidpav Kai 
£ppur]aav uSara Kai x^pappoi Kat£KAi3a0r)oav pr] Kai apxov 5uvatai [5uvrja£tai Ep55] 
5ouvai f] droipaaai Tpa7i£(av taj Aaco autou
r^ kSO GAAG . rd»AA ,CL&r<' .rdbA r£aaacn&\ s^nA vyK' ^^ curC' p i k 'd K'Ara Aa*U3
AAOUaA r?crArC' .u->T*73 t^ s^ Aa .oiaQrt'o rt'cnAr*' Ax. cu^AO -^ o<-n-i\ -» rX'aAr^ A cvlDcuo .r^ v^oHcm vyri*
AtKT’w rdaKJjjA J&rf rdaaAA . ,AAr<' K'k\i_5^ Ar<'o rdiio OAAC* rdli^X rsljj  ^ ^  K'toASaaa r^ Aoirva ,A
. tnanxA K'iAcvaxr^ iw .au^aa o k '  .^ A A&oA
Ep55
rdiao ,AAr^ o r&aa .r^ aA rdaaocnirv a^A vyK* c^vaK' ynx.r o^ r^ VaAaara >x-A^\
A^ cuo&\aa\ rC'oArX' r^ aoA tOAanr^ o nfoArX' Ax. cva^ ao ^ocnrAai [] ,cr3C\iCmo r^ G^Acm vyK'
Ajtua xinxaa rdaajjA J&r*' rdaA .sA^K' rt'&A^ AO ,r^ »ao GAAG rclardA rduia «^ r<' : r^ AaaAawcj r^ AO&xA
.cnaaxA rX'SoKa .-ii\po
Ep55 evidently uses P as its basis, changing it only where that is felt to be required. Thus the 
change o f  to rciarc^  (v 15,20) must be to bring it into line with the rendering in the next 
verse; rc^ nH for □-bna becomes rdea for u5a>p (vl6); again we can see why ,aak' is changed to 
(v20) for IDbttT / Kat£KAua0qaav since the former term has been used already for the 
simpler "nr / KatqyayEv; also where there is a truly different reading, i.e. k'acAx* rather than 
rc'itAc^ rdaw (v20); and one noticeable grammatical alteration, the infinitive (in both Heb and 
Gk) following to verb ‘to be able’ is actually altered from P’s infinitive to a + impf in Ep55.
However, there are also occasions where Ep55 leaves a P wording where we might expect a 
change; thus £V a|3uaaq) remains rc^ aocn*\ ^a and not rd=*>o<n*v=; rc'^ oAcm remains an equivalent 
for two words, jroxapouq u5ata; ]H remains as in P, and does not reflect either Cyril’s 
o n  or LXX’s d id .
Ps 80.10/81.10 [QUX1 = 732,27 /  f.62rb] [QUX2 = 742,27-8 / f.69rb]
LXX differs from P, warning about a ‘new god’ (xpoacpatoc;) rather than a ‘strange god’ ("IT). 
QUX1 is as LXX (re' i^w for Tipoacparoq), but QUX2 has ,ixcu (as P, for "IT), an obvious 
instance of slippage (especially given QUX1) where the well-known P text has superceded the 
meaning of the Vorlage.
Ps 83.5/84.5 [GL = 411]
tic ^n’a '2tv '~>m
paxdpioi oi KatoiKO0VT£(; ev  rco oikco aou dq touq aiwvat; tajv aid>va)v aiv£aoua(v ae
A A  vyccuau yA^ivA ^ octjll^ cA^
GL
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?vyc\ML-iTl }aLA . .^»\ *r \^ .^nnni-irv\^
GL h a s  im p r o v e d  o n  P b y  u s in g  ^Lrc' fo r  th e  a r t ic le  w ith  th e  p tc , b u t h a s  n o t  m ir r o r e d  etc; roue; 
aitovac; tc o v  a ic u v w v  a n y  m o r e  c lo s e ly  th a n  P.
Ps 87.5/88.6 [RF = 71,34 /147,5-6]
•■tfan d*tid2. . j . . .  -
ev v8Kpot<; sAeuGepoq 
P = RF
Ps 88.7/89.7 [RF = 70,25-6 / 141,3-5]
d ^ k  ••aaa mrr*? h o t  rrp 'b  j - i i r  pnun 'p  •»?
on zio, ev vecpekau; iacoOpaetai to) Kupfa) Kai ri<; opoicoOpastai tw Kupico ev uioic; Oeou
} <-»-« r£»v?A .rdt^ ue. paiLs r^ jT^ A o^jjlSv^ cvca
P=RF
A clear instance of the translator inserting a P text ahead of the Vorlage -  note the idiomatic 
rdcax. t~nV-> as well as the theologically careful r^r^>».
Ps 89.1/90.1 [QUX = 717,38-9 / f.53ra]
P = QUX (even in detail, '^-mA ^  fcuocn re'i^x^ *u= r^iso).
Ps 93.22/94.22 [QUX = 717,37-8 / f.52vb-53ra]
QUX (rstoo^ for Katacpuyrjv) is independent of P (rdu*^ or ^ ob).
Ps 95.11/96.11 [Ep39 = 15,24 / f.l49va]
P’s becomes in Ep39 re^Wo thus following
the Greek word order at the expense of P’s chiasm.
Ps 100.4/101.4 [Ep46 = 158,2 / 47,11]
vpy 2 2 b
KapSia axapPrj
r^Ti-i r<?-A
Ep46
->\
Ps 101.26-8/102.26-8 [RF = 49,6-8 / 33,3-7] [CT (v28b only) PG76:391 / f.l08rc]
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v b m  D S^nn m ib s  b i '  naas nbs] npyn n m ]  npn
iDrr *6 wn-nnKi
spya tcav x£ipa>v aou daiv oi oupavoi [£p.... oup. om RF]* auxoi [oi oupavoi RF] anoAouvxai,
au 5e 5iap£V£u;, Kai navreq ax; ipaxiov 7raAaia)0rjaovxai, Kai coad 7i£pi(3oAaiov aAAccfeiq
[eAi^ek; RF] auxouq, Kai aAAayqaovxar au 5e o auxoq d, Kai xa Exp aou ouk ekAeii^ougiv.
v y K 'o  .^i\r> r£ c .a rA  vyrC* ^^octJ l^ o .Srurt' Jaxa ir a r t 'a  ^ i a v  »^cvic73 .rsOiTii. vyx»f< ' i-»v <-»
^vVT.O JtuK* 'sy&UK'X v y K ' JtUrtf'o °d
RF
vyK*O ,^ i \n  rdx.CV=A v y K ' ^ocrsL^O .JtVlK* }aiii Jw rt 'a  «^OVn\ \  *^cucp .v /y lU r^ >cooJr\_»r<'x rd o u t .
vyAX.0 .fcuK' vyiruK'x wyrt' ^iX ifUr^ .^ CVftljj^ uo ^CJK' .ao^ -Sft rd ^ c v ^ V Q
CT
r t l l  v y i i - o  .JraK* vy&v.rc'x vy.rC' ^ x  t^urC*
The Syriac of RF has actually extended the quotation back into v26 here, where Cyril begins 
at v27 (simply expanding auxoi to oi oupavoi), though even here he does not quite follow P. 
Other differences from P include using the Syriac impf (Heb impf / Gk fut) where P uses the 
ptc and supplying the missing verb, for OSP^nn / eAi^ek;; note also the use of
^x for 5e in RF, a particle barely used in P. CT has the same wording as RF for the final 
phrase and displays a similarity of technique but applied more consistently.
Ps 104.15/105.15 [SDI = 219,14-45 / f.21va] [QUX = 726,31-2 / f.58va]
SDI,QUX’s is probably P’s original reading (rather than the «^ a=xoJ**\ of 9al). SDI
also has for P’s ,.^A3 but otherwise the two show the same text. The Syriac QUX totally 
omits the second half of the verse, which undermines Cyril’s point (viz. that the terms xpicnroc; 
and Ttpocprjrqc;, used here in parallel, are synonymous). Given the frequency of editing carried 
out by the translator in this text, this is probably deliberate, but we cannot rule out 
homoioteleuton of the letters at some point in the textual transmission.
Ps 109.1/110.1 [CO = 48,9-10 / f.99ra]
i f b r b  c n n  rrtftrns? T P '’1? ntf
KaOou ek Se^uuv p o u  eux; av 0ca xo ix ; £X0pouc; a o u  uttotioSiov tajv tioSgov a o u
CO
CO’s maybe an attempt to achieve the prepositional force of the utio.
Ps 109.4/110.4 [CO = 53,32-3 / f.l02ra]
p iip p S p  ' t r a n 'b y  obivb  ]nb"nnK o n r  tib) nirn v im
c5poa£v Kupioq K ai ou jiExapEAqOqaExar au ei [£i om CO] kpEuq dq xov aicuva K axa xrjv
xa^iv MeAxioeSek
jiXUalsiX (nJxccuXa Oco Juf^X  .^X 3J r< l\o  r^»T^
CO
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CTiOaa^  vyrC' a^LA K'tsdcu* ocn JmK's A_ :^u r^ Ao rd.Vn rsi^ i.rc'
CO has improved rs'fcvccnta to vyre-, from an early stage a common loan (though not in
New Testament Peshitta). Unfortunately, we cannot see whether, had Cyril included LXX’s 
ei, he would have used vyfcurs' rather than ocn.
Ps 117.27/118.27* [CO = 58,34 / f.l04vb] [RF = 57,5 / 72,8]
For ETiscpavev, both CO and RF replace P’s with jjlm
Ps 118.105/119.105 [GL = 405]
P = GL, save for minor changes for fitting the context.
Ps 119.2/120.2 [CT = 110,23-4 / f.l07vc]
rrp-i ]w bn  -iptf-natop 'm i  n ^ s n  rn rr
Kupie, puaai tt)v ilwxpv Pou X£l^ w v  aSiKoov Kai and yAtnaariq SoAiac;
r£)&v\c\aj rdliA ^qo .rdlcviLs k'^no^ qd .,jt&jA 'm^ao rd.'fcn
CT
rdi*X k'^ cv^ cd ^  >vn
CT has reduced rr|v ipuxrjv pou to a simple object suffix; but he has also kept the adjectival 
where the Gk has a genitive noun.
Ps 135.12/136.12 [QUX = 717,2 / f.52rb]
P and QUX are identical over a short space where LXX allows it.
Ps 138.7-10a/139.7-10a [ATI (v7 only) = 142,13-4 / 455,4-5] [AT2 = 148,1-6]
rnnR ?pas» naxn ^ R  narR 7 
ian  biRtf narsRi nnR nti n'wti p o r -d r  8
tI V • : T * -  : T T T * -  T I -  V
Q" n n n x a  nas m  “ira^aaD RtoR 9 
'anan D urca10
7 ttoO TiopeuOd) dtTto tou Trv£i3par6(; aou, Kai ano tou Ttpoadmou aou tiou cpuyco 
8 Eav avaPw sic; tov  oupavov au ei ekeT [ekeT si AT2] • Eav KaTa|3<Z> Etc; tov  aSiqv, TiapEv 
9 Eav avaAapoipi rac; 7it£puyd(; pou kolt opOpov Kai KaraaKpvcaaca ek; ta  eoxocra rrjc;
OaAaaariq,
10 Kai yap ekei r| xeip aou 65riyr|a£i ps.
iftcvur*' r^C'o *^>ir\ rdcnxX siaor? r^C' . vySiAfl rdst^ rV r6^r<'o . vyjai Atr^
^K' <n&\W=i K'ix.rC'a . vyrt' , AcvutX
ATI,2
1 Many mss ch.^ao.
2 .arc'a 7al.
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fcurt' ,r£ isa x l .afiore' .j30\^_r<' rda*»r^A ^oan .v y> cn  A \r^  i<=k»rdX
AK1 .r^ zuA C73^ \\jl3 r^ 'iae.r^ 'o ■.K'^ a jj-.ir<' »^ rC' .Jwrt' •-»«•*«-» .Arv»r\ iftcvjjre' ^K'o . vyJrure'
.>JUA(73^\ y^ x»r<' \i_v^  *^>&\
AT follows P where it is easy to do so, but departs where necessary. Thus in v7b, AT follows 
the Gk word order more carefully. Naturally, for its time, it uses rcfao^ia for 7rpoaa)7iov; the 
addition of v y & u * ' (v8) explicable on the basis of AT’s usual treatment of the copula; again, 
while v y fcurc ' ^ k '  is acceptable in P for ’J i n ,  AT uses something more appropriate for 
TicxpEi; note also the in vlO in this connection. Finally, AT ignores P’s unique reading in 
v9, k’uim vyrc' {my wings as an eagle) which itself probably derives from a misreading 
of "TO a s l t o . 1
Ps 146.6 [CT= 138,9-10/f.ll9rc]
m rr n 'w  n i l m
t : - T “: •• :
avaAap(3dva)v Ttpaetq o Kupioq
K t^Yim\ rdairq
CT
There clearly no relationship between the versions at all here.
Pr 1.31 [GL = 412]
P = GL
cvL^K'] GL
Pr 2.4-5 [GL = 405]
natpsnn □•oiQtp&rn n ^ n n 'D K  
Ksnn q t 6 x ru m  m rr  nx-p r a n  tx
t : • • v: “  - :  t : -  : • I ■ t t
Kai eav autf|v ax; apyupiov Kai ax; Oqaaupoix; e^epeuvqapq [avepsuvrjapq GL]
aurrjv to ts auvqaeu; <po|3ov Kupfou Kai emyvaxjiv Oeou supfjaeic;.
C73^.X» a ji rd j j l  jL^&va>&\ yX»CT3 . rC'SrcsuXD v y rtf ' ,ct3CU^=>J[\o .r& ztr& o  v y rt*  ,ooc\j^=>ir\a
.K 'ctA k ' j
GL
v. -w >r\r> r£*'Cn b&M* .»n)r\V\ y:u<75 v y r ^  o v y K ' cm s . ->&\ ^
K ' crAr<' a r d i -TvCU»
GL is using some of P’s vocabulary but translating the Greek -  P is anyway out of line with
MT in having no conditional particle at the beginning.
Pr 4.25 [Ep55 = 49,26-7 / 2,13]
nsib  j r r
1 See BHS apparatus sub loc.
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oi ocpOaApof aou op0a PAejietcoaav
Ep55
r<'irvo^ _»iirv vyli^.
Ep55 clearly uses a different and plainer term for ‘seeing’ more in line with (3A£tigo than with 
the Hebrew £33} {to regard).
Pr 8.9 [CO = 55,21-2 / f.l03ra] [EDC = 15,19 / f.l4ra]
n in  'xxfob □ nun ynab DTba nbs
-  T : : • t • | -  . t •*.
ndvta ev umia tou; auviouaiv Kai op0a tou; eupiaKouai yvcoaiv
g^-sH^xo ,^ »crA r^ L*rd\
CO
rt'Jna.IUr*' A^ur^ A ^^jSAvo r^ »AAoaJ»:i ^Qcn»'\«\- }o:io «^\ ^  »^cnAa
EDC
rC'Srva.ru u^jcu£a:\ ^A.r^ A g.'xkxo »^\.rdA A»\^  }o:uzj Aa
The independence of CO and EDC is evident, with EDC the more careful in following the 
Vorlage. CO’s ^ acmi^ >no v.\ is very expansive for evdmia, but note that both versions
avoid the idiomatic (x3) which has no verbal parallel.
Pr 8.11 [RF = 44,24-5 / 9,12-13]
m 'TO ' *6 D'SDrrbm □••rasa n&Dn na iads
T : •  • T t : • • : •  t : t t
Kpsiaacav aoqna Ai0a)v TioAuteAcov Tiav 5e n p iov  ouk a^iov autrjc; sativ
aA rdA }o:\=*>o .rtf'Sxa^  r£&ri£a >=3^,0 . rC'u.lQP r^ racm .rx^  rC'Ax^ iau >cn rc'-i^ A\^ ~?3
RF
ch\ rxA >p»ao . rdar^ao ream's K'Xoiajj >cn rd=A^
P is quite divergent from MT and LXX here (perhaps under influence from other texts such as 
PS 19.10). What is most important is that RF has reproduced an abbreviated version of P 
(distinctively mentioning gold and having the neutral only as subject of >*°>). A good 
example, therefore, of the strong influence of P on RF.
Pr 8.15 [RF = 43,2/3,10-11]
p is  i^ppiT ’•a
5i epou ftaoiAeu; PaaiAeuouaiv Kai oi Suvaarai ypacpouaiv Smaioauvpv
r^ A\cui*:i\ rC'^Ar.o . ^ A'Tia rd=Aib
RF
. r^ A\cm*:ii rdiiAc* r^ aAso ,ajoiurd=j
1 Or ^  i^LrcA in many mss.
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Here, by contrast, RF has tried to reflect what he believes to be the most accurate rendering 
for 5i £|io0, although later techniques would not have used the anthropomorphism.
Pr 9.9 [CT= 146,1-3/f.l22rc]
npb  ^DTn p '^xb  in in  ~h:rD2>nv) Dsn*? ]n
5i5ou aocpco acpopprjv Kai aocpcotepoq ear a i yvcjpi^s 5iKafq> Kai TtpoaOqaa tou 5£X£a0ai
rr^ \o\r\. Ax. ,°VC»CU^ rdcLi^ A .^AOrC'O r£^ *UdJjA rc'^ tv^ K' 3^(73
CT
ry\ nn»n\ .oycwrvft rdn^AxX r^inv>\ K'&As.. jsas
There is a strong P influence on CT here, especially to be noted in the syntax, using a to 
express the meaning of the conjunction where the Gk has only Kai; the use of rtb&r? in P 
shows the LXX influence on it; however, P has correctly interpreted npb  as a noun not (as 
LXX,CT) as an infinitive.
Pr 9.18 [RF = 45,1 / 10,11-12] [Ep50 = 94,10 / f.l43ra] [QUX = 715,19 / f.51va]
btew 'p n v z
£7ti [rcpoc; Ep50; dq RF] Tidaupov1 a5ou
AaiX.1 r^ nrnftN-n
RF
Acux.3 cn^wt-rda 
Ep50
Acux.:\ (hix.rd=3
QUX
An.T.i r<'kvx.r^ 3
Pr 14.12/16.25 [Ep50 = 94,10 /f.l43ra]
rnn-'D-n
dc; 7iu0p£va a5ou
K'&Naim r^'^rwSoK'
Ep50
The Syriac of Ep50 somewhat conflates the Proverbs citations from 9.18/14.12/16.25.
Pr 18.19 [CT = 110,9-10 / f.l07vb]
rS rnnpp  v m :  nR 
a5£Acp6<; vno aSshcpov (tar|0ou|i£vo(; cac; tioAk; oyupd
1 Some LXX mss -treieupov.
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c t t j l C o j j  i t ' i u i j a  v y r t '  . j o o c v j j r c '  r € i » r ?
CT
K'iuoucq 0(73 wyr  ^ »<73CVjjr<' 7^3 iv^ r^c*n r^ jjrc'
P is already close to LXX and CT only needs to make a small adjustment at the end accurately 
to reflect the adjective.
Pr 19.5/19.9 [CT = 143,12-13 / f.l21rb]
n jjr  *6 Dnptf ny 
jidptuq ipeuSrjc; ouk dtipcopiiTOc; ecrrai
r^ QQjjJfVl r^\ K'SoTtflp
CT
k't .aj 'pcn.'73 xzn rt\ rf^m£o
Pr 22.28 [Ep39 = 19,24 / f.l52rb]
^nin>< itoy -iy*f □Sis; bina aorr^N 
pr] |i£taips opia aiam a a e'Gsvxo oi Traxepsq aou
v y tn a n ! ' oa~i\  3 7 i \ \  r^QCUj2n rdix.ir\
Ep39
vyoiar^ ccna>^  »^\cn o^Aa. r^ Lrrjcuj^  .°A nr. \^
The phrase >Aa. ^  may well be influenced by P’s wording, but Ep39 has its own version 
which is sufficiently close to the Greek.
Eccl 7.111 [MosEp = Guidi p.400]
m m  'v r b  n rn  nSnrni? n aan  n a ia
v  t  ”  •• : : t  - j ”  * t  : t  t
dyaGr| aocpia psxa KAppoSoafac; Kai TiEpiaada rote; Gscopouaiv tov rjAiov
rdesu t. >_.VjjA .r& *\ ,cn nC'-A^
MosEp
r<Va>T. >_>vjjA rc 'ircnn jj ,(73 r<*rx ^
Eccl 8.1 [MosEp = Guidi p.400]
vas d*in n^rjn
~  ~  t t * t t t ~ : t
tic; o i5 e v  aocpouq Kai xiq o lS e v  A uaiv  pppaxoc; aocpia avG pam ou cpcoxiEi T ipoaam ov a u x o u  Kai
avaiSrjc; Tipoadmcp auxou piapGrjaetai
,(73(\af<' T(73iir\
MosEp
)(73C\°irC' Tc7iiJf\
Eccl 10.1b-2 [MosEp = Guidi p.400]
1 Incorrectly cited by Guidi as Eccl 7.12.
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£3i7Q mbr>p nnnrjp rrapnia -ijr 
ibNbtob *ro3 n^i irir*? o sn  nb
: * • S •• S • T T
tip iov oAiyov aocpfaq UTtsp 5o^ av occppoovvrjq pEyaAric; 
xap5ia oocpou dq 5e^iov autou Kai xap5ia acppovoc; ei<; apiatEpov autou
tnLsxaA r<>\~vC»A maXa .cniiSmX ctxblX...rVSrvvicvnx.^ rv Jrxr^^cuao ^n o  ^39
MosEp
cn\^)t>n rC?\.-\QPA m n \o  .mii'Tiin m-A . r^Xwirv-iT.Vv fc\r^^cuao ^n K 'io x sjj ,m  re'~~\y
Paphnutius (apud MosEp) here probably witnesses to an early form of the text. The ,ctd is 
found also in 9cl, ^  for in 8al, and cm^mn/cnlcnaia in 8alc, 9cl, lOcl, l lc l ,  12al etc. It
is therefore likely that was the original Peshitta reading (based on Heb "ljT) and is
preserved for us here.
All these three last citations confirm Paphnutius’ use of P for his citations, especially where P 
is quite different from MT as at Eccl 7.11.
Cant 2.1 [SDI = 222,2 / f.27ra]
trp a im n m w  yntin  rb sn n
syd) av0o<; tou tteSiou Kpivov toov KoiAaSoov
r^ jomcv^ . &ux.gje. r^ uoAz. u^t.cvz. vyr^
SDI
re*a*73CV^ A rt'^uz.cvx.o r ^ u c n  r^ ir^
SDI appears to know and use P, but only when appropriate, i.e. for vlb in this case, but not 
via.
Job 4.19 [CT= 127,17-8/f.ll5 rc] [SDI = 223,1-2 / f.3Ira]
DTio'1 -ia27a—im "inrnm  n**
T : T T V V “S v •• T : I ~
to u q  5e K a to iK o u v ta c ; ohttac; irqAivac; d)v K ai a u t o i  ek t o u  a u t o u  irqA ou eq^ev
CT
^n m an «^cutn vO oiuqi
SDI
man 12. <ni2*> .Arc's r^ii^s K'iAsa [] ^cuoj
Both are clearly with LXX against P; however, CT appears to have ignored the first person 
referent, and man ^  man is a more usual way of rendering o autoq, although CT’s ^ocm^n is 
an attempt to render e£ gov more exactly.
Job 12.22 [Ep55 = 50,1 / 2,16-7]
nipnsj
dvaKaAuntcov (3a0&x ek oKotouq [ek gk. av. Pa. Ep55]
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r d ^ C V X A l r ^ t V nii’- a v  K * \  V ^ r »
Ep55
rf\ ^  IXSt.OJE. J^O K'Vni'^v
It is evident that the translator has no desire per se to alter P and does so only insofar as this is 
necessary to make it accurate to the Greek, here principally a matter of word order (according 
to Cyril not LXX) and making simply P’al.
Ws 1.1 [Ep40 = 23,9-10/28,21-2] [Ep46* = 158,1 /47,9-10]
cppovpaate Ttepi tou Kupiou ev ayaGotrjtt [ev ay.: aAr]0fj Ep40] Kai ev knk6zx\z\ KapSfaq
^ tp a a te  autov
, 0 ) 0 ^ - )  r c * - i \ - > a  A v .  c u i
Ep40
)i-nr>rg/ v  -1  rcA ^ « y  r t ' - A  - ir>  ■. K '^TV X .CV CU A..V. C\JA
Ep46
*^ octx=A^
Ep40 does alter the text of P in line with Cyril’s main variant, but keeps P’s ‘with a simple 
heart\ whereas Ep46’s allusion is concerned enough with precision to use the abstract noun.
Ws l.l-3a [MosEp = Guidi p.399]
As P save for oA  for P’s oA  v.a ir a  rcA* (v2), which is probably a simplifying reading, 
avoiding the idea of tempting God (tou; pr] rceipa^ouoiv autov).
Ws 1.5 [MosEp = Guidi p.399-400]
P = MosEp
Ws 1.7 [AT = 142,26-7 / 455,17]
Ttveupa Kupiou TrenArjpcjKev tr]v oiKoupevrjv
A  . - » X\ r£ » A » > :\ m sto \
AT
A.-.V r d w s  rclwo’i
Note that AT is content here to follow P and not to use a neologism such as which
we find in the seventh century texts.1
Ws 1.12 [MosEp = Guidi p.399]
P = MosEp
1 For instance,see Brock, Hunanyn's Translation Techniques, 151, and also more generally Brock, Diachronic 
Aspects and Diachronic Features.
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Ws 1.13-4 [QUX = 771,13-4 / f.90va]
ou5s tspitexai kn (XTrcoAsig ^govtgjv Kai aa)tipioi ai ysveaeic; tou Koapou
.r^iiw rt ' sl coarao. . . r dl
QUX
. r^ijj rd^ali-tl ctjsXccwo . r^ ito rd a  rt'xi* rdX
The singular r?Ac&> suggests that the P text is in mind here, but QUX is essentially 
independent.
Ws 2.24 [QUX = 771,15-6 / f.90va]
(p0ovcp 5s SiapoAou Gavatoq darjAGsv sic; tov Koapov
r^^n\ v V K'^inAiiV^ r ^ a a m s
P = QUX
Ws 7.30 [MosEp = Guidi p.403]
P = MosEp
Ws 8.1 [MosEp = Guidi p.403]
P = MosEp
post rc ^ x a  add. ,<n MosEp 
rc ^ o ^ o  om. MosEp
Ws 8.21c [MosEp = Guidi p.402]
P = MosEp
om. MosEp
Ws 9.1,2 [MosEp = Guidi p.402]
P = MosEp 
v^fcuHa] MosEp
MosEp
Amos 3.12,13 [EDC = 16,9-10 / f.l4va]
nixriisn 'ribx m rr '•nx’DijD npir rraa  r ry m
iep£i<; dcKouaate Kai smpaptupaoGs tco oikco IaK0)|3 Asysi Kupioc; o Geoq o [om. EDC]
TiavtoKpatcop
A ,\cn  .rc'i K'aAr*' r£i&vLu» r '^irNd'tz) r^iso ASOK' , j o n \  . 3  r i 'i u a a  OAcrxflon^ o o s 'a r .
EDC
■t. v»rt/  AiS [] \sor^ . j o n s  o3^\»-i\ osoifloo cvi^ax. r^icn^
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Amos 7.14-5 [CT = 138,7-9 / f.l 19rb-c (up to TrpoPdrcov)] [QUX = 733,42-734,2 / f.62vb]
1«sn '-mi? mrr ’3nj?»i15 D’nptf o^1ai 'six npia"’? 'six x’a r 'p  Xbi 'six x’a r
X*7
ouk fjppv Ttpocpptriq eyu) [om. CT,QUX] ou5e uio<; 7rpo(pptou aAA’ rj [om. CT,QUX] akoAoq 
rjpi1v [om. CT] kvi g^ov auxapiva Kai dveAa(3ev pe Kupioc; ck rcav 7tpo(3dTa>v Kai euiev 
Kupioc; Tipoq pe* (3d5i£e, Ttpocppreuaov erci tov Aaov pou [tov add.QUX] ’IaparjA.
iX\Qas ^ 3  >jis:\G V n h r .  ^ n X o  r€lr^  r^is. 7 r^Xr^ .rd is i  As rdX A K ' rt ' . - n  Xuooo k A  rd irt'
rdl^ -
CT
rdu» r£»A2Q >nOflto rC'Twnr. ^n\o r?\\. \  r^ Xr** rdisi in  rdXo ^om jXuk* n £ \
QUX
r£»t» r^Anr.o r^yiiix . .^n\o Xuach rdvLi r^ Art' : r^ i^ i i s  r^ Xo r^isi Xuocn rdX
.T.ioL.K' An. rdsiirxK'o At A rdix. c\_v^
CT and QUX both know and use the P text, but they render their own Vorlage where 
different. Note especially the developed method for the past tense fjprjv, Xuocn r&n? in P, .Xurc* 
Xuocn in CT,QUX.
Micah 5.2/5.1 [RF= 70,31-4/ 141,11-142,3]
bmn rrrn1? rip  ^  ?ia» rrn rr ’•abxa rvrnb t u s  nmsR Dn*rrra nnxi
T : ■ : •• : • .................. I : • t  : : : • • t t t : v  v  v  •• t ~ :
n b ft 'w n  m p a  rnfcsio}
T v r /  * T  T
Kai au BqGAeep oiKoq t o u  ’EcppaOa [’EucppavOa RF] pr| oAiyoaToq ei t o u  eivai ev xtAiaaiv 
’Iou5a* ek aou [yap add RF] poi e^eAeuacTai t o u  eivai eiq apyovTa ev tc o  IapapA- Kai ai
e^oSoi auTOU air’ apxrj^ £? ppepcav aicdvoq.
Mt 2.6 (citing Micah 5.2/5.1) 
Kai au BqGAeep, yrj ’IouSa, ouSapcaq eAayiaTp ei ev t o u ;  qyepoaiv ’IouSa* ck aou yap 
e^eAeuaeTai rjyoupevoq, oaru; Ttoipavei t o v  Aaov pou t o v  ’IapaqA.
P (Micah 5.1)
r^ ocnM rd^Ai. sci&i ,7Va .r ]^ooi>] r^ &Xn£s »^ocnXu jXurt' r£»icu_t .rt'XtiarC' u^jA Xus jXurX*
pocu ,J33 r^ Xujui maS&iG . A-.iouK' A^_
P (Mt 2.6)
0031 >oCV£u 7. ,-s.77ct .r j^oaxiS r^il^n r^u^s > Xuocn r^ X a^uA Xus >Xur<'
T.iDOjK' y^ uA jC73CU^_il
RF
acm  .rdaAcre sci& i 1^ « '«  .r^ jo c rn ^  r^ i» ^ s  »Xuocn r^X . K'Xvi^ K' > u jA  X u s  >Xur^
>J33Cu ?^3 rt'Xuz.i 3^3 cnsac?»o Ajjcra .r^ ,c73cu^ _ii
Cyril’s text of the RF clearly follows LXX Micah, probably with the pr) variant adopted.1 
However, the Syriac RF quotes the New Testament version exactly, save for having Micah’s
1 Although Schwartz includes the word, the mss o f RF are split over presence o f pr|, a reading well-known from 
the Lucianic recension and numerous patristic citations (and via the influence o f the negative in Mt 2.6). Perhaps
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’E<ppa0a for Mt’s r^ocm* after the name ‘Bethlehem’. However, the last part of the verse as 
quoted by Cyril, Kai a i e^oSoi auxou an apxrjc; e? qpepcov alcavoc;, is not found in the NT 
version and so RF quotes exactly if from Peshitta Micah. This latter point indicates that the 
translator knew where the verse came from and yet still used the NT version -  perhaps he 
only realised this point when he arrived at the last part of the citation, or perhaps he never 
realised at all and simply conflated the versions in his memory. Whatever the cause, it is quite 
clear that the translator is much more concerned with the overall meaning, the signifies and 
not with the precise wording of the original, and he inserts Peshitta before even looking 
closely at the Greek text.
Joel 1.5 [QUX = 749,43-4 / f.74ra]
LXX differs from P after the first two words. QUX follows P for these but renders the whole 
independently.
Joel 3.1/2.28 [QUX = 736,21-2 / f.65ra] [Ep55 = 54,31-2 / 11,10-11] [AT* = 158,13-4 / 
468,2]
nm-bs-bv ’•nn-nK
SKxeuj octco rou rrveupatoc; pou 87ii naoav aapxa
A on-A -v A  ^ >jjcn sajt.rC'
QUX
Ann—A -v L  jjjoi
Ep55
y±>a\
AT
Am—I Ai Ai. cnjjoi
Ep55 attempts to mirror the genitive of itveupatot;; AT’s allusion has irveupa in the 
accusative.
Hab 2.15 [Ep50 = 96,19-20 / f.l44va]
ipnn riDOQ insn njptfa "in
d> [ouai Ep50] o tioti^wv tov itAqaiov autou avatpoTif) OoAepq [avatpOTuqv OoAepav Ep50]
cnirxxA rdnx^ s.lX ort'
Ep50
rdiiBm r<'T^ 2r\ ooi-iv»A rdnxms ,o
BHS assumes an original Heb reading of ^ nian {from the bowl o f your anger) but without
noting the support of P (which is also how the Targum takes it, RftnD), though this does not 
explain which seems a good rendering for LXX’s OoAspoq. Ep50 has translated
this induced the translator to use the NT version of the verse rather than the Peshitta text o f Micah, which clearly 
had no negative.
1 ms leg 3^9.
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dtvaTponrj separately and literally as while using P for the rest of the verse; note also
the attempt at a rendering of the article + ptc with a which would later have been * am.
Hab 3.13 [SDI = 219,16-7 / f.21va] [QUX = 726,33-4 / f.58va]
SDI and QUX both follow P in general, altering it where necessary for the Gk, i.e. aooTiqpfav 
as noun rather than as ^ a n d  the plural rather than P’s singular.
Zeph 2.1,2 [Ep40 = 23,5-7 / 28,17-19] [QUX = 733,19-21 / f.63rb]
□ r "Dy p s  pn rn b  D"ipap]op3 kb *nan m p i  m n p n n
auvdxOpTe Kai auv5£0r]T£ t o  £0voc; t o  amxiSEUTOv Tipo t o u  yeveaGai upac; ax; [coaei Ep40]
avGoc; 7iapa7iop£u6p£vov
1 vOOcn^  rd\:\ oiflor<'ir\r<'a cvxASkStXfV
Ep40
vyrc' *^ oocni\S >:in rdln aioor<'Jt\r<'o cvucx^ xK'
QUX
. \=ix.o rCjL^cv^ . vyrt' «^ oocn^ \ r£yi±. cv&m^KrC'o cuu^Kk'
P does not match MT very closely in v2, and yet retains a word for ‘chaff, K'icv^ . Ep40, apart 
from using as a (slightly primitive) way of trying to represent the
preposition+article+infinitive construction, has followed P carefully; but rt\a±. has been 
altered to (grass), perhaps by association from the well-known passage 1 Pet 1.24/Isa
40.6-8, since the word avGoq is used there also, functioning as a synonym for yoproc;. QUX 
uses rather less of P’s vocabulary and is more distinctively independent, but in its choice of 
rc^c^ is again strongly influenced by the same parallel verses, even though the 
meaning is closer to ^ppafvo) (wither) than to Tiapanopsuopai (ephemeral).
Zech 4.10 [AT = no Greek / 451,16]
c raa im  nan  m rr  t s ;  nba-nsn ti
^  I v t  t t : • : : t •• t  : •• •• v •• t : •
STtTa o O t o i  ocpGaApol Kupiou dciv oi ETcipXenovTeq dri naoav Tqv yrjv
r^ .TrC' tn\-m ^Hutj ,roc\i»s. .s.-it. yAcn
AT
cn\-s-> rC'iiv .v n i.
The Greek for the AT is not extant here -  thus the absence of an equivalent for daw  may be
explained by Cyril’s adaptation of the text; but there does appear do be some knowledge and
use of P in evidence.
Zech 7.9 [CO = 44,35 / f.97rc] [CT = 143,12 / f.l21rb]
r m  t s s p
Kpipa Sixaiov KpivaT£
cv icn  K'Jrvjt.cvn^ rdL»:i
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CO,CT
cuOS
Mai 3.6 [CT = PG76:391 / f.l08rc] [Ep39 = 19,6 / f.l51vb]
P = CT,Ep39 (short allusion)
Is 1.2 [Ep55 = 52,38-53,1 / 7,29-30]
Tiaia’i-n •»nipna craa
uiouq eysvvqaa Kai ityooaa
rCjLlia
Ep55
rdiAib
Ep55’s method seems again to be to use P until something needs to be changed.
Is 6.6-7 [SDI = 221,17-20 / f.26va]
SDI makes good use of the wording of P, which is obviously the text with which he is 
familiar, but he makes no concessions to it over and above his Vorlage. He follows the latter 
even in word order. Thus r&xaxn In*. (for nSTQn bvt2 npb
nrnpbna naan iT n ) becomes rdM-area .ncai rC'&vsIxsn ,cn K'om irv.r^ ' o3\»r^ 3
(for ev trj xeipi eix^v avGpaxa ov xf\ Aa|3i5i sAafkv arco tou Guaiaotripiou).
Is 7.14 [RF = 49,19-20 / 34,4-5] [Ep39 = 18,9-10 / f.l51rb] [SDI = 228,32-3 / f.41vb] [EplOl 
= Guidi 546]
bx m u  iati n*api p  nn*?n m n  m b v n  nan
T ■ : t It : I •• v v : t t  t : -  t •• •
i5ou r\ icapOevoc; ev yaarpi e^ei Kai te^etai uiov Kai KaAeaeiq to ovopa autou EppavouqA
JurC'cu^ ax. cnrn* r^ Xoiruo .K'atj rC'A-io rdi^ri K'irvXa^ vn K'cn
Ep39,SDI
Jl.K'cuttix. o£ar *^o\alo . K'Xra rC'&AoJara rfm
P = RF,CT,EplOl
A good example of the difference between those texts which are content to reproduce P where 
the meaning is acceptably close to the Greek, and those (Ep39,SDI) which feel the need to 
mirror the grammatical forms -  in this case the tenses of all three verbs being corrected into 
the impf as well as the last one being made active.
Is 8.8-10 [Ep74 = Overbeck 227,13-18]
Ep74 follows the Greek against the quite different MT,P, with no obvious influence of the 
latter upon the translator of Ep74.
Is 8.18 [AT = noGk / 442,6-7]
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P—AT r^ii^ A rtftiTio rdirC' r^ cn
r^ .T»] tisa AT
Is 9.6 [CT = 128,15-6 / f.l 15vb] [EplOl = Guidi 5461]
—ity “urn#  -lisa bx p y r  xbss
In the Alexandrian/Lucianic recension of the Greek, the following is found:
jieydAqc; |3ouAfj(; ayyeAoq Oaupaatoc; aupPouAoc; 0£o<; iaxupd<; e^ouaiaarriq apxa>v dpqvriq
irarrip tou peAAovioq aicovoc;.2
In CT, Theodoret (whom Cyril quotes here) knows the text according to this longer recension 
but quotes the titles in the accusative, thus:
psyaAqq pouArfc ayysAov Kai Gaupaaxov aup(3ouAov Kai Geov iaxupov Kai e^ouaiaarrjv Kai 
apxovta dpqvqc; Kai naxipa tou psAAovroq aiujvoc;.
Peshitta
[xAw.:! r^r^o] r^ Sq\-Y.a rC^ »Vr. .rd^ l^iLA rc'crAr-e' .r^rdlmo
CT
r<>'a>\\ a riar^a r^alr.A rt^«\r.o r^ 'cnXrt'o .r^cdcaa rt'vrcosa .K'taa't r^r*'
P = EplOl
The picture is confused by the fact that the text of P in the mss has itself already undergone 
emendation towards LXX. The words xA\^ :i rc^ aL^ s r&rta have been added in the margins of 
even the earliest extant Peshitta mss (though not in all). The fact that CT translates naxepa 
xou psAAovtoq aicovoq with the same expression may suggest that the translator already knew 
these words in his OT text. He has certainly been influenced by P earlier in the verse, firstly in 
his use of the o between Oaupaatoc; and aupftouAoc; and between aup(3ouAo<; and 0£oq; 
secondly, in omitting any direct equivalent for e^ouaiaatrjq; thirdly, in the choice of his 
wording in general.
Is ll.l-3 a  [CT = 133,20-4 / f.l 17va]
Although the majority of the wording in CT is quite distinct from P (despite the meaning 
being identical), there is some influence: where the Greek says Tiveupa suaepdaq, CT has 
. a rendering found in P for niJT DXT JTH.
Isa 24.13-4 [QUX = 753,29-32 / f.76va]
LXX is very divergent from MT. QUX unsurprisingly simply translates his Vorlage anew, 
although he oddly translates eav avOpconoq as a
Is 25.8 [CT = 136,27-8 / f.l 18vb]
1 Incorrectly cited by Guidi as Isa 9.16.
2 See ms list in Gbttingen edition for fuller details.
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P and CT are close but the citation is short.
Is 26.9 [SDI = 223,17-8 / f.31va]
SDI quite independent of P where LXX is not as MT verbatim.
Is 26.12 [Ep39 = 16,19-20 / f.l50rb]
Ep39 carefully translates this short citation according to Cyril’s text and ignores the different 
readings of MT,P
Is 28.15 [CT = 143,10-11 / f.l21rb]
CT has its own separate version, though he shows his own tendency to abbreviate by reducing 
t(p iJjsuSei to ou.
Is 32.6 [Ep40 = 23,20 / 29,5-6]
yiR-ntosr - q t  nbn: b n  '2
I v  T v  : t  t  : t  t
o yap pwpoc; pcopa AaAqaEi Kai rj KapSia autou pataia vorjasi
.irw aaio . ALtjso r^^cv^r.
Ep40
. A^3nm*73 r<'^ <\a>ioi3 oa=Ao -.Alcana rdil^ z.
SDI
m-Ar> ALtiT*) rC*\ -\CP
Ep40 seems to be a translator in two minds: he clearly wants to translate the Greek text, but he 
hardly does so with great accuracy, using the adverbial for the neuter plural object
jidtaia, and a ptc A ^ ^ »  for the future voqaei -  in both these traits he is following the style 
of the first half of the clause in which he follows P, which uses close equivalents to the 
Hebrew wording (abstract noun for *?33 and impf for 11^33). SDI is more independent, but the 
use of the adverb for the noun is unexpected.
Is 36.6 [Ep46 = 160,23-4 / 50,21]
Ep46 clearly has P is mind when he translates Cyril’s KaAapiviqv pa(35ov UTioarrjaavrsc; as 
rgy.v w  rsion A*. (P having rc^ivS rtxm* for the noun phrase H3(217
np.IJtpp) even though LXX’s rsOAaapsvqv {broken) is not present in Cyril’s allusion.
Is 37.36 [RF = 44,8-10 / 7,15-8,3]
nam 1 ^ 2 2  i ir s tth  *\bx n fp m  n 'fo m  h r e  ■ to r nano2  n s s_] rn rr ip b n  Ran
dtio a n a s. . .  . T .
E f^jA0£V ayyEAoc; Kupiou Kai ocveTAev ek ifjq 7iap£p(3oArj(; toav ’Aaaupicov EKatov oySorjKovxa 
tievte xtAiaSaq Kai i^avaozavxec, [avaaravtEc; RF] to  upon Eupov Ttavta ra acopata vEKpa
.fVi&XTD CCQAoO r?r&» r^ LAo&Nr^ A cnStuVOto jaino crx^ r^ irw
. fVsAx. a^crA.^  K'ooo
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rd.'tean tn ^ r£ \io ]  }o:in ^  R F
•aiuo] A^ho RF 
r^i^y-)] r^ia^n RF 
Qtnr.r^o add. Post rfcn RF 
^ocnA^ ] »^cnl^  RF
It can be seen that RF varies from the standard text of P only a little, once where the Greek 
requires it, e.g. avnt^o  for rc'm, twice because his Peshitta text was probably different (J^o 
and r * ' 1 and once, peculiarly, with no other authority (rd,i»> -p*a *^>).
Is 40.5 [CT = 144,6-7 / f.l21va] [AT = 158,14-5 / 468,3]
CT and AT both follow Cyril/LXX in adding ‘salvation’ as the object to ‘shall see’ and 
making the latter verb singular.
Is 42.1 [CT = 133,24-6 / f.l 17va]
This is given as Is 42.1 in Schwartz but is, in fact, cited from Mt 12.18’s citation of Is 42.1 
and is fairly close to Peshitta NT there (see sub loc. in Gospel Citations).
Is 42.8 [Ep55 = 58,11 / 17,23] [QUX= 735,8 / f.63vb]
Ep55 and QUX owe nothing directly to P here; for instance, Ep55 prefers for 5o^a
rather than P’s for T122, and QUX
Is 42.18 [Ep40 = 23,8-9 / 28,21]
In line, with his usual freedom of expression, this translator abbreviates Cyril/LXX’s oi 
Kcocpoi dcKouaats Kai oi tucpAoi dvapAe^aiE iSstv (for niK-)1? ^*'211 
D ^ in n )  to au* -.cu^ ax. r^^as (compare P’s ou*o cvLdwaor*' r^uo^-a rdx-i**
which at least renders all the elements).
Is 43.18a [GL = 406]
P = GL
Is 44.6 [Ep55 = 52,6-7 / 6,10-11]
Despite Cyril’s odd variant ouk sgtiv Ttaps  ^ spou, Ep55 renders simply into his own version 
whereas P follows a slightly different text.
Is 44.20 [QUX = 715,1-2 / f.51ra]
QUX follows Cyril against P. The LXX reading yvcats for Heb (to pasture, feed) perhaps 
came about through reading 1 for "), and the same difference is apparent in the Syriac versions 
(P ncsa, QUX cu_a).
1 These are both very widely attested readings in early mss.
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Is 45.1 [SDI = 219,22-3 / f.21vb]
i r i rn  •’n f p r p i D 1? in'mb rnrr; - i b r td
outox; Aeyei xupux; o Gsoq tqj xp\oxQ> pou Kupo) ou eKpdTiqoa tfjq 5e£id(;
(nii'ain jeAcv^A cmxAxraX , isor-e'
SDI
(m C Q ia ocn . J(A(\^ , » .  <r«gA Tiort'
The change of pronoun shows SDI following the Gk rather than P.
Is 45.18 [GL = 408]
A short allusion in which the translation uses *=i^  for eiioipaev, where P has k'vd (cognate 
with Heb.)
Is 49.3,5,6 [CT = 128,18-21 / f.l 15vc]
“iKsnK *witEp n m - 'n v  3
t t : v I : v •• t : • t t • : —
ib iivb itpnp ns*1 rnrr -ibk 5 
p a n  nsp"iy 'r\vw' n rnS  a'ia -n*6 ^pnra 6 
3 5ouAo<; pou el au Iapar|A Kai ev aol So^aaGpaopai 
5 outox; Aeyei Kupioc; o TtAaaac; pe ex xoiAiac; 5ouAov eauxco 
6 i5ou teGeiKa [5e5o)Ka CT] ae [eic; 5vaGpxpv yevouq add CT1] ei<; cpdx; eGvdjv tou eivai ae el(;
aajTiqpiav eo)c; eaxa tou Trjq yrjc;
K'lSLdk. cnX i^omK'j r^ v , %\- » izort r&am .rdir*' jjls^ xjod A-.ioa^ rV .SuK'
rr>»°vf\(y>\ kAotcva
CT
K'(73 <tA rt'0(73r<'s r^ iacro jju^ r^vx.K' vyao Aj'\Qa-»r<' Jnjrt' »:\~as.
rni°>oca\ r^ inicvaX K/ic73CvA rdttLL^ x v^ iivoaa.
It may be that CT has come up with its translation independently, as seems to have occurred 
elsewhere; however, it is hard not to conclude that the translator had the Peshitta passage 
clearly and well-known in his mind. The only new renderings he thus has to make are to be 
found where LXX and Peshitta disagree, e.g. in the addition of i5ou and of sic; SiaGrjxpv 
ysvouq.
Is 49.9 [RF = 56,9-10 / 68,7-69,1]
P = RF
RF is not against LXX, however, being thus assisted by Cyril’s having the variant 
avaKaAucpGpTe (imperative, corresponding easily to MT 1^3H) rather than dvaxaAucpGrjvai 
(infinitive with an antecedent verb needing to be supplied).
Is 50.6 [Ep39 = 19,13-15 / f.!51vb-152ra] [SDI = 225,38-226,1 / f.50va]
1 An addition found in the Lucianic recension and many other mss.
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phi 'rnnon & ^  Q 'p-p1? □■■sb*? 'nro *na
tov vdjiov  pou 5s5o)Ka eiq paaTiyaq ta q  5s a iayovaq  pou eiq p a ju ap aT a  to  5s Ttpoaoojiov pou
ouk dcTisaTpsipa octto aiaxuvriq epTrruapdTGov
r^noi inxiarC' ^K'o . rd^ ncvxX >iL^o K'^cvii^A ivanx* >2»ulo- ^
Ep39
r^D Ol^ rtf'&x&xcns iruaarC ' . a a ^ i a  .r^ a o c v x l  >_iiao K '^ v o jj^ n l  ifvsch* , »■
SDI
r&icvta r^ &v&xaxa SftjjJSir*' r^\ ^K'a : rdlBncvxX >_^ ao K'^ rvcvw^A v^ncrx* > »
Ep39 has made the necessary adjustments for the Greek, specifically .ao^ia for TipoaooTtov; 
‘back’ for ‘body’; and the subordinate rather than the coordinate relationship between the last 
two nouns. SDI shares the last two of these only. However, the wording of both citations 
overall is clearly P’s wherever this is possible, and this is most noticeable in the phrase 
r&aoA, where they do not make the noun plural (for pajuapaTa) as some later Peshitta mss 
did -  it was convenient however that this LXX reading was already present in P (it does not 
correspond especially closely to MT, although no other reading is found in the mss, even the 
famously early 5phl) for them to make use of.
Is 50.11 [Ep50 = 100,15-6 / f.l47rb]
o rn ra  nip'rrn nzm -n*cn nb
TtopeueaOe tco 9 0 )d  tou Ttupoq upcov Kai xf\ cpAoyi f| e^eKauaare
«^ cv^ irA\c\_v^  r^ V^jLJcn\r->o vCV^AftM r^ Atnus cA\
«^CV^.kA\C\_V^:\] Ep50
It is difficult to see why Ep50 has discarded .^ iA tc v ^ , but again it seems clear that, with 
the texts having identical meanings, Ep50 simply used P.
Is 53.3 [CT = 144,23-4 / f.l21vc]
inTi rrinfcpp «pk
a vO p om oq  e v  TiAriyfj a>v K ai eiScbq (p ep e iv  p a A a m a v
rg'ir V) ^.aio r ^ a r i^ A  K 'T-i
a=CT 
K ' . T J j ]  y l T  VI CT
Again, we note the closeness of P and CT; here even against a close rendering of the Greek, 
the cpepeiv of which is ignored.
Is 53.5 [Ep50* = 94,28 / f.l43rb] [SDI = 226,5-6 / f.50va]
Ep50 shows the same term as P for pd)Aa)i[;, namely rc'^cv*..
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SDI has for re to r t  (as if present tense) and the wholly non-P o^ A xk' (P
A^cvx. A\,-?3 vysaAx )^.
Is 53.7-8 [Ep55 = 59,7-10 / 19,22-5]
t b  nnsr vib) n»*pK3 rprra 'ipb  *?n"pi b i v  n iv b  ntos 
o?n  piwa nraa ^  nnittr -p in rrnK i asrappi nsjia
ebe; Trpopatov stti acpaypv rjxOri Kai ebe; apvoc; evavtiov tou KEipovtoc; autov acpoovoc; outcoc; 
ouk avoiyei to  otopa autou. ev trj taneivcbaEi rj Kpiaic; autou rjpOir tpv  yevsav autou tic;
Sipypastai* o t i  a ip eta i ano tfjc; yrjc; r) £a)r| autou .
m e n OA *>A\a r^Ao r f a m  xL»Axjt. K 'lO V ^  ^oXn rd im  v y r t 'o  . i^ A x K ' r*'k\m -\ i\  K'israrC' vy rC ' 
r e t i r e '  ^ 0  iu ^ A x r^ s  A ^93 .r^_Avxi c u »  cm*© .ArnAxr*' ^*>0 r<jjc.cvnjj
Ep55
encaexA j*Av& r^A r^il^oo .r t 'o m  <suAvz. c m o i - ^  73An v y f t 'o  .ArssAxrt' rC'Axjaa i^A rd b i^ . vy rC '
. rd^-'Xre' y*> ycncuii yi>x»AAo3:x .r&»A\xi cxjqo cm so  >aj^AxAxr<' :<7aa^cca3
Here we see the influence of P on Ep55. The latter text has altered the terms for ‘sheep’ and 
‘lamb’ and some other minor adjustments for the Greek (e.g. adding r c ^ c n )  with the major 
change coming at the end of v8 where the meaning is quite different; but where MT and LXX 
are close enough, P is followed.
Is 55.8,9 [RF = 53,17-20 / 55,2-5] [GL = 407]
rn rr dm *977  d d 'd i i  tibi n ^ n ln m n  '’ninuinn tib 'D 
DD'nhmnn 'n h m m  d d 'd i id  ' d i i  inna ]? 0 1^5© inaa-'s
ou yap eiaiv ai |3ouAai pou tionep [(be; GL] ai (SouAai upebv ou5e ebemep ai o5oi upcav a i o5oi 
pou ...• aAA’ cbq anexEi 0  oupavoc; duo trjq yfjc; outux; ajisxei r| 656c; pou ano tcav o5cav upcov
Kai ta  S tavoqpata  upcav duo trjq 5tavoiac; pou.
i^ cqx. y r a i l  v y r t ' l  A ^5a ^cx^AxjjHort' vy rtf ' ,ocTJ rdA yAxjjHoK'o . ^ cx-^Axiv SAx v y r ^  ,003 r^A jAxj-^AAx
■^rv-sV .v  KX\ ^  ,Axa*_HAxg . A\jj:xar<' ^  yAxjjHoK' rd i^ca  r ^ . i K '  ^sa
RF
^ a  rdi^ax. y s o i i  v y t t '  r^A r^ ^ cv^ AvmSo k '  v y K ' yAxjjHort' r^Ao *s_cv^A\=ijujCa vyK * >A\-it w‘?3 yoob rdA
^ cv3.A\»n. SAx ,Axa^ _HA\o ♦^cu^AxjjHorC' ^ a  jAyvA o k '  ^aH  rdickcn .rd^.AK'
GL
y*> rC'i’a r .  a u i AI v y r ^  rdA r^ yAxjjHore' ^ cv^ AymXOK' v y K ' cxAo .y ip s ' ^ c x ~ s \ v y r ^  cxA yAx- i r w 'a
,A\i^ xAx y a  ^cx^xAvi^iAxo %^ cv^ AxjjSo k '  y a  yjj'iors' xlujx Axcx^ ot . r ^ . 'i r s '
RF again seems to follow P where possible (especially v9), but is careful, for example, to use 
different terms for (3ouAai (v8) on the one hand, and Siavoqpata/Siavoiac; (v9) on the other, 
where MT, of course, had used the same term in both parts of the verse. GL uses the same 
term (cognate with the Hebrew) for (3ouAai, but abbreviates somewhat by using a pronoun for 
the second |3ouAai.
RF is closest to P in its failure to adopt the chiasm of the original. In MT the first part is 
patterned ‘mine...your...your...mine’ and then ‘mine...your...mine...your’ for the second 
part. LXX uses the chiasm for both halves. P and RF, however, flatten this rhetorical feature 
by using the ‘mine...your’ pattern throughout. GL follows its Greek Vorlage carefully in this 
matter, despite the abbreviation we saw regarding the second PouAai.
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Isa 60.1-2 [QUX = 753,33-6 / f.76vb]
There is little connection between P and QUX here where LXX differs so much from P. 
Where they do agree, however, it would appear that QUX’s choice of wording is strongly 
influenced by P. We have seen elsewhere (Isa 42.8) how P’s for *1133 does not result
in a similar equivalency for 5o£a in our texts (here r e s c u e . ,  sometimes
Is 61.1 [COl = 58,27-9 / f.l04vb] [C02* = 59,33 / f.l05rb]
Although Cyril introduces his citation as being from Isaiah, his omission of the words 
iaaaaGai touc; auvt£tpipp£VOU<; trj KapSiq imply that he is thinking of Lk 4.18, and this 
citation is dealt with sub loc. in the relevant place.
Is 61.10 [RF = 66,28-9 /121,3-4]
ngns b'vn  y t i r n a s  'W ib r i  "3 
ayaAAidaGu) r| ipuxq pou erti tqj xupico ev eS u q ev  yap ps ipatiov aootripiou Kai xitoova
Eucppoauvqc;
rC'm .te . rdirAcva:\ rdx.cv=aX ^iT-Arda \ c \ J'73 tcrA r€s >xa.i
RF
rd’a m o a A  rdinjjJO r d o c u t e  > \ T - A r d i  > t ° h  « n X \
On this occasion, RF owes very little to P.
Is 62.2 [RF = 61,23-4 / 95,3-4]
133(5" rn rr "s i m  unn op R-jpi
kolX e o e i  o e  [KaAsaouai RF1] to ovopa aou, to Kaivov o o Kupioc; ovopaasi auto
asmcvaA r d ^ r .  >-A rdViSftA
RF
>a3CVi^uu ocn K'kww rd^uc. cnX rdvjfcu
While the Greek predominates in the translator’s mind still, it is notable that he avoids the 
difficulty of the impersonal xaAeaouai (or k c leX e o e x )  by keeping MT,P’s passive.
Is 62.10 [EDC = 16,10-11 / f.l4va]
]3RB l^pp □•H3W3 1133
nopeueoGe 5ia tu>v tiuAgov pou Kai touc; AiQouc; touc; ek  trjc; o5ou 5iappu|iat£
,<73CV&rd  ^ cvXcuio...rd^AXu3 o in * -
EDC
cvXcuo rd jA ord  o i a i .
1 An unexpected reading, known otherwise only from the Latin o f Tyconius’ Liber Regularum.
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EDC carefully follows its Vorlage, with the plural ‘gates’ as well as its suffix, and the 
addition of ‘from the path’.
Isa 63.9 [QUX = 765,30-1 / f.85va]
LXX has a quite a different meaning to MT. QUX naturally follows its Vorlage.
Jer 4.3 [Ep40 = 23,12 / 28,25-6]
Ep40 follows P for the second clause, not for the first, perhaps so that he can use words from 
the same root to translate the cognate pair VECoaars and veoopara.
Jer 8.23/8.23/9.1 [CT = 137,22-4 / f.l 19ra] [QUX = 734,41-735,2 / f.63vb]
d q t nanao nipp ■rri era 'm i  ip r 'a
ti<; 6d)a£i xecpaAfj pou u5u)p Kai ocpGaApoic; pou Trriyfiv 5aKpua>v Kai KAauaopai tov Aaov
pou
.rC'AV-iO rd^-CV3^73 ,'i«v e\ .rdiEn .pax.
CT
ViWio r£in»x»rd=» >27axA ,cncv»->-»r<>o . rdx-C\iiS3 >vi;\.o . A^rvi cya^zj
QUX
rdAXo r^ mi*x»r<' r^ iro r^nx. Ax. rtfiar^o . K'^ rvxSiAA rdx.asm >AaxAo . rt'iin ,jc.A A&u ^n.
Although CT will not deviate from translating his text (LXX), the influence of P upon his 
choice of expression is quite clear -  such a rendering constitutes a revision of P towards LXX 
rather than a completely new translation.
QUX follows almost all of P’s words but with tenses of the verbs altered from perfects to 
imperfects, thus Afcu for and r^ K ' for As MT has imperfects and Gk futures for 
these verbs, the change is to be expected and provides a good example of QUX’s approach to 
the P text.
Jer 22.13,14 [MosEp = Guidi, 400]
P = MosEp
rt'fcvib >1 rd lnK '] rC'Jftxn rt'\~ir<'
Jer 22.17 [Ep55 = 49,24-5 / 2,10]
Ep55 has his own version (P follows MT), yet he adds the words ‘not straight’, completing
the thought of the Greek wording. This is the sort of alteration that a translator might make to 
Cyril, but rarely to a Biblical text as he does here.
Jer 23.16 [AT = 146,7-8 & 15-6 / 458,7-8 & 14-5] [QUX = 762,11-2 / f.82vb]
m rr •’so vib r a T  oa1? ]itn
[opaoiv] onto Kap5iac; autcav AaAouaiv Kai ouk alto atoparoq Kupiou
^  n^ ocn rdXo .^ AAs*cn ocn K'om
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QUX
c n ^ jc v a  r ^ A o  . ^ o c n c A  ^ i l l s a s a
AT
. r ^ » i s a s  cn»><\a ^5 0  c\Ao . ^ iV\*?a^3 ^ o c n = A
AT follows word order more carefully than QUX and uses ^  in the developed manner as the 
indicator of a ptc. As Cyril has altered AaAouaiv to AaAoOvrec; for the grammatical context.
Jer 23.23,24 [AT = 142,7-10 / 454,18-455,2]
AT has very much his own version, using his own technique to translate the Greek, and owing 
nothing to P.
Jer 35.8-10 [MosEp = Guidi, 399]
P = MosEp
Bar 3.3 [RF = 48,28-9 / 31,5-6]
oti au KaOqpevoc; tov auova Kai rjpeiq (XTioAAupevoi tov aioava
7-A .A  ^Jj j O . i u r f  ^n»n i u r ^ S
RF
y > \v \  ^j j j O .^tA nA  i i u r t '  .=>Sua >-m
RF appears both to add an extra clause to the front and yet also to translate KaOqpevoc; with 
greater precision than P.
Bar 3.38/3.37* [RF = 54,1 / 57,6-7] [AT = 140,9 / 453,8] [QUX = 715,39-40 / f.51va-b]
peta touto £7tl tf)<; yfjc; a>cp0r| Kai £v tou; avOpamoic; auvav£atpa(pq
RF
. r d o r t '  y *-» < / ^ ( n i i u o  : , \  s., i ^ u i i u
QUX
. > iv  v ^ ctjJKt^ o  . A s..
AT
. k 'G od v ^ c h ^ o  r ^ z A iia  }a^_G . i^ o o j  A x . ^
The wording in these three versions appears to owe nothing to P.
Ezek 34.14 [AT = no Greek / 447,10-11]
n snp i n itrn in p n
£v vopfj ayaOfj PoaKqaco.. .Kai £v voprj tuovi
r d o u t .  irvxra
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AT
r ^ i u o t a o  r^ i \ .v a  ^ocnX
Despite the repetition of HinQ/p^vVopii, AT still varies his text (re^V*^©*). Although we 
do not have Cyril’s original for this, there are no known variants for either vopfj in the LXX 
text, and so the variation is most likely to be the translator’s.
Sus 42 [AT = no Greek / 439,18-9] [CT = 136,29 / f.l 18vb]
o d5cbc; toc rah/roc Tipiv ysvioecoq autcov
,-»ocm r^A:w. a m
AT
rt'ocm^ pXD  J^Q^ J A ^  0(73
CT
K'ocniS p ^ n  A-s orb 
(representing o roxvra yivoaaKOJv Ttpiv y sveaeox;)
Dn 7.10 [CO* = 56,29 / f.l03va] [GL = 411]
P = GL
Even CO’s allusion has P’s even though Cyril uses Asvroupouaiv (for LXX
£0£p(X7l£UOV).
Dn 7.13,14 [Ep55 = 57,15-18 / 16,2-6]
From Theodotion:
£0£oopouv £V opapan trjc; vuktoc;, Kai 15ou p£ta toov vecpeXCdv rob oupavou cbq uioq 
av0pd)7tou £pxop£voc; rjv Kai ecjq tou raxAaiou roov r|p£pd)v ecpQccoev Kai £vamiov autou 
Kpoariv£x0Tl Kai aura) £§60t] r| apxr) Kai [rj a. k. om. Ep55] r\ tipf) Kai f| PaoiAda Kai navzec; 
oi Aaoi (puAai yAcoaaai [jrdv...yA.: naaai ai 9 . Kai y. Ep55] aurco 5ouA£i3aouaiv
Ep 55:
.a*&v*A r£ra:i*_a r f r \^ e ^  oo to  v y rt*  A v. r?  m a  -.rdiAAs r ta w x a  i u o m  K'li*
cn\ rdixAo rt'ixcvsbr^' ^.aaLxo K '^ cvxL tdo re'io-.r^ .^acnjiaK' cnAa ,c73C\m:ii30 : >^*so r^iaibcv.
-  rt%.\on
The translator makes a close rendering of his Vorlage with little interest in the text of P, 
which is following MT.
Index to Old Testament Citations 
RF
[Ex 3.14; Ps 2.7; 74.6; 87.5; 88.7; 101.26-8; 117.27; Prov 8.11; 8.15; 9.18; Mic 5.2; Isa 7.14; 
37.36; 49.9; 55.8-9; 61.10; 62.2; Bar 3.3; 3.38]
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QUX
[Gen 19.26; Ex4.3; 16.8; Num 16.11; Dt 10.22; Josh 1.5; ISam 8.5; 8.7; IKi 19.10; Ps 20.6; 
21.8; 21.19; 44.7-8; 49.2-3; 62.9; 80.10; 89.1; 93.22; 104.15; 135.12; Prov 9.18; Wis 1.13-4; 
2.24; Am 7.14-5; Joel 3.1; Hab 3.13; Zeph 2.1-2; Isa 24.13-4; 42.8; 44.20; 60.1-2; 63.9; Jer 
8.23; 23.16; Bar 3.38]
EDC
[Ps 44.7-8; Prov 8.9; Am 3.12-3; Isa 62.10]
SDI
[Ex 25.10-11; Dt 10.22; Ps 21.17; 44.7-8; 68.22; 104.15; Cant 2.1; Job 4.19; Hab 3.13; Isa
6.6-7; 7.14; 26.9; 45.1; 50.6; 53.5]
Ep39
[ISam 2.30; Ps 95.11; Prov 22.28; Mai 3.6; Isa 7.14; 26.12; 50.6]
Ep40
[Wis 1.1; Zeph 2.1-2; Isa 32.6; 42.18; Jer 4.3]
Ep46
[Ps 100.4; Wis 1.1*; Isa 36.6]
Ep50
[Ps 10.2; Prov 9.18; 14.12; Hab 2.15; Isa 50.11; 53.5*]
Ep55
[Gen 35.25,31-2; Ex 20.3; 28.30; Dt 6.4; 18.13; 33.8-9; Ps 12.4; 17.45-6; 32.6; 49.2-3; 77.15- 
20; Prov 4.25; Job 12.22; Isa 1.2; 42.8; 44.6; 53.7-8; Jer 22.17; Dn 7.13-4]
Ep74
[Isa 8.8-10]
EplOl
[Isa 7.14; 9.6]
CO
[Dt 19.15; IKi 18.21; 19.10; Ps 32.6; 109.1; 109.4; 117.27; Prov 8.9; Zech 7.9; Isa 61.1; Dn 
7.10]
CT
[1 Ki 18.21; Ps 23.10; 51.3-4; 76.4; 101.26-8; 119.2; 146.6; Prov 9.9; 18.19; 19.5; Job 4.19; 
Am 7.14-5; Zech 7.9; Mai 3.6; Isa 9.6; 11.1-3; 25.8; 28.15; 40.5; 42.1; 49.3-6; 53.3; Jer 9.1; 
Sus 42]
AT
[Gen 4.26; Ex 12.46; Lev 17.3-4; Dt 32.11; 2Sam 5.8; Ps 18.10; 72.24; 138.7-10; Wis 1.7; 
Zech 4.10; Isa 8.18; 40.5; Jer 23.16; 23.23-4; Bar 3.38; Ezek 34.14; Sus42]
GL
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[Gen 1.9; 1.14; 2.7; 2.16-7; 3.16; Dt 17.2-6; Ps 83.5; 118.105; Prov 1.3; 2.4; Isa 43.18; 45.18; 
55.8-9; Dn 7.10]
MosEp
[Eccl 7.11; 8.1; 10.1-2; Wis 1.1-3; 1.5; 1.12. 7.30; 8.1; 8.21; 9.1-2; Jer 22.13-4; 35.8-10]
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